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PREFACE.

THE
work of Hariri which is the subject of the follow-

ing pages has been denominated " the most classical

in Arabic literature," and " a master-piece of elegance

and refinement." Nor are these appellations unmerited.

In elaborate execution and ornateness of style the Makamat

are perhaps unrivalled ; they have always been regarded

in the East as models of accuracy ; and the design with

which they were written was purely literary, namely, to

display the vast resources of the Arabic language, to

exemplify the most difficult methods of composition, and

to embody in a series of rhythmical and metrical anec-

dotes all the refinements of grammar, rhetoric, poetry,

history, and tradition, that the author's extensive learn-

ing could supply.

To this design the subject-matter of the work is

entirely subordinate, the characters and incidents being

selected not for their intrinsic interest or value, but

merely as forming a suitable occasion and groundwork

for the exhibition of recondite learning and rhetorical

skill. It is not the outline but the detail of the per-
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formance, not the importance of the topics but the style

in which they are treated, that claims our approbation.

At the same time it must be allowed that Hariri

has adopted a peculiarly appropiate method of exempli-

fying the branches of literature most cultivated and

esteemed by his Arabian contemporaries, a method

which, it appears, was suggested, and in some degree

prescribed to him by the example of an eminent author

who had preceded him in the same field of labour. The

character of the wily and versatile Abou-Zaid of Seroug,

eloquent and erratic like the hero of the Odyssey,

roaming from place to place with no means of support

except his marvellous powers of language, nor any

object except the display of them, restless if without

an opportunity of exerting them, but careless from the

very confidence of success about employing them in a

settled direction, devoting them sometimes to the noblest

and sometimes to the meanest purposes, yet never losing

sight of the dignity of their possession, but applying them

to foil the learned, to cajole the simple, to baffle the

powerful, and to defraud the humane, this character is

an amplification and improvement of that of Abou'l Fateh

in the Makamat of Badiah Al Zamaan of Hamadan;

while that of Hareth, the companion and admirer of

Abou-Zaid, who is constantly on the look out for him,

but always pays dearly for the pleasure of meeting him,

and. as a scholar of considerable attainments, narrates
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the adventures and performances of his friend in the

highest style of Arabian eloquence is in like manner

the counterpart of the Ibn Hashaam of Badiah.

By means of the repeated exhibition of these two

characters in lively contrast to each other, through a

series of unconnected anecdotes, Hariri has succeeded

in maintaining a certain unity in his work, and in avoid-

ing abrupt transitions, while he introduces specimens of all

the different species of composition which it was his

design to illustrate. By this means he has preserved

a graceful dramatic effect, and such a pleasing variety

as might beguile and encourage his readers in the study

of what he designates
" a combination of serious lan-

guage with lightsome, refinement with nervousness of

style, and elegant with recondite phraseology, a rich store

of choice metaphors, and ancient proverbs, and riddles,

and orations, and poems, religious, festive, plaintive, and

didactic."

The work is no idle rhapsody intended, like "The

Thousand and One Nights," to amuse the loiterers of

the cafe or the seraglio, but the elaborate result of

the literary system of a period in which not only the

sciences but the useful arts of life were sacrificed by

the ingenious and studious of a great nation to a pro-

found grammatical and rhetorical research into the

structure and resources of their own most copious lan-

guage; and if the author of it has arrayed his pro-

1
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duction in the garb of anecdote, this is merely an artifice

by which its stateliness might be rendered less forbid-

ding, and its treasures more accessible.

That literary system originated in the extreme im-

portance attached by Mohammedans to the study of the

Koran, which is universally regarded by them as of divine

origin and verbally inspired. The style of the Koran

is so elliptical, and the dialect in which it is written,

though allowed to be the purest and best, so totally

different from the language of ordinary life, that it was

found necessary in order to effect even an approximate

solution of its difficulties to institute a close compara-

tive study of the contemporary and preceding produc-

tions of Arabic poets, and to establish systems of gram-

mar, rhetoric, and logic which might be brought to bear

upon the revered text. These sciences therefore, being

the offspring of religious enthusiasm, acquired so much

value in the estimation of Mohammedans under the

Khaliphate, as to cause almost every other literary pur-

suit to be considered superfluous if not culpable; and

thus the study of them became general, and the at-

tainment of them the chief standard of excellence.

They formed the topics of discussion in all literary and

religious assemblies, and those who outshone their com-

petitors in masterly familiarity with them, combined

with copious command of language, became the objects

of public admiration and the munificence of the rich
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and powerful. Hence it resulted that the eloquent

were prone to depend exclusively on their rhetorical

powers for maintenance or aggrandisement. They be-

came as it were the knights-errant of literature, wan-

dering from city to city to contest the palm of genius

and erudition with any rivals whom they might chance

to meet with, and thus attracting the notice and favour

of the great. It was not uncommon for a destitute

stranger to enter the learned circle where the choicest

wits of a province were assembled, and, as soon as an

opportunity was offered, compel them all to acknow-

ledge his superiority to themselves, and win their bounty

by some feat of marvellous improvisation, or a lucid

decision on some perplexing difficulty in grammar or

rhetoric. Such persons being necessarily exposed in

the course of their wanderings to all the vicissitudes

of fortune, were tempted in the intervals of success

to abuse their ingenuity and fertility of resource by

descending to unworthy arts of deception for the sake

of subsistence; and thus it appears that the character

of Abou-Zaid as depicted in the Makamat is no more

than the type to which the then state of literary taste

and structure of literary society assimilated many of the

most gifted and cultivated minds of the period, though

perhaps none of them possessed the completeness or

consistency of this their ideal abstract. The Makamat

therefore combine the primary excellence of being a
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grand collection of specimens of the literature most

admired during a long and important period of Moham-

medanism, and the secondary one of containing a correct

and interesting delineation of the character of some of

its most eminent professors.

Of the esteem in which this work has always been

held by learned Moslemin, no better proof can be alleged

than the numerous commentaries, (second only in number

to those upon the Koran), written upon it by natives of

the remotest East and West, both Arabian and Persian.

Those in Arabic which are most approved are two, the

one by a native of Xeres in Andalusia, the other by a

native of Khouaresm the N. Eastern province of Persia.

Much as every line of the Makamat has been discussed,

the consent of the Arabs themselves has decided that

scarcely one word or phrase admits of improvement or

alteration. An eminent writer has asserted that 'they

ought never to be transcribed but in letters of gold on

a tissue of silk.' It were superfluous to quote the ver-

bose and grandiloquent eulogies bestowed upon them by

the above-mentioned commentators at the commencement

of their works ;
the vast labour of elucidation and illus-

tration which they have expended on them is the most

valuable testimony which they could offer both of their

own esteem, and of the important place of literary emi-

nence assigned to them by those best qualified to judge

of them. It is true indeed that few books are more
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unintelligible without the assistance of a commentary,

or more removed above the understanding of the vulgar

by recondite phraseology and involved construction ; but

nevertheless, as De Sacy justly observes,
'

it attracts the

reader capable of understanding it with an irresistible

charm.' That illustrious scholar, however, who has the

honour of having raised the most permanent and sub-

stantial monument to the genius of Hariri in his admi-

rable
'

edition and select commentary,' has presumed on the

right of criticism supposed to be possessed by one whose

editorial labours have rendered him minutely conversant

with his author, to condemn the lavish expense of orna-

ment and refinement with which, he says, the style of

Hariri is surcharged. He accuses him of the abuse of wit

and imagination, and of shocking his readers by repeated

offences against good taste, and inclines to prefer the

Makamat of Al Hamadani as more exempt from these

faults, and as depicting with more simplicity a greater

variety of subjects and adventures. Perhaps it was natu-

ral that, fatigued or disgusted with the magnitude of

his own labours in the explanation of the Makamat,

he should have been inclined to indemnify himself as

it were for the toil that Hariri had cost him by indulg-

ing in a few disparaging reflections on his author, reflec-

tions which, however unjust, cannot fail to have suggested

themselves in the moments of weariness to any one who

has perseveringly accomplished the perusal of this most
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difficult and elaborate work, and which are excusable in

one who spent years of indefatigable labour in the illus-

tration of it. The truth, on the contrary, seems to

be that Hariri has attained a much higher degree of

the style at which his predecessor had been aiming, and

that the greater richness of his fancy and copiousness

of his language enabled him to scatter brighter flowers

with a more lavish hand, though the space which he has

thus adorned is more limited.

Greater simplicity is no praise in a species of com-

position the merit of which consists in exuberance of

ornament, nor variety of interesting topics any just claim

to superiority when the topics themselves are confessedly

a mere field for the display of those triumphs of elo-

quence which shine with the more concentrated splen-

dour, the more contracted and unworthy the space in

which they are exhibited. Besides, it must be recol-

lected that in matters of taste the opinions of the East

and the West can never coincide, because they are respec-

tively swayed, if not dictated, by two opposite principles,

the love of artificial beauty, and the love of utility ; nor

can the quaint imagery and wild extravagance of Ori-

ental style be justly tried before the limitary tribunal of

rigorous Occidental criticism. The best Arabian authors

love to revel in the unbounded resources of their rich

language, and, by the unrestricted employment of meto-

nyms and metaphors the most recondite and startling, to
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prove their mastery over its difficulties, and their pos-

session of its treasures, leaving explicitness of style to

be cultivated by those who have not been endowed with

so prolific an imagination or so ample a scope for its

exercise and display.

With De Sacy's criticism on Hariri may be contrasted

the unreserved eulogy of the laborious and accomplished

Alb. Schultens, who, in the year 1731, published with

copious annotations Golius' elegant version of the Maka-

mah of Sanaa, with his own translation of five more.

He says,
' Haririi consessus totidem limpidos fundunt rivos

qui vernantia prata et viridaria amoenissima prseterla-

bantur atque rigent. Prsecipua iis admiratio inde con-

ciliatur quod ut nihil copiosius et uberius, ita limatius

castigatiusque nihil ab ullo humano ingenio proficisci

posse videatur.' To this testimony may be added the

more recent one of a learned German, who says, 'Lec-

tione Haririi nemo carere potest qui de linguae Arabicae

copia, volubilitate, elegantia, genio, omninoque de dialectis

Semiticis rectum judicium facere voluerit.'
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INTRODUCTION.

AFTER
the completion of a closely literal version of all the

Makamat of Hariri, many of them were found to present

almost insuperable obstacles to that union of elegance with

accurate translation which is indispensable to a faithful repre-

sentation of the highly-finished originals. A selection 1 has there-

fore been made of those most suitable for publication, and the

rest are merely quoted in notes by way of illustration; while a

summary of their contents is added hi the form of an Appendix

(see pag. 479), which, it is hoped, will serve as a guide in the

perusal of them to those students who may wish to become ac-

quainted with the whole of Hariri's work.

The Makamat consisting of a stately rhyming prose, inter-

spersed with metrical passages, the translator has rendered the latter

1 De Sacy in the Preface to his edition of the Makamat expresses his

persuasion that an entire translation of them will never be called for but

by those whose acquaintance with them is limited to select extracts. Ho

adds,
'
II y a des Makamat qui consistent tout entiers en enigmes, en logo-

griphes, et expressions & double entente, sorte do jcu d'esprit que le plus

grand talent ne saurait pas passer dans une autre langue, et qu'on doit so

contenter do faire apercevoir dans une sorte do lontain et comme & travers

un brouillard, si Ton ne reut pas sacriner le principal li ce que n'cst qu'acces-

soire. La lecture do ces Seances doit otro envisagre seulement commc un

moyen d'acquerir une profonde connnissance de la langue Arabo.'

2
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into English verse, and the former into a species of composition

which occupies a middle place between prose and verse, the

clauses of which, though not rhyming together, are arranged as

far as possible in evenly balanced periods, and never exceed a

certain length. Rhyming prose is extremely ungraceful in English,

and introduces an air of flippancy, unless the subject be of the

most light and frivolous description; whereas the style of com-

position which has been adopted, at the same time that it is

pleasing to the ear, conveys the best idea of the short, senten-

tious, sonorous, and generally antithetical clauses of the original.

It is clearly no less suitable for the translation of such a work

as the Makamat, than for that of the Proverbs and other parts

of the Hebrew Scriptures, to which it has been applied with

remarkable success. Besides, though the rhyming prose of Hariri

has been elegantly imitated in the most flexible and copious of

modern languages by the German poet Friedrich Riickert, a similar

imitation in English would probably be found as impracticable

as a preservation of all the alliterations of the original, without

a greater departure from the literal meaning than even that in-

genious author has allowed himself, although he distinctly states,

that his work is *a travestie, and not a translation,' 'gibt sich

fur keirie uebersetsung, sondern fiir eine nachbildung.' On the

other hand, the method adopted in this volume, while it suffi-

ciently imposes the artificial restraints without which composi-

tion is liable to dwindle from stateliness into insignificance, fully

admits of that preservation of the details as well as the outline of

the original, which is required by the laws of faithful translation.

In the prose part of the present version every effort has been made

to convey a closely literal rendering of the words of Hariri in

accordance with the expositions of the best commentators, except
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in some instances where the metaphors of the original are so

strange or complicated as to require circumlocution, or where

an attempt is made to imitate the alliterations. In the metrical

translation of the verses of the Makamat, only the general sense

has been adhered to, but a literal version is always given in the

annotations, for the sake of the student who may wish to satisfy

himself of the accuracy of the renderings. If the poetry never

rises into the sublime, it is not on that account the less faithful

representation of the corresponding part of the original, the chief

merit of which consists in clearness, terseness, and grammatical ac-

curacy. An imitation of the Arabic metres and rhymes would in

English be a task both fruitless and impracticable, and in German,

though a language far richer and more pliant than the English,

is but imperfectly effected by one who has proved himself a

consummate master of verbal and phraseological resource. Here

and there only in the present work a sequence of similar rhymes

is preserved through several successive lines, after the manner of

the Arabian poets ; and in regard to the metre, the translator has

contented himself with selecting that species of ordinary English

verse which seemed best suited to the subject of the passages

to be translated. Occasionally he has ventured to imitate the

alliterations of Hariri, and would apologize to the reader for

having thus adopted a species of verbal artifice which is con-

demned by the more correct taste of modern Europe, though always

admired and practised by Orientals. They regard it as the highest

proof of genius in an author, that he should be able to unite so

difficult a performance with refinement of expression and ele-

gance and appositeness of meaning, and seem to imagine that the

merit of a composition increases in proportion to the manifest

indications of labour bestowed upon it. In Oriental literature

22
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nothing is to be found corresponding with those bold and sublime

efforts of English poesy, which, as if fearing to be hampered

by the trammels of rhyme, have arrayed themselves in the plain

but majestic attire of blank verse. An Eastern poet who should

neglect to assume the elaborate ornaments of style prescribed by

established custom, would at once be condemned unheard, on the

score of indolence or incapacity. For such negligence no excel-

lence of ideas could atone in the eyes of his countrymen.
' If

his conceptions are fine/ they would say,
'

why does he not make

the exertion requisite to produce them in a more worthy and

elegant form ?'

The fault of prolixity, which the translator fears will be laid

to the charge of his annotations, is one into which he has been

almost unavoidably led by the very diffuse character of the com-

mentaries which he has had to consult; and the reader will be

less surprised at the pains taken to explain the precise meaning

of the text, when he is assured that with 'all appliances and

means' the Makamat in the Arabic will still be found a most

difficult study, and that none but the most highly educated native

Arabs are capable of understanding them without constant refer-

ence to the commentaries, which however do not always enable

them to decide between conflicting grammatical opinions. This

arises from the circumstance that nearly every clause is intended

to illustrate the use of some rare word, some remarkable idiom,

or some paradox in grammar, construction, or signification; so

that all that a translator can hope to effect beyond assisting

those who may desire to study the original, is to convey to the

English reader a general idea of the style and species of excel-

lence by which the work of Hariri is distinguished. The most

patient and arduous exertion must necessarily fail to do justice
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to this monument of consummate skill and execution ; the very per-

fection of which forms the best apology for the manifest defects

of the present attempt to illustrate it.

It now remains to give some account of the life of Hariri,

of the occasion of his undertaking the Makamat, of the author

who preceded him in that field of labour, of the dramatis per-

sonce and title of the work, and of those who have edited it or

' commented upon it.

The history of Hariri given by Ibn Khalekan in his Biographical

Dictionary, (pag. 586. edit. De Slane), is to this effect :

' Abou-Mohammed Al Kaasem Ibn-Aali Al Hariri Al Basri Al

'

Haraami, the author of the Makamat, was one of the first writers

' of his age, and attained the greatest perfection in those com-

4

positions, which contain a great part of the riches of the Arabic

'

language, and of its rare words, proverbs, and figurative and

'

senigmatic expressions. Whoever is acquainted with them, as

'

thoroughly as they deserve to be known, must be aware of

' his vast erudition.

4 He was born A.H. 446, (A.D. 1030), and died A.H. 516, at

'

Basra, in the street of the Benou Haraam, (a tribe of Bedouin Arabs

' settled there) leaving two sons. He is called Al Haraami from

' the name of that street in which he had generally resided, and

' Al Hariri 1 from the word Harir (silk), because he traded in

'

silk, or had a manufactory of it. The family of Hariri belonged

l D'Horbolot inaccurately states that ho was so called because he lived

in a village of Persia called Harir. Ho adds, in the same style, that 'the

Makamat arc declamations on various moral subjects, which were recited in

the towns whose names they respectively bear.'
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' to the small village of Meshan near Basra, where he is said

' to have possest eighteen thousand palm-trees and to have

'

enjoyed great opulence
1
.

' The occasion of his undertaking the composition of the

' Makamat was thus related by his son Abdallah Abou'l Kaasem :

' " My father being seated one day in the mosque which he usually

*

frequented, in the quarter of the Benou Haraam, there came in

* an elderly man (Shaikh) clad in two ragged cloaks ( -xlL*J*

* see pag. 384, note 1), and with all the appearance of a destitute

1 Herr Peiper, in the Preface to his improved translation of the five

Makamat published by Schultens, disputes the accuracy of this account,

on the ground that Hariri states in his Peroration that he was compelled

by poverty to offer his Makamat for sale. His words are,
' Vix dives haberi

potest ille qui dicit "mala fortuna coactus hsec mercimonia, quibus publicse

reprehensioni me expono, venum dedi;" octodecim palmorum millia Me-

sbani genti potius quam ipsi Haririo fuisse existimes.' It is clear, however,

that he has misunderstood and mistranslated Hariri's metaphorical language,

where, speaking of himself and his work with diffidence and modesty, and

disclaiming the imputation of forwardness to publish it, he calls his Mak-

amat 'worthless wares, deserving to be sold rather than bought, which he

had been constrained [by the importunities of his friends] (as appears from

the commentators) to present to the public, and, as it were, to proclaim (cry)

in the market-place of criticism' phrases used in a sense purely metapho-

rical, with respect to the publication of the work, and without any reference

to the sale of it ; for in those days (before printing was invented) no profit

could be made by the sale of a book ; and the only pecuniary advantage

which could possibly result to an author from publication, was a casual

reward from a rich man, who might be pleased with his work, or at whose

request it might have been edited. The passage from which M. Peiper has

derived the too hasty inference by which he has attempted to throw discredit

/< on the statement of Ibn Khalekan, occurs in the Peroration of the Makamat

IN^ of Hariri, pag. 687, De Sacy's edit.
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'

wayfarer, but who spoke with fluency, and expressed himself

' with great elegance ; and when asked by the people present who

* and whence he was, told them that he was Abou-Zaid of Seroug.

' Astonished at finding such eloquence in one so indigent, my father

' went home and composed concerning him the Makamah entitled

' that of the Mosque Beni Haraam, in the form of an anecdote

' narrated by Abou-Zaid himself. This Makamah was published,

* and being read by Abou-Nasr Anoushirwan, Vizeer of the

*

Khaliph Mostarshid Billahi, an erudite and talented person and

' an author of history, it pleased him so much, that he engaged my
* father to write more of the same sort 1

, which he did, and com-

'

pleted their number to fifty. It is to this Vizeer that my father

'

alludes in the Preface of his Makamat, where he speaks of a

*

personage, a suggestion from whom is obligatory, and obedience

* to whose behests is clear gain." I found, says Ibn Khalekan, an

* account similar to this in many historical works ; but happening to

* be at Cairo in the year 656 (A. H.), I saw there a copy of several

* of the Makamat in Hariri's own hand-writing, with an inscrip-

' tion on the cover, stating that such was the case, and that

'

they had been composed expressly for Jelaal-addeen Ibn Sadakah,

'

who, as well as Anourshirwan (above mentioned) was a Vizeer of

' Mostarshid Billahi ; and this account is certainly more to be

* relied on than the other, as having been written by the author's

' own hand. There is also a discrepancy in the accounts of the

1 This account from the mouth of Hariri's son does not agree with the

whole of the account given by Hariri himself in his preface, (pag. 25), where

ho states that it was a conversation about the Makamat of a preceding

author, Al Hamadani, that suggested to the Vizocr to request him to com-

pose some after that model,
' however difficult it might be for him,' as ho

says,
'

to try to equal the excellence of so distinguished an author.'
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' reason that suggested to Hariri to make a person named Abou-

' Zaid 1 the principal character who displays his eloquence in all the

' Makamat. One account is that given above. Another narrated

'

by Jamaal-addeen Ibn Yousouf, governor of Aleppo, in his

' "
Biography of Grammarians," is that " Hariri intends under this

' name to represent a pupil of his own, one Motahher Ibn Salaam,

* a native of Basra, who cultivated grammar and lexicography,
' and having pursued his studies under the auspices and with

' the assistance of Hariri, became thereby a great adept hi them,
' insomuch that on one occasion he repeated by heart to the

'

governor of Waset a grammatical work of Hariri, written in

'

verse, entitled Moulhat Al Irab (the beauties of Syntax)." The
' name Hareth Ibn Hammam, by which Hariri designates the

'

reporter of Abou-Zaid's adventures and performances in the

'

Makamat, is also fictitious. Many commentators assert that he

' intends thereby to denote himself 2
. The name is borrowed from

1 Whoever the original of the Abou-Zaid in the Makamat may have

been, it is evident that this is a fictitious name, being one of the most ordi-

nary that could be selected. The name Zaid is used by the Arabs to denote
'

any man whatever/ (e. g. in the examples of grammatical rules) and cor-

responds nearly with the Hebrew "0172 or the Greek 6 Seu/a, or the English

'such an one,' so that the name ' Abou-Zaid' is equivalent to 'any body's

father,' and is analogous to that of the corresponding character in the

Makamat of Al Hamadani, viz. Abou'l Fateh (* the young man's father'), a

name, as Hariri himself observes (pag. 25),
'
too ordinary -and general to be

recognised as the designation of a particular individual.'

2 This is not improbable ; because Hareth is always represented in the

Makamat as a native of Basra, as generally in easy circumstances, as en-

gaged in trade, as a tolerable proficient in literature, and as entertaining

a great admiration for feats of eloquence like those of Abou-Zaid all cir-

cumstances which characterized Hariri himself.
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' an expression attributed to Mohammed, who said to his followers,

' " each of you is a Hareth, and every one of you a Hammam."
' The word " Hareth" signifies

" one who acquires gain by trade

' or other means," and Hammam, " one who is subject to cares .

' and anxieties," so that there is not an individual of mankind

* to whom these names may not be properly applied
1

. I have

' read in a collection of narratives that Hariri at first composed
' no more than forty Makamat. He brought them with him

' from Basra to Baghdad, and there published them as his own

*

work, but many literary persons would not believe that he was

* the author of them, declaring that they were composed by a

'

very eloquent Moor, who had come to Baghdad and died there,

' and whose papers had fallen into Hariri's hands. The Vizeer

'

hearing of this summoned him to his court, and asked him what

' was his profession ; he replied that he was a Mounshee (a com-

'

posing scribe). Thereupon the Vizeer commanded him to com-

'

pose a letter in a high style of eloquence on a subject that he

'

gave him. Hariri retired into a corner of the court with a pen
* and paper, but remained a long time utterly at fault, and was at

' last obliged to withdraw in confusion. Among those who had

' accused him of plagiarism was one Ibn Allah, a poet, who on

' occasion of this failure of Hariri composed the following satirical

' lines :

' " We have a doctor who claims descent from Rabiah Al Fares 2
,

' " Who in his folly and imbecility pulls out the hairs 3 of his beard ;

1 The name Hareth Ibn Hammam is therefore as general and indetermi-

nate as Abou-Zaid.

2 A very eloquent Arab of ancient times.

3 A habit of Hariri when in deep meditation.
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' " May God send him to display his eloquence at Meshan l
,

' "As he has smitten him in the court of the Vizeer with utter

silence."

' Hariri after this discomfiture returned home and composed ten

' more Makamat, which he sent to Baghdad, in order to convince

' the literary there that his failure had been the effect of the

' awe with which he was seized in the august presence of the

' Vizeer of Baghdad, and not the result of incapacity
2

.

' Beside his Makamat, Hariri composed several other excellent

' works ; e. g. (l) a treatise on the errors of style discoverable in

'

good authors, (2) the grammatical poem above mentioned (in the

'

style of the Alfyia of Ibn Malek), on which he wrote a com-

'

mentary himself ; (3) a collection of letters, and (4) many poems,
* full of alliterations and plays of words, beside those that occur in

* the Makamat 3
.

' Hariri is said to have been of so mean and ill-favoured an

'

appearance that a stranger, who visited him with the intention

' to engage him as an instructor, conceived an instantaneous con-

1 Meshan was the residence of Hariri, and also a place of exile for those

who had offended the court of Baghdad, being selected for that purpose

because it had the reputation of being very unwholesome ; so that the intro-

duction of its name in the above verses is not without point.

2 It is probable, however, that Hariri's Makamat were composed with

great labour on his part; of this at least they bear every mark, though

many of the compositions which they contain profess to be improvisa-

tions. That absolute correctness in which the most accurate critics have

failed to discover more than a few very small flaws, (and those by no

means unquestionable), could scarcely but be the result of assiduous and

severe application.

3 Of these Ibn Khalekan here gives several specimens.
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'

tempt for him on that account. Hariri perceived this, and when

* asked by him to recite some verses, addressed him in the fol-

'

lowing lines :

* " Thou art not the first traveller whom moon-shine has deceived,

* "Nor the first explorer (sent before a tribe to find a place of

encampment) who has been deluded by fallacious 1 verdure.

* " Seek an instructor who will suit thee better than I
;

' "
Since, as for me, I am like Moadd 2 one whom you should

hear spoken of rather than see."
'

The meaning of the word Makamah, as used by Hariri, is thus

explained by Motarrezi, one of his commentators. 'It primarily

'

signifies (agreeably to its derivation from ^15) "a place where

' one stands upright," (just as "
Medglis" signifies

" a place where

'one sits"), and hence, "the place where one is at any tune."

' Next it is used metonymically to denote " the persons assembled

' in any place," and finally, by another transition,
" the discourses

' delivered or conversations held in any such assembly." (The same

' remarks apply to the word "
Medglis," which by a similar extension

' of meaning is used in the same sense as "
Makamah.") Similarly,

' the word f\*~
" heaven" is used to express not only

" the

' clouds" but the "rain" which falls from them; and "rain" is

' called "
haya,"

"
life," because it enlivens the herbs and trees 3

.'

1 Sec pag. 134, note 1, on the phrase 'greenness of a dung-heap,' a

metaphor for falsely-fair appearances.

2 A person proverbial for high reputation but ill-favoured aspect.

9 A still closer analogy with this use of this word Makamah has been

noticed in the Latin phrases
'
concionem habere,' aut '

legore,' for
' oratiouom

'

habcre', aut '

legere.'
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This metaphorical use of the word Makamah has however

been restricted to discourses and conversations like those nar-

rated by Hariri and his predecessor Al Hamadani, which are

composed in a highly finished and ornamental style, and solely for

the purpose of exhibiting specimens of various kinds of eloquence,

and exemplifying rules of grammar, rhetoric, and poetry. It is

never applied to the colloquies of ordinary life, like those narrated

in ' The Thousand and One Nights
'
for the purpose of mere amuse-

ment, and not instruction.

f Hariri tells us (in his Preface, pag. 25) that Badiah Al

I Zamaan Al Hamadani was the first who wrote this species of

'

composition. He speaks of him in terms of the most unqualified

praise, though not without an evident feeling of chagrin that his

own ground should have been so ably preoccupied, and that

Badiah should have been preferred to himself by his contem-

poraries merely on account of his priority of time. Such indeed

appears to have been the case, for Shareeshi says that when

one of the critics of his time was asked which of the two he

admired most, he replied,
' Hariri never acquired the title of

" Wonder of a day," and how should he be put in comparison

with one who had the title "the Wonder of all time?"' (such

is the signification of ' Badiah Al Zamaan/ the surname of that

author.) His name was Ahmed Abou-Al-Fadel. He was called

Al Hamadani from Hamadan or Hamadthan, ..^tX.^ in Persia,

which was his native place, as appears from the following verses :

(V

' Hamadthan is my country, so that I should speak in its praise,
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* But it is one of the most villanous l of countries :

' Its young men are like its 'old ones in villany,

' And its old ones like young men in understanding.'

Al Hamadani was celebrated not only for his Makamat, but his

elegant epistles, of which Ibn Khalekan gives several specimens.

His Makamat are shorter than those of Hariri, but more numerous.

He is said to have written four hundred, only a small part of

1 This blame is less to be wondered at, as we find another poet saying,

U J^> \Q CyJJl JjljJ -flcjJl ^R^l I J Lo
oj

jj Uj jjJJc*

'

May Hamadthan be blest with timely rain ! I say no otherwise,
'

Though I left it with a tire [of disappointment] burning within me.
' And why should I not be sincere in good wishes for a town
' In which I succeeded in forgetting every thing I had learnt,
' In which I forgot every thing profitable that I knew, and only came away
' With the recollection that I was in debt without a shilling in my house ?*

Ahmed Ibn Yusuf says of it in his Topographical Dictionary :

'Its inhabitants are courteous of speech, and excellent in disposition,
' and you can never see any one in sadness, though ho have reason to

' bo so, but mirth and joy are universal there. Nevertheless, they are with

' reason accused of frivolity, and weakness of mind, and one of them has

well said,

"Thou wilt not blame me for the feebleness of my understanding
' When thou art assured that I am a native of Hamadthan.'
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which are extant. De Sacy has published several of them with a

translation in his Chrestomathie, and one or two have also been

edited by M. G. de Lagrange in his Anihologie.

De Sacy, as already stated, prefers his taste to that of Hariri,

because 'he does not affect to employ at once all the riches of

the language and all the resources of rhetoric.' He was a most

able and accomplished poet, surpassing all his contemporaries.

According to Ibn Khalekan he died at Herat in Persia, where he

had resided most of his life, being buried when in a state of

coma, before he was really dead. Shareeshi says, that he could

improvise a Makamah in verse or prose without premeditation on

any subject proposed to him; which it appears from an anecdote

narrated above that Hariri was unable to do.

The Arabic commentators on Hariri are very numerous. De

Sacy compiled his Commentaire Choisi chiefly out of those of

Al Shareeshi, Al Motarrezi, Al Razi, and Al Okbari. Beside these

there have been forty or fifty more. The translator has found

the elaborate annotations of Shareeshi a most valuable accompa-

niment to De Sacy's commentary, and has been enabled by means

of them to elucidate satisfactorily many difficult passages which

De Sacy passes over almost in silence.

This author (Ahmed Abou-Al-Abbas) was surnamed Al Sha-

reeshi from his native place Sharesh (Xeres) in Andalucia. His

commentary is the most voluminous that has been written on the

Makamat. Hadgi Kalfa, who says that it renders all others super-

fluous, places his death in A.H. 619. His explanations are certainly

very clear, complete, and valuable ;
but he is fond of displaying

the extent of his reading, and encumbers his pages with a pro-

fusion of quotations from poets, many of which are but remotely

connected with the subject.
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The commentary of Borhan-addeen Al Motarrezi of Khonaresm,

who died A.H. 610, is valuable as a treatise on the rhetorical

beauties of Hariri. He confines himself in his remarks almost

exclusively to discussions on the anomalous grammatical con-

structions with which the Makamat abound, and furnishes very

little explanation of verbal difficulties. In his preface he gives a

most complete account of the various forms of metaphor and

simile in use among elegant writers, and exemplifies them from

Hariri. De Sacy has borrowed largely from him in the more

diffuse and profound parts of his Commentaire Choisi, as well as

from Shems-addeen Al Razi. The work of Moheb-addeen Al

Okbari of Baghdad (ob. A.H. 610), to which he occasionally refers,

is a sort of vocabulary of the rare words hi the Makamat. It will

be observed, that the principal commentators on Hariri wrote

about 100 years after his death, hi the first half of the 13th

century of our aera. Beside those above mentioned, the trans-

lator has availed himself of a very excellent running commentary

in two volumes, contained in the Burckhardt collection of the Cam-

bridge University Library. In this MS. the text is written in red

letters, and the commentary inserted between the clauses of the

text in black so as to complete and elucidate the sense of the

original, after the manner of the commentary of the Jelaalain on

the Koran. It is a very lucid and valuable work, and well deserves

to be edited.

The grand edition of the Makamat, in folio, by the Baron

Silvestre de Sacy is too celebrated to require description. As the

performance of one who was not a native Arab, and to whom the

Arabic was known only as a classical language, (for though he

wrote it in perfection, he could not converse in
it) it is a marvel-

lous conquest of difficulty and triumph of accuracy. Strictures
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have been written upon it in Arabic by Naseef Al Yazigi, a learned

native of Beyrout now living, and translated into Latin by Herr

Mehren, but the blemishes (if such they can be called) which his

critical research has discovered are extremely few and trivial,

seldom exceeding two or three in the commentary on each Ma-

kamah.

De Sacy gives a specimen of the translation of the Makamat

into Hebrew by a Jewish Rabbi of Andalucia, Jehuda Alkharizi.

It is in rhyming prose, with a translation of the poetry into Hebrew

verse, the names Ithiel and Chabar being substituted for Hareth

and Abou-Zaid. It is a very close imitation of Hariri's work.

About the year 1291 A.D. one Abaad Jesu, in obedience to the

order of the Patriarch, composed a work in Syriac in imitation of

the Makamat, to convince the Arabs that their language was not

the only one that possessed flexibility or copiousness. How far he

succeeded the translator is unable to say.

Before the edition of De Sacy, the Makamat had been printed

at Calcutta in 1809, 1812, and 1814, with an Arabic and Persian

glossary ;
and at Paris in 1818. A reprint of De Sacy's work

has been edited in quarto by MM. Reinaud and Derenbourg in

1847, to which they promise French annotations and an index.

Mention has already been made of the elegant Travestie of

the Makamat by the German poet Riickert. It possesses every

merit with the exception of that of furnishing assistance to a

student of the original. In versification, rhyme, and richness of

phraseology, it rivals or surpasses the Makamat themselves, and

is so well adapted to the taste of the literary German public,

that in 1844 it had reached a third edition. M. Riickert has

undoubtedly made his work more pleasing and attractive to a

general reader by imitating Hariri in the form only and not in
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the details of the Makamat, but at the same time has deprived

it of all utility as an explanatory accompaniment of the original.

A few quotations will convince the reader of the truth of this

remark.

The prefatory Prayer of Hariri, of which a close translation

is given below, pag. 20, appears in the following form at the

beginning of Riickert's "
Verwandlungen des Abu-Seid;" 'GottDir

danken wir, wie fiir jede Habe, also auch fur die Redegabe;

wie fiir des Hauses Ausgang und Eingang, so fiir des Geistes

ausklang und einklang ; und wie fiir des Kleides An und Ablegung,

so fur des Shines Ein und Auslegung ; Wir danken dir wie fiir

Trarikung und Speisung, so fur Lenkung und Unterweisung, &c.'

This direct and express reference to the ordinary comforts of

life as a ground of thankfulness, is the most foreign that

can be conceived to the design of Harm, whose work is of

a purely literary character, and to whose intentions therein his

prefatory prayer exclusively relates.

Let us open again in the Mak. of Sowa (pag. 88, Vol. I.

Riickert) where the translation given at pag. 265 of this Volume

is as follows:

* How long wilt thou manifold artifice try

* To inveigle thy prey, and our censure defy ?'

To which Abou-Zaid unhesitatingly replies,

' Cease chiding, and see if a man thou canst spy
' With the game in his hand, who to win will not try.'

The corresponding passage in M. Riickert's book is this;

' O Abu-Seid, wie lange

'Willst du noch seyn die Schlange,

'Stets lauernd neucm Fange
4 Und wechselnd Haut um Haut ?*

3
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Er aber antwortete ohne Bangen und unbefangen:

'Mach dir mit Gottes Schutze

'Des Pred'ger's Wort zu Nutze

'Ihm unter die Kaputze

'Zu schaun ist un-erlaubt.'

At page 86, Vol. II. the passage corresponding to that of the

present translation (pag. 253) beginning "May God help thee,

O Judge," is as follows: "Gottes Macht stiitze den Richter das

er das Recht schiitze! Hier mein Pflegesohn ist ein stbckiges

Pferd ein eingestocktes Schwerd, ein Bogen ein unbiegamer,

ein Zogling ein unfiigsamer ein Schreibekiel, ein knarriger, ein

scharriger ein storriger Bursch und starriger starsinniger, trotz-

kopfiger hartnackiger, halstarriger mir unwillfahrig und fahrig

widerspenstig und widerhaarig. All seine Art ist Unart, und

jede seine Fahrt eine Unfahrt Widerwart ist sein Kleid und,

Widerpart sein Geschmeid, &c." Again, the passage translated,

" Nor despair of God's help, &c." (pag. 442 of this Volume) is thus

paraphrased by M. Riickert. " Und verzweifle, solang' ein Weg dir

frei stand nicht an Gottes Beistand! denn 'an Gottes Beistand

verzweifeln allein die Unglaubigen' Doch wo du zu wahlen hast

zwischen morgen und heut, zwischen dem was man verspricht und

dem was man beut, so wisse ; besser ist jeder Handel baar denn

Menschensinn und Geschick ist wandelbar : zwischen heut und mor-

gen sind Griifte und zwischen Versprechen und Erfiillen Kliifte.

Du aber gehe nicht tiefer ins Wasser als fester Sand ist, und

lange nicht hoher als deine Hand ist; mische Wasser unter den

Saft der Reben, und Sparen unter das Ausgeben : und da wo

dir die Nahrung ausgeht, gehe geschwindest, denn dein Vaterland

ist da wo du Weide findest. Sey iiberall gewandt und verschlagen,
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so kann es dir nichts verschlagen wohin dich die Winde vers-

chlagen Niemand wird dich verschlagen." This and innumerable

other passages are so diluted with extraneous words and meta-

phors, as to make the style of Hariri himself appear terse and

concise by comparison. Again, at page 165, Vol. II. of Ruckert's

work, he has combined together two or three Makamat of Hariri

in such a way that the result is a very good specimen of a

Makamah, but can neither be called Hariri's, nor his own.

Occasionally, however, when he has given the reins less freely

to his fancy, he has produced an admirable version of a short

passage, and this quite often enough to prove that he is an

excellent Arabic Scholar, and that it is not by reason of deficient

acquaintance with the original that he has departed so far from

literal translation. His command of language is astonishing; and

he could not have chosen a more appropriate field for the dis-

play of it.

The Latin version of five Makamat by A. Schultens is likely

to perplex the student of the original by its frequent and great

inaccuracies combined with the manifest purpose of the author

to translate closely and correctly, inaccuracies to be attributed

probably to the imperfection of the only Arabic commentary

(that of Teblebi) to which he seems to have had access. The

translator has not thought proper to discuss those errors in

detail, leaving it to the critical reader to determine whether the

numerous discrepancies between the present version of those five

Makamat and that of Schultens are not absolutely necessary.

32
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Hariri, in accordance with Oriental custom, prefaces his work

with a prayer for exemption from the failings to which authors

are liable, and for aid to attain that elegance and purity of

style of which he designed the Makamat to be a model. The

translation of it is as follows :

'WE praise thee, O God 1
,

' For whatever perspicuity of language thou hast taught us,

'And whatever eloquence thou hast inspired us with,

'As we praise thee

'For the bounty which thou hast diffused,

' And the mercy which thou hast spread abroad :

'And we pray thee to guard us

' From extravagant expressions and frivolous superfluities,

'As we pray thee to guard us

* From the shame of incapacity and the disgrace of hesitation :

'And we entreat thee to exempt us from temptation

'

By the flattery of the admirer or connivance of the indulgent,

'As we entreat thee to exempt us from exposure

' To the slight of the detractor or aspersion of the defamer :

'And we ask thy forgiveness,

'Should our frailty betray us into ambiguities,

A name used in addressing the Deity, probably derived from

the Hebrew D^tT?^ though the Arab commentators are agreed that the

Mim at the end is only a substitute for L> at the beginning, and that the word

is equivalent to <j]J| \j
'

God.' Besides this use of the word +A]\ it is

sometimes an expletive in the sense,
'
to be sure/

' of course/ as in the Mak-

amah of Koufa in the passage,
' To be sure unless the flame of hunger burn,'

&c. Vid. pag. 212, note 1.
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' As we ask thy forgiveness,

' Should our steps advance to the verge of improprieties :

' And we beg thee freely to bestow

'

Propitious succour to lead us aright,

'And a heart turning in unison with truth,

'And language adorned with veracity,

'And style supported by conclusiveness,

'And accuracy that may exclude incorrectness,

'And firmness of purpose that may overcome caprice,

'And sagacity whereby we may attain discrimination ;

' That thou wilt aid us by thy guidance unto right conceptions,

'And enable us by thy help to express them with clearness,

'And that thou wilt guard us from error in narration,

'And keep us from folly even in pleasantry,

'So that we may be safe from the censure 1 of sarcastic tongues,

'And secure from the fatal effects of false ornament,

'And may not resort to any improper source 2
,

1
Literally, 'from the cuttings (or 'mowings') of the tongues [of

men],' i.e. from the cutting sarcasms of other men. The phrase here

used is a quotation from an expression attributed to Mohammed, viz.

i-e. 'Does

any thing throw men on their faces in hell-fire so surely as the sarcasms

of their tongues?*

2
Literally,

'
in case our propensities should drive us to the market of am-

biguities,' or
'

things questionable' like brute animals driven to a market

to be sold. The obvious meaning of the passage is a prayer that our pas-

sions may not lead us into religious scepticism and for forgiveness if they do;

but this is in fact a metaphorical method of praying for exemption from that

ambiguity of style into which the frailty of an author may betray him ;

similarly, in the next clause,
'
sin

'

is metaphorically used to express
'

impro-

priety of expression ;' or
'
offences against good taste.'
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'And occupy no position that would entail regret,

'Nor be assailed by any ill consequences or blame,

'Nor be constrained to apology for inconsideration.

' O God, fulfil for us this our desire,

'And put us in possession of this our earnest wish,

'And exclude us not from thy ample shade,

'Nor leave us to become the prey
1 of the devourer:

'For we stretch to thee the hand of entreaty,

'And profess entire submission to thee, and contrition of spirit,

' And seek with humble supplication and appliances of hope
' The descent of thy vast grace and comprehensive bounty

2
.'

1 i.e.
'

any one who would destroy our reputation.' Comp. Ps. vii. 2 :

'Save me from my persecutor ^23 'T.!**-? T^P? 1? lest ne tear

my soul like a lion.'

2 Here follow in the original the usual benedictions on Mohammed

and his companions.

In the present translation the Makamat are not arranged as hi

the MSS. and De Sacy's edition, but in such an order as to present

the greatest interchange of subjects. The corresponding Makamat

in De Sacy's work are indicated in the following table.
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THE

PREFACE OF AL HARIRI.

TN a meeting of the friends of a species of literature

The prevalence
1 of which has ceased in our time,

And the luminaries whereof are well-nigh extinct,

Mention occurred of the Makamat 2 of Badiah Al Zamaan 3

The learned sage of Hamadan 4 who invented them,

(In which he assigned the part of inditing to Abou'l-Fateh 5
,

And that of narrating the anecdote to Ibn Hashaam 6
),

When a personage
7
, from whom a mere suggestion is obligatory

And obedience to whose behests is most advantageous,

Recommended t4> me to compose some Makamat,

In which I should endeavour to follow the method of Badiah,

1
Literally,

* whose wind has subsided.' The word ^ . is used to ex-

press the '

prevalence of the power
'

of an individual or state, see pag. 278.
2 See pag. 11. 3 See pag. 12.

4 This name should perhaps be written Hamadthan; for Ibn Khalekan

(Biog. Diet. edit. De Slane, pag. 528, line 22) says the word must be spelt

with j and not confounded with .Jjk^H an Arab tribe in Yemen.

5 The names Abou'l-Fateh and Ibn Hashaam correspond in the Makamat

of Badiah with Abou-Zaid and Harcth Ibn Hammam in those of Hariri.

6 Here Hariri inserts the following remark :
' Both of these names are

too ordinary to be recognised as designations], and too general to be known

as belonging to an individual],' i.e. both the characters in the Makamat

of Badiah arc entirely fictitious, and their names as common as those of

Harcth and Abou-Zaid.
7 A Vizecr of the Khaliph Mostarshid Billahi. See pag. 7
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Notwithstanding the inability of one so feeble 1 as myself

To attain the superiority of one so mighty in the course.

In reply I reminded him of the well known adage
2

About the consequences of composing even two words,

Or stringing
3
together only one or two verses;

And begged
" to be excused from occupying a position,

Wherein the mind is perplexed and the fancy bewildered,

Whereby the depth of the intellect is necessarily fathomed,

And a man's real merit exposed to observation ;

The occupier whereof is inevitably constrained

To be like 4 one who gathers wood in the dark,

Or who musters foot-soldiers and horsemen in one troop,

And wherein he who says much is seldom secure,

Or succeeds in having his mistakes overlooked :"

But finding that he consented not to excuse 5 me,

And desisted not from his demand upon me,

1
Literally, 'Although the lame Qhorse] never attains that victory in

*

the race which belongs to the strong and fleet courser.' .luJl is explained

by the commentators xl

2 The adage referred to expresses that
' one who writes a book, or com-

poses a poem, if he succeed in winning admiration, is thereby exposed to

envy; and if he fail to please the public, becomes an object of contempt.'
3 See pag. 109, note 3, on the comparison of a poem to a string of pearls.
4 He means that an author runs the risk of making an indiscriminate

choice of materials in consequence of the perplexity arising from the dif-

ficulty of his task, or his apprehension of not satisfying those for whom he

writes, and is therefore like a man gathering wood in the dark, who can-

not distinguish between the good and the bad, or one who forms a troop of

cavalry of men taken indiscriminately, and so runs the risk of mustering an

undisciplined and ill-assorted army.
5

<3la! is a word primarily used in mercantile transactions, and means

*
the being let off a bargain/ or

' the letting another off a bargain.' The

verb JjLjLs\ is derived from this word, and means literally 'to beg to be

excused ;

'

see line 6 of this page.
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I responded
1 to his invitation with obedient acquiescence,

And displayed abundant zeal in complying with his desire

Like one conscious of ability to perform the task;

And I composed, in spite of hinderances that I suffered

From dulness2 of capacity, and dimness of intellect,

And dryness of imagination, and distressing anxieties,

These Makamat 3
, which contain serious language and lightsome,

And combine refinement with dignity of style,

And brilliancies with jewels of eloquence,

1 The verb ^J which occurs in this passage is derived from a phrase

used in prayer by the pilgrims to Mecca, and means, primarily, to say

CXxjJ i- e.
' Here I am and wait thy commands ;

'

or, 'I am facing thee
'

(from ^^1.> in the phrase 'my house faces his'); or, 'my love to thee'

(from the word jjJ 'attached to a husband'); or, 'my sincerity to thee'

(from (_AjJ in the phrase
' a pure lineage'). By an extension of meaning

it implies secondarily 'to profess submission to God,' and is here used

metaphorically in the sense
'
to profess obedience to a superior.' Similarly,

<OjJj a verbal noun from the same root, means '

acquiescence.'

The same verb occurs in the Makamah of Saada in the sense 'to un-

dertake and profess readiness to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca,' in the

passage (^*< A-\ ]\ -J ]
' He never undertook to perform the pilgrimage,

but I too submitted to the ceremonies thereof,' (pag. 355,) where it may
also include the sense of repeating those prayers peculiar to the pilgrimage,

in which the phrase cJuoJ often occurs ;
as in that attributed to Ali Ibn

Abou-Taleb, beginning

2
Literally, 'congealed genius.' dLadJi primarily signifies 'the first

water which springs up when a well is dug ;

' ' a rein of water,' and hence

is used metaphorically to denote 'a vein of genius.' See pag. 315, note 4.

3 This shews that Hariri wrote his Preface last, and after the incident

which gave rise to the composition of the last ten. Sec pag. 9.
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And beauties of literature with its rarities,

Beside quotations from the Koran wherewith I adorned them,

And choice metaphors, and Arab proverbs
1 that I interspersed

2
,

And literary elegancies, and grammatical riddles 3
,

And decisions on ambiguous legal questions
4
,

And original
5
improvisations, and highly-wrought orations,

And plaintive discourses, as well as jocose witticisms ;

The whole of which I represent as indited 6
by Abou-Zaid,

The part of narrator being assigned to Hareth 7 Ibn Hammam ;

1 See the Bedouin Makamah, pag. 267-
2 A word primarily meaning to set pearls or jewels in gold or silver.

3 See pag. 487-

4 An allusion to the thirty-second Makamah, where Abou-Zaid sits as

a Mufti, or judge of Canon law, and pronounces decisions on a hundred cases

of that species of law, the questions being all so contrived as to contain words

of double meaning, and the answers or decisions of Abou-Zaid, though para-

doxes in their ordinary and obvious interpretation, being legally correct with

respect to that sense of the questions which depends on the secondary mean-

ings of those words. See pag. 490.

5 *

Virgin treatises, in prose,' i. e. original compositions on a given subject,

not derived from previous sources, but improvised at the moment and for the

occasion. See note 7, pag. 29.

6
Literally,

' the whole of which I dictated from the tongue of Abou-Zaid,'

i.e. 'I put them into his mouth,' and made him sustain the part of inditing

or improvising in the Makamat.' Under the name Abou-Zaid, Hariri in-

tends a person whom he had met with, gifted with extraordinary eloquence

and powers of imjirovising, who led an erratic life, and maintained himself by

eliciting the charity of those whose admiration he thus excited, or whom he

succeeded in cajoling by his eloquence. See pag. 8.

7 Hareth son of Hammam, is a general name which may denote the

author himself, or any other person, and seems to have been selected by
Hariri on that account; since Mohammed said, 'Each of you is a Hareth,

and every one of you a Hammam,' the first denoting 'one who makes

gain,' the latter,
' one who has cares and anxieties,' designations which apply

equally to all mankind. See pag. 9.
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And my sole purpose in seasoning
1 them with such variety

Is to cheer and encourage those who shall read them,

And increase the number 2 of those who shall call for them ;

And I have introduced no extraneous poetry whatever,

Except two single
3 verses from different poems,

That I took as the groundwork of the Makamah of Holouan,

And two others together forming a couplet
4

That I made the conclusion of the Kerageian Makamah
;

And my own genius is the inventor 5 of all the rest,

And the originator
6 of all the good or bad 7 that they contain :

1
Literally, 'interspersing the sour among the sweet.' The verb here

used is primarily applied to the camel when it leaves the sweet herbage,

and, for variety, grazes on an acid plant ,,a^~ . He alludes to the mixture

of serious and lightsome that characterizes the Makamat.

2 j!~> signifies 'a group of people,' 'because,' as Shareeshi says, 'they

darken the ground by their shade ;' just as .Asr"* 'a person,' primarily means

' a dark spot.'

3 The two verses which Hariri quotes from an extraneous source in

the Makamah of Holouan do not form a couplet but are quoted separately

from different poems. See pag. 396, note 5, and pag. 401.

4 * Two others, twins ;' t. e.
' two which form a couplet iu the poem

from which they are quoted.' See pag. 487-

3
Literally, 'pater virginitatis ejus;' or 'dominus primitiarum ejus,' a

metaphor commonly used by Hariri, as above (vid. pag. 28), to denote

^ *

originality of invention. Compare pag. 312, note 6. *].&. <3Lj. 9 Jub
' broach a virgin composition.'

8 ' He who first cut it out of the rude block, or solid wood.'

7
Literally, 'sweet or bitter,' i.e. 'good or bad,' as in the Makamah

of Sowa: ^A\ <o ^ssi Ul jjb 'Hasten to that whereby the bitter

(of thy conduct) may become sweet;' and Mak. xxxiv. pag. 434, line 7,

De Sacy, jL il
jjLsr? -^^A' Jj ' He spake not a word of sweet or

'

bitter.*
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Though at the same time I acknowledge that Badiah Al Zaman

Is preeminently excellent, and an author of prodigious power,

And that whoever undertakes to compose Makamat after him

(Though he be endowed with the eloquence of Kodamah 1

)

Will lap
2

only, as it were, from the dregs
3 that he has left,

And proceed in that course only under his guidance :

And admirably
4
adapted to my case are the poet's words 6

;

' Had I, before he tuned his strain,

' In song my slighted love complained,
' My heart relieved had known no pain,

' Nor aught of vain regret retained.

1 '

Kodamah,' a learned secretary of Baghdad, distinguished for his ready

eloquence, and said to have invented a species of calculation.

2 The verb (__?-c means properly,
' to take up water to drink in the hand.'

3
Literally, 'his redundance.'

<d) or, as it is ordinarily and more fully expressed, JjUJl jj <dl

is a phrase used to express admiration of the aptness to the subject of the

words or verses of an author quoted. It may be translated,
* To God be

ascribed the excellence of the words of him who said &c.' ; or,
* God be

praised for the aptness of his words, who said &c.' ; or perhaps,
'

divinely

(i.e. 'most aptly') did he speak who said &c.' This use of the name

of the Deity to express the superlative, resembles a Hebrew usage, vid. Gen.

x.9: 'Nimrod was a hunter' "iT VJS^, andGen.iv.l : "iT DM ttTW VP3J3,

5 These lines are part of a passage in which the poet Ibn-Rabiah laments

that, in consequence of his having been asleep, a turtle-dove had been

before-hand with him in singing an amorous ditty to his mate, and that

thus the merit of having expressed his love for his mistress (Saada) in

verse and song was entirely lost to him, because the idea of doing so was

not his own, but suggested to him at waking by the dove. The following

is the commencement of the passage in question,

' You see my grief, and seek to know
' The cause : 'tis this ; I slept awhile,
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But no ! he told his sorrow first ;

' 'Twas taught by him I sang my lay ;

I'm justly then of praise amerced ;

' The praise is his 1 who shews the way'

' In hope from love's distracting woe
'

My thoughts by respite to beguile.

' When lo ! a turtle-dove began
' His song from branch of neighbouring grove,

'Through all his sweetest warblings ran,
' And moaned in plaintive notes of love.'

And then follow the lines quoted above,

'Had I, before he tuned his strain,' &c.

which Hariri metaphorically applies to his own case, in that the example

of composing Makamat had been set to him by Badiah Al Zamaan, to

whom consequently the praise of priority of invention belonged. The
'
turtle-dove

'

in the original is in the feminine gender ; but as the fact is

that a female bird is always mute, and the male sings to amuse his

mate while hatching her eggs, the translator has chosen to- make this

change. Besides, there is an additional advantage in this alteration when

the verses are applied metaphorically as they are above.

There is a similar passage in a poem of Al Safadi (the commentator

on the Lamiyah Al Agam of Tograi) in which he describes the wild doves

as sympathizing with his amorous sorrows:

Usr"

* The wild doves lamented for me and expressed their pity,

'(And it is quite natural that they should thus express sympathy with me,)
4 While they recited to me from among the leaves their amorous adventures

'In harmonious measure, so that the boughs rang with their warblings.'

1 Shareeshi justly remarks, that though it seems very generous in Ha-

riri thus to praise Badiah, and prefer him above himself, still a lurking

rancour may be detected in his intimating that Badiah had preoccupied

the ground and been l>eforehand with him ; a feeling which he displays
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And although I have introduced much frivolity
1

[into my work],

And ventured to draw from a source 2 that is liable to censure,

I still have hope that it may not be my fate therein

To be like
' the animal that scraped up its bane with its own hoof3

,'

Or, 'the man who mutilated his face with his own hand,'

In being classed with those who fail in their performances,

And whose course through life is one of error,

While they imagine that they are doing everything aright.

more distinctly in passages of the Makamat where he says that former

authors were preferred merely on account of their priority in time, and not

for any superiority of intrinsic worth that they possessed. Thus in the

Makamah of Meragra, he upbraids his contemporaries for
'

dignifying mould-

ering bones, and slighting those among whom they lived, and whom friend-

ship ought to have led them to prefer.' See pag. 314.

1
Literally,

'
I hope that in the frivolity that I have had recourse to, and

the [objectionable] source that I have ventured to resort to &c.'

2
i.e.

'

diverting anecdote.'

3 He alludes here to two proverbial instances of self-injury, analo-

gous to that which he deprecates. One of them is that of an Arab, who

found a sheep in the desert, and wishing to kill it for food, had nothing

to slaughter it with, until the sheep began to scrape on the ground and

uncovered a knife, with which the Arab killed it. The other is an anecdote

of one named Kozeir, alluded to in the Bedouin Makamah, pag. 278, where

we find the proverb :
* Kozeir had a good reason for cutting off his nose,'

ctX>. Lo -<$ . Kozeir mutilated himself in this way in order

to gain the confidence of a Queen named Zebbaa, who had murdered his

master the King of Irak, a leper, who had sought her in marriage, pretend-

ing to her that his master's nephew had inflicted that punishment upon him

for not putting the King on his guard against her. The artifice succeeded

so well in making her believe him a faithful friend, as having suffered

from his master's relatives through his attachment to her cause, that he

soon found opportunity to avenge his master on the murderess. There can

be no doubt that the allusion of Hariri above is to this anecdote, because the

word iX- is used here as well as in the Bedouin Makamah. It has the

peculiar sense
'

nasi apicem abscidit.'
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But though the intelligent and indulgent will connive at me,

And the lenient 1 admirer will acquit me of blame ;

Still I know that I am hardly likely to escape [calumny]

From the dull and ignorant, or the malignant and prejudiced,

Who may pretend to be unacquainted [with my motives],

In their detracting from me on account of this publication,

And representing it as of the class prohibited by our law 2
;

And yet whoever examines with an eye of intelligence,

And makes good his insight into fundamental principles,

Must place
3 my Makamat on the list of profitable productions,

And class them along with those [fabulous] compositions
4

Whose subjects are taken from animate and inanimate nature ;

jlsr* is primarily
' one who lowers the price of an article of sale

to a friend in preference to others.'

2 The Mohammedan law was formerly very severe against books of

amusement, nor was Omar singular in deeming all literature superfluous

unless illustrative of the Koran. The cultivation even of Grammar and

Rhetoric was encouraged solely on the ground of their utility in the elu-

cidation of Koranic difficulties.

3
Literally, 'will string them on the thread of profitable things.'

4
i.e. such works as the 'fables of Lokman,' 'the Kalila wa Damna,'

or the work of Ibn Arabshah entitled -tULsil d^lj which are much

esteemed by the Arabs, being exempted from the general condemnation of

works of amusement on account of the moral lessons which they convey,

and the high origin of the * Kalila wa Damna,' which existed from remote

times under the title of Hitupadasa ('exhibition of right doctrine') in the

Sanscrit, and having been brought from India to the court of Kesra Nou-

shirwan king of Persia (in the 41st year of whose reign Mohammed was

born), and translated into Palvi by Birzoweieh the physician, was again

translated into Arabic under the Khaliphate of Al Mamoun, and afterwards

into modem Persian by Abou'l Maali, witli the title
' Anwari Soheili,' and

revised by Hassan Kashefi, the author of the Persian commentary on the

Koran. The Arabic version, which is very elegant, was printed at Boulac

in the time of Mohammed Aali Paslia.

4
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And surely none will be found [however scrupulous]

Whose ears are averse from listening to such narratives,

Or who condemn the recital l of them on ordinary occasions.

Besides, if intentions constitute the merit of a performance,

And on these depends our being influenced by religious obligation,

What blame can attach to one who has composed anecdotes,

With the motive of conveying instruction, not deceptive display
2
,

And sought therein the improvement of others, not mere fiction?

Nay, does he not thereby occupy the same position

As one who avows his assent to right doctrine,

And 'leads mankind in the path of rectitude 3 '?

However,

'For fondly cherished taste no praise I claim,

' Content if only unassailed by blame 4
.'

1 or '
reciters.' Si., is the plural participle of (jr..

'
narravit.' Vid. Gol.

2 & MJ is derived from the same root as >t<
'

water,' and means ' the

steeping of iron or brass in a metallic solution, to give it the appearance

of silver or gold,' and hence '

deception by means of false display.'

3 A quotation from the first Surah of the Koran,

4 This is a quotation from a poet who entreats his beloved not to

reproach him for cherishing his passion however unavailing, saying that

'he will be content to relinquish all claim to a return of his love, pro-

vided that he is only exempt from blame on account of it.' Since the

words ^aJb may mean '

taste' or '

caprice' as well as
'

love,' Hariri em-

ploys this quotation to express that 'in acquitting himself of his self-

imposed task he will be content to claim no praise, provided only that he

is exempt from blame for thus indulging his taste.' The literal translation

is, 'However I am content to bear my love (or 'taste') and to be quit of

it without any debt upon me or to me ;' L e.
' without incurring blame or

acquiring merit.' Compare note 3, pag. 286, on the idiomatic use of the

prepositions _Le and J to express respectively 'liability' and 'claim.'
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And to God I trust for assistance in my undertaking,

For preservation from what is reprehensible,

And for guidance to all that leads right;

Since there is no refuge to be found but in Him,

And no help to be sought but from Him,

And no success to be obtained but through Him,

And no secure asylum but He ;

On Him therefore I rely, and to Him I have recourse.

%* The following Makamah is placed first, because the incidents nar-

rated in it led to the composition of the whole work, and the principal

character is introduced at once to the reader, the narration being put into

his mouth; whereas in all the rest Hareth is the narrator. The occasion

of the composition of this Makamah is thus explained in Hariri's own

words, according to Al Razi :
' Abou-Zaid was a mendicant Shaikh, of

great eloquence, who often visited Basra. One day he came into the mosque
of the Benou Haraam where I was praying, when it happened to be full

of literary persons. He told us that the Greeks had captured his daughter,

and that he was unable to ransom her; and we were so much moved by
his eloquence that we granted him the desired relief. In the evening I

had a party of friends at my house, to whom I related what had occur-

red, describing to them the eloquence and address of this mendicant ; when

some of them stated that on the same day they too had met with Abou-

Zaid in other mosques, and that he had told a different story in each

with similar eloquence and success. My admiration was so much excited

by his wonderful versatility and powers of improvisation, that I began

that very night the composition of the Makamah of the mosque Beni

Haraam, in which I imitated his style, and represented him as narrating

his own performance. As soon as it was finished, I read it to a party of

friends. They expressed approbation of my performance, and reported it to

the vizeer of Basra, who persuaded me to compose more on the same

model.'

42



THE MAKAMAH
OF THE

THE WORDS OF ABOU-ZAID OF SEROUG.

PjTNCE the day when I first equipped my camel,

^ And journeyed away from my wife and my children 2
,

I was always as eager as the oppressed for deliverance

To make a visit in person
3 to the city of Basra 4

,

1 This mosque was in the street of the Benou Haraam, a tribe of Bedouin

Arabs who had settled in Basra. Of all places of public resort mosques are

the most frequented by mendicants, because almsgiving being a religious

duty of Moslemin the claims of the indigent are most likely to be attended

to by them there. The same was the case with the synagogues of the

Hebrews. In the third Sat. of Juvenal, when a miscreant wishes to insult

a passer-by by calling him a beggar, he says to him,
' In qua te quaero

proseucha?' and it appears from Acts, ch. iii., that lame, blind, and impo-

tent persons used to sit in the porches of the temple in the early times of

the Christian asra.

Observe that in the title of this Makamah, viz. 'The Makamah of

the Beni Haraam,' there is an ellipsis of the word '

Mosque' before
' Beni

Haraam '

which is the genitive case of Benou Haraam.

2
Literally,

'

my planting.' Conf. Isai. Ix. 21, ^JSD "CM *
the branch

of my planting,' and Ps. cxxviii. 3,
'

Thy children shall be like olive-

branches.'

3 The phrase in the original is equivalent to Ju'JO .*ajyH > \\ .

4 This city is to be distinguished from the much more ancient Bosrah
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The high repute of its remarkable sites 1 and learned men,

And the traditional renown of its shrines and martyrs

Having been confirmed to me by the united testimony of all

Who possessed accurate knowledge, or correctness in reporting:

in the Houraan, which is written by the Arabs ^-nj whereas Basra on

the Tigris is written SfOi .

'

Basra,' the scene of this Makamah, and eulogized by Hariri, is com-

paratively a modern place; it was founded A.H. 15, by command of the

Khaliph Omar, in order to interrupt the communication of the Persians,

with whom he was then at war, with India, down the united streams of

the Tigris and Euphrates. The river Ailah, which falls into the Tigris

close to it, waters its gardens, and makes them so fruitful that it is reckoned

one of the four earthly paradises by the Arabs, (the rest being the vales

of Damascus, Shiraz, and Samarcand JuuJI.) It was remarkable during

the Khaliphate for its population, and for the great number of its mosques.

There was a celebrated market-place there, called Merbad, where poems

and other compositions used to be recited aloud, a practice which gave rise

to so much literary emulation, that the city became one of the most famous

for learning in the East. Basra had a famous school of grammar, which

rivalled that of Koufa; and Arab grammarians are divided into the two

schools of the Koufiyans and the Basriyans. See the notes on the Maka-

mah of Basra, pages 455, 456, &c. of this Volume.
1

Literally,
' on account of the unanimous consent of the possessors of

accurate knowledge, and authors of (correct) reports, concerning the pecu-

liar excellencies of its remarkable places and learned men, and the cele-

brities of its places of resort (as
' the shrines of saints, mosques,' &c.) and

its martyrs.' The words which seem in the translation to be coupled

together somewhat incongruously, are placed in juxta-position in the

original merely on account of their rhyme and alliteration, and not with

respect to their meaning, and therefore cannot be expected to produce a

pleasing effect in translation.
\-^*r

is the plural of Ju^-i , and means,
4

martyrs to the faith of Islam,' such as fell in the early wars between the

first Khaliphs and the Persians, and were buried and enshrined in Basra or

its neighbourhood. These tombs were visited as objects of groat sanctity ;

and the existence of such sites in their neighbourhood was regarded as
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And I ceased not 1 to pray God to let me tread on its soil,

That I might enjoy the delightful prospect of it,

And to entreat Him to place
2 me within its precincts,

That I might be able to explore every quarter of it.

Now when good fortune had at last brought me to it,

And my eyes had surveyed it in every direction,

I found there whatever could fill the eye with cheerfulness 3
,

Or beguile a stranger from the recollection 4 of his home.

So one morning, when the shades 5 of night were disappearing,

highly advantageous to the inhabitants, who could not fail to be benefited

and blest by the saints whom they thus honoured; and was therefore an

inducement to pious Moslemin to take up their abode or to sojourn there.

1 The words (^Jj Lc
'
I ceased not,' are to be supplied here before

in the original from a preceding clause. See the third line of the

translation.

2
Literally, 'to make me to ride on its back.'

3
or,

'
coolness ;' refrigeration being regarded by the Arabs as identical

with refreshment and delight. Comp. pag. 213, note 1.

4
Comp. Mak. xxix. (pag. 352, De Sacy), where, describing a Khan,

he says, that
' the company there was so agreeable, and the place itself so

pleasant, that any stranger would be inclined to make it his home, and

to forget his native place however dear to him.'

5
Literally, 'stains.' c-jLdi- means primarily 'the stains of henna on a

woman's hand,' and J^ is the verb used to express
'
the disappearance or

wearing off of these stains, when it becomes necessary to renew them.' We
find the same metaphor used for

' the disappearance of the shades of night

before the morning light,' in the Makamah of Damietta, in the words

'the morning was wiping off her dark stains/ i.e. "those

shades of night which were still mixed with her dawning light ;' where the

verb (^*L> is used, which primarily means 'to wash off the stains of

henna.'

The henna here alluded to, is not the red henna applied to the nails,
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And the bird of announcement 1 was calling to the sleepers,

I arose early to explore the streets of the town,

And to satisfy my desire of penetrating into the midst of it ;

And by traversing it, and walking to and fro throughout it,

I was brought at last to a quarter remarkable for its sanctity,

And named after the tribe Benou-Haraam 2 who occupied it,

Which contained mosques
3 that were much frequented,

And fountains that were much resorted to,

And well-constructed buildings, and agreeable dwellings,

That possessed peculiar excellences and many advantages ;

but the dark grey or lead-coloured, with which Oriental females dye the

inside of their hands and feet, and other parts of the body. See note,

pag. 402, on the lines,
' Her fingers that, with henna dight,

'Seem purple grapes in cluster bright.'

To the red henna applied to the nails there is possibly an indirect al-

lusion in the Homeric epithet of '

morning,' poSodaWuAos, since Homer

was an Ionian, and the practice in question is of unknown antiquity in

the East.

1
Literally, 'the father of admonition.' The same bird is also called

by the Arabs
.^UaAjJ!

*)\ 'father of wakcfulness.' For a number of

similar epithets of different animals, see pag. 439, below. Conf. the Mo-

allakah of Labid, line 61,
. j

l^cbJ
<_^fc ^^ 1^1* Jcil *js?"t ^^ V1^^- ^^

'
I begin with wine earlier than the cock crows in the morning,' &c.

2 A tribe of Bedouins that, like many others in Baghdad and Basra,

had left the desert and settled in a town.

3
Ajg****"*

'

mezquitas,' the smaller mosques or '

prayer houses,' fre-

quented by the inhabitants of particular quarters for the performance of

daily prayers and ablutions ;
of which Basra contained a very great number.

The word Ag*"-' is to be distinguished from *-<l>-
' a cailiedral mosque'

frequented by all the inhabitants of a city on the Friday c^sr /.>.

Soc pag. 452, note 2, below.
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There 1

thy companions thou mayst choose 2

From every class and kind ;

For some there are who still devote

To pleasure all their mind,

And some, in true devotion's path

Who all their pleasure find
;

Some choral music 3
loving best,

Some on Koran 3 to muse ;

Some skilled to extract 4 from hardest books

The meaning most abstruse,

1 These verses in the original are full of paronomasia, a species of alli-

teration, which the translator has attempted to imitate.

2
Literally,

'
in that place there is whatever you please to desire, religious

or worldly, and neighbours who differ widely from one another in character

and occupations.' jW< here means 'sentiments,' 'motives of action.'

3 ' You will find one zealously devoted to ^studying] the texts of the

Koran, and another practised in the harmonies of musical strings.'

The name ^ \JUJ1 is sometimes, as here, applied to the whole Koran,

either because it is constantly perused and recited, or because it is charged

throughout with a double import, and contains both blessings for the right-

eous, and threatenings for the wicked. Sometimes the first chapter of the

Koran (Surah Al-Faatahah) by itself is called by this name, (as in the

Makamah of the Denar, see pag. 127, n te 4), because it is more frequently

repeated in prayers and exorcisms than any other, or because it is used as

a form of thanksgiving.

The entire Koran is also called
-jliij

because
'
it furnishes a distinctive

criterion between right and wrong/

The second .Jlxo of this clause in the original means 'double-toned

musical strings ;' see pag. 306, note 6, below.

4 ' There is one mighty in eliciting and explaining the meanings of pas-

sages of books (especially the Koran), and another intent on relieving the

enthralled.'

4_/
axsrJ is

' the complete exegesis of the full meanings .jU of sen-

tences.' Both these words are technically used in rhetoric by the Arabs.
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Some swift to extricate the mean

From hardship and abuse ;

Some 1 who, though dear it cost their eyes,

No toil in reading spare
2
,

And some who spare no cost that guests

The ready meal may share ;

1

Literally, 'there are many given to reading (recitation of the Koran)
and many to hospitality.'

The verb \3 means primarily 'to read the Koran
..^j

aloud in recita-

tive,' and hence 'to quote from the Koran.'

^^J on the contrary means 'to shew hospitality,' 'to furnish meals

to guests.' See the Makamah of Koufa, (pag. 218, line 8,)
' How should

a needy wretch furnish a hospitable meal ?
'

,_$ jjj t_j^j
8 'The former (those given to reading) wear out eyes [with reading]

and the latter (those given to hospitality) wear out broad dishes [jn en-

tertaining guests].'

Some commentators say that the meaning of the first part of this clause

is, that
'
there are those who read the Koran in a manner so plaintive and

heart-stirring, as to move their hearers to tears of penitence, and thereby to

wear out their eyes ;

'

but it is more natural to understand it as referring

to the injury done to the eyes of the readers themselves by constant ap-

plication to study.
' Broad dishes

'

were necessary for the entertainment

of guests among the Arabs, since for that purpose they ordinarily slaugh-

tered camels or horses. Compare the xxvth Makamah (pag. 295, Do

Sacy, line 1) ^Ja\ is\>\. .*> Q^*J 'The well-fed camels complained

of the mornings of my hospitable entertainments,' (because many of them

were slaughtered for guests to feast upon). Compare also pag. 578, DC
S. icy's Hariri; and the Moallakah of Amrou Al Kais, line 11,

'On that day I killed my camel to feast the maidens,
*

(And how strange it was to see them carrying the saddle and trappings),

'They continued helping each other to the roasted flesh,

'And the delicate fat like the fringe of finely woven white silk.'
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"Tis there that liberal arts abound 1
,

And best of sages meet,

'Tis there that bounty's
2 liberal hand

Bestows her blessings sweet,

And there that beauty's tuneful band 3

The hearer sweetly greet ;

In the Lamiyah Al Agam, allusion is made to the same practice, with

a play of words like that in the above passage of Hariri, the author prais-

ing the beauty of the women and bounty of the men of a tribe, by stating that

the former kindled a fire in the hearts of lovers, and the latter caused a fire

to be lighted on the heights, in order to announce that camels and horses

had been slain for the entertainment of guests.

^ cV a v. *i*\

Which may be paraphrased thus :

' 'Tis there that beauty ever darts

' The flame of love to youthful hearts ;

'And smitten lovers helpless lie,

* Or else are doomed for love to die.

'There bounty ever kindles high

'The flame of hospitality;
' And camel choice and stately steed

' Full oft are doomed for guests to bleed.'

1 ' There is many a school of learning there (or
'

many a learned man ')

to give instruction.'

2 'And many an assembly for beneficence, whose liberality is delightful

to all ;

'

(or,
'

many a person who invites Bothers]] to receive his bounty.')
3 ' And many an abode wherein are unceasingly heard warbling the har-

monious voices and songs of damsels so beautiful as to need no ornament.'

Vid. Golium in verbo AC p. 1738. Compare pag. 197, line 1.

'Where, thy goblets to supply,
' Tuneful beauties wait around,

' Warmed by glances of whose eye,

'Mirth and soft desires abound.'
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And there thou mayst a playful friend 1
,

Or prayerful, freely choose,

Improve
2 a wise man's company,

Or cups of wine abuse.

Now while I explored the streets and surveyed their beauty,

Until the westering of the sun and the approach of evening,

I observed a remarkably excellent and well-frequented mosque
3
,

Where the people were discussing the interchangeable letters 4
,

And coursing along as it were in the arena of controversy;

So I turned aside to them, intending to solicit 5 their bounty,

1 Literally,
' Then join, if thou choosest, the prayerful, or have recourse

to the wine-bins.'

2 ' There thou hast the opportunity, released from any bridle of restraint

on thy choice, of consorting with the clever and wise, or of addicting thy-

self to wine-cups.'
3 'A mosque remarkable for its advantages (i. e. its spaciousness, its

fountains, &c.), and agreeable with respect to the character of the wor-

shippers who frequented it.'

4 'Had entered on discussion about the letters of transposition.' He
alludes to the substitution of Aleph for Waw in j^| (from Jo-.); the

interchange of I and t in the conjugation of verbs beginning with ^ ;

of I and j in verbs that have \ for their initial letter; of Aleph and

Yod in the termination of verbs that end in these letters; of Aleph and

"Wav in verbs like
; &c.

s
3

Literally, 'to beg rain from their
*y*

or 'to look for rain from them,
S

as from the
jy

'

t. e.
'
to seek gifts from their bounty.'

' Rain
'

is here, as
s

usual, a metonym for 'gifts;' and ^J [which primarily means ' the setting

of one star and simultaneous rising of another (the Pleiades ?) after which

rain begins in Arabia,' and hence 'the tokens of approaching rain'] is

metaphorically used to express 'bounty.' In the forty-fourth Makamah

(pag. 579, line 5, De Sacy) a hospitable man is represented as declaring that
' he was always ready to entertain quests, though all the world beside were
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Not from any desire to learn their opinions on grammar;
But sooner than a person in haste can snatch a firebrand 1

The calls of the Muezzins were heard summoning to prayer,

And the appearance of the Imaum 2 followed their call ;

So that the discussion was necessarily interrupted
3
,

And the people bestirred themselves to rise 4 and stand up.

unwilling to do so,' which he expresses by saying, 'though the soil of the

country has become dry, and the rising and setting of the stars of rain has

been niggardly,' i.e. 'has not brought or been followed by rain as usual,'

There is a similar expression to this in the Aiyah of Ibn Fared, line 9,

where he says, that the tears he shed for the absence of his friend were so

copious that
* water would abound even if the rising and setting of the stars

of rain had brought no showers in a year when drought had descended on

the land.' ^- kiuo 3\ i-J^a)! ^ ^a
1
Compare the following verse :

\j\j jjjgjJjU
<^0

\j\j

' A visitor who just comes and goes, as hastily as one snatching a firebrand.'

Other phrases in the Makamat expressing
' an instant of time' are

'
as long

as a spark shines,'
'
as long as it takes to point with the finger,'

'
the time

of saying No.' See pag. 248, note 1.

2
i. e.

'
the priest who leads the devotions of the worshippers in a mosque.'

4-

He stands on a suggestum Juu> and the people in rows U~s before him
;

and he sometimes faces them, when reading the Koran or preaching, and

sometimes turns his back on them when praying towards Mecca, pag. 53, n.l.

3 ' The swords of speech were sheathed.' Conf. pag. 426, note 4,
' Then

he sheathed his tongue like a sword.'

4
Literally, 'the loops were loosed for standing up.' This and similar

expressions in the Makamat are allusions to a practice of the Arabs in

squatting on the ground, to support themselves in that position, in the

absence of a wall to lean against, by either clasping their arms round

their shins, or fastening a turban or garment round them so as to hold
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And I was thus diverted 1

by the duties of devotion

From endeavouring to procure the means of maintenance,

And prevented by God's worship from seeking man's bounty.

But when our obligatory
2
prayers were finished,

And the congregation was about to disperse,

There came from the midst of them a man of sweet eloquence,

Who united with a graceful manner and address

Fluency of speech and consummate 3
power of rhetoric ;

Who thus addressed us,

* O my neighbours, whom I preferred above my countrymen
4

,

their legs and thighs together. When they rise up, this sort of loop is

necessarily loosed. The position is neither graceful nor commodious, but

natural enough in default of chairs. So in Mak. xvi. (pag. 179, De Sacy)

U*--* Ull5 \Asrl ^1 IjLs*
'So they rose up to me (literally, 'they

loosed the loops to me') and said, Welcome.' Mak. xvii. (pag. 198, De Sacy)

Uar! UIL*.
,^\ <L!-_*)J J *S 'then we were not slow to loose the

loops,' . e.
*
to arise.' Mak. xxxv. (pag. 346, De Sacy) ***- ,e^>-\ *J

^jJuuuJl
'Then he fastened a loop like the rest of the company,' i.e.

'he sat down with them.' See also Mak. xxxiii. (pag. 423, line 5, De

Sacy).
1

Literally, 'I was too much engaged in standing in prayer to seek to

provide food for my maintenance.'

2
(jOJiM

are 'the obligatory and prescribed prayers and prostrations,'

S

as distinguished from those of supererogation, ^Jjo
. See pag. 469, note 1,

below.

3
'Eloquence like that of Qthe celebrated] Hassan of Basra.'

4
Literally,

' the branches of my own tree.' In the Makamah of IIo-

louan, pag. 395, note 3, Harcth calls his native land ' the place where his

tree first sprouted,' (t. e.
' where he first grew up like a tree.') The speaker

here means that since lie had taken up his residence among the inhabitants

of Basra in preference to remaining in his native country, he had obtained

some claim to their regard and sympathy.
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' And whose land I chose as my place of refuge
1

,

' And whom I made my most intimate confidants 2

' And the depositaries
3 of my every secret,

' And whom, both in my presence and in my absence,
' I have constituted 4 my only provision and resource,

' Know that the garb of truth is brighter than robes of pomp,
' That the disgrace of this world is lighter than that of the next,

' That real religion is to give sincere counsel to others,

' That the indication of true faith is to guide others aright,
' That he whom we consult is the depositary of our confidence,

' That he who solicits our guidance has a right to our advice,

' That a brother is he who reproves thee, not who excuses thee,

' And that a real friend is he who tells thee the truth,

' Not he who always allows that thou art right.'

And those present replied,
' O most affectionate friend,

' O thou who hast been our most beloved companion,
' Tell us the hidden meaning of thy ambiguous words,
' And the real purport of thy concise address to" us ;

' And as for that which thou desirest from us,

' It shall speedily be fulfilled, however difficult it be 5
;

1

Literally,
'
the scene of my Hegira.' An allusion to the retreat of the

prophet, when he took refuge from the persecutions of his countrymen, in

the city of Yathreb, called from that time ' Medina of the prophet/

2
(ji.^

1

'the stomach of a camel that contains the cud,' metaphorically

means 'the depositary of one's thoughts,' 'a confidant.'

3 &JJ&.
' a wallet,' is used metaphorically in the same sense as .i .

The phrase is quoted from an expression of Mohammed about the Ansari,

who accompanied his retreat to Medina.

4 ' Whom I took as a provision for my presence and my absence.'

5
\jsF\ !, is equivalent to sLsr*

Ijjjsfl
J 'Though the accomplish-

ment of it almost foil us,'
'

surpass our power.' These words are omitted

in many MSS.
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' For by Him who conferred thy friendship upon us,

' And made us of thy sincerest wellwishers,

' We will not fail to give thee our best advice,

' Nor withhold from thee our aid or protection.'

And he replied,
'

May you be rewarded with good and saved from evil ;

' For you are men from whom no insincerity ever proceeds,
' And of whom no companion ever has cause to complain,
'

By whom no reasonable expectation is ever frustrated,

' And from whom no secret need ever be concealed.

' I will tell you at once what distresses my breast,

' And consult 1

you on that whereby my patience is overcome:
' Know then that while my means were straitened 2

,

' And while fortune continued to be averse from me,
' I was sincere 3 in my purpose of covenant with God,

1 'I will ask your decision, as on a point of canon law;' the question

which he proposes being of that kind, viz. by what means he might purge

himself from the guilt contracted by having indulged in strong drink con-

trary to the Moslem law. From the verb here used the word ' Mufti' is

derived. Observe that one of the names of wine used in the following

passage is 8* which was afterwards appropriated to coffee, and is derived

(according to Abd Al Kader, see De Sacy's Chrestom. pag. 180, and 226)

from
\g>\

'
fastidire fecit ;' coffee, like wine, producing disinclination to food.

Some however of the admirers of coffee among the Moslemin called it Kihwa
instead of Kahwa, in order to distinguish its name from that of wine.

2
Literally,

' when my flint refused to give sparks ;' t. e.
' when I was

like a flint that refused to give sparks,' t. e.
'

indigent and therefore un-

able to be bountiful.' See pag. 58, note 1.

3 The law in the Koran against drinking wine is not so explicit as

the strictness with which religious Moslemin abstain from it might seem

to imply. 'Flic prohibition is contained in various passages scattered through
different chapters, which vary in import and distinctness, and arc said to

have been revealed to Mohammed at different periods in order to meet
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' And gave Him the pledge of a solemn vow,
' That I would never buy wine, nor carouse with companions,
' Nor quaff strong drink, nor array myself in drunkenness ;

' And yet my misleading propensity and deluding appetite
' Seduced me to enter the company of profligates,

the increasing exigency of the case. They are all collected and discussed

hy Al Beidhawi in his commentary on the first of them which occurs in

the Surah Al Bakara, verse 216 (pag. 16, Freitag). He there says, that

' the first revelation on (this subject) made to the prophet was that which

occurs in the 16th Surah, verse 69 (pag. 140, Freitag).

/&S .

' From the fruit of the date palms and from grapes, ye

shall obtain an inebriating liquor, as well as excellent nourishment. Verily

herein there is a sign to the intelligent,' i. e-
' there are many combinations

of good and bad in the world, and as God often brings good out of evil,

man often turns his good gifts to evil purposes; for intance, they pervert

grapes and dates, which eaten in their natural state are good, by distilling

from them a pernicious drink.' This passage being misunderstood or un-

noticed by the followers of the prophet, they continued to drink wine,

until Omar and other leaders of the sect observing it to be abused, requested

of the prophet a further decision on the subject, telling him that wine was

clearly prejudicial to the understanding. The verse in the Surah Al

Bakara (above mentioned) was thereupon revealed to the prophet, viz.

<r Jk! .

*

They will ask thee about wine and [[casting] lots.

Tell them there is guilt in both, and also some advantages to men; but

the guilt in both is greater than the advantages in them.' This too gave
rise to a difference of interpretation and practice, some drinking and some

abstaining. Frequent excesses were committed, (although there was

another revelation in the words ^l^Ls *>]* j^LaJl \y Ju ^
' Ye

shall not engage in prayer when inebriated/) until Omar besought a

farther and more explicit revelation on this subject, which was given

in the words of the 5th Surah, verse 92 (pag. 61, Freitag),
' O ye who

believe, know that wine, and lots, and images, and arrows for divina-
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' And there to pass
1 round among us flagons of wine,

tion are an abomination of the work of Satan; therefore avoid them,

that ye may prosper; for Satan seeketh to put enmity and hatred

among you by means of wine and lots, and to prevent you from remem-

bering God, and from prayer. Will ye not therefore abstain from them ?'

\ jj -c
*x<3.tj -*uX*Mj.

This was the^naZ decision;

yet even this does not seem to forbid the use of wine in moderation,

though it certainly is understood in that sense by strict Moslemin, who

have always rigorously abstained from it, unlike the reprobate Turks of

the present day, who are much addicted to arrack of dates. A strong

feeling on this subject is indicated in the present Makamah, as well as at

the conclusion of that of Damascus, where Hareth expresses repentance for

having entered the saloon of a wine-shop (deskerah), though he had not

drunk there. Accordingly, poems written in praise of wine by the Arabs

have almost always a mystical sense. The Persians are much less rigid in

this respect than the Arabs. The wine of Shiraz is highly celebrated,

anjl the praise lavished upon it by Ilafiz is often too explicit to be only

metaphorical. Thus there is an Ode of his beginning,
'

Cup-bearer, bring

wine. Dismiss sullen and fruitless objections ; and since the passing breeze

reminds thee of the short duration of youth, drink wine, the medicine of the

soul, which removes care from the breast of youth. In comparison thereof

all else in the world is vain ; for soon there will be nothing of us left,' &c.

1 This word
^L>lc (3rd conj. of lac) means to pass (a cup) from one

to another, a method of drinking particularly objected to by Moslemin, who

connect the idea of it with wine-bibbing ; as we find in the anecdote spoken

of at the end of the note on coffee, (pag. 47), where this expression is used,

t-_>\.A\ <LUJ& Ac &j b\*M ,

'

passing it (the coffee cup) about among

them, after the manner of wine.' In the Makamah of Tenese (pag. 548,

Do Sacy) we find the verb
cjlJJ

in the same sense. ^K c jUuul

i,^~xj3^
'

that we may quaff a cup of wine together,' where the com-

mentator explains the verb by iUUJ 'to pass between us.'

5
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' And lay aside restraint 1 and suck 2 the juice of the grape,
' And indulge freely in intoxicating potations

3
,

' With no more thought about repentance
4 than about the dead.

' Nor was I content with having
5 done once as I tell you,

' In yielding obedience to the Father of Evil 6
,

jUj answers to the English term 'respectability.'

2
Literally,

*
to suckle myself with strong wine,'

'
the liquor which

wounds.'

3
Literally, 'to ride the back of red wine.' The word ^^4^ is ap-

plied both to a dark bay horse, and to dark red wine ; hence the metaphor

above is peculiarly applicable to this name for wine, and means simply
f to

indulge in it without restraint;' just as we say in English, that a 'man

rides his hobby,' when he persists in a favourite notion or pursuit.

4
Or,

'
reformation and amendment.'

5
Literally,

' Nor was I content with this once of yours ;' i. e.
( this once

that you are already acquainted with, and that I have told you of :' ^Jjl^J

is very well explained by a commentator as follows: \Jt> ^x*J Jlfc

j-jlsr <__.>Ua>- ,^. He means that his guilt was not the simple

one of inebriation ; but that this offence was aggravated, in his case, by its

being a relapse after good resolutions and vows of amendment, and by its

being committed on the eve of the sixth day of the week (_^si} ^y)
the Mohommedan sabbath, which, as appears from a passage of the Koran

quoted above, would be a most grievous sin in the eyes of a Moslem. In

the following counsel offered by Abou-Zaid to this anxious penitent, he

assures him that if he will adopt the method of atonement which he recom-

mends, even his relapses, if repented of, shall be forgiven.

6
Literally,

' Father of bitterness,' an epithet of the devil, of the class

called <Lo or 'metonym;' like Abou-Zaid. For more information on

'

metonyms' among the Arabs, see a note on a passage in the Makamah

of Koufa, where Abou-Zaid says that 'he had no son Zaid with refer-

ence to whom he was called Abou-Zaid,' his name being as deceptive as

the rest of his character.
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' But even indulged
1 in old wine on a fifth day of the week,

'And became* inebriated 3 therewith on our holy
4 eve.

'

And, behold, I now avow 5 contrition for my neglect of piety,
' And am very penitent for having given myself to wine,
' While I greatly dread the consequences of my broken vow,
' And openly confess my transgression in quaffing

6 the strong
7

.

'

Is there then, my friends, any atonement that you know,

1

or,
'
addicted myself to.'

2
or,

'

passed the night ;' but this verb, as already stated, often signifies

simply, 'to continue in any state,' whether by night or day.
3

Literally, 'cast down by wine made from white grapes,' another of

the various epithets of wine; so in the Makamah of "Wasat (pag. 360, lin.

1, De Sacy), <UuU. <^^M -c-*
'
cast down by the daughter of the wine-

cask,' i.e. 'overcome of wine.'

4
Literally,

'
the distinguished' or

'
excellent eve :' \ signifies

'

conspi-

cuous,' and hence,
*
remarkable and distinguished in excellence,' and is used

here just as 'good' is by us applied to 'Good Friday,' in the sense

'

holy.'

5
Literally,

'
I am open in my sorrow for neglecting religious duty,' t..

'
I avow it openly.'

6
y_-*- means ' to drink long draughts without stopping to take

breath;' 'to gulp down.'

7
i_fl- is the last of the seven names of wine that occur in this pas-

sage ; it means properly that which is made from the juice that runs from

a heap of grapes that have not been prest except by their own mutual

weight, which is accounted the best and richest, and has no flavour of tho

skins in it. The other names of wine here used are

which all have particular significations stated

in the above notes, but are used here merely to denote '

wine,' by way
of elegant variety ; for with the Arabs, unlike the Hebrews, it is regarded

as an unpardonable puerility and defect in style to employ the same words

repeatedly without variation of sense within a short space.

5 2
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' That may remove my guilt far away from me,
' And bring me near again to my Lord ?'

Now when he had thus explicitly
1 unfolded his narration,

And given vent 2 to the complaints of anxious grief,

I said to myself,
' Abou-Zaid! this is thy opportunity

3
,

'Now, therefore 4
, prepare

5
thyself for vigorous exertion:'

1
Literally,

' when he had loosed the knot of his speech,' i. e. stated

his case explicitly. "RoJ^h, means 'a knot easy to unravel.'

2
Literally,

' had satisfied his desire,'
' done what he wanted' (viz. to

state his distress and beg for information as to the course he should adopt) ;

is equivalent to the more ordinary word <->-ls^, and the phrase

g*za
or <>.ls!.l ^aa expresses

' to perform any of the ordinary and

necessary functions of life,' and is used here metaphorically, weeping and

complaining not being of that, class.

3
Literally,

*

thy opportunity for the chase,' a metaphor constantly used

in this book for the artifices by which Abou-Zaid deceived his hearers,

and obtained relief from them, which resembled the artful designs by which

hunters inveigle their prey. So, in the next Makamah (that of Sanaa),
' E'en lions I dare to assail in their lair,' by which he means, that he had

cajoled even the most rich and powerful men, and brought them to do

what he wished, by his artifices.

Abou-Zaid, on hearing the above inquiry addressed to the people in the

mosque, perceived that by a well-devised tale he might turn the circum-

stance to his own advantage, and make the enquirer imagine that by relieving

him he would be atoning for the sin for which he was so penitent; he

thereupon roused himself, and indited the following lines.

4 ' Now therefore,' such is the sense of the particle <_J in this place.

It is a conjunction of such varied power in the Arabic language, that it

is almost worth while to read the Makamat in the original only for the

sake of observing with what dexterity it is employed by Hariri.

5
Literally, 'turn up thy sleeves from thy hand and thy vigour;' the

usual action of the Arabs in preparing for action, eating, &c., just as it is

among us of one preparing for self-defence. There is a curious anecdote of

Merouan, the last of the Kaliphs of the race of Beni Omai, who preceded
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So I sprang up from my seat, like a brave champion,

And started forth from my row 1 like an arrow,

And said 2

'My most illustrious friend 3
, in noble rank,

' And high distinction proudly eminent,
' Who seekest one to guide thee to a path
' That may thy final happiness

4 ensure ;

' Thou soon wilt find 5 a cure for thy distress,

the Abbasides.
* He was so fond of the kidneys of sheep, that whenever

a sheep was served up to him, he was so impatient to eat the kid-

neys that he did not wait to 'turn up his sleeves,' but at once plunged

his hand into the fat of the intestines to pull them out; and thus at his

death left behind him three-thousand shirts, the sleeves of all of which were

stained with the fat of kindeys.' The verb +J& is also used of gathering

up the gown from the legs and feet in order to run.

1
i_<v is the name for the 'rows' in which Moslemin arrange them-

selves in their mosques while the service is being performed by the Imaum ;

and it will be remembered that the incident here recorded took place in

a mosque, and immediately after the performance of the public prayers, so

that Abou-Zaid was in one of these
' rows of people.' The Koran declares

+ - #-

that at the Judgment all the world will appear \La UL?, t. e. in rows,

before the Judge.
2 This poem, as being descriptive and didactic, is translated into blank

verse. In the original the rhyme throughout is \3
'
da.'

3
Literally, '0 noble personage, who art advanced in dignity and dis-

tinction,' a courteous form of address to a stranger. The word tjj.^

'distinction,' occurs also in the Makamah of Sasaan (vid. pag. 667, lin. 9,

De Sacy), in the passage, 'Thou hast shown me Qthe path to] real dis-

tinction.'

4
Literally,

'

right guidance whereby to be saved (or whereby to be

made prosperous) tomorrow,' i.e. 'hereafter,' viz. 'direction to some method

of atonement for guilt contracted."

3 ' Know that I have a cure for that in consequence of which (whereby)
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' The sore remorse that robs thee of repose,

'If thou'lt but listen 1 while I tell of ills,

' That left me plunged in dire perplexity.
' Know then, Seroug

2 was once my dwelling-place
3
,

'Where purest faith 4
is practised and professed;

' I there was wealthy, honoured, and obeyed ;

'My house a hall 6 of hospitality,

'And all my goods expended
6 on my guests;

' Their liberal praise by generous acts I won,

'And by unceasing bounty
7 still retained;

thou hast been made to pass the night in wakefulness.' Here the verb

d>b has the strict sense of 'passing the night.' The word <^jo 'a

house/ is derived from it, as a place for pernoctation. _^Lc means 'a

medicine or remedy [for distress].' The clause resembles a passage of

^Eschylus, Prom. Vin. 257 : T * ^olov evpwv TJ<rSe fydpnaKov voa-ov where

voafoi is also used metaphorically.
1

Literally, 'then listen to it a strange tale that left me perplexed,'

(or 'turning the head about,' 'looking this way and that' in perplexity).

2 A town in Mesopotamia, much exposed to the ravages of the Greeks,

who being at that time (under the latter Byzantine empire) in possession

of Asia Minor, used to make incursions upon the Moslemin.

3
Literally,

' I was one of the dwellers in Seroug, [who are] people of

religion and rectitude, i. e. excel both in faith and practice.'

4
or, 'distinguished,' the passive participle of the verb from which

!jj-o is derived, vid. note 3, pag. 53.

5 ' A place for the gathering of guests ;' _j _ is properly
' a spring-

residence.'

6
Literally, 'let out freely' (to pasture); a word primarily applied to

camels, and here signifying 'expended freely.'

7
Literally,

' and I also preserved my reputation Qfor generosity]] by

[fresh] bounty;' i.e. 'I persevered in the charitable course that I had

begun.'
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'Nor cared 1 to hoard my gains, but spent them all

' With lavish tend, in large munificence ;

'

And, though the sordid quench that welcome light,

'A beacon-fire I ever kindled high
2
,

*ne ^r^ conjugation 1st pers. fut. from 5b. The clause

means literally,
' While I cared not for [my] treasures that were dissipated

in liberality and munificence,' t. e. about their being spent in that way,

'I was perfectly willing for them to be so spent.'
2

Literally,
'
I kindled fires on heights (high stations), though the sordid

extinguish such fires; and all hopers (all who looked for assistance from

me) found in me a refuge and resource.' clij is 'any elevated position,
C_

like the top of a hill.' The meaning of this passage is, that he was con-

stantly ready to exercise hospitality, and even kept a fire burning on a

height near his house to guide benighted travellers towards it, and to be-

token to them the good reception which they would meet with on arriving

there. Allusions to this hospitable custom occur frequently in Arab writers.

A line has already been quoted from the Lamiot Al Agami in illustration

of another matter, which also applies to the present subject, viz.

* The flame of love for those (the women of the tribe) continues ever burning

in the hearts of lovers]] just as the fire of hospitality (the fire kindled to

announce a hospitable meal) continues to be kindled by these (the men of

the tribe) on the heights.'

In the collection called Hamasa, there is an ancient poem by one

Samuel Ibn Adiah, a Jew, who says in praise of his own nation,

** w

J^ji ^jUM ^ UuJ
}j jjlk ,jjj

U!
j\)

cuj^cU Uj

' And our fire (beacon-fire) is never extinguished from the wayfarer by

night (t.
. . never fails to direct his steps to us) ; nor does any of the

guests who come to ua find fault with us,' (for our not receiving him well

enough).

The Jews in all Mohammedan countries have always well deserved this

praise; for of all classes and sects they are the most courteous in their
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' That guided wanderers to find in me
' Their best resource, and refuge most secure :

'For none complained
1
that, when they sought my aid,

reception of strangers whether of their own faith or not, and uniformly

refuse reward.

In the Makamah of Teflis, Abou-Zaid, speaking of past times when

he was in a state of prosperity, says,

' And oft my hospitable light
' Was blest by wanderers at night ;'

i.e. by benighted wayfarers.

In the Makamah of Sasaan, Abou-Zaid, promising his son that if he

comply with his parting advice he will be rich enough to exercise extensive

hospitality, says,
' The smoke of thy hospitality will arise/

In the forty-fourth Makamah (pag. 578, De Sacy), Hareth says that,
' he repaired towards a fire that was lighted on a hill, and told of hospita-

lity;' i.e. 'promised it to wayfarers;'

Presently after he is welcomed by one who tells him that he is constantly

engaged in providing the flesh of fat camels for guests, and on going in he

finds a number of travellers who had arrived regaling themselves upon it.

1
Literally, 'No thirsty man looked for rain to the flash of my light-

ning, and returned (went away) complaining still of thirst,' &c. An ex-

ceedingly idiomatic passage, and very difficult to render adequately in another

language, without much circumlocution.
' Kain and dew' are constantly used

as synonymous with bounty, by Oriental poets. Lightning from a cloud

(except in certain seasons of the year) betokens rain, and so became a

metaphor for the signs of bounty and liberality; and the passage therefore

means, 'No needy person who observed the tokens of my bounty (e.g. the

fire lighted on the height") was disappointed in his expectations, or found

that in looking to me for aid, he had as it were been looking for showers

from a summer cloud, whose flashing gleams falsely portended rain.' In

other words,
'

My liberality was uniform, and never disappointed those who

had reason to expect it.'

In all warm countries, in summer, especially on the coast, there is
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'

They
"
vainly looked for showers to slake their thirst,

'To summer clouds, whose lightning falsely gleamed;"

frequently a constant play of sheet-lightning in the evening, which does

not betoken any rain; whereas lightning observed in other months is an

almost sure presage of it. The verb *li> peculiarly signifies,
'
to observe

clouds and the lightning flashing from them, in order to detect the pro-
t

bability of rain ;' and, unless the observer (>^l-J) was an experienced one,

he was very likely to be deceived. To this we find allusions in various

passages of the Makamat. Abou-Zaid says to the pilgrims in the Makamah

of Kamleh, vid. translat. infra,

'

Regard not every cloud whose flashes gleam,
'

Though charged with copious store of rain it seem ;'

i. e.
' Live in tranquil contentment, and do not be constantly in quest of

bounty from others, who may possibly disappoint thy expectations, just as

clouds do not always give rain when Ifghtning gleams from them.'

In the Makamah of Holouan, he says with respect to fortune,

' When her rain-portending flashes

'

Lighten with fallacious glare,
' Trust them not They falsely promise

* Showers we vainly hope to share.'

In the Rahabeian Makamah (pag. 121, De Sacy), he says,
' Observe

well, and do not look for rain at every sort of lightning ; sometimes there

ia lightning wherein are bolts of destruction :

'

In Makamah xxxiv. (De Sacy, pag. 432, lin. t>), j^ l$J ^ %,
' the thunder of their promises gave no rain.'

In Makamah xl. (pag. 524, lin. 10),
' He sent me back more dis-

appointed and foiled than one who observes light flashes [of lightning] in

the month of August,' (and thinks they betoken rain)

rH ^ *
*J>

(literally, in the month of Tamrauz). The lightning in the evening in the
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' Or that 1
, whene'er my proffered boons they claimed,

'They "struck 2 on flints that failed to yield a spark:"

summer months is of the sort called here '

light,' i. e. harmless sheet light-

ning which does not indicate the approach of rain.

1
Literally,

' And no seeker of fire (no one who wanted fire) tried to

strike a light from my flint (me as a flint) and failed to obtain a spark;'

another idiomatic expression, implying the certainty with which he fulfilled

the expectations of those who looked to his bounty for aid. It may be

paraphrased thus,
' No one who in need applied to me for bounty, found

me niggardly and unimpressible by solicitation.' ^JJj -i\5 /U means

literally,
'
desired (or

*

sought') the eliciting of fire from my shaft,' i- e.

'

sought to elicit a spark from it by friction ;' for anciently the flint and

steel were not used for that purpose, but a spark was obtained by the sharp

friction together of two shafts of a species of dry and hard wood, each

of which was called
Jjj.

The nearest approach however that can be

made to the sense of the passage in a translation, is by rendering jJj
' a flint,' which is in more familiar use for the same purpose. _jjj is ex-

plained by Shereeshi x\j
-^jS-***],

and xL0| by jj^ \j\ Jo^ll jl*>!

IfJJj , i.e.
l the verb jju \ is used of one whose shaft fails to produce

a spark by friction.'

The form of expression, 'no one sought fire from my flint and failed/

instead of
' no one sought to obtain fire from me as from a flint, and failed,'

is not uncommon in Arabic or in Hebrew.

Thus when he says, in the Makamah of Teflis, 'the stroke of fortune

felled my tree,' he means '
it felled me down like a tree.' "When he says,

'no one looked to my cloud for rain, and went away athirst;' he means,
' no one looked to me for aid, and failed ;' or,

' no one found his expectations

from my bounty disappointed, as though he had expected rain from a

cloud which gave none.' And again, when the Psalmist says,
' Thou hast

made my mountain to stand strong;' he means, 'Thou hast made me to

stand strong like a mountain which is immoveable.'

2 Or more literally, but less intelligibly,
'

They sought for fire from shafts that gave no spark.'

Joj being, as stated in the last note,
' one of two shafts of hard wood

which the ancient Arabs rubbed together for the purpose of obtaining fire.'
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'But, while 1 my fortune smiled, I still appeared

'To all around a source of affluence 2
;

'

Though soon 3
, alas ! my lot was doomed to change

' For lo ! a feud 4 with foreign foes appeared,

'And God permitted infidels of Koum 5

'To seize our lands and dwellings, and enslave

1
UJU?, which here means 'while,' 'so long as,' frequently means in

this book ' how often !

'

See the Makamah of Sanaa.

2
Literally, 'as long as the times (fortune) assisted, favoured [me], I

ever became an assister [of others]-' The verb ^-^, which properly means

*
to arise in the morning,' is used here, as often, simply in the sense

' to become,' or 'to be ;' just as cub ,
which properly means '

to pass the

night;' 'to remain all night [in any state],' is used to mean simply
'
to continue,' or ' to be in any state.'

3 'But God determined, decreed, to change what he had accustomed

me to.'

4 'He caused the Greeks to make a descent upon our land, after an

hostility or animosity that had been produced
'

(literally,
'

generated '). This

event is again alluded to in the Makamah of Mecca (vid. pag. 162, De

Sacy), where Abou-Zaid being asked about his country, replies,

\j*aAj
I g i ^Jlcj!! \j\ jjj

*

Seroug is my abode ; but how can I resort thither, seeing that the enemy
have settled in it, and committed ravages upon it?'

5 'Infidels of Roum.' *. 'Roum' was the name by which the Arabs

anciently called all the Christian inhabitants of those countries which had

formed the Roman Empire. In the above passage it denotes the Christians

of 'the lower Roman Empire' (the capital of which was Constantinople),

who were mostly Greeks. The Arabs in the present day apply it only to

the Greeks of the Turkish empire ; while they denominate European Chris-

tiana by the term Frangi or Afrang, (1.7. Frank.)
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' The families of all who there professed

'A simple
1 faith in Allah's 2

unity.

1
Literally,

' So that they took captive the families ( -j >.
' Hareem '

means either
' the whole family, wives, slaves, and young children,' or ' a

wife' alone, if there be no children or servants) of all whom they found

there believers in the Unity of God,' (i. e. all whom they found Moslemin).

The Unity of God is a tenet on which Moslemin especially value themselves,

making it the chief article in their confession of faith, and accusing the

Christians of holding the plurality of the Deity. On that account Christians

are constantly called in the Koran and Moslem histories .j^-iiu* ,.#.' those

who make others equal with God, and give him associates who are equal

with him.' The Messiah, who is always spoken of with the greatest respect

in the Koran, is constantly represented there as asserting his inferiority to

God, and disclaiming the equality which his followers would attribute to

him. And in the authorized tradition of the ascent of Mohammed into the

seventh heaven, called
tjj^\ _, yc* , the latter is represented as conversing

with the Messiah in the first heaven, and being told by him that he

lamented over the error of his own sect in exalting him to equality

with God. Accordingly, Moslemin say that Christians misunderstand the

Gospel, and especially the declarations of the Messiah with respect to his

own personal dignity, asserting that he meant to claim sonship and equality

with God only in the same sense that all mankind may, as created by him

and partaking of his image and likeness; but that nevertheless he was a

prophet of the first class, and endowed with a most extraordinary degree

of the Divine spirit and power. Some of the most remarkable passages in

the Koran on this subject are the following : Surat v. in fine,
" When God

shall say unto Jesus, the son of Mary, at the last day,
' O Jesus, son of

Mary, didst thou say to men, Take me and my mother for two Gods

beside God ?' he shall answer,
' Praise be unto thee ! it is not for me to

say that which I ought not. If T had said so thou wouldst surely have

known it ; I have not spoken to them any other than what thou didst

command me,' namely,
*

Worship God, my Lord and your Lord :'

"
Surat v.

in medio,
"
They are surely infidels who say,

'

Verily, God is Christ, the

son of Mary;' since Christ says,
' O children of Israel, serve God my Lord

and yours ; whoever shall make another equal with God, God shall exclude

him from paradise, and his habitation shall be hell fire :'

"
Surat iv. in
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They took whate'er3 was mine of great or small ;

' And since that day an outcast4 I have been,

'

Still roaming far and wide, and craving
5 aid

fine, "Verily, Christ Jesus, the son of Mary, is the apostle of God. Be-

lieve therefore in God and his apostles, and say not,
' There are three Gods ;'

'
Christ doth not disdain to be a servant to God,'

"
&c. It seems probable

that there was a blasphemous sect of Christians at that time who held the

Trinity to be composed as intimated in these passages, and, if that were not

the case, the worship paid by Papists in the middle ages to the mother of

the Messiah might easily suggest such an idea to the adversaries of Chris-

tianity. The Jews were also included by Mohammed under the name of

j-v, as we find in a passage in the 9th Surat, where they are ac-

cused of regarding Ezra as the sou of God. This, however, was erroneous ;

they only pretended that that prophet was raised to life after having been

dead an hundred years, in order that he might dictate the Bible to scribes.

2 The translator has here introduced the Arab name of God, in allu-

sion to the confession of faith referred to, viz. <dl\ ^\ d\ il

' There is no

God (object of worship) but Allah;' which is the watchword of Moslemin,

and in reference to which they call themselves
jj^-j^c,

or 'Unitarians;'

a name which is also claimed by the Druses of Syria, of whom however

it must be stated that the only God whom they acknowledge is Hakem bi

A in rihi. an insane Caliph of Egypt, who lived about 300 A. H., and a full

account of whose excesses is to be met with in all Mohammedan histories.

3
Literally, 'they gathered together as booty^-'

' Whatever I had therein that was concealed or visible,' t. e. coin, stores,

and household furniture, which were hidden from the public gaze, and pos-

sessions without doors, as cattle, horses, camels, implements of husbandry,

and crops.
* ' So that I wan flung as a vagabond and outcast in the countries.'

The word _t occurs at the beginning of the Makamah of Sanaa, where

we read,
' The vicissitudes (lit. Singings) of the times flung me to Sanaa

in Yemen.'

5 'To aak bounty of people after having before conferred it;' t. e. 'm-

ttead of bestowing it as I had been wont to do.'
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'From those who once besought it at my hand,
' And sunk 1 so deep in hopeless indigence,
' That death I now should deem a welcome boon ;

'Nay more The same disaster 2
ruinous,

'That scattered from me all that cheered my life,

' Has stolen too at one fell swoop away
' My only daughter, whom they captive led,

' A ransom claiming that I cannot pay.
* O look then on my woe 3

, and stretch thy hand
' To save me 4 from this worst calamity,
' This foulest wrong, by adverse fortune wrought,
' And aid me to redeem 5 my child from thrall.

* For if to Pity's
6 call thou'lt lend an ear,

1 ' And now there is seen in me a poverty on account of which I long

for destruction/ Z^La*- means primarily, the condition of a private person

(iSiMTi/?), and hence 'straitness of means.'

2 ' The same disaster whereby the sum total of my comforts was dissi-

pated also carried captive my daughter, whom they made a prisoner for her

to be ransomed.' He means that since a ransom was the object of the enemy
in carrying her captive, it was not likely that he should have enough to

satisfy them, since all he possessed was taken away from him at the time

of her capture.
3 'Then consider well so as to make thyself acquainted with my hard

case.'

4 'And assist me against fortune that has oppressed and outraged

me.'

means primarily
'
to unloose a tie or knot.'

6 * For thereby (by the merit acquired by this act of charity) his guilt

shall be wiped away from him who has rebelled, and for this, the repentance

of him who thus devotes himself shall be accepted (by God);' literally,
'

repentance will be accepted from him who thus devotes himself/ and this

(act of charity) shall be atonement even for one who has transgressed (gone

aside), after having been in the right way.' j_ is especially used of
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' And Mercy's best devote thyself to obey,
'

Thereby thou shalt a full remission gain

'rebellion against God,' and jj_* is an epithet of the devil,
c^j is 'to

decline or go aside from the right way,' as ^JuLfc! is
'
to proceed in the

right way.'

It is a leading doctrine of Moslemin, that almsgiving and assist-

ance of the distressed is one of the surest methods of securing the divine

favour. In the first sentence of the Surat of Al Bakara, and beginning

of the Koran, we read thus :

'

They who believe in things unseen

(t_->]!)j and observe the appointed prayers, and give alms of what God

has bestowed upon them, and believe in the Koran and the prophets,

in the day of judgment, are under the guidance of their God, and are

the truly prosperous and happy men.' We find a trace of the same

doctrine in many passages of scripture quoted in the Sacramental service

of our Liturgy, and in the address of Daniel to Nebuchadnezzar: 'Where

fore, king, break off (rather as Gesenius renders p"]S 'redime,' atone

for) thy sins by almsgiving (HpTit is the same as the Arabic &Ju;

eleemosynae), and thy wickedness by mercy to the poor, that they may be

a lengthening of thy prosperity.' Similarly, in the
' Wisdom of Jesus Ben

Sirach,' we read, ch. in. 30,
' As surely as blazing fire is put out by water,

almsgiving will atone for sins,'
'

irvp <p\oyio/jievov diroa-fieirei JJSwp, KO\

e\fr]HOffvvr] ci\a'(rcrai d^ap-ricK.' In Makamah xvi. (De Sacy, pag. 18),

we find the same idea :

* The most excellent of offerings to God

(Corban) are the relievings of distresses Qof others,] and the surest means

of salvation, charities to the needy.' c^bXl^ (o*jJuJ d>bjiJ\ </"*^

tuU-Uh ^J *U^ SU^l c->U-j\ C^V Similarly Abou-Zaid tells

one who had been liberal to him, that
' as to-day he was clothed in his

tlianks, hereafter he should be dressed in the white vestments of paradise'

r i

"*

.
~* ~*

ixsM (jwJuua -***Gs~j iXi, (vid. pag. 3, De Sacy, lin. 4).

The verb
jjby means, 'to devote oneself to the performance of reli-

gious duty, as that of fasting, prayer, or almsgiving. Jkjb): is a 'devotee,'

or 'ascetic.'
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' Of errors past, and if to good resolves

'Relapse succeed, and bring thee fresh remorse,

'

Repentance shall renewed acceptance find.

' And though in verse l my counsel I've exprest,
'

Reject it not as vain ; for e'en in verse

' I oft enforce the words of timely truth.

' Then gladly welcome 2 this sincere advice,

' With gratitude to one who thus would guide
'

Thy steps in wisdom's path ;
and freely

3
give

' Whate'er of recompense thou hast at hand,
' That so thou may'st my thankful praises win.

1

1
Literally, 'and although I have thus been inditing poetry, I have,

nevertheless, been giving utterance to what will lead [thee] right.' He
thinks it necessary to apologize for his verses, as if it were generally

thought that poetry could not possibly be of good tendency, or otherwise

than pernicious, an opinion maintained by many strict Moslemin, on the

ground of a passage in the Koran in the 26th Surat, 'And as for the

poets, those who follow them are in error (go astray) ; dost thou not see

that they roam through all the valleys like men distracted? that they all

speak and act inconsistently, except those who believe and do good works,

and remember God constantly, &c.' lojj^ (*S*^ lycuJU
&c. Of the

class of pious poets alluded to, were such as Ali Ibn-Abou-Taaleb, whose

poems are a collection of religious hymns, and Kaab Ibn Zoheir, who

wrote in defence and praise of Mohammed. Yid. not. pag. 23.

2
Literally,

' then accept my counsel and guidance, and be thankful to

him who has directed thee right.'
3 ' And bestow at once what is ready to hand' (literally,

' what is

easy'), that thou mayest be praised and thanked.
'

Of, bestow at once what

may facilitate thy being praised.' The first rendering is best, because the 5th

form of a verb is usually intransitive, and Ju*Ju, which is the 5th form

of .Ju>, is synonymous with J^**Ju according to the commentators, which

means, 'to be easy' or 'ready to hand.'
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Now when I had rapidly delivered this long reply
1

,

The person solicited being inspired with belief of my words,

Desire to display bounty incited 2 him to become my benefactor,

And zeal to undertake the performance of onerous 3 duties

Made him eager to engage in the relief of my difficulties :

So he gave
4 me on the spot

5 what little he had with him,

1

or, 'So when I had finished the rapid delivery of my long speech.'

The commentators say that
/>.\fc

is derived from .jjb 'verbosity,' or

else from AJjfc ''rapidity in going through a work,' and that in either

case the additional letter is introduced in order to lengthen the word and

make it more significant. It is not however by the addition of extraneous

letters that the significance of Arabic words is increased, but by the re-

duplication of one or more of their component letters; just as in Hebrew

when a verb is in the form Pilel or Palpal, i. e. when its final letter or

last two letters are repeated, it often denotes the repetition of the action

expressed by the simple verb, and thus has an increased significance. Per-

haps it is therefore best to regard ,*i(X&
as compounded of the two words

ijjfe and AJJb (since it contains all the letters that occur in either, in the

same order) and to translate it, as combining the meanings of both,
'

rapidity

in saying much.'

2
Literally,

' made him attached to Incoming my benefactor,' t. e.
' bent

on becoming so.'

are,
' onerous services to others,'

'

weighty undertakings in their

behalf." The person addressed by Abou-Zaid was already desirous to under-

take some such work of kindness and beneficence to others, as that which

Abou-Zaid recommended to him, in order thereby to atone for the guilt

which lay upon him
;

as soon therefore as this proposition of Abou-Zaid

was made to him, he eagerly and cheerfully embraced the opportunity so

presented.

4 ;** is,
'
to give a little,' and means here

'
to give what little ho had

with him, and was at hand' ^yuJ i^JJU as it is expressed above, page- 64,

line 10.

5
Literally, on ' the mark of the hoof.' In selling horses (which were

6
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And was also profuse in his promises of more 1
:

So that I returned home exulting in my prosperous artifice,

Having easily succeeded 2
by the scheme that I had devised

In swallowing, as it were, the sop that I had sought for,

And readily attained by the poem that I had woven 3

To a deglutition
4 of the dainties that I had desired.

Whereupon Hareth said to me,
'

By 5 Him who created thee !

' How wonderfully
6
ingenious are thy wiles !'

regarded as so valuable a species of property as to be equivalent to ready

money), Arabs were wont to require payment on the spot, or, as tbey termed

it,
' on the mark of the hoof,' a phrase which became a metaphor for doing

anything at once, and at the commencement of an affair.

1

Literally, 'and besides poured forth to me a copious promise.'
2

Literally, 'since I had thus arrived by moulding an artifice at the

easy swallowing down of the sop/ a metaphorical method of expressing

that he had been successful in obtaining the desired relief by artifice. The

word c ya is used primarily of the moulding of metals by fusion. The

original is here singularly replete with alliterations. *X> J is
' bread sopped

in milk or soup.'
3

Literally,
' and having attained by weaving the poem to the chewing

of the dainty morsel;' a very far-fetched phrase, which is a mere repetition

in other words of the idea in the preceding clause, viz. 'that his scheme

had been successful, and he had attained the relief which he sought.'

*JO*3J is properly 'a poem of at least thirty lines' (cuLwO> such as

is the above which is translated into blank verse.

4
^JLJ means, 'the keeping of a morsel in the mouth to gloat over it

and make the most of it/
'

rolling it under the tongue as a sweet morsel.'

5
Literally, 'Extolled be he who created thee!' A very common

expression of admiration among the Arabs, only that in general

is used instead of

6
Literally, 'how vast are thy ingenuities/ or 'chicaneries!' J&c] is

one of the forms which the Arabs call u_^s*-*M JUM, which they say

are in the third person preterite of the fourth conjugation, and indeclinable,
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But I only laughed heartily
1

, and indited fluently
2

,

' Since 3 all mankind in selfish fraud

With tigers seem to vie,

By guile among them ever live,

And turn 4 its channel sly

and always take U> before them, and a noun in the accusative (a Nasabed

noun) after them, as
Ijuj JaM U>, where Jwdil would be 'the verb of

admiration,' and the sense is,
' How excellent is Zaid !' Perhaps, however,

it is better with Golius to regard ^af\, J^asU &c. as adjectives in the

comparative degree; and to supply some ellipsis after such phrases, as e.g.

'How is Zaid more excellent Qthan all others]'.' i.e. 'most excellent.'

'How are thy artifices more wonderful than those of any other]!'
'

e.

' most wonderful.' (Vid. Golium in verb. U) ) Hareth is astonished at

the ingenuity of Abou-Zaid in turning the circumstances of the penitent to

his own advantage, and persuading him to atone for his guilt by assisting

his (Abou-Zaid's) distress, and expresses his admiration by this exclamation.

1
or, 'laughed till my eyes ran down with water.'

2 ' Without the indistinctness of running words together,' i. e.
'
unhesi-

tatingly.'
3 ' Live by chicanery (artifice), since thou art in a world whose sons

arc like lions of Beisa.' Some say that Beisa is a name for a particular

species of lion, and some that it is the name of a mountainous district of

Yemen, abounding in very savage lions. However, since tigers are more

treacherous than lions,
'
lions of Beisa

'

in this place may appropriately be

rendered 'tigers.'

4 This passage in the original is very difficult to translate, especially

into verse, from the indeterminate sense of the word s\J3 , which means

originally, 'a reed,' or 'cane;' and here, either ' a small channel of bamboo

underground for the water that turns a mill,' or
' a spoke by which a

hand-mill may be turned round.' As one or the other of these meanings is

adopted, the sense of the verb ,jj must vary ; for in the one case it must

mean,
' turn the channel on the wheel of a water-mill,' and in the other,

'
turn the spokes of a hand-mill round ;' the object being the same in each

6 2
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To move the wheel of life, that so

The millstone round may fly.

case, viz.
'
to make the millstone of life go round.' The Arab commen-

tators are in favour of the first of these two renderings, the mill to which

life is compared being supposed to be a water-mill; and it has therefore

been adopted in the above translation, although it roust be allowed that

the use of .J\ in the sense which it thus bears, viz. 'to turn on,' (not

'turn round') is rather unusual.

We find metaphors of a similar kind in the Hamasa. In a eulogy

on some valiant knights a poet says that, 'no form of death could daunt

them, whenever the millstone of ferocious and obstinate (recalcitrating) war

was turning round.'

And another poet, praising some valiant clansmen, says,
'

they were the

axis of their tribe, about whom its millstone turned round.'

The water-wheels of Oriental mills are generally very large, though

moved by a very small stream of water, which is turned upon them in

such a way, as successively to fill vessels attached at intervals all along the

outside of the wheel, which caxise the wheel to revolve by the weight of the

water which they contain while they descend ; those which simultaneously

ascend on the other side being lighter, as having emptied themselves of

their contents at the turn between their descent and ascent. Some of these

wheels near Hama are as much as fifty feet and upwards in diameter, and

are turned, though slowly, by a very small channel of water. We find a

riddle respecting a wheel of this sort in one of the Makamat (Mak. xlii.

De Sacy), where it is described as constantly approaching and yet receding

from the water, like a coy or wayward lover.

If we choose to introduce likewise the other sense of i
!

U3, viz. 'a

spoke' (literally, 'spear'), by which a hand-mill may be turned, the

translation will be as follows:

By guile among them ever live,

And turn its channel sly,
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At eagles
1 aim thy shafts, and seek

Each noblest prize t'obtain;

For if thou but their plumage graze,

Thou may'st some feathers gain;

And strive the fairest fruits to pluck,

Since haply may
2 remain

Some leaves, at least, within thy grasp

If fruit 2 thou seek in vain.

Though wayward
3 fortune thwart thee now,

Or treat thee with disdain,

Thy heart from all distracting thoughts

And anxious fears refrain ;

To move the primal wheel of life,

And arts incessant ply ;

Like spokes whose frequent impulse round,

May make the millstone fly.

But the idea thus becomes too complicated and far-fetched to be toler-

able. Suffice it that the reader is convinced of the difficulty of the passage,

and the trouble that it cost the translator.

1 ' Let eagles be the game thou aimest at ; and if thy pursuit of them

fail, content thyself with obtaining some feathers.' He recommends his hear-

ers to try always to get what they can
;

because if they do not succeed

entirely, they perhaps may in part. By
'

aiming at eagles,' he means nearly

the same as in the following and other Makamat, by
'

chasing the lion/

. e. trying to inveigle and make subservient to our designs the most

powerful and rich men.
9

Literally, 'And if they escape, and elude thy grasp, then content

thyself with the leaves.' The sense is similar to that of the preceding

clause, viz. 'try to secure whatever advantages thou canst, but nevertheless

content thyself with whatever portion of them fortune may enable thee to

attain.'

3
Literally, 'and set thy heart (' prtecordia') at rest from alarming

anxieties and apprehensions if fortune be adverse.'
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For e'en the changeful
1 course of time

A promise may contain,

That soon the state of life will change,

That makes thee now complain.'

'
Since the changing of events gives notice of (announces like a

Muezzin) the alteration of every state of life.' This idea closely resembles

that in a passage in the Larniot-Al-Agami o^f Tograi,

JjkJl ^f. Lf
wb

<
U

jt>&\
clJjU ^ jsf ^ JUs? jjs. vg! j**\s

'Be patient then of events, without using artifices; and do not distress

thyself Qabout them] ; Qbr] in the changeableness of fortune there is enough

to make all artifice superfluous/ (i.e. to supply the place of it).

This means that it is useless to devise plans to avoid or obviate the de-

crees of fortune ; for that she herself is so artful and designing as to render

any plans on our part quite superfluous, and that it is better to submit

patiently, since while we are striving to improve our state, she may be

already contriving for us what we desire. Al Safadi gives, as usual, a most

prolix commentary on this verse, to which he adduces some scores of

parallel passages, most of them mere exhortations to endurance and for-

titude, and not conveying the particular idea contained in the verse. But

he well observes on the pronominal affix in \A, that there is no antecedent

for it to refer to in the preceding passage, but that the implied antecedent

is c^jUsi.! \ *\$\ j\ jjliuJ.j * & the 'decrees of fate,' or 'the times,'

or
'

events,' which must be supplied from the general sense of the passage.

He also says that
Jjvs*- 'artifice,' means, 'thoughtful contrivance to effect

our purposes by methods concealed from others.' The sense of the verse

thus becomes very like that of the last two lines in the above Makamah,
viz. that '

it is useless to disturb and disquiet oneself about the vicissitudes

of fortune, for that perhaps fortune herself in her very fickleness may bring

us such a favourable change, as no planning or designing on our part could

ever have effected.'



THE

MAKAMAH OF SANAA.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM 1
.

TT7HEN I was journeying
2 on a camel's hump in foreign lands,

Depressing want3
having exiled4 me from my country,

The vicissitudes of the times 5 drove me to Sanaa 6 in Yemen,

1 All the Makamat except that of the Mosque of Beni Haraam are

prefaced with these words, to indicate that Abou-Zaid does not narrate

the anecdote himself, but that another person reports his adventures and

improvisations in accordance with the usual form of a Makamah.
2

Literally,
' when I sat on the front of the hump of peregrination.'

3 The word AJ.XO is derived from t \ 3, 'earth,' 'soil,' and is applied

to 'poverty,' because it depresses men as it were to the dust.

4
Laterally,

' removed me afar off from my companions,' or '

contempo-

raries.'

5
Literally, 'the impulses of the times impelled me;' ,-riUk 'impel-

lentes casus,' Golius. i.e. 'I was driven from place to place by a suc-

cession of losses and failures till I reached Sanaa.'

8 Shareeshi informs us that Hariri speaks of 'Sanaa in Yemeni in

order to distinguish it from another Sanaa, a village of Damascus. This

Sanaa in Yemen, is the very ancient capital of that country, (Arabia

Felix) ; and the seat of the Arab sovereigns, who were called Tobaa, *-jJ ,

just as the kings of Egypt were called Pharaoh, those of Abyssinia, Ne-

gaschi, those of Persia, Kesra, those of Tartary, Khorkhan, or Khan, &c.

Their residence was in its citadel, called Gramdan, -where there was also

a temple built in rivalry to that of Mecca, the Kaaba, in times of hea-

thenism. The Moslemin say that the city and citadel were founded by

Shem, the son of Noah, who 'after his father's death, wandering south-
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Where I arrived 1

, with my scrip empty, my destitution apparent,

With no means 2 of sustenance in my possession,

And not a mouthful to be found in my wallet :

So I began to traverse its streets like one distracted,

And to roam about its quarters
3

, as a bird 4 soars over water,

And to seek, from my early outgoings
5

till my late returnings,

In every direction where my eyesight could range,

ward with his posterity, found this the best site in the world, and dug the

well there, and founded the temple;' and that it was anciently called Azal.

Shareeshi says that it acquired its name Sanaa from the Ethiopians, who

conquered Yemen, and retained it for many centuries ;
for that when they

first beheld the beauty of the town, they said,
' This is Sanah,' which means

in their tongue, 'commodious/ 'comfortable.' It is probable that while the

Ethiopians occupied the town, the temple above mentioned was a Christian

church, for they were converted to Christianity at a very early period.

They were driven out by the troops of Kesra Nouschirwan, king of Persia,

who conquered all Arabia, before Mohammed. The city of Sanaa is a large

mercantile town, and in a well watered district, about 100 miles from Aden.

For an account of its recent appearance and government see Mr Crichton's
'
Arabia.'

1

Literally,
'
so I entered it, empty of wallets, apparent of poverty.'

<Liij

' a scrip,' or
'

wallet of leather,' wherein to carry provisions for the road.

2 'While I possessed nothing wherewith to support life (iib), nor could

find a mouthful (a morsel to chew) in my wallet.'

3

l^J'Ujs*.
is explained by Shareeshi

l^i'lp-j
i.e. 'its sides,' or 'quar-

ters,' (of Sanaa.)
4

Literally,
'
to roam through its quarters with the roamings of a thirsty

bird,' that soars and wheels its flight round about over a pool of water

to see if there be danger before it descends to drink. The verb from which
s.

*jl>- is derived occurs in the Makamah of Teflis (pag. 427, lin. 5, De Sacy),

in the passage, 'Thou hast wheeled thy flight (t.^v*5~) over a dry well,'

i. e.
' thou hast begged from those who have little to bestow.'

5
Literally,

' In the outflowings (a word primarily applied to water) of
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For a generous man to whom I might expose
1 my indigence,

And explain the necessity of my circumstances ;

my goings forth early in the morning, and my returnings home late in the

evening ;' i. e. all day long from morning to night. _
\jj

\ Jui. means,

' He went out early, and came back late.'

1

Literally, 'to whom I might perfricate (or 'wear by exposure') the

skin (or 'fine silk') of my face;' i.e. (as Golius very well paraphrases

it,)
'
cui perfricta fronte exponerem necessitatem meam,' a metaphorical ex-

pression for boldness in importunity. The Arabs consider it highly dis-

graceful to expose their poverty, however poor they be; and a person

who begs, is said by them to
' harden his face against shame,' and '

exhaust

or dry up from his face the blood that would mantle there in blushes

at suffering disgrace;' or 'to wear out the sensitive and fine skin of his

face by constant exposure to shame.' The latter phrase is used in the above

passage, as it is also in the Makamah of Saada, where the man is com-

mended as of noble mind,
'

who, if his clothes are ever so much worn, does

not wear out the sensitive skin of his face (by begging) ;'

<UuUJjL>J
(J^-sr^' ^ jt J ^f-W. 1^ <jW ^ ^j

'And who, though garments rent and old

'Expose his hardened limbs to cold,

' Will ne'er assume a beggar's name,

'Or bare a hardened face to shame.'

This phrase is used secondarily to express
'

shame, and dishonour in

general,' as well as that which arises from the exposure of poverty.

Thus a poet says,

*
Continual and prolonged abiding at home is wearing to the fine skin of the

face ;' (i. e.
'
is discreditable and dishonourable.')

' Travel abroad therefore in

order to renovate thyself,' (I. e. in order to repair the damage of reputation

con-equent on staying at home.)

The expression above may therefore be rendered, 'To whom I might

expose my indigence,' or,
'
to whom I might humiliate myself,' i. e. in

asking his bounty. For other passages of poets, &c., illustrative of the dis-

grace the Arabs attached to begging, see page 47H, of De Sacy's Hariri.
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Or an affable man, whose aspect
1

might dispel
2 my care;

And whose converse might relieve 3 my tormenting distress 4
;

1
dy .. means 'aspect,' and is peculiarly applied to a 'pleasing appear-

ance.' It is derived from ^\.
'
to see.' "We find this word again in a couplet

which occurs in the Makamah of Holouan, in the expression, \j , &*j)
(pag. 25, lin. 4, De Sacy,)

'
his aspect, (i. e. the pleasure of beholding him)

^

was like an abundant supply of water to me;' where b i

'

expletio ab aqua'

is derived not from the verb ^$\t, but from the verb (_$>o which is also

the root of the two words in the following clause
,_ J

'

might relieve,' and

<L1jj
'his conversation.' See note 3 on this page.

2
'Dispel.' The verb _ j signifies primarily 'fidit,' 'diifidit,' and hence

'discussit,' moerorem.

3 The verb
(_

has the double meaning of 'explevit se potu,' and

'
retulit aliena dicta et narrationes.' ,_. j is the fourth conjugation

of this verb in the first sense, and being transitive, signifies 'expleret

potu,' i.e. 'recrearet;' &\jj
'

ls a verbal noun from ,_.. in the second

sense, and signifies
'

narratio,' and hence '

communications,'
' conversation.'

We find this word also in the preface of Hariri, (vid. pag. 2, lin. 7> De

Sacy), in the passage, 'Save us from inaccuracy in narration,' where the

\

"* **

commentator says of it djja-^ \6\
j+s?\ (-^VjJ J^1

. *-C?J jJ^t* ^a
cJAc ,J!j i'6- 'it is a participial noun from

^S^j } in the sense 'to

report a circumstance or history to another person'.'

In this passage there is an elaborate play of words between the

verbs ,_$!. and ,_. .
}
and the double meaning of the latter.

4 ' Whose conversation might refresh (i. e. relieve) my distress ;

'

or

' my torment,' (the same metaphor being preserved) ; that is, in this case,

'my poverty.' The word J^ is applied to any sort of intolerable distress,

as, to that sort of collar which used to be riveted on the necks of captives,

by way of torture, and fitted so close that vermin collected between it
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Till the conclusion of my circuit 1 conducted me,

And the result of courteous enquiries
2 introduced me

To a wide space, where there was 3 a concourse and a wailing :

So I penetrated into the densest 4 of the crowd,

To ascertain 5 what was exciting their tears ;

When I beheld, in the midst 6 of the throng,

A person of emaciated frame,

In the garb
7 of pilgrimage, and with a plaintive voice 8

,

Who was closing cadences with gorgeous phrases
9

.

And striking all ears with the warnings of admonition10
;

And the crowdings
11 of the throng had gathered round him,

and the skin, which could only be got rid of by the removal of the collar.

Golius renders it 'pediculosum columbar.'

1
uJlli* 'a circuit' or 'walking round,' applied peculiarly to the cere-

monial walking round, or 'lustration' of the Kaaba at Mecca, a practice

perpetuated from the times of heathenism and adopted by Mohammed into

his system of religious observance. We find that Mohammed himself walked

round the Kaaba as an act of devotion.

2
Literally, 'the opening' or 'introduction of courtesies,' i.e. of courteous

enquiries addressed to those he met, about the road he should take to find

persons likely to relieve him. These courteous enquiries opened, as it were,

the way for him.

3
Literally, 'a wide place of concourse, containing a crowd, &c.'

4 ulc means primarily 'the densest part of a wood or forest.'

3 ' To explore, ascertain, what it was that excited the tears of the people.'

6
Literally, 'the centre of the ring;' a mathematical term.

7
<Lu&\ means 'equipment' and 'appurtenances' in general. Those of

pilgrims were a staff, a water-cruet, a garment of coarse wool, &c., ac-

cording to Shareeshi ; in short, the garb of dervishes in the East.

8 ' A tone of lamentation.'

*
Literally, 'the jewels of his phraseology.'

Literally,
' with the rebukings of his sermon.'

11 'Promiscuous throngings of people mingled together.'
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Like the halo 1 about the moon, or the shell about fruit:

So I pressed gradually
2 to him to profit from

3 his precious words,

And to catch some of his golden fragments
4

:

When I heard him say, as he coursed onward 5 in his career6
,

And gave vent to the accents 7 of unpremeditated
8
speech,

1
<3U> (' halah'), is evidently the same as the word 'halo,' the dim

light which surrounds the moon when the atmosphere is hazy.
2

t__a!j expresses 'the slow walk of an old man,' and here is used for

'
the gradual approach which Hareth could effect through the crowd.'

3
Literally,

'
to acquire gain from his profits.'

4 '
to pick up some of the fragments of gold that he was scatter-

ing;' so Shareeshi explains JolJ, viz.
JbjS?\ ^J U J-a&J c-^JbJ jjJJ*

*

fragments of gold inserted between gems or pearls,' I. e.
'
the pieces of gold

in which gems or pearls are set.' Golius renders it,
'

Gemma, vel unio

pretiosa;' but the original sense of jj, viz. 'separation,' shows that the

interpretation of Shareeshi is probably right. If we translate with Golius,

we shall have,
*
to catch of the costly pearls that he was scattering,' i. e.

'
of his beautiful sentences and phrases.'

5 u o> is
' to run on smoothly and easily.'

6
Literally, 'his race-course.'

7 In the original this is a singularly idiomatic phrase, which can be

only understood by those who have heard and seen the camel's performance

here described, to which the sound of the improvised address of Abou-Zaid

is here compared. It cannot be better translated literally than in

the words of M. Peiper's version, 'rudebantque extemporaneae facundiae

gurguliones;' where he says that by
'

gurgulioues,' he means 'partes oris

faucibus impendentes quas libidine percitus camelus prodit ;' <jAp,A is the

name for that part of the camel's mouth on each side thus described, which

he puffs out with a loud rattling blubbering sound when he is calling for

the female. Such metaphors are too strange and outlandish to be rendered

very literally in English. In fact, we have no word by which this part

of the camel's conformation could be denominated. It is a sort of internal

dewlap.
8 We have already seen how highly improvisation was esteemed by the
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' O! reckless in revelry
1
, spreading

2 wide the robe of arrogance,

Headstrong
3 in follies, and prone to vain imaginings

4
,

How long
5 wilt thou persevere in delusion,

And relish 6 the pasture of oppression ?

How long wilt thou be extreme 7 in thy contumacy,

And persist unceasingly in thy profligacy
8 ?

And provoke
9
by rebellion Him who grasps thy forelock 10

,

Arabs as a proof of genius; it is on that account that all the poems, and

sermons, and harangues, recited by Abou-Zaid, are represented in the

Makamat as improvised, or '

indited.'

1 'The petulant folly and wild extravagance of youth.'
2 *

Spreading wide,'
'

laxans, demittens, quasi mulier vestem suam.'

3 A word applied to a restive horse.

4
Properly,

'
the phantoms conjured up in dreams.'

5
*)\ is a contraction for U \\

'
until what time ?

'

'till when ?
'

k f r l ^-' which has the same sense.->.
6 ' Esteem it good and delicious food.'

7 ' How long wilt thou proceed to the utmost extent ?' &c.

8

4^),
as Shareeshi renders it, is

* whatever amusement or pleasure diverts

a man from good pursuits.'

9 '

Challenge to come forth,' t. e.
'

provoke.'
10 ' Him who hath the mastery of thy forelock ;' t. e.

' who hath

absolute and complete mastery of thee, to dispose of thee as he

pleases;' an allusion to the power possessed over a horse or camel

by one who has hold on the front hair of its head. So we read in the

thirteenth Makamah (pag. 101, lin. 7, De Sacy), A *e\^\ Jot? ,_JJta

V&JU) <^-s f4^ *^f-j (*^i

' By Him to whom the forelocks Qof men]

shall be submitted, in the day when the faces shall be either black or

white (in the Judgment day).' In the twenty-second Makamah (pag. 253,

lin. 3, De Sacy), speaking of the power possessed by a secretary of state,

Abou-Zaid says, .*e\)A\ CJsUj <0 'By him the forelocks of men are

mastered,' t. e.
' he has the greatest and most absolute influence over others.'
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And offend by vicious conduct 1 the Knower of thy secret thought ?

And seek to escape
2 the detection of thy neighbour,

While thou art under the notice of thy great Observer3 ?

And practise concealment from thy retainer 4
,

Though thou canst not hide one secret from thy Ruler?

Dost thou think that thy rank 5 will profit thee,

When the time of thy departure shall visit thee ?

Or that thy pelf will save thee when thy deeds will damn thee ?

Or that thy repentance will avail thee when thy feet will fail 6 thee?

Or that thy companions
7 will concern 8 themselves for thee

In the day when thy doom 9 will summon thee ?

And in the Koran, Surat xi. ver. 59, we read :
' There is no creature but

He holdeth it by its forelock;'

1
or,

' advance boldly in the depravity of thy moral conduct against Him
who knows thy secret (thought).'

2 'And hide thyself behind places of concealment.'

3
c_^_xJjJ! is one of the names of God, 'the Observer,' or 'Watcher;'

(corresponding to ~^V.) in Hebrew, vid. Dan. iv. 20); but is also used

of men, and applied to one who watches the conduct of others, and par-

ticularly of lovers. See also the Makamah of Barkaid, where the impor-

tunate old woman is called by this name.

4 '

Thy mamlouk,' or '

mancipium.'
5 '

Thy state,' i. e.
'

thy wealth and rank.'

6 'When thy feet shall slip.'

7
Literally, 'Thy company.'

8
t_jktv, construed with ic signifies to 'be favourably inclined to-

wards, and interested in behalf of.'

9
Literally,

' when thy gathering' (i. e.
'

thy summoning to judgment,' or

'thy final doom'), 'shall gather thee' (along with the rest of mankind). We
find the inefficiency of friends and companions to help at the great account,

spoken of again in the Makamah of Sawa (pag. 126, lin. 11, De Sacy):
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Shouldest 1 thou not have proceeded in the path of virtue 2
,

And accelerated the cure of thy malady,

And blunted the edge of thine iniquity,

And restrained thyself
3

, thy worst enemy?
Is not death thy doom 4 ? Where then is thy preparation ?

' Thou wilt weep blood and not tears when thou perceivest

'That neither company nor kindred can save in the General Review;'

and in a poem cited in the Anthologie Arabe,
* - s-

(^\y^\ )i*s=i) ^5?^ }y* l**a
i

UjJtc
jjj&\

OtUa ^3 (>j^^c .0

' Then be my friend and comforter in the darkness of the tomb,

'When kindred will show alienation, and familiar friends aversion.'

1
5b> is a word expressive of admonition and encouragement, and means,

'Why dost thou not?' &c. When followed by a future verb it signifies,

'Wilt thou not? &c.' and by a preterite, 'Shouldest thou not have?' &c.

Golius translates the passage :
' Annon incedas aperta via quae te recta ducat ?'

&c. ' Shouldest thou not proceed?' &c. ; but it is more accurate to render

it, 'Shouldest thou not have proceeded?'
2

Literally,
* the broad track of thy right guidance,' t. e.

' that would

lead thee aright.' HsP? 'via recta ac regia,' 'a broad high road.' Since

the course of rectitude is always evident and open, virtue may, in this sense,

be called as here ' a broad road ;' whereas, in respect of the difficulty of

always remaining in it, it is spoken of in the New Testament as narrow ;

' Narrow is the way that leadeth unto life.'

3 or 'thy natural appetite and propensity.'

4 or
'
Is not death that which is promised to thee?' jUx is the same

as tXctx> vid. Gol. So in the Makamah xxviii. (pag. 346, De Sacy).
' How

long will you continue your trifling and cleaving to forgetfulness, and protracted

perseverance in crime and obduracy in guilt, and neglecting the words of

the wise, and disobedience to the God of heaven ? Will not the feeble-

ness of age presently mow you down, and the bricks of a vault be your last

couch ? Will not death reach you, and the bridge of Siraat become your
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Is not thy hoar hair thy warning
l ? What then is thy excuse ' ?

Is not the grave thy resting-place
2 ? What then wilt thou say

3 ?

And art thou not going to God 4 ? Who then shall plead
5 for thee?

Full oft 6 events have roused thee, but thou hast sought to slumber 7
,

path ?' (Concerning the bridge of Siraat over the fire of hell, see the notes

on the Makamat of Sawa, below).
1 These words are in the plural number in the original. There are

many passages parallel to this in the Makamat; see e.g. in that of

Sawa (pag. 125, lin. 3, De Sacy), e^ouiJt cJtJol U^ vid. translation.
* J

Thy shame, thy guilt, alas! are plain,

And lo ! thy hoary head

Thy warning speaks in solemn strain;

Nor canst thou deafness plead.

See also the Makamah of Basra,

Lo ! on thy head the hoary signs of age

With darker locks of early manhood blend, &c.

2
JjJU 'a resting-place' is properly 'a place of taking the siesta, or

midday sleep ;' it is derived from the verb jjjj
'
to repose at noon.'

3
i. e.

' What excuse then canst thou allege for thy supine indifference

to preparation for death?' The phrase ciXLxjf b is selected merely for

the sake of rhyme with the preceding clause.

4
Literally,

' and [is not] to God thy departure,' i. e.
'
Is it not God

to whom thou art going?' A more usual word than cJj^a^c in this sense

would have been cJt>l*x>
'

thy return.' Arab writers frequently speak of

death as a return to God from whom our life first emanated. So Solomon

says,
' Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was, and the spirit

shall return to God who gave it.'

B 'Who then is thy advocate?' or
*
defender ?'

6
Literally,

'
It is long since events (of the world) have been rousing

thee,' &c. The affix U in UJU?, UiXxe, Ui3, and UJo. is one of time;

and they mean respectively
'
It is long since that,' (or,

'
it is often that ') ;

'
at the time that ;' and '

it is seldom that.'

7
or, 'thou hast pretended to be still slumbering,' or, 'thou hast

shown thyself sleepy.'
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And preaching has drawn thee, but thou hast been refractory ;

And warningbeen brought home 1 to thee, but thouwast blind to it,

And truth demonstrated 2 to thee, but thou hast controverted 3
it,

And death suggested
4 to thee, but thou soughtest to forget it.

Though it was in thy power to do good
5
, thou hast not done it,

Preferring to hoard 6 coin above cherishing pious thoughts,

And choosing to rear a palace
7 rather than to dispense bounty,

And instead of being earnest 8 for a guide to direct thee right,

1 The word here used is that which expresses the bringing home of a

bride to her husband. The metaphor is preserved in what follows,
' thou

hast tried to be blind, and not to see it ;' or,
' thou hast pretended not to

see it;' for such is the force of this form of the verb ^c.
2

Literally,
' become bald to thee,' t. e.

' been made bare to thee ;' or,
' been firmly established to thee ;' this verb being used of a camel when

it presses its knees firmly on the ground before it rises from a recum-

bent posture.
3

or,
' thou hast demurred."

4
or, 'brought to thy recollection.' 5 'To shew kindness.'

6
Literally, 'since thou preferrest coin which thou mayest put into

a purse, above pious thoughts that thou mayest cherish ;' ,y&J
ls t-ne

fourth form, future, of ^:., whereas jii is its first form, future. The

latter has the sense 'to cherish and retain carefully in the memory;'

and the former, 'to store in a purse or vessel;' 4j means '

any sort of

pious reflection,' as
'
meditation on God, on duty, or on the Koran.'

7
Literally, 'and preferrest a palace which thou mayest make lofty,

above bounty that thou mayest dispense.' Golius elegantly renders the clause

'

Mavisque insigne fedificium efferre, quam leneficium conferre'

So Horace says, Lib. n. Od. 18,
' Tu secanda marmora

' Locas sub ipsum funus, et sepulchri

'Immemor, struis domos.'

See also a passage of Hafiz, quoted at the end of this Makamah, p. 92.

8
Literally,

' and turnest thy desire from (procuring) a guide from whom

7
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Seeking only to have worldly provision bestowed upon thee,

And permitting
1 the love of raiment that thou covetest

To prevail over desire of recompense that thou mightest earn.

Jewelled gifts
2 are dearer 3 to thy heart than seasons of prayer,

And lavish expense in dowers 4
preferred by thee to almsgiving

5
,

And dishes of varied dainties more desired than religious books
6
,

And sport with comrades more practised
7 than reading the Koran.

Thou exhortest men to virtue, and yet violatest her sanctuary
8

;

Thou prohibitest iniquity, and yet abstainest not therefrom ;

thou mightest obtain right guidance (whom thou mightest employ to guide

thee right), to provision (stores for a journey) which thou mayest have

given thee as a present;' (i.
e. 'to having worldly goods bestowed upon

thee;' JuJJb meaning
fa present.') The same metaphor is preserved through-

out ; life being compared to a journey, and the careless mortal to a traveller

who is so engaged in securing provision for the road, that he forgets to

seek for one to guide him therein. In most journeys in eastern coun-

tries, a guide well-acquainted with the road is absolutely necessary, the

traces of it being often entirely obliterated, except where the traffick is

considerable, as between the largest towns.

w -

1

t -\Jtj
' makest (i. e. permittest) to prevail.' The antitheses through-

out this passage owe all their point and appropriateness in the original to

alliterations which cannot be preserved in a translation.

2
Literally, 'jewels of presents.' (.^-joL) is the plural of CU3l> 'a ruby.'

3
Literally, 'more closely attached.'

is the plural of iaJwtf a '

dower,' whereas d^li'iXo is 'alms.'

5 *

dispensing of alms,' a verbal noun from the fourth conjugation of

J. which occurs three lines above in the same sense.

6
Literally,

'

large pages of religious writings.'

7
or, 'joking with companions is more familiar to thee,' &c.

8
or,

' thou prescribest equity Qto others]], and thyself makest inroads

on her sanctuary.'
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Thou denouncest oppression, and then committest 1
it;

Thou fearest the world, though God claims 2 all thy fear/

'Alas 3 for him who seeks the world,

And madly loves 4 it best!

Who ceases not its keen pursuit

To ply with eager zest!

For could 5 the world's deluded slave

Its fatal poison test,

He'd loathe the draught that lures him now,

And gladly leave the rest.'

1 Thou removest, (or
'

warnest') Bothers] from tyranny, and then ' rem

cum ea babes.'

2
Literally,

' God is most worthy that thou shouldest fear him.'

3 Lu expresses either commiseration or imprecation. t J is 'loss,'

#-

'ruin;' and <d \jj 'How great is his loss!' 'Alas for him!' or, 'Ruin

to him !

' ' Woe to him.'

4
Literally,

' who turns towards it (the world) his impetuous career,

and never recovers from (i.e. abates) his eagerness for it, and the excess

o -

of his love Qfor it}' <_-Ajuoi! and djbuj are both derived from i_^c, the

former from its 7th conjugation, in which the verb means '

profuse

effundi,' and the latter from its 1st conjugation, which has the sense

'amore percitus esse.' The verb
jjUJL*!

means 'to recover' from disease,

or sleep, or inebriation. The last word in these three lines, viz. U^ means

according to the commentators _jjiM ^j -*UJ! LJb ,

'
the remains of water

in a cup,' i. e.
' the dregs.' Golius renders it

'

pauxillum,'
'
residuum.' Thus

Hariri has taken for his three rhymes all the words ending in &j\**a,

and yet has produced lines very apposite to the subject.

3
Literally,

' But if he knew (i. e. if he were well aware of the vanity

and evil of the world), a more drop Qike the residue at the bottom of a cup]

of that which he now so much desires would suffice him.' In the original

72
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Then he checked his voice 1 and suppressed his utterance 2
,

there is some abruptness in the figure of speech whereby the world and

worldly pursuits are called
' a draught of which a wise man would content

himself with a very little, like the residue when a cup is nearly empty ;'

and it is therefore necessary in the translation, to introduce the metaphor

by speaking of
'
the prison of the world,' which suggests at once the com-

parison of it to a draught of which as little should be drunk as possible.

It would have been more correct to have said that a wise man is content with

a single taste, or with one sip, rather than with the dregs, the cup being

supposed to be full and not yet emptied; but Hariri is compelled to this

inconsistency of phraseology by, the rhyme, and the translator has there-

fore ventured to deviate slightly from the literal sense of the passage.

There is a sentiment much resembling the above in the '

Lamiyat Al

Agam,' verse 54 :

jk

' thou who resortest to Qdrink of] the residue of life which is all turbid,
' After thou hast exhausted thy limpid portion of it in thy early days,
' Wherefore dost thou venture to brave (ride) the abyss of such an ocean,
' When it would suffice thee to suck up a little draught of it ?'

Which is explained by Al Safadi to mean '

Why dost thou in thy covetous-

ness expose thyself to all the vicissitudes of the world, and plunge, as it were,

into its abyss unnecessarily, when thou mightest attain all that thou really

needest by remaining in security on its shore, and taking a moderate draught.'

So Hafiz says,

\jf\j6 JL, jUc f-Je ^ U) ^ & jj jj J
fjj jJ

' In the banquet of life, drink a cup or two and depart ;'

' That is, have no desire for perpetual enjoyment.'

Persius, lamenting over the desperate infatuation of a worldling, says

of him,
'
Caret culpa, nescit quid perdit, et, alto

'

Demersus, summa rursus non bullit in unda.'

1

Literally, 'then he laid his dust.' JuJ is a verb used of a shower
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And took 3
up his cruet, and settled his staff under his arm 4

;

And when the people noticed his preparation for departure,

And perceived his purpose to quit
5 the place,

Each of them put his hand into his scrip
6

,

And filled for him a vessel 7 of bounty, and said,

'

Expend this upon thyself, or share it with thy friends.'

But he received it from them with half-closed8
eyes,

s
which 'clots dust together,' and makes it like a 'thick cloth' jjj; a meta-

phorical expression for 'the resuming of silence and quietness after the

vehemence of an harangue.' Golius renders it :

'

Depresso clamore suo.'

2
Literally, 'moisture discharged from the mouth or eyes,' i. e. 'spittle,'

or 'tears.' The former is probably intended here, and employed either as

a metonym for whatever is given vent to from the mouth, viz. expressions

which are uttered ; or, less elegantly, in its literal sense ; because the spittle

necessarily flows more in speaking vehemently. If, on the other hand,

^>.\^r mean '

tears,' it is a metonym for
'

tear-exciting sentences ;' or ' the

tears' are those that he had excited in his audience, which would subside

soon after he ceased to speak ; and then the two clauses being explained

with reference to the effect which his speech had produced on the audience,

must be translated :

' Then he suppressed the agitation which his speech

had excited, and checked the flow of tears it had occasioned in his audience,

by ceasing to speak.'
3

or, 'put it under his arm.'

4
Literally, 'sub axillam suam* \&\.

5
or,

'
for aberration from his centre ;

'

j_<,
is properly a mathe-

matical term for 'the centre of an orbit.'

6
or,

'

pocket.'
7

Literally, 'filled a bucket with his stream of water,' i.e. with his

'

bounty.'
8 ' Half closing his eyes,' in modesty, as one who is receiving favours

or gifts, of which he feels, or pretends to feel himself unworthy; or, as

one who is obliged by poverty to accept bounty, but still is unwilling to be

paid for his admonitions.
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And withdrew from them with expressions of gratitude
1

,

And began
2 to take leave of such as would accompany him 3

,

In order that his path might be concealed from them,

And was careful to dismiss 4 all who would have gone with him,

That his residence might not be discovered by them ;

However 5
, I followed him, hiding myself from his observation,

And walking close upon his traces that he might not see me,

Till at last he reached a cave, and slunk 6 into it unawares 7
;

So I waited 8 for him to doff his shoes and wash his feet,

1 A singular play of words in the original; depending on the differ-

ent meaning of two conjugations of the verb Ju, viz. 'to return,' and

'
to return thanks.'

2
Jjt=>- very often means,

'
to set oneself to do anything,'

'
to begin

with purpose to continue.'

3
or, 'escort.' This word is especially used to express accompanying

a guest, who is going away, a short distance on the road, (i. e. either to

the gate of the town, or a day's journey on the road), which is a common

practice in the East as a mark of respect.

4 The verb
t-^-j

is used primarily of 'turning out camels to graze

in a herd.' Before
c-^ua, <J*- must be supplied again from the pre-

ceding clause ; and the sense will then be :
' He began to take leave, &c.,

and to dismiss, &c.' The reason why he behaved in this manner appears

presently.
5

or,
*

whereupon,' L e.
' when I noticed that he did not like any one

to see where he was going.'

6
< )\MJJ\ is the 7th conjugation of u-^Ows, and means, 'he slipped in,'

or 'flowed in' as quicksilver does.

7
i. e.

' so suddenly that if I had not watched him closely I should

have missed him altogether.'

8 '
I waited for him as long as (UJj.) he should be taking off his

shoes, and washing his feet.' UJu> is an adverb of time, of the same
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And then I broke in suddenly upon him,

And found him sitting, with a young attendant opposite to him 1

,

Over some fine bread, and a roast kid, and a flask of wine beside 2
.

So I said , 'Was that thy profession
3

, and is this thy practice
4?

1

Whereupon he puffed
5 with vexation, like one oppressed by heat,

And seemed ready to burst asunder 6 from rage,

And continued to regard me with a truculfint gaze,

Till I feared that he would make an attack upon me ;

But when his passion had subsided7
,
and his violence abated,

class as those which are mentioned above (UilLj &c.),
vid. pag. 80, note 6.

It is the invariable practice of all Orientals to take off their shoes on

entering a sitting-room, before they step on the mats or carpets.
1

Literally,
' I found him opposite to an attendant,' t. e. over against

him, as two people sit when they are eating together at the same table.

Judjj primarily a '

disciple,' is derived from the Hebrew word ID/ ,

and has no Arabic root, though in ordinary use among the Arabs,

and employed by them as here somewhat incorrectly to denote a young

attendant *

2
^JJ 'a, liquor made either from dates or grapes.' This word, like

Judj, is not of Arabic origin, but derived from a Syriac verb signifying

to
*

press out' It is the name by which wine is now ordinarily called in

Syria.
3

Literally, 'thy report of thyself.'

4 ' What ought to be reported of thee.'

5
Literally,

* he puffed the puff of extreme heat,' i. e.
'
as one does who

is oppressed by heat.' The Arabs when vexed are wont to utter a sound

like oph ! oph ! which is much the same that any one does who is suffer-

ing from heat, and it is this that is intended in the above passage. li>j

is explained by Shereeshi

8
or, 'was near that he should burst.'

7
Laterally, 'but when his fire had become extinct, and his flame was

suppressed,' (or
'

concealed').
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He indited these lines :

'Of dainties 1 in quest
2

,

I wore a black vest3
,

To inveigle all sexes and sizes 4
;

And my sermon 5 I made

As a net to be laid,

Or a hook to be fixed in my prizes
6

.

E'en lions 7 I dare

To assail in their lair,

When reverses have urged me to boldness,

'sweetmeats.'

2
Literally, 'I put on the black frock in quest of these dainties, and

infixed my hook in every rare prize, and made my sermon a net in

which to catch the male prey and the female.'

3
/>aJa>. 'a frock of black serge worn by ascetics.'

4
Literally, 'the male and female animals of the chase.'

5 'I caused my sermon to become a net.'

6 Many different meanings are attributed to the word JLaxi. According

to some of the commentators, it means 'unripe dates, which are as yet

hard;' according to some, 'hard rocks or stones,' and according to others,

'fish that it is very difficult to catch.' All are agreed that it signifies some-

thing into which it is not easy to fix a hook, and which therefore is

rarely caught. Abou-Zaid thus declares that he had been so successful in

the chase, as to hook those things which were most rarely caught, meaning,

that he had ensnared those who were most rarely deceived, and induced

them to lend him their aid and bounty.
7

Literally,
' and fortune

(i. e. the necessity of my circumstances) com-

pelled me to make my way by the refinement of my crafty designing even

to the lion of the lair ;' i. e.
'
into the lion's lair.' That is, he ventured

to inveigle even those who were most formidable for power and cunning. The

comparison of such persons to lions, and circumvention of them to the

chase and ensnaring of lions, is very common in these Makamat (vid. e.g.

Mak. xxxiv. pag. 227, De Sacy) :
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And if fortune 1 should veer,

1 endure without fear,

Nor regard her caprice, or her coldness ;

Nor meanly consent 2

To a covetous bent,

That would sully my good reputation ;

'How often hast thou set me to watch the hunting net; and I came

back with lions in my toils!' Where Abou-Zaid's son is telling him

how successful he himself had been in the same sort of artifice which

his father practised, and that he had inveigled the most cunning and

powerful men, and made them subservient to his own designs. Simi-

larly, in the last Makamah, 'the powerful' are called 'eagles.' In the

Lamiyat Al Agam the poet says,
'
I should not fear to sport with gazelles

(fair young damsels), though lions of the lair should spring upon me with

treacherous malice.' <Jjo)lj (J-ull J-o! ^JufeJ )., where 'lions,' means

'powerful relatives of the damsels,' or 'powerful rivals;' and ^s. 'thick

underwood,' 'a cover for beasts of prey,' has the same sense as the word

La.Xf. 'a lair' in the above passage. Great and powerful men are often

called 'lions' in Scripture, as in Job iv. 10, 'The roaring of the lion,

the noise of the fierce lion, and the teeth of the stout lions are broken.'

Ps. Lvii. 5, 'My soul is among lions.' Ezek. xxxii. 2, 'Say to Pharaoh

king of Egypt, Thou art like a stout lion of the nations.'

-Literally, 'though at the same
m
time I fear not her

(fortune's) changes, nor do my shoulder-blades quake because of her,' i.e.

4 and yet at the same time that I yield to the imperiousness of fortune in

laying snares for the great and powerful, and so endeavouring to improve

my condition, still I am in no abject fear of her, nor ever condescend to

base means of gain; but at the same time I declare plainly my opinion of

the unfairness of fortune in bestowing her favours on the unworthy.'
2

Literally,
' And a covetous spirit never leads me to repair to a source

of water^ that would soil my reputation;' an allusion to the driving

of animals to a watering-place to drink. So in the preface the author

prays for forgiveness for that
* our lusts have driven us into the market
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For I always declare 1

That, if fortune be fair,

She will not put the base in high station.
1

of doubts.' In the above passage, all dishonourable and dishonest means

of acquiring wealth are compared to a reservoir of turbid and foul water,

to which it is improper to resort. There is a metaphor of the same kind

in the Makamah of Meragra where he says, speaking of authors, that
' one

who shows the way to a source he hast drunk from, has just precedence

over one who is only now repairing to it.' And speaking of Badiah, in

the preface, he says that any one who composes Makamat after him will

'lap only from the dregs he has left.'

1 ' If fortune were fair she would not put the base in possession of

authority.'

So in the Makamah of Meragra, (see below) :

' But fortune I blame, for if fair were her sway,

'The affairs of the world would her fairness display;
' And if only she made even justice her way,
f Events would the same even tenour obey.'

In the Lamiyat Al Agam we read ;

'I had not wished my time to be prolonged to me,
'
Till I should witness the success of the base and vile.'

And again,

'
I applied to fortune, as though calling to one who would listen to me ;

* But fortune was too much occupied with fools to attend to me.'

i. e.
'
all her favours were lavished upon them, and none left for me.'

So Horace, Lib. III. Od. 29, 49:

'

Fortuna, sasvo lasta negotio, et

Ludum insolentem ludere pertinax,

Transmutat incertos honores,

Nunc mihi mine aliis benigna.'
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Then he said to me, '

Approach, and eat with me ;

Or, if thou choosest, rise and say
l what thou wilt :'

Whereupon I turned to the attendant, and said,

' I conjure thee by Him through whom evil 2 is averted,

To inform me who this man is?'

And he replied,
' This is Abou-Zaid of Seroug,

The light
3 of foreigners, and crown 4 of the literary.'

And Claudian, xvm. 24:
' Hoc regni fortuna tenes ? quaenam ista jocandi

'Saevitia? Humanis quantum bacchabere rebus?'

1
Literally, 'rise and say,' i.e. 'what thou wilt, to me/ or, 'to people

abroad,' or possibly,
'
to my attendant.' This is an extremely laconic

phrase, and of obscure import, (the perspicuity of sense being sacrificed to

the rhyme of j and JS, which is not a brilliant one), and may be

regarded as one of the least satisfactory passages in the Makamat. Golius

translates it
'
consiste ac quiesce,' which is very different from '

surge et

loquere,' though more consistent with the general purport of the passage ;

but how he obtains this sense from Jj Jj , Ae\ <tij\.

The most probable interpretation is,
' Go and tell people what thou wilt

about me,' though the following sentence, 'So I turned to the attendant

and said,' seems to imply that the meaning is,
'

say what thou wilt to the

attendant' i.e. 'ask him what thou wilt about me,' as if Hareth's doing so

was the consequence of what Abou-Zaid had said to him.
2

Literally,
' Him to whom prayer is made for the averting of evil.'

3
i.e.

' the guide of foreigners,' and an example to them of the methods

by which they may maintain themselves in their absence from home. So,

speaking of his method of livelihood by deception, Abou-Zaid says in the

Makamah of Sasaan, that Sasaan was the first who set an example of it,

' and made its light to shine in every direction, and displayed it like a

lantern to guide the poor.' We find Abou-Zaid again called by this name
in the end of Makamah xxiv. (De Sacy, p. 286) ,jo. ,_ ~* -J -

i^jSi\
' The light of Seroug, and the full moon of literature.'

4 'The crown,' means here 'the most elevated and illustrious,' because
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So I departed by the way I had come in,

In the utmost astonishment 1 at what I had seen.

a crown is at the top of the head: so Isaiah says, ch. xxviii. 1, 'Woe to

the crown of pride,' i. e-
'
to the highest and most arrogant pride.'

1
<^-J*3J may be rendered either

'
I perfected (completed) my won-

dering at what I saw ;' i.e. 'I wondered to the greatest possible degree

at what I had seen,' (so that u_--\5*M ^^a* would be analogous to the

phrase <>-ls.! c^Jwaa) or 'I paid my debt of wonder for what I had seen,'

. .

and then C_^SS*M (^^JuaS will be analogous to the phrase <&>. J-f

It may be observed here that two clauses in the sermon of Abou-Zaid

above, viz.

'
Is not the grave thy last sleeping place ? What then wilt thou say ?'

and,

c Thou choosest to rear high a palace rather than to dispense bounty ;'

resemble two lines of Hafiz.

\j\j\

* To every one the last sleeping place is two handfuls of dust :

'What need is there that thou shouldst rear a palace to the heavens?'

The Makamah of Sanaa is generally placed first, because in this Hareth

is represented as not so familiar with Abou-Zaid as he afterwards becomes,

and not recognising him under his disguise ; which he afterwards almost

invariably does at once.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

ALEXANDRIA.

THE WORDS OP HARETH IBN HAMMAM.

IHE alacrity
1 of youth and desire of gain

2 led me on,

Till I had traversed all between the remotest4 East and West

1
or, 'joyous energy.'

2
or,

'
desire of acquiring.'

3
Literally, 'Between Fergrana and Grana,' U. jlcJ, .. 'between

the remotest cities of the East and West, into which the Mohammedan

faith had extended.'

Fergrana djIiJ is a district of Transoxiana, or Turkestan, of which

Ibn Haukal says that its extreme eastern border, which was also the eastern

boundary of Islam, was distant about twenty days' journeys or stages, al>- .*_,

from the river Oxus, or Gihon; that it was an ample and fertile province,

with many towns and villages, and a capital called Akhsikit; that the

latter had a castle and extensive suburbs, is situated on the river Khagi,

and with its suburbs, is nearly four leagues in diameter; and that in this

territory there are mines of gold and silver and the turquoise stone, as well

as iron, bitumen, &c. Shareeshi in his Commentary says, that the chief

city of the district of Fergrana was called by the same name; that it

was five days' journey, or five long stages eastward from Samarcand, and

under the same government as that city; that it was a magnificent

place, and built by Kesra Noushirwan, king of Persia, who sent a certain

number of settlers thither out of every city in bis dominions. It was the
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While I plunged into each difficulty
1

, to gather my fruits 2
,

birthplace of Ibn Ketheer, called Al Fergrani, (the author of the treatise

on Plane Astronomy, edited, with Notes and Translation, by Golius,) and also

of many other eminent literary men. With respect to the other city,
'

Grana,'

&j\.j we find sufficient information in Abou'l- Feda's Geography. He says

that it is in the twenty-ninth degree of longitude, and the tenth of north

latitude, in the country of Soudan or Nigritia, and the residence of the

king of the country ; that the Moorish merchants come there from the west

over the Sahara, some fifty days' journey, and obtain gold-dust there ; that

it is situate on a branch of the Nile, and contains half Moslemin and half

heathens.

Many Moslemin did what Hareth is here made to relate of himself,

viz. travel over all the countries where their religion was predominant,

either for trade or from curiosity, or for geographical or physiological

research. They very seldom ventured beyond those limits, for several

reasons; first, the inclemency of the climate of most countries beyond

them, either from excess of heat or cold ; secondly, the obligations of a

religious nature by which they were hampered, with respect to food, ab-

lutions and prayer, which, except among those of their own faith, would be a

most serious impediment to them; and, thirdly, the mutual dislike between

them and other races. However, the Mohammedan faith had at a very early

period spread so widely, that even with these restrictions a very large field

was opened for enterprise and curiosity, which were further encouraged by
the hospitality shown by Moslemin to travellers of their own faith. Ibn

Haukal, Al Istakhry, and Ibn Batuta, are the most celebrated writers of

travels among the Arabs. The last of them extended his travels much

beyond the limits of Islam.

1

Literally, 'into the deeps,' or 'depths of the ocean'; a metaphor, as

the commentators say, for difficulties and hardships. We find the same

metaphor employed in the Makamah of Damascus, where Abou-Zaid says,

'
'Tis Pleasure to lead

' And the Loves in my train,

' That I curb the wild steed,

' That I stem the deep main.'
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And braved every danger in order to attain my objects
3

.

Now I had caught from the lips of sages,

And derived from the admonitions 4 of the wise,

That it is the part
5 of the prudent and intelligent,

If he have entered any country where he is a stranger,

To conciliate 6 its ruler, and secure 7 his good-will,

In order to fortify
8 himself thereby in the event of litigation,.

And to be safe in a foreign land from the tyranny of the powerful :

I therefore took this maxim 9 for the guide
10 of my conduct,

And made it the leading-string
n of my well-being ;

2 The '
fruits

'

here intended are the profits arising from merchandize.

3
or,

' to accomplish my designs.'

4 * Admonitions ;' a word peculiarly used of valedictory exhortations of

parents to children, such as that of Abou-Zaid to his son, in the Makamah

of Sassaan.

5 ' That the well-instructed and intelligent is in duty bound,' if he have

entered a foreign land, &c.

6 ' To endeavour to make him favourably inclined to himself.'

7 ' Puram et integram sibi vindicate.' Gol.

8
Literally,

'
that so his back may be strengthened in litigations.'

9 '

Discipline,' or '
doctrine.'

10
or,

*

example ;' literally,
'

Imaum,' who leads the devotions of the

people. The Imaum is so called because he prays /MiUSl /U>!
'
before the

people,' while they repeat after him.

11 "The leading rope of a camel.' Camels are never bridled, but a

rope is fastened to the head and nose by which they are led by a man

(^jlfc) who walks before them. A camel-driver may lead any number of

camels by holding the rope of the first himself, while the rest follow in a

row, the rope of each being fastened to the tail or back of the packsaddle

of the camel next before him. Those, however, that have been long accus-

tomed to the road will follow without a rope, and require only the company
of other camels, one being led first, in order to make them proceed.
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So that I never entered a city, or ventured into a strange place
1

,

Without uniting
2 with its governor, as water mixes with wine,

And strengthening myself by his patronage,

As the body is strengthened by the soul.

So 3 1 was in attendance one night
4 on the governor of Alexandria,

When he had sent for alms-money
5 to distribute to the indigent;

And lo ! there came in an ill-conditioned 6 old man,

Whom a woman, who seemed a mother 7
, was hauling along,

While she thus addressed the Judge :
'

May God 8 assist thee,

1
Literally, 'lair or den' of lions; a metaphor often employed in the

Makamat, for
'

any foreign place where he might meet with powerful

and formidable persons ;' see page 81, note 7
2

Literally,
'

mixing.'

3
i. e.

' In accordance with his practice just mentioned, of paying court

to governors of towns.' Such is the force of the conjunction <_ in this

place.
4

Literally,
' one cold night.' The coldness of the night is mentioned to

account for the governor's selecting it as an occasion for almsgiving.

5 Here we find again the word cjli'tX^ which, as stated above, (page 63,

note 6) is equivalent in meaning to a particular sense of the similar

Hebrew word npT_, 'alms.'

6 This word has two meanings, viz.
'

dusty,' and '

cunning,' both of

which are expressed by the term '
ill-conditioned.' It is of course in the

second sense that this name is applied to the devil, or any evil genius. It

is an ordinary name for a goblin in the Thousand and One Nights, and

equivalent to .] (see De Sacy).

7 The commentators say that <LU^L means ^bous CJw> * e. 'the

mother of children,' or else, 'a woman of enticing beauty,' if ...Liou?

be derived from \^a
'
to entice.'

8 A similar invocation on a kadi or judge we find at the beginning

of the Makamah of Maara (page 88, De Sacy) :
'

May God help the judge,

as he helps by his means those who sue to him for justice ;' or,
'
as may
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And perpetuate by thy means the establishment of concord l
!

Know that I possess the noblest origin
2
, and purest descent,

And the most distinguished maternal and paternal kindred ;

Prudence 3 is my distinction, and forbearance 4 my habit 5
;

The graces of a good help-meet
6 are natural to me,

And great is the difference between me and my neighbours.

Now whenever persons
7 of eminence and men of fortune sued me,

My father was wont to silence and repel them,

And to reject their advances 8 and their presents,

he also help those by his means who obtain justice at his hands,' &c.

1 * The reconciliation of disputants.'

2
|%j

.- is
*
the original sprout of a palm-tree ;' and hence ' the origin of

any thing.' So also < \ is
' the sprout of a tree.'

3 '
thriftiness,' 'economy,' or 'continence.'

4 The commentators say that ^y& means that sort of forbearance towards

a husband that prevents a woman from demanding fine clothes and rich

food from him, or making any of those claims upon him which would

annoy him. The woman means to say that she was a very good wife;

not to praise herself, but to shew that her husband had no excuse for his

ill treatment of her.

5 *x is rendered by Golius '
nature.' It also means ' a mole on the

face,' particularly a black one.

6
Literally, 'excellence of assistance Qof my husband^ was my nature;'

i.e. 'the graces of a good helpmeet were my nature.' The word ^c
corresponds closely with '

helpmeet,' since it means '

assistance,' and is also

a name applied to a wife.

*

7 The word s\jj is the plural of ^b or .Jb, from the verb Jo.

Golius renders it
'

structor,'
'

tedificator,' and also
'

qui ingreditur ad

sponsam vel conjugem.' It probably therefore means here 'suitors.'

8 The best rendering of J^ is
' advances ;' not '

alliances,' as De Sacy

renders it ; because it signifies (according to Shareeshi)
*
the means of effect-

8
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Pleading
1 that he had made a covenant with God by oath,

That he would take as his son-in-law none but an artificer.

But destiny doomed to my calamity and disaster,

That this great impostor was in my father's company
2
,

And swore among his 3
people that he fulfilled his 3 condition,

Pretending that he had long been in the habit of stringing pearls
4
,

And of selling them for a large sum of money ;

And my father was deceived by his plausible pretences
5
,

And married me to him without ascertaining his condition.

But when he had removed me from the shelter 6 of my home,

And had carried me away to a distance from my family,

And transferred me to his abode,and brought me under his thrall,

ing alliance and connexion,' i. e.
' advances ;' a rendering in accordance with

the accompanying word 'presents,' which as well as 'advances' are made

before an alliance is formed, as preparatory to it.

1

f^~\ means 'he pleaded as an argument in favour of his conduct.'

2
Literally,

' was present in an assembly-room (saloon) of my father's.'

,_jl3
' a place of concourse,' occurs in the Makamah of Sanaa ; see pag. 75,

note 3.

3 These pronominal affixes refer to
'

my father' in the preceding clause.

4
Literally, 'it was long that he had been in the habit of stringing

pearl to pearl, and selling them (the two strung together) for a large sum

of money.' .,ij , according to Firuzabadi, is
' a purse containing 10,000

drahms (dirahems) of silver.' So, in the present day, 'a purse,' iu+j& ,

is used to express
c a purse of 500 piastres.' The same word is used in

other Makamat to express a large sum of money.
5

or,
'

by the gilding over (i. e. the false shew) of his artifice.'

6
Literally, 'the cover of a gazelle in a thicket;' a correct metaphor,

because young females are constantly called gazelles by the Arabs ; e. g.

in the Makamah of Damascus (page 140, De Sacy), ,Jk*S1 cJj^. <-p"lj

The verb _. Jz*~>\ is used of
'

turning out,' or
'

starting' a wild animal

from its retreat.
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I found him to be a sitter-at-home and a loiterer 1

,

And discovered him to be lazy
2
, and addicted to sleep.

Now when I went 3
away with him, I had rich apparel

4
,

And household effects, aye, and superfluities
5 with me ;

But he continued selling them away at a losing rate 6
,

And consuming their price in gorging
7 and gormandizing

8
,

Till he had totally
9
dissipated

10 whatever was mine,

And had spent my whole property on his own wants ;

And when he had thus made me forget the taste of repose,

And had left my house barer u than the palm of the hand,

I said to him,
' Reserve must be laid aside 12 when distress is come,

1 'One who stays long in the same place.'
2 ' One who lies long in bed.'

3 'Now I had gone away with him, with apparel, and rich clothes.'

4
Literally, 'plumage.'

5
<~fj

*s derived from the verb ^*\> 'explevit potu vel aqua,' and

signifies 'abundance,' or 'super-abundance.'
6

or,
'
in a bad market.'

7
Literally, 'cramming the mouth full.'

8
Primarily, 'eating with the front teeth so as to enjoy the taste of

food as much as possible ;' or,
' with the side teeth, keeping each mouthful

in the mouth a long time.'

8
8j~)\j- Literally,

' with its halter or cord ;' applied to a horse or

camel when its owner transfers it to another, and says, 'It is your's with

its cord,' t. e.
'
halter and all.'

10
or,

' torn to pieces.'

11
Literally, 'cleaner,' as in English, 'cleaned out' means 'emptied.'

Other Arab phrases of this kind are
'
cleaner than a bride's basin' (that she

takes with her to her bridegroom's house) ;

' cleaner than a foreign woman's

mirror;' (because a woman absent from home is more than ordinarily

anxious about her personal appearance, and therefore keeps her mirror clean

that she may sec her face well).
u

Literally,
' Know, sirrah, that there is no [room for] reserve after

8 2
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As perfumes are laid aside when a wedding is ended ;

So bestir thyself to make gain by thy handicraft,

And endeavour to gather fruit from thy skill.'

But he declared that his art had long been profitless
1
,

From the corruption
2
[of taste] that had arisen in the country.

Moreover I have by him a child, as feeble as a lath 3
,

And neither of us can find enough sustenance with him;

But from the hunger that we endure our 4 tears cease not to flow ;

distress [is arrived], nor any perfumes after a wedding ps ended]' ; i. e.

'just as perfumes are out of place after the festivities are over.' Either '
it is

useless for thee to conceal thy poverty any longer by staying at home,

and using no exertions for a maintenance, now that distress is actually

come upon us ;' or,
'
It is useless for me to use reserve with thee any

longer ; I am now compelled by distress to speak plainly to thee, and bid

thee get up and work for our maintenance.' The latter clause,
' nor any per-

fumes, &c.' has a sense sufficiently clear without the elaborate tales invented

by the commentators to explain it. Some of them suppose the word /uj. *

(a wedding) to be here the name of a man, about whom they give a long and

improbable anecdote not worth repeating.
1

Literally,
' thrown away at a loss, in a bad market.'

2
or, 'mischief,' which may relate to political disturbances, and conse-

quent scarceness of money, and slackness of trade ; or to deterioration of

taste for works of art.

3
Literally, 'a toothpick.' In Makamah xiii. (pag. 146, De Sacy)

children are spoken of as 'thinner than spindles,' JjU^J! _o t_jlsiU

In the
'
Leila and Magnoun' of Nizami, a lover is described as worn away

by his passion till he becomes
'
as thin as a toothpick.' In the Makamah

of Barkaid, we find a toothpick described with metaphors which are also

applicable to an elegant female; 'Elegant in form, attractive, provocative

of appetite, delicate as an emaciated lover, polished as a sword, and supple

as a green bough.'

4 The pronominal affix in & refers to each of the antecedents of

viz. the mother and the child.
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And I have brought him to thee, and presented him before thee,

That thou may'st test the solidity
1 of his profession,

And decide between us as God shall direct thee.'

The Judge then turned to the man, and said,

' I am now in possession
2 of thy wife's statement,

Now therefore establish a plea in thy own defence,

For else I shall expose thy duplicity, and order thy imprisonment.'

Whereupon he looked down like a serpent
3
[collecting its venom],

And then made ready for a sharp conflict 4
, and said 5

:

1
Literally,

'
test the solidity of the wood of his profession,' (by biting

between the teeth, a practice employed in making arrows, &c.) We find

a similar expression in the Makamah of Barkaid, where Hareth says,
'
I was

desirous to accost him by surprise, in order to test the solidity of my con-

jecture about him,' JLKJ J^/i <-Vc i*-*^'

2 '
I have laid it up,' i. e.

'
in the receptacle of my memory.'

3
ii>S*^ ^K> IS *ne mascu^ne f

i_<*^
' a large snake,' which occurs

in the following line,

' Demittens oculos utpote mortem stillaturus, sicut demittit oculos serpens

malignus (^J^) venenum ex ore ejecturus.'

The above expression of Hariri closely resembles the following line of

Motalemmas, quoted by Shareeshi,

' He looked down like a serpent ; and if he had seen a place wherein

to infix his fangs, he would have bitten too like a serpent," t. e.
* he only

wanted the opportunity to inflict a wound.'

4 'A conflict of repeated skirmish.'

5 In the following verses the literal sense of the original has been most

carefully preserved by the translator, with only an occasional variation in

construction to suit the English idiom. Thus the literal translation of the

first sentence is :

' Hear iny tale, for it is a strange one ; such that laughter
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' Now lend to what I tell a heedful ear ;

For strange my tale ; and though 'twill move a tear,

(So chequered 'tis with woe), yet all the while

Its quaintness haply will provoke a smile.

I'm one whose virtue shines exempt from blame ;

Suspicion
l sullies not my spotless fame ;

Seroug
2 the ancient is my native place,

To famed Grasaan 3 my pedigree I trace ;

and lamentation would be raised by the recital of it. I am a man to

whose peculiar excellencies no flaw belongs, and in respect of whose high

honour there is no uncertainty.'

1 '

uncertainty' t_-o ,
as in the beginning of the Surat Al Bakara,

' This

is the book, <ui c_^o. 3, in which there is no doubt,' 'no uncer-

tainty.'

2 See page 54, note 2.

3 Grasaan (..Wf) was a place in Syria, where a tribe of Arabs, de-

scended from Jochtan son of Heber, settled, having been forced by an inun-

dation, called the deluge of Arem, to quit Yemen. A dynasty of their

kings acquired such power in that part of Syria (about Damascus), in the

time of the Roman Emperors, that they entrusted them with the exercise

of the supreme power, as their viceroys, in that region; and the line of

these kings which is given by the Arab historians, to the number of thirty

individuals, subsisted there for above six hundred years, till the time of the

Khaliph Omar, who conquered Syria from the Greeks of the Byzantine

empire, to which these kings owned allegiance, as they had anciently done

to the Roman empire. Two of the early sovereigns of Grasaan (as well

as many of the later ones) were called Hareth, according to Abu'l Feda and

the Scholiast on Ibn-Abdoun ; and one of them is probably identical with

the Aretas of Josephus, and another of them with the Aretas spoken of

in the second epistle of St Paul to the Corinthians, where he says, ch. xi.

32: 'In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king kept the city of

Damascus with a garrison, desirous to apprehend me ; and through a window

in a basket was I let down by the wall, and escaped their hands.' (From

the last passage it appears probable that the tribe of Grasaan were of
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Research l in language is my only trade,

And Rhetoric my favourite craft I've made ;

To penetrate the depths of classic lore,

My loved pursuit; and words my only store 2
,

Whose magic power I wield in prose or verse

To frame whate'er my ready lips rehearse :

To win the pearls of eloquence I strive,

And in the ocean deep of language dive 3
;

the Jewish religion, or favourably disposed towards it; though afterwards

they embraced Christianity, and as Christians submitted to the tribute

under the Kaliph Omar, or were forced to become proselytes to Islam).

1
Literally, 'study is my toil,' or 'handicraft,' and 'diving deep in

sciences is my pursuit.'
' The study' and ' sciences' here alluded to are

those of the grammar and rhetoric of the Arabic language in all their

branches, in which the learning of many educated men among the Arabs

consisted, and which were highly prized by them all. Medicine, Astronomy,

Geography, Music, and other sciences, were cultivated to a great extent in

the time of the Khaliphs, but always held a subordinate place in public

estimation to the studies here alluded to, because these tended to elucidate

and exalt the Koran. Accordingly, speaking of this species of research, he

says here ^^.Ml !3a-., 'and how dear is this pursuit Qto me]!' 'my

loved pursuit !

'

It may be observed that /> . j, the word here used for

'study,' or 'research, is the same as the Hebrew ttni, which has the

cognate sense, 'grammatical investigation of the refinements of language,'

and 'searching thoroughly into all the niceties of interpretation, and the

secondary meanings of passages of Scripture or tradition;' just as this

sort of study was employed by the Arabs chiefly on the Koran. ttHl

in Rabbinic Hebrew means the 'more recondite explication of a text,' and

is opposed to w'S ' the simple and obvious meaning.'
2

Literally, 'my principal' ('the capital wherewith I trade') is the magic

of words, out of which verse and prose may be moulded.'

3 These are highly metaphorical descriptions of his superior power and
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From tree of speech I cull the ripe and good,

Though others gather only leafless wood ;

And words that seemed mere silver 1
, when my mould

Has fashioned them to shape, become as gold
2
.

Time was I gained
3
by trading with my store,

And drew the milk of profit from my lore ;

With steady foot 4 I clomb to learning's meed,

That lofty fame which none could e^er exceed ;

And, though the proffered boon 5 I oft disdained,

Unnumbered rich rewards my skill obtained;

perfection in the sort of eloquence whereon the Arabs most valued them-

selves. The intention of the speaker here is to recommend himself to the

judge, and by convincing him that he was a literary genius in distress, to

win his favour and charity.
1

Literally, 'and I take phrases [that were merely] silver, and when

I have moulded them, it is said that they are gold,' L e.
'

Though they

came into my hands in a state which entitled them to no higher de-

nomination than that of silver, they became like gold, and are admired

as such by all, when I have moulded them and employed them to the

best advantage.'
2 Abou-Zaid is represented in all the Makamat as possessed of the

qualities to which he here lays claim. Thus, in the xxxvith, (pag. 466,

De Sacy,) Hareth says that he extolled Abou-Zaid to the company on

account 'of the elegance and ornateness of his style, and his great com-

mand of expression,' literally, 'the submission of words to his will,'

*

3
Literally,

' now formerly I used to derive wealth from my acquired

learning, and drew milk
(i.

e. every sort of advantage) from it.'

4 'And the sole of my foot in its dignity used to mount to degrees

(steps) above which there were none higher.'

5 ' And full oft (USIL) presents were brought (' conducted like a bride')

to my abode, but I did not choose to accept from every one who offered ;'

L e. 'I could even afford to refuse, so many were the gifts offered to me,

and accordingly accepted the presents only of the rich and generous.'
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But now my art is worthless l in their eyes

On whom the indigent for aid relies;

The sons of eloquence are set at nought
2
,

No bond 3 is kept with them, no friendship sought;

Renowned no more, they live forlorn 4
, forgot,

As though already they existed not,

Or like neglected carcases 5 remained,

Whose savour all eschew with dread unfeigned:

And hence I met reverse of fate so strange,

That all my best resolves 6 were doomed to change ;

1
Literally, 'literature is the most unsaleable article in the market of

him on whom the hoper depends,' i. e. the very persons to whom one

would naturally look as patrons of literature now undervalue it most.

2 ' The reputation of the sons of literature is not respected.'

3 * No covenant or connexion is observed with them.'

4 "We find similar lamentations on the disrespect and degradation of

learning in the xivth. Mak. (vid. pag. 108, De Sacy), where Abou-Zaid

says :

' If you had been informed of my rank and my pedigree, and my
manner of life, and how much my knowledge has comprehended of select

sciences, no doubt would have occurred to you that my misfortune is the
**..

consequence of my learning,' .Jj! ^J ,.^'y
'Would then that I had not

sucked the teat of literature, for its mischief has ruined me!' .jb&J JJii

<Cc So in Mak. xxxviii. (pag. 494, De Sacy),
* A plague on him who

despises literature, and blessings on him who is assiduous and versed

therein!' c-^Jj <Uo 4X

5 ' As though they were mere carcases in their places, from whose

stench all withdraw themselves with aversion.'

6
Literally, 'so that my heart is perplexed by the trials I have ex-

perienced from the times ('the nights'); and their vicissitudes are strange'

'days' and 'nights' are used indifferently in Arabic for 'the times'

and as 'the times' here intended were 'dark times,' the term 'nights'

is the more appropriate of the two.
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And cares, whose fierce assault their victim vext,

My powers enfeebled l

, and my mind perplext ;

Until by long misfortune I was led

In paths that honour ne'er approves to tread,

To incur the debts 2 that still my shoulder press

With load so dire that ruin's weight were less,

And all my goods to sell, nor e'en to spare

For future need a cloth of wool or hair 3
.

Yet all in vain; For soon five days entire

My entrails writhed 4 with hunger's gnawing fire ;

1
Literally, 'my power of stretching out my arm became straitened,'

i. e.
'

my powers of exertion, bodily and mental, became enfeebled by the

narrowness of my means; and cares and distresses oppressed me,' or 'as-

saulted me fiercely.' c ,jj| L>. in the Makamah of Damascus means

'

immunity from exertion, bodily or mental.'

2 Shareeshi quotes here an expression attributed to Mohammed :
' When-

ever God chooses to depress a mortal and bring him into contempt, he

involves him in debt, and loads his neck and shoulders therewith.' And

again,
' Beware of debt ; for it is an anxiety at night, and causes depression

by day/ or 'brings a man into contempt by day.' ^ &j\i
..jJJ^j

*^M

.LJkll) <3iXc jJjJJl)
We find an expression similar to that in the text

in Mak. xxvi. (pag. 209, De Sacy) 'thus my indigence (the emptiness of

my hands) forced me to collar myself with debt,' (in English,
f to saddle

myself with debt') ^jJb JjWl JU
3 ' So I sold all away, till there remained not to me a mat of wool,

nor any furniture that I might have recourse to.' Shareeshi says that the

complete phrase among the Arabs, with respect to one reduced to extreme

indigence was JoJ ^ Juui <fcj U>; i.e. 'he has neither a cloth of goat's

hair nor one of wool,' which is accordingly introduced into the above

translation.

4
Literally, 'I wrapped my entrails about hunger' (instead of food), a

metaphor which occurs several times in the Makamat, as in that of the Denar,
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And no resource l remained within my power,

Nor goods that I might sell except her dower :

So these with sore reluctance 2 last I sold,

My eyes in tears, my heart with anguish cold :

Nor let her chide me, since their price to obtain

Both far and near I sought, and not in vain ;

To all my waste her full consent 3 I found,

And ne'er transgressed her approbation's bound.

' and we wrapped our entrails about emptiness.' In the poem called Lamiyat

Al Arab of Schanfara, we find a similar expression, ^OA^\ .Ac c5>^\5

dibjjo. CJjLil U V.l>^- '^y en*ra^s were wrapped about hunger, as

threads are wrapped together.'
1

Literally, 'and when hunger burnt me, I saw no resource except her

dower, (i. e. the goods she had brought with her as her dower, of which

she makes mention in her plea above), and to go about, and bestir myself

much in selling them' (in order to obtain their highest value), t/oji is

to be rendered here 'an object to which recourse may be had;' 'any piece

of property which presents itself to one').

In the original there is a licence in the poetry here, viz. that the

line ending with y_^ jVJ^ is not an entire sentence; but, in order to make

its sense complete, part of the following line must be taken with it.

This is probably admissible only in descriptive verses like the present, as

being subject to less rigorous rules; for in general each <^Jj or couplet

must be a complete sentence, like a Hexameter and Pentameter in Latin;

and the neglect of this is what the Arabs called v_^>/ y i.e.
'

culpable

carelessness in a poet.'
2 * So I went about with her goods (to sell them), though my inclination was

reluctant, and my eye was flowing with tears, and my heart sore distressed.'

All these expressions are used in order to convince the judge that he did

not proceed to do what his wife accused him of, till he was forced to it

by extreme indigence ;
and that even then he had secured her consent, and

made every effort to obtain the highest price for her property.
3 * And if I dissipated it (her dower) (or

'
trifled with' it) I did not trans-
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But if 1 she thus in angry mood complains,

Because, forsooth, I ought to make my gains

By stringing pearls, or else 2 the promise fair,

Wherewith I woo'd, was but a specious snare;

Lo ! here 3 I swear by Mecca's Lord divine 4
,

Whose pilgrims, sped by camels, seek His shrine,

That noble dames 5 to wrong was ne'er my part,

gress the bound of [[her] approbation, that wrath should be excited anew

in her].' ,*0\3 is derived from the 3rd conjugation, and therefore sig-

nifies mutual consent and approbation ;'

'
hers as well as his own.'

1
Literally, 'but if what has made her wroth and enraged her, is her

idea that my fingers would have made gain by stringing pearls.'

2
Literally,

'
or that otherwise, when I undertook (applied myself) to

woo her, I gilded my speech with artifice, in order to make my design

succeed.'

3 The c_j here expresses 'if so, then.'

4 'I swear by him to whose Kaaba the pilgrims travel, while the

fleet camels speed them along.' This seems to be a metathesis for 'while

the fleet camels are urged along by them.' There is a similar asseveration

in the poem of Nabegra, where he says (gj* <.: jj ^jJ
'

By the eternity of Him to whom I have gone on pilgrimage of the Hadj !'

(i.
e. by the Deity who was worshipped there before the time of Mohammed,

when the Kaaba was as yet a heathen temple ; for he proceeds thus :

' and

by the blood of the victims that stain the sacred stones, &c.') The Kaaba

is a covered building in the middle of the great court at Mecca called

Al Haraam (' holy asylum'), for a description of which see Pocock, Spec.

Arab. Hist. pag. 129, and the preface to Sale's Koran. This edifice was

covered with magnificent drapery by several of the Khaliphs, and is con-

sidered by the Moslemin as the most sacred place on earth. The Kaaba

was so called from its square or rather oblong form.

5 Or '
chaste ladies,' i. e. those who are kept at home in that sort of chaste

retirement which was deemed by Moslemin most important and essential

to the preservation of female honour.
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Nor fraught my character l with treacherous art ;

From early youth
2 my skill was ne'er applied

To aught save books and reeds that swiftly glide ;

My pearls by fancy
3
, not by hand, were strung

My only pearls the verses that I sung;

1 'Nor is ray characteristic deception and lying;' >^J has already

occurred above. It is derived from the same root as s\*e 'water,' and

means '

gilding or silvering brass or iron to make it seem real gold or silver.'

It is metaphorically used to express 'deception.'
2 'Nor since I was brought up has my hand had anything connected

with it, except swiftly-moving reeds (i.e. reed-pens which glide rapidly

over the paper) and books.' This rendering is supported by Shareeshi, who

explains c^jJ! by JJGfiH, anti
^a\^ by ajUJ\ ^j tej*A\ ; and is

perfectly consistent with the general sense of the passage in which Abou-

Zaid speaks of himself as having been devoted only to study. De

Sacy most unaccountably renders those words 'les mortels instruments des

combats,' although in Makamah xxxii. (vid. pag. 42, De Sacy), where

Abou-Zaid says,
' Whenever I choose, my hand rapidly employs the reed-

pen, so that it drops pearls which adorn the lines :'

the same word is used for reed-pens, as in the above passage, and cannot

possibly bear any other signification.

3
Literally,

' But it is my fancy (imagination) and not my hand that

strings the chains of pearls, and it is verses that are strung together by

me, not beads.' The word i^^sr1

,
the plural of c-jlsr', means properly

not
'

necklaces,' but what the French call
'

chapelets,' i. e. strings of beads

of amber, mother-of-pearl, aromatic grains, olive stones, &c. with which

Orientals amuse themselves by counting and fingering the beads. The

metaphor in this passage resembles that in the xivth Makamah (pag. 100,

De Sacy) <dx*j ^c Jj Uj IAXS?^ ;

' and he astonished us by what he

scattered from his string of pearls.' The poem is compared to a string of

beads, and the verses which compose it to the beads.

The following verses of Arab poets may have suggested the above idea

to Hariri.
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By eloquence alone my gains were made,

And studious arts have been my only trade l
.

Then hear my plea
2

,
and 'twixt her cause and mine 3

Decide with justice, nor to wrong incline.'

Now when he had finished his composition
4 and ended his recital,

The judge, much admiring the verses 5
, turned to the woman,

And said to her,
' Know that it is an established truth

With all governors and administrators of justice,

That the race of the bountiful is quite extinct,

And that fortune now favours 6
only the sordid ;

And I am certain 7 that thy husband is true in what he says,

And that he ought to be acquitted from all blame ;

And behold he has acknowledged his obligation
8 to thee,

' I am a man who do not fabricate (mould) jewels, that my hands would

make; but my tongue is a fabricator (moulder) of words.'

'
I am a stringer of necklaces for what is noble and elevated, and not a

stringer of necklaces for the neck.'

1 'This was the craft alluded to by me] as that whereby I amassed

and acquired.'
2

Literally,
*
hear my explanation.'

3 ' And do not incline to one of us more than to the other, but decide

as it is just that thou shouldest.'

4
Literally, 'completed the structure that he was building.'

5
or, 'since he was struck with admiration.'

6
Literally, 'that the times incline to the sordid/ i.e. 'that this is the

age in which only sordid and mean persons flourish,' or, as De Sacy renders

it,
'

que notre siecle ne produit plus que des ames bases et degradees.'
7

or, 'I really think.'

8 'The debt that he has incurred to thee by selling thy dower and

spending the money so raised.'
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And disclosed the real truth l of the matter,

And displayed an evidence of his ability to compose
2

;

And it is clear that he is bared as it were to the bone 3
:

Whereas it is shameful to oppress one who has ample excuse 4
,

And criminal to imprison one who is reduced to destitution 5
.

Moreover, concealment of poverty is a duty of self-denial 6
,

And patient waiting for relief an act of devotion 7
;

(literally
'

pure milk') is used here as a metaphor for
' unmixed

truth.'

2
or,

' to string pearls or beads together.' This is the original sense

of
f^aj

. It is used metaphorically for
'
the composition of verses,' each

of them being regarded as a pearl or bead, and the poem as a string of

beads
; and is very appropriate in this passage, Abou-Zaid having employed

similar metaphors in his verses addressed to the judge.
3
'Stripped of flesh as to the bones,' a metaphor for extreme indigence

and destitution.

4 '
excusatione dignus,' Golius,

' one who has a sufficient excuse,' viz.

his inability to obtain supplies that may enable him to pay his debts and

support his family.
5 ' one who is in difficulties/

' reduced to indigence, and disabled thereby

from supporting his family.' Hesiod, in the 'Works and Days' warns

against treating the poor with severity, and upbraiding them with their

indigence, verse 717-

fJit]Ce TTOT' ov\opevt]v irevitjv OvfjLo<pdopov dvCpi

TtT\ad' uveici^eiv, fiandpiav cocriv alev COVTUV.

6 There were traditions from the prophet to that effect. We have

already seen that to expose one's poverty to the world was considered by

the Arabs highly disgraceful and reprehensible, page 73, note 1.

7 These words arc taken from a saying of Mohammed; jllaJu!
s

jfjUc JuaSlj ,&\ 'to wait patiently for relief (from God) is an act of

devotion.' So in the golden verses of Pythagoras :

oatra -re fatyioriffffl fvjfaK ftporoi a\yi e^oi/cni*
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Return therefore to the retirement of thy home,

And pardon the husband of thy youth
l

;

And cease from thy sad complaining
2
,

And submit resignedly to the will of thy lord.'

Then he assigned them both a portion of the alms-money,

And gave to each a few 3 of the drahms whereof it consisted,

And said,
' Be content 4 for the present with this pittance

5
,

And refresh 6
yourselves with this temporary

7
supply ;

And be patient of the perfidy and asperity of fortune ;

For "
it may be 8 that God will bring you some opening,

1
Literally,

'

pater, (i. e. dominus) virginitatis tuae,'
'

thy first husband.'

We have already found this phrase used metaphorically in the Preface of

Hariri, where he says with respect to all the verses in the Makamat

except four lines, that his own genius was their originator, 'pater eorum

virginitatis,' Xj&s. *)\.

2 ' Sad complaining.' C >-t ,is capable of two meanings ; either a ' flow

of tears,' or
'

sharpness of tongue,'
'

reviling,' ^A*uU\ As>~ } which last

Shareeshi says is more in accordance with the context. The above trans-

lation combines the two interpretations.
s

3
<LaJU is

'
as much as can be taken up with the ends of the fingers ;'

-5"

and differs from Od. } which means 'a handful,' 'as much as can be

grasped with the whole hand.'

4
or, 'comfort yourselves for a time with this slight refreshment.'

5
<2iU is not a '

permanent relief,' but a *

temporary refreshment ;' like

a mouthful of food to keep off* the pain of hunger.
6

or, 'moisten yourselves,' 'bedew yourselves.'

7 ' With this residue of moisture/ a metaphor for a small pittance ;

literally, 'just as much as anything may be wetted with and rendered

,Jlx<i.'
A few drahms or dirahems of silver was a very small sum of

money, since twenty, and afterwards twenty-five of them, made one denar,

or daric of gold. Their value afterwards decreased still farther.

8 A quotation from the Koran.
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Or some appointment of his own [in your behalf].'

Then they both arose [to depart],

While the man rejoiced
1 like one loosed from bonds,

And exulted like one who has become rich after poverty.

Now I had perceived that this person was Abou-Zaid,

When he first came 2 in sight, and his wife complained of him ;

And I was on the point of exposing his versatile duplicity,

And the gains that he made by intricate subtleties 3
,

But was afraid that the judge should become aware 4 of his guile,

And the artificial glozing of his language,

Lest on such a knowledge of him he should deem it improper

To admit 5 him to a participation in his bounty.

So I withheld myself from speaking, like one in uncertainty,

And suppressed
6 all observations respecting him,

As closely as a folded document 7 conceals its contents ;

Except that when he had departed from us,

1
or, 'the old man's joy was that of one,' &c.

2
Literally,

* from the hour that his sun arose,' i.e. 'that he rose to view

like the sun.'

3
Literally,

' the fruits of his intricate branches' ( J * ramus luxurians

et intortus"), i.e. 'the gains that he made by the artifices into which he

launched forth.'

4
or, 'of the Kadi's becoming acquainted with,' 'arriving at a know-

ledge of,' &c.

5 This verb is used primarily of a milch-camel when she teaches her

young one to suck by little and little.

6
Literally, 'folded up.'

7
(Jjff*

1 is explained by Shareeshi to mean <5. .
' a leaf of paper or

parchment,' and by another commentator <UJkjr"
s

, which has the same

meaning, <_.AiJl will then mean
c-jy&tJl,

'whatever is written on it,'

'its contents.' Others say that JjC** is the name of 'the recording angel ;'

or of 'the secretary of Mohammed," but the former interpretation is best.

9
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And already arrived wherever he might be going
1

,

I said,
' "Would that we had some one to set out on his track,

Who might bring us a correct account 2
concerning him,

And whatever specimens of his eloquence
3 he may exhibit 4

.'

Whereupon the judge sent after him one of his trusty servants,

And commanded him to observe his proceedings
5

:

But it was not long before he came back in haste 6
,

And returned laughing immoderately
7

.

And the judge said to him, 'What is it 8, thou strange simpleton
9
?'

And he replied,
' I have seen a marvellous thing,

And heard what produced in me a thrill of astonishment 10
.

1

Andhe said, 'What hast thou seen, or recollectest 11 to have heard?'

He replied,
* When the old man was gone, he clapped his hands,

Dancing
12

, singing with all his might
13 in these words :

1

Literally,
'

wherever he arrived/ i. e.
' wherever it might be.'

2 ' The nucleus of his news.'

3 *pX- is primarily 'a silken fabric woven in Yemen.'

4
Literally, 'whatever of his rich tissue he may spread forth to view.'

5 'To spy out his news.'

6
Literally,

'

bounding up and down,' like a stone when it runs rapidly

on the ground. .

cachinnans.'

8
or, 'what is the matter?'

9
Literally, 'Mariana's father.' This was a name of contempt and

derision, because the name of Mariam was never given to women, except

by Christians, in Mohammedan countries ; and besides, men were called after

sons, not after daughters, e.g. Abou-Zaid, Abou-Omar, Abou'1-Feda, &c.

10
Literally,

' a thrilling sensation,' i. e. of wonder, or pleasure, or amuse-

ment.
11

Literally,
' what hast thou laid up in thy memory ?

'

12 '

Changing his feet,' as in dancing.
13 'With the inside of his mouth full' of sound; 'blowing out both his

cheeks.'
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' That petulant jade

By her spleen would have made

In disaster 1 my fortunes to end,

And myself, I'm afraid,

Should a visit have paid

To a gaol, were the judge not my friend.'

Then the judge laughed so that his cap
2 of office fell off,

And his dignified composure was interrupted;

But as soon as he had recovered 3 his wonted gravity,

He ended this excessive4 mirth by a prayer for forgiveness,

And then said,
' For the sake 6 of Thy most favoured saints,

Save me, O God, from imprisoning such eloquent
6
persons!'

Then he said to the same trusty servant,
' Hither with him to me !'

So the servant set out strenuously in quest of him,

But returned after a while reporting his departure to a distance ;

And the judge replied,
' Be assured that if he had come 7

,

He would have been perfectly secure from risk ;

And besides I should have rewarded him as he well deserves,

1 '
I was on the point of getting into trouble through the impudence

of that audacious jade.'
2 A sort of upright tiara worn by judges, shaped like a fir-cone.

3 * But when he returned to gravity.'
4 All excessive emotions are considered criminal by the Arabs, as indi-

cating want of self-restraint, and as offences against proper self-respect.

3
Literally,

'
for the sanctity of those of thy saints who are near [to thy

presence],' i. e. 'the companions of the prophet'
6

or,
' such literary, accomplished persons.' The highest style of lite-

rature in the opinion of the Arabs of that period was the sort of ready

eloquence displayed by Abou-Zaid; and for the sake of it, the judge is

here represented as forgiving him even for having in some measure de-

ceived him.

7
Literally,

'
if he had boon here,' t. e,.

' had appeared before me instead

of absconding.'

9 2
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And made him find 'the J end better for him than the beginning.'

Now when I saw the favourable leaning of the judge towards him,

Though the advantage of his 2 remarks about him 3 was lost to him 3
,

My regret was like Farezdak's 4 when he had divorced Nawara,

Or that of Cosaiah 5 when the daylight had appeared.

1 This is an allusion to a passage of the Koran, where, of course, the

'end' and the 'beginning' are 'the next life' and 'the present;' but here

the judge means, that if Abou-Zaid had come back he would have received

a much larger gratuity than before. The expression resembles Eccles. vii. 8.

i/VttftnB I^T mn ai'O. 'The end of a thing is better than its
ft - T -t -

beginning;' and Job viii. 8. ItfD rtittP Sf/YnrM "flttB ^T^>n. JTPP
;* V "

~"J T *

'Thy beginning was small, but thy end shall be greatly increased.'

2 The judge's.

3 Abou-Zaid. The advantageous consequences of the judge's remarks

concerning Abou-Zaid would have been, as the Scholiast says, that the

by-standers would have been liberal to him as well as the judge; but as

he was not to be found, all this was lost to him.

5 ' The regret of Cosaiah
'

was proverbial among the Arabs long

before 'the regret of Farezdak,' and must therefore be explained first.

This Cosaiah, when grazing camels, noticed a young plant of the sort

called _jj, whose wood is very tough and of a yellow colour, and

determined when it should be grown large enough, to make a bow of its

stem, and arrows of its branches. After some years he did so ; and with

this bow and arrows went to lie in wait for some wild asses, when they

should come down to drink at night. He shot at them several times ;

and on each occasion the arrow transfixed a young one, and passing out

at the other side, struck light on an opposite rock. This convinced

Cosaiah, who saw from the light that his arrow had hit the rock, that he

must have missed the animals every time, and in disgust he struck his

bow against the ground and broke it. In the morning he found the young
asses lying dead, and his arrows stained with blood, and repented bitterly

of having broken so gSbd a bow. Hence the proverb,
' The regret of

Cosaiah.'

4 Farezdak was an Arab poet, who having divorced his wife Nawara,
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in the presence of a witness, so that the act was irretrievable, afterwards

repented of it, and expressed himself in the following verses :

U

J
*
I repented as Cosaiah repented in the morning,

' When I found that Nawara was finally divorced from me.
* She was once my paradise ; but I had excluded myself therefrom,
* As Adam was excluded when the Evil One drove him out.

' Thus I was like one who has put out his eyes on purpose,
' So that when he rises in the morning, the day shines for him no more ;

*

Whereas, if I had retained mastery of my actions and temper,
' The disposal of my fate would still have been at my choice.'

In the expression,
'
the day shines to him no more,' De Sacy observes,

that there is allusion to the name of Nawara, which means, 'the illumi-

nator.'

This Cosaiah must not be confounded with the Kozeir t--j

spoken of in the Preface of Hariri (pag. 21, note 2), and in the Bedouin

Makamah, as having mutilated his face in order to secure an opportunity

of avenging the murder of his master.

The story of Cosaiah is given at great length by Okbari and Motar-

rezi, interspersed with many verses, the translation of which De Sacy has

given in his Chrestomathie, but not in a satisfactory state, by reason of

the imperfection of his MSS. of the original



THE MAKAMAH
OF

THE DENAR 1

.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

WAS once in company
2 with some assembled friends,

-*- Who were such that no fire of dispute burnt among them,

And none who addressed himself 3 to them was disappointed
4

,

1 This Makamah is so called, because the subject of it is the winning

of two Denars by Abou-Zaid, as a reward for his improvising in praise

and in blame of them respectively. The Denar is a gold coin worth twenty

dirahems or drahms of silver.

2 The construction of the first clauses of this Makamah is so idiomatic,

as to render the translation of them very difficult. They may be rendered

verbatim as follows :

* An assembly strung together (i. e. united) me and my
companions, wherein the appealer (any one who addressed them) was never

disappointed, and the attrition of fire-shafts never failed (to produce sparks),

and the fire of altercation never blazed.' With regard to the words jjj

jbj
see note 1, pag. 58, on a passage of the Makamah of Beni Haraam,

where, (as in this place) it has been translated
'

striking of fire-flints,'

though it means literally, 'rubbing together of the shafts used for obtain-

ing sparks by friction,' because the former is more readily understood, at

the same time that it conveys nearly the same idea.

3 Either in
'

soliciting their bounty,' or simply
'
in conversation/ or

both; J\ju> being interpreted by some (JjUa jjii, and by others

4 * Was disappointed,' L e.
'
of the readiness to bestow,' or,

'
of the

readiness in conversation and improvisation, which he had expected to find

in them,' or both.
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Or found them like flints l from which no spark could be struck.

And while we severally exerted 2 our powers of inditing,

And resorted to various novelties of rare anecdote,

Lo ! there stood among us a shaikh in a ragged cloak,

Who had a limp in his walk, and who thus addressed us;
' O choicest of treasures, and ornaments of your tribes,

May you be happy
3 in the morn, and enjoy your early

4
draughts!

1 This clause is analogous to the preceding one, and like it refers to

'
readiness to bestow,' or

*
readiness of eloquence,' or both, according to the

sense we choose to attach to jUu>. We find instances in several of the

Makamat of the use of the phrase jjjll -jJ, in connexion with both of

those ideas. In the passage of the Makamah of Beni Haraam already

mentioned (pag. 58), it is employed with reference to 'readiness to be-

stow :

'

'For none complained that, when they sought my aid,

'They struck on flints that failed to yield a spark.'

And in the xviith Makamah (pag. 191, De Sacy), capability of conversa-

tion and improvisation is expressed by the same metaphor; where Abou-

Zaid says to a literary company, U>- jJJ f^^ ULJJkL? ^ *
if your fire-

shafts fail, I will produce the required sparks with mine,' i.e. 'if your

powers are unequal to the performance of what is required (in improvisa-

tion), I will supply the deficiency/

2
Literally, 'while we pulled each towards ourselves the corners of

[the robe of] improvisations,' i.e. 'while we each displayed our conver-

sational powers,' and '

severally indited something new and original.'
' Im-

provisation,' or
'

original conversation,' is here expressed under the meta-

phor of a robe or woven fabric, which a number of persons have hold of,

and pull each toward himself.

3
\j+.

is the imperative of *c., and is equivalent to
\^4jtj\

in the next

clause.

4 An allusion to the habits of the ancient Arabs, before the prohibition
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Look on one who was wont to give liberal entertainments 1
,

And was distinguished alike by opulence and munificence,

Who had estates 2 and villages, and means of hospitality
3

;

But whom severe disasters assailed incessantly,

And fights of afflictions 4
, and fiery malice of the envious,

And a succession of dark and calamitous events,

Till his palm became void, and his court-yard bare,

And his fountain dry, and his mansion desolate 5
,

And his saloon deserted, and his chamber rough with stones,

And his fortunes reversed, and his family wailing,

And his stalls empty, and his cattle 6 and his stores 6
gone;

So that rivals 7 condoled, and the jealous and malicious 7
pitied ;

of wine, of drinking it early in the morning. See the Moallaka of Amru
Ibn Om Khaltoum, lin. 1, where the poet says, addressing an attendant

damsel,

' Holla ! awake with thy goblet to give us our morning draught,
4 And suffer not the wines of Enderein to remain [unused].'

See also the Moallaka of Labid, lin. 61, quoted above, pag. 33, note ].

1

Literally,
' who possessed saloons (places for the entertainment of

guests), and liberality.'

2
.l&c is 'estates, lands, or farms,' or else 'fixtures,' 'heavy goods.'

3
Literally, 'broad dishes and hospitable meals.'

4 So St Paul says,
'

vire^e'tva-re iro\\ijv a6\ti<riv wadtjfjidTtav,' i.e. 'afflic-

tions with which it was necessary to struggle.'

5
or, 'uneven and incommodious.'

' That which utters a sound (articulate or not), and the mute/ the

former meaning 'cattle,' and the latter 'goods and implements of all kinds;'

a phrase corresponding to the English 'live and dead stock.'

7
lajlc is 'the emulous without envy,' i^^cLSi is 'one who rejoices

over another's calamity.' Tims, in the xiiith Makamah, (pag. 148, De Sacy)
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And we were reduced 1

by grievous misfortune and crushing want,

To take sores for our sandals, and agony for our aliment,

And have our bellies filled only with burning anguish,

And our entrails wrapped only about pining hunger,

And our eyes anointed 2
only with sleeplessness,

And to call hovels 3 our home, and beds of thorn smooth,

And seek to forget the saddles 4 whereon we used to ride, .

And deem utter extinction a boon, and the day of doom tardy.

Who then is so generous as to relieve, or so liberal as to bestow?

For I swear by Him who brought me forth out of Keila 5
,

I am now so poor
6 that I have not sustenance for one night.'

Abou-Zaid says,
'
I was reduced to distress, till the cruelest (bluest) enemies

pitied me.'
j^jfl^ J J, J^.

1
Ul! is for US\ '

perveuimus/
'
redacti sumus.'

2 ' We were reduced to kohel ourselves with sleeplessness.' The kohel

(' stibium,' antimony dissolved in spirit) was anciently used both by men and

women, and considered very good for preserving clearness of eyesight. One

of the miracles by which Mohammed was said to have been distinguished

was that he was born * with his eyes kohelled,' J*^-*.
3

or, 'any low places.'
4

t. e.
' our former easy and affluent circumstances, when we possessed

saddled camels, and had no need to walk on foot.'

3 From this passage the Makamah is called, in many MSS., the Maka-

mah of Keila. This is the name of a tribe of Arabs; but also of the

mother of Aus and Khasrag, two companions of Mohammed of the tribe of

Grasaan, to which Abou-Zaid belonged. The latter is probably intended

here ; and thus by the form of his asseveration he reminds his hearers that

though so indigent he was of noble descent.

9 ' A brother of poverty,' t. e.
'

really poor,' just as ^c *.\ means

*

really blind.' i^^ju^ (literally,
*
I am become in the evening ')

means simply
'

I am become/ as does also
CLJjJic,

which means pri-

marily,
'
I am become in the morning.' Similarly, ^^j ,

'
I passed the
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On hearing these words I felt pity for his destitution,

And inclined to elicit likewise [a specimen of] his rhymes
1

;

So I presented to him a denar, and said to him, to try him,

If thou wilt eulogize this in verse, it is certainly thine.

Whereupon he instantly began to indite these lines 2
,

Without borrowing aught from other sources;

'Hail 3
! noble coin 4

, of saffron colour clear,

O'er regions wide who passest
5 far and near!

Thy worth, thy titles, current still remain ;

Thy lines 6 the secret pledge of wealth contain;

Successful industry thy steps attend 7
;

Thy aspect bright all welcome as a friend
8

;

night in any state^
'

is used to mean simply,
' I remained,' or

' was in

that state.'

1
_aj means primarily

'
vertebras of the spine,' and is used to denote

'rhymes,' because they follow each other in even succession like them.

means primarily
' the seeking a spring by digging,' and meta-

phorically 'the seeking to elicit any thing fresh.'

2 These verses are the most ingenious and elaborate in all the Maka-

mat of Hariri, with a repetition of the rhyme (<tf ,) twice in every line.

3
<0 *\ is equivalent to *& +\ U, <JU Jj ; i. e.

' extol it by saying

of it, How most noble it is !

'

4
Literally,

' Extol it as most noble, the yellow, whose yellowness is

clear (or
'
is fine and pleasing'), that crosses regions whose journeys (i. e. the

distances between which) are far.'

5
i^^c! J is equivalent to (jyjusbjj 'distantia invicem sunt.' It is

in the 3rd pers. fern, preterite of the 6th conjugation from ^ . Vid. Gol.

6 '
Its lines/ or '

lineaments,' denote f the impressions on the coin,' which,

as constituting its value and ensuring its currency,
' contain the secret

pledge of wealth to its possessor.'

7
Literally,

'
its progress accompanies the success of schemes.'

8 '
Is dear to all intelligent living creatures.'
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Endeared to all, as though
1

thy precious ore

Had e'en been molten from their own heart's core.

Whose purse thou fillest boldness may display,

Though kindred be remiss or far away
2

;

With thee the great their influence maintain,

Without thee pleasure's sons of want complain ;

What heroes thy collected 3
might hath quelled !

What host of cares one stroke 4 of thine dispelled !

How oft an angry churl, whose fury
5
burned,

1 Sbareeshi quotes a similar idea from a poet, who says of coin,

ULi. l$*X4o- ^ && uJfax* <ul! ^*r^a Ji
'All hearts turn towards it,

'As though it were formed out of an assemblage of them.'

2 Two verses of the original are here omitted in the translation, viz.

' How dear is its purity and its splendour !

'How precious is the competence and aid that it bestows!'
+

literally,
'
its competence and aid/ jLaj is

*

pure gold.'

These two verses contain no idea that is not more fully expressed in

other lines of the poem, and are evidently inserted merely for the purpose of

s *" *

introducing two more words ending in <tf., viz. <tf.LaJ and dJil^j.

3
Literally, 'how many a full moon has a large sum thereof brought

down !

'

t. e.
' how many a noble and distinguished person has been won

over by a liberal largess !

'

Rather,
' how many a fair one has a liberal

present of money made subservient to the lover!' and 'fair ones,' may
y

be substituted for
'

heroes,' in the translation. The word s.jj has occurred

in the Makamah of Alexandria, and is used to signify 'a purse of 10,000

dirahem:' see pag. 98, note 4.

*
y is here 'impetus unus,' 'a single stroke/ or 'one charge of an

army.' It also means 'a single time,' 'once,' and, as applied to a denar,

may imply
' a single denar,' which might sometimes suffice to remove much

trouble and distress.

3
Literally,

'

embers,' j. e. of wrath.
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Thy whispered mention 1 hath to mildness turned!

Through thee the captive by his kin forgot

Is ransomed back to joy's unmingled lot.

Such power is thine 2
, that, if I feared not blame,

I e'en would say, "Almighty is thy Name 3 !"'

After inditing these words 4
, he stretched out his hand and said,

* A man of honour fulfils what he has promised,

As a rain-cloud gives a shower, if it has thundered 5
.'

So I threw him the denar, and said,
' Take it, and welcome 6

!'

And he put it into his mouth 7
, saying,

'

May God bless it !'

And then, after paying his thanks, prepared
8 for departure.

But I had conceived a strong predilection
9 for his pleasantry,

1 '
Its whispered mention (i. e. suggestion) was covertly communicated

to him, and his vehemence abated (became gentle).' The word yj^ is used

in Hariri's preface to express 'extravagant vehemence' of language.

2
Literally, 'By Him who created it!' (i.e. 'by God!') but for pious

fear, I should say,
'
Its power be exalted !

'

i.e. 'I should say that it pos-

sessed divine power.'

3 The phrase <G.j3 <^Ju>.j 'His power be exalted!' (as well as

J^ is. ; or, as the Moors write it, icj J^- ) is properly applied only to

the Deity; but Abou-Zaid says that if he did not fear the charge of im-

piety, he should apply it to money likewise, as a sort of earthly divinity.

4 For a similar Ode in praise of a piece of money, see De Sacy's

Chrestomathie, Vol. III. pag. 218, where a Makamah of Badiah Al Ha-

madthani is quoted, beginning, A,s+o <\j l^Jo- l>

5 See pag. 56, note 1.

6
Literally,

' take it not begrudged ;

'

i.e.
' which I do not grudge thee.'

7 A token of respect to a donor, customary with Arabs.

8 'Gathered up his skirts.'

9
Literally,

' But there had arisen (grown up) in me from his pleasantry

an incipient inebriation of strong desire [to hear more of it].'
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That made me willing
1 to incur a fresh debt to him;

So I drew forth another denar, and said to him,

'Wilt thou censure this 2
, and then put it with the other?'

Whereupon he indited extemporaneously, and chaunted readily,

' Woe 3 to thy jaundiced looks and double face,

Thou false deceiver, counterfeit and base !

In whom a loved one's gay attire 4 we view

In union strange with lover's sickly hue!

Whom sages justly deem 5 a lure abhorred,

Seducing man to crimes that grieve his Lord.

1 * Made easy to me the incurring of debt, &c.' i. e. made me forward

and willing to incur it.

2 C3J Jjfcj
* e' &>-\>~ ViXl J&, 'Hast thou the ability and

inclination (to censure it)?'

3
Literally,

' Woe to it for a deceitful counterfeit, yellow, double-faced,

like a hypocrite !

'

+-

For an explanation of 'jj, see note 3, pag. 83, in the Makamah of Sanaa.

**

JjU^ is applied primarily to 'wine or milk adulterated with water;'
**

and /lslx to a '
deceiver in religion,'

'
a hypocrite.'

4 'That appears to the eye of the observer with two qualities, the

gaiety and adornment of a loved one, and the complexion of a lover.'

The yellow colour of gold is compared to that of a pining lover, and

its glitter, and the beauty of the impression on the coin to the attractions

of the object of his affections. The union of these two is represented by
a quaint conceit as incongruous and unseemly.

5 'The love of it (JULC. 'apud') in the opinion of rightly-judging per-

sons tempts to commit what provokes the wrath of the Creator.' M. Peiper

renders the clause,
' Its love fjwhen found], in those who administer

justice, tempts them, &c.' Out the preposition A would have been used in-

stead of Joe, if this were the meaning; and L'liLsM ^jj signifies, 'people
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Through thee the robber of his hand is maimed,

The tyrant for corrupt extortion blamed;

The sordid grudge benighted guests
1 to aid,

And creditors bewail their debts unpaid;

Through thee we deprecate
2 the baneful strokes

Of envy's eye which oft thy lust provokes ;

And, worst of all, if ill on mortals light,

Thou aidest none but by a truant flight
3
.

of correct opinions and virtuous sentiments,' not '

persons in authority.'

,JjljL>-
is the plural of ftAftj- .

So Juvenal, Sat. XIV. 291 :

' Quum sit causa mali tanti et discriminis hujus
' Concisum argentum in titulos faciesque minutas.'

And Anacreon in an Ode attributed to him :

o TOV apyvpov

Ota TOVTOV OVK

BCt TOVTOV OV

TroAejUoi, (j)ovot, 01' avTov.

Compare also Virgil, JEn. III. 56, and a very remarkable passage in

Shakspeare's Timon of Athens, Act iv. Scene 3, 'Gold, yellow gold, &c.'

1
Literally,

'

nor, but for this, would the sordid shrink from the nightly

visitor who claims his hospitality, nor would the deferred ^creditor] com-

plain of the delay of the tardy Qdebtor].'
2 After this line occurs in some MSS. the line

But it is best to omit it, as inconsistent with the rules of Arabic poetry,

because its last word /lJU- has already occurred in the same signification

at the end of another line of this poem, and that line also much resembles

it in sense.

3 ' And the worst of all its qualities is that it is of no use in difficulties,

unless it deserts thee like a run-away slave ;' i. e.
'

money must be parted

with in order that it mav become useful.'
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Then wise is he 1 who spurns without delay

Thy proffered aid, and flings thee far away ;

Who, deaf to all thy soft enticing tones 2
,

With scorn unfeigned thy sordid love disowns,

And sternly bids thy glittering form begone
3
,

How bright soe'er its false allurement shone.'

Then I said,
' How copious are the showers of thy eloquence !'

But he replied,
'

Thy agreement is now most obligatory.'

So I gave him the second denar, and said to him,
' Exorcise them both by repeating the Chapter of Thanksgiving

4
.'

1

Literally,
' Well done he ( \&\ construed with J or Jj: after it

means *

euge,'
'

papa?,') who throws it away as from a height !

'

either

Ijecause this was the punishment of a run-away slave, to whom the coin was

compared in the preceding clause ; or, simply, in order to get rid of it.

2 The gold coin is here compared to a seductive mistress, and its ring-

ing sound to her enticing voice.

3
Literally, 'and who, if it address him with the gentle tone of a

lover, replies in the words of the truth-speaking and veracious,'
' I have no

idea of connexion with thee, so remove thyself away from me.'

4 Two reasons why the name ^ilx
is said to have been applied to the

first Chapter of the Koran have been stated in note (7), pag. 35. Possibly

this name may be derived from the sense of the verb *U5 in the fourth

conjugation, viz. 'to return thanks;' and then the name J\JLJ! *j5->
W'H

have the same meaning as tX*si\ x, **>,
' Surah of Thanksgiving or Praise,'

a name also applied to that Surah, because it begins
'
Praise be to God, &c.'

Hareth recommends Abou-Zaid to repeat it as suitable to his case, after

he had received so liberal a present, and as a due acknowledgment to God,

which would secure his blessing upon the money. Similarly, an Arab poet

speaking of a handsome youth, says :

'

Say to him who is struck with admiration by his beauty,

'"Repeat over him the Surah of Praise (or Thanksgiving),"
'
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But he threw it into his mouth, and united it with its twin,

And then withdrew, congratulating himself on his morning's walk,

And extolling the assembly and their liberality.

Now it occurred to me that this man was Abou-Zaid,

And that his lameness might be a mere pretence ;

So I called him to come back, and said to him,

'Thou art recognised by thy eloquence; now then walk straight!'

And he replied,
' If thou art Hareth Ibn-Hammam,

Be saluted with honour, and live long among the honourable !
'

And I said,
' I am he ; so tell me of thy condition 1 and fortune.'

He replied, 'I alternate between two states, distress and ease,

And change with two winds of fortune, the hurricane and breeze.'

And I said,
* But how couldst thou pretend lameness ?

Whereas such as thou art should not play the impostor
2
.'

Then the cheerfulness which he had displayed disappeared
3
,

And he went away, inditing these lines 4
;

i. 0.
* Praise God for having created one so beautiful to please and delight

thee!' If .ylx* signify simple 'repetition,' there is probably an allusion

to the two denars which Abou-Zaid had just received.

1 The commentators say that 'How is thy condition, and the events

of fortune?' is put for 'How is thy condition with the events of fortune?'

i. e.
' How go the events of fortune with thee ?

'

2 'Whereas it is not such as thou who should practise jokes,' (or,
'

trifle,') i. e. a person of thy ability and literary skill ought to have scorned

to stoop to such mean arts for gain.
3 A word used properly of the eclipse or disappearance of the moon.
4 The literal translation of the first line of the original is, 'I pretend

lameness, not from any liking for lameness, but by way of knocking

at the door of relief.' So we have in the Makamah of Sasaan, 'Knock

at the door of maintenance by assiduity,' where, ''Knock at the door

of,' means 'seek.' Verbs of the form
.1*3'., often mean 'to pretend' to

be in the state expressed by the primary form ; thus, in the Makamah of
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' This lameness I feign

Your bounty to gain,

And not that to limp is a pleasure
1
:

Then acquit me from blame,

If I choose to be lame,

Nor censure me thus without measure;

For if people complain
2

,

My excuse I maintain,
" It is lawful to limp for a treasure."

'

Sasaan, i^cUo, ^cUj, ^-AJJ, mean respectively, 'to pretend to slum-

ber;' 'to pretend to be blind;* 'to pretend to forget.'
1 The literal meaning of the second line of the original, (which is omitted

in the above translation) is,
'
I pretend lameness by way of seeking relief,

while I thus throw the cord on my Qcamel's^ neck, and range like one

who has permitted his camel to graze without restraint ;

'

t. e.
' while I

thus indulge my inclination, and adopt whatever expedient for obtaining

relief occurs to me.' He compares himself, as launching forth freely in

artifice, to a man mounted on a camel, who throws the leading-string

on her neck, and permits her to graze at large. _.^ is
*
libere in

pascua dimisit;' and . - <X ^o CiXL-^c d\LM is explained by Sharee-

shi,
'
I proceed like one who IfiJ

Uffj
liJ <^^s>. .JS**i <U*ii J^! /

. e.
'
suffers himself to follow the bent of his own inclination

'

in adopting

any schemes that suggest themselves. This clause is omitted in the

translation as unsuitable to English idiom ; but if the reader choose to supply

it he may insert after the words 'And not that to limp is a pleasure,'

'And relief to obtain,
'
I slacken the rein,

' And range where I list at my leisure.'

2 'And if the people blame me, I say, "Excuse me; for no guilt lies

on one who is lame".'

10



THE MAKAMAH
OF

S I N G A R'.

THE WORDS OF HAEETH IBN-HAMMAM.

I
WAS once returning from Damascus on my way

2 to Bagdad
3
,

Accompanied by travellers on camels, of the tribe of Nomir,

Men distinguished alike by excellence and by affluence 4
;

And Abou-Zaid of Seroug was also journeying with us,

Whose converse beguiles
5 the bereaved, and detains the hasty,

Who is the greatest wonder of his time,

And is pointed at of all fingers
6 for his eloquence.

Now it happened, at the time of our halting at Singar
1
,

That one of the merchants of that place gave a banquet
7
,

Inviting people of town and country to a general entertainment,

So that his invitation extended likewise to our caravan 8
,

1 A city of Kurdistan, to the west of the Tigris, not far from Mosul,

and on the road from Damascus to Bagdad by way of Haleb and Mosul.

2

^s^\ is equivalent to Jwsjl.

3
Literally, 'the city of peace' or 'security.' The Tigris was called 'the

river of security,' -JLuJ!
.$}.

4
Literally, 'provision,' or 'stores.'

5
Literally, 'the detainer of those in haste, and beguiler of the be-

reaved.'

6 So Persius, Sat. I.
' Est pulchrum digito monstrari, et dicier, hie est.'

7
*\j\

is 'gave a
JUjJj banquet.'

8
JjiS is 'a returning caravan.'
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And he included in it alike the noble l and the mean.

Now when we had accepted it 2
, and repaired to his residence,

He presented to us all such dishes of liquid
3 or solid,

As are pleasant to the taste, or attractive to the eye ;

And then set before us a vessel of glass,

That was like solidified air 4
, or condensed sunbeams,

Or moulded light of the sky
5
, or a fine fresh-shelled pearl

6
;

And it contained assortments of various sweetmeats,

And was sprinkled with perfumes that pervaded them all;

And rosewater of Tesnim 7 had been poured therein,

So that it presented a fair appearance and fragrant odour.

Now when our appetites had kindled at its appearance,

And our palates had become eager to make trial of it,

And the moment arrived for an attack to be made on its contents 8
,

1
Literally,

'
those whom it was obligatory, and those whom it was

superfluous to invite.'

2 * When we had assented to his inviter (the person sent by him to invite

us), and repaired to his place of reception.'
3

Laterally,
*
dishes for one hand and for two,' i. e.

' such as require

the use of one or both hands to eat them with ;

'

the former being fruit,

sweetmeats, &c., and all things eaten with a spoon, and the latter, meat,

and those viands which must be divided into fragments before they can

be eaten.

4
Literally,

*
as if it had been solidified from air, or condensed out of

motes of a sunbeam,' &c.

8
or,

*
the open expanse,' where the light is the clearest.

6 'As if it had been shelled from a white pearl,' a metathesis for 'as

if it had been a white pearl shelled," t. e. a fine pearl taken fresh from the

shell, that has not yet lost its whiteness by exposure to the air.

7 The name of a fount in Paradise. It is used hero merely as a title

expressive of excellence and purity.
8

Literally,
'
its bevy ;

'

a word primarily used either of women or ga-

zelles, the former of whom are the victims of the predatory excursions,

and the latter of the hunting expeditions of the Arabs.

102
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And for the war-cry,
'

Revenge/ to be raised at its despoiling,

Abou-Zaid started away like a madman, and withdrew from it,

Even as the lizard is separated from the sea-fish 1
.

But we all expressed a wish that he should come back,

And not be to us like Kodaar to the tribe of Thamud 2
;

But he replied,
*

By him who revives the dead from their graves,

I will not come back, till that vessel has been removed.'

Finding therefore no other means 3 of pacifying him,

1 A proverb expressing irreconcilable separation, because the lizard fre-

quents only dry places. In the Makamah of Basra, he says of that city,
* There the sea-fish and lizards meet,' i.e. it possesses all the different ad-

vantages of land and water.

2 An ancient tribe of Arabs, to whom the prophet Saleh (grandson of

Shem) was sent to turn them from idolatry to the worship of the true

God, according to the Mohammedan historians. A few believed, but the

rest demanded a sign of his mission. The sign given was the production

of a living camel out of a rock. Still many refused to believe, and one

Kodaar hocked ( JLe) the camel, which so displeased the Almighty, that

he destroyed the nation with thunder and lightning. Kodaar thus became

proverbial for one who brings mischief or calamity on his friends. The

tribe of Thamud are said by Ahmed Ibn-Yusuf to have inhabited the

rock-dwellings 'between Syria and Arabia' (Petra?), from the height of

which he infers that the stories about the gigantic stature of these people

must have been fabulous.

3
or, 'so we found no escape from pacifying him and exempting him

from his oath Qby sending the glass away] ; and therefore we caused it to

be removed;' i.e. 'finding that, in order to pacify him and exempt him

from obligation to keep away from the table, it was absolutely necessary

to send the glass away, we therefore caused it to be removed,' &c. jj

means 'separation' or 'escape;' and
,-u.il .- \&) Jcs^ J 'we found no

escape from it,'
' no help for it ;' i. e.

' we were absolutely constrained to

it,' 'it was necessary for us to do it.'

By the removal of the glass-vessel Abou-Zaid was enabled to resume

his seat without perjury.
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Or of exempting him from the obligation of his oath,

We sent it away, though our thoughts went along with it,

And our tears flowed abundantly at its removal.

As soon then as he was thus enabled to resume his seat,

Without any apprehension of contracting guilt thereby,

We asked him, why he had risen from his place,

And with what motive he desired the removal of the glass.

When he replied,
' You know that glass is transparent

1
;

And I made a vow 2 to God, some years ago,

Not to stay in the same place with anything transparent :'

And we said, 'And wherefore this solemn oath and binding vow?'

He replied,
' I had a neighbour whose tongue was enticing,

Though his heart was envenomed as a scorpion,

And whose speech was as honeycomb to refresh,

Though his secret thought was concentrated 3
poison ;

And I was led to consort with him by his living near me,

And was cajoled by his smiles 4 into associating with him ;

1 or 'perfidious,' 'unable to conceal what is committed to it.'

\\ 'he called God to witness.'

3 or
'

macerated,'
'
infused ;' a drug is said to be Juc when a decoc-

tion, or rather 'infusion,' is made of it by steeping it in water till all its

qualities are extracted; and *Juu> *~> will therefore mean 'an infusion

of poison/ 'a concentration of all its noxious qualities.'

The poet Narbegra says of a viper Jj|j ^Jl UjUi! ^i 'in its fangs

was the poison which infuses itself [[into the limbs of him whom it wounds],'

t. e.
' an active poison.'

1
Literally, 'his shewing his teeth Qn smiling];' a. word primarily

applied to a camel when it draws back its lips so as to display its teeth,

an action which in the camel is not indicative of vice or rage, as it is in

the dog.
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Thefairness of his appearance
1 mademe desire his companionship,

And the guile of his behaviour enticed me to intimacy
2 with him;

So I attached myself to him as 3 to a near neighbour
4
,

Whereas it has appeared that he was a swooping vulture ;

And I became familiar with him, as with 5 a familiar friend,

Whereas it has been evident that he was a treacherous serpent;

I shared my food 6 with him, nor knew that on examination 7

He would be found to be one of those whom it is joy to part with,

And clung to him in ignorance that after trial 8 should be made,

He would be found to be such as one exults to be rid of.

Now I had a maiden, who was unrivalled 9 in perfection ;

1
Literally, 'the greenness of his dung-heap;' a metaphor for 'falsely

fair appearances,' because grass grows rapidly and very green on a patch

of dung in a field, but is nevertheless of rank quality.

2 means literally
'

smelling one another's odours,' and is ex-

plained by the Scholiast as signifying here ,Lu^j 'mutual intimacy.'

3 'As being in my opinion (,_jjuO a near neighbour.' So in the

Makamah of the Denar (pag. 125, note 5) ,2jlsM (_<3 Joe l in the

opinion of rightly judging persons.'

4
Primarily, 'one whose .* (side of his house) is contiguous to ours'

'on the supposition that he was.'

'My salt,' i.e. 'my food in general' or 'bread,' which is always made

with salt.

7
Properly,

'

inspection of money to distinguish the good from the bad.'

8
Primarily,

*
examination of the teeth of a horse before purchasing him

to ascertain his age.'

9 'Had none to race (vie) with her.'
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If she unveiled, the two lamps of heaven 1 were put to shame,

And all hearts were inflamed with the fires of desire 2
;

Ifshe smiled, she [displayed teeth3
that] made pearls despicable,

And [incomparison whereof] choice pearls
4 wouldbe soldforpulse;

When she gazed earnestly, she excited deep emotions 5
,

And made the fascination 6 of Babylon to be realized ;

1 So Omar Ibn Fared says of his mistress,

C

<i)J^5t
i

AljUaJ ^^J\
' You rave about the full moon in the vault of heaven ;

' Leave off thy delusions, for she is my beloved, not that Qmoonj :

* Her charms outvie the revival of the dawn.'

2 So Hesiod (Op. et Dies, 66) says of Pandora, that Jupiter commanded

Venus to bestow upon her '
irodov dpya\eov KU\ yvtoffopov? /ueXeSwi/as.'

3 Arab poets frequently praise the teeth of the fair ones whom they

celebrate ; see also the Makamah of Holouan below, where they are com-

pared to hailstones, bubbles, c.

4 The word ..A*-."* *s rendered by Peiper
'
coral.' If this were correct,

the idea would be elegant enough; the teeth of the maiden being thus

compared to pearls, and her gums to coral ; but Golius, with more proba-

bility, interprets it 'small pearls.'

5 <3ab is 'melancholy, arising from love.'

6 ' She verified the fascination or magic said to be practised at Babylon.'

This is an allusion to a story in the Koran about two angels, Harut and

Marut, who were believed to practise sorcery at Babylon. See the 2nd Surah

of the Koran (page 13, Sale, 4to.) for one account of them. Another

account is, that
* when the angels in heaven expressed surprize at the

wickedness of the sons of Adam after prophets had been sent to them,

God let them choose two of themselves to be sent down to earth. They
chose Harut and Marut who exercised their office with integrity, until

the planet Venus (Zohara) descended in the shape of a woman, and enticed

them to love her, so that when she flew away from them to heaven, they
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When she spoke, she captivated the mind even of the wise,

And lured down the wildest fawns 1 from their crags;

When she recited the Koran 2
, she cheered the sick at heart,

And might have revived those already immured 3 in the tomb,

And seemed gifted with the psalteries
4 of the house of David ;

pursued her there, but were not admitted. On the intercession of some of

the pious, they were permitted to choose whether their punishment for

this misdemeanour should be in this world or the next. It is said that

they chose the former, and are now confined at Babylon till the day of

judgment; and that if any one desire to acquire the art of magic, he may

go to them and learn of them, hearing their voice, but not seeing them.

A line much resembling the above passage of Hariri occurs in a poem

of Ibn Fared, viz.

' In her (literally,
'

his') look was such a fascination, that if Harut had seen

her performance, he might have derived instruction from her therein;'

L e.
' he might have learnt from her new arts of fascination.'

1
i.e.

'
the proudest men, and those least accessible to such charms,

became submissive to her, and captivated by her.'

2 It has been already observed (pag. 35, note 6) that the verb
|J

properly means to 'read the Koran in recitative.' Such recitation was

supposed to have the effect of charming away certain diseases.

3

J^ is to
*

bury alive ;' a word used in the tradition quoted by Sha-

reeshi in bis commentary on a passage in the Makamah of Teflis, where

it is stated that,
f
in times of heathenism, the Arabs would sometimes

bury female children alive, so great was their dislike to them.'

4
Literally, 'you would have thought her gifted with the pipes of the

family of David;' 'as if (Shareeshi says) her throat were actually formed

of such pipes,' _xJu. (This word is derived from the Hebrew "O 'to

play on a pipe or psaltery'). Abou-Zaid means to say that she read

the Koran so beautifully that the words of Mohammed concerning one

Al Ashari might be applied to her. It is said that when he heard

this person reciting the Koran, he exclaimed, 'That man is certainly en-
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When she sang, Maabad became as a slave 1 to her,

And of the singer of Mosul 2 it was said, "Away 3 with him!"

When she piped, Zonam 4 seemed an impostor
5 beside her,

Though he was 6
pre-eminent

7 in his age [for minstrelsy],

And was justly celebrated 7 for his thrilling harmonies ;

When she danced, she made the spectators doff their turbans 8
,

dowed with the psalteries of the house of David.' ,xU<> ^o \'lt>

Jjlj J! . We read in the "Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sirach (ch. xlvii. v. 9),

Aaiu'd ftTTijcre \fsa\Ttp%ov<; naTtvuvri TOV 6v<rKHTTrjpiovt
not e

n"X.
ov o-VTtav

y\vKaivet pt A>/. K. -r. A.

1 i.e.
' was confessedly inferior to her.' Maabad (so called because

his father was a slave .xxc from Soudan) was a celebrated singer, and

precentor of the mosque of Medina, under one of the earlier Ommiade

Khaliphs.
2 Isaac Ibn Ibrahim of Mosul, a minstrel constantly entertained at

the court of Haroun Al Rashid, was the first of the Arabs who reduced

harmony to systematic rules. He wrote a biography of celebrated musi-

cians and singers, among whom he gave the history of Maabad mentioned

above.

3 '

Away, far away with him !' *. 0.
' we want no more of his music while

we can hear hers !

' The two interjections used here are nearly the same in
* -> # -*

sense: \sLsf* is derived from
^Ixs-*, just as Ijuc is from jj^c .

* Zonam was another of the ornaments of the court of Haroun Al

Rashid, and always played the pipe at that Khaliph's entertainments. He

is said to have invented a musical instrument called ^UM.
6

Literally,
( a spurious child, that a man owns and maintains, though

not really his.'

6
Laterally, 'after having been.'

7

A.XCJ
is here used in its two different senses; (1) 'princcps, dux;'

(2)
'

qui quid jure sibi attribuit,' or ' cui jure aliquid attribuitur.' In the

second case it is nearly equivalent to li*^*; 'possessing a deserved repu-

tation for.'

8
Literally, 'she caused the turbans to be removed from, or set awry
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And eclipsed the dance of bubbles 1 in the cups.

So I little valued 2 the choicest herds 3 in comparison of her,

And deemed her company the brightest
4 of my enjoyments ;

Concealing the view 5 of her even from the sun and moon,

Andavoiding mentionofher in the course ofevening conversation;

And yet afraid lest a breeze should communicate 6 her fragrance,

on the heads \jof the spectators].' Any one who has been present at a

'
fantasia' of Arabs is aware that in moments of great delight produced by

music and dancing, they put their turbans awry, or doff them altogether.

Abou-Zaid means that his maiden danced so well, that spectators would

have been excited to the highest pitch of ecstasy by beholding her.

1 'Would make thee forget the dance of bubbles in the cups,' i. e. 'dis-

regard its beauty in comparison with that of her dancing.' The '
dance'

of bubbles is that 'repeated formation and disappearance of them while

they rise from below, which produces a semblance of motion like dancing.'

Al Safadi says of a beautiful female, 'Since I have been used to kiss her

lips, neither wine, nor the bubbles therein, please me any more.' si. t
**

t^_^jk- *$* -*> Juo ^ ; * e.
' because they are so much more sweet

and beautiful than either one or the other.'

2
t^j^ comes from

^j.j (j being substituted for the .1 of the 8th

conjugation after :), and signifies
'

vilipendere,' as does also
CL2j}\ above.

3 'The red camels.' These were the most valuable and scarce.

4
Literally,

' and I ornamented with her company (i. e.
'
I regarded her

company as an ornament on') the neck of enjoyment.' The pleasure of

the maiden's company is represented under the extravagant metaphor of

'a necklace placed on the neck of enjoyment' ( *xj means 'the comforts

and luxuries of life').

5 ' The sight of her face' or ' of her mirror,' as if he were afraid that

even this should betray her beauty.
6 ' Lest a breeze should pass away at night with her odour ;' i. e.

'
lest

it should carry away a report of her beauty,' and spread it abroad. The

Scholiast says that
Ifcbj

is equivalent to Uxxl? ^-)) '^ne odour of her

fragrance,' i.e. 'her reputation for beauty.' In another Makamah, Abou-
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Or soothsayer
1 divine about her, or flash of lightning betray her.

But it happened, through the failure of my untoward fortune,

And the malignity of my disastrous horoscope
2
,

That fumes of wine made me describe her to my faithless friend,

And then repentance returned, when my shaft had hit the mark 3
,

And I felt deep annoyance and vexation for my utter loss

Of what I had thus committed to one incapable
4 of retention.

And yet I had stipulated with him to conceal 5 what I told him,

And to keepmy secret though I shouldhaveprovoked him to wrath;

When he had pretended that he always guarded secrets,

As carefully as a miser hoards his golden coin6
,

And that he abstained from disclosing what ought to be hidden 7
,

Though he were exposed thereby to be thrown 8 into the fire.

Zaid says of his daughter <*jy^ .&
^jL>- l^J^> IfmjJmJ Jlk, 'Long

was the continuance of her maintenance as a virgin, and her concealment

even from the winds.'

1 *

Satieh,' an Arab soothsayer of great celebrity, who is said to have

lived three hundred years, but to have been such a cripple from his birth,

that he could never sit down or rise up without help.

2
JU? is 'the star which is in the ascendant at one's birth.'

3
. e.

'
that the arrow of my speech had reached (struck) his ear.'

4
Literally, 'that sieve.' So Kaab Ibn-Zoheir, in his poem called

Borda, says of false friendship, 'It will not hold fast the faith which it

has plighted, except in the same way that a sieve holds water.'

UN cX^ U St

5
Literally,

'
for the tying up closely of what I had told him.'

6 'His denar.'

7
Literally,

'
that he never rent curtains of concealment.'

'

Though he were exposed thereby to enter the fire' may mean either

'though he were to be threatened with torture by fire in case of his re-

fusing to disclose the secret,' or (in continuation of the metaphor in the
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Now it happened, not more than one or two days after,

That the prince, who was the supreme governor of that town

Determined to repair to the court of his sovereign,

In order to renew the exhibition of his troops to him,

And so to obtain a shower from the cloud of his bounty ;

And being desirous to take with him an acceptable offering
l
,

Which he might present [to the king] during his private audience
2
,

He began to proffer
3 liberal rewards to his emissaries,

And great advantages
4 to one who would procure what he wanted.

So my treacherous neighbour basely stooped
5 after his bounty,

And set censure at nought by clothing himself in infamy ;

last clause)
'
that he never rent curtains of concealment, even if they were

on fire, and he were likely to be burnt if he did not burst through them,'

i. e.
' even if it were most dangerous for him not to rend them.'

1
Literally, 'a present that might accord with his (the king's) taste

or fancy.' Shareeshi says that the pronominal affix refers to 'the king.'
2 ' Between the hands of his private audience,' i. e.

' in the midst of it,'

*
in the course of his audience with the king.'

3
Jb meaning here 'to offer,' like the Greek verb SBo>'/*, and not 'to

bestow,' as it usually does.

4
Literally, 'and to augment' (i.e. 'to represent as great') 'the de-

sirable things [[which he would give] to any one who should put him in

possession of his desire/ i. e. of something which would be a suitable and

acceptable present to the king. We find both the verb ^Ju*j and the

noun <3W- used in the same sense in the Makamah of Damascus (pag.

134, lin. 2, De Sacy) in the passage AjLJ1 ^c. JO lies' 1 t\
LJuuuslj,

'we represented to him the reward Qhat we would give him] as greater

than that which would be given to an ambassador,' i. e.
' we proffered

to him higher pay than that of an ambassador.'

* A word primarily applied to a bird or cloud that descends so as

nearly to reach the ground; and secondarily, to one who lowers himself

to do anything base.
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For he repaired to the governor with covetous 1
intent,

And told him what I had communicated to him as a secret;

And thus I had no alarm 2 to apprise me of my danger,

Till his agents visited me, and his emissaries swarmed about me,

Urging me to confer 3
upon him in preference to myself

The possession of that my most precious pearl,

On the condition that I should dictate its price to him:

And then a flood of distress overwhelmed me,

Like the sea 4 when it overwhelmed Pharaoh and his host;

And I persisted in contending
5 with him for her,

Though all my efforts of contention were fruitless,

And interceding with him, though my intercession was useless ;

For whenever he observed in me an increase of opposition
6
,

And a growing anxiety to evade his proposal,

He inveighed
7

, and burnt with rage, and gnashed his teeth 8 at me;

1
Literally,

*

stretching his ears,' as if listening for what he could hear

in his own favour.

2 'So nothing alarmed me, (i.e. apprised me of the impending danger),

except the descent of his satellites upon me ;' i. e.
'
I had no alarm of

my danger, except its actual arrival.' The word translated 'satellites'

means 'those attentive to his behests;' and that translated 'swarming,'
is properly used of bees.

3
or, 'to prefer him to myself in bestowing upon him, &c.'

4
Literally, 'as much of distress overwhelmed me, as of the sea over-

whelmed Pharaoh and his host.' The word 'sea' here (,j) is the Hebrew D^ .

* 'I ceased not to try to repel [[him] from her, but my repelling to

be of no avail; and to intercede with him, but my intercession not to

prosper.'

6
or,

'

making of difficulties, in the way of his desire.'

7
or, 'he accused me of what I was not guilty of.'

So PJJ. xxxiv. 16 l'D*3ttf *
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But I could not be persuaded to relinquish my treasure 1
,

Or to tear, as it were, my heart 2 from my bosom,

Till threatening came to violence, and menacing to blows;

And then I was at last induced by fear of death,

To barter to him the apple of my eye
3 for yellow coin 3

,

While the informer gained nothing beside guilt and infamy.

Since that time therefore I have been in covenant with God,

That I would never remain in company with the perfidious
4
.

Now since glass is peculiar for that culpable property,

And is even proverbial for the quality of transparency,

My oath refers 5 thereto in an especial manner ;

And for this cause my hand is never extended towards it.

And now that I thus my excuse have maintained,

Complain not, although from the sweetmeats restrained 6
;

For beside that my conduct is fully explained,

I'll make you amends for the loss you sustained 7
,

By my stores of amusement derived 8 from the past,

1
Literally, 'to separate myself from my full moon.'

2 This clause, in which the loved one is called 'the heart of the lover,'

resembles a passage in the xxxivth Makamah (pag. 438, De Sacy), where

Ahou-Zaid says of his son <_ja 3ii>\ ^s. Z'J*o\ \,
'
I distinguish him

not from the lobes of my liver,' i. e.
' he is as dear to me as my

own heart.'

3 A play on the word ,-xc, which means both 'eye' and 'coin:'

literally, to exchange 'the black of my eye' (i.
e. 'its apple or pupil')

for 'yellowness of the eye' or 'of coin/

4
or, 'transparent.'

5
Literally, 'the flood (or 'inundation') of my oath has reached it.'

6 'Because you are prevented by me from gathering the sweetmeats'

(as a vintage).
7

Literally, 'the rent that I have made.'

8 ' What has been handed down to me as an inheritance, by tradition.'
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Or lately by fresh observation amast 1
;

Since sweeter than cates the intelligent find

The delights
2 that my skill can provide for the mind.'

We accepted then his apology, and kissedhis cheeks
3
, saying to him,

We know that perfidy
4 wounded even " the best of men,"

So that a signal denunciation was pronounced
5 on the perfidious.'

Then we asked him what subsequent conduct was displayed

By the treacherous neighbour who had abused his confidence 6
,

1
'Newly acquired by my own industry.'

2 *
Since the pleasantry that I supply you with is sweeter than sweet-

meats in the opinion of (^jj is synonymous with JJLC) every one who is

intelligent.'

3 ' We kissed his cheeks (literally,
'

whiskers'), in token that we ac-

cepted his apology, and forgave him.'

4
. e.

' thou art not the only victim of perfidy ; even the prophet

himself suffered from it.' JLjJl _v>. is one of the titles of Mohammed.

5
Literally, 'so that that which was pronounced concerning the woman

who carried wood (fuel) was pronounced;' i.e. 'the consequence of which

was the publication of the well known denunciation (in the Koran) about

that treacherous woman.' The phrase here employed resembles the ordinary

one, JjJJ t JjJ Jo- ,

' so that the well known saying was uttered.'

The woman here spoken of (as an instance of perfidy) was the wife of

Abou-Taheb, a great enemy of Mohammed, and called ' a carrier of fuel,*

either because she laid thorns in the prophet's path, or because she sought

to betray him by tale-bearing to the people of Koreish, and perfidy excites

rancour, just as fuel feeds a fire. Mohammed denounced her under this

name (as a term of reproach) in the cxith Surah of the Koran, entitled

Abou-Taheb, in these words: 'The wife of Abou-Taheb, the bearer of

fuel, shall descend to be burnt in flaming fire, with a cord on her neck.'

(Beidawi says, that she is described in that passage as bearing wood for

fuel in hell, because she fomented her husband's hatred against Moham-

med, or because she strewed brambles in his path.) This is the denun-

ciation spoken of above.

*
Literally,

' what his treacherous neighbour and selfish intimate friend
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After he had thus severed the ties of friendly intercourse,

And feathered against him the arrow 1 of perfidy;

And he replied,
' He took to self-humiliation and submission,

And began to employ suitable 2
persons to intercede with me:

Butlhad resolved that myfriendshipshouldnot berestored to him,

Unless what I had before possessed
3 were also restored to me :

So he met with nothing from me but scorn and obstinate aversion,

And yet was not discouraged
4
by the repulses that he met with,

Nor ashamed 5
thereby out of his impudent importunity,

had done next.' cuUulo is explained by the Scholiast ^j J-4JO

'Wqj
* one who acts on selfish principles.'

1 'Feathered against him the arrow of perfidy;' L e. completed his

perfidy. So in another Makamah, 'The judge had already pointed (put

the point on) the arrow of reproof against him;' i. e. was quite prepared

to administer to him a severe reprimand. The putting on of the feathers

and point being the last step in making an arrow, is used metaphorically

to denote completeness of preparation.
2 * He began to seek reconciliation with me by means of the inter-

cession of] persons in a proper position [jto effect it]*' Le. '
suitable persons ;'

or '

persons of place,' i. e.
'
of rank.'

3
Literally, 'that my friendship should not restore itself to him, unless

my yesterday were restored to me ;' i. e.
' what I had possessed yesterday

'

(i. e. before), viz. 'the damsel;' or possibly the phrase, 'unless my yesterday

were restored to me,' is equivalent to 'never at all,' because the past

never returns, (if the words be understood in their most literal import).

A is often used in the sense 'unless.'

4
or, 'disgusted.'

* ^ *

5
y_ -^ y is from the 8th conjugation of c_j}*, which when construed

with - signifies 'to be ashamed of,' or, as some commentators say,

'to go back from,' i.e. 'to relinquish.' In the Makamah of Tenise, the

same word occurs in the imperative (vid. pag. 539, lin. 2, De Sacy), viz.

*-0

Jt, which is there interpreted as meaning 'be ashamed !' and as equivalent
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But he persisted in trying expedients of reconciliation,

And continued unceasingly urgent in his solicitations,

And suffered me not to escape from his pertinacious annoyance ;

And nothing would make him despair
1 of success except a poem,

In which my grieved heart and wounded spirit vented themselves;

For it had the effect of driving
2 him quite away from me,

And confining him to his house like a prisoner;

And, on its publication, he finally renounced 3 his pleasing hope,

And could only exclaim,
" Alas ! what utter failure !"

Despairing of the revival of his departed
4
friendship with me,

As much as infidels despair of the resurrection of the dead 5
.'

So we conjured him to recite the verses to us,

And to permit us to form a judgment
6 of their quality;

to ^AL *~*\ ; though some assert that it is equivalent to *->->! and

means 'go back,' 'go away,' 'avaunt.'

1 '

Nothing made it seem improbable (jJoo) to him that he should

obtain his desire (viz. 'reconciliation with me'), except some verses.'

2
Literally, 'they (the verses) were that which drove out his devil,'

t. .

* drove him away like an exorcised fiend,' and prevented him from

haunting me any more with his annoying importunity. >. is a verb

technically applied to the driving out of devils by exorcism.

3 ' On its publication he finally settled the divorce of what had

cheered him,' t. e. his hope of succeeding to recover my friendship.

'He finally settled the divorce of,' means 'he utterly relinquished;'

being equivalent to

4
Literally, 'buried.'

6 ' Tenants of the tombs.'

6 'And allow us to smell their odour,' i.e. 'to form a judgment of

their quality.' The same word \j . occurs in a passage above (pag. J3fl,

note 6), viz.
'
I was afraid lest the wind should communicate her

i.e. "carry news of her rare qualities.'

11
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And he replied, 'Well! man is a creature prone to impatience
1
!'

And then he proceeded to recite these lines2
,

No bashfulness checking
3
him, and no timidity restraining

4 him:

' Beware of him 5 whose base and treacherous art

Unnumbered pangs inflicted on my heart !

Time was I chose him 6 for my comrade dear,

1

Literally, 'man was created out of clay,' or 'out of haste.' This

double meaning of the word J*sP is here taken advantage of by Hariri,

who means to say that people are naturally in haste to have their

curiosity gratified, insomuch that they may be said as it were to be

'made of impatience.' The above expression is nearly a quotation of a

phrase in the Koran ^yeP ,.>luuj^ (&- 1 'Man was created precipitate,'

or 'prone to impatience/
2 These are the verses which Abou-Zaid published in order to put

to shame his perfidious neighbour, and to prevent him from ever again

seeking to effect reconciliation with him. They are full of alliterative

antitheses, which are in several instances imitated in the translation.

3
Literally,

'

driving him into a corner,' ay \\

4 '

Turning him back,' i. e.
'

making him hesitate.'

5
*JfcXi 'There's a comrade,' . e. 'there is such an one, whom you
'*>

should beware of.' Similarly, a poem in the xxiiird Makamah (pag. 270,

De Sacy) begins ^f-\^ 3 'There's a brother of mine who,' &c.

Wav ( .) at the commencement of a paragraph, followed as here by a

Kesrated noun, is not a conjunction, but rather an interjection. It is

M

called by the Arab grammarians t^j. \. It occurs repeatedly in the

following lines of the Diwan Hozaliyah :

<L*ic

6 The literal version of the lines of the original corresponding to the

first six lines of the translation is as follows :
' There's one, a comrade to
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And gave him all my cordial love sincere ;

But since his foul ingratitude is known,

With loathing hate his friendship I disown.

For he who seemed 1 my warm and willing friend,

On trial proved a vile and wilful fiend ;

Him whom I deemed 2
compassionate and kind,

whom I gave to drink pure the truth of my love, when I supposed

him to be an attentive friend; but toward whom I displayed hostile

(cutting) aversion, since I found him to be only like foul scalding matter'

('sanies' or 'pus'). 'I chose him as my intimate (interlocutor), and my
heart proved to be wounded by him through what he perpetrated.' The

point of the last line consists in the two significations of the word *jd,
# *

viz. (1) 'one who is conversed with,' and (2) 'wounded.' Uo^>- IjoJ^ may
be rendered either as above '

foul scalding pus,' or ' foul pus [[and] scalding

water.' In either case the phrase implies
' whatever is most repulsive

and detestable.' One who treats another, especially a friend, cruelly and

ungratefully, is said by the Arabs to
' make him drink hot water.'

In the Makamah of Damietta, we read,
'
I retain my love for a warm

friend, though he have made me drink scalding water,' i. e-
' even though

he have treated me basely and ungratefully,'
j"

the same word is used as above.
^m**\

'became in the evening;' t. e.

'became at last,' or simply 'became' (vid. pag. 121, note 6).

1

Literally,
'
I supposed him to be an abettor, a compassionate one

, ), and discovered him to be accursed and execrable as a fiend

)-' The word Ujo-j means properly
' one to be pelted with stones ;'

t. e. like the devil, whom, in the ceremonies of the Hadg, Moslemin

suppose themselves to be pelting, when they throw stones on Mount

Arafat, intending by that action to express their utter detestation for him,

and to devote him to infamy and destruction; stoning being regarded by
Orientals as the most infamous of deaths.

2 *
I looked upon him as a well-wisher (or

'

willing to further my

wishes'), but my examination of him (<d .Xx-O exposed him as ( <Uc ,J^)
a fiendish (perverse) and disgraceful fjchurl].' The word Ju _ is peculiarly

112
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A cursed caitiff 1 am doomed to find;

And he 1 who faith I thought would firmly hold,

Appeared a traitor infamous and bold;

His promise
2 fair I vainly made my trust;

The gentle gale was but a galling gust:

When wounded3
by his sting past cure I lay,

His night secure from sorrow past away ;

And when we parted
4
, blithe he seemed and hale,

Though I, by grief o'erwhelmed, was wan and pale ;

Ah! would that in the grave
5 had been my home,

Ere one so base my comrade was become !

Who still devoid6 of all remorse appears,

applied to the devil as 'a perverse and wilful rebel;' and hence is used

in the sense 'fiendish.'

1 '
I thought him before trial was made of him an associate who would

keep his engagements ; but he has now appeared a villain and abominable,*

(or 'reprehensible in the highest degree').

2 ' I inferred from his behaviour that he would blow a gentle breeze

(treat me gently); but he would not blow any wind but a poisonous

one' (or
'

simoom,' a name derived from ^-s 'poison,' the hot wind of the

desert possessing the most noxious qualities).

3 'I past the night (or 'remained') wounded by his sting which baffles

the physician, whereas he past the night (or
'

continued') secure from

[any injury from]] me.'

4 ' His condition, on the morn of our parting was one of well-being

(or 'uprightness arising from health and vigour') though my frame was

infirm (distressed and sickened by sorrow).'

5 'I said, when I had had experience of him, "Would that he had

not existed, and had never been my comrade!"'

6 'He was not attentive (kind) or bountiful, but was a formidable

adversary to me by his malice.' /j J is equivalent to ^ }J, the J

having a conversive power like the Wav in Hebrew.
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Whose causeless rancour still excites my fears,

And makes me hate 1 the morn, whose tell-tale light

Like him displays all secrets to the sight,

And love the shades of night that ne'er reveal

The deeds they witness only to conceal.

But know that infamy
2 will soon requite

With ample punishment his treacherous spite ;

Though truth he told, his guilt is still the same,

And dooms the wretch to sink at last to shame.'

1 * When he acted perfidiously (i. e.
'

by his perfidious, insincere

conduct') he made the morning-light hateful to my heart, because the

morning-light is found to be perfidious ^revealing all things^], and en-

couraged me to prefer night, since the gloom of darkness is a silent wit-

ness.' He means, that his friend's perfidy gave him so strong a prejudice

against every thing transparent, and preference for every thing opaque,

that he even began to dislike day-light, and prefer the gloom of night, as

characterised by those qualities respectively. A similar expression with

respect to day and night, though with a different application from that

above, occurs in an Arab poet, quoted by Shareeshi:

'
It is not proper to enjoy her company except by night,

'For the sun is perfidious, but night favourable.'

(See note A, pag. 153).
2

Literally, 'But the informer is guilty and base enough in what he

perpetrates, even though he have spoken the truth;' i.e- 'There is enough

in what he has done to stamp him as a base and guilty man, and to

entail upon him the consequences of baseness and guilt, even though his

tale be true.'

The remarkable phrase UjJj U\J\ ^b ^ ^J& ,
'He who tells tales

*

is guilty and base enough,' resembles those of the Koran Ijq^i tdl\

and ljj <dJ\ j , 'God is witness enough,' 'God is surety (substitute)

enough ;' . c. 'a sufficient witness and surety,' so that no other is required,
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Now as soon as our host had heard these metrical lines,

He highly estimated the importance
1 of his praise or blame,

And made him to recline on the cushion 2 of his esteem,

And assigned him the chief place
3 on his couch of honour.

Then he caused to be brought forth ten large dishes of silver,

That contained sweetmeats of sugar
4 and honey, saying to him,

'As there is no resemblance 5 between those in heaven and hell,

So the blameless must not be treated like the culpable :

Now these dishes may be accounted 6 faultless in keeping secrets;

Make them not therefore the object of thy aversion,

Nor act like one who should reckon Heber 7 with the Adites!'

1 This clause might mean, 'he formed a high admiration for his style

of eulogy and vituperation ;' but the above poem contains only the latter ;

and it is therefore better to translate it, 'formed a high idea of the im-

portance of his praise or blame ;' i. e. from the severity of the satire in the

above verses, he was convinced how much better it was to be the object

of his praise than of his censure, and accordingly resolved to treat him well.

2 ' Almohada' in Spanish is the same word as
jl^fJI

.

3
or,

'

placed him in the middle of it (the most honourable place), close

to himself.' But these phrases are probably metaphorical.

4
iXxftl! 'candy,' a species of sugar formerly much used in the East.

5 ' As the inhabitants of heaven and hell are not to be compared to-

gether, so it is not allowable that the blameless should be treated like the

culpable;' i.e. the latter would be as improper as the former.

6 'This set of dishes must be classed in the rank of those that are

blameless in keeping of secrets;' [^because they are opaque].
7

Literally, 'nor reckon Hud along with the Adites.' This Hud is

the same with Heber, grandson of Shem, who was sent by God to that

people to turn them from idolatry. They lived in Hadramaut, whither

they had gone after the confusion of tongues. A few of them believed

and followed Hud; but the rest of them were swept away by a strong

hurricane, according to the following passage in the xlvith Surah of the

Koran, 'Remember the brother of Ad (Hud) when he preached unto his

people in Al Akhaf (and there were preachers before and after him);
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Then he ordered a servant to convey them to his abode,

In order that he might dispose of them as he thought proper ;

When Abou-Zaid turning to us said, 'Now sing a song oftriumph
1
,

And accept the news of the cure 2 of your disappointment;

For God has now repaired your bereavement,

And removed every hinderance to your intended meal,

And permitted you to unite in the enjoyment
3 of the sweetmeats;

And thus "what you dislike may sometimes 4 be for your good."

saying, 'Worship none but God. Verily I fear for you the punishment

of a great day.' They answered,
' Art thou come to us to turn us aside

from the worship of our gods? Bring us now the punishment which

thou threatenest us, if thou art one of the truthful.' He replied,
'

Verily

the knowledge of the time of your punishment is with God; and I only

declare unto you what I am sent to preach ; but I see ye are an ignorant

people." And when they saw the preparation made for their punishment,

viz. a cloud traversing the sky, and tending towards their valley, they

said,
'
This is only a passing cloud that bringeth us rain.' Hud answered,

'Nay; it is what ye demanded to be hastened; a wind wherein is severe

vengeance : it will destroy every thing at the command of its Lord.' And

in the morning nothing was to be seen except their empty dwellings.'

The xith Surah of the Koran is called the Surah of Hud; and contains a full

account of the preaching of this prophet, and the obstinacy of the Adites ;

and so also does the viith Surah.

1 i.e. 'congratulate yourselves on what has happened;' literally, 'read

(or 'recite') the chapter of Victory' (the xlviiith Surah of the Koran is so

entitled) ;
a phrase expressive of self-congratulation, just as

'

reciting the

chapter of praise or thanksgiving' (the first Surah), is used to express

thanking or praising ; see pag. 1 27, note 4.

2
Literally, 'rejoice in the announcement of the cicatrizing of your

wound ;' t. e.
' the removal of your disappointment in being prevented from

eating the sweetmeats.'

3
Literally, 'gathered your company under the shade of the sweet-

meats.'

4 A quotation of an adage; viz. 'it is possible that a thing may be

disagreeable to you, and yet be good for you.'
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And when he was intending to depart to his home,

It occurred to him to beg the dishes as a present ;

So he said to our host,
' Know that it is a mark of courtesy,

In bestowing a present, to give
1 with it the vessel containing it.'

And the host replied,
'

[Take] both them and the slave,

And say no more, but rise and depart in peace.'

Whereupon Abou-Zaid sprang up to [make his] reply,

And thanked him as a meadow thanks a cloud of rain.

After which he conducted us to his tent,

And allowed us freely to dispose of his sweetmeats ;

For he began to hand the dishes about,

And to distribute their contents to the company with these words,

' I know not now whether to blame or thank that treacherous one,

And whether to forget or bear in mind the injury done to me ;

For though he was a foul aggressor
2 and doubly perfidious

3
,

Still he was the cloud from whence fell this copious shower4
,

And it was by his sword that this booty was won for me.

And it now occurs to me that I should return to my family,

And be content with what has accrued to me thus easily,

1 'Know that it is one of the indications of courtesy, that one who

bestows a present (^J^D should bestow therewith the vessel (containing it)'.

2 The verb t_o\~^ means properly 'to pay in advance, or by anticipa-

tion;' and when construed with such a word as *j ,>- means 'to commit

an aggression' in which one does the first wrong, and is beforehand with

the other.

.

3
Literally, 'was most perfidiously perfidious,' or 'made perfidy most

perfidious.'

4 He means that it was owing to the circumstance of prejudice against

the transparent having been produced in him by the perfidy of his neigh-

bour, that he had received this liberal present from the host, when he

related the cause of his prejudice to him and the company.
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And not weary out my camel or myself any more.

I now therefore take leave of you as a faithful friend 1

,

And commend you to the care of the Best of guardians.'

Then he mounted his beast to retrace his steps
2 and return home3

,

And so quitted us, while his strong camel set forward at speed ;

And we were left by the loss of his agreeable company
Like an assembly

4 whose president is departed,

Or a night whose moon is set.

1
Literally, 'one who preserves and observes our love.'

2 ' To return on the prints of his hoof;'
'
revenir sur ses pas.

1

3 'To his friends;' (i.e. to the people of his own tribe) called sj\:

as 'those who assist and support in case of distress.'

4
v^^-sj is a Persian word signifying 'a meeting, or party of friends,'

not used in the western regions of Islam.

NOTE A.

The following is another passage of an Arab poet given by the Scho-

liast, parallel to that quoted in the note (pag. 149) on the words "And
make me hate the morn/' &c.

^Uf- jJ>M JO

* O night, if thou must fly away, fly not with wings ! ({. e. rapidly)

*For there is no satisfaction (rest) to my eye in the morning!
' How can I but hate the morn ? since it is therein

' That the beautiful of face is to be removed away from me.'



THE MAKAMAH
OF

T E N I S E 1

.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN HAMMAM.

IN
the extravagance

2 of youth I obeyed the calls of folly
3
,

For I constantly frequented the company of the beautiful 4
,

And gave ear to the sweet harmonies of the tuneful ;

Until, when the warning
5 of increasing age had arrived,

1 A very ancient town now fallen to decay, in the Delta of the Nile,

not far from the sea. It was formerly a large place, and, like Damietta,

surrounded by a lake, which, during the inundation, becomes sweet water,

and continues so six months, and is salt during the remaining half-year.

Ibn Haukal says, that the site of this town was a vast mound raised

in ancient times over a number of corpses, and called *&3 . This mound

was probably the ruin of a great pyramid, which being built on low

ground and of soft materials, had been gradually worn away by the inun-

dations of the Nile. The town of Tenise or Tanis gave its name to the

Tanitic mouth of the Nile. See Bochart's Geographia Sacra, pag. 296.
-^,

2 This word \A occurs in the Makamah of Sanaa (pag. 77, lin. 1)

in the same sense.

3 LalH signifies ^$s\ \ Jj^U 'inclination to folly.'

4 Jai. is the plural of ItXxt, 'a delicate and elegant lady/ a 'luxurious

dame.'

6 The warning here intended is ^^.jguj^ 'hoariness.'
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And the bright prime of life had passed away,

I became earnest to be led to the practice of circumspection
1
,

And penitent for my derelictions 2 of duty toward God.

For parallel passages in which hoariness is spoken of as conveying an

admonition, ( Jjj), see pag. 80, note 1, and also the Makamah of Sawa,

Uj S-*^ CJ;JJ\ U!

'Hath not thy hoariness given thee a warning?

'And the admonition which it conveys is unquestionable.'

And in the Anthologie Arabe,

i_^.Xu**J! jJJJ CXjlfr Jc-

* The warning of hoariness has descended upon thee.'

Another poet says:

* The hoary hairs have already come, which warn a man,
' That when youth has departed, he must soon depart.'

1
or,

*
I became anxious for right guidance to awakening,' t. e.

'
for

guidance to what might awaken me to due concern for my real welfare,

and to proper circumspection of conduct.'

2 So a poet says:

'
I have relinquished mistresses and wine,

* And turned away from profligacy and infatuation,
* And committed all my affairs to my God ;

* And I have bidden a final farewell to my errors,

* And devoted myself to gain reward from my Lord.'
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So I began to endeavour to replace
1 my vices by virtues,

And to correct 2 my errors before my departure should arrive
;

For I turned from assiduously visiting the fair,

To seek opportunities of associating with the pious ;

And from consorting
3 with daughters of music and song,

To frequent the company
4 of men devoted to religion.

And I vowed to God that I would make none my companion

But such as had relinquished the paths of delusion,

And whose conduct was reformed from laxity to strictness 5
;

And if I met with any who had cast oif the curb 6 of restraint,

So Persius says (Sat. v. 61) of the decline of life,

* Turn crassos transisse dies lucemque palustrem
* Et sibi jam sen vitam ingemuere relictam.'

i
or, 'to expel my vices by virtues.' So a poet says:

-

'

Thy nights pass on at a rapid pace,
' But thou, as I see, art persisting in thy course ;

' Whereas if thou hadst been wise in the time that is past
' Of thy life, thou would'st have exchanged vice for virtue.'

2
or, 'repair.' .JilJ is equivalent to cJiljJ , 'resartio,' 'reparatio.'

3
Literally,

'

mixing with.' Amru Al Kais uses the same word where

he says JLaj ^boH irUU^l! Jo, 'a maid who mixes white with yellow;'

i. e. 'whose complexion is a mixture of white and yellow.'

4
'Approaching to/ from \jj. The original is here more than ordi-

narily full of alliterative antitheses.

5
Literally, 'whose unfolding (laxity) should have returned to folding

up' (strictness); 'cujus animus solutus rediisset in plicam/ as it has been

well rendered.

6
Properly, 'halter' (of a horse).
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And was addicted to prolonged indulgence in sloth 1

,

I removed my dwelling far from his dwelling,

And fled away from the contagion of his infamy
2
.

Now when my travels had brought me 3 to Tenise,

And had set me down at the pleasant mosque of that town,

I saw therein one surrounded by a crowded circle,

And with a dense throng of spectators about him,

Whom he was sternly and distinctly
4
addressing in these words;

' Poor indeed, how poor ! is the son of Adam !

He leans on the world's support
5 which has no firmness,

And trusts to its protection which is not to be relied on,

And perishes by a lingering death 6
through his love of it;

1
Sluggish vice is here metaphorically called

*

sleep.' Compare Persius,

Sat. m. 58, where upbraiding a profligate, he says,

'

Stertis adhuc, laxumque caput compage soluta

*
Oscitat hesternum, dissutis undique mails.'

2
Literally, 'from his scab and his shame.' A similar metaphor is

employed in Makamah xxix. (pag. 365, De Sacy),
*
I was perplexed about

the consequences of his conduct, and in fear of the contagion of his scab.'

Compare Horace,

'Occupet extremum scabies, mihi turpe relinqui est.'

3
Literally, 'when peregrination had thrown me to Tenise.' So in the

Makamah of Sanaa (pag. 71, lin. 3), 'The vicissitudes of fortune tossed

me to Sanaa in Yemen.'

4
or, 'in a resolute spirit, and with distinct utterance.'

^Jk$U (not

jJU) comes from ^Ce,
'

validus fuit'

5
Literally, 'he trusts to a support from the world, which has no

strength to support, and trusts to a protection from it, that has no power
to protect.'

6 * And is slaughtered by his love for it without a knife ;' . <?. in a

lingering manner, like an animal that is killed by some blunt instru-

ment, as a club or stone. Thus Shareeshi explains this phrase, stating
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He is devoted to it to the utter neglect of himself,

And madly enamoured 1 of it to his own misery,

And accumulates therein for his pride and ostentation,

But makes no provision out of it for his end.

I call Him to witness who mingled
2 the water of the two seas,

And lighted up the two luminaries 3 of heaven,

And exalted the dignity
4 of the two [holy] stones,

that what is intended by it is the torment and misery c Oik*J', to which

the worldling is doomed by his wretched devotion to the world. For a

similar lament on the effects of worldliness, see the Makamah of Sanaa

(pag. 83). A poet, quoted in the Anthologie, says:

\fjj\y U3JJ1 <^Ju:

' The world brings weariness to its seeker.'

1
Literally,

'
is as mad as a dog for it.' The Scholiast says that c_-4

is 'a madness that affects dogs when they have eaten human flesh.'

2
or, 'sent forth.' If we suppose the 'two seas' here spoken of

to be the Mediterranean
j^/Lw^ y*?r! and the Indian Ocean

jJ^Jl r^ >

this rendering of
"

is best. But if 'the two seas' intended be the

Mediterranean and the Black Sea, it is best to translate _, , 'mix;'

and that these are the two intended is rendered probable by the fact,

that one of the titles of the Turkish Sultan is
' Lord of the two seas,'

t. e. the Black Sea and the Mediterranean.

3
Literally, 'the two moons.' Shareeshi says that the Sun and Moon

were called
.*> -*J and not juu/ci ('the two moons' and not 'the two

suns'), although the sun is more excellent than the moon, because the

former word is easier to pronounce (t_jL>4), and that for the same reason

Abou-Bekr and Omar were called j _4jJ1 (the two Omars), though

Abou-Bekr was allowed to have the pre-eminence over Omar. It is some-

what analogous to this mode of denominating two persons or things by

the dual number of the inferior one, that men and beasts collectively are

called 'animals,' though a mere animal is inferior to a man.

4 or
'
value.' Some commentators say that

'
the two stones' here
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That if the son of Adam were possessed of understanding,

He would certainly choose to abstain from carousal 1

;

And if he duly meditated on his former transgressions,

He would weep tears of blood 2 because of them ;

And if he were seriously mindful of future retribution 3
,

He would surely strive to make amends for what is past
4

;

spoken of are silver and gold, and that the clause means * who ordained

the high value of the precious metals.' Others on the contrary assert that

'the two stones' are the two holy stones, viz. the black stone at Mecca,

and the sacred stone at Jerusalem to which Mohammed tied the Barak

on which he rode to heaven, when he had descended; or else the black

stone at Mecca, and the stone called *j! *\JLc on which Abraham

stepped at that place ; all these three being regarded with superstitious

reverence by Moslemin. (See note (A) at the end of this Makamah,

pag. 173.) The latter sense has been adopted by the translator.

1 'He certainly would not associate with boon companions.'

2 A phrase expressive of the most bitter and poignant lamentation
;

so in the Makamah of Sawa, 'Thou shalt weep blood, not tears, when

thou shalt find that friends and kindred are of no avail to thee in the

Grand Review;' ^jJI }J *jJ! ^jj JJL.
.

3
SlilCo is explained by Shareeshi c^Uls^U '^e retributions of good

and evil in the other world.'

4 This phrase may be rendered as above, if jj .jJL^ be taken to mean

'seek to repair,' (cJ^jJ has already occurred, vid. pag. 156, note 2, in

the same sense as .jib', viz. 'reparatio,' 'resartio'), and cjli I* to

mean * what has past,' i. e.
' the consequences of past omissions and fail-

ings.' But if
cJ^JuL^ signify (as it may, vid. Gol.)

' seek to attain to,'

-'- U> will mean 'what has escaped [him];' and the clause must then

be rendered,
* he would surely strive to attain to that virtue, (or

'
that

merit'), which he has hitherto failed to attain to through negligence;'

or, 'which has hitherto escaped him.'
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And if he recollected that he must soon return ' to God,

He would endeavour to correct the evil of his doings.

O most astonishing of all wonders 2
,

That one should brave the place of devouring flames 3
,

Only to hoard gold and amass wealth for posterity
4

!

Yea 5
, strangest of all marvellous things,

That though thy increasing hoariness warn thee 6
,

1 'And if he reflected on his future return to God, &c.' After the

word JU, 'return,' we must always supply the ellipsis ^!Uj <dll ^\
'
to God ;' for it is never used except in this sense. Similarly, the author

of the book of Ecclesiastes says, 'The spirit shall return to God who

gave it;' implying that it had been with God before it animated a human

body. See the Makamah of Sanaa, pag. 80, note 4.

2
Literally, '0 wonder of all wonders!' This phrase, Ujsf L, is con-

strued with
.J

after it, prefixed to the noun expressing the object of

wonder.

3
*c_-A^ c^J is an epithet of hell; literally, 'the possessor of flame,'

i. e.
'
the place of fire.'

4 'His posterity;' literally, 'those who trace their pedigree to him.'

A similar sentiment occurs in an Arab poet :

b fa\

<t

'
I wonder at the fool who leaves behind him

' To heirs whatever of gains he has accumulated ;

'

They gather his goods together ; and then shed at his tomb
'

Apparent tears, behind which lurks the joy (laughter) of the heart.'

Compare Horace :
' Absumet hseres Caecuba dignior, &c. ;' and Persius,

Sat. vi. 70.

5
Literally,

'
besides it is a piece of strange novelty ;' i. e.

'
it is utterly

unaccountable.' J means here 'I repeat it again' like the English 'I

say.'
6

Literally,
'
that the mixture of hoariness should admonish thee, and thy
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And thy sun announce 1 his speedy disappearance,

Thou still hast no thought
2 of turning to repentance,

Nor of purifying thyself from what disgraces thee !
'

Then he indited these lines in the style of pious
3 exhortation :

'Alas for him who youthful folly's ways

Intent pursues, though warned by hoary hair
;

And casts at passion's fire a lingering gaze
4
,

Though tottering limbs his failing strength
5 declare !

sun announce his disappearance, and yet thou shouldst not think of repenting.'

L&.J
is 'the mixture of hoar hairs with black.' It is used in the same

sense in the Makamah of Basra:

^ i*-j ia-j U-^xiJI ,^$J U!

JAJ JJj

' Dost thou not perceive the hoariness mingling itself, and drawing lines

upon thy head ? and yet whoever has had the mixture of grey appear

upon the crown of his head, is as though he were already announced to be

dead (by the mourners).' Compare in 12th chapter of Ecclesiastes, 'The

mourners go about the streets, &c.,' i. e.
'
those symptoms of decay, which

are the precursors of death, make their appearance.'
1

Literally,
'

proclaim like a muezzin.'

2
,<J has here a sense similar to that of ^\. 'idea.'

3
Literally,

' with the inditing of one who directs aright,' (t.
.

' who

leads in the path of virtue.')

4 /V is
'
to look for light or warmth (to a fire).' The hoary sinner

is here compared to a man casting a last lingering look at a fire
\_i.

e. sen-

sual appetite] which he must, quit, though longing still to enjoy it.

5
Literally, 'after he has begun to tremble (or

' become trembling') from

the weakness of his powers.' ^a
\ is used here, a in other places in the

Makamat, in the simple sense
'

became,' or '
was.' For a similar sentiment

see Juvenal, Sat. x. 203 210. So also in the 12th chapter of Eccleniastes,

12
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Who, deeming mirth a couch 1 of sure repose,

Still revels 1 there secure in wanton ease,

Nor dreads the sign
2 of life's approaching close,

The sign that wisdom ne'er unheeding sees!

Who recks not if his honour wounded lies 3
,

Nor stops where reason bids him to abstain ;

Whose doom is hopeless woe whene'er he dies 4
;

Whose life, though long, is wholly spent in vain !

old age is spoken of as ' the day when the keepers of the house (i. e. the

hands or arms) tremble.'

1

Literally, 'he rides upon pleasure (wantonness), and deems it the

softest couch that a preparer of couches (lectus strator) can furnish.' A
mixture of two metaphors ; worldly pleasure being compared first to a horse

upon which a man is constantly riding, and then to a couch whicli he

deems the softest and most agreeable that can be found for him to repose

himself upon.
2 ' He fears not hoariness, the stars of which an intelligent man never

saw (on his head) but he was perturbed.' 'Stars' here has a double mean-

ing, viz. 'signs or prognostications,' which is a metaphorical sense, and
'

bright spots or patches,' (because the mixture of white hairs produces an

appearance of that kind on the head), which is a literal sense.

3 ' "Who abstains not from what discretion prohibits ; and cares not about

his reputation being injured (lacerated).'
4

Literally, 'for if such an one dies, Qit will be said] "Away with

him;" and if he lives, he is like one who lives not.' The expression

has occurred, as synonymous with !A*J, in the Makamah of Singar

(page 137, line 2), in the clause
' And of the musician of Mosul it would be

said,
"
Away, far away with him !

" '

In the present passage it is best to

*> .

supply after aj \A^ the words <M <L*-j ^o, the sense being 'Away
with him from God's mercy !' i. e.

' God's mercy will be far away from
<?

him,' so that there will be no hope for him. In the words <

the t_J implies 'if so then;' see p. 108, not. 3.
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O rid 1

thyself, before the fatal day
2

,

From guilt's keen sting whereof thy heart complains,

And wipe by penitence thy sins away
3
,

How dark soe'er and deeply fixed their stains.

For who is blest? Not he whose deeds abhorr'd 4
,

Diffuse a savour foul, as corpse exhumed ;

But he 5 whose generous acts delight afford

To all around, like broidered robe perfumed.

1 The two next pair of verses of the original are inverted in order in

the translation, that the sense may be more consecutive.

2 ' Then say to him whose guilt has pricked him (like a thorn),
" Thou

art lost, poor soul, or thou must pluck out the thorn ;" 'i.e.
'
unless

thou pluck out the thorn.' This use of \ for 'unless,' resembles that in

a passage in the Makamah of Singar,
'
I had vowed that my friendship

should not restore itself to him unless my yesterday were restored to

me;' literally, 'or that my yesterday must be restored (return) to me.'

L5**^ L^ t^ ^' pa * *^' lm ' ^

3 ' Then be sincere in the performance of repentance, by which thou

mayest wipe out whatever black sins have had their stains infixed ;' (i. <?.

have been stained deeply in, like ink on paper, &c., as the Scholiast says).

4 ' There is no good in the life of a man whose savour is like that of

a corpse dug up after ten days.' A common metaphor among the Arabs

for vileness and infamy. So in the Makamah of Alexandria, speaking of

the then degraded condition of men of letters, he says, they are

L^ rv^
' As though they were carcases in their respective places, from whose

stench people would withdraw to a distance and show aversion.' (See

page 103, De Sacy.)
5 ' But how loved and admired is he whose good (sweet-smelling) repu-

tation shines with beauty like an embroidered robe !' Golius explains

122
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Then gladly haste thy bounty to display,

By kindness win 1 the thoughtless and the wise,

And each whom fortune strips of feathers gay,

Endow with fresh-plumed wings
2

, and bid to rise.

Art thou too weak to succour the opprest?

Then others rouse 3 to rescue him from thrall,

And raise the suppliant
4

; so shalt thou be blest,

And rise unblamed to meet the Judge of all.

'quam mihi sit dilectus!' as derived from i.^s>- } 'he loved,' and \j,

'this.' See page 103, note 1, in the Makamah of Alexandria.

1
Literally,

' and associate with others in a conciliatory spirit ; and win

(or
' circumvent by kindness') both him who is trifling and fickle, and him

who on the contrary is grave and sedate.'

2
Literally,

'
feather the wing of the noble, if his fortune strip him ;

may none exist who refuses to do so!' An elegant form of exhortation to

the relief of persons whom misfortune has reduced from wealth to indi-

gence. Similarly, he says, in the 29th Makamah (vid. pag. 357, De Sacy),
*
I have an idea that thou oughtest to find for thyself a father-in-law who

may heal thy wound (thy poverty), said feather thy wing.'

^ ^ is equivalent to /juj yei/o/To.
' God forbid that there should be

one who is not disposed to succour the indigent.'

In the Thousand and One Nights, the phrase ,.ljw^L /.A^X is of fre-

quent occurrence. It means,
' God forbid that it should happen, or that

it should be possible for it to happen.'
3 ' And help him who is afflicted by oppression ;

and if thou failest

(art too weak) to help him, then call in a host of others (mightier than

thyself) to his aid.' The literal rendering of iilk^**^ according to Shareeshi

is <UiU1
^Js. (j^jJsJsh

u-Jbl.

* ' And raise up a fallen person (or
'
one who has stumbled') when-

ever such an one calls to thee; perhaps it may be that thou wilt be
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Take then 1 the cup of admonition, and drink from it;

And bestow of the redundance of it on him who is athirst.'

Now when he had concluded these plaintive sentences,

And had finished the recitation of his verses,

A half-clothed youth, of the age of puberty
2

, rose and said,

' O ye who are thus intelligent
3 and attentive to admonition,

You have listened to the discourse 4 that my father indited,

And fully comprehended
5 his exhortations to rectitude:

Whoever therefore among you intends to adopt his counsel,

raised up through him in the last Judgment;' i.e. either 'through his

intercessions,' or 'in reward for the bounty which thou hast exercised

towards him.'

This poem contains some highly moral reflections ; but Abou-Zaid's object

in it is merely to elicit relief from his hearers by convincing them of the

religious duty of succouring one like himself, who, though a man of good

birth and education, had sunk to indigence; and it had the desired effect.

1 The last two lines of the poem in the original, though they agree

with it in measure and rhyme, are unconnected with it in sense, and might

as well have been written in prose; because 'the cup of advice' here, is

merely the preceding sermon and poem, which those present are entreated

to impart to such of the absent as stand in need of similar advice,
* such as

are athirst,' as it is metaphorically expressed. Compare Isaiah Iv. 1.

2 The verb ,^Ji-Ii is used primarily of a male gazelle that has acquired

his first horns and is weaned.

3
or,

'

people of calculation ; primarily
'
small stones to count with.'

4
Literally, 'you have laid up the recitation in your memories;' 'you

are in possession of my father's remarks.' Or, simply,
'

you have heard his

recitation ;' in which sense U has already occurred in these Makamat, as

in that of Alexandria, where the judge says,
'
I am now in possession of thy

wife's statement ;' i. e.
'

I have heard her plea,' cX-> -e ^^ ei-j^j **

See pag. 101, lin. 5.

5 The verb <JJtj is primarily applied to knowledge of religion and divine

things.
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And thereby to provide for his own future good
1

,

Let him exhibit that intention by liberality to me,

And not neglect to bestow upon me of his bounty
2

:

For by Him who knows secrets, and pardons even obduracy
3

,

My actual circumstances correspond
4 with what you see,

And my suit well deserves 5
your favourable consideration ;

1 'To improve his future prospects,' 'his hereafter.' It has been

already stated that almsgiving is regarded as a religious duty by Moslemin.

See Makamah of Beni Haraam, pag. 63, not. 6.

2 ' And not turn away from me in the bestowal of his bounty.'

3
j\fa$\

is 'perseverance in anything/ 'obstinacy,' here 'in falsehood

or deception.' So in the Makamah of Singar (vid. pag. 209, De Sacy),
' He met with nothing from me but repulse and perseverance in aversion.'

, PaS- 144> fr- 7, h. 1.

4 i.e. 'I am really as poor as I appear to be.' The Arabs consider

it a duty to conceal poverty, and a shame to expose it to others by men-

dicity. See Mak. of Alexandria ' Know that the concealment of poverty is

a duty of self-denial.' Hence his poverty is frequently called by Abou-Zaid,
'
his secret ;' as in the Makamah of Teflis,

'
I did not put myself into this

degrading position, or reveal to you circumstances which ought to be kept

secret, till I had been forced thereto by wretchedness and palsy.'
5

Literally,
' And my face well deserves respectful regard ;' i. e.

'

my
case well deserves the consideration and relief which may spare my face

the blushes consequent on suffering refusal;' or,
f

my exposure of my face

to shame, in thus confessing my poverty and soliciting relief, gives me a

claim to respectful consideration, and a right not to be refused.' An ex-

tremely elliptical and idiomatic phrase, and closely akin to one which has

been explained in the Makamah of Sanaa, see pag. 73, note 1, viz.

/fft^UJJ iti, 'cui perfricarem sericum meum,' viz. 'pellem vultus mei;'

i.e. 'cui perfricta fronte exponerem paupertatem meam;' which implies that

since poverty cannot be exposed to the world without disgrace, a beggar

must necessarily have hardened his face against shame, and, as it were, worn

off all the delicacy of its skin
(i^-lx? j),

and dried up from it, as it were,
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Assist me therefore ! So may you be blest with divine ! aid !'

His father also endeavoured to dispose them favourably to him,

And to facilitate his obtaining what he asked for ;

So that he became like a well 2 that has reached a spring,

Or a barren desert that has produced herbage.

But as soon as his purse was full, he slipped from among us,

Strutting
3 as he went, and applauding the town of Tenise.

And the father did not choose to stay after the son was gone,

So, after begging us to raise our hands 4 in prayer for him,

He proceeded to address himself to departure.

Now I wished to test his sincerity
5

,
and solve his mystery

6
,

all those juices (&.J\ U), which otherwise would mantle in blushes at

the degradation consequent on the practice of mendicity.
1

Literally,
' So may you have assistance conferred upon you ;' i. e.

'

by

God.' The word
j:;

. is so constantly used in the Koran with respect to

blessings conferred by God, that it is scarcely ever employed by Arab writers

in any other sense; and ^uJU ^\j means, 'he was blest by God with

such and such a thing.'

2
Literally, 'Till hit well sprung up with water,' or 'came upon a

spring;' i.e. 'till he was like a well that had reached a spring,' &c.

The youth is here compared to a well which being dug deeper and deeper

reaches water at last, whereas before it was only a dry pit, and to a tract

of soil which having been barren begins to produce herbage, because, in

consequence of the liberality of the company, he had suddenly become in

a measure rich after having been poor. For constructions similar to the

above, see pag. 58, note 1.

3
or, 'swaying himself to and fro/

4 ' He begged the raising of the hands Qof the people] in prayer ;' or

'he desired to lift his own hands in prayer.' Shareeshi approves the first

translation, and explains ,_.xM -V^ by ^**j c_~-ii? .

5
Literally,

'
to test his solidity,' like that of a piece of wood by press-

ing it between the teeth. See pag. 101, not. 1, in Mak. of Alexandria.

is
' a mystery which needs interpretation.' The verb *-J ,

6
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And therefore followed him, while he pursued his way vigorously,

And abstained from even once breaking silence 1 to me.

But as soon as he felt secure from sudden interruption
8
,

And so had an opportunity
3 of addressing me in private,

He turned round to me, and saluted me cheerfully,

And said, 'Did the youth's
4 cleverness 5

please thee 6
?'

And I replied, 'Yes, by the Faithful 7
, Watchful 7 Protector!'

'

interpretatus est,' (whence the Italian 'tergomano' and English 'dragoman'),

is a Chaldee word from which WIT), 'a translation,' is derived.

1
Literally, 'without unsewing the seam of his silence.'

2 A ' sudden interrupter.' There is a passage very similar to this in the

Makamah of Barkaid (pag. 83, De Sacy) viz.
djo-lilj

<U-l^ ,J CU J1.

<Ui is^r* 'V1 i*?^ >

'
J should have preferred to have taken him by

surprise, and spoken privately with him, in order to test the solidity (sound-

ness) of my conjecture respecting him.'

3
Literally,

' found private conversation with me] practicable,' \^>

occurs in the Makamah of Singar; see pag. 140, lin. 7, and there means

'a private audience' or 'conversation.'

4
Primarily, 'a young gazelle;' to which the young and graceful are

often compared by the Arabs. See Mak. of Damascus, pag. 190, note 7.

5 His cleverness in addressing the people as above, and obtaining money
from them by inculcating on them obedience to his father's exhortations to

liberality.

6

jjfb
^^ a Pronommal an̂ x or an accusative after it signifies,

' seemed

bright or excellent to.' So in the Makamah of Holouan,

' None who met me (i. e. none whom I met with) after his removal from

me was pleasing to me.'

7
,rv>^ *8

' one wh *s ^rue ^ h*s own word;' and ^j^j^^\ 'one

who takes anxious care for others.' Both are appellations of the Deity,
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He said,
' He is of Seroug, and brings pearls

1 out of the deep :'

I replied, 'I swear thou art the tree 2 whereof he is the fruit,

And the flame of which he is the spark.'

And he confirmed my conjecture, and commended my sagacity;

And then said,
' Wilt thou 3 make a short visit to my house 4

,

and are together substituted here for the name of God,
*
Allah/ in the

ordinary affirmative phrase, <dl1 ^.
1 The reading here adopted by the translator, in accordance with Sharee-

shi, is .s?, not _.jS't the sense so given being consistent with that

of other passages of these Makamat, in which beauties of eloquence (par-

ticularly verses), are called
'

pearls,' and the eloquent person is said to

'

bring them up from the depths of the ocean of eloquence ;' as in the

Makamah of Alexandria, pag. 103, lin. 8 :

' To win the pearls of eloquence I strive,

' And in the ocean deep of language dive.'

Thus, 'he who brings up pearls from the deep,' will refer to 'the youth'

in the above passage ;

'

pearls' and ' the deep' being used metaphorically.

De Sacy reads _ j^, supposing the
^ to be the asseverative Wav

( .-5^ \. ),
so that the clause would mean,

'

by Him who brings pearls

out of the depth of the ocean,' t. e. 'by God!' 'pearls' being used in a

literal sense. But this particular form of asseveration has no appropriateness

in the present passage, beside that the phrase would be incorrect in itself,

because it cannot be said with truth that God '

brings forth the pearls from

the deep ;' since they are concealed there within the shells of sea-fish, until

they are brought up by divers.

2
Literally, 'the tree of his fruit and the fire of his spark;' i.e. 'I

could have sworn that thou wast his father (so much does his style of

eloquence resemble thine)'.

3
cJJ Jlfc,

i.e. aL-U. cJJ <Jfc may be construed with either ^ or

^ji
after it. (See Mak. of Teflis, pag. 428, lin. 8, De Sacy). It may be

translated,
' Hast thou a mind ?'

' Art thou disposed' to do so.

4 In v^ooM the article Jl is probably a substitute for the possessive
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That we may there quaff a cup of wine together
1
?'

I replied,
' Woe to thee ! Wilt thou " exhort people to virtue,

And then seem forgetful of thy own soul" 2?'

But he only smiled like one affecting to laugh
3
,

And passed on without attempting to dispute with me.

affix ^j
'

my ;' or the word may mean ' the house [of entertainmentJ,
'
the

house Qof winejj by a euphemistic ellipsis.

1 c jUuu is explained by a commentator JblxJu ,

'
that we may pass

between us from hand to hand' like boon companions; a method of carou-

sal particularly reprobated by strict Moslemin. See page 49, note 1.

2 A quotation from a passage in the 'Traditions of the Prophet/

where it is stated that he saw some persons suffering torment in hell,

and on asking who they were, received the answer,
' These are they who

exhorted people to virtue, but forgot their own souls.' A commentator

gives the following verses of a similar import :

\ *

' thou who preachest to others, thou art now justly suspected,
'
Since thou prohibitest them from actions which thou perpetratest thyself;

'Thou art like one who should clothe the naked in garments,
' While his own nakedness is exposed, with no attempt to conceal it ;

'Whereas the worst of all things, next to learning infidelity,

'
Is that an individual should be blind to his own imperfections,

' And that while he knows and sees clearly what disgraces others,

'He should not be able to perceive what disgraces himself.'

3
Literally,

' he shewed his teeth,' which might be without real

mirth.
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But presently it occurred to him to come back to me and say,

' Learn l this from me, and keep
l it for me ;

To drive 2
away sadness,

Thou freely must tope ;

So thy heart will have gladness,

No more thou wilt mope :

And to each who may venture

Thy pleasures to blame,

1

<Uc i^JaA*- means 'I learnt {[something] from him;' <uLc oJaAa*.

'
I kept [a. secret] for him ;' <Gu> ^^^aAs*.

'
I guarded (something) from

him ;' <u^o loAl-\
'
I am on my guard against him.'

The first two of these phrases occur in the above passage ; and the first

and last in the beginning of the Makamah of Koufa, where it is said of the

company present,
'

They were all men to be learnt from, not to be guarded

against' x lais^i ^ *xc laisri.

2
Laterally, remove sadness from thee by drinking pure wine ; and cheer

thyself, and be not sad ; and say to him who would blame thee for that by
which thou drivest care away from thee, 'Enough of thee! Be ashamed!'

(or 'Go back!' i.e. 'Go away from me!')

Arab poets are full of allusions to 'the blamer'
/^ >

\j\\, i.e. 'the envious

and illnatured who carps at innocent enjoyments;' this is especially the case

in amatory poems, and those in praise of conviviality.

Thus Tarafa in his Moallaka says:

1 O thou who blamest me for engaging in combats
' And for taking part in festivities, canst thou make me immortal ?

'

And Omar Ibn Fared :

'

Say to him who would blame me and annoy me on account of her,

'Quit me and leave me, and relinquish thy offensive counsel.'
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Say,
"
Spare me '

thy censure,

Or thine be the shame 2 "!'

Then he said,
' As for me I must depart to the place

Where I quaff my morning and evening potations ;

But if thou dost not choose to be my companion,

Nor to associate 3 with one who indulges in pleasure,

Then thou art not the friend for me, nor thy way mine;

Leave then my path, and turn aside from it,

And make no search or inquiry after me.'

is equivalent to cXx****-, 'Enough of thee!' i.e. 'of thy counsel.'

* o
2

Literally,
' Be ashamed.' i_^oJ \ is from c_A (8th conjug.), and

equivalent to ^^M, or, as some commentators say, to *->-^j 'avaunt!'

See page 144, note 5.

Similarly Anacreon says to the censorious,

Tt
/Jt

TOIM? I/OJUOU? 8tSd(7KC

TI 8" e/zoi \oyiav TOCTOVTWV

rtav firjbev ta(f)\ovvrtav ;

/j.d\\ov 2i'2a<7K irivfiv

dira\ov iro^a Avaiov.

3 Before *jSj> ^ must be supplied from the preceding clause. The
\

same ellipsis occurs in the words of the Koran, JLUJU /j^si!
!*jjj L

The verb 3 is not derived from 1 (with the medial Wav), 'cul-

pavit,'
'
accusavit,' but from +$ (with the medial hamza), which, in the

third conjugation, and construed with the accusative after it without a

preposition, as in the present passage, signifies
'
consensit,'

'

concordavit.'

See Golius-
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Then he went away in the opposite direction 1

,

And turned back again to me no more.

So that I burnt 2 with sorrow at his departure,

And earnestly wished that I had not met with him at all.

1
or, 'turning his back upon me.' The words

are a quotation from the Koran, and imply complete and final departure.

2
or, 'blazed.' Similarly, sorrow is compared to smouldering embers

in the Makamah of Koufa in the passage,
' Then he took leave of me and

departed, and deposited in my heart by his departure the embers of lasting

regret;'

NOTE (A)

' The black stone' is regarded by Mohammedans as the most precious of

all relics. They say that '
it was originally one of the precious stones of

paradise which was sent down to Adam, and from having been white became

black in consequence of the sin of mankind.' ' It was taken up to heaven

again at the Deluge, but was restored to Abraham when he was building the

Kaaba at Mecca, and placed by him and his son Ishmael in its north wall,

where it retained its position whenever the temple was repaired, until in

the year 317 after the Hegira, the heretic sect of the Karmati removed

it, when they polluted the temple of Mecca, and only replaced it when

they found it impossible to suppress pilgrimage.' Some, however, deny that

it was ever restored, asserting that the stone which occupies its place is

not genuine.

'The sacred stone at Jerusalem' is in the mosque there on the hill of

Moriah (the site of Solomon's temple), and is venerated because Mohammed

is said to have tied to it the sacred animal called
jj|j (Barak), when he

had descended from paradise; for which reason it is called by Euthymius

(see Pocock, pag. 144, Spec. Arab. Hist.), a name derived from

<*X (Barak).

The third sacred stone, which may be one of the ^ ,
is that called
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fUu, viz. the white stone on which Abraham stepped at Mecca,

and which bore the imprint of his foot. It was usual for the pilgrims to

Mecca to drink water out of this footprint. Ahmed Ibn Yusuf says that

when the Karmati took away the
' black stone,' this white one was hidden

and saved from them by a porter of the temple. He says that he had

himself drunk water out of the footprint, and that this mark was <!jo

.js^ ic. (jwlj,
'like the print of a foot on dough (paste):'

where

Pocock (Spec. Arab. Hist.) has read
{jj\)

for ^\j ,
and derides the his-

torian for his credulity, observing that the mark was probably more like a

head than a foot, and that
'
oculi superstitione lippi caput a pede distinguere

nesciunt.' The account of Abraham's fabled visit to Mecca, when he rested

his foot on this stone, is given at length by Ibn Yusuf, in his life of

Ishmael; though he does not inform us from what source he derived his

information.

He says :
' After Ishmael had quitted his father and travelled southward,

he settled at Mecca, a well-watered place, and there lived a nomadic life.

That his father, desirous to see him, in order to advise him to commence

the building of the Kaaba, rode from Palestine to visit him on the "Barak" in

six hours. Arriving at Ishmael's house, he did not find him within; and

his wife behaved discourteously to the prophet, not inviting him to alight,

nor offering him refreshment. He therefore returned to Palestine, merely

bidding the woman to inform her husband that an old man had come to see

him, who recommended him to remove the lintel from the door of his house.

She did so ; and Ishmael, at once understanding that the old man was his

father, and that he meant that he should repudiate his wife for her want of

courtesy, obeyed his father's injunction, and married another. The next time

that Abraham came, he was received in a very different manner. For the

wife of Ishmael, though she did not know who the old man was, gave him

refreshment, and, when he refused to alight, washed his feet, and then his

head, putting a large stone first on one and then on the other side of the

Barak, for Abraham to set his foot on, as he leant his head to either side

that she might wash it in a basin which she brought out for that purpose.

The marks thus made by his feet on the stone (*jj^ j^ /Uu) were mira-

culously preserved, and are still venerated by pilgrims.'



THE MAKAMAH
OF

DAMASCUS.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN HAMMAM.

WHEN
I was possest of costly steeds and envied wealth 1

,

So that exemption from care* invited me to amusement 3
,

1
Literally,

' short-haired steeds tied in the stall,' (t. e. horses of a

fine breed, and well kept), and wealth that was regarded with emulation.'

So -flSschylus, Prom. v. 473 :

v<f> appaT iiyctfov <f>i\rjviov<;

Ttj<; virepirXovrov ^Aj3j<?.

2 The phrase c jJJl !>- means literally, 'freedom' or 'exemption from

stretching forth the arm,' i. e.
' from bodily exertion,' and, metaphorically,

'exemption from care (mental exertion);' as the Scholiast says,

,j4jS!j (V*^ ..f
' H9 general meaning is therefore 'ease of body and

mind arising from opulence.' In the Makamah of Alexandria (pag. 106,

note 1), occurs the expression ^J .jLij 'my power of exertion, my

capabilities, were straitened.' If c ,JJ! As- be taken to imply the re-

verse of such
'

straitening of the capabilities,' it will mean ' the ability to

follow one's inclination which wealth confers/ 'independence' or 'competence.'

However Shareeshi prefers to render it 'exemption from care and anxiety,'
"

jun .

equivalent to
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And luxurious plenty
1

tempted me to arrogance
2
,

I set out from Irak 3 to the rich plain
4 of Damascus ;

At which when I had arrived, after enduring much hardship
5

,

1
Literally, 'fulness of the teats with milk,' which may be used either

metaphorically for
'

opulence and plenty,' (as in Job xxi. 24,
' His breasts

rj-ather
'

milkpails'3 are full of milk'), or literally, to express the flourishing

state of his flocks and herds.

2
JLXJ&JL> is equivalent to *&>]] 1^ JkL^s-i The commencement of

this Makamah much resembles that of the Makamah of Damietta, where

Hareth also states that ' he was looked up to on account of his opulence

&c.' (vid. in loc.) Hareth is invariably represented as in affluent circum-

stances in the Makamat, with the exception of that of Sanaa, where he speaks

of himself as constrained by heavy losses to travel abroad in quest of

mercantile gain.

3 Irak (Babylonia) is divided into Irak Arabi and Irak Agami. Hareth

is represented, like Hariri, as a native of Basra in Irak Arabi.

4
Literally,

' The Grouta.'
' The beautiful plain of Damascus, called the

$o*s. , because/ the Scholiast says, 'it abounds with water and fruit-trees.'

It is denominated by Moslemin one of the four terrestrial paradises (for

the rest of them see note, pag. 31), and is the finest of them all.

Bochart (Geograph. Sacra, pag. 90) derives the name HIDiy ^rom VV'
son of Aram, who he says, founded Damascus.

5 The journey of which he speaks is that from Bagdad to Damascus over

the desert where very little water is to be met with, and there is great

danger from the Bedouins. The severity of the same route is alluded to

again in the Mak. of Tyre, where speaking of his having come from Bagdad
to Tyre (which is about three days farther than Damascus), he says that he

entered it (Tyre),
;
after enduring intense fatigue, and being brought very

nigh unto death,'
(.j( X\j\&*j

*$\ $Ulx AM . Any one who has

experienced the hardship of such a journey will not wonder at the delight

here expressed by Hareth on arriving after it in the delightful vega
of Damascus, a change which may well be compared to an entrance into

paradise after the agonies of a protracted death.
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With the camel that bore me, exhausted 1

by fatigue,

I found it such as the tongues of men have described it

Containing all that hearts desire or eyes delight in 2
;

So I congratulated myself on the result of my journey
3
,

And at once entered eagerly on a course of pleasure
4

;

And I there continued breaking open the seals of my desires 5
,

And gathering the ripe vintage of enjoyments,

Until travellers began to prepare for the eastward journey
6

,

And I was so far recovered from my drowning
7 in delights,

1

Literally, 'after much distress of soul' (or
'
distress on my own part'),

' and exhaustion on the part of my strong camel ;' * belongs to the

numerous vocabulary of words primarily applied to the camel.

2
jk|

' suave et jucundum comperit.'
3

Literally, 'So I thanked the hand (or 'bounty') of removal (from

Bagdad to Damascus),' i. e. because his journey had brought him to so

delicious a place of sojourn.
4

Literally,
'
I ran a course (a

'

heat') with (i.
e. in the indulgence of)

pleasurable inclination' (,_$J!); Jjll?
means ^^\ J

Jo-ljJ1 \s^

one 'heat in a race.'

5
i. e.

'
to indulge myself in enjoyments from which I had been de-

barred during the journey.' The passage is thus explained by the Scholiast,

S ^
6 This clause is to be construed literally thus, 'Till travellers,' (JL)

is explained by Shareeshi .jjUw+M), 'began to enter upon' (t -i 'under-

took or commenced')
'

travelling to Irak,' (.J^^i
is a verbal from the

verb
.jjS\,

'Iracem petivit'). He means that he remained at Damascus

enjoying the pleasures that it afforded till the end of autumn, when it was

the season for travellers to prepare to journey over the desert to Bagdad.
7

Literally,
k and I had risen to the surface from my submersion [jn

pleasure^ ;' the verb ,JjLJL^ is derived from sj whirh is the opposite of

13
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That a longing revived in me at the remembrance of home,

And the yearning
1 of affection toward my own folds 2

;

And then at last I broke up my tent for departure
3
,

And saddled my steed for return 3 to Irak.

But when my fellow-travellers had completed their preparations,

And our mutual agreement
4 was duly arranged,

We still feared to proceed without the company of an escort 5
;

And we therefore sought one from all the Bedouin tribes,

And employed a thousand artifices to obtain it ;

But it was so impossible to find one in any of the clans,

That we began to think there was none in all the world 6
.

And the resolution of the travellers being shaken 7
by this failure,

. The above expression brings to mind a line of Persius already

quoted, viz.

' Demersus summa rursus non bullit in unda.'

Similarly, a poet says:

'

Plunge not recklessly into the whirlpool of dissipation,

'Since that drunkenness is followed by heaviness of head.'

1
.JsAs*. may be properly rendered <n-o|077, 'natural affection.'

2 '

Camel-folds,' lac is
' a place where a herd of camels kneel on the

ground for repose.'
3 ' The tents of departure,' and ' steeds of return.'

4
i. e.

' our agreement to travel together.'

5
jJi>. probably means here 'a body of men to act as our guard,' or

'an escort;' but it may also mean 'an individual (like the Shaikh of one of

the tribes of Bedouins on the road) who guarantees the safe arrival of

travellers at their journey's end.'

6
Literally, 'among the living,' a phrase used merely on account of

the rhyme.
7

or,
*

perplexed/
'

disturbed.'
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They all assembled for deliberation at the Eastern gate
1

,

And there continued presenting difficulties or removing
2 them,

And wavering between complicated and simple
3
expedients,

Till suggestion failed, and hope gave place to despair
4

.

But there was a person standing over against them,

With the features of mature age
5

,
and the garb of an ascetic,

1 Shareeshi says, that Geiroon is the name of a gate of the great

mosque of Damascus (which was built of marble by the Kaliph Walid, one

of the Ommiades), and that that gate was so called after Geiroon, son of

Soad who first built Damascus. This may be true; but the gate here

intended is more probably the Eastern gate of the town, because it is clear

from the rest of the anecdote that this consultation was held where the

caravan was assembled for the journey (since as soon as an escort presented

itself they set forward), whereas caravans do not assemble at the doors of

large mosques, which are always in thronged and populous streets, but in

vacant places outside the gates of towns. Accordingly we find that the

Scholiast quoted by De Sacy says, 'Geiroon is the name of a gate of

Damascus on its East side,' i. e. at the commencement of the Bagdad road.

With this agrees Al Dgouhari, the author of the Lexicon, who says,

2
Literally,

' between tying and untying' (i. e. sometimes impeding and

sometimes facilitating the matter in hand). Similarly, in the New Testament,
'
to bind,' and '

to loose,' are used to express respectively
'

prohibition,' and
'

permission.'

3

JJ~*
' ^ie ac* ^ ^'kting *ne component threads of a cord in opposite

directions ;' or,
'

plaiting them so as to make them very difficult to unravel.'

J^r* is
'

the act of twisting threads in the tame direction, without making

them cross each other, after the manner of a straw rope.' The former

metaphorically expresses 'the devising of plans which involve difficulties

and complexities,' the latter,
'
the suggestion of simple plans to meet the

emergency.'
4 *

Till the suggester failed, and the hoper despaired.'

^Ixl is the plural of c->Li>,
'

adolescens,' a person between twenty-

five and forty years of age.

132
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A string
1 of beads 2

, like a necklace, in his hand,

And the symptoms of religious abstraction 3 in his eyes;

Who seemed to have fastened his gaze upon the company,

And to have sharpened his ears to catch 4 what was to be heard.

Now when the time was come that they should disperse
5
,

And their secret wishes had been fully revealed 6 to him,

He said to them,
' Good people ! let your distress be relieved ;

And let all your minds be thoroughly
7 reassured ;

For I will furnish you with a safeguard to remove your fear,

Which will be found to be in accordance 8 with your desire.'

So we begged of him further information about this safeguard,

1 'A rosary' (in French, 'ehapelet,') is called Isr^ from ,-***, 'to

praise God,' because it is used by devotees in counting the number of

times that they repeat prayers and praises.
2

Literally,
'
like the rosary of women,' i. e.

' like a rosary such as women

are wont to wear for a necklace.'

3 'The symptoms of the drunken,' z. e. 'of those inebriated with re-

ligious contemplation,' which was supposed by the Arabs to produce a

stupor resembling drunkenness. All these appearances had been assumed

in order to deceive the people into believing the potency of the charm, of

which so devout a person might readily be supposed to be possessed.
4
Properly, to steal :' there is a similar phrase in the Koran, namely,

5
Literally,

4 when their emptying out was near at hand,' a word

properly used of turning a vessel upside down. The verb ..\ means,
'
it was

time for' an event.

6
or, 'their concealing had disappeared to him,' i,e- 'whatever they

might have wished to conceal had been now discovered by him.'

7
c.J*,-j means,

' the aggregate of the mental faculties.'

8

j^u >

'
will appear your obedient ^servant].' It is equivalent

to the more ordinary phraso JQ U.'H? .^
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Proffering him for it a larger reward l than an ambassador's ;

When he stated that it was a prayer
2 that he had learnt in a dream,

Whereby to guard himself from the treachery of mankind3
.

But some of us began to look askance at the rest,

And ever and anon to wink with a side glance
4 at each other ;

So that it was evident to him that we slighted his proposal,

And that we entertained apprehensions of its futility.

And he therefore addressed us in these words,
' How is it that you treat my serious proposal as a jest,

And treat as dross 5 what I offer as pure gold?

For I swear that I have often crossed dangerous regions,

And have ventured among the most fatal perils,

1

Literally, 'we represented the reward which we would give him as

larger (t. e.
' we proffered him a larger reward') than that which is given to

an ambassador.' Here the fourth form of Ju is used in the sense which

the second form of that verb bears in the Makamah of Singar, in the passage

tJ&u ^A i^cL*!! ^Jujj, viz. 'to represent as great,' or simply, 'to

augment.' <3bto- which also occurs in that passage, (see pag. 140, note 4),

means 'whatever is assigned to a man in reward for his actions' (not 'in

exchange for goods'), <ldxaj
(̂ > .Jut jjUjiU Jjesri U.

2
Literally, '[a. form of] words that he had been taught by rote in

a dream.'

3
Properly,

' men and genii ;' t. e. all creatures of superior intelligence on

earth.

*
Literally,

'
to change their eyes between looking sideways and winking.'

ksl means ' limis oculis intuitus est.' ^L<^ is peculiarly applied to the

furtive glances of women.

* A similar expression to this occurs in the xxxvth Makamah (pag. 446,

De Sacy), viz.
'

They treated his frankincense as mere wood,'
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And with this had no need of 1 the company of an escort,

Or of taking with me even a single quiver
2

;

And, besides, I will remove what has excited your distrust 3
,

And obviate the suspicion that has occurred to you,

By uniting myself with you in the desert journey
4

,

And accompanying you in crossing the waste 5
;

And then, if my promise to you shall have been true,

It will be for you to renew my fortunes and increase my wealth
;

But if my mouth shall prove to have been false to you,

You may flay off my skin 6
, and spill out my blood.'

Now we were inspired with belief of his vision,

1
or, 'dispensed with the company of an escort.'

2 Observe the similarity between -Xfir*. and the English
'

quiver.'

3
or, 'your doubts' (of my fidelity). He thought they might possibly

suspect him of wishing to extort money from them by a story of his own

invention, and then to leave them without any check upon him for the

fulfilment of his promise, or the efficacy of the promised safeguard. Ac-

cordingly he tells them that he will be a hostage for his own fidelity and

veracity.

4
i^Jo nas the same signification as Sahara \.s? , viz. open country,

where there are no houses or inclosures. It is derived from the root .Jo,

whence also comes the name ,_.jj , Bedouin, for the inhabitants of such

country.
5

Literally,
' The Semoaat ;' the proper name of the desert between

Damascus and Bagdad, probably so called on account of its high level

(from tfc^j
'

extulit,' 'elevavit'), a peculiarity which it may be observed is

common to most deserts, as those of Libya and central Asia.

6 This phrase may be understood either literally or metaphorically. In

the former case its sense is obvious, viz.
' Put me to cruel torture for

my perfidy ;'
in the latter,

*

Expose the perfidy of my condiict,' and '

strip

it,' as it were, before the world : just as in English,
'
to flay a man,' is

vulgarly used in the sense 'to expose his character severely.'
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And with persuasion of the truth of his statement,

And we therefore relinquished altercation with him,

And cast lots for taking him on one of our camels 1
.

And his assurance released 2 us from all cause of detention,

The word
^j

j| ,
'

skin,' is sometimes employed in the sense
' cha-

racter.' A-OiH -J^s?
9 means 'sincere,' or 'genuine of character;' 'integer

inorum.'

1

Literally,
' we cast lots with arrows about taking him on a camel

with one of us ;' i. e.
' which of us should take him.' This was one of the

ordinary methods in the East of casting lots, and being regarded as a species

of divination is often spoken of in the Koran^ in terms of reprobation, as

in Surah v. :

*

Divining arrows are an abomination.' It is alluded to in

the Makamah of Meragra in the passage,
'

Every one knows best the mark

on his own arrow ;' i. e. in casting lots, the owner of the successful arrow

can always claim it.

Abu'l Feda states, that
' when Mohammed took Mecca by storm, in

the 8th year after his Hegira, he found in the Kaaba a statue of Abra-

ham with arrows of the sort used for casting lots in his hand, and that,

indignant at this profanation, and exclaiming
" What has Abraham to do

with lots ?" he commanded the figure to be destroyed.' These arrows were

in fact merely shafts of wood, having neither feathers nor tips, and were

properly called
j$j\ ,

for their only essential quality was that they should

be of the same size and smoothly polished. The method of casting lots

with them was by shaking them together in a quiver, and drawing one out

at hazard, or casting them into the air together, and observing how they fell

with respect to a preconcerted direction. This custom is supposed to be

alluded to in the 26th verse of Ezekiel xxi., which may be translated thus :

' The king of Babylon stood in a cross-road to practise divination ; he shook

the arrows together, he consulted the Teraphim, he inspected the liver (of

a victim);' where these are clearly three principal methods of divination

then in practice; the last of which was greatly in vogue also among the

Greeks. (For further information on this subject, see note A at the end

of this Makamah, pag. 203.)
2

Literally, 'and by his words (i.e. 'on the strength of his assurance')

we cut the loops of detention ;'
i. e.

' we felt at lilwrty to proceed on our
.j

journey without apprehension.' j'. : is
'

one of the small loops on a vest
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And dissipated our apprehensions of conflict 1 and damage.

So when the loads were girded on, and our departure was at hand,

We begged him to recite to us his magical form of words,

That for the future we might always use it as a safeguard.

And he said, 'It is that whenever daybreak or nightfall
2
arrive,

Each of you should repeat the first chapter
3 of the Koran ;

And then say, with humble tone and subdued voice,

" O God, the reviver of mouldering bones, and averter of evils,

Who defendest from terrors, and art bounteous in recompensing,

Thou asylum of suppliants,and dispenser of pardon and protection,

Be propitious to Mohammed,

The last 4 of thy prophets, and announcer 5 of thy revelations,

or shirt of Oriental manufacture, which hold it together in front, by fast-

ening on small round buttons called .;, 'globulus vestiarius.' Gol.

1 '
conflict' with the Bedouins on the road.

2
Literally,

* The two times,' KOT' efo^i/v, viz.
'

Day and Night.'
' When-

ever Day or Night are approaching,' is equivalent to, '"Whenever Day-
break or Nightfall arrive.'

3
Literally, 'the mother of the Koran;' i. e. 'the principal Surah.' (Similarly,

Mecca was called
^jjsOh

*\ ,

'
the mother of towns' (metropolis), as being

the most important.) The first Surah of the Koran was thus entitled because

it is regarded as the heading of the whole book, and as containing the

first principles of the system which is more fully developed in the chapters

which follow it. It was also called,
' Surah Al Fatahat' (opening Surah);

' Surah Al Hamd' (Surah of praise) ; and ' Surah Al Mathani' (' Surah of

repetition, or thanksgiving ;' see pag. 127, note 4).

4 ' The seal of thy prophets ;' i. e.
' the conclusion of them.' Mohammed

is often called by the Arabs *Joo ^Ju 51 - ;

' He after whom there is no

other prophet,' i. e.
'
the last of all the prophets.' From this doctrine the

Druses dissent, asserting that Mohammed was only one of a series of

prophets who were all sent to testify to Hakem Bi Amrihi, viz. Abraham,

Moses, Elias, Ezra, the Messiah, Mohammed, and Hamza.
5

or,
' communicator' to us-
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And the lights of his company
1

, and the keys of his success.

Avert from me the mischief of evil spirits
2 and wrong of princes,

The oppressions of the violent, and vexations of the tyrannous,

The hostilities ofthe outrageous
3
, and the outrages of the hostile 3

,

The insolence 4 of conquerors, and the ravage of plunderers,

The fraud of the crafty, and the treachery of the perfidious,

The cruelty of neighbours, and the neighbourhood
3 of the cruel;

Deliver me out of the hands of the injurious,

And rescue me from the dark thrall of oppressors,

And introduce me by thy mercy among thy pious servants :

Preserve me, O God, in my own country, and foreign lands 5
,

In my absence from home, and my return thereto,

In my mercantile journeys
6
, and my coming back from them,

In my traffick and the scenes 7 of my trafficking,

In my removals and the places
7 that I remove to ;

And guard me in my person and my property,

In my reputation, and in my riches,

1

or,
' host of his abettors.' Some commentators say that by this phrase

Hariri intended the j-s^^, 'those who accompanied the prophet in

his retreat from Mecca to Medina ;' and that by the following one,
*
the

keys of his victory' (Aj-.ai), he meant the \*aj\, ".<? 'those inhabitants

of Medina who welcomed and assisted him;' an idea probably suggested

by the similarity of the words aJ -*aj and \-gj\ .

*
or,

' contumacious and arrogant persons.'
3 There is a similar play of words in the original.
4

or, 'conquest.'
3 ' My peregrination.'
6

Literally, 'my foraging;' a metaphor for journeys in quest of mer-

cantile gain.

7

uJyAX-c
and t^JjLJU are of the form that expresses the place where

the action expressed by the radical verb is performed.
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In my household 1 and goods
1
, in my family and dwelling,

In my strength and my fortunes 2
,
in my wealth, and my decease 3

.

And mayst thou bring no reverse upon me,

Nor give an adversary dominion over me ;

But grant me from thy presence assisting power.

Watch over me, O God, with thy eye and thy help,

And make me a peculiar object of thy safeguard and bounty,

And bestow upon me thy election and thy goodness,

Nor consign me to any other protection than thine 4
;

But grant to me an imperishable
5

security,

And impart to me an enduring
6

tranquillity,

And save me from the terror of calamity
7
,

And cover me with the curtain of thy grace
8
,

And permit not the assaults 9 of foes to prevail against me ;

t>tXe is derived from the 1st conj. of j^c,
' nu-

meravit,' and means '

number,'
' multitude

'

Qof persons], and here,
' a

family,' or 'household.' ti,xc is derived from the 2nd conj. of \c, (viz.

'

disposuit,'
'

paravit in usum suum'), and means 'goods and furniture.'

2 ' My condition in life,' or
'

my rank.'

3
Literally, 'my return/ i. e. to God. Vid. pag. 160, note 1.

4 'Nor commend me to protection other than thine' (i^J_xc)- Simi-

larly, in the following clauses, y^i may be rendered, 'other than.'

5
<Lolc corresponds with the Latin '

salus,'
'

incolumitas/ meaning
'

health,' as well as '

security.' If it be here translated '

health,' the clause

must be rendered, 'and give me health other than precarious.'
6 ' Other than dissoluble.'

7 The noun A^ is derived from the root ^, which in the 4th conj.

means 'incidit in malam fortunam.'

8
i! I is equivalent to

^*j ,

'

favours,' or
'
benefits.'

9
Literally,

' make not the claws of enemies to prevail against me.'
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Since thou art he who hearest prayer".'

After this he remained with his look fixed on the ground,

Neither turning his eyes
1
, nor uttering a single word,

Till we thought
2 that some panic had confounded 3 him,

Or that a fit of unconsciousness had struck him dumb.

But soon he raised his head, and drew his breath, and said,

' I swear by the sky with its stars 4
, and the earth with its plains

5
,

And the inundating floods, and the blazing sun-light,

And the roaring ocean, and the wind and storm 6
,

That this prayer is one of the surest to avert evil,

And to save from the necessity of putting on the helmet.

Whoever rehearses it at the smiling of the dawn,

(' Make not' is here equivalent to
'

permit not ;' a form of expression not

uncommon in Hebrew.)

In the Makamah of Rye, Abou-Zaid says of Time,
4 For still with ceaseless tooth he gnaws,
4 And tears and rends with crooked claws.'

1
i. e.

'

without looking about him at all."

2
Literally,

4

said,' i. e.
'

to ourselves, or one another.'

3
or, 'reduced him to despair.' From this verb is derived the name

'

Eblis,' by which the devil is known in the East.

4
Literally,

' towers ;

'

an astrological term corresponding to our word
' houses ;

'

or
*
the constellations which form the signs of the Zodiac.'

5

f* is the Spanish
'

vega ;

'

a broad valley or table-land between

mountains.

8
Literally,

4
the dust,' the effect being put for the cause. This passage

resembles one in the Prom. Vine, of ^schylus, line 88:

*ii SICK al6t)p, KOI Ta^inrrcpoi irvoa\

re irqya}, irovrliav TC KI'/IUTWI>

KOI TOV wardwry* KVK\OV tj\iov sn\u>.
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Will have no alarm of danger until twilight
1

;

And whoever repeats it at the approach of night,

Will be secure all that night
2 from depredation.'

So we learnt it by heart till we were perfect in it3,

And recited it to one another that we might not forget it;

And after that we proceeded on our intended journey,

With prayers instead of drivers 4 to encourage our camels,

And words instead of warriors 5 to protect our goods ;

Our companion being with us both early and late,

But never demanding from us the fulfilment of our promises ;

Till, when we descried the tops of the buildings of Aanah 6
,

He said to us,
' Now for your help, and your assistance !

'

1
/fci-1 is the 'red light in the west after sunset.' This word occurs

in the Makamah of Holouan (below), in the line translated thus :

' Her crimson veil, that, like the last red light
' Of evening, hid the moonbeams from my sight.'

2 'His night will be secure from theft.'

3
or,

'
till we were sure of it,' or,

'
so that we were sure that we

knew it.'

4
Literally,

'

urging on the laden camels by means of the prayers,

not by drivers,' i. e.
'

repeating the prayer so loudly and frequently (in

order to impress it on our memories) that the sound answered the purpose

of the ordinary call of encouragement to the camels.' Or this clause may
be metaphorical, and imply that since it was by the possession of this

form of prayer that they were enabled to proceed, it was through means of

this much more than the calls of the drivers ( ^tX>- ) that the camels

were made to advance on the road.

5
Literally, 'guarding our luggage by means of the [Yorm of] words,

not of armed men.'

6 An Arab town on the Euphrates, famous for its asses, which lies in

the route from Damascus to Bagdad over the desert. When the caravan

had arrived there, it had already left the desert and was no longer in

danger from the Bedouins.
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So we brought to him all ourgoods whether covered 1 or uncovered,

And showed him even those which were tied up, or sealed 2
,

While we said to him,
' Choose 3 whatever thou wilt,

Since thou wilt find none among us but will consent 4
.'

But nothing was acceptable to him save the light and the bright
5
,

Nor anything pleasing in his eyes except the coin.

So he carried away his load of each 6
,

And arose with enough to supply his wants7
.

Then he stole away from us like a cut-purse,

And slipped from among us like quicksilver
8
.

Distressed therefore and perplexed by his abrupt departure,

We continued to inquire for him in every company,

And to seek anxiously for information respecting him

From every one who might lead us either right or wrong ;

Till we were told that since he had entered the town of Aanah,

He had never quitted the tavern 9 of a wine-seller.

The scandal however of this report tempted
10 me to test it,

1
i.e. 'The larger goods and packages/

2
t. e. smaller valuables, like money and jewels which are kept tied up.

3
Literally, 'Decide on what thou wilt.'

4
i. e.

' to give thee whatever thou choosest.'

5
t. e. 'jewels,' which are the lightest of all things in proportion to

their value; and therefore were most convenient for Abou-Zaid's purpose.
15

i.e. 1st 'of the jewels or valuables,' and 2nd 'of the coin.'
~

Literally, 'stop his poverty,' as if it were a gap that required

filling.

8 The Arabic name for quicksilver is derived from a verb signifying

flight, viz. J, on account of its slippery quality.

9
'wine-shop,' >l>-, a name derived by Shareeshi from ,_\- 'destruc-

tion
;

' *

because,' he says,
'

wine-shops are destructive to property and

reputation.' Similarly, gambling-houses are called by us '
hells.'

10 A verb properly used of setting a dog on.
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And to ascertain 1 how much of it might not be genuine
2

:

So I went by night in disguise to the guest-chamber
3

;

And there he was in a coloured 4
robe, mid bins and wine-vats 5

,

With charming cup-bearers
6 and brilliant lights around him,

And myrtle and jasmine, and the pipe and the lute,

At one time calling for the contents of the wine -bins,

And then inviting the notes of the stringed instruments ;

At one time inhaling the fragrant odours,

And at another caressing the graceful attendants 7
.

1

Literally,
'
to penetrate into.'

2 'whatever of it might prove to be not of its thread' (foreign to

it and unconnected with it), L e.
' what fallacies had been mixed up with

whatever truth it might contain.'

3 This word may be familiarly rendered 'tap-room.' It means the prin-

cipal room in a wine- shop where the guests were entertained, which was

surrounded by other rooms belonging to the vintners, or employed for the

manufacture of the wine. In an ancient MS. of this work in the posses-

sion of the translator, there is a painted representation of a section of such an

establishment, the guest-chamber, *JLst>, being in the centre, and round it

other rooms, in which the wine appears in the various stages of pressing,

fermenting, straining, &c., till it is at last presented to the guest; so that

it must have been sufficiently inebriating from its newness.

4 It is doubtful whether pink or yellow be the colour indicated by
this word; but it certainly means a gay colour, and the reverse of the

sober and ascetic garb in which he had lately appeared.
5

or,
'

wine-presses.'
6 ' Those who give to drink ;' either girls or boys, who were the

attendants in the wine-shop, and whose beauty added to its attractions.

7
Literally,

'

sporting with or making love to the gazelles ;' L e. the

cup-bearers above-mentioned. JjU is explained by Golius,
' amatorio ser-

mone vel carmine demulsit,' -JLc. being
'
amatorius sermo vel versus.' The

same phrase occurs in the Lamiyat Al Agam. lin. 29:
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Having thus then made a discovery of his 1

insincerity,

And the wide difference between his past and present conduct 2
.

I said to him, 'Woe 3 to thee, thou accursed one!

Hast thou forgotten our day at the gate of Damascus 4 ?
'

But he laughed heartily
5

, and merrily indited these lines 6
:

' Nor do I fear to caress the gazelles, though lions of the lair assail me

with malice,' (where 'lions' signifies powerful rivals or kindred of the

fair). The word 'gazelle' used here, though in the masculine gender, may

express the young and beautiful of either ,sex ; since it is usual among the

Arabs in celebrating a beautiful woman to speak of her in that gender,

perhaps from their reluctance to talk of women before strangers. The

gazelle, beside being the most elegant and beautiful of quadrupeds, has an

eye almost human in softness and expression.
1

Literally,
* when I had stumbled upon ;' i. e.

' had discovered it thus

accidentally.'
2 ' Between his to-day and his yesterday ;' i. e.

'
his past and present con-

duct,' or '
his promise and performance.' So in the Makamah of Damietta :

.- M <Lc j ..^c ej^ rZ 'The worst of men is he whose

to-day falls short of (is inferior to) his yesterday ;' t. e-
' whose present per-

formance falls short of his past promise.'

3

Jj^
's probably the same as JjJU 'woe!' by metathesis.

4 The gate
' Geiroon

;'
the eastern gate of Damascus mentioned above,

pag. 179, note 1.

5
Literally, 'Till his eyes ran down with tears.'

8 The original of this poem is in a very pleasing anapaestic measure,

called by the Arabs
\-^.4^.

"
; the poem itself being called k+^-c }

from

the word ia^j ,
which means a species of jewel consisting of a row of pre-

cious stones or pearls set in gold, in such a manner that the gold occupies

all the intervening spaces between the stones or pearls ; just as in this sort

of measure the interval between successive triplets of verses is filled by lines

which all rhyme together, though the successive triplets do not necessarily

rhyme with one another. A most elegant specimen of this measure has

been quoted in note 5, pag. 146, from the Diwan Hozaliyah, beginning
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' When I journey far and wide l
,

When I cross the lonely waste,

When I cast away my pride,

'Tis that mirth I thus may taste.

When I curb the fiery steed 2
,

When I stem the foaming main,

'Tis that I may gaily lead

Youth and Pleasure in my train.

It has been closely imitated in German, a language

which affords greater facilities for rhyming than the English.

Each stanza in the above translation is an accurate version of a corre-

sponding quaternion of the original. Thus the first two stanzas correspond

respectively to the quaternions :

1 'I am assiduous (persevere) in travelling, and cross the deserts, and

reject pride (dignity and station), in order that I may cull (enjoy) mirth.'

The preterite is here used as an aorist, since Abou-Zaid intends to de-

scribe not merely what he had done once, but what it was his habit

to do.

2 * And I stem floods and curb steeds, in order to draw a train of

youthful pleasure and festivity ;' i. e.
' in order to draw them after me as

my train.' He thus expresses that he did not shrink from encountering any

difficulty in quest of the means of enjoyment that he sought for, but that

he had boldly undertaken and carried out the most dangerous and arduous

projects. Similarly, in the Makamah of Basra he boasts,
' How many

mountain journeys I have performed, how many perils I have braved;
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If I forfeit honour's hope
1
,

If I sell my all away,

'Tis that I may freely tope,

Tis that here I love to stay.

Still on draughts of generous wine 2

All my heart's desire is bent;

Else to speeches falsely fine

Never would my lips give vent.

Else I ne'er had sought f entice 3
,

While the string of beads I bore,

Those who lured by my device

Safely gained Euphrates' shore.

how many conflicts I have waged, and opportunities I have taken ad-

vantage of T 'To break in a high-bred steed,' is a metaphor for a diffi-

cult performance, such as that of Abou-Zaid, in cajoling by his artifices

those whom it was least easy to deceive. So in the xxxiind Makamah

(pag. 420, De Sacy, lin. 9) he says,
'
I speak with an eloquence that leads

the restive and impatient steed ;' i. c. the most obstinate person. \jt0 means

'the enjoyments of youth,' as love and gaiety.
1 *And I spurn honour (or 'gravity') and sell my goods, in order to

sip wine, and drain cups.' i_"-V is 'to drink Qa cup] dry.'

2 'And but for my strong inclination to quaffing wine, my mouth

would never have given utterance (vent) to those fine speeches ;' t. e. to

the prayer, and the eloquent language by which he had deceived the

travellers, as is narrated above.

8 'Nor would my craftiness in carrying the rosaries have lured

(driven) the travellers to the land of Irak' (fUc)- The Euphrates (on

which the town of Aanah stands) is the western boundary of the country

called Irak, to which Abou-Zaid had conducted the caravan. lie means

that unless he had needed money, wherewith to procure wine, he should

14
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Let then all thy wrath subside l
,

Rail no more in angry mood,

Cease in bitter strain to chide,

Since I make excuse so good.

Marvel not that one is found 2
,

Who, though old, yet loves a seat

Where the jocund guests abound,

Where the flagons are replete.

never have resorted to the expedient of acting as a guide to a caravan,

or deceived them into a belief of his sanctity and veracity, by carrying a

rosary of beads like an ascetic.

1 ' then be not wroth, nor chide aloud, nor rail angrily, since ray excuse

is Qmade] evident/ The Nun in the termination of all the verbs in this

clause is called the Nun intensive jj^^IN ^.j ,
because it gives them

greater force.

2 'And be not astonished at a man of mature age (Shaikh), who

reposes himself in an abode that is full of company, and where the

wine-jars are full.' The word
<r
cl is used primarily of a valley that

abounds with herbage, or a wallet that is full; and when applied to a

house, means that it is full of people (or,
' of luxuries'). This and the

following clauses resemble some lines attributed to Anacreon :

,1 I \ V
OTO.V into TOV envoi/

e<yo) yeptav /uev dpi,

vetav irXeov Be Trivia.

And again :

"\\apoi triiafjiev ou/oi/,

B' ov d/J.iraveT

Bi' ov
eJi/a'^er'

'Ai/ia'

TO fiv ovv TTo/jia Kepa<r6ev

aira\oi (pepovai Traces"

Ta? 3e >Ooi/T<'Ba? medtiaicii.
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Wine will prove thy faithful friend 1
,

Wine thy failing strength repair ;

Wine has power thy frame to mend,

Wine can banish all thy care.

Purest joy and brightest bliss 2

Wait alike the grave and gay,

When their caution they dismiss,

When they cast disguise away.

Sweetest are the sweets of love 3
,

If the bashful lover dare,

All his coyness to remove,

All his passion to declare.

1 ' For wine will strengthen the bones, and heal sicknesses, and remove

cares.' So Hafiz says of wine,

L5^ -^ $ ^ {*
^ -^J U^~

'It is the medicine of the soul, that dispels care from the heart of

youth.' Compare Horace, Od. i. 7- 17 :

' Sic tu sapiens finire memento
'
Tristitiam vitaeque labores

'

Molli, Plance, mero.'

2 'and the purest of joy is when a grave person rejects and flings

away the reserve (veils) of shame.' Compare Horace, Od. nr. 28. 5 :

'

Munitwque adhibe vim sapientia?.'

An Arab poet says that ' we should call pleasures by their real names,

and that then we shall enjoy them the more :

'

' Holla ! Pour me out wine ; and tell me that it is wine that you give me.'

3 * and the sweetest of love, is when a lover ceases from concealing his

passion, and avows it openly.'

142
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Boldly then thy flame avow 1

,

If its heat thou would'st allay ;

Else thy woful looks, I trow,

Must thy secret pangs betray.

Wherefore hopeless care endure 2 ?

Why in love despairing pine?

Rather seek a soothing cure

From the daughter of the vine ;

1 'then avow thy love, and Qso] relieve (cool) thy heart (praecordia

tua) ; for otherwise the flint of thy sadness will infallibly strike light

thereon.' jj : however is not properly a flint, as has been already stated

(pag. 58, note 1), but one of the two pieces of wood
jljj,

used for

obtaining sparks by mutual attrition. -The melancholy arising from con-

cealed love is here compared to one of these two pieces of wood, and the

love itself to the other ; and the poet declares that the attempt on the part

of a lover to conceal his passion must be unavailing, since the visible sad-

ness consequent on sucb an attempt must necessarily betray it, and, as it

were, strike light upon it (like one piece of wood rubbed upon another),

so that all will perceive it. Similarly, Anacreon says :

eyia Se TOV<S epcawra*:

l$iov eir'to-TCLf* evdv?'

yap TI \e-7TTov

2 ' and cure thy wounds (those of thy heart), and remove thy cares with

the daughter of the vine, which is desired [by all].' _ JuJ is equivalent

to .^tJJj
'is desired,' on account of the enjoyment which it affords.

In the xxixth Makamah (pag. 365, De Sacy) wine is called

<UoU-, 'the daughter of the wine-cask.'
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Where thy goblets to supply
l

,

Tuneful beauties wait around;

Roused by glances of whose eye

Mirth and soft desires abound;

Charmed by whose melodious trill
2

,

When they raise their dulcet voice,

Mountains from their base might thrill,

Rocks of iron might rejoice.

Then if one among the fair 3

Willing seem to crown thy love,

Snatch the proffered joy, nor care

Lest a sullen wretch reprove.

1 ' and assign the supplying of thy evening draughts to a cup-bearer

(or 'attendant'), who whenever he looks earnestly will cause thee the pangs

of a lover.' The cup-bearer is here spoken of in the masculine gender, though

a female is clearly intended, since the naxQaxov onfidriav /3eXo? does not

belong to boys. Similarly, in Arabic amatory poems, the beloved one is

generally spoken of in the masculine gender, because allusion to women in

conversation or in song, is avoided by the Arabs ; which has earned them a

credit for TrcuSepao-r/a, which they do not deserve. The ambiguity however

has been preserved in the translation.

2 'a loud-voiced singer, who will raise a voice so loud, that when he

puts it forth mountains of iron will thrill at it.' The verb _ju0 is pri-

marily applied to a cock crowing.

,/,.,' ,

' will raise' or
'
will build up.'

3 'and refuse to obey the blamer who would not permit thee the en-

joyment of the fair who consents Qto thy love].' So Catullus says:

Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemus,
'

Rumoresque senum severiorum
' Omncs tinius .estimemus assis.'
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Censure's hateful voice defy
1
,

So thy own desires thou gain ;

Artful wiles incessant ply,

Though at first they seem in vain.

Quickly leave thy father's side 2
,

If to chide thee he begin ;

Spread the nets of cunning wide,.

Seek to catch whate'er comes in.

Yet be faithful towards thy friend;

Turn from sordid churls away ;

With respect to ^^j^,
'
the blamer,' see pag. 171, note 1, on the

lines:
' And to each who may venture

'Thy pleasures to blame
'

Say
"
Spare me thy censure,

' Or thine be the shame !"
'

1 * but disregard what is said Qabout thee], and secure what is for thy

advantage; and range freely in craftiness even in Qthe pursuit of] impossi-

bilities ;' i- e.
'
let no seeming impossibilities discourage thee in the practice

of artifice for obtaining thy ends.'

J. 'even though.' Some MSS. read instead of it jj.; but this is

clearly an error, because jj, occurs in the next line but two, and such repe-

titions are avoided in all highly finished Arabic compositions.

Observe that the position of the clauses in this line of the original is

reversed in the translation, in order that those relating to the censure of

the blamer may be brought together.
2 '

Quit thy father if he show dislike to thy conduct ; and spread out

thy nets, and try to catch whatever presents (exposes) itself to thee.' The

verb ^^ is primarily applied to
' an animal of the chase that passes across

the hunter's path from left to right, so as to expose itself to be shot at;'

('dextrum latus obvertit venatori prasda.' Gol.)
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And on every side extend 1

Bounty fresh from day to day.

Thus to true repentance fly
2
,

Ere thou meet the call of fate :

Mercy's God will ne'er deny
3

Him who knocks at Mercy's gate.'

And I said to him,
' I highly applaud

4
thy recitation ;

But at the same time I reprobate
5
thy erroneous conduct.

I conjure thee therefore to tell me whence 6 thou art,

1
'Dispense bounty, and follow up acts of liberality by fresh ones.'

JL is equivalent to *-J\j. Abou-Zaid here introduces his usual ex-

hortations to liberality, hoping that he himself may become the first object

of it on the part of his hearers.

2 ' and Qthus] take refuge in repentance (or,
'

amendment') before thy

departure.' Abou-Zaid wishes his hearers to believe that the best proof of

their sincere repentance for their past failings would be to fulfil the religious

duty of almsgiving by bestowing bounty upon himself.

3 '
for whoever knocks at the door (of mercy), the merciful (God)

opens [to him]].' So a poet says :

-> S-

j U
'I have no resource except knocking at thy gate;

'And if I am rejected, at whose gate shall I knock?'

is equivalent to the Latin 'euge.'

5
u-Jt and u_flj are terms expressive of disgust ; and mean respectively

'aordes aurium' and 'sordes unguium.'
6

Literally,
' From which among plants ix thy plant,' ('. e.

'
art thou a

plant')? j^^ixc
is primarily 'a thick shrub'; but according to the Scho-

liast is equivalent here to Ju>^ ,

'

origin.'
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For thy double dealing
1 has greatly perplexed me.'

And he replied,
' I do not choose to discover myself,

But I will give thee an indirect 2 intimation ;

Though to all I seem a wonder 3
,

Strangest marvel of the times,

Though my artful wiles astonish

Now my home, now foreign climes;

I'm a wretch, whom adverse fortune

Long has harassed and distrest,

Whose forlorn and outcast 4 children

Pine by hopeless want opprest.

Surely then a needy stranger
5

Doom'd a household to support,

Merits not thy scorn or censure

If to cunning he resort.'

1
Literally, 'thy ambiguous language;' i.e. 'thy speaking at one time

like a religious person, and at another like a voluptuary.'
2
Accordingly he describes his character in the following lines, and leaves

Hareth to infer from them who he is.

3 'I am the greatest novelty of the time, and the greatest marvel of

nations; and an artful deceiver who practise wiles botli among Arabs and

foreigners.' The word ^s? is applied indiscriminately by the Arabs to

all who do not speak their language, or speak it imperfectly. At present

j denotes Persia only.

4 '
I am a father of children whose condition is like that of meat on a

butcher's board;' i. e. 'quite cut up;' 'utterly undone,' aT7|OTa/j/Ae'i/oj.

5 ' But a brother of poverty (' one really poor ;' see pag. 121, not. 6,) who

has a large family to maintain, is not to be blamed if he have recourse
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Then I was assured that it was Abou-Zaid who addressed me,

A person notorious for what is scandalous 1 and shameful,

And who disgraces
2 his hoariness [by vile imposture] ;

And I felt disgusted at the excess of his contumacy,

And the foulness of the practices to which he resorted:

So I said in angry tone, and with the confidence of familiarity,

' Is it not time for thee, old man, to abandon profligacy ?
'

But he was indignant, and muttered sullenly,

And pretended not to know me 3
,
and pondered awhile,

And then said,
' This is a night of revelling, not reviling,

And an occasion for quaffing wine not quarrelling
4

;

Pass over therefore what has happened till we meet again.'

But I left him for fear of drunken abuse from him,

Since I placed no dependance at all on his professions;

And I passed that night clothed in the garb
5 of repentance,

Because I had been guilty of thus rashly approaching
6

to artifice.'
jjj^t* is one who has many Jlxc, 'dependants requiring

support.' Vid. Gol.
1

Literally,
' a subject of scandal and disgrace.'

8 * who blackens his white hair [not with kohel, like the Persians, but] by
his evil practices and imposture ;' i. e. disgraces his venerable age by his

dishonesty and duplicity.

3 Some explain XJJ 'altered his features (by excessive anger),' but

Shareeshi renders it as above.

4
Compare an ode attributed to Anacreon :

o-Ti/yew na^at irapoivovs

Tro\vKiaftov<: Kara Sarra?.

and Horace, Od. i. 27, 5 :

' Vino et lucernis Medus acinaces
' Immane quantum discrepat !

5
Properly,

'

garments worn in mourning for the dead' ;

'
./.-////.'

6
Literally,

'
for my having advanced the steps of my feet toward the

daughter of the vine, not toward a seat of virtue.'
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To the daughter of the vine instead of a seat of virtue.

And I called God to witness my determination,

That I would never again appear in the house of a wine-seller,

To have the sovereignty of Baghdad conferred upon me,

Nor be present at a wine-press of strong drink,

To have the season of youth restored to me.

Then we equipped our camels before break of dawn l

,

And left Abou-Zaid 2 and Eblis alone together.

The phrase \\ CJlksrl JJiJ occurs in the preface of Hariri (see

pag. 3), and seems there, as here, to imply
' rashness in advancing.'

Hareth repents of having even approached the temptation of a wine-shop,

when he might instead have repaired to some resort of pious persons and

there obtained edification.

1

/jjuJslxJ
is properly

'

the last part of the night.'

2
Literally,

' we left an empty space between the two shaikhs Abou-

Zaid and Eblis.'

The phrase trx^r^**M Jo UuJj- closely resembles one in the
dJ" (zJ"

Makamah of Sawa, viz.
*JjJj ajjjj .jo

( lsrij,
'he leaves a vacant

space between his friend and his worms ;' i. e.
' he leaves his friend alone

with his worms,' to be a prey to them.

Drunkenness was regarded by the Arabs as consigning a man to the

service of Satan. In the Makamah of Beni Haraam the penitent speaks of

himself as having, when a drunkard, passed his time in obedience to the

' Father of bitterness,'^ J\ ;
and Hareth says to Abou-Zaid with respect

to his reform from a drunken and dissolute life, 'I thank him who has

turned thee from the sect of Eblis to that of Ibn Edris' (i. e. a very religious

sect of Moslemin, named after their founder Al Shaafi).

.Jl
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NOTE (A)

In Ezek. ch. xxi. 26, if the verb h\h\) (Arabic Jjiia)
be interpreted

*

polivit,' the words D^nil 7j5^|p will mean,
' He made his arrows equally

smooth and even,' in order that they might be all alike, and so adapted for

casting lots; an idea which is not adequately conveyed by the translation,

4 he made his arrows bright.'

But a more probable interpretation of the word /jj/p is,
' he shook

QthereQ together', (i. e. in a quiver before drawing them out). This trans-

lation, approved by Gesenius, is in accordance with the following verse,

viz. 'the king held in his hand the lot of Jerusalem,' &c. on which

St Jerom says, that the king had written on his arrows the names of

different towns, and then having put them all into a quiver and shaken

them together, drew one out, in order to know which town he should

attack first ; and when the arrow bearing the name of Jerusalem came out,

he regarded this as a divine encouragement to attack it. St Jerom adds

that this species of divination was called by the Greeks /JcAo/uai/r/a.

The Arabs used to cast lots in a similar manner when they gambled

for money ; a number of persons writing their names, or some private mark,

each on his own arrow, and the winner being determined by the arrow

drawn out at hazard after all the arrows had been shaken together in a

quiver.

This species of gambling is spoken of by the ancient poet Tarafa in the

last line but two of his Moallaka, as having been formerly practised by
himself. He says :

'

Many a yellow shaft scorched over the fire have I seen neatly polished,
' And then committed it to the hand of a parsimonious person.'

(The first . is the <_->, J, ,
see pag. 146, not +*J&\ *\ as Reiske says) ;

i. e. 'I first superintended the polishing of the shaft (ffiL>.), in order

that it might be exactly like those of the persons casting lots with me,

and then committed it along with theirs to the person who was to

shake them together, who (being umpire) was not one of the players,

having from motives of parsimony refrained from joining in a game of

hazard' (jk^s:
c '

qui certaminis consortio abstinuit avaritix causa.' Gol.).
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The shafts were first scorched over the fire, in order that the wood might

be more easily scraped till they should be of the proper size and smooth-

ness for casting lots with. The poet boasts of his former habit of gambling,

as he does of other species of dissipation, as if he congratulated himself on

having enjoyed his youth while it lasted.

Allusions to the casting of lots with arrows occur repeatedly in the

Makamat. See Mak. of Ramleh, below.
' So I cast the lots of deliberation'

(before commencing a journey); Mak. xiii. (pag. 153, line 10, De Sacy)

Mak. xxxvi. (pag. 465, line 1, De Sacy) and Mak. xxxv. (pag. 448, De

Sacy).
' We have already seen the mark of thy lot,' ^-j. \Ju|i

<\>

Cj^iXJi (literally,
' of thy arrow') ; which metaphorically expresses

' we

know now, by having seen sufficient evidence of it, to how much of thy

boasted ability thou hast a right to lay claim
;' just as in the Mak. of

Meragra Abou-Zaid says, &>.< >-sj <-J,z\ <jyd jj 'Every man

knows best the mark on his own arrow ;' i. e.
'
to how much ability he

has a right to lay claim.'

Again, when the Arabs wanted to decide whether they should proceed

with any matter of importance, they took three arrows, one of which was

blank, and the other two bore respectively the inscriptions, j. J^\

and j . iVV > i- e' *^y Lord commands me Qto do it]', and 'My Lord

forbids me [to do it]'; and after shaking them together drew out one.

Another ancient method of divination was to discharge an arrow or

throw a stick into the air, and then to observe how it fell with reference to

a predetermined direction. This was called by the Greeks pafiZopavTia.

Allusion is made to it in Ecclesiastes xi. 3, in the words '
If the shaft fall

northward or southward, in the place where it falls there it will lie;' on

which the Rabbins say that
' a person in uncertainty would throw a stick

or shoot an arrow into the air, and, observing the direction in which it fell,

regard this as a sign.' They quote as parallel thereto the passage,
' En-

quiring of his piece of wood, and his rod informing him ;'

The meaning therefore of that passage of Ecclesiastes seems to be, that

it is useless to trust to such methods of divination, for that they can give

no information to be relied on; but that a prudent man will use proper

care and precaution, and await the result.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

KOUFA.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

a night whose aspect
1

displayed both light and shade 2
,

And whose moon was like a magic-circlet
3 of silver,

I was engaged in evening conversation at Koufa 4

1

Literally, 'skin,' ^\ . It has been remarked (pag. 182, note 6) that

this word is sometimes used to signify
'
character ;' and such may be its

meaning here; just as we should say in English, 'the character of the

night is gloomy.'
2

or,
*

possessed two colours ;' either, because the moon shone part of the

night, and darkness followed her disappearance ; or, because the moonlight

is very imperfect, and leaves much in the shade.

3 'A piece of silver shaped like a crescent, and hung round the necks

of young children as a charm. Its name is derived from the verb Jlc }

'

confugit ad averruncum Deum.'
4 A town on the west bank of the Euphrates, about four days' march

from Baghdad, which has now entirely disappeared. It was founded imme-

diately after the subjugation of the Persian empire by the Arabs, in the

time of the Khaliph Omar, when they found the former royal town,

'Madain,' on the opposite side of the river, to be incommodious or insa-

lubrious. The Persians, however, assert that it was founded by one of their

ancient kings, Ilouschcnk. The first Abasside Khaliph, Saffah, made it for

some time the capital of his empire, and it was then a flourishing town ;

but when Al Mansour built Baghdad, he transported thither a considerable

part of its population ; and from that period it gradually fell into decay.

It was much famed for its literary men, to whom allusion is made in this
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With companionswhohadbeen nourishedon themilk1 ofeloquence,

And drew the train of oblivion 2 over the most gifted orator 3
;

All, men to be learnt from 4
,
and not one to be guarded against,

Makamah, especially for its grammarians, and legal doctors. The two sects of

Arab grammarians whose rival opinions are quoted continually, were named

respectively from Koufa and Basra, the Koufiyan and the Basriyan. The

more ancient characters of the Arabs are called, from the name of this town,

Koufic. They are more suited for inscriptions than for writing, being square

and heavy, and a good deal resembling the Syriac, both in the shape of the

letters, and the thickness of their formation. They were found too cum-

brous when the number of books increased, and gave way to the more

modern text, which has been in use for six or seven hundred years. The

most ancient copies of the Koran are written in them, as well as all in-

scriptions on buildings of the times of the Khaliphate, both in the Turkish

empire and in Spain. The name of Koufa is derived either from the red

sand which abounded in its neighbourhood, or from the reeds and brambles

matted together with mud with which it was originally built.

1
i.e.

'
so that eloquence had become part of their own nature.'

2
i. e.

' who cast him into the shade and eclipsed him.'

3 ' Sahbaan ;' an ancient Arab orator who, on an embassy of conciliation

between two tribes, is said to have spoken publicly for half a day without

ever repeating one of his words. Thus Hariri praises the learning and

ability of the men of Koufa.

4 A singularly idiomatic clause ; the literal translation of which is,
' There

was not among them one but it was to be retained from him
(i. e. whose

conversation was such, that much might be learnt from it that was worth

remembering), and not to be guarded against him ; [jiot one among them]
but a companion would be inclined to him (i. e. to associate with him), and

not averse from him.' The form of expression in the original, which is

somewhat involved, is evidently adopted because it furnishes an exempli-

fication of the elegant variety of sense given to the verbs lia-*. and JU,

by the prepositions which follow them ; for according as the first is followed

by <r
c or

t * and the latter by J^ or
p., they convey the opposite

meanings of 'respect and esteem' or 'dread and aversion.' Similarly, a

poet speaking of his friends, says:
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All, men with whom intercourse was to be desired,

And not one whose company was to be avoided.

So the charms of conversation fascinated 1
us,

While wakefulness still prevailed among us,

Until the moon had at length disappeared in the west.

But when the gloom of night had thus drawn its curtain 2
,

And nothing but slumber remained abroad,

We heard from the door the low call of a benighted
3
traveller,

^
jAA ^ So*!

' There never proceeds from them any evil expression,
* Nor any harshness or repulsiveness [of manner] ;

' And I never witness in them anything but fidelity

' And sincerity of love exempt from any envy or jealousy.
' While one improvises in admirable poetry
4 With beauty of enunciation, and without any hesitation,
* And another relates anecdotes of every sort

4 With a pleasing interchange of the jocose and the serious.'

1 '

Evening-conversation spirited us away;' a word primarily employed

to express any diabolical fascination, and here used metaphorically.
2

Properly,
' the curtain at the entrance of a tent or dwelling' that con-

ceals the interior from the public gaze.

3
Literally,

' one who makes the dogs bark,' as a traveller approaching

a village in the dark inevitably does, especially in Eastern towns, whose

streets are full of wild dogs. The commentators say that benighted travel-

lers are wont to make a noise in order to provoke the dogs to bark, that

their sound may guide him to a village; but in fact the dogs always
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And then followed the knock of one seeking admission '

;

And we answered,
* Who conies here 2 this darksome night?'

And the stranger replied,

'Listen ye who here are dwelling!

May you so be kept from ill!

So may mischief ne'er befal you,

Long as life your breast shall fill!

Gloom of dismal night and dreary,

Drives a wretch to seek your door 3
,

Whose dishevelled hoary tresses

All with dust are sprinkled o'er;

Who, though destitute and lonely,

Far has roamed 4 on hill and dale,

Till his form became thus crooked,

And his cheek thus deadly pale ;

Who, though faint 5 as slender crescent6
,

Ventures here for aid 7 to sue,

bark spontaneously, and frequently from so many directions as much to

bewilder the traveller.

1
Literally, 'one seeking that fjthe door] should be opened to him.'

2 'Who is the arriver?'

3
Properly, 'your asylum.'

4 ' A brother of travelling which has been protracted and extended, till

he became crooked, and very pale' (or 'destitute'; one meaning of Ju>

is 'vacuus fuit'); i.e. 'one who has really performed journeys of such

extent and duration that in consequence of them he became decrepit and

pale.' See pag. 121, note 6.

5
or, 'thin and emaciated.'

6 'Like the new moon of the sky when it first appears' (literally,
' smiles slightly') ; t. e.

' wasted and worn by care and suffering till he

became thin and slender as the crescent moon;' a comparison which seems

to have been suggested by the use in the preceding clause of the word
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Hospitable meal and shelter

Claiming first of all from you
1
.

Welcome then to food 2 and dwelling,

One so worthy both to share,

Sure to prove content 3 and thankful 4
,

Sure to laud your friendly care.'

Fascinated then by the sweetness of his language and delivery,

And readily inferring what this prelude betokened5
,

which is primarily applied to the form of the crescent moon.

Similarly, Ihn Fared, speaking of an emaciated lover, says that he was

become like the new moon when it is so faint as to be scarce visible, for

that his presence was perceptible only by his groans :

(J
AJus

^gJuc J AiM
jl CU11

an idea probably adopted by Ibn Fared from Motanebbi, who says,

1

Literally,
' who has repaired to your court-yard resolved to beg

boldly, and had recourse to you in preference to all others, craving from

you a hospitable meal, and an opportunity (or
'

place') of repose.' The

reason of this preference was his persuasion of their singular generosity.
* -

] Joc is opposite in sense to J\5, which means 'one who begs humbly and

timidly.'

2 * Then here you have the offer of Qone who will prove] a contented and

well-disposed guest.' .-, literally, 'noble,' independent,' (the opposite

of joe), is used here to express 'excellent in mental qualities,' like

fvffi^<: hi Acts xvii. 11., where it is said of the Beraeans, 'these were

more nolle than the Thessalonians,' where Bede remarks,
' animas nobilita-

tem apostolus dicit' See Mr Humphry's Commentary.
3

Literally,
' who will be content with what is sweet and what is bitter,'

t. e.
' with whatever treatment you shall exercise towards him.'

4 * And will go away (when he leaves you), praising your bounty.'

r>

Literally,
' what was behind his lightning ;' t. e.

' what it betokened,'

15
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We hasted to open the door, and received him with welcome 1

,

Saying to the servant, Hie! hie 2
! Bring

3 whatever is ready!

But the stranger said,
'

By Him who brought
4 me to your abode,

I will not taste of your hospitality, unless 5
you pledge to me,

That you will not permit me to be an incumbrance to you,

Nor impose on yourselves necessity of eating on my account ;

For there are times when food is injurious
6 to the eater,

And makes him indisposed for his accustomed meals ;

And he is the worst of guests who inflicts 7 constraint,

And brings trouble and annoyance on his entertainer ;

And especially if the injury that he occasions be of that sort

' what would follow it,' viz.
'
rain.' The meaning of this metaphorical lan-

guage is,
'

They inferred from this his introductory address to them (which

might be called a 'flash of eloquence'), that if admitted he would delight

them by a farther display of his powers, just as they would have inferred

the approach of a shower from the appearance of a flash of lightning in

the sky.'

For illustrations of the circumstance that in the East lightning is re-

garded as a token of approaching rain, see pag. 56, note 1.

1
Literally, 'with saying Marhaba,' ^X> {^-.^o, 'amplo et commodo

fruaris loco ;' i. e.
*
felix tibi sit adventus.' Gol.

2 A word denoting
'

Quick ! bestir thyself !'

3
Jj& is an interjection meaning

'

Bring,' probably derived from the

same root as the Hebrew DI/H. The grammarians of Koufa and Basra

are divided about its origin. (See De Sacy.)
4

Literally, 'made me descend at your asylum;' 'descend' being used

in the same sense as in the French phrase,
'
descender en voyage.'

5 Here \ means 'unless,' as in the Mak. of Singar; see pag. 144,

note 3, where M. Peiper has erroneously rendered it 'aut.'

6 * Causes indigestion.'

7 *L followed by the accusative, means '

coegit ad aliquid].'
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Which affects the bodily frame, and leads 1 to ailments:

And what is expressed in an adage of extensive circulation 2
,

" The best quality of supper
3

is its being in daylight,"

Is merely that supping should be performed betimes,

And eating at night, which bedims* the sight, be avoided,

1 ' Becomes the origin of maladies.' Conf. Juvenal, m. 233 :

'
Ilium Languorem peperit cibus imperfectus et haerens

' Ardenti stomacho.'

2 ' Whose circulation is widely circulated.'

3 ' The wholesomest quality of supper is its being visible, (i. e. in day-

light) ;' or,
'
the best part of supper is that which is taken in daylight ;' t. e.

'

Supper is most wholesome if it be eaten betimes.'

4 The Arabic word meaning
'
to be blear-eyed or dimsighted,' and that

meaning
'
to take, or provide supper,' are derived from the same root.

Hence the ambiguity in the following verse of Ibn Doreid:

'

Supper produces most of the dimness observable in the eye,'

Shareeshi quotes here the following verses of Kesagi :

M_>

r

\j\ ^ J

J ^ f
' There is a comrade of mine, who is perverse, and never likes what I like ;

'He is my brother (i.e. 'agrees with me') if I choose to be abstemious,

'But he is my enemy (i.e. 'quarrels with me') if I want to carouse;
' One day I demanded of him to give me a supper,
' But he looked astonished for a long time,
' And then said to me,

"
Supper entails dimness of sight".'

152
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Unless indeed 1 the flame of hunger burn and prevent
2
sleep/

Now it was just as if he had been informed of our wishes,

Or had shot from the same bow as our sentiments;

So we of course 3
gratified him by acceding to the condition 4

,

And highly commended him for his accommodating disposition.

But when the servant had produced what was ready
5

,

1
Literally,

' Unless God !' +M] is thus used in clauses of exception

(like the English word '

indeed'), when the exception is a very important one,

and seems to be an invocation of God to witness that so important an

exception must not be lost sight of. Motarrezi has noticed this use of

ft
]\ ,

in his note on that word in the first clause of the Preface of Hariri.

His remarks apply to the present passage, since the exception in it is a

very important one, as containing the expression that Abou-Zaid wanted

most to convey to his hearers, viz. that in case of hunger like his own,

a meal even late at night was most desirable.

'

IS accurately rendered 'interfere with,' or 'come between

and before oneself and the object that one desires.' Q
*<p$M ,jjj <J*sr

'

is rendered by Shareeshi
+jj$\ ^ JuJ, 'prevent from sleep;' so

^ j

that he evidently takes * to mean '

sleep,' and not to be the plural of

p^U 3 'a. sleeper.'

The intention of Abou-Zaid in this speech is to apologize for the

trouble which his arrival might occasion to his hosts, and at the same

time to intimate to them that the hospitality which they proffered him was

really needed by him.

3 d (**" ^ occurs again in the Mak. of Zabeid (pag. 430, De Sacy),

and means, 'there was no harm in it,' 'no objection to it;' 'it was a matter

of course.'

4 The condition on which he consented to partake of food, viz. that

the company should not impose upon themselves the necessity of eating

with him.

5
Literally, 'what was for sale.'
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And the candle was lighted up in the midst of us,

I regarded him attentively, and lo ! it was Abou-Zaid ;

Whereupon I addressed my companions in these words,
'

May you have joy of the guest who has repaired to you,

Or, rather, of your precious and easily-won prize
1

;

For though the moon of the heavens 2 has set,

The full moon of poetry has arisen ;

And though the moon of the ecliptic
3 has disappeared,

The full moon of eloquence
4 has shone forth.'

So the wine of joy infused itself into them,

And sleep flew away from the corners of their eyes,

And they rejected the slumber which they had contemplated,

And began to resume 5 the pleasantry which they had laid aside,

1

Literally, 'a cool booty' (or 'prize'); i.e. either 'a booty which has

been secured without plunging into the flames of war,' or simply
' a

delightful, pleasant prize ;' coolness being expressive of every thing attractive

and agreeable to the Oriental mind. Thus Abou-Zaid says of Basra, 'I

found there whatever could fill the eye with coolness ;' i. e.
' with cheer-

fulness;' see pag. 32.

2
Properly,

'
the moon of Sheirah,' (probably identical with <re<po?,

Sirius; see Al Fergrani's Astronomy, pag. 76, edit. Gol.), one of the con-

stellations or 'houses' through which the moon passes in her course along

her orbit. The name of this star is here introduced merely for the sake of

an alliteration.

3
Properly, 'the moon of Nathra' jfjj , another of the constellations

on the moon's path in the heavens. It consists of two stars in the nose of

Leo ; (see Al Fergrani). There is here another alliteration, viz. between

this word and jfJu ('elegant prose composition'), which occurs in the next

clause.

*
Literally,

'

prose,' as opposed to
'
verse' in the last clause.

5 '

Unfold,' or,
'

unwrap.' Both Arabic and Persian poets are wont to

speak of any thing laid aside and not in use, as
'
folded up,' and to call

it 'unfolded' when the use of it is resumed. So Hufiz, describing the
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While Abou-Zaid remained intent on the business in hand.

But as soon as he desired the removal of what was before him 1
,

I said to him,
' Entertain us with one of thy strange anecdotes,

Or with an account of one of thy wonderful journeys.'

And he replied, 'I have indeed met with 2 marvellous adventures,

Such as no other spectator has seen, or narrator related;

And among the strangest of them was what I witnessed to-night,

Before my visit to you this time 3
, or my coming to your door;'

So we asked him to tell us about the rare occurrence 4

That he had witnessed 4 in the course of his late wanderings ;

And he said, 'The result of longjourneys
5
brought me to this land,

transitory nature of earthly grandeur, says, 'Time has seen the robe of

the Ccesars wrapped up ;' i. e- the use of their imperial robe relinquished

when their empire declined.

1
i. e.

* when he had finished eating,' after which he would naturally

order the servant to remove the dishes.'

2 or 'experienced.'

3 The verbal c )\jSj\ is derived from the verb c >\j } which signifies
*

!j1-< & /) j
' He visited him once out of several occasions.' Some critics

say that this word is incorrectly used here, because this was the first oc-

casion on which Abou-Zaid visited that house.

4
or,

'

requested him to give us news about the novelty of his seeing,'

i.e> 'the novel occurrence that he had witnessed.'

5 '

Longinquse peregrinationes me ejecerunt usque in hanc terram ;' f^^o

(which occurs again in the same sense in the Makamah of Barkaid, pag.

85, lin. 5, De Sacy), means 'great distances.' It is properly derived from

the 6th conj. of
.^ej,

viz- r*U>j 'longe inter se distare ;' and j-oL*

& Jt}\ means 'great distances of peregrination,' i. e. 'long journeys;' j^t
"^

as in the Makamah of Keila, <tf JLs o~\P' Jflil
means *

regions whose

journeys (i. e. the distances between which) are very far,' (see pag. 122,

not. 5), where Shareeshi interprets !^^Jiy by CJJtfljJ. If, on the
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Myself being in a state of hunger and distress,

And my wallet light as the heart of the mother 1 of Moses;

So I arose, when dark night had settled on the world,

Though with weary feet 2
, to seek a lodging

3
, or obtain a loaf;

Till, being driven on by the instigation
4 of hunger,

And by fate, so justly called 5 ' the parent of adventures,'

I stood at the door of a house and improvised these words 6
:

contrary, we suppose .^Ucj which is tbe plural of ,*<>,>, to be derived

from the first conj. of _., 'projecit,' the above clause must be rendered

'projectus peregrinationis me impulerunt usque in bane terrain,' and will

much resemble one at the beginning of the Makamah of Sanaa, viz. 'im-

pulsus temporum me impulerunt ad Sanaam Yemenis/ (vid. pag. 71)-

1 An allusion to a passage of the Koran, viz. ,<>* /!
<3\ji

Ifr^
a
\3

*

Icilj., 'The heart of Moses' mother became empty;' where 'empty' may

mean 'devoid of care,' or, 'devoid of hope;' i.e. either 'cheerful' or 'de-

spairing ;' an ambiguity which does not affect the present passage, in which

a species of pun is intended.

2 ' In spite of the pain of feet which was upon me.'

3 So Shareeshi interprets i_j.-r-c
. It may also mean ' a host.'

4
Literally,

'
driver ;' a word properly applied to a camel-driver, who

urges the camels forward by the usual cries.

*

5 'Surnamed.' The <Uut is a 'surname' which a man derives from

his son. Thus Abou'l Kasem was the djj of Hariri, and 1-%^! j}\ ,

'
father of wonders

'

is here a surname or <SjJ^ applied to fate. In the

xixth Makamah (pag. 225, De Sacy) it is also applied to 'Time,'

u*?^ #\ u^J^ ^ ^T
te (^) at *'IC cn(* ^ *kk Manama"-

6
Literally, 'said with unpremeditated readiness.' The words j\&

are omitted in most MSS.
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"Inmates of this abode, all hail 1
! all hail!

Long may you live in plenty's verdant vale 2
!

O grant your aid to one by toil opprest
3

,

Way-worn, benighted, destitute, distrest;

1
Literally, 'may you be saluted/ or, 'may you be kept alive.' The

same word has occurred in the Makamah of Keila (pag. 38, lin. 2, De

Sacy), /*|V ^^^^ ,

'

Mayest thou be saluted with honour.'

2
Literally,

'
in comfort of verdant life.' i^a^- properly means ' humilis

fuit,' and hence, because low places are generally well watered and fit for

habitation in the East, />a(L>- came to mean '

convenience,'
'

luxury ;' see

Golius. Similarly J^to. is properly 'moist' or 'dewy,' and hence, 'verdant'

and '

pleasant.' This comparison of a life of comfort to residence in a well-

watered meadow, resembles the metaphor at the beginning of the twenty-

third Psalm, 'He maketh me to lie down in a green pasture, he leadeth

me beside the still waters,' or,
'
the waters of comfort.'

3
Literally,

' What have you for a son of the road (a wayfarer) de-

pressed to the dust, worn out with night journeys, stumbling in the darkest
*

night?' The word J*c_ is of very doubtful meaning. It may be derived

from
f^oj, 'sand,' and so mean 'one depressed to the sand,' as < jJl*

from c->J means ' one depressed to the ground ;' or it may be derived

from J^o. ,

'

paucitas pluvias,
'

and mean ' one whose supplies are ex-

hausted.' Or, again, it may be cognate with J^ _,

' a widow,' and mean

'destitute;' (J^tl
seems to be connected with the Hebrew rT^Dptf).

Golius gives
'

pauper, egenus fuit,' vel
'

evasit,' among the significations of

the fourth conj. of J^. . The word
^oj is properly applied to a

camel worn out with work on the road ; see Mak. of Damascus, pag. 177

not. 1, where /uJmM *\^j\ means ' exhaustion of my camel.'

jjj seems to mean ' the most nightly night,' i. e.
'
the darkest.'
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Whose tortured entrails only hunger hold 1

,

(For since he tasted food two days are told;)

A wretch who finds not where 2 to lay his head,

Though brooding
3
night her dreary wing hath spread,

But roams in anxious hope
4 a friend to meet,

Whose bounty, like a spring of water 5 sweet,

May heal his woes ; a friend who straight will say,

"Come in! Tis time thy staif 6 aside to lay;

A welcome and a meal are thine 7
to-day !"

1

Literally, 'burning as to his entrails, which contain ^nothing butj]

hunger; and who has not tasted a single taste of food since two

days.' Similarly, in the Makamah of Alexandria (pag. 104, De Sacy),
.

-

Abou-Zaid says, \_^J\ lc li^l e^J" +>> 'Then I wrapped

my entrails about hunger ;' t. e.
' the folds of my entrails were wrapped

about only with emptiness.' And in the Makamah of Keila we find U^.L

'hunger,' and the verb <,jb ,
used in the same clause for the sake of

alliteration; ^^\ JLC *lic*-^ \M*b, 'we wrapped our entrails about

hunger.' When J^JLl^ is followed by lc it means 'to contain.'

2
Literally, 'has no asylum.'

3
(Jjuu'C is 'profuse demissus.' Compare a passage in the xvth Makamah,

/^HaH ^^~ i_J.X^ jJ. Ujw$ ,

'

especially as the wing of night is now

stretched out ;' and Milton, L'Allegro :

' Where brooding darkness spreads her jealous wings.'
4

Literally,
' he from perplexity is in restlessness.'

3 ' Is there then in this house no sweet spring ?' t. e. no liberal person.
9 A long staff to lean upon was part of the paraphernalia of a beg-

gar, as also was a cruet, and a dress of serge ; see the Makamah of Sanaa :

'Then he took up his water-cruet, and settled his staff (Lac) under his

arm.'

7
'Accept with joy (c.^ ,^1) a welcome and a ready hospitable meal,'

or
'
a hospitable meal speedily prepared.'
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But there came out to me a boy
1 in a short tunic 2

, who said,

"
By him who hospitable rites ordained 3

,

And first of all and best those rites maintained,

The sire who founded 4
first in Mecca's court

Its hallowed fane, the pilgrim's blest resort,

I swear that friendly converse and a home 5

Is all we have for those who nightly roam ;

For how should we to guests impart a meal,

While thus the pangs of want our slumber steal?

1
Literally,

' a young gazelle ;' see Mak. of Tenise, pag. 168, not. 4.

2 A frock worn by the young.
3 '

By the sanctity of the Shaikh who ordained the hospitable meal ;'

i. e. Abraham, speaking of whom an apostle says,
' Be not forgetful to en-

tertain strangers, for in so doing some have entertained angels unawares.'

Compare Prof. Lee's note on Job xxxi. 16, on the observance of hospitality

among the Arabs.

4 ' And founded the place to which the hadg is made, (the Kaaba), in

the mother of towns.' This is a title of Mecca as the chief and first of

towns, just as lo^-Sl! *\ is the title of the first Surah, as the first and

leading chapter of the Koran. Abraham is represented by the Moslem tradi-

tions as having founded the Kaaba at Mecca. They assert that after Ismael

his son had settled there, he came to him from Palestine on the winged

camel called Barak, and instructed him to found the temple, which from

that time became the resort of pilgrims from all the Arab tribes, and con-

tinued to be so even when the worship of the true God gave place to ido-

latry. Abou'1-Feda relates, (as has been already stated in note 1, pag.

183), that when Mohammed took Mecca by storm, he found in the Kaaba

a statue of Abraham holding arrows for casting lots, and ordered it to be

destroyed. It is more probable, however, that this was an old statue of

a heathen deity (Jupiter?) holding thunderbolts in his hand, which Mo-

hammed might easily mistake for the arrows used in divination. See the

middle of page 204.

5 ' We have nothing for the night-traveller, if he apply [to us], except

conversation, and shelter in our home;' i.e. 'we can only give him kind

words and shelter, but cannot furnish him with food.'
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Or bounty toward the indigent display,

While hunger thus consumes our bones away
1 ?

How seems to thee my offer 2 ? speak, and say !"

And I replied,
" What can I do with 3 an empty house,

And a host who is himself thus utterly destitute 4 ?

But what is thy name, boy ? for thy intelligence
5 charms me."

He replied,
" My name is Zaid, and I was reared at Faid 6

,

And Icame to this town yesterday with my kindred 7 of Beni Abs."

And I said,
" Give me yet further explanation,

So mayest thou live, and be raised [from every fall]!"

He replied, "My mother Barrah 8
(who is such as her name implies)

1 'For how should he furnish hospitable meals, whom that craving

hunger prevents from sleeping, which wears away his bones when it

assails him?'

2 This line is explained by the Scholiast, 'What is your idea with

regard to what I have told you? that you will stay with us or not?'

3
i.e. 'of what use or advantage can they be to me?'

* In the phrase Jj ^_Q\^ } the word ^_j\^ seems to be nearly equi-
* * s

valent to L_^s-U> . The phrase may be rendered
' a companion or associate

of poverty,' i. e.
' one from whom indigence is inseparable,' and who there-

fore cannot assist others.

5 i.e. 'thy cleverness in replying readily in verse.'

6 Faid is a village of the district called Neged, half way on the road

to Mecca from Baghdad. Shareeshi in his commentary on this passage gives

a very long description of this place, although the name is introduced by
Hariri merely because it rhymes with Zaid.

7
Literally,

'

my maternal uncles.'

8 Barrah is a proper name derived from the words j virtue, or

jt 'just,' and the meaning of the parenthetical clause is, 'she is as vir-

tuous as her name implies ;' a remark ingeniously inserted in order to divert

the hearers from entertaining a suspicion of the truth of his story.

It may here l>e observed that the word "Q in the phrase
"
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Told me she married one of the nobles 1 of Seroug
2 and Grasaan 3

In a year when a predatory incursion 4 was made upon Meroan 5
;

And that as soon as he became aware of her pregnancy
6
,

(For he is reported to have been a crafty
7 deceiver 8

)

He deserted 9 her stealthily, and there was an end of him;

which occurs in the 2nd Psalm, is probably identical with the Arabic j.

If such is the case, the phrase may be rendered, 'Cleave to the Just

One' (or, 'the Pure One'). An ancient Arabic version translates it
\yej>\

<~-)S$\
'
bonis moribus inhaerete,' apparently connecting *12 ^'h J

'
V1T~

tue;' (in accordance with the version of the LXX. %pdga<r6e TraiSeiac).

"O 'filius,' is a Chaldaic word; and seems not to have been used

except in apposition or construction, as MV~n3, or with a pronominal

affix attached to it, as in Prov. xxxi. 2, PIDI "OE^")! HD} ni HD

1
| --j is the plural of ,_-:, which is equivalent to the Hebrew ")5tf

'

princeps.'
2 See pag. 54, note 2. 3 See pag. 102, note 3.

4
i. e. a year of danger, when an offer of marriage would be gladly

accepted by a woman for the sake of the protection which she would hope

to obtain thereby. Predatory incursions were often made by one Arab

tribe on another who were their hereditary foes, and the performances of

the young men on those occasions were regarded as chivalrous exploits

by their fellowclansmen, which entitled them to claim the hand of women

of rank and merit.

5 Meroan is a town near Faid in the district of Neged, on the road

from Baghdad to Medina.

6
Literally, 'her heaviness.'

7 iwb is properly the name of a very wary bird, which, when it would

drink at a pool, looks carefully round before it begins, in order to see if

there be any danger. See page 72, note 4.

8 This clause, like the last which was marked as in parentheses, is pre-

ceded by ., which is sometimes equivalent to a mark of parenthesis.

9
j^o 'migravit.' In the East, where there are no laws for the pro-
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So that we know not whether he is alive and to be expected,

Or whether he is deposited in the lonesome tomb."

Now I knew by these distinct signs
1 that he was my child,

But my poverty
2 deterred me from discovering myself to him,

So I left him with a crushed heart 3 and gushing tears.

I ask you therefore, my intelligent hearers,

Have you heard anything stranger than this strange incident ?'

And we replied, 'No, by Him who understands the Book 4 !'

tection 'of women, such desertion of wives very soon after marriage is very

common, when the husband is too indolent to provide for the support of

his offspring. The translation
'
there was an end of him

'

only conveys

the general sense of the original. ']^*. Jj& means 'bring Qthe rest of

the story] in continuation of this ;' i. e.
' in accordance with it.' The

English phrase,
' and so forth,' answers to it most nearly ; since it implies,

like \j*. Jjfc , that it is unnecessary to state the sequel of the story, because

it corresponds in character with the part of it which has been stated

already ; and what is meant is, that
' from that day to this, nothing more

has been heard about him.'

The Scholiast says that if we say,
' Such an one went away in such

# ~ -^

a year L>- *!&>' it is meant that '

up to this time he has never come

back.' For the meaning and derivation of the word Jjfc, see note 3,

page 210.

1
Literally,

' from the correctness of the indications' [^conveyed by the

boy's words].
2 'The emptiness of my hand.' He knew that if he told the boy

who he was, he must necessarily undertake to provide for him, which

he was unable to do. It was to the fact of this inability that he wished

to draw the attention of his hearers, in order to induce them to assist

him by their bounty.
3

Literally,
'
liver.'

4
f. f,. 'the Koran,' called 'the book' par excellence by Moslemin, just as

the Bible is by us. The complete understanding of it was supposed to
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And he said,
' Set it down as among the most marvellous events,

And record it permanently
1 among the contents 2 of documents,

For the like thereof has never yet been published
3 in the world.'

So we called for ink and pens
4 and wrote 5 at his dictation.

Then we asked 6 if he wished to take his son to live with him ;

And he replied,
' If only my purse

7 were heavy enough,

It would be easy for me to undertake the charge of him.'

So we said that '
if a certain sum 8 of money would suffice him,

We would presently collect it for him ;' when he replied,
' How could such a sum as that not be enough for me ?

Or would any but a madman 9 think it insufficient 10 ?'

be beyond mortal powers; and those who effected the most admired and

lucid commentaries upon it, still professed their attainments in the know-

ledge of it to be very limited. See Beidawi's Preface to the Koran.

^i- 'perpetuate it.'

2 'The bellies/ or, 'inside of leaves of paper.'

3
or, 'the like of it has not been circulated in the countries.'

4 'Its pens,' literally, 'its snakes,' i.e. the reed-pens (JJjl), so called

from their form and smoothness and pointed heads, and their being partly

coloured, and partly blackened by the ink.

5 ' Wrote it fairly (in an elegant style), as he dictated it.'

6 * We tried to elicit from him (a verb primarily applied to digging for

water) his idea about taking his son to be with him;' i.e. whether or

not he had any idea of doing so.

7
Literally,

'
sleeve ;' in which a pocket was made for carrying money.

8 <>La) is
' a certain sum of money,' viz (as the Scholiast says), 20

denars of gold, or 200 drahms of silver. It is used to express 'a mo-

derate sum of money;' just as
jjju (10,000 drahms) is used to denote a

very large one. (See pag. 98, not. 4, and 123, not. 3).

9 'One struck or afflicted [with mental calamity].'
10

or, 'underrate its value.'
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So we severally undertook to contribute a portion
1 of it,

And each of us wrote him a cheque
2 for that amount;

Whereupon he returned thanks for this our bounty,

And was so profusely lavish 3 in his acknowledgments,

That we thought his expressions of gratitude excessive,

And our present far too small [to correspond with them].

Then he spread forth such a varied tissue of dialogue,

As outvied4 the embroidered texture of Yemen,

Till dawn appeared, and the enlightening morn arose.

Thus we spent a night, from which all evil 5 was excluded,

Until its hindermost locks turned white in daylight
6

,

And whose favourable auspices
7 were unblemished by a flaw 7

,

Till the moment when it sprouted forth 8 into morning.

As soon then as the first limb 9 of the sun 10
appeared,

j 'quod ex distributione alicui cedit.' Gol.

2
\33 is 'a fragment of paper with a promise of payment written on

it.' It is derived from iaS, 'to cut.' iaS also means f a cat.' It is very

unusual to find so close a resemblance at once in sense and letters between

English and Arabic words.

3
Literally,

' he completely exhausted profuse thanks.'

4
or,

' rendered contemptible.'
5 'We thus spent a night from which all disagreeable or untoward

circumstances (literally, impurities) were far away ;' t. e. in perfect harmony
and enjoyment.

8
. e.

'
until it was broad daylight.' Night is here metaphorically

represented as a person with black locks, which turn white as it recedes

before the approaching dawn.

7 These are phrases peculiar to augury or astrology.
8 'Till its branch burst into leaf.'

9
Literally, 'horn.'

10 Golius says that the sun is called <3Uc from the verb
Jkc.

'to

spin," because the sun spreads his rays abroad like finely woven threads.
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He sprang up like a gazelle, and said to me,
' Rise up with us, that we may collect the gifts,

And obtain payment of [the money due upon] the cheques
1

;

For my heart's wounds 2
gape afresh from yearning for my son.'

So I accompanied him hand-in-hand 3 to facilitate his success,

And as soon as he had collected the coin into his scrip,

The traces of satisfaction gleamed forth in his features,

And he said, 'May'st thou be well rewarded for coming
4 with me,

And may God recompense thee, though I cannot 6
!'

But I said,
' I want to follow thee, to see thy fine son 6

,

And to speak with him and obtain an answer from him 7
.'

But he looked at me as the deceiver looks at the deceived,

And laughed heartily
8

,
and then indited these lines:

are
'

cheques,' which transfer to another the duty of paying

money due from oneself. .

2 'The tendings (or, 'torn shreds') of my liver fly asunder again.'

3
Literally,

'
alae ejus me adjunxi.' Shareesbi explains the phrase thus,

iX>
L gS i_<Aj * '<*,< ^^OOAJ^C

4 'For the steps of thy feet;' i.e. for walking with me so as to help

me to obtain payment of the cheques. Unless Hareth had accompa-

nied him to vouch for his honesty and identity, those who held the sums

of money due to him would probably have refused to pay them to him.

5
Literally,

'

may God be my substitute towards thee ;' i.e. 'I de-

sire to devolve upon Him the duty of recompensing thee, which it is not

in my power to do.'

6
i. e.

'

thy son of whose cleverness thou hast boasted.'

7 'In order that he may answer me;' i.e. 'that I may obtain from

him as eloquent a reply as that which he made to thee.'

8
Literally,

'
till his eyes gargled tears ;'

i. e.
'
filled with tears that

came and went alternately, as is the case with those arising from excessive

laughter.'
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' O thou who deceived

By a tale hast believed

A mirage
1 to be truly a lake,

Though I ne'er had expected

My fraud undetected,

Or doubtful my meaning to make !

I confess that I lied,

When I said that my bride

And my first-born were Barrah and Zaid 2

But guile is my part,

And deception my art,

And by these are my gains ever made 3
.

1 See note (B) at the end of this Makamah, page 227-
2 '

I swear that I have no Barrah for a spouse (bride), nor any son

after whom I should be called [Abou-Zaid] ;' or,
' from whom I should

derive a metonym.' Among the Arabs, as long as a man is childless he

is called after his father, viz. by his father's name, with Ibn prefixed to

it. But as soon as he has a son, he is called after this son, viz. by his

son's name, with Abou prefixed to it; and, similarly, a mother is called

after a son or daughter, Om being prefixed to its name. This name they

call aju, or 'metonym.' The Devil's metonym is iL *}\, 'father of

bitterness.' In the xxiiird Makamah, pag. 276, when the judge lias dis-

covered the deceit that Abou-Zaid had practised upon him, he asks llareth,
fg

'and what is the name (metonym) of that rascal (monkey)?' jju Uj

Ju JiM tl)JJ When Hareth replies
'

Abou-Zaid,' the judge says,
' He

should rather be called Abou-A'ai//' (father of guile). See note (C), pago

228, at the end of this Makamah.
3 ' But I have various sorts of magic in which I am an original in-

ventor, and not an imitator Qof others], such as Asmay does not tell of

in his narratives, nor Komait has composed (spun); which I adopt as a

means, whenever I like, to attain to whatever my hand gains.' The '

magic

1G
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Such schemes I devise,

That the cunning and wise

Never practised the like or conceived ;

Nor Asmay nor Komait

Any wonders relate

Like those that my wiles have achieved.

But -if these I disdain 1
,

I abandon my gain,

And by fortune at once am refused:

arts' here spoken of are those of eloquence, by which he confesses that it

was his practice to cajole his hearers. So, in the Makamah of Alexandria,

he says :

' and words my store,

' Whose magic power I wield in prose or verse,
' To frame whate'er my ready lips rehearse.'

See pag. 103. Concerning Asmay and Komait, see note (D) at the end of

this Makamah, pag. 229.

1 'But which (magic arts) were I to relinquish, my condition in life

would alter, and I should not gain what I now gain. Then accept my
excuse, and forgive me, if I have done any wrong or crime.' This resem-

bles a passage in the xiiith Makamah (pag. 103, De Sacy) :

&c. &c.

* But if I walked in an ordinary path all my life,

' My casting lots and my striking fire (i. e. all my means of livelihood)

would have failed,
' And my difficulty and loss would have been perpetual ;

'

Say therefore to him who would find fault with me,
( This is my excuse, and I offer it to thy acceptance.'
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Then forgive me their use,

And accept my excuse,

JsTor of guilt let my guile be accused.'

Then he took leave of me, and went away from me,

Leaving in my heart the embers of lasting regret
1
.'

1
Literally,

'
he put into my heart embers of the Ghradha ;' the name

of a species of wood that, when made into charcoal, retains fire, and

smoulders very slowly ; which was therefore employed as a metaphor for

*

lasting sorrow.' The Arabs generally speak of grief as producing internal

heat. So in the xxxviiith Makamah (pag. 494, De Sacy), Hareth says

that Abou-Zaid's departure 'put a flame [of sorrow] within him,"

Compare TEschylus, Agam. 1001 :

NOTE (B).

'The mirage' is the well-known illusion in the Arabian desert, arising

from unequal rarefaction and refraction of air, which produces in the open

country before and behind the traveller the appearance of a lake of water,

when there is really nothing there but dry and hot soil. It is used in the

present passage as a metaphor for the falsehood and deception that Abou-

Zaid had been practising on his friends. The word c_J\,~i is evidently

the same as the Hebrew 2"lttf which occurs twice in the prophecy of

Isaiah. In ch. xxxv. 7, DND ^SQD? lS*l OJN? Tlfff! JTfTl 'The
fft -

: T : T-:l- TT- TT;

(Sharaab) mirage shall become a lake, and the thirsty land springs of water.'

(t.. 'Those who before were dry and barren of good works, shall refresh others

by their bounty and kindness'), the word
2")ttf

is used in exactly the

same sense as in the Arabic. In the other passage of Isaiah where it occurs

(ch. xlix. 10) it must be understood to mean the 'scorching and stifling

heat of the sun which always accompanies such mirage :'
'

They shall not

16 '2
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hunger nor thirst, neither shall the sun or heat (mirage) smite them;'

ttDttn inttf D^_ *ftl. In the 20th Makamah (pag. 242, De Sacy) another

name for the mirage occurs, viz. _^c^L> which is derived from _^j
'

resplen-

duit;' because the mirage shines and looks like water. In that passage a

deceiver is addressed thus, ?ljJ! -\^ t\J&\ f*^. V.

' ^ mira e f ^e

level [Waste], and white shingle of the wide slope!' On which it may
be observed, first, that the mirage is almost always seen on the open plains

of the desert, and not on hills, or where the desert is mountainous; and,

secondly, that when travellers in the desert see white stones on the sides

of hills, they often suppose them to be silver, or something valuable, in

consequence of the deceptive glare of the sun.

NOTE (C).

Metonyms, (viz. the compounds of Ibn and Aboti) were useful for the

purpose of increasing the means of designating individuals ; the only names

among the Arabs at all corresponding to our surnames being patrionymics,

i. e. names derived from the towns or countries of which those who bore

them were natives, or where they resided, as Al Serougi, Al Ferouzabadi,

Al Razi (The man of Rye), &c. ;
and even these were not sufficiently distinctive

when many illustrious persons were natives of the same place. In biogra-

phical dictionaries, individuals were designated by their names, metonyms,
or patrionymics, according as one or the other was more rare. Thus Ibn

Sina (Avicenna) was so called, because Al Bokhari would not have dis-

tinguished him from other illustrious natives of Bokhara ; and Abou'l Feda

was so called, and not by his patrionymic, because the former is sufficiently

rare. But these different methods of designation were found to be produc-

tive of great confusion, and to render the use of biographical dictionaries

arranged alphabetically, like that of Ibn Khalekan, very inconvenient, unac-

companied as they were by an index ; and accordingly those of later date are

arranged chronologically, and seem at first sight to be continuous histories

of Islam, though on inspection they are found to contain only accounts of

individuals. In these each successive year from the Hegira is distinctly

marked, and under this head are detailed in order the histories of any

remarkable persons who may have died in that year, beginning with the

words gi y"
<Lxj .

' In this year died such an one.' Still, to use
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even these without an index, it was necessary to know approximately the

date of the death of the individual sought for.

NOTE (D.)

' Al Asmay,' according to Ibn Khalekan, was a native of Basra highly

skilled in grammar and rhetoric, who came to Baghdad in the reign of Haroun

Al Rashid, and there astonished all the learned by the extent of his attain-

ments, and the retentiveness of his memory. His contemporary, Isaac of

Mossul the musician (who wrote a biography of musicians ; see page 137)

says of him that ' he never observed Al Asmay to forget any species of

knowledge, or to be inferior to any in a single branch of literature.' Ibn

Khalekan gives a long list of his works on Grammar, Natural History,

Rhetoric, &c., and among them a work called ui^jjksi! c-^o -c c-Al

' Book of strange traditional anecdotes,' which is probably that alluded to

by Hariri in the present passage where he says that
'

Asmay had related

in his romances no anecdotes so wonderful as Abou-Zaid's performances in

cajoling people by his eloquence.' Asmay appears to have been the writer

of many romances; for we find him referred to as the principal authority

in that of Antar.

' Al Komait' was a celebrated poet of Koufa whose visit to Basra and

interview there with Farezdak (a poet of the early Khaliphate) is narrated

by Shareeshi. He was remarkable for the length of his poetical composi-

tions, the long yarns which he 'spun' (cJU~)> as it is expressed in the

above passage. To this allusion is made in the following line:

' Thou hast tarried so long with us, my brother,

'That thy delay is like a poem of Al Komait.'



THE MAKAMAH
OF

BARKAID 1

.

I

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

HAD determined on departure from the town of Barkaid 1

,

But since I was aware of the approach
2 of the festival,

1 A considerable town; according to Abou'l Feda, seventeen parasangs

north of Mosul. The name of this town was probably selected by Hariri

in this place, merely because it rhymes exactly with the words Jax.
jj

j

at the end of the next clause.

2
Literally,

' noticed the lightning of the festival,' i. e. the preliminaries

which betokened its approach (just as flashes of lightning betoken the ap-

proach of rain in those countries); or, simply, the approach of the festival,

indicated by the proximity of the end of the month Ramadan; since the

festival here intended is that at the conclusion of the fast, a season observed

by Moslemin with great rejoicing, almsgiving, and extraordinary prayers.

They have two annual festivals, called Ja (Aid) on account of their regular

recurrence. One of these, the Aid Kebeer (Great Festival) or Aid Corban

(Festival of sacrifice), is celebrated by them on the tenth day of the last

month of their year, the month called 5^' J, because it is that ap-

pointed for the commencement of the pilgrimage to Mecca. In this festival

private persons sacrifice sheep according to their means, and all the pil-

grims of the Hadg unite in the solemn immolation of a victim with

certain prescribed rites. The other festival, the Aid Soghraier (Lesser

Festival) or Aid Al Fatr, JaaJI (break-fast), is celebrated at the end of

the fast of the month Ramadan, and on the first day of the following

month Shaval. This latter festival is doubtless the one intended in the
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I was unwilling to quit the town on my journey,

Without having been there on the day of chief solemnity
1

;

So when it came with its obligatory
2 and voluntary

2
rites,

And all the various accompaniments
3 that it brings with it,

above passage, because the observances spoken of are those which belonged

to it, and no allusion is made to the sacrifices which accompanied the

other. These festivals are called by the Turks ' Beiram buyuk' and 'Beiram

kutchuk' respectively.

Concerning the verb +\ 'to make meteorological observations,' see

page 57 in the note.

1 The day of 'show,' or 'pomp;' the principal day of the festival, on

which, as appears from a subsequent clause, it was usual for the people

to array themselves in their best apparel.

2 Those religious observances are called by the Arabs ,-oJ which are

prescribed by the Moslem law derived from the Koran. Those on the

contrary are called
Jjij f which are only recommended by traditions of the

prophet's words (<5juj), and as such are meritorious works of supereroga-

tion, but not obligatory. According to the tenets of the sect of Al Shaafi

to which Hariri belonged, almsgiving was obligatory, 1,0,*, at the festival

of Al Fatr here spoken of, but the extraordinary prayers and the wearing

new apparel, supererogatory, jjjij
. It may be observed, that the two

species of Mohammedan law derived respectively from the Koran and the

traditions, correspond with the mpp and TO^D of the Jews, the first

founded upon writings of unquestionable authority, the latter upon tradi-

tions well authenticated and derived originally from the same source, but

by the nature of tradition inferior in authority to the former.

3
Literally,

'

brought with it its horsemen and footmen/ i. e.
'
all its at-

tendant circumstances," viz.
'
its rites and ceremonies ;'

a highly metaphorical

phrase quoted hero from the Koran (Surah 1 7, ver. 65) where God is repre-

sented as saying to Satan,
'
Assail them with thy horsemen and footmen,'

t. . 'with all thy host;' or 'bring all thy appliances to bear against them;'

(

*"
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I joined the procession of those who went forth to celebrate 1
it,

Arrayed, agreeably to traditional practice, in new apparel.

Now when the congregation was gathered and arranged in rows 2
,

And the crowd had become such as to be well-nigh suffocating
3
,

An old man appeared, whose only clothing was two cloaks 4
,

Holding under his arm a coarse sort of wallet 5
,

And trusting for guidance to an emaciated old woman 6
,

Both his eyes being entirely concealed and closed 7
;

Who stopped short, as if ready to sink 8 from feebleness,

And uttered a salutation in a low and faltering
9 tone ;

1
or, 'I conformed with an authentic tradition in putting on new

garments, and went forth with those who went forth to keep the festival.'

The tradition in question was due to Aisha, wife of Mohammed, who

reported that he had recommended this practice.
2
According to the custom in mosques, where the people stand in

rowi (\su> U*tf>), facing the Imaum who repeats the prayers aloud.

3 'When the crowd took hold on (t. e. 'arrested' or 'interrupted') the

organs of respiration.' Ja is explained by the Scholiast ,uJuN -rj*^ '

4
<LJj, like the Hebrew i"Pu3tt^ is a garment large enough to wrap

about the whole body, and to preclude the necessity of other clothes, and

therefore very convenient for a needy mendicant.

5
Literally,

' a sort of horse-bag,' i. e.
'
the small woollen bag hung to

a horse's head, out of which he eats barley or straw.'

6 'An old woman who seemed like a she-goblin' or 'imp;' i.e. an

old hag, who never quitted him, (like the female 'Ghoul'
J^Cj,

which was

supposed to follow its victim, till it led him astray or ruined him);

or, 'lean and ill-favoured as a goblin.'
7 *

Veiled' or 'covered as to both the pupils of his eyes.' He had

a bandage tied over his closed eyes, in order to keep them shut, and make

people imagine him to be really blind.

8
or, 'half dead from weakness.'

9 ' Uttered the salutation of one who has a feeble and suppressed voice.'
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And, after repeated prayers and good wishes for us,

Thrust his five 1

[fingers] into his wallet,

And brought out from it some scraps of paper,

Elaborately
2 written upon, in dyes of various colours 3

,

And delivering them to that wily old dame 4
,

Bade her try to detect 5 the persons likely to be generous
6

.

And whomsoever she should perceive to be liberally disposed.
7
,

To present to him one of the scraps of paper ;

When ill-luck 8 allotted one to me whereon was written 9
,

1 Conf. Hesiod. Op. et Dies, 1. 742, where the hand is called

So, in the story of the "regret of Cosaiah' (see page 116), he says that

ho was ready to ' cut off his five Qfingers^],'

2
Literally,

'
at leisure times,' t. .

'

carefully ;' because elegant and

ornamental writing requires time.

3 'Colours of various dyes;' a metathesis for 'dyes of various colours,'

according to the Scholiast.

4 Such is the interpretation given by the Scholiast to the rare word

5
*~>*> which occurs again in this Makamah (pag. 83, line 5, De Sacy)

means '

to endeavour to ascertain a person's character by observing his

physiognomy and external characteristics.'

6 De Sacy renders this word
..tyj 'dupes;' but the translation 'gene-

rous' accords best with the next clause, and seems in best taste. Shareeshi

says it is a Persian word, and means ' a generous man,' or ' one who may

be easily cheated out of his property,' <)JLc ,.& c.<\s***\ .

7
Literally,

' whomsoever she should perceive his hands to be moist,' i. e.

'with the dews of liberality.' So in the xxxvth Makamah (page 451, De

Sacy) we read,
' There remained not one in the company the palm of

whose hand was not moist, (dewy) for him,' &j <J I^^JAJ >r 1\.

8
Literally,

'

destiny who is blamed and found fault with ;' Motarrezi

prefers to explain i^vi-e
'
mischievous.'

9 These verses in the original are a most singular piece of gingling
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'By dire disaster and distress dismayed
1
,

By brethren base and faithless friends betrayed,

Who scan with scoffing scorn my scanty wealth,

And seek, like secret foes, to strike by stealth,

By falsehood foul to frustrate all my toil,

And all my fairest fondest hopes to foil,

I roam in dreary destitute despair,

The darts of dark despite condemned to bear;

And oft, arrayed in rags, for pity plead,

With none my woes to heal, my wants to heed2
.

Ah ! would that fortune, when my foe 3 she proved,

Had first bereft me of my babes beloved!

For whonl the meanest mendicant I've been,

And still demean myself with abject mien,

Though deeming
4 such disgrace more dire than pain,

alliteration, the rhyme throughout being 'aali.' An inadequate attempt

has been made in the translation to convey the same effect.

1
Literally,

' I have become crushed to the ground by pains and alarms,

and severely tried by the haughty, the crafty, and the perfidious, and

the traitor from among brethren (the treacherous brother), who detests me

on account of my poverty, and by the efforts of those who are endeavour-

ing to frustrate my designs.'

2
Literally,

' I do not occur to any one's mind,' i. e. 'I am remembered

of none.' The phrase <jjljo J^A- is used with respect to whatever is recol-

lected by any one after having been forgotten.

3 'When she became tyrannical [towards me].'

4 ' For unless my little ones (cubs) were my tortures and calamities

(on account of my difficulty in maintaining them), I should not have ad-

dressed my hopes (i. e. my suit) to mean or noble.'
J^Lcl

is plural of
J^. s

'a collar or fetter of torture' which used to be riveted so close about the

neck of a captive that vermin bred between it and the skin. It is used
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Or cankering contact of a captive's chain ;

Far better 1

poverty with patient pride

Than bitter scorn and insult to abide ;

To pine in hovel than be prey to shame,

To rove in rags than rest with ruined fame.

Who 2 then my load will lighten? who display

metaphorically to express any species of cruel and tormenting distress.

is the plural of &., 'a malady' or 'sickness.'

jjl
is explained by the Scholiast

'

niggardly,'
'

indisposed or incompetent

to help;' and ML 'noble,'
'

generous and forward to assist.' The former may
also mean 'the common people* and the latter 'men of rank,' like the

words +\, and ,>oU- in the phrase /W| ^^^
1 ' Nor should I have drawn my train (i. e. walked) in the track of

infamy (i. e. the degraded condition of a beggar) ; since my cell (or
'

garret ')

would have been more seemly for me, and my rags more reputable for me.'

Abou-Zaid .thus laments the necessity to which he was reduced by having
a large family to support, to beg alms from all classes, and so to expose

his indigence to public observation, and himself to the risk of meeting
refusal ; a disgrace much deprecated by the Arabs. Similarly, in the

Makamah of Saada, he says to his son,

' Endure thy needy abject lot,

' As one who heeds or feels it not ;

' Nor e'en to those reveal thy woe
' Who speedy succour would bestow.

' How noble are the poor who hide

' Their poverty with patient pride,
' Who blindness to its hardship feign,
' Who bear the smart and ne'er complain !

'

2 'Is there then any generous person who will look to the relief of

my distress with a denar, and allay (' extinguish ') the heat of my anguish

by Qthe gift of] a shirt or trowsers?"

is an ancient name for
' a denar', as

' a coin of standard weight.'
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A generous zeal my galling grief t'allay,

And gold or garment gladly give away ?'

Now when I contemplated the rich tissue 1 of these verses,

I was anxious for the acquaintance of him who had woven them,

And the embroiderer of that most elaborate pattern ;

And it occurred to me 2 that the woman was the means to find him,

At the same time that I felt 3 sure that it is not unlawful

To reward a person who furnishes ordinary information.

So I watched her as she passed along the rows 4 of people,

And solicited a dole 5 from their hands one by one :

1

or, 'the ornamental character of the verses,' in respect of the allite-

rations and plays of words with which the original abounds, which indi-

cated the great care and labour bestowed upon them by their author, just

as rich embroidery indicates the toil of the weaver.

2 ' Reflection suggested to me.'

3 'At the same time that it (reflection) assured me (gave me its de-

cision) that to give a fee to one who furnishes [^ordinary] information is

quite lawful, Qhough it is unlawful to give rewards for divination].'

The verb Ju 'gave me its legal decision,' is technically used of a Mufti

(a named derived therefrom), when he decides on points of canon law, and

is appropriately employed here, because the law here alluded to depends

on a traditionary dictum of the Prophet, that 'the wages of divination

are unlawful,' which was understood as implying the converse, viz. 'that

it is lawful to tender reward to one who gives us information obtained

by ordinary and not illicit means,' <^J)jtd\ . The allusion itself however is

somewhat superfluous and inelegant.
4

Literally, 'as she followed up (traversed successively in order) the rows,

row by row.' A quotation from the Koran; the rows being those spoken of

above, (pag. 232, not. 2), in which the people arranged themselves during the

service of the mosque.
5 ' And solicited drops of rain from their hands one by one (hand by

hand).' It has been already stated, (pag. 233, not. 7) that a liberal man is
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But so it was that her toil prospered not,

And not a single purse
1

dropped aught upon her hand:

Finding therefore that her solicitations were ineffectual,

And that her repeated circuits 2 became irksome to her,

She invoked the Divine aid with an expression of resignation
3

,

And then set herself to collect again the scraps of paper.

But, as ill-luck 4 would have it, she forgot the scroll that I held,

So that she failed to turn aside in my direction,

But returned to the blind man, bewailing her disappointment,

And complaining bitterly of the rigour of the times.

spoken of by the Arabs as having
' a moist

'

or
'

dewy hand,' i. e. moist

with the dews of generosity. The same metaphor is here employed.

1

Literally, 'vessel,' which De Sacy renders 'bourse.' But the word

may be used metaphorically, and signify 'an individual of the throng.'

2
'Among the rows of worshippers in the mosque.' This opportunity

of soliciting alms was selected by Abou-Zaid because almsgiving was one

of the obligatory observances of the festival; though the givers might
select their own objects, and perhaps in this instance did not like the

appearance of the old woman.

3
Literally, by exclaiming, 'I am in God's hands, and shall return to

him,' ^^ns^.\j
<u)\

\)\j
t& \j\ , an expression of resignation to the Divine

will, used by the Arabs on the death of any relative, or on meeting with

any serious failure or disappointment. It corresponds closely with the

pious exclamation of Job (himself a native of the Houraun) on sustaining

heavy and irreparable losses, "rp^D "IT DttJ %T Hp7 "iTl "JT ]J"0
rr : T : Vr T- T ' - T

The Arabs as a nation partake of that singular resignation for which their

countryman Job was remarkable.

4
Literally, 'the devil made her lose all recollection of my scrap of

paper.' This was unlucky for Hareth, as appears in the sequel of the

story, because it thus became his lot to bestow his bounty on an impos-

tor, which the rest of the company escaped by returning the begging peti-

tions to the old woman.
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And he said, 'I am in God's hands, and commit my case toHim 1

;

There is no power or strength but in Him ;

To Him alone I look ; for in mankind 2

A source of bounty now no more I find
;

Not one remains whose friendship is sincere,

Not one whose charity from guile is clear,

Not one whose generous aid my soul may cheer
;

But base and sordid all alike appear
2
.'

1 Thus an Arab poet, Abou Feras, says:

Jjou- <uM Jjl^ v^Aa w^./

Ji jJj oU^ eJl*~> J ^ vJjJ^J J j*> ijj

' If God does not aid thee in what thou purposest,
' The creature has no means whatever of attaining to it ;

'And unless He guides thee right in every path,
' Thou must go wrong even though a constellation lead thee.'

2
Literally,

' There now remains none sincere or true, and none Qwhose

friendship is] pure as a fountain, and none ready to assist ;' (or <r
>x*> may

mean ' one to whom liberality is as natural as flowing is to water) ; but a

general equality in baseness has appeared Qin the world] ; for there are

none faithful or valuable.' Compare the following lines of the Lamiot Al

Agam. lin. 51.

' Good faith has failed, and perfidy become abundant,
' And wide has become the difference between promises and performances ;

' And the falsehood of the wTorld is put to shame by thy veracity ;

' For how should the crooked be in accordance with the straight ?

Compare also Isaiah lix. 14, 15.
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But, nevertheless, be cheerful 1

, and hope for the best 2
,

And now collect the papers together, and count them.'

And she replied,
' I have already collected and counted them3

,

And found that the hand of loss had destroyed one of them.'

Whereupon he exclaimed,
' Ruin 4 to thee ! slovenly wretch !

Fie upon thee! Shall we lose the net as well as the prey
5 ?

And the wick as well as the brand 5 to light it with?

This is indeed "a fresh handful added to our load of losses"6
;'

So she began to retrace her steps, and seek the scroll 7
.

As soon then as she approached the spot where I stood,

I put with the paper a drahm 8
,
and a small unstamped coin 9

,

And said,
' If thou desirest the burnished and engraved

10
,

is the imperative fern, of the 2nd conj. of ,$x an
'

encourage ;'

'

permit to hope well.'

2 'Promise it (thy soul) good.' ^tXc is the imperative fern, of Ac..

3
Literally, 'I have indeed counted them when I collected them.'

4
or, 'stumbling,' 'overthrow,' to thee!

5 There is here a metathesis in the original.
6 ' A handful of sticks added to a faggot ;' a proverbial expression for

an addition to what is already considerable.

7

gj&* i8
' a piece of paper written upon and folded up.' See Golius.

Here it means the petition which Hareth held.

8 Golius says that twenty, and afterwards twenty-five drahms, were

equal to one denar of gold; whereas the Scholiast on Hariri states that

the denar contained only ten drahms. The relative value of these coins

seems to have varied under the reigns of different Khaliphs. See pag. 112,

note 12.

9 One of those small shapeless fragments of silver which anciently passed
current as money, and are still met with in archaeological collections.

10 This word corresponds with 'asper,' used by Persius, when he says,

'Quid asper Utile nummus habet'

In the original, the words 'and I pointed to (or, 'meant') the drahm.'

are here inserted by way of explanation that it was the drahm that
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Thou must reveal a matter 1 which is as yet a secret 2
;

But if thou shalt be unwilling to give me information,

Then thou mayst take the small piece of silver, and begone/

Preferring therefore the round coin 3
, the bright and large,

She said, 'Leave off arguing, and ask what thou wilt4
.'

Accordingly I asked her about the man, and his country,

And the poem, and him who had woven its rich tissue ;

When she replied,
' The man is of the people of Seroug,

And he composed
5 that highly-wrought poem himself.'

Then she snatched the drahm with the clutch of a hawk,

And darted away like an arrow when it is shot 6
.

Now I suspected that Abou-Zaid was indicated by all this,

And my sorrow was excited for what had befallen his eyes,

And I should have preferred to have taken him by surprise
7

,

he meant by
'
the burnished and engraved,' as distinguished from the

j, or 'unstamped fragment.' Hariri has borrowed the words uJLv*J\

'the burnished and engraved,' from the following line of the

Moallakah of Antarah.

*-\\ * to

' When the noon-day heat has settled [on the world^]
'
I quaff wine bought with the burnished and engraved.'

1 i.e.
' who was the author of the poem.'

2
or,

' undetermined.'

3
Literally, 'the full moon;' on account of its shape and brightness.

4 ' What seems good to thee.'

5 '
It was he who wrought (embroidered) the brocaded poem.'

6 ' A shooting arrow,' i. e.
' the arrow of a shooter.' Other metaphors

in the Makamat for extreme speed are
' a flash of lightning,'

'
the passage

of a frightened bird.' t_jbU- jlls> <Ux) \ c_al?l>- .Jib
,j

7 The word .-s-Ajlo, 'sudden interrupter,' has occurred in the Makamah
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And to have entered into private conversation with him,

In order to test the correctness 1 of my conjecture about him;

But finding it quite impossible to make my way to him,

Without treading on the necks of the assembled throng
2
,

(An outrage which is expressly prohibited by our law),

And moreover disliking to occasion annoyance to others,

Or to cause just reproach to fall upon myself,

I remained stationary in the place which I then occupied,

And made him the object on which my eyes were fixed

Till the sermon was ended, and departure was allowable ;

And then I hasted towards him, and tried to detect3 who he was,

Although he still continued to keep his eyelids closed 4
;

When lo! my sagacity
5 was found to be like that of Ibn Abbas 6

,

of Tenise (pag. 168) ; where, in the next clause, we find as here, a form

of the verb
^>-\j ,

' to carry on a private conversation with another.'

1

Literally,
*
in order to bite the wood of my conjecture respecting him,'

a metaphor borrowed from the method of testing the solidity of a shaft of

wood, before making it into an arrow, by pressing it between the teeth. It

also occurs in the Makamah of Tenise (pag. 167).
2 This seemingly most inelegant remark is introduced by Hariri for the

sake of quoting an expression of Mohammed, who said,
' Whoever treads on

the necks of others (t. e. treats them tyrannically and uncourteously), shall be

made in the day of judgment to serve as a bridge over hell-fire" (.<?. he shall be

stretched out for others to walk over) : <U^^H *
^j^Ull c->\Jj

J^r* _

3

*~>y means 'to endeavour to ascertain a person's character, or to

discover who he is, by observing his features.'

4
Literally, 'in spite of the closing of his eye-lids;' i.e. the bandage

which he wore to keep his eyes closed.

5 '

My sagacity
'

in guessing that this beggar was Abou-Zaid.
8 This Ibn Abbas was a person highly celebrated for his sagacity and

acuteness, qualities which he was said to have owed to a prayer of Mo-

17
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And my conjecture to have been like a conjecture of Eyas
1

:

So I made myself known to him then and there,

Presenting him at the same time with a tunic of mine,

And inviting him to partake of my own bread ;

And he was gratified by my bounty and my recognition,

And gladly accepted
2 my offer of a meal.

So he came away with my hand as his leading-string,

And with my shadow as his precursor
3

;

The old woman being the third and dullest 4 of our party,

hammed for him while he was yet a child. He was bora three years

before the Hegira, and was the son of Mohammed's uncle, Abbas, who was

the son of Abd-Al-Motleb the prophet's grandfather. He was conse-

quently of the tribe of Koreish, and family of Hashaam. Though his fa-

ther was a great opponent of Mohammed, he became one of the brightest

ornaments of Islam, so as to acquire among its adherents the title of Rab-

bini ; and his authority was paramount in all traditions relating to the

prophet, and his decisions unquestioned on matters of doubt and difficulty.

His commentaries on the Koran were most highly esteemed, and only second

in authority to the text itself; and he was said to be endowed with a su-

pernatural understanding of its meaning throughout. He was one of the

companions of the prophet, and a great favourite of Omar the 2nd Khaliph.

Shareeshi quotes various testimonies to his ability, in prose and verse.

1
Eyas was a chief judge of Basra, famed for his skill in forming correct

inferences from slender grounds, of which many instances are quoted by
the commentators. He lived at the end of the first century after the

Hegira.

2

^jj
' he said tl)joJ / a phrase explained in the notes on the Preface

of Hariri. It primarily expresses submission to the will of God, and readiness

to execute his commands, but here is used metaphorically to imply simple

acceptance of an offer.

'His Imaum/ who leads the devotions of the congregation.
4

Literally,
'
the third prop of the trivet.' When the Arabs of the desert

want to boil a pot, and there is a slanting rock at hand, they are wont

to set up two props, and make the rock act as the third, so forming a
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But an observer 1 from whom nothing was to be concealed.

trivet upon which the pot may be placed with a fire lighted beneath it.

Each prop is called aLxftj} , and the rock, which is of course the heaviest of

the three,
' the third of the props' ^15^1 <Sj3U Now if any one is undesirable

as a companion on account of his dulness, he is called
jjjjij

'

heavy,' because

he is an encumbrance
; and, accordingly, if any three persons are in company

(like the three props of a trivet), and one of them (as, in this case, the old

woman) is from his dulness, or otherwise, an encumbrance to the other two,

he is called ' the third prop of the trivet,' as corresponding to the rock, which

is the heaviest Jjuj of the three props. The above phrase may therefore be

rendered,
'
the third of our party, but an encumbrance to us,' or,

' the third

of our party and the dullest,' or it may simply mean, 'the third of our

party,' as the rock is the third prop of the trivet, without reference to its

being the heaviest. De Sacy's translation 'un tiers assez importun,' is a

slight departure from the original sense of the phrase, because though the

rock is the heaviest of the three props, it is not superfluous to the support

of the trivet. An instance of the use of this term to imply simply
'
the

third of a trio,' occurs in the History of Egypt of Abd-Al-Lateef, where the

author applies it to the smallest of the three pyramids standing together at

Dgizeh, which he says that Othman Ibn Yusuf, then Sultan of Egypt,

began to destroy first of the three. Pocock translates the phrase in that

place, 'tripodis pes tertius.'

1
Literally, 'a watcher, from whom no concealer could conceal,' or

'need conceal anything.'

It is best to understand these words as referring to the old woman,

and implying that, though dull, she was a troublesome encumbrance, because

nothing that her companions said or did could escape her notice. Some

commentators, however, and among them Shareeshi, have taken them to

mean that, beside the old woman, there was no one with them but God,

'the Great Observer, from whom nothing is concealed;' but such an ob-

servation would be irrelevant in this place. Others have adopted a different

reading, viz. u-^XJi instead of
u-^jvjj, supposing j

to be the asseverative

Wav, and interpreting the phrase, 'By the Great Observer from whom
* 172
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As soon then as he had settled 1 himself in my domicile,

And I had served him up promptly what my means 2 allowed,

He said,
' Tell me, Hareth, if there is a third person with us ?'

I answered,
' There is none here beside the old woman ;'

And he. replied,
' I have no secret to be kept from her ;'

Then, opening his eyes
3
, he stared round 4 with his twin [orbs],

And lo! the two lights
5 of his face shone 6 like the Gemini 7

.

So I was delighted at the soundness of his sight,

Though astonished at the strangeness of his conduct :

And tranquillity possest me not, nor patience obeyed my call,

Till I had asked him, 'What led thee to assume blindness,

While thou nevertheless 8 travellest over trackless 9 wastes,

nothing is concealed.' The same charge of irrelevancy however applies to

this rendering likewise, and the translator has therefore adopted the first.

The asseverative Wav seems to have been a favourite resource with the

Arab commentators in passages where they found difficulty; compare the

passage discussed, pag. 169, note 1.

1 '
Settled himself comfortably, as on a mat or carpet' (^Ar*- ,

'

stratum.'

2
Literally,

'
the hasty meal of my capability ;'

' such as it was in my
power to furnish him with.'

3 ' His two honours ;' i. e.
'
the two most excellent parts of the body.'

The Psalmist calls his tongue his 'glory' TQD.
4 The verb

\j\j
is properly applied to the glances of a woman, who

stares impudently.
5

or,
'
candles.'

6
Literally, 'blazed.'

7
Properly, 'two stars near the pole in the little bear.'

'In spite of,' or 'along with thy travelling,' &c. His practice of

roaming about the world as a mendicant, seemed to render blindness a

pretence peculiarly unsuitable to him, and inconvenient for him.
9

Literally, 'blind regions,' i. e. 'where there is nothing to guide the

wanderer.'
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And crosses! deserts 1

, and roamest 2
through distant regions

3
?'

But he pretended
4 to have an impediment in his speech,

And continued apparently quite engrossed
5 in his meal 6

,

Till, after satisfying his hunger, he looked hard 7 at me, and said,

' Fortune 8
, who blindness oft assumes,

And seems from right to stray,

Is yet the universal sire,

Whom all, as sons, obey.

rare worc 66 ous n jc or ***.

2 See Golius in Jji. 4th conj. 'to roam at large.'

3 The word ^J- has already occurred in the Makamah of Koufa,

in the phrase aj j&\
.<*\j* (see pag. 214), and is there translated 'great

distances;' as derived from
{
f^\J 'longe inter se distare,' which is equiva-

lent to Jmbj according to Shareeshi. Here it seems to mean 'loca valde

inter se distantia,' jjouJ\ J^xll, as Shareeshi paraphrases it. His com-

mentary on this passage is as follows :
' What could induce thee to pretend

blindness, although thou art constantly enduring hardships in quest of

gain, and crossing distant regions? Could'st thou find no better device

than to pretend blindness, which must be very inconvenient for thee, and

increase thy difficulties ?'

*
jfeUaJ construed with t J after it, means '

to try to exhibit externally/
'
to endeavour to assume' the appearance expressed by the word to which

c-> is prefixed.

5 AR' jJrLU is 'to seem wholly occupied in anything, so as to be

abstracted from whatever might divert the attention from it.'

6
Properly a 'lunch;' a small meal taken to beguile the appetite, as

a temporary supply, until a larger meal ia to be found; <

7
Literally, 'he sharpened his look at me.'

8 'Since fortune (the world), who is the father of mankind, assumes

blindness to right guidance in her tendencies and purposes.' Sec pag. 80,
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Then marvel not 1
, (since like their sires

The sons of men we find),

If I, like Fortune, blindness feign,

Till all believe me blind.'

Then he said,
' Go to the closet 2

, and bring me some soda 3
,

Which may brighten my eyes, and cleanse my hands,

And smoothe my skin, and perfume my breath,

And brace my gums, and strengthen my stomach ;

for parallel passages relating to fortune. A similar sentiment occurs in the

verse at the end of a Makamah of Badiah Al Hamadthani which De

Sacy translates thus :

' Ne crains point de choisir un metier vil et abject ;

car rien n'est plus vil que ta fortune (i. e- la fortune que decide de

ton sort).' ,. .J cJjbt> /.As ^j^ u-vu*M ,** JU-t . Compare also

Eccles. iii. 19, HDPOn mpZM DTMT^l mpD. 'The sons of men
T :

- v : TT T : :'

are [creatures of] chance, just as the beasts are,' OiT> 1HN? rnjpJDl,
' and the same chance happens to them both.' See also Eccles. ix. 11, 'The

race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong ; but time and chance

happeneth to them all.'

1

Literally, 'I too feigned blindness, till it was said (i.e. 'supposed')

that I was really blind (a brother of blindness) ; and it is no wonder that a

man should wear his father's shoe' (or
' find his father's shoe fit him') i. e.

that a man should be like his father, and tread in his father's steps. Having
stated that fortune in her absolute power is like the parent of all mankind,

and that yet she acts as if she were blind to all right guidance, he says that

it was not to be wondered at if he, a son of fortune, was like his parent in

pretending to be blind. The excuse is ingenious, but somewhat far-fetched.

2 A device of Abou-Zaid to send Hareth out of the way, in order that he

himself might make his escape, and not have to thank him for the meal, or

be upbraided by him for his fraudulent proceedings.

3
JLkuji

is any cleansing material, like soap or alkali ; soda is probably

intended here, because besides being a detergent, it possesses the qualities

here enumerated, of being an excellent dentifrice, and in some cases a

valuable medicine.
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And let it be in a clean box and fragrant of odour,

And let it be newly pounded, and reduced to a line powder,

Such that touching it one would suppose it to be an aroma,

And smelling it one would imagine it to be camphor.

And bring therewith a toothpick
1 made of a fine material 2

,

Agreeable of use 3
, elegant in shape, provocative of appetite,

That has all the attenuation of an [emaciated] lover,

The polish of a sword, the sharpness
4 of warlike weapons,

And the delicate pliancy of a fresh green bough.'

So I arose to do for him what he desired,

In order to enable him to remove the offensive relics 5 of food,

Nor thought he meant to cheat me by sending me to the closet,

Nor imagined that he was only deriding the messenger
6

,

In begging to be supplied with the toothpick and soda.

1 The toothpick seems to have been held in much higher estimation

among the Arabs than among us. It is frequently employed by their poets

as an emblem of attenuation ; nor were such comparisons regarded by them

as offences against good taste. See pag. 100, note 3.

2 ' Pure of origin.'

3 This and all the terms which follow might be applied with equal

propriety to a young and elegant female.

4 In Do Sacy's text of Hariri the word j*aj
'

sharpness^ or
'

penetra-

tion' should be inserted before c-J-sr! <21; the toothpick being adapted

for penetrating between the teeth, like a spear into the body.
5 i.e. The soil from his hands, and the fragments of food from his teeth.

fl 'The messenger' (/U-jJI) may either refer to Hareth, who was sent

on a fool's errand by Abou-Zaid ; or (as Shareeshi seems to understand the

passage) to
' the Prophet

' whom Abou-Zaid might be supposed to be

deriding in asking for soda and toothpicks merely to delude Hareth when

he did not really want them, Mohammed having recommended the use of

them after eating as essential to cleanliness. Shareeshi quotes several

traditional expressions of the Prophet on this subject, which are so absurd
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However, when I returned with what he had asked for,

(And that more quickly than one draws a breath 1

),

I found the coast 2
clear, and both of them gone away ;

Whereupon I was exceedingly enraged at his deceit,

And roamed 3 far on his track in search after him;

But I soon found that he was no more to be met with,

Than one who is submerged in the ocean,

Or carried up aloft 4 to the clouds of heaven.

that one of them will be sufficient for the reader, viz. :

fULil Jj-ai ^ JuM ^ Uyjic. jj^Jj J^Jl UfctM<Xj. 'The

prophet said as follows :

' Cleanse your mouths with toothpicks ; for

your mouths are the abode of the guardian angels; whose pens are the

tongues, and whose ink is the spittle of men; and to whom nothing is

more intolerable than the relics of food in the mouth.'

1

Literally,
' than the return of the breath,' i. e,

' one respiration.' Other

phrases used in the Makamat to express great speed are 'the return of the

glance of the eye to one,' i. e.
' the time required to look once at an object ;'

'
the time that a spark keeps alight ;

' ' the time that it takes to point

with the finger;' 'that it takes to write one letter of the alphabet/ 'that

it takes to say no,' &c., &c.

2
or,

' the sky was clear.' The Scholiast, however, says that -*.

means here the 'open court of an house.'

3 Here occurs again the verb jji, in the 4th conj.; see pag. 245, note 2.

4
or, 'who is gone aloft with.' ^.

is properly used of ascent to

heaven ; and that of the prophet is always called jJJS yt , the tradition

of which under that name is attributed to Ibn Abbas, mentioned above,

note 6, pag. 241. There is a Makamah of Badiah Al Hamadthani in

which his hero Abou'l Fateh of Alexandria is represented as feigning blind-

ness in order to gain alms from the people. See De Sacy's Chrestomathie.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

S W A 1

.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN HAMMAM.

WHEN staying at Sowa I was conscious of hardness of heart,

And I therefore put in practice
2 a traditionary

3
doctrine,

In seeking to remedy it 4 by visiting
5 the tombs.

1 Sowa is a town between Rye and Hamadthan in Persia.

2
or, 'adopted.'

3
Many traditions of the sayings of the leaders of Islam respecting the

advantage of visiting the tombs are recorded by the Scholiast ; Mohammed
is reported to have said,

'

Visiting the tombs makes one self-denying in

this life, and mindful of that to come.' UjjJl ^i JJiy j**i&\ Xj\J \

8j>S\J &j and again,
'

Visiting the tombs softens the heart, and moistens

the eye, and makes one mindful of a future state,' _^cJj L-*JjiJI .J J

8j>$\} jJj MT^ ' ^ Person wno went * Aisha, the wife of Moham-

med, asking her what was the best remedy for hardness of heart, was told by

her, that '
it was a grievous malady, but that the best cure for it was being

present at funerals.' And Ali, when asked why he so much frequented

the neighbourhood of the tombs, replied,
'
I find them the best neighbours,

and better than if they could talk; for they remind me of the life to

come.' The word iJU is rendered by Golius, 'Continua testium serie

traditus sermo vel sententia.'

4 'to cure my hardness of heart.'

5 The word \\ properly means 'to visit shrines or holy places with

a devotional motive.'
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Having repaired then to the resting-places
1 of the dead,

And the receptacles
2 of their mouldering remains,

I observed a group of mourners assembled there,

Over a newly-made grave, where they were burying a corpse
3

;

So I turned towards them, meditating on the end 4 of life,

And calling to mind those of my family who were gone.

But when they had buried the dead, and all was over 5
,

An old man made his appearance on a rising ground,

With a staff in his hand 6
, and his face wrapped in a cloak,

1
or, 'lodging-place.' Shareeshi quotes a variety of verses illustrative

of the moral of the passage, e.g.

*b U * J^<>

' Look carefully for thyself, poor soul, in this season of respite,
' While reflection and attention continue to be yet of avail to thee,

'

Stop at the tombs and consider attentively while thou haltest there

' That thou mayest know surely what the grave contains (conceals) ;

' For in them there is an instructive lesson for thee, deluded one,

' And in them, O deluded one, there is a warning admonition for thee/

2
or, 'depositories.'

3
Literally, 'over a grave that was being dug, and a corpse that was

being buried.'

4
Literally,

' the return' i. e. to God, at death.

5 ' and all hope was past,' or,
'
the time for saying

" O would that

Qhe were alive again]," was past;' because when the deceased is buried,

it is useless to wish him back again.
6

Properly,
'

holding a staff so that his hand was raised to a level with

his breast.' *as>- is the middle part of the body. The verb

applied to a king who holds his sceptre on a level with his breast.
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And his form disguised
1 with crafty intent, who said,

' " Let all your actions have respect to such events as these 2
;"

Let the careless reflect, and the negligent prepare for exertion 3
,

And let every observer consider with his best attention.

How is it that the burial of your friends 4 distresses you not?

That the closing of the earth 5 over them alarms you not?

That you have no thought about impending calamities 6 ?

That you make no preparation for descent into your graves ?

That you are not moved to tears by the eye that weeps ?

That you take not warning when you hear news of a death 7 ?

That you are not alarmed by the disappearance of a friend?

That you are not affected by the gathering ofa band of mourners?

That while any one follows the bier of the departed,

In heart he looks wistfully
8 at the house [of the deceased]?

That while he witnesses the interment of his kinsman,

His thought is only about securing a portion of the inheritance 9 ?

1 '

altering his form for the sake of his crafty design.'

2 A quotation from the Koran. 'Let those who act, act with refe-

rence to Qsuch an event as] this,' i. e. (in this case) with reference to death,

and keep death in view in their conduct.

3 Shareeshi prefers to render this clause, 'let superficial observers im-

prove their attention,' understanding .^aAx-c to mean 'one who is content

with a view of a subject at first-sight,' or 'one who imagines that he sees

clearly when possibly he does not.' But this word may also signify simply
' an observer.'

*
or,

'

coevals,'
'

countrymen.'
5 ' The throwing in of the earth to the graves.'
6 ' The descent (visitation) of catastrophes' (changes for the worse).
7 ' At the news of a death when it is heard.'

H 'His heart is set upon the house' i.e. of the deceased.

8 Persius makes the expectant heir say,
' O si Ebullit patruus, pnecla-

funus,' &c.
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That after leaving his dear friend alone with the worms 1

,

He retires for selfish diversion 2 to his pipes and lutes?

How oft have you sorrowed at the decrease of your funds 3
,

But been regardless of the decease of your friends !

And been dejected
4 at the appearance of indigence,

But heedless of the disappearance of your kindred !

And smiled at a funeral more than 5 in a festive hour,

And walked behind a bier more gaily
6 than on a day of gifts!

And turned from listening to the lamentations of mourners 7
,

1

Literally,
'
leaves a vacant space between his dear friend and his

worms,' (i.e. 'the worms that prey upon him'). For a parallel passage

to this, see pag. 202,
*
I left Abou-Zaid and Eblis alone together.'

Compare another passage of this Makamah,

and Isaiah xiv. 11 : 'The worm is spread under thee and the worms cover

thee.'

2 'remains alone with.'

3 '

peculium/ that portion of substance which appertains to an individual.

4 The word ..GLa! which means here 'dejection' occurs at the end

of the prefatory prayer of Hariri in the sense
'
submission.' The derivations

suggested have been discussed there in the note.

5
Literally,

'

you laugh at a funeral, and do not laugh in the hour of

dancing/ an idiomatic phrase signifying 'you laughed more (i.e. were more

gay and cheerful) at a funeral than at a dance.'

6 The form of this clause is similar to that of the last; 'you strutted

proudly behind a corpse, and did not |~do so] on a day of receiving presents ;'

i.e. 'you were more elated at a funeral than on a day when you had

presents bestowed upon you;' (i.e. 'presents from kings or princes,' or

'those given by the rich to their clients and dependents/ the 'sportula' of

Juvenal.)
7
Properly,

' the eulogies pronounced at funerals by the hired female
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To preparations for the entertainment of guests!

And from contemplating the anguish of the bereaved,

To luxurious indulgence in sumptuous repasts !

While you care not about those who are departed,

Nor lay to heart the thought of dissolution ;

So that it would seem as if you were in covenant with death,

Or had obtained immunity from the ravages of time,

Or were quite sure of your own 1

security,

Or were certainly safe from the destroyer of delights
2
.

No, indeed ! It is a mere baneful notion that you entertain3
;

No, indeed 4
! I repeat: and soon 5

you will know it full well.

And 6 wilt thou still, deluded soul 7
,

The praise of wisdom claim,

mourners,' who enumerate (^JJLC) the merits and good qualities

of the deceased.

1 d>!j means here 'essentia,' 'anima,' 'one's own soul.'

2 A poetic epithet of death, generally coupled by the Arabs with an-

other, viz. cuUlkss!
jj

jl
' the separator of companionships.'

3
Literally,

' what you imagine is evil.'

* *

4 J is used in the same manner as here in the ordinary phrase
* . <>

Ulj J Ulj
'Woe! again I repeat, Woe!' or, Woe! reiterated woe! See

also pag. 160, note 5.

5 The prefix u-j- denotes a near future, and ^ one which may-

be very remote.

8 The original of these verses is written in the same species of measure

(Lx*y*J) as that of which the translation commences at pag. 192, (where

the term Jx*^< is explained in the note), except that the rhythm is of a

somewhat graver description, in accordance with the greater solemnity of

the subject.
7

Literally, *O thou who layest claim to understanding, but who art
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And yet persist in error foul,

And walk in guilt and shame?

Thy guilt and shame 1

, alas! are plain,

And lo! thy hoary head

Thy warning speaks in solemn strain,

Nor canst thou deafness plead.

And summoned thus with timely fear 2

The call of fate t' attend,

How long wilt thou refuse to hear

Or lay to heart thy end?

How long, with dreamy sloth content 3
,

Make vain delights thy pride,

Nor dread, on reckless pleasure bent,

Death's all-ingulfing tide?

really deluded (a brother of delusion), how long wilt thou contract guilt

and blame, and commit heinous sin?'

JLC means properly,
'
to muster an army.' Compare Ps. xli. 6 :

17 |1N V^P"! ^7 ' His heart gathers iniquity to itself-'

1 ' Hath not the shamefulness of thy conduct become apparent to thee ?

Hath not thy hoariness admonished thee ? and there is no ambiguity

in its admonition (a quotation from the Koran) ;
nor hath thy hearing

become deaf.'

2 ' Hath not death called to thee,' (' summoned thee/ or
' announced his

approach ?') Hath he not made thee hear his voice ? and dost thou not

then fear thy removal, so as to become circumspect and anxious?'

3 'How long wilt thou be stupified (or 'bewildered') by sloth, and

take pride in vanity, and be wholly given to amusement, as though death

did not include [[all mankind]?'
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Why virtue's easy yoke disdain 1 ?

Why cling to vices fast,

Whose deep and concentrated stain

On all thy life is cast?

Why mourn with sorrow's wasting fire 2

If worldly projects fail,

But mourn not if thou rouse His ire

Whose vengeance bids thee quail?

Why hail with joy unfeigned
3 the hue

Of golden coin amassed,

1 'And how long will be thy aversion Qfrom virtue], and the conti-

nuance ( ^\bj\ ) of thy acquiring habits which collect upon thee infamies

whose amount is greatly accumulated ?' .jSU is here equivalent to cJilJJ

<?

'
to acquire ;' and UUt is an accusative governed by it It is the plural

of axial?
' a natural character or habit.' *\j&- is a contraction for

U
^Jis*.

or
(J
i

(J^>.
'till when.'

2 '
If thou provoke thy Lord and Master, thou art not disturbed about

it, but if any scheme of thine fail, thou burnest with vexation.' Conf.

Juvenal, xm. 129, 'accepto claudenda est janua damno,' &c. Jm ? is

rendered by Golius, 'conatus,' 'studium laudabile.' It frequently means
' a mercantile project.' Its plural occurs in the Makamah of the Denar, (see

pag. 122, note 7) n the passage 'Its steps accompany the success of the

tckemet of industry.'

3 '
If the engraved coin have been presented to thy view, thou art

delighted by its yellowness ; but if a bier have passed thee, thou hast

only pretended sorrow without any real sorrow." ^Uj means 'to feign

grief,' just as ^W? means '
to feign blindness.'
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But shed no tear of sorrow true

When death has near thee passed
1 ?

Why follow those who lead astray
2
,

With base dissembling art,

But wisdom's call refuse t' obey,

And act a traitor's part"?

Why set thy heart on sordid gain
3
,

Why lucre scheme to win,

But heedless of the grave remain,

And all that lurks therein?

1 Compare Persius, iv. 47, 'Viso si palles, improbe, nummo;' and

Juvenal, xm. 130 :

Et majore domus gemitu majore tumultu

Planguntur nummi quara funera; nemo dolorem

Fingit in hoc casu, vestem deducere summam

Contentus, vexare oculos humore coacto:

Ploratur lachrymis amissa pecunia veris.

2 'Thou disobeyest him who advises thee well, and thinkest Qhis

admonition] hard ;
and goest astray, and sufierest thyself to be led by him

who deludes, and lies, and acts perfidiously.'

3 'And walkest in the desire of thy heart, and schemest to gain

money ; but forgettest the darkness of the tomb, and recollectest not what

is there' *j is an adverb of place, and the same as the Hebrew QW
,

'
there ;

'

whereas Jj is an adverb of time.

<w*c^ 44^ is the same as the rnD^l ^WJl of Job iii. 15.

The terrors of the tomb here alluded to are also spoken of in the

xxviiith Makamah (pag. 345, De Sacy); 'Recollect death, and the con-

vulsions (ivresses) of his visitation; and the grave, and the terrors which

it will reveal to thee; and the tomb, and the loneliness of its occupant,
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Thy welfare couldst thou truly know 1
,

Thy foot no more would stray
2

;

And those who warn thee now of woe

Would all thy fears allay.

But think what terror must assail 3

The wretch who finds too late

and the angel who will visit thee, and his terrible questioning and ap-

pearance.' Moslemin believe that soon after death two angels visit the

deceased in his tomb, and make him sit upright, and interrogate him

severely about his manner of life and his creed, and that according to the

nature of the confessions which this examination elicits from him, he is

consigned to heaven or to hell.

1 'But if thy Qreal] happiness had been perceived by thee,' (literally,
4
if it had looked on thee, and been also beheld by thee.' Such is the

force of the third conjugation).
2 *

Thy look,' i. e.
' the lust of the eye,'

' would not have led thee

astray ; nor wouldest thou be distressed when the preacher dispels griefs."

. e.
* thou wouldest receive from the warning voice of the preacher the

comfort which it is really calculated to convey, and not regard it only as

a cause of sorrow and vexation.'

3 * Thou wilt shed not tears, but Qtears of] blood, when thou perceivest

that neither company nor kindred (maternal or paternal relatives) will save

thee in the court of the great assembly (the Judgment).' Shareeshi says

that this is an allusion to the following words of the prophet, \Q\\J

Weep, my friends, [for your sins]; for if you do not weep, you

will hereafter vie with each other in weeping ; for those in hell weep in

the fire, so that their tears fall like grain on their cheeks, till the tears

stop, and blood pours instead.' The allusion in the above passage of Hariri

seems to be to a t/eiieraf judgment, though that does not appear to have

18
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That friends and nearest kindred 1 fail

To stay the stroke of fate.

When 2
, trembling on the bridge abhorred

That spans eternal fire 3
,

His soul shall pass before its Lord,

Arraigned in judgment dire ;

formed a very essential part, if any, of the creed of Moslemin, whereas

they certainly believe in the final judgment of individuals.

1
Compare a passage in the Makamah of Sanaa ; pag. 78, note 9 ;

'Dost thou think that thy comrades will concern themselves for thee

'In the day when thy doom shall summon thee?'

2 The original of this stanza follows that of the next two stanzas.

The translator has transposed them, in order to make the sequence of ideas

more natural.

J

Literally, 'and afterwards there is no escape from the "Grand

Review" (i.e. 'it is inevitable'); since a path (Siraat) is prepared, whose

bridge is stretched across the fire (of hell) for every one who arrives there ;'

i.e. for all mortals alike.

i/OjC- ('the final Judgment'), means properly
'
armilustrium,' a 'review

of troops.' The same word is used in a passage of the Makamah of

Basra, viz.

'And last the Grand Review to doom shall call

* The gathered world, the timid and the bold ;

'There learners all shall stand, and teachers all,

' And sheep alike and those who kept the fold.'

Siraat Q?L<?) 'a pathway,' is a word appropriated to denote the path

along which Moslemin believe that all the departed must pass immedi-

ately or very soon after death ; in which they say there is
' a bridge as

narrow as a hair over the fire of hell, from whence all but the righteous

will drop down.' We find it mentioned again in the xxviiith Makamah

(pag. 346, De Sacy), in the passage,
'
Is not death about to overtake

you at last, and the Siraat to become your path?' A&Lum LLdlj. It
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And, deep in dreary cell confined 1

More strait than needle's eye,

is said that a bridge over the brook Kedron (which ran through the

valley of Gahinnom outside the eastern wall of Jerusalem) was anciently

called by this name, and that the idea of the bridge for departed

souls was derived from it, as that of hell-fire was from the Gahinnom,

or '

valley of Hinnom,' where children were ' made to pass through the

fire' to Moloch. Jelaal ad'din Al Syuti in his 'Traditions of the Temple
of Jerusalem' (see pages 17 and 122 of Mr Reynolds' translation), says that
'
the Prophet declared that Siraat was the name of a bridge over hell-fire,

dividing hell from Paradise.'

1

Literally, 'It is as if I could see thee placed in the tomb, and

sunk deep there, when thy kindred shall have consigned thee to Qa cell]

narrower than a needle's eye.' t^k J\ either means, 'It is as if I

were by thee (when thou art placed, &c.)', or ^\ must be supplied with

it, so that the sense may be,
'
It is as though I already beheld thee placed

&c.)'. Compare a passage in the Makamah of Basra, where speaking of

the grave, Abou-Zaid calls it

'A dwelling-place where, restless now no more,
' Each mortal housed at last in narrow tomb,

' How vast soe'er the space he claimed before,
' With cell two paces long has ample room.'

Compare also Shakspeare:
' But now two paces of the vilest earth

'
Is room enough.'

And Juvenal :

'

Sarcophago contentus erit.

' More sola fatetur

'

Quantula sunt hominum oorpuscula.'

And JKfw;}}. Sept. r. TheJw.

^Oovn vaieiv 0<7rr;Ar<c

mrotrav KI (pdififvotm Kare^eiv^

ruv fjLCya\v -ntttiav ttflOlpOWk

And Sophocles, (Ed'ip. Calon.

jfOtimif \ttTti)v
Tr><roi/Tf>i>, f'vOnin-'iv finvov,

182
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His limbs, to loathsome worms 1

consigned,

A mouldering mass shall lie;

Until the bones that firmest stood

Shall crumble all away,

Nor e'en the hardest aloes-wood 2

Avail against decay.

O haste t'amend thy life 3
,
and make

Its bitter savour sweet,

Lest, ere thy vices thou forsake,

A speedy doom thou meet.

1 'There the body is stretched out for the worms to feed on, till the

very aloes-wood (of the coffin) decays, and the bones become rotten/ (or
'

go on mouldering away'). Compare Job xxi. 26,
'

They lie down in the

dust, and the worm covereth them.' Job xvii. 14, 'Corruption I have

called my father, and the worm my mother and my sister.'

And Shakspeare:
' O here set up my everlasting rest,

*With worms that are my chambermaids.'

2 J*c is 'the aloes, or sandal wood,' a fragrant and durable wood

of which coffins were anciently made. It is probably the same as the

'cedrus', which was used by the ancients for making chests to preserve

books, &c., from decay, (whence
* cedro digna,' Pers.), and the essential oil

of which is antiseptic, (whence 'carmina cedro linenda.' Hor.).
3 Here again the order of the clauses is altered in the translation. The

literal sense of the passage is,
' Then hasten, O unwary one, to that whereby

the bitter savour (of thy life) may be made sweet ; (viz.
'

repentance and

amendment') ; for thy life shall soon decay, and thou hast not yet relinquished

what is blameable.' ^ is the future of .J**,
' to be torn or rent,' which

metaphorically means 'to decay.' Shareeshi quotes the following parallel

passage :
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Trust not to fortune 1

, though she wear

A smile benign and gay;

Her deadly fangs may soon appear,

And thou become their prey.

Full oft the wise have blindly taught
2
,

The noble sunk to shame,

And learned sages vainly sought

Escape from error's blame.

Then cast thy boasting all aside 3
;

Since Death advances fast,

And, rising with resistless tide,

Will reach thy neck at last.

J J c
* Hasten to sincere repentance with earnest assiduity ;

' For death, be sure, will never make covenant with thee.'

1 'And rely not on the world (fortune), even though it looks bright

and gay, lest thou be found like one deceived by a viper that emits poison.'
8

Literally,
' How many a man who professes to guide others aright

is himself in error! How many a man, apparently possessed of dignity is

really mean and abject! and how many a learned sage has tripped and

confessed that the difficulty of his task is too great!' i_^U-L is rendered

by the commentators ,jda*M _^ 'any difficult and formidable task.'

J? means 'to be surpassingly great.'

3 * Humble thyself from thy arrogance ; since death has already reached

thee, and has risen to thy neck (or
'

shoulder-blades') ; and he is one who

never turns back if he purposes' (. e.
4 who always completes the work

that he has begun').

Compare Isaiah viii. 8,
' He shall pass through Judah

;
he shall over-

flow and inundate, and reach oven to the neck.' And Isaiah xxx. 28,
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From pride and arrogance abstain 1

,

If fortune chance to smile;

Thy tongue with wisdom's curb restrain

From frowardness and guile.

On needy suppliants pity take 2
;

Let each thy mercy share ;

For failings seek amends to make,

That bliss may crown thy care.

' His breath as an overflowing stream shall reach to the midst of the

neck.'

1 ' And renounce superciliousness (literally,
' the turning of the cheek

on one side in scornful contempt of others,' which was forbidden by the

Prophet in the words here quoted, viz. /ujUJJ C-)<X>- .cLaJ' ^ if for-

tune have prospered thee; and restrain thy tongue if it would break

loose (range at large) ; for happy is he who does so (who restrains [j^f])'.

+\*>\ is the 'rope with which a camel is tied to prevent it from roam-

ing at large.' &J is primarily applied to 'a camel which roams at large,

or strays.'

Observe that in Arabic poetry, when the poet expresses himself in the

form, 'Curb thy tongue, for happy is he who does so,' the first verb is

always repeated, thus,
'

happy is he who curbs.' Similarly, in the next c^-^>

but one, we find,
' Make amends for thy deficiencies, for he will prosper who

makes amends [[for them].' See the poems of Ibn Fared. The approba-

tion of the restraint of the tongue expressed in the words .. - A*-j1 tc .

is conveyed in the translation by the insertion of the word 'wisdom' in

the line,
'

Thy tongue with wisdoms curb restrain.'

2 'And relieve the truly distressed, and believe him when he speaks

(L e. act in belief of the tale be tells thee, and bestow upon him accord-

ingly), and repair (make amends for) defective performances (literally,
' rent

actions,' L e. failings in the performance of duties) ;
for he will be pros-
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And one like me, whom changeful fate

Has stripped
1 of feathers gay,

Grudge not, if small the cost or great,

In plumage fresh t'array.

Thy will to selfishness 2
oppose,

Thy steps let bounty lead,

Thy liberal hand forbear to close,

Nor sordid counsel heed.

porous who does so/ (i. e. he will be rewarded hereafter). Similarly, a
*
breach in a wall' is a phrase used by the prophet Isaiah to express defec-

tive moral performance, ch. xxx. 13, 'This iniquity shall be to you as a

breach in a high wall;' and ch. xxx. 26, 'In that day the Lord shall

bind up the breach of his people;' where sin is compared to a rent or

wound in the flesh.

1 ' And feather afresh him whose feathers have been stripped off, in

what is much or little ;' (t. e.
*
if he has lost much, restore to him that

much, and if little, restore to him that little) ; and be not distressed at the

loss (Incurred by doing so], nor be covetous of amassing money.'

Compare a passage in the Makamah of Tenise, pag. 144.

* And each whom fortune strips of feathers gay
' Endow with fresh-plumed wings, and bid to rise.'

. e.
'
assist and reinstate those whom misfortune has reduced from affluence

to indigence.' ^a^- Uj ** Uj (literally, 'in what is general and what

is particular') is explained by the Scholiast
jjjj t. J \^j i.e. 'in what

is much and what is little ;

'

t. e. according to the amount of their loss.

2 ' And resist the selfish tendencies of thy nature, and accustom thy hand

to bounty, and listen not to blame (from one who censures thy liberality),

and prohibit it (thy hand) from hoarding' (or 'closing itself), olc is the

imperative of the third conjugation of \&c. from which is derived .Xc

'an enemy;' whereas
J^c.

is the imperative of the second conjugation

of j\c
'

rediit.'
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The bark of life with sfores 1

provide,

Rejecting every bane,

And, though the waves it bravely ride,

Tempt not the stormy main.'

'Thus have I distinctly admonished thee, my friend 2
,

And blest is he who goes and guides himself by my doctrines.'

Then he drew back the sleeve from an arm of strong sinew 3
,

Whereon was fastened a bandage
4 for fraud not fracture,

1 'And provide thyself with stores of good, and leave (reject) what-

ever may entail loss and mischief ; and prepare a vessel that will sail well ;

but dread the deep abyss of the sea (L e. the open sea)'.

The 'stores' here spoken of, with which the voyage of life is to be

provided, are those of merit arising from good works, especially from

liberal almsgiving. Compare 1 Timothy, vi. 19, To?? -n-Xova-'iort Trapdy-

yeAAe dyaBoepyew, ir\ovretv ev epyots KaAoTs, dTro6tj<ravp'i^ovTa<; eai/ro??

6efjie\iov KaXov els TO jueXAoir. See note 1, pag. 63. For the rare word

^j
'

sea,' refer to pag. 141, note 4. Abou-Zaid as usual concludes his

pious admonitions with an exhortation to almsgiving as a religious duty,

hoping himself to be the first object of it on the part of his hearers.

2 _U> is explained by Shareeshi as a contraction for i^^^Ls 'friend,'

'

companion.' It may also be derived from l^f and mean '
sanae mentis

compos.' _b ^ (^~s jJ is explained by the Scholiast,
'
I have

clearly exhibited my advice to thee, like one who distinctly advises

his friends.' Jo-I) ,jk 'blessings on the man,' corresponds with the

Hebrew idiom ttWil nttfN .

T :
-

3

j>\
is properly 'a band,' and hence 'a joint' or 'sinew.'

4
or, 'splints;' such as are bound round a broken arm until the parts

imite.
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Presenting himself to ask alms with impudent boldness 1
;

And he thereby succeeded in deceiving the people present,

Insomuch that his purse
2 was soon filled to repletion ;

And then he came down from the rising ground,

Exulting in the bounty bestowed upon him;

But I pulled him behind by the hem of his cloak,

When he turned to me respectfully
3
, and saluted me frankly

4
,

And lo ! it was Abou-Zaid himself in all his duplicity
5

;

So I said to him,
' How long wilt thou manifold artifice ply

To inveigle
6
thy prey, and our censure defy?'

And he replied, without bashfulness or hesitation 7
,

' Cease chiding, and see if a man you can spy

With the game in his hand 8 who to win will not try."
1

1

Literally,
'
in the robe of effrontery.' (jOJt^i

is
' a garment in which

slaves were dressed so as to appear to the best advantage when offered for

sale ;

'

'a show dress.'

2 'He filled his sleeve and replenished it.' The Arabs used to have a

pocket made in their full sleeves.

3
or, 'submitting himself to me,' t. e. with respectful deference.

4
or, 'faced me, saluting me.'

a 'In his own person and his duplicity.'
' 'To drive it into the net.'

7 ' Without stopping to consider.'

8
or,

' when his victory (mate) is perfectly certain.' i^~*j is in Per-

sian
' a hand,' aud also

'

victory in a game, especially that of chess'

( f*
li -*

) ; so that the above translation conveys the exact sense of the

original. This name of chess is either derived from f>j s\
' The king's

solicitude,' 'the royal care,' (as if the monarch had no cares to disturb

him except those of the gamo of chess, all his state-affairs being devolved

on his vizccr) ;
or more probably from CiX> i (j**-

'

**x ranks,' viz.
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But I replied, 'Go along
1
, old imp

2
! ever laden with disgrace

3
!

For there is nothing like 4
thy fair pretensions and foul intentions,

Except silvered ordure, and a white-washed shore 5
.'

Then we parted, he turning to the left, and I to the right,

My face being directed southwards 6
, and his northwards.

$1^, 'the king' (whence cuU &(> 'shahmat,' the king is dead, 'check-

mate'}; j>\j
'the queen;' Jjo

'the elephant' (for which we substi-

tute 'the bishop'); jjyjj
'the knight;' . (rookh) 'the tower;' and

(' les peons,'
' the pawns'),

' the foot-soldiers.'

1 The word \&M has occurred in the Makamah of Singar (pag. 137,

lin. 3), in conjunction with ULsr3 as a form of imprecation. Both these

words express
'

exclusion,' or
' removal to a distance.' Perhaps we may

supply after them <dS1
Lis>-j ^ (see page ]62, not. 4); or they may

simply mean,
'

away with !

'

2
or, 'Shaikh of hell-fire!' an epithet of Satan.

3
<Lclj

is properly 'a camel of burden,' and hence, 'one who is laden

with anything.'

4 The repetition of JJU, here in the phrase JJL 31 C-UJU Uj

is analogous to the repetition of D, )3 and 1D3 in Hebrew; e.g.

njnS3, 'Thou art as Pharaoh,' Gen. xLiv. 18. fH JVJD 15 Pff

' The death of one is like the death of the other,' Eccles. iii. 19. See also

Is. xxiv. 2, &c.

5
cvftapetm TO'TTOS, -lyu*^

.

6 ' I faced the direction from which the South wind blows, and he that

from which the North wind blows ;' i. e.
' We turned our backs on each

other.'



THE BEDOUIN MAKAMAH.

THE object of Hariri in the following Makamah is to employ and illus-

trate a number of rare words and proverbs in use among the Bedouin

Arabs. Accordingly Hareth, the narrator, is represented as having natu-

ralized himself among them, in order that he might acquire their phrase-

ology; and is made to employ so many of their idiomatic expressions,

that Hariri has thought it necessary to write a Glossary upon them him-

self, fearing that the sense in which he had used them might be mistaken

or lost. This glossary the translator has embodied in the notes.

The Bedouins ( .JuS^ Jjs! and t >\-s$\ as distinguished from
^-d*] Jj&l

or
J^A^\ Jjb^ and ( JyJ!

'the dwellers in towns,') are the Arabs who

inhabit the open desert, and are purely nomadic, shifting their residence

when necessary for the pasturage of their camels and sheep. They are

also called y ]! jjj&t ; a name explained by Ibn Al Atheer as follows,

<Uu> l^jJLsr*i f$j& U^ -^ j>.) eT* y>
'

Ifc is Derived from

"camel's hair;" because they make their dwellings out of this material.'

Since they hold no intercourse with foreigners, even for the purposes

of trade, they contract no corruption of dialect. Their vast vocabulary

owes its formation to the great number and wide dispersion of their tribes

(scattered from the shores of the Atlantic to the Persian Gulf), and its

preservation to the numerous poems which form their literature, and which

were transmitted by memory from generation to generation. From ancient

times they prided themselves highly on poetry and rhetoric. Of the former

there are numerous specimens in the collections called Diwan Al Hamasa,
and Diwan Al Hozaliyah. The narrow limits of their sphere of litera-

ture and observation seem to have concentrated the attention of those

among them who were endowed with genius on a most intense study of

the resources of their own language ; insomuch that they were led even

to overrate its importance, and to account excellence in its grammar and

rhetoric the first of all mental attainments. This feeling was fostered

and confirmed by the appearance of the Koran, written in the highest

and purest style, and by its metaphorical and very elliptic.il phra-
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seology requiring close study and illustration from other sources on the

part of those who would fully understand it. From that time many
eminent grammarians among the Arabs of the large towns were wont to

sojourn among the Bedouins in order to acquire purity of style, and to

establish from their usages the best rules and authorities in grammar.

Thus, the learned under the Khaliphate revering the Bedouins as the parents

of their race, and the repositories of their copious and admired language,

naturally imbibed their peculiar tastes and habits of thought, till they ac-

quired that almost extravagant estimation for verbal variety and rhetorical

copiousness which led them to regard the Makamat of Hariri as an in-

comparable monument of intellectual culture. Hareth is made to state in

the following Makamah two reasons which led him to sojourn among the

Bedouins ; viz. first, the acquirement of their pure dialect ; and, secondly,

assimilation to them in their high-minded and independent temperament.

The Bedouins, as Mr Crichton states in his
'

Arabia,' hold in contempt

the peaceful and mechanical arts; and had any of their nation abandoned

their erratic life for agriculture or commerce, they would have been con-

sidered by their countrymen as degraded from the nobility of their birth.

Their habits of sobriety and hardihood raise them above the artificial wants

of more refined and civilized nations. Their food and raiment being sup-

plied by the spontaneous gift of nature, and derived from the camel and

the palm-tree, they envy not the tenants of more fertile and industrious

countries. They love the lonely wilderness and the rugged mountains,

because they can live there without ceremony or controul ; and the security

of cities would ill repay them for the loss of independence. They boast

that little is required to support a Bedouin; that they have turbans in-

stead of diadems, tents instead of walls, swords instead of bulwarks, and

poems instead of written laws. Abou'l Feda says of them Ac Uli

'The only studies on which they pride themselves are the philology

of their own language, and the investigation of the laws of its construction,

together with the composition of poetry and prose.' See Pocock's long

and valuable notes on this passage in his Spec. Arab. Hist.



THE

BEDOUIN MAKAMAH,

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN HAMMAM.

I
WAS inclined in the prime

1 of my past life

To make my residence 2 among the people of the desert,

In order to acquire their high-minded temperament
3

,

1 In the xxix th Makamah also, (pag. 495, De Sacy,) Hareth is made

to avow the early preference he entertained for the Bedouins and for travers-

ing their wild country, in these words,
' Since my cheek acquired a beard

I always had a fancy for crossing deserts on the back of strong camels, now

ascending the high grounds, and now descending into the low, till I had

explored the trackless as well as the frequented regions, and made trial of

all the stations and fountains on the way.'
2

or,
' to make the people of the desert my neighbours.'

3
Literally,

' in order to habituate myself to their noble habit of mind,

and their fjpure] Arabic language.' Golius renders s^\ j^i-1, 'Similem

instituit viam,' aut 'vitam,' and the substantive Jo-1 'viias institutum

et mores.' The form of the verb &>.\ in the present passage, viz. j^i-1

is the first pers. fut. of its first conjugation ; and the Scholiast interprets

the clause,
'
to imitate by practice their noble habit (temper) of mind.'

The same word occurs in the next Makamah (pag. 290), in the passage

jq> .^gj j^l t^Jj Uj 'I continued to practise (or 'ha-

bituate myself to') this discipline;' so that Jc-! like the English verb

4

practise,' is sometimes a transitive verb (as,
'
I practise virtue'), and
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And their [pure dialect of the] Arabian language :

So I strove to qualify myself to dwell among them

With the energy
1 of one who abates not his zeal,

And began to prosecute enterprise in every direction 2
,

Till I had gained large herds 3 of camels and flock 3 of sheep ;

And then I betook me to a tribe of Bedouin Arabs,

Men of princely excellence 4 and eloquent discourse 5
,

sometimes reflective (as,
'
I practise myself in virtue'). <Lol is

' one averse

from everything mean,' i.e* 'high minded,' JjJ^ 5\j $ ^jj] jjic.

1 'So I gathered up my skirts after the manner of one who abates

not his zeal.' Compare Joel ii.,
' Neither shall the girdle of their loins be

loosed ;' i. e.
'

they shall be always ready for speed and exertion,' and St

Peter,
' Gird up the loins of your mind.' Hareth could not take up his

residence among the Bedouins (though famous for their hospitality) for so long

a period as he purposed to remain among them, till he was possessed of

some property similar to theirs, which would render him independent of

their hospitality, because they will never accept any compensation for their

kindness, in money or in any other form.

2
Literally,

'

began to make excursions (for gain) over hill and dale.'

t-*-* means, according to Golius, 'exivit per terram victus quaerendi, vel

lucri, vel praedae causa.' This word, therefore, leaves it uncertain what means

he adopted for acquiring his property in herds; and whether his 'enter-

prises' were of a mercantile or predatory description ; but the latter is pro-

bably here intended, as more in accordance with the practice of Bedouins,

and more likely to recommend him as an associate to a people by whom

predatory prowess was peculiarly admired.

3 These are words used exclusively by the Arabs of the desert. <L**s^

is said to be 'a herd of somewhat under a hundred camels.'

4
Literally,

'

persons fit to take the place of kings.' <_JJi is properly
* one who sits on the same horse or camel with another, behind him

;' and

is applied in this passage to one who sits next to a king, on the right of

his throne, and who acts as his vicegerent in his absence. It nearly

answers to the Greek e^e^poi.

5 'Sons of eloquent phrases.' Jj 'a saying,' means here a 'set
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Who presently lodged me in the most secure abode 1

,

And turned from me the edge of every misfortune;

So that no arrow of slander assailed my reputation
2
,

And no trouble reached me while I was among them :

Till on a full moon-light night I lost a fine milch-camel ;

And my mind was not satisfied to neglect search after her,

Nor content to let her go
3 without trying to recover her.

So I mounted a swift steed, and poised
4 a quivering lance,

And travelled all night long, crossing the desert,

And exploring every woodland and waste place
5
,

Till the time when the morn unfurls her banner 6
,

And the muezzin summons 7 to early prayer;

phrase,' 'a figure of rhetoric.' Similarly O*1

"]!!, 'words,' is used by

Hosea in ch. xiv. 3, 'Take with you words (forms of prayer), and turn

unto the Lord.'

1

L_^A=- is the same as Uj 'the court-yard of a house.'

2 'Struck my rock'
(i. e. my firmly established reputation).

3
Literally,

'
to throw the leading-rope on her hump,' t. e. to let

her go without trying to recover her. In the Makamah of the Dcnar

(pag. 129, note 1), a similar expression occurs, viz. j Ac Vc Jj- J&\

'
I throw the leading-rope on my neck (hump)/ t. e. 'I permit myself full

liberty to proceed freely in the prosecution of my own schemes.'

4
Literally,

'
I placed a spear between my leg and the horse,' (so as

to keep it steady) ; a method of carrying the spear which answered the

same purpose as
'

setting it in rest'

5 J

A^o is 'a place bare of herbage.' jyj 'beardless' is derived from

the same root.

6
t. e.

' shows signs of making her appearance."
7 * And the caller (the muezzin) invites to prayer by the call,

" Hither

to prayer! Hither to salvation!'" Jlj&\ \s. ^ iljLaJ! Jo: <=w

in which phrase ->. is equivalent to Jj& ; and _lj to ;i 'prosperity,'
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And then, after alighting to perform the prescribed duties 1

,

I sprang again upon my beast, and put her 2 to full speed,

And went forward, following up every trace that I saw,

Ascending every hill, and crossing every valley on my way
3

,

And interrogating every traveller that I met with,

Though still my assiduity proved abortive,

And my quest obtained not any satisfactory return 4
,

or, as some say, to djusi!
'

paradise.' The verb JjUss>-
which means '

to

utter this call,' is formed from the first two letters of each of the first two

words of the call; and from this again is derived the verbal dl*Js>-

' the act of repeating this call.' Hariri in his gloss on this passage gives

instances of other verbals formed in a manner similar to this; e.g. <2tX*-

'the act of saying jjj ^^ "Praise be to God;'" JQj 'the act of

saying <*J]\j y\
*jjj ^ JL>. }} "There is no power or strength but in

God;"' 51w& 'the act of saying aJJl S\ A\ 1 "There is no God but

Allah;"' <Lyu*> 'the act of saying $\ ^j "In the name of God,"' &c.

All these verbals are formed from the initial letters of the phrases to which

they respectively belong.
1

i.e. 'the morning prayer and prostrations,' which the Koran enjoins

on Moslemin whether they be journeying or at home. The literal transla-

tion of this phrase is, 'to pay the written duty,' a metaphor borrowed

from '
the paying of a debt whose amount is written down/

2
or, 'elicited her full pace.'

3 'Never seeing a trace but I followed it up, nor a rising ground but

I ascended it,' &c.
4

Literally, 'its search for water was ineffectual.'

jjj means ' the act of resorting to a pool for the purpose of drinking,'

and .JUP
'
the act of returning after having drunk.' When the J. , is

not followed by the .&& i. e. when one who has recourse to a pool, re-

turns without having drunk, his quest is ineffectual; and this species
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Till the stroke of the noon-tide sun 1 was at hand,

And such a torrid mid-day heat beat down upon me,

As would have compelled even Greilan 2 to forget
3
Meya:

And it was a day longer than the shadow of a lance 4
,

of failure is used here as a metaphor for failure of another kind. The

same words are used in the Makamah of Meragra (see pag. 316, note 4

below) in the phrase JU! JLC jjLall /jJij . i. e. 'the precedence of

him who is returning from a pool, after having drunk there, over one

who is only now resorting to it.'

is a very rare and ambiguous phrase. The commentators

are agreed that it is a metaphorical name for
'

high noon,'
' the hottest

season of the day ;' but they give two different explanations of the exact

w **

import of the words themselves. Some say that -* 'Oumey,' was a

marauder, who with his band attacked and utterly ransacked ('smote')

a village in the middle of the day, and that hence '
the stroke of Oumey'

became a name for
' noon-tide heat,' because its stroke is as severe as his

was, and comes at the same time of day as that in which his flagrant

depredation was committed. Others say that in the middle of the day the

gazelle is so blinded and bewildered by the heat, that he butts at every-

thing that is near him, and that noon being therefore the time when the

gazelle strikes with his horns, is metonymically called
' the stroke of the

gazelle,' instead of
'
the time of the gazelle's stroke,' .^c being the dimi-

nutive of ^4\ 'blind,' and signifying 'the blind little animal.' Neither

of these derivations can be called satisfactory.

2 A poet among the early Arabs who celebrated his mistress under

the name Meya ^^.
3

i.e. 'to neglect to visit her.'

4 The Arabs had a notion that a lance, when set upright, casts a longer

shadow in proportion to its height than any other object.

19
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And more scorching
1 than the tears of a bereaved 2 mother;

So that I was sure, unless I found shelter from the heat,

Or an opportunity to refresh myself by reposing,

That fatigue would overwhelm me with malady,

And death soon seize 3
upon me as his prey.

So I turned aside out of my path to a spreading tree,

Whose branches were thick, and boughs in full leaf,

That I might repose
4 beneath it till the approach of eve 5

.

But 1 had scarce time to take breath 6
, or my mare to rest 6

,

Before I saw approaching from the right
7 in a pilgrim's garb,

1 Another remarkable phrase to express extreme heat occurs in the

Makarnah of Mecca (pag. 155, De Sacy), where it is said that the heat

was ' such as would 'have dimmed (luscurn fecisset) the cameleon's eye.'

s(i js& ^ ,/!u-\ The cameleon was supposed to he peculiarly insensi-

ble to light and heat, since it always has its eye turned towards the sun.

2 culJU is 'a, mother who hast lost every one of her children.' The

Arabs speak of tears of grief as hot, and tears of joy as cool. Hence the

phrases <uue 4M yi 'may God cool his eye!' and <Uo>c <M

'may God heat his eye!' which mean respectively, 'may God cause him

tears of joy'.' and 'may God cause him tears of sorrow!'

3
Literally, 'hang upon me, as a dog on his prey.'

4 'To alight for the purpose of taking the mid-day sleep,' called by

the Arabs aLUM and by the Italians siesta because usually begun six hours

after sunrise.

5
^.b Joc (the diminutive form of ^j jc) means 'the first commence-

ment of sunset.'

6 The words _ . Jus! and ^riJLs^ are respectively explained by the

Scholiast as
^,. ]] Jo-, and !L>~\]\ ^f^'

7 This expression is used here by Hariri merely for the sake of intro-

ducing the rare verb
^*~* or for the rhyme. ^Ls is the opposite of _ .U

See Gol.
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One in quest of the same thing
l that I had sought myself,

And approaching rapidly in my direction.

Now I disliked his turning aside to the place that I occupied,

And commended myself to God for protection against intruders2
;

Though I hoped that he might prove my guide to what was lost,

Or appear as my leader in the right way.

However, when he approached my spreading tree,

And was on the point of alighting in my neighbourhood
3

,

I discovered that he was our Shaikh of Seroug,

Carrying a wallet fastened about his waist,

And bearing under his arm the provisions of his journey ;

And he saluted me courteously when he reached me,

And [by his affability] made me forget my loss.

Then I asked him from what direction he was come 4
,

And how he was circumstanced externally and internally
5

;

And, in reply, he indited unpremeditatedly and unhesitatingly
6

:

1
i.e. 'shelter to repose under.'

2 'From the mischief of an intruder.' For the word
^=*liU see

pag. 168, note 2.

3
or,

*
in my court-yard,' i. e. close to me.

4 'From whence was his trace,' or 'track.'

5 is 'a knot (or gland?) in the nerves and tendons of the limbs;'

and .sJ
' a knot in the intestines.' These words are used metaphorically

to express respectively 'external and internal circumstances.' The phrase

must bo allowed to be equally inelegant and cacophonous; but it is one of

those genuine Bedouin metaphors, the use of which it was Hariri's purpose

to exemplify in this Makamah.
9

Literally, 'and did not say "Hold!"' He had no occasion to say
' Wait till I can collect my thoughts,' but was ready at once with his

answer in verse.

102
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' Since one to whom my best esteem is due 1

Would know my mode of life, I'll tell him true.

From land to land 2 I journey without home,

And o'er the lonely desert nightly roam ;

Possessing nought
3 whose loss my heart would grieve,

Amerced of nought that I would fain retrieve ;

My food the chase, the earth my only bed,

My foot by staff and way-worn sandal sped,

My home in towns the garret of an inn,

A scroll and scrip my only friend and kin.

No dread of danger, no desire of gain

Disturbs my breast; I know not grief or pain,

Nor feel one trace of fever or distress,

When nightly slumbers 4 on my eyelids press ;

1
Literally, 'Say to him who inquires about the real state (interior)

of my circumstances,
" Thou art regarded by me with high esteem and

regard (est tibi apud me honos et prasstantia). Know that &c."
'

This is

a courteous mode of commencing his reply.
2 'I am engaged constantly in crossing land after land (such is here

the force of <_j), and travelling by night through desert after desert; my

provision for the journey the chase : my riding horse (or
'

camel,'
' mon-

ture') my shoe, and my luggage a wallet and staff (the paraphernalia of

a beggar) ; and if I sojourn in a city, my dwelling is the garret of an

inn, and a beggar's scroll my only companion.' *j\>-
is

' a scroll of paper

or parchment usually carried by a beggar, containing a written statement

of his case (<J\>. &L0), or an appeal to public relief and commiseration;'

just as among the Romans a shipwrecked mariner would carry a picture

of the shipwreck which had ruined him,
' Dum rogat et picta se tempes-

tate tuetur.' Juv. xiv. 299.

3 'I have nothing that I should be distrest if I were to lose, or that

I should be grieved if the hand of fortune stole away from me.'

4 ' I repose at night a whole eyelid-full ;' i. e. to my eyes' content,
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And though I care not whence my draughts are found,

Or if with sweet or bitter they abound,

I ne'er submit 1 dishonour to endure,

Or sordid pelf by shameful arts procure
2
.

Whene'er I see a wretch on baseness bent 3
,

My inmost soul abhors his vile intent;

For rather would I sink to death 4 than shame,

On bier be borne 5 than bear a caitiff's name.'

and enough to refresh me thoroughly. )U (res qu quid implet) is put

here in the accusative as expressing 'time.' This phrase is borrowed by

Hariri from Motanebbi who says, l&JiLi _e LJJ*^- *J- /^

literally, 'I sleep a whole eyelid-full from their defamations;' i-e. 'I am

perfectly regardless of them,' and they disturb not my tranquillity.

1 'Nevertheless
(j. f) I consent not to make baseness a method to

facilitate my obtaining a reward.' An extraordinary play of words in the

original, depending on the senses of the verb jW. and its derivatives.

2 Here the translator has omitted one line of the original, because it

contains no idea which is not expressed in those which precede and follow

it, viz.
'
If the pursuit of any object would clothe Qhim who should pursue

^

it] in the robe of infamy, accurst be he who desires to attain to it !' <d tA*J

i.e. 'away with him!' 'abeat in malam rem!' See pag. 162, note 4.

3 ' When the base bestirs himself to [commit] villany (or 'exults in villany

and meanness"), my whole nature loathes (is abhorrent from) his nature,

and his bestirring himself (or 'his exultation').' Shareeshi renders
SjUifct by

4
Literally,

'
for death and not baseness [\a my choice] ;' an idiomatic

phrase to which the Scholiast quotes the following parallel passage,

'The fire and not disgrace! (i.e. 'the fire is preferable to disgrace')
' Then be master (of thyself), and fly from disgrace though it be to the fire.'

5
Literally,

'

riding a bier is better than riding crime.'
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Then he looked at me and said 1

,

'

[What brings thee here ?]

" Kozeir did not mutilate himself without a motive."
'

So I told him in reply how my camel had strayed,

And how much I had suffered on that day and the last ;

But he replied,
* Leave off regarding what is gone,

Or longing after what has quite disappeared,

Nor sorrow for what is irretrievably lost,

Though it were even a "
valley-full of gold ;"

Nor seek to conciliate one averse from thy sway
2
,

Who has kindled for thee the flame of vexations 3
,

Though he be the son of thy loins or partner of thy soul.

t >5 is here used instead of the more ordinary form of the same word

C->Ui'i\ as applied to 'the perpetration of crime.'

The alliteration of the original has been partially preserved in the trans-

lation.

1
Literally,

' Then he raised his eyes to me and said,
" Kozeir mutilated

his nose for a matter of importance ;" i. e.
" he had a good reason for doing" ;'

which the Scholiast explains, 'There must be some good reason to account

for thy being here alone in this perilous desert, in the heat of summer,

just as it was not without sufficient reason that Kozeir cut off his nose.'

This 'reason' was to make a queen believe that he had suffered this muti-

lation out of devotion to her cause, and so to gain her entire confidence,

in order that he might have the opportunity of avenging himself upon his

master's murderess. This anecdote is alluded to in the Preface of Hariri,

(see above, where it is fully detailed in the note), who there expresses a

hope that he may not be like Kozeir in respect of his intended work,

and injure rather than promote his own reputation, so, as it were, muti-

lating himself, or (as it may be expressed) 'cutting his own throat.'

2
CLXsnli 'thy prevalence,' is an ellipsis for cX^jJ ^ 'the pre-

valence of thy sway.' The word
*z~}.j

' wind
'

is often used to express

'

prevalence ;

'

as in the beginning of Hariri's Preface, where he says,
' A

species of literature, the prevalence (wind) of which has subsided in our

time.' Vid. in loc.

3
i.e. 'who has caused thee trouble and annoyance.'
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But in the mean time, wilt thou 1 that we repose ourselves,

And abstain a while from the interchange of conversation ?

For our bodies are utterly exhausted by fatigue,

And the noon-tide heat has all the fierceness of a flame ;

And nothing brightens
2 the mind and braces the languid,

Like repose
3 at noon, and especially in the two hottest months 4

.'

I replied,
' It rests with thee, and I will not oppose

6 thee.'

So he made his bed on the ground, and laid him down,

And soon exhibited the symptoms of being fast asleep;

While I leant on my elbow, intending to watch and not slumber.

But sleep seized upon me when our tongues were hushed 6
,

Nor did I wake till night was come and the stars shone ;

When, lo! Abou-Zaid and my steed were both gone".

1 The phrase ^\
J (^] jjj&

has occurred in the Makamah of Tenise,

see pag. lt>9, note 3, where it has been stated that there is an ellipsis in

it of the word d[>-lr- . It means,
' Hast thou a mind to do (so and so) ?'

'
Is it agreeable to thee ?'

2
or, 'polishes.' So in the Mak. of Sasaan, Abou-Zaid tells his son

that he ought to be
j\jfl\ lajw? 'a polisher of the wits of other men.'

3 ' The siesta in the midday heat.' This was regarded by Moslem in

even as a religious duty, as appears from the xixth Makamah (pag. 223,

De Sacy), where Abou-Zaid recommends his friends to take the siesta,

adding,
v In so doing you will obey the traditionary injunction of the Pro-

phet' (<3JixJ1 jU^) Mohammed having said that 'sleep by day enables

men to watch in prayer by night,' and also that
*
the devil never sleeps by

day,' being too much on the alert for mischief.

4 ' The two months of great thirst,'
'
the dog-days ;' when the camels

shew symptoms of the effect of the heat upon them.
' *

Raise a question or altercation.' 6
or,

'
fastened' with a cord.

7
Literally,

'
the Serougi was not, and the saddle-horse was not ;' a

play of words between
^>-.*H\\

and M^\. Compare Gen. XLii. 3<i,

12TN p'yptth layi* ^DV 'Joseph is not, and Simeon is not,' i.e. 'they

arc both gone.'
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So I passed a night like that of the poet Narbegri
1
,

And continued in a state of distress like that of Jacob 2
,

Struggling
3
incessantly with my sullen indignation,

And vying in wakefulness 4 with the stars;

Pondering on my prospect of a lonely journey on foot,

And then on my doom to return home disappointed
5

;

Until, when the smile of dawn beamed in the face of the sky,

I perceived a mounted traveller coursing
6 over the desert;

1
i. e. like the night of which the poet Narbegri speaks when he says

of himself,

' I passed such a night as I should have passed had a snake attacked me,
' One of the spotted vipers, in whose fangs is active poison.'

~JiU is rendered by Golius, 'penetrans et infigens se corpori,' whereas

_5ju>) (see pag. 133, note 3, in the Makamah of Singar), means 'concen-

trated,'
'
infused.'

2
Literally, 'in Jacobeian sorrow,' i.e- like that of Jacob when he had

lost his sons.

3 The verb
j\~>\ being in the third conjugation means ' to attack one

who also attacks me,' i. e.
'
to struggle with another for mastery.' He

strove to suppress the indignation which nearly got the mastery of him.

4
JbLsl like the last verb, is in the third conjugation, and means *

to

keep watch along with another,' or
'
to vie with another in keeping

awake.' Compare line 15 of the Lamiyat Al Agam,

' My eye sleeps, while that of the stars is wakeful ;

'

They change their positions, while the deep gloom of night changes not.'

5
Literally,

' and at another time (pondering) on my return home ;' L e.

how miserable it would be thus to return home not only disappointed in

my quest, but with a fresh loss.

6

Jui-j
is to '

prance' in running ; throwing out the legs like the camel

and ostrich when at full speed.
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So I made a sign to him by waving my garment,

And expected that he would turn aside in my direction;

But he heeded not my signal, nor pitied my distress ;

But proceeded regardlessly, wounding me with the arrow of scorn 1
.

I therefore hastened towards him intending to beg of him

To give me permission to take my seat behind him 2
,

Though I should be submitting thereby to endure his pride.

Now when I had with some difficulty overtaken him,

And had succeeded in obtaining a distinct3 view of him,

I found that it was on my camel that he was mounted,

And that it was my lost property
4 that he had found.

So I was not slow to dislodge him from her hump,
And to try to pull the end of her cord away from him,

Saying [to him],
' I am her owner, and the man who lost her,

And her milk and her offspring alike belong to me ;

Be not therefore as absurdly covetous as Ashaab 5
,

Lest 6 thou only bring useless trouble on thyself and me.'

1 i.e.
'
treated me with a contemptuous neglect which wounded my feel-

ings.'

2
Literally, 'that he would let me ride behind him, and endure his

pride.' The second clause is idiomatically coupled with the first, merely

because it expresses the necessary consequence of the first, and not because

it is meant that Abou-Zaid actually requested, or intended to request the

traveller whom he saw to let him bear his pride.
3

or, 'had made the course of my eye wander over him,' i.e. 'survey

him carefully and entirely.'

4 'That my stray animal was what he had picked up.'
5 ie. in thinking that thou art going to keep everything that thou

findest even though its owner claim it. Concerning Ashaab, see Note (A)
at the end of this Makamah, pag. 288.

6
or,

'
for by so doing thou wilt bo wearied thyself, and weary (me) [to

no
purpose^],' i. e. by such absurd covctousness thou wilt only become

a torment to thyself and to others.
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But he began to attack 1 me, and then complain
1 of my attacks ;

At one time boldly aggressive
2
, at another shamelessly timid 2

.

But while he displayed this alternation 3 of violence and meekness,

Now behaving like a lion, and now assuming submission,

Lo ! Abou-Zaid came suddenly upon us, dressed in tiger's
4
skin,

And careering along like an inundating flood;

So that I feared he would treat me as he had done 5
already,

And his conduct be the same as it had been the day
6 before,

And myself have to share the fate of the 'two tanners 7
,'

1

Literally, 'he began to sting (or 'bite') me, and then to squeak as

if hurt],' like a rat or other mean creature which bites at the same time

that it calls out as if it were hurt ; i.e.
' he at once attacked me and

complained of me as the aggressor.'
2 The meaning of this clause is like that of the preceding, viz.

' he

began first to display effrontery, and then to be not ashamed Qof betraying

timidity],' (for thus the ellipsis must be supplied) ; behaviour which shewed

that he was a coward, though covetous.

3 These alternations are expressed in the original simply by the con-

junction Wav.
4 The Scholiast says that ' dressed in leopard's skin/ means ' with an

air of boldness and confidence.'

5 ' So I truly feared that his to-day would be like his yesterday ;' i. e.

'
that he would behave to me now as he had done before.' Compare a

passage in the Makamah of Damascus (see pag. 191, note 2),
' When I

had discovered the wide difference between his to-day and his yesterday ;' i. e.

' between his present practice and past professions ;' where a similar pas-

sage from the Mak. of Damietta is also quoted,
' The worst of men is he

whose [[practice] to-day falls short of his [^professions or promise of] yes-

terday,' <Uu^ ^0 jU^ <U_jJ ^ .

6
Literally,

' and that his sun would be like his moon ;' a phrase of

similar import to that in the last clause ; viz.
'
that his conduct that day

would resemble his conduct on the preceding night.'

7 'And that I should have to be classed with the "two tanners"

as never heard of more].' _xiUM were two men who went out to
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With nothing left of me but the tale 1 of which I was the subject ;

But all that I could do 2 was to remind him of his past promises,

And of what he had done to me on the preceding day.

I therefore conjured him to tell me if he was now come

To effect reconciliation with me, or to complete my ruin 3
.

And he replied,
' God forbid that I should kill a wounded man 4

,

gather a herb called ]o3 used in tanning leather, and never returned,

or were heard of more, so that their reappearance became proverbially

impossible. One of the poets of the Diwan Hozaliyah speaking of an im-

possibility says, 'it will never happen till both the Karezain return*

*- e - 'till doomsday/ 'ad Grzecas Calen-

das.'

1
Either,

' become a mere tale after having been a reality' (i. e.
'
instead

of a reality') ; or
' become a predicate after having been the subject'

[of that predicate^ ; _x>. and
4
j^c being grammatical terms meaning re-

spectively
'

predicate' and '

subject.' An attempt has been made to com-

bine these two renderings in the above translation. Compare Ps. xc.,

' We bring our years to an end as a tale that is told ;' and Persius,

v. 152,
' fabula fies ;' i. e.

' thou wilt become (in death) a mere tale ;'

'

nothing will be left of thee but the tale that records thy past existence.'

Sometimes the word $\ ('trace') is substituted for ju>- ('tale' or 'predi-

cate') in the above phrase. Compare, in the xth Makamah (pag. 120, Do

Sacy) 4
_V Juo \5\ c-^U^ ^

' Seek not after the trace when the reality

?

is gone;' and in Makamah xv. (pag. 174, De Sacy), j^: juy \J>\

'
I left them both mere traces of themselves.'

8
or,

*
I saw nothing to be done but, &c.'

3
or,

'
for that whrrein would be my utter ruin.'

4 ' One whom I have already wounded.' Another allusion to the

barbarity of killing a disabled man occurs in the xxxivth Makamah,

where Abou-Zaid says,
' Fear me not on account of tiro loss that I have

already brought upon thee ; for I am not one of those creatures which

sting twice,'
cJ
jJre j-Jj U^
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Or add a simoom by day to my hot wind of the night
l

;

I came to thee only to ascertain the state of thy affairs,

And to make myself as a right hand to thy left2.'

Then my heart was set at rest, and my fear dispelled,

And I proceeded to inform him about my camel,

And how the person who was with me persisted in denial3
;

Whereupon he looked at him like a wild lion 4 at his prey,

And then set his lance in rest against him,

And swore by Him who lights up the dawn,

That unless he at once submitted to an ignominious flight
5
,

And consented to withdraw with the loss 6 of his prize,

1 i.e.
' add fresh mischief to what I did last night.'

2
i.e. *to be thy companion and abettor.'

3
Literally,

'
veiled himself in effrontery ;' endeavouring to conceal his

fraud by assuming the confidence of truth. *-Jv 's a ve^ which covers

the whole face, worn by Moslem females out of doors.

4 ' A lion of the lair,' see Mak. of Sanaa, pag. 88, note 7-

5
Literally,

'
effect his escape as flies do,' i. e.

*

by being too contemptible

to be punished.' This phrase is admirably illustrated by a couplet of the

poet Al Souli, quoted by the Scholiast, viz.,

' Do (be) just what thou wilt, and say what thou pleasest ;

' And lighten to the right, and thunder to the left (i. e. bluster as thou wilt) ;

' Thou may'st still escape thy ^deserved] reproach as flies escape,
' Whose foulness (or 'vileness') saves them from being struck.'

6
Literally,

'
content himself, instead of [carrying off] a prize, with bare

return :' i. e.
'

being permitted to retire with impunity.'

Such is the force of the idiomatic use of the prepositions ,_ and <_.?

after the verb .J, 'to be content;' the former being prefixed to an
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He would certainly plunge the spear-head into his neck 1

,

And put his sons and friends into mourning for him.

Then he threw down the camel's cord, and fled in haste 2
:

And Abou-Zaid said to me,
' Take her, and mount her hump,

' For this is one of the two 3
good deeds I ought to do,

' And one misfortune, they say, is easier to bear than two.'

So I was perplexed whether to blame or thank him 4
,

object which one consents to relinquish, the latter to one with which one

is obliged by circumstances to content oneself. The phrase appears to be

quoted by Hariri from a line in the Moallakah of Amrou Al Keis, viz.,

-c

'
I have roamed about through the regions of the earth,

*
Till I was forced to content myself with bare return instead of booty ;'

. e.
' to relinquish the hope of making gain, which repeated failures have

convinced me is impracticable.' Tograi the author of the Lamiyat Al

Agam seems to have quoted from the same source, where he says,

' Fortune thwarts my hope, and obliges me to content myself,
'
After Qrauch^ toil, with bare return instead of booty.'

1

Literally, 'that he would certainly make his spear-head drink from

his jugular vein.' The verb means primarily to
'
lead a horse down to

drink at a pool.'

2
'Precipitately;' literally, 'went off, and with him was rapidity;'

means cither
'

rapidity in running,' or else the same as \y\^ from

k/"9
'

pcpedit,' the effect being put for the cause, viz. terror. In either case,

the phrase may be rendered 'he fled precipitately.'

3 The two good deeds which he might have done were to restore the

horse and to restore the camel, of which he did only the latter.

4
Literally,

'
I was perplexed between the blaming or thanking of

Abou-Zaid, and about poising his benefit with his mischief.'
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And whether the benefit compensated for the wrong done me ;

But, as if he were supernaturally informed l of my thoughts,

Or had divined what reflections disturbed my soul 2
,

He turned to me smilingly, and fluently indited these lines :

'My friend 3
, who hast meekly an injury borne,

That my brethren and kin would have sorely resented,

And, though yesterday grieved by my outrage and scorn,

Art glad that I now have sincerely repented,

O excuse for my present behaviour the past,

And away both thy censure and gratitude cast/

'

But,' said he,
' my temper is as hasty

4 as thine is gloomy
4

;

1 ' As if he had it whispered to him by some unseen person.'

2
--s 'secret;' a word often used for 'the soul.'

3
Literally, 'O my brother, who patiently bearest my injurious treat-

ment (the injury I inflicted on thee), more than my brethren and countrymen

[|
would have done]. If (my conduct of) yesterday annoyed thee, yet at

least (my conduct of) to-day has cheered thee. Then excuse that for

this (the former for the sake of the latter), and cast aside both my praise

and my blame' fjas evenly balanced], i.e. 'abstain altogether from praising

or blaming me, considering that my merits exactly balance my demerits.'

The last phrase brings to mind a line of poetry in Hariri's preface, ending

^J 2. ic iJ the meaning of which is,
'
I am content to indulge my

taste and not have either praise or blame for it.'
' No praise I claim, con-

tent, if only unassailed by blame.'

4
or, 'I am prone to violent rage, as thou art to sullenness.' The

* *

words
^jfjj

and /x express two different affections of anger; the first, a

sudden ebullition, the latter, that sullenness which makes a man "brood

over a wrong, and shed tears of vexation; and two persons distinguished

by these different temperaments, rarely agree. This expression is used

by Abou-Zaid merely as an excuse for quitting Hareth, and going away
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How then is it possible that we should agree together?'

So he departed, cleaving the dust 1 before him as he went,

And urging forward 2 his steed with all his might
3

.

But for me, I delayed not t mount my camel,

And set out again in the direction that I had intended 4
,

Till I reached my dwelling
5 after my mishaps great

6 and small 6
.

with his mare in order that he might not have further opportunity of

asking him to return her to him. There are several similar expressions

in the Makamat, e.g. \_&"\\ i_o-ij t_ol^ ^.^Jlj i_l \j\ 'I am

ambitious, and thou vainglorious, and how should we agree?' Again,

at the end of the xxxv th Makamah, when Abou-Zaid wants to quit Hareth

for similar reasons, he says, jo*j ^ ^S^J 'ty^J. (^~'l? ^.j* ^
<
I am a passionate drunkard, and thou a coward/ (i.

e. one whose timidity

keeps him from excesses),
' and there is a great difference between us ;

'

(i. e. so that we cannot be good company for each other).
1

Literally,
'

cutting the skin (surface) of the ground,' i. e. with the

hoofs of his horse which raised the dust, and cut deep into the soil.

2
it^j

'

pedibus motis impulit equum.' Gol.

3
Literally, 'spurred on his steed with what spurring!" Lul is a

pronoun of admiration like
'

quantus,' or '

qualis.' Gol.

4
or, 'to return to my purpose;' i.e. 'to recommence my journey in

the intended direction.'

5
or,

'

my place of sojourn,' (i.
e. among the Bedouin Arabs).

6 Such is Hariri's own explanation of the last two words in this Ma-

kamah ; the first of which is the diminutive form of the second, so that

the first means '
small mishaps,' and the second

'

calamities.'
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NOTE (A.) See pag. 281, note 5.

Ashaab was a servant of the Khaliph Othman, and a native of Medina.

He died A.H. 54. He was proverbial among the Arabs for covetousness

( _*i> ), and for a strange sanguine temperament, which led him constantly

to expect
'

windfalls,' and to be on the look out for what he could get.

His character is thus depicted in truly Theophrastic style by the Scholiast :

" He never saw a man put his hand into his pocket without hoping and

expecting that he would give him something. He never saw a funeral go

by, but he was pleased, hoping that the deceased might have left him some-

thing. He never saw a bride about to be conducted through the streets

to the house of her bridegroom, but he prepared his own house for her

reception, hoping that her friends might bring her to him by mistake. If

he saw a workman making a box, he took care to tell him that he

was putting on a board or two too many, hoping that he might give him

what was over, or something for the suggestion. Pie was said to have

followed a man who was chewing mastich (a sort of gum which Orientals

chew like betel-nut as a pastime) a whole mile, thinking he was possibly

eating food, and intending, if so, to ask him to give him some. When the

youths of his native town taunted him, he told them that there was a wed-

ding at a certain house, in order to get rid of them, (because they would

go to get a share of the bonbons distributed there) ; but as soon as they

had gone, it struck him that possibly what he had told them was true,

and that they would not have left him had they not been aware of its

truth ; and he actually followed them himself to see what he could get too,

though exposing himself thereby to fresh taunts from them. When asked

whether he knew of any thing more covetous than himself, he said,
' Yes ;

a sheep I once had that climbed to an upper stage of my house, and seeing

a rainbow mistook it for a rope of hay, and jumping at it, broke its neck.'

Whence 'Ashaab's sheep' became proverbial for covetousness, as well as

himself." See Shareeshi.
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TT^VER since I duly regarded my moral welfare 2
,

-*-^ And distinguished what to aspire after 3 from what to eschew 3
,

I was careful to give ear to the warnings
4 of admonition,

And to discard the language of intemperate anger
5
,

1 A Persian town between Hamadthan and Teheran ;
once a capital of

the Selgoukides.
s

or,
' ever since I duly established (' recte constitui.' Gol.) a regard

to my final interests.' _wJj is explained by the Scholiast as meaning

c_^jjL*J\ ^i kijlj 'regard to the end of things.'

3 A very idiomatic phrase in the original. The words JjoS and joJ

mean respectively, 'the thread which is pulled towards the breast in

weaving,' and 'that which is drawn away from it.' Metaphorically they

are used to express respectively,
' what we ought to turn towards'

(<U]LC jjjki! l), and 'what we ought to turn away from' (,jju: Jj! U),

i. e. 'what is to be aspired after, and what is to be eschewed.' Some

commentators suppose them to mean '

progress' and '

retrogression ;' or what-

ever promotes each of these.

4
or,

'
sermons.'

6
or,

' words provocative of anger.' Under the denomination '

angry

words,' all culpable language is here included ; violent paroxysms of anger

being accounted by Orientals peculiarly flagitious, as destructive of that

tranquillity of mind which they consider essential to moral well-being.

20
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That so I might be adorned with the graces of virtue 1
,

And exempt from whatever is faulty
2 or unseemly;

And I continued to exercise myself in this discipline
3
,

And gradually to extinguish thereby the embers of wrath,

Until the habitual practice of it
4 became natural to me,

And to apply myself to it was to obey an inclination.

Now after that I had thus renounced the bands 5 of error,

The restraint of angry feelings and expressions is inculcated as a distinct

duty in the Hebrew Scriptures; e.g. 'Cease from anger and forsake wrath;'

Ps. xxxvii. ' A fool's wrath is presently known ;' Prov. xii. 16 ; see

also Prov. xix. 19, and xiv. 29.

1 'The best of dispositions.' ^Isr* is a plural noun signifying 'good

things/
'
excellencies.'

2 ' Whatever marks with disgraces' (or
'

imperfections,' literally,
'

rents').

3 See note 3, pag. 269, in the last Makamah.
4

or,
'
naturalization of myself to it became natural to me,' and '

pain-

ful application of myself to it ^became] an inclination obeyed;' i.e. 'so

habitual to me that it was as easy as yielding to a propensity.' y-jlLj'

means,
'
the practice of anything which is not a natural habit, but may be

made such by use;' and i_^'*'j 'the imposing upon oneself a habit from

which one's natural temperament is averse.' Compare with this passage

Persius, Sat. v. line 39 :

' Tune fallere sollers

Apposita intortos extendit regula mores;

Et premitur ratione animus, vincique laborat.'

The Arabs, however, have a proverb C.XL,! 7^2!U 'nature is all-power-

ful;' i.e. she will sometimes prevail over whatever opposition to her is

made by culture or discipline.
' Naturam expellas furca ; tamen usque

recurret.'

5
Literally,

' when I had loosed the loops of error,' i. e.
' when I had

loosed myself from them,' or, 'had risen up from them, and shaken them

off;' a metaphor derived from the loop formed by the arms or otherwise

plur -

Lsf0> wi*n which the Arabs in squatting on the ground are
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And succeeded in discriminating truth from falsehood 1
,

I happened to be sojourning awhile in the town of Rye,

When I saw there one morning group after group of people,

Who, while they dispersed themselves on every side like locusts 2
,

And hurried to and fro like fleet coursers 3
,

Conversed about a preacher whom they were going to hear,

Whom they represented as superior even to Ibn-Simeon 4
.

wont to hold their thighs and shins together, by way of support, and which

is of course loosed when they rise up from that posture. Conf. pag. 40,

note 2, on the passage .Uii] ,<-> e^-l-.> 'The loops were loosed pre-

paratorily to rising up.'

1 The Scholiast says that <t and AM are equivalent to -Jsifl,

'good,' and J^\ } 'evil.' The first of those words is of very obscure deriva-

tion. The second means properly
' what is crooked,' and hence,

' what is

false' (English,
'

lie'). Nearly the same phrase as that here used by Hariri

is employed by Ibn-Fared in his Aiyiat, viz. \ ^sy /KH jU, i.e.

^y\j ^sS.^ *&&\ iU> (as Jelaal ad'deen Al Syuti explains it),
'

my words

of truth were falsified.' Shareeshi derives . from ^^, 'collegit,' 'com-

prehensit ;' whence perhaps it has the sense '

compactness,'
'
soundness.'

2 A flock of locusts scatter themselves widely in order more effectually

to devour the herbage, which will not suffice them if they are too close

together. Comp. Isaiah xxxiii. 4, 'As the running to and fro of locusts

shall he run;' Proverbs xxx. 27, 'The locusts go forth by bands;' and,

Ps. cix. 23,
'
I am tossed up and down as the locust.'

3 He means to describe the fluctuating movements of a large crowd.

4
Literally,

' and placed Ibn-Simeon below him.' This was a celebrated

Moslem preacher of the 4th century after the Ilegira. When asked how

ho could conscientiously exhort people to self-denial and abstinence, and

yet himself live in luxury, he replied, 'Always live in such a manner as

to be at peace with God ; if you find that you can do so while you enjoy

the comforts of life, you need not discard them as dangerous." Schol.

202
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I was therefore not to be deterred 1 from trying to hear him,

And seeking to ascertain who this preacher might be,

By knowing that I must endure the din of the clamorous,

And bear the pressure of a dense throng of people.

So I suffered myself
2 to be carried along with the crowd,

And to be slid insensibly upon the thread of the populace,

Till we arrived at last in a place of assembly
3
,

Wherein were congregated alike the ruler and the ruled,

And the illustrious and the obscure 4 were gathered together;

And in the midst of the throng
5

,
and amid the noblest of them 6

,

I beheld a man who seemed bowed, and very crooked 7
,

1 '
It did not hinder me,' or

* make it seem too difficult for me (to hear

the preacher) that I should suffer the noisy, and endure the pushing.
1

2 '
I submitted with the submission of a docile animal.' The verb

<^~g?\ means, 'mite et docile se praebuit jumentum, postquam refrac-

tarium esset'

3
jlj is the place where an assembly ((_JJ) congregates; see the be-

*

ginning of Hariri's preface, where this word occurs.

4 Conf. Job iii. 19, 'The small and great are there.'

5
Literally, 'the halo of the assembly.'

6
Literally, 'its new moon' (i.e. of the assembly). The Scholiast says

that by <3la> (' the ring of mist which surrounds the moon'), is meant here

the throng of the lower orders of people, who would be on the outside of

the assembly; and by &jt>\ (plur. of
JiLto,

'new moon') the more dis-

tinguished and noble, who would be in the middle of the assembly, as the

moon is in the midst of the halo. Observe the appropriateness of the use of

\3^it and
ia-jj

J in this passage, the first before a plural substantive

or noun of multitude, like the English 'amid,' and the latter before one

in the singular number, like the English 'in the midst of.'

7

(j*JO signifies
'
that species of deformity which consists in a protru-

sion of the chest and concavity of the back.' It is the converse of

which expresses the more ordinary symptoms of a hunchback.
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And who was attired in the mitre l and green satin 1

;

Who was delivering
2 a sermon of power to heal souls,

And to soften even hearts as hard as rocks;

And I heard him pronounce these words,

While the minds of his hearers were ravished by his words,
' Son of man, how great is thy clinging to what deludes thee,

And thy cleaving to what will only injure thee,

And thy attachment to what only leads thee astray,

And thy delight in him who vainly flatters thee !

Thou art wholly occupied in what fruitlessly wearies thee,

While thou art negligent of what truly concerns thee;

And drawest wide the bow of thy transgressions,

While thou clothest thyself in covetousness that will ruin thee?

Thou art never content with what is sufficient for thee 3
,

1 A priest or Imaum among Moslemins wears his turban neatly arranged

in a conical form, like a mitre, with the end hanging down behind. The

green satin cloak was worn by Imaums, and even by Khaliphs, in virtue

of their sacred character. This dress was assumed by Abou-Zaid, in

order to make the people believe him to be a real preacher.

is derived from .uJJol, 'satin.'

2
or, 'bursting forth in a sermon.'

3 Here Shareeshi quotes the following verses on contentment, .

' O thou who deemest poverty a disgrace, wilt thou not be admonished ?

' Know that the disgrace of wealth (if thou be well advised) is greater ;

' For whoever takes a correct view of things will perceive,
' That it is one of the privileges and superiorities of poverty over wealth
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Nor abstainest from things forbidden to thee,

Nor attendest to the words of admonition,

Nor art deterred by the voice of threatening!

It is thy habit to veer with [the impulses] of passion,

While thou stumblest at random like the dim-sighted,

And thy purpose to toil hard in acquiring gain,

While thou art only gathering substance for thy heirs 1
!

Thou art covetous of the increase of what belongs
2 to thee,

While thou rememberest not what is before thee;

Thou art bent on the enjoyment of sensual pleasures
3
,

But careless whether thou be acquiring merit or demerit4
.

Dost thou imagine that thou wilt be left in impunity
5
,

' That by desiring wealth thou disobeyest God,

'But that thou dost not disobey him by remaining poor.'

1 See Mak. of Tenise, pag. 160, line 4.

2
Literally, 'what is with thee/ i.e. 'what thou already possessest.'

3

uAA*N* according to the Scholiast, are ~&\j M^^ or
f^l? TJ5̂ '

Shareeshi says that Hariri is here quoting from the following line of a poet,

bub <bjU! ^tMij ^j&\ ^ jJj *jj ^fejM ^ Ji J1

'
Seest thou not that as the world (or

'

time') has its day and its night,
' So man also has two appetites on which he is habitually bent ?'

4 'But carest not whether it is for thy advantage or thy loss [to

pursue this course],' 'whether debt is thereby becoming due to thee or

from thee' cX*Le A! tlXli- The same idiom occurs in Hariri's preface,

where he says, 'I only desire to be quit of my task without incurring

either praise or blame for
it,' 'without acquiring merit or demerit by it,'

5
or, 'at large.' ^Jw> is primarily applied to a camel which is turned

out loose to graze.
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And that thou wilt not be called presently
1 to account?

Or dost thou think that death will accept bribes 2
,

Or distinguish between the strong and the feeble 3 ?

No, indeed 4
! Neither wealth nor children can avert death 5

,

And nothing avails the dead 6 but their accepted actions 7
:

Then blessed is he who hears and remembers,

And verifies by practice his profession of religion ;

And withholds himself from the indulgence of appetite,

And knows that he alone is truly happy
8 who repents,

And that each will at last have nothing [to trust to]
9

Except the course that he has chosen to pursue;

And that it will soon be shewn what that course has been 10
.'

1 ' To-morrow.'

2
Compare Job XL!. 4, where it is said of the leviathan,

' Will he

make a covenant with thee? or wilt thou take him for thy servant for

ever?'

3
Literally, 'the lion and the fawn.' Compare a passage in the xxth

Makamah, where he says of a sorcerer, 'He ensnared alike the lion and

the lamb,' tXaJdJj
JuoiU ^lij.

* See K 'prorsus non,' in the Mak. of Sawa, pag. 253. It is proba-

bly derived from ^ 'all' and "} 'not,' and means 'altogether not.'

5
Compare, in the xxviii th Makamah (pag. 347, De Sacy),

JtXc 'J. JJkC *&IA>- "*
jJj 1j

*&Ax~9! Jto 1

'No wealth or child can help them, and no weapons or numbers protect them.'

8 ' The tenants of the tombs.'

7
i. e. 'those of their actions which God takes in good part and ac-

cepts.'

8
. e.

*
for the next world.'

9
t. e.

'
as a hope of acceptance with God.'

10 'That his course of conduct will soon (<_J-0 be looked into, and

scrutinized, and meet its due recompense.'
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Then he indited, with tremulous tone, but sonorous voice 1

,

'Think not, my friend 2
, that golden store

Or palace can avail thee more,

When, tenant of the grave become,

Thou there hast found a final home.

Then use thy wealth 3 to please thy Lord,

And bounteous aid to all afford,

Content to win a heavenly prize,

To gain thy meed beyond the skies.

Lest time, whose tooth incessant gnaws
4

,

Who tears and rends with ruthless claws,

By sudden change thy powers impair,

And foil thy every purpose fair.

Trust not the world's perfidious
5

smiles,

Nor cease to dread her secret wiles,

1
i. e. like a preacher who speaks earnestly, but still as though he

trembled for the spiritual safety of his hearers.

2
Literally,

'

By thy life (L e. be assured !) neither houses nor wealth

will avail a rich man, when he dwells in the dust, and makes it his

home.'

3 ' Then be liberal with thy property in things pleasing to God (alms-

giving, &c.), content with what thou wilt gain of his recompense and re-

ward' (as a compensation for thy loss here).
4 ' And be beforehand (in the right use of thy wealth) with the vicis-

situde of time, for it destroys with its crooked talon and its tooth'

(molaris).

5 ' And trust not the world (fortune) the perfidious, nor its treachery,

for how many are those both mean and noble (fc\J J^oU*) whom she has
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Those wiles that oft have fatal been

Alike to noble and to mean.

Thy wanton appetites oppose
1
,

And strive to crush the deadly foes

Whose erring guidance once t'obey

Will cast thee far 2 from wisdom's way.

The fear of God with zeal preserve
3

,

From His commandments fear to swerve ;

That, safe from every fear beside,

Thou mayst his dread account abide.

Let no delusion turn thy thought
4

From deep remorse for evil wrought;

But floods of tears descending shew

How true thy heart's repentant woe.

ruined !' Compare a passage in the xxviiith Makamah (pag. 346, De Sacy),

'Contemplate fortune, and the ravage of her attacks, and the mischief of

her perfidy and treachery. She hath dispersed mighty hosts, and destroyed

honoured kings. She never gives wealth, but she afterwards consumes it

away again.'
' Fortuna saevo lagta negotio.'

1 'And resist thy natural appetite (the desire of thy soul), which no

deluded person ever yielded to but he fell from his high places.'

8
or, 'down.'

3 ' And carefully preserve the fear of God and awe of him ; that

thou mayest be saved from the terror of his vengeance (punishments).'
4 'And be not diverted from recollecting thy sin; but bewail it with

tears that resemble heavy rain at the time of its descending.'

The rare verb
\$)

is equivalent to JjcLi^ when followed by the pre-

position -e.. See Golius.
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Let death be present
1 to thy eyes,

With all his dread realities,

His stroke with direst horror fraught,

His cup surcharged with rueful draught.

For soon as ends our dwelling
2 here

There yawns for all a chasm drear,

Where every mortal downward goes,

How high soe'er his palace rose.

Then let the wise betimes 3
perceive

The evil of his deeds, and grieve,

And learn amendment, ere the door

Of grace is closed, to ope no more.'

Thus the people were moved to penitence and tears 4
,

1 'And picture to thy eyes death, and his stroke, and the terror of

his meeting, and the taste of his bitterness' (literally 'his colocynth,' a

bitter herb).

2 ' For the end of the dwelling here of the living is a pit which he will

descend to, lowered from his towers (or
'

domes').'

3 ' Then well done ! the mortal (Joe) whom the evil of his deeds dis-

tresses, and who begins amendment of life before the closing of the door

of God's grace] (which was opened to him).' In religious compositions

a man is often called by the Arabs Xxc with reference to God, without

the addition of the word $\ which would produce an ambiguity with

the proper name <dH Joe.
^aib'

is equivalent to cJ^Aj
'

resartio,'

'

reparatio/

4
Literally, 'the people continued between tears that they shed, and

repentance that they exhibited.'
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Till sunset was near, and the duty of prayer was urgent
1

;

But when their voices were all hushed in silence 2
,

And the preaching and the repentant tears had ceased,

An applicant came and complained to the prince who was present,

Appealing loudly to him from the oppression of his agent
3
,

But the prince attended only to the plea of the aggressor,

And seemed unwilling
4 that his extortion should be exposed.

1
or, 'accumulative/ according to Shareeshi. The five stated times of

prayer obligatory upon Moslemin are, just before sunrise, three hours after

sunrise, noon, three o'clock P.M. (-*!!), and after sunset
(^im)!). These

prayers are all 'obligatory' ^0,3 (as distinguished from those which are

spontaneous or supererogatory jjAj); but whenever any one of them has

been omitted for a sufficient reason, the omission may always be repaired

by adding it to the next; after which it is too late to repair it. At

the time spoken of in the above passage the .-* (tempus ab occasu

Solis ad primam noctis vigiliam) was approaching, and with it the obli-

gation of its prayers ; and since the people had been so much occupied by

attention to the preacher that they had omitted the prayer of the j&z

(3 o'clock P. M.), the accumulated duty of two prayers now summoned

their attention. For an account of the origin of the institution of the 'five

daily prayers of Moslemin,' as given in the authorized tradition of Ibn-

Abbas, called ,-JuM , jt*>, see note (A) at the end of this Makamah.

2
Literally, 'So when the voices were hushed ( *i~-) t

and silence en-

sued.'

3 The injustice of governors of towns and provinces in Persia has

always been notorious. It has been usual for the Sultan or Shah to give

away offices of the first rank to the highest bidder, and for the governors

thus appointed afterwards to remunerate themselves for the expense of

their appointment by extorting through means of exorbitant taxgatherers

and excisemen from the rayahs or countrymen in the district.

4 Here we find again the verb \ (sec pag. 297, note 4) in the sense
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So, beginning to despair of obtaining redress from him,

The applicant entreated the preacher to admonish him;

Whereupon the preacher arose, with cheerful alacrity,

And indited these lines with allusion 1 to the prince :

' How strange
2 it seems that one should toil and try

With eager hope to gain authority,

And, when 'tis gained, oppression multiply,

And weave a warp
3 and woof of tyranny,

Regardless
4 of religion's warning cry,

And only bent his base pursuits to ply,

To quaff
4 from lucre's filthy stream his fill,

Or lure his agents deeper draughts to swill !

'to be diverted by some other motive' ('some motive in reserve') prom
the performance of duty].

1 '

Referring, or alluding to the prince ;' i. e. speaking of him indirectly,

without mentioning his name or title.

2
Literally, 'strange! that one should seek (hope) to obtain authority

(magistracy) till, when he has attained his desire, he practises tyranny;'

ft\j
is the participle of U-., 'to hope.' i<*>- 'till/ is here equivalent

^

to 'and then.'

3 ' That he should weave a woof, and a warp in oppressions,' i. e.

'commence them, and then persist in them, and carry them out to the

utmost/ The verb ItX-j means,
'
to stretch the threads called the warp

preparatorily to weaving,' and hence to
' make a beginning

'

in anything ;

and +f means, to
' weave the woof across the threads of the warp, so

as to form an actual texture,' and hence to 'complete any work.'

4 ' Sometimes lapping at its pool (that of oppression and extortion),

and sometimes making others lap from it; (i.e. not only committing op-

pression himself but enabling and encouraging his dependants and agents

to do the same) without caring CJlx> ^ U) provided that he follow his

desire therein (in extortion), whether he conforms with his religion or sets
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Ah ! who l that once the sore remorse discerns

Of him who willing ears to slander turns,

Or who 1 that knows how changeful man's estate,

Could still persist such wrong to perpetrate?

But yet to one who holds the reins 2 of power

O, yield the homage of the present hour,

And seem 3
, though oft from duty's path he swerve,

As if thou failed 3 his errors to observe ;

Without complaint to waters foul 4
repair,

When he forbids thee limpid streams to share,

And meekly graze whene'er he bids thee feed

On bitter pasture, nor its rankness heed;

it at nought (subverts it).' The word ij, translated above 'to quaff,'

and 'to swill,' would be more literally rendered 'to lap,' since it expresses

the method of drinking with the tongue peculiar to dogs. It is used here

as an opprobrious term like the English 'swill.'

1 ' Ah ! woe to him ! if he were well aware that there is no human

condition that does not change, he would surely not have been thus tyran-

nous, and if. he comprehended clearly how great is the repentance of him

who has listened attentively to the lie of slanderers (or 'informers'), he

would never have listened [to them].' The order of these two clauses is

reversed in the translation, as well as that of the two that precede them.

2
Literally,

'

leading-rope' (of a camel) ; a metaphor for executive power.

3 'And wink (or 'close thy eyes for a while'), if he neglects the

observance of duty, or speaks (decides in judgment) rashly.' The words

iUJ! Ul| are paraphrased by Shareeshi
.jUilsr Saila^l cJy

4 'And graze on bitter herbage if he summons thee to do so, and re-

pair to brackish pools if he forbids thee the sweet ; (t. e. submit in all

respects to his will, however capricious, just as a sheep or camel does to

that of the shepherd) ;
and bear patiently his injuries, although their touch

distresses thee, and makes a flood of tears to flow from thee, and Qeven]
exhausts it.'
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And though his outrage oft thy patience try,

Or wring thy tears till e'en their fount is dry,

Submit to bear awhile thy present wrongs,

From one to whom a short-lived sway belongs ;

Since fortune 1

quickly will her favourite spurn,

And bid the flames of hate against him burn,

And he, degraded, helpless, and forlorn 2
,

Who once thy homage claimed, provoke thy scorn,

Or move thy pity, when his cheek shall lie

Defiled in dust of lowest infamy ;

And all the foes exult at his disgrace,

Who see him stripped and emptied of his place.

Such here his fate 3
, and soon he must appear

Where eloquence will lisp in faltering fear,

1 ' For fortune will certainly make thee laugh at him, when she departs

from him, and kindles the flame of assault for war against him ;' L e.

' He will not oppress thee for ever, but will soon become the object of thy

scorn instead of thy fear.' Compare ^Esch. Eum. 530 :

TOV OVTTOT av^ovvr

AeVaSi/oi/, oJS' virepdeovr' aKpav'

i' a Ito i/o? Oe, TOv
irpiv o\fiov,

irpoffflaXiav Si

2 'And fortune will bring down upon him the exultation of his ene-

mies over him, when he is seen stripped and emptied of his office;' 'and

thou wilt pity him when his cheek is soiled in the dust of disgrace.'

3 ' This is for him,' L e. (so much for his condition here) ;

' and he will

soon be placed in that position (judgment before God), in which even the

master of eloquence will be found a stammerer (or 'lisper;' primarily,

one who cannot articulate the letters I, 3 c
,

or J); and he will surely

be raised up (or 'summoned to judgment') in a condition more abject

(feebler) than the herb of the field.' _ftj is a sort of plant which is
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Defenceless, abject as the feeblest grass,

All unprepared the dread account to pass,

For each omission 1
, each excess, arraigned,

For virtue scarcely sipped
2
, vice deeply drained,

For sordid gains
2
by foul extortion made,

For minions trained 2 his base designs to aid.

The Judge divine his every deed will scan

More sternly
3 than th' oppressor dealt with man,

Till 4
, crushed beneath the doom to tyrants due,

His ill-used power and ill-gained wealth he rue.'

very easily trampled down, and when trampled does not recover itself.

Golius says that it means a '

very soft sort of fungus,' a sense which would

be very suitable to this passage, since the vilest and feeblest of all plants

is here intended.

1 'And he will be reckoned with for his omissions, and his sins of

commission.' The words ^ua^pj and li.1 are primarily used with respect

to uneven teeth, some of which are deficient, and others of redundant

length, but are here metaphorically applied to moral delinquency in respect

of sins of omission, and of act.

2 'And he will surely be arraigned (or 'punished') for what he gained

(for his unlawful gains), and for those whom he chose (as his agents);

and be surely required of (i. e. account will be exacted of him) for what

he drank draughts of, and what he only sipped the froth of;' i.e. 'for his

unjust gains, great and small;' the first of these verbs meaning 'to drink

draught after draught,' and the second,
' to lap up only the froth of milk,'

or, 'what he drank deeply of,' and 'what he only sipped slightly,' may
mean respectively 'vice' and 'virtue,' or 'injustice* and 'justice,' for his

commission of the former whereof, and his neglect of the latter he will be

called to account after death. The latter idea is adopted in the translation.

3 'And he shall be examined for the minutest things, just as he used

to deal with men, only more thoroughly still.'

4 '
Till he bites his hand (in vexation and regret) for his administration,

and wishes that he had never sought from it the objects which he sought/

t. 0. that he had not abused his authority by making it a means to gain
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Then he addressed the prince himself in these words,

'

O, them who art decorated with princely authority,

Who hast been long habituated 1 to the administration of power,

Let not thy high fortune tempt thee 2 to wanton pride,

Nor thy despotic might betray thee into self-deception:

For fortune is a changeful wind, and power a fallacious 3 flash ;

And be assured that the happiest of all governours

Is he by whom his subjects are rendered happy,

unlawful ends. 'To bite the hand' is an ordinary Arabic phrase for the

exhibition of regret. Compare a passage in the xth Makamah (pag. 119,

De Sacy), 'Tell the governour whom I left in regret and perplexity, and

biting both his hands, &c.' ^JoJl ^axi ; and in the Makamah of Holouan,

the lines translated,

' She came, when last we met, in sad array ;

' Her fingers pressed her lips in deep dismay.'

i.e. she was biting her hand in an agony of sorrow.

1
or, 'nurtured,' 'trained;' the verb

^-",
is properly applied to a

female gazelle when she trains her young to follow her; and .^Jl* to

the young one.

2
Literally, 'leave off wanton arrogance on account of thy rank, &c.'

Shareeshi says that
jJiJjM

is properly the 'sauciness and coquetry of wo-

men,' and that it is here metaphorically used to express
'
the wanton

arrogance of power.' ,]*? is
'

superior power over others.'

3 ' Which promises rain that never comes.' There is a passage very

similar to this in the xxv th Makamah (pag. 296, De Sacy), viz.
' The

world is treacherous, and fortune unsteady, and opulence like the visit of

a nightly vision (<^oiL) ; and opportunity (afforded by the possession of

power) like a summer cloud.' Compare also in the Makamah of Sasaan :

' The opportunities presented by the possession of power
' And the advantages derivable from high authority
' Are like the confused vagaries of a dream,
' Or like shadows that vanish in the dark.'
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And that the most wretched of them in both worlds 1

Is he whose administration is corrupt.

Then be not of those who scorn 2 and slight the life to come,

And who love and seek only that which is transient,

And who oppress their subjects and injure them,

And, if they bear rule, live on the earth only to corrupt it 3 .

For assuredly the Almighty Judge will not be unregarding,

And thou shalt not be left, O mortal, in impunity
4
,

But the balance shall certainly be poised for thee,

And thou shalt be judged even as thou judgest.'

When the Prince heard this he became sullenly silent,

And his countenance altered 5
, and his colour changed

5
,

And he began to lament 6 for his corrupt administration,

And to heave repeated
7

sighs and groans.

Then he gave attention to the case of the complainant,

And to that of him who was complained of,

Removing his cause of complaint from the former,

And animadverting severely upon the latter;

While he shewed courtesy and liberality to the preacher,

And conjured him to be frequent in his visits to him.

1

Literally,
' in both dwellings,' t. e. this world and the next.

2
itX> is from .J

'

reliquit,' 'missum fecit.'

3 ' Proceed on the earth in such a course as to bring corruption into

it' (a quotation from the Koran).

4 * Thou shalt not be left at largej a word (like ^j^j see pag.

294, note 5) applied primarily to the turning out of a camel to graze.

6 These two verbs are of precisely similar signification in the original.

Al Dgouhari says that _AJU>! is the most correct usage of the two. They

are probably only dialectical varieties of the same word.

8 To say
'

Oph ! Oph !

'

an exclamation expressive of vexation.

7
Literally,

*
to make one sigh ride behind the other.'

21
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Thus the oppressed was triumphant, and the oppressor worsted,

And the preacher began to strut 1

among his acquaintance,

And to pride himself on the success of his scheme.

But I followed him, crouching stealthily
2 behind him,

And surveying his form with a scrutinizing glance ;

But when he had detected3 what I sought to hide 4 from him,

And noticed that my face was frequently turned toward him,

He exclaimed,
' The best 5 of guides is one who leads aright.'

Then he came close to me, and indited these lines,

'I am one 6 who, thou know'st, am a favourite of kings,

Since sweeter amusement my eloquence brings

Than clear-ringing music of treble-toned strings ;

And events have no power my condition to change,

While thus between earnest and jesting
7 I range;

1
or,

'

swagger from side to side.' See pag. 167, line 7
2 '

Crouching' and so making myself shorter than my real height, while

I followed him stealthily.

3
^_n*.*-^ means properly, 'to see anything through a transparent

medium.'

4
i. e. that I was following him and trying to ascertain who he was.

5 i.e.
*

you will not find a better guide to the information which you

seek, than one who is possessed of it, and can impart it to you as I can.'

6 Abou-Zaid here discribes himself in such a way as to leave no doubt

with Hareth who he was. He says, 'I am he whom thou knowest,

Hareth, as a familiar companion of kings (one admitted to converse with

them), facetious, ready of speech, who delight (others) more than the strings

of a lute.' The commentators say that ciJUU is the '
treble-toned string

of a lute,' ^J t?i!u ^lc to ju^\ .^ just as the ,jlx is 'the double-

toned' ^JJy .A* U>- But what is precisely meant by these terms the

translator is unable to determine.

7 ' While I am sometimes in real earnest and sometimes in joke, events
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No disaster my life of its verdure can bare,

And no inroad of fortune 1 my vigour impair ;

But with talon resistless I seize 2 on my prey,

And I force like a wolf into sheepfolds
3 my way;

So that justly "the heir of the world 4 " for my name,

Her Shem, and her Ham, and her Japheth, I claim.'

have never altered me since I saw thee last (cAxxO ; nor has any disaster,

however heavy, peeled my branch' (i.
e.

'

stripped my life of its verdure').

Compare the Virgilian phrase,
' cruda viridisque senectus."

1 ' Nor has any keen (splitting) edge Qof a cleaver] cleft off my tooth ;'

an idiomatic phrase equivalent to, 'no inroad of fortune has made such

impression on me as to deprive me of my power to seize my prey,' i.e.

'
to execute my schemes ;' misfortune being designated as

' a butcher who

cleaves the jaw of a slaughtered animal/ Compare a passage in the

Makamah of Damascus (pag. 200), where Abou-Zaid says that his chil-

dren ' were become like meat on a butcher's board,' i. e.
'

xitterly and hope-

lessly destitute,'
' ruined by the outrage of fortune,' Karriprafjuaufvoi,

'
cut up,'

2 ' But my talon seizes on every sort of] prey ;'
i. e. I ensnare all I

meet with by my artifices.

3 ' And my wolf makes his ravages (i. e.
'
I make ravages like a wolf)

in every sheepfold.' The sense of this metaphor is the same as that of

the last clause. For similar forms of expression, see pag. 58, in the clause

of the note beginning 'The form,' &c. -^ is not strictly 'a fold,' but

'a meadow where sheep are left at large to graze.'

4 'So that it is as though I were heir of all mankind, their Shem,

their Ham, and their Japheth.' Shem, Ham, and Japheth inherited the

whole world from their father ; and Abou-Zaid means that he had succeeded

in enriching himself from all mankind, so that he had become as it were

like those patriarchs the heir of all the world. This idea, which is

farfetched, was evidently devised by Hariri in order to introduce the rhyme
of Japheth with Hart-th ; for in this short poem he has introduced at

tho ends of the lines all the words that he could find which rhyme with

Harcth in both syllables ;
and it is only to be wondered at that having

212
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And I replied,
' I am now sure that thou art Abou-Zaid,

Though thou hast pretended sanctity
1 above that of Ibn Obeid.'

But he smiled as doth the hospitable when he is visited2
,

And said, 'Hear, my friend3
! Always observe veracity

4
;

Though its observance threaten thee with fiery consequences
5

;

And seek to please God ; for the most infatuate of men

Is he who provokes the Lord, and pleases the creature.'

Then he took leave of his friends and companions,

And departed, drawing his train after him 6
.

imposed this task upon himself he has still produced verses which are in-

telligible and apposite to the subject in hand. When Arabs write poetry,

they always provide the rhymes beforehand out of the Lexicon in which

words are arranged according to their terminations, and sometimes, as

Hariri has done here, endeavour to introduce at the ends of the lines all

the words in the language which have a certain termination.

1 'I swear that thou art certainly Abou-Zaid, although thou hast

stood
(i. e.

*

occupied a position of sanctity as a preacher') where Omar
Ibn Obeid stood not;' (i.e. 'far above him'). Hareth is astonished to find

that the person who had preached so piously, and then boldly reproved the

extortion of the governour, was one whose dishonest practices he was so

well acquainted with. Ibn Obeid was a preacher of great sanctity in the

time of the Khaliph Al Mansour, whom he used to warn of the transi-

toriness of sovereign power. In this passage occur two of the forms of

asseveration by the name of God in use among the Arabs. The three are

and

2
i. e.

' when a guest comes to claim his hospitality,' which would make

a sordid person look sullen and discontented.

3
Literally,

' my cousin,' a mode of address common among the Arabs

even between those who are connected by no nearer ties than those of friend-

ship.

4
i. e.

'
tell the truth as I have just now told thee.'

5
'Although veracity burn thee with the fire of threatening;' a meta-

thesis for
'
threaten to burn thee with fire.'

6
Either,

'
not gathering up his skirts, as one does who is in a hurry ;
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But when we afterwards searched for him in Rye,

And sought news of him by sending letters 1 after him,

There was none among us who could discover his retreat,

Or ascertain who in the world 2 had gone away with him.

but walking in a leisurely manner, like a rich man ;' or
'

drawing his skirts

(his long sleeves) heavily along, because the pocket in them was now full

of money.' If the latter rendering be adopted, the phrase is equivalent to,

'with his purse full.' Compare a passage in the xxvith Makamah (pag.

319, De Sacy),
' When his gold had lengthened my skirt,' <Ufcj jJjJ J\W

t. e.
'

by enabling me to wear a long train like a rich man,' or '

by its

weight in the pocket which my skirt or long sleeve contained.' Observe

that ^ jj
and Jjj are nearly synonymous names for the '

long appendages

or skirts of a flowing robe,' the first being more generally appropriated to

the full gleeve, and the latter to the train of the dress. See pag. 354, note 1.

1

Literally,
' we sought to revive a report of him from the letters of

folding,' i. e.
' we sent letters directed to him into various quarters, in order

that, if in any of those places his residence was known, we might hear news
**

of him.'
?rj^*X

is the plural of _. .iX, which occurs in the Makamah

of Barkaid (see pag. 239, note "]), and is there translated, a 'scrap of

paper written on.' It is here qualified by the apposition of the word

\o
'

folding,' because what are spoken of here are
'
letters,' t. e.

'

pieces

of paper not only written on, but folded for convenience of transmission.'

Compare a passage in the Makamah of Alexandria (pag. 113, note 7),
*
I folded up all mention of him as closely as a document (or

'

letter') is

folded on its contents,' t-Ai&J Jj^M ^.
2

Literally,
' what locust had gone away with him ;' a proverb. The

locust is very rapacious ;
and if anything is lost, the Arabs say,

' What

locust has carried it off?'
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NOTE (A). See pag. 299, note 1.

The origin of the institution of the five daily prayers observed by

Moslemin is narrated in a small volume of great authority among them,

which is in fact a commentary on a passage of the Koran, and contains a

full and detailed account of the nightly visit of the prophet to the seven

heavens, which in that passage is only cursorily alluded to. It is entitled,

The tradition of

the _J jc, and the night-journey of the lord of apostles and leader of the

pious from the temple of Mecca to that of Jerusalem, and his ascent to

the seven heavens, and his return therefrom to his bed in a single night.'

This tradition is attributed to Ibn Abbas (spoken of at pag. 241, note 6

of this book), the cousin and companion of Mohammed, who was supposed

to have received it from the prophet's own lips. Among other incidents

of the 'journey and return,' he relates that ' when Mohammed was admitted

into the Divine Presence in the seventh heaven, he was directed to institute

to his sect the rule of praying fifty times a day ; but that when he descended

into the sixth heaven he met there with the prophet Moses, and was asked

by him what directions he had received from God. He told him that among
other things he had been directed to instruct his own sect to pray fifty times

a day. Moses replied that it was too much, since his sect were too feeble

in bodily strength to support so much religious exercise in these latter days,

and that he ought to apply for exemption from part of it. Mohammed

did so on the spot, being assured by Moses that he was still sufficiently

near the Divine Presence to obtain an immediate reply; and in answer

to his prayer, the number of obligatory daily prayers was successively

reduced by five at a time, till only five were left. He then returned

to Moses expecting to be congratulated on his success, but Moses still

told him it was too much, and that his own sect (the Jews) were obliged to

pray no more than twice a day. Mohammed, however, said he was ashamed

to beg for any further exemption. A voice then came from on high, "O
Mohammed, if thou desirest it, the last five also shall be remitted ;" but he

replied,
"

Lord, leave the five."
'

Thus it became obligatory on Moslemin

to pray five times a day.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

MERAGRA 1

.

OR THE ALTERNATION 2
.

I

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

WAS present in the court of administration 3 at Meragra
1

,

When a discussion on eloquence happened to be going on;

1 A city of Aderbigan, about two days' journey due south of

Tabriz.

2 The word ^Ux>- means properly
* a horse with one eye grey, and

one black;' and is metaphorically applied to that species of Arabic com-

position (of which this Makamah contains a specimen), wherein the words

are alternately without points, and with every letter pointed. All those

other Makamat of Hariri, in which his design was merely to exhibit ela-

borate instances of skill in artifices of this sort, have been past over by
the translator, because they cannot be imitated in English in respect of the

circumstance in which their merit solely consists. The present Makamah

however (though presenting the same obstacle to adequate translation as

the rest of its class) has not been omitted, because it is one of the most dif-

ficult, and besides is one of the Jive which Schultens has translated into Latin

so inaccurately, that it seems desirable that a more accurate version should

be presented to the public. The translator has not undertaken the fruit-

less task of discussing the inaccuracies of Schultens, since they will be readily

perceived by a reader competent to compare the present version with his.

He seems not to have sufficiently availed himself of the assistance of the

native commentaries, to which even the most learned Arabs are glad to have

recourse. The admirable Latin version of the Mak. of Sanaa is by Coliiis.

3 or 'supervision.'
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And the distinguished writers 1 and men of genius who were there

Were agreed that ' none remained who possest purity of style
2

,

Or the power of launching out freely
3 in original authorship;

And that there was none left, since the ancients were gone
4
,

Who could invent a peculiar method of his own 5
,

Or commence a species of composition hitherto untried 6
;

But that the most admired 7 author of the present age,

Who holds as it were the reins 8 of eloquence in his grasp,

Is a mere needy dependant on his predecessors,

Though he possess the fluency of the most gifted orator 9
.'

1
Literally,

'

knights of the reed, and persons of eminence.' Concerning

the word <JcL> which is equivalent to Jj see pag. 109, note 2. c!j

exactly corresponds with the English 'eminence,' because the verb & j is

primarily used to express that a mountain is 'lofty.'

2
i. e.

'
in original composition.'

3
or,

' who could proceed in it (original composition) as he pleased/

L e.
' with the freedom of inventive genius.'

4 ' None was left after the predecessors.'
^Z

5
or, 'a path conspicuous from its novelty]]-' Shareeshi explains \^,

by the words s?\ and
Xj^uj**,

and says that it means the 'primitias'

of anything.

6
Literally, 'broach a maiden composition,' i.e. 'a species hitherto un-

tried.' Similar metaphors from the L
|jLsil ^LixJl have already occurred,

as where Hariri says,
' Of all beside these lines my genius is the originator,'

to*

*ji\e y\ (literally, 'dominus virginitatis ejus'); and where he speaks of

the Makamat as containing i?XXx jJjLsi, 'virgin (i.e. 'original') com-

positions.'

7
or, 'astonishing.'

8 Rather 'leading-ropes,' (of a camel).

9 ' Sahbaan Waeil,' spoken of above as a paragon of ready eloquence ;

see pag. 206, note 3.
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But there was an elderly person in that assembly,

Who sat on the outside, in the place assigned to attendants;

And whenever the people waxed vehement in their assertions 1
,

And produced a medley of arguments good and bad 2
,

The side-glance
3 of his eye and the sneer of his nostril

Shewed that he was like a wild beast waiting to spring
4

,

Or contracting himself5 before he extends his stride,

Or like an archer 6 who is sharpening
7 his arrows,

Or who couches in eagerness for the conflict 8
:

But when their resources were exhausted 9 and silence ensued,

1 'Coursed impetuously in their career.'

2
Literally, 'scattered from their baskets good dates and refuse;' i.e.

stores of all sorts. jsP means 'the best dates of Medina;' and ^s?
'
refuse dates,'

'

dactyli stercoracei ;

'

for the Scholiast says that it is derived

from a word equivalent to SM 'stercus.'

3
Properly, 'that contraction of the eye which is natural in looking

askance and contemptuously.'

4 The Scholiast supposes that in the rare word
^J^J-sr*

the two letters

Nun and Beth are superfluous, and that it is derived from
,jj>-.,

the verb

which expresses the action of a gazelle which crouches in readiness to spring

forward.

8 i.e.
'
like a wild beast that contracts itself by arching its back, and

bringing its fore and hind legs near together, preparatorily to taking a long

stride in advance or springing on its prey.' These metaphorical phrases

imply that Abou-Zaid was ready and eager to take part in the discussion,

as soon as an opportunity should present itself to him.

6
i^i\J properly, 'one who twangs a bow-string,' means here simply,

'an archer.'

7
i. e-

'

preparing to discharge them.'

8
Properly, 'a match in archery, when men shoot at a mark.'

9
Literally,

' when their quivers were shaken out,' t. e.
' when no more

arrows were left therein;' 'arrows' being a metaphorical term for 'argu-
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And the storm 1 of debate had subsided and dispute ceased,

He came forth before the assembly and said to them,

'You have been committing a most strange
2
mistake,

And going very much aside from the purpose
3

;

For you have as it were dignified mere mouldering bones 4
,

ments,' used here in accordance with the preceding clauses, in which Abou-

Zaid is compared to an archer preparing to discharge his arrows. Conf.

Mak. xxxii. (pag. 419, De Sacy) sU^c ,J^^ ,J J^> +> > 'There remains

not an arrow in my quiver ;

'

i.e. 'I have not another word to say ;

'

s-

Mak. xxxv. (pag. 447, De Sacy) ^AjU (JJuuLol .t-)s2tojj
'When he had

made them empty out their quivers,' i. e.
' When he had allowed (or,

'

pro-

voked') them to say all that they had to say;
'

and Mak. xvii. (pag. 190,

De Sacy) c-^j JI^JI Aaj. <_>Ush ^M- J\ JU 'Till the quivers

were empty, and question and answer (i.e. conversation) ceased.' Similarly,

an eminent modern poet says of a company of debaters :

' One would aim an arrow fair,

' But send it slackly from the string;
' And one would pierce an outer ring
' And one an inner, here and there ;

* And last the master-bowman, he

' Would cleave the mark/

1
or,

'
hurricanes.' 2 ' An odd thing

'

j|. 3 ' The mark.'

4
Similarly, in the xxvth Makamah (pag. 297, De Sacy), he says of

one who was proud of his pedigree, jsr
3

.Jaxj -s^** ItjJ, 'Alas for

him who prides himself on mouldering bones !' Compare the following

lines of Ibn Sharaaf, quoted by Shareeshi :

*jc

^j\ fM j\ yu,
' Men are prone to extol the ancients,

' And to find fault with the modern without occasion of blame,
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And been extravagant in your preference for the departed,

And slighted the contemporaries among whom you were born 1
,

And with whom your affections should be entwined.

Have you forgotten, skilled as you are in discriminating
2
,

And in deciding upon the admissible 3 and inadmissible,

How much modern geniuses
4 have produced,

And how far young authors 5 have outstripped the old6
,

In elegant allusions, and charming metaphors,

And ornate compositions, and beautiful cadences ?

And if the observation of those present be exercised aright,

I doubt if aught will be found belonging to the ancients

* The only reason for this being that they envy the living,
' And incline to prefer mere mouldering bones.'

Compare Horace, Od. in. 24. 31 :

' Virtutem incolumem odimus, Sublatam ex oculis quaerimus invidi.'

And Epist. n. 1. 13 :
' Urit enim fulgore suo,' &c.; and Veil. Pat. n. 92:

' Praesentia invidia, prseterita veneratione persequimur ; his nos obrui,

illis instrui credimus.'

1
'Among whom are your own brethren,' 'those born and bred with

you,' cu!jJJU

2
Properly,

'

testing coin' by a touchstone.

3 '

Profoundly skilled in loosing and binding.' jj^ is a Persian word

signifying
' a learned Magian.'

'

Loosing and binding' signifies
'
determin-

ing what is admissible and what is inadmissible/ (here, 'in composition').

Compare St Matt. xvi. 19, 'Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound

in heaven ; and whatever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in hea-

ven ;' t. e.
' whatever ye shall pronounce to be lawful or unlawful shall be

treated as such in heaven.'

4
Literally, 'fresh veins of water;' isrija ('prima e puteo scaturiens

aqua.' Golius) metaphorically signifies
' rena ingenii.'

5
Properly,

' a two-year-old colt, or young camel.'

6 'An old hone or camel.'
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Beside ideas that are trite 1 and limited 2 to a narrow range,

Which have been transmitted from those authors to us

Only in consequence of the priority
3 of their birth,

And not by reason of any necessary superiority
3

That one who precedes possesses over one who follows 4
;

' a jumentis calcata et merda eorum impurior facta Qaqua].'

Golius. He compares the sentiments of the more ancient authors to water

derived from a source which had been so much resorted to as to have

become foul. Compare Lucretius,
* Juvat integros accedere fontes,' i. e.

*
fountains not yet resorted to.' And Ezekiel xxxv. 18,

' Seemeth it a

small thing to you to have drunk of the deep waters, but ye must foul

the residue with your feet ?'
' As for my flock, they drink that which ye

have fouled with your feet.'

2
Literally,

* confined as to Qhe freedom of] their range.' i]&*~<

means properly,
'
tied with a cord.' j^J is primarily applied to a camel

ranging at large.

3 Observe the opposition in the original between *jUj '

priority pn

time],' and *jjij
'

superiority Qin excellence].'

4
Literally,

'

any superiority that one who is returning from a pool,

after having drunk at it, possesses over one who is going down there to

drink.' (Such are the meanings of the two verbs jJus
and j. . . See

note 4, pag. 272). The only superiority which the former can possess

over the latter is that of having set the example; a distinction which

Hariri in his Preface allows to be of considerable importance, though here

he makes Abou-Zaid speak very lightly of.it. In the Preface he quotes

concerning Badiah Al Zamaan, a passage ending
* I'm justly then of praise amerced,
' The praise is his who leads the way,'

on which Shareeshi however remarks that, 'though it seem very generous

in Hariri to extol Badiah, and prefer him above himself, still a lurking

rancour may be detected in his complaining that that author had preoccu-

pied the ground ; a feeling which he more distinctly avows in the Makamah

of Meragra, where he says that past authors are preferred only on account

of their priority in time, and not for any superiority of intrinsic worth.'
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But I know well of one 1

living in our own time,

Who can pen a passage
2 as with a painter's pencil,

And employ metaphors with most exquisite elegance
3
,

Who can gild gorgeously what he dilates 4
diffusely,

And conquer competition
5 in concise composition,

Who can astonish all men in original authorship,

And if he strikes off6 a new piece, strike out a new path.*

But the president and chief officer 7 of the court replied,

'Who is it that would try his strength on a task 8 so hard,

Or professes himself master of such rare qualities?*

And he answered,
' It is I, who am thy competitor in this race,

And who am thy antagonist in the present discussion.

Make trial then 9
, if thou desirest it, of a prime steed 10

,

1 t. e. himself. The force of the Lam is to strengthen the assertion.

2 The numerous alliterations of the original have been partially imitated

in the translation. Literally,
'
who, if he composes (as an author), paints.'

3 '
If he employs metaphors, weaves an embroidered tissue.' Such is

the literal meaning of j**. . Shareeshi says that it is here equivalent to

..MO*, 'does it well.' Compare the phrase i'-xs^M \_-k*^ 'embroidered
df J '

orations;' in the Preface of Hariri.

4 i.e. 'makes amends for prolixity by employing a more than ordi-

narily rich phraseology.'
5

Literally,
'
disables others from equalling him.'

6 'When he cuts out for himself [[something new^, cleaves the way

[[before him^ ;' t. e.
' does it effectually and efficiently.'

7
Literally, 'eye (overseer) of those officers.'

8 '

Impinge on so hard a rock ;

' '

attempt to break what is harder than

himself,' t. e.
' encounter what is insurmountably difficult.'

9
or, 'break in.' The verb

^J>\j
is primarily applied to the 'training

and practising of a young colt.' Conf. Mak. of Damascus Jy^M *^~~J)

(see pag. 192, line 6). It seems to be cognate
1 to the English word ride.

10
i. .

* of me, whom thou wilt find competent to the task imposed.'
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And call out a champion who will accept thy challenge
1
.'

And the president replied,
' Know, sir 2

, that in our country

A sparrow-hawk never grows up into an eagle ;

And with us it is easy to discern between silver and shingle ;

And rare is he who has exposed himself to a conflict

Without soon incurring some incurable disaster,

Or who has stirred up the dust of competition

Without contracting thereby the mote 3 of contumely.

Then make not thy reputation liable to shameful exposure
4
,

Nor reject the counsel of one who would advise thee well 5
.'

He replied,
* Each man knows best the truth of his own claims6

,

1 'Who is ready to answer thee.'

2
1<Xfc U is equivalent to the Latin 'Heus tu/ and means, 'O thou,

whoever thou art!' (See the last line of pag. 99 of this book, and pag.

100, line 5 of De Sacy's Hariri.)
3
Disgrace is frequently spoken of metaphorically in the Makamat as

a ' mote in the eye.' Compare the Makamah of Saada, where Abou-Zaid

says, 'He is noble who, if his eye have contracted the mote of poverty

(i.e. if he have incurred the degradation of poverty), tries to conceal

the mote d^JJ) of his eyelid from the pupil of his own eye;' i.e. so

far from exposing his poverty to others by mendicity, would seek to hide

it even from himself. Compare also St Matt. vii. 3,
'

Why beholdest thou

the mote that is in thy brother's eye?' &c. i.e. 'Why dost thou notice

every disgrace that affects thy brother, while thou art blind to the greater

disgrace that affects thyself?'
4

Literally, 'to the exposer of shame.'

5 Conf. Hesiod, Op. et Dies, 295 :

'Etr0\os o* av KOKeTi/os os fv eltrovri ir'tdriTai.

6
Literally,

'

every man knows best the mark on his own lot,' i. e.
'
the

proofs of his own claim [to ability];' a metaphor from the method of

casting lots with arrows common among the Arabs, which has been fully

explained in the Note (A), pag. 203, at the end of the Mak. of Damas-

cus. See also note 1, pag. 183. Compare Mak. xxxv. (pag. 448, De Sacy)
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And night will soon give place to morning light
1
.'

So the company discussed 2 among themselves in what way

His depth
3 should be fathomed, or his examination conducted;

When one of them said, 'Leave him to my share,

That I may assail him with the narrative 4 of my own case,

For it is like an intricate knot, or a touchstone 5 of coin.'

So they invested 6 him with the principal conduct of the affair,

As completely as the rebel 7 Arabs invested Abou-Naamah:

A-J. Uuu \ Sa, 'Thou hast already made us to perceive the

mark of thy lot ;' i. e.
' Thou hast proved to us how much [ability] thou

hast a right to lay claim to.'

1 * The night will soon retire away before the morning ;' t. e.
'
the jus-

tice of my pretensions, which is thus far in the dark, will soon be clearly

revealed to view.'

2 * Made suggestions in a low tone.'

3
Literally, 'his well.'

4 'That I may pelt him with the stone of my story;' i.e. 'that I

may hit him hard (as with a stone) with the story of what happened to

me.' Shareeshi is silent about this phrase ; and the explanation given by
the other Scholiasts is unsatisfactory. The meaning is probably that con-

veyed in the translation.

5 Because it would test the reality of Abou-Zaid's claims to powers

of language.
8

t. e.
'

they allowed him to undertake the sole task of testing Abou-

Zaid's powers of improvisation, by requiring him to compose impromptu
an oration like that which had been required of himself.'

7 'The rebels' here spoken of, are those who
\y*-j>-

'rebelled' against

the Khaliph, and attached themselves to a pretender to the Khaliphate.

These revolts happened repeatedly under different Khaliphs ; and the history

of them forms a considerable portion of the annals of the early Moslem

dynasty. The pretender here mentioned, Abou-Naamah Al Katri Al Ta-

inimi, was regarded as the true Khaliph by a large sect of insurgents

during the space of twenty years. There are poems of his in the first

portion of the Diwan Al Hamasa.
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Whereupon he turned to that elderly man, and said,

' Know that I am now attached to this governour's train,

And provide for my maintenance 1

by ornamental eloquence ;

Now in my own country, so long as my family was small,

I found the competence of my means a sufficient resource

In order to extricate myself
2 from every embarrassment;

But when the weight of my household became burdensome 3
,

And my slender supplies
4 were completely exhausted,

I repaired to him from my abode in hope of relief,

And appealed to him to restore my appearance and affluence 5
;

And he was pleased and gratified by my application to him,

And both early and late 6 was ready to bestow upon me.

But when I begged him to send me home 7 well provided,

1
Literally, 'I keep my condition in well-being.' The Scholiast says

that j?*\ is equivalent to
f^a

\ .

2 'I could depend for the rectifying of my crookednesses' (i.e. for the

extrication of myself from any pecuniary difficulties) on the extensiveness

of my own property.' ^jj CJ^j is equivalent to JU according to

Shareeshi.

3
Literally,

' when my back became heavy ;' i. e. with a family. jW-

is properly
'
the part of a horse's back where the saddle-cloth is laid.'

4
Literally, 'my light showers.'

5 ' My abundant supply of water.'

6 ' "Went out early and late in liberality to me ;' i. e.
'

practised it at

all times.'

7 'But when I asked his permission to depart to my home on the

shoulders of contentment;' i.e. 'when I begged him to bestow upon me
at once such a sum as would ensure me a permanent maintenance at

home,' after I should have quitted his service.' The word _! _ here occurs

in three different senses depending on the vowels. With the pathach it

means 'departure,' with the kesra 'contentment,' and with the Damma
' a camel-fold'

(i.
e.

' home ;' as in the Makamah of Damascus,
' I was
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He said,
' I have determined not to furnish thee any supplies

l

,

Nor to collect 2 for thee thy scattered fortunes 3
,

Unless before thy departure thou compose me an address,

Which thou shalt make to contain a statement of thy case,

The letters of whose alternate words 4 shall all have points,

While all the letters of the rest shall be devoid of them 5
.

And I have now patiently awaited my [spirit of] eloquence,

During twelve months that it has not answered me a word,

And sought to rouse my mind during a whole year,

Whereas its torpor has only increased
6 the more;

inspired with a yearning desire towards my own camel-folds;' see pag.

178, line 2). A passage of similar import to the present occurs in the

xxvith Makamah (pag. 319, De Sacy's Hariri), viz. 'When his bounty had

covered me, and his gold had lengthened my train, I respectfully begged

him to allow me to go home in the state of affluence in which you now

see me."

1 '
Provision for the journey.'

2
* e. to enable thee to gather the goods thou hast acquired into a

portable form for thy journey.

3 culxi is equivalent to -t ,**<* JU according to Shareeshi.

4
t. e. such words as

.
Jocc .

5 '
Shall not be pointed at all,' (like cJj^j)-

The species of artificial

composition here alluded to, of which the present Makamah contains an

example, is one of several others of a cognate nature of which instances

occur in Hariri's work. There are other Makamat that contain passages

with every letter pointed, or without points at all, or which give a con-

sistent sense whether read from their beginning or end. But all these have

been omitted by the translator, as unsuitable for imitation in the English

language.
6 * But it (my mind) gained in nothing but torpor (slumber).' The J

in the verb
J\3j\

is changed into j for the sake of euphony, these being

two of the interchangeable letters; see a note on the Makamah of Beni

Haraam.
t^jj\

means '

increvit,' 'profecit,'
' adauctus fuit.' Golius.

22
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And I applied for aid to the whole company of authors,

But every one of them frowned, and shrunk from 1 the task.

If then thou hast asserted 2
thy qualities with veracity,

"Bring us a sign that thou art one of the truthful 3.'"

He replied, 'Thou art as one who has challenged a fleet racer 4
,

Or has sought a draught from a copious flood 4
;

Or has committed 5 a bow to him who fashioned 6
it,

Or has lodged a builder 7 in the house that he built.'

Then, after meditating till he had collected his thoughts
8

,

And was ready to produce his rich stores 8
, he said,

1
or, 'drew back.'

2
or, 'revealed.'

3 A quotation from the Koran.

4
i. e. 'thou wilt find me competent to perform what I am challenged

to do, just as a fleet horse can run if required, or a copious flood can

furnish draughts to the thirsty.'

5
i.e. 'for reparation.'

6
i. e. 'thou hast assigned the task to the man best able to perform

it, just as the maker of a bow is best of all able to repair it if broken

or injured. ,0 means 'to fashion and polish a bow.' The proverb here

quoted is contained at full in the following line, from which the Scholiast

says that Hariri borrowed it,

' O thou who wouldst fashion thy bow in a way that would not improve it,

' Do not spoil it ; but commit thy bow to him who first fashioned it.'

7 The builder of a house knows best all its capabilities, and therefore

how best to repair it or put it in order. He is most at home there,

just as Abou-Zaid means to say that he himself would be in the species

of composition about to be required from him.
8

Literally, 'till he had allowed his vein (fresh spring) to collect, and

his milch-camel to become in full milk [after parturition].' The import
of these two metaphors is the same, viz. 'till he had collected a pro-

ducible stock of ideas.' The first is derived from one who is digging a
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'

Prepare
1

thy inkhorn, and take thy implements
2 and write,

"
Generosity

3
, (may God grant thee a host of successes 4

) adorns,

But meanness (may fate close the eye
5 of thy enviers) disgraces ;

The munificent confers rewards, but the base withholds them ;

well, and on reaching a spring of water (isri J) leaves the pit which he

has dug in order that the water may collect in it ; (the word <sri j is used

metaphorically for
* a vein of genius ;' see note 4, pag. 315). The second

is derived from one who abstains from milking his camel till she is in full

milk, viz. after she has borne young.
1

Literally, 'put the ball of wool into it.' The Arabs usually keep a

piece of wool in their ink, which absorbs it, and prevents it from spilling.

This is very necessary, because they carry their inkstands shaped like a

Wav T in their girdles, and the workmanship of them is not so good as

to keep the ink from exuding.

2 A word derived from \\ 'to assist,' or, 'furnish with implements.'

3 Here commences the epistolary address, called \su>s- because its words

are alternately without points, and with points on all the letters. The

translation of it is necessarily very jejune; because it is impossible to convey in

English an imitation of the peculiarity of the original (see pag. 311, note 1).

4 The clauses,
' O thou to whom may God establish a host of successes ;'

and,
' O thou, the eye of whose enviers may fortune close,' are forms of

address to a distinguished personage. The forms of blessing and imprecation

on individuals are often substituted in Arabic composition for the names

of the persons themselves; e.g. t&\ <U*-j
and <Uc $\ a with respect

to deceased Moslemin, and j]]\ <u*J with respect to Satan.

5 i.e.
'
their evil eye.' This address consists of a series of apophthegms,

the intention of which is to encourage to munificence ; though some of them

have a double sense, as, 'The deferring of bounty entails distress,' i.e. 'both

on the withholder, and the person withheld from ;

'

and,
'

Bounty saves from

distress,' i.e. 'both him who gives and him who receives it.' The laconic

and oracular style of this composition resembles that of the Proverbs of

Solomon.

222
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The hospitable entertains, but the sordid frightens away ;

And the liberal cherishes, but the churlish afflicts 1
;

And bounty relieves, but the deferring of it causes distress,

And the blessing [of the receiver] protects [the giver],

And praise [bestowed by the benefited] cheers the benefactor ;

It is noble to repay, but base to repudiate obligation,

And rejection of those who have right to our aid is wrong,

And disappointment of reasonable expectations
2 an outrage;

And it is only the deluded who are sordid,

And only the sordid who are thoroughly deluded,

And it is only the miserable who hoards,

Whereas a pious man never withholds his bounty
3
.

But thy promise never fails to be fulfilled,

And thy sentiments cease not to be benevolent,

Nor thy kindness to indulge
4

,
nor thy gracious smile 5 to illume,

Nor thy bounty
6 to enrich, nor thy enemies to praise thee,

1
Literally,

*
inflicts a mote Qupon others],' i- e. poverty or distress. See

note 3, pag. 318.

2 'The sons of hope;'' i.e. 'those who have a right to expect our

assistance.'

3 'Never closes his hand tight;' 'is never close-fisted.'

4
or, 'to connive \_&i the failings of others].'

5
Literally, 'thy new moon;' a phrase, the Scholiast says, used me-

tonymically to express 'a gracious smile and manner towards applicants

for relief;' as in the line

' You will see him, if you go to him, smiling graciously,
' As if you were going to give him the very thing that you ask from him.'

#

where iliaJLc may be translated more literally
'

displaying the aspect of3

a new moon.'

c The word *JJ \ has occurred in the Makamah of Damascus in the
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Nor thy sword to be fatal 1
, nor thy dignity to be built up

2
,

Nor thy suitors to be successful 3
, nor thy eulogizers to gain,

Nor thy beneficence to bestow 4
, nor thy kindness to confer,

Nor thy generosity
5 to be great, nor thy refusal to be rare 6

.

And now a suppliant
7 who is like a shadow, and destitute,

Has recourse to thee with the exulting eagerness
8 of hope,

And extols thee in choice 9
[phrases] which merit 10

thy reward ;

And his demand is an easy one, and his claims obvious 11
,

For he is onewhose praise is coveted,and whose blame deprecated;

And besides has a numerous family
12 whom distress afflicts,

passage *$j\ ^2>\*k> <A^|* <an<l cover me with the curtain of thy

bounty ;

'

the definite article supplying the place of the possessive pronoun

CJ . See pag. 186, note 8.

1
or, 'to annihilate.'

2 De Sacy here reads Juu ; but it is better to read with many MSS.

Juu because the expression
*

thy dignity is built up' (t. e.
' established

')

is simpler than 'thy dignity builds others up.'

3
or,

'

thy applicant,' (L e. one who applies to thee for aid) fails not

to gather the fruit of his application.
4

Literally,
'
or thy sky to give rain copiously.' For a full explanation

of this phrase, see the notes on the Mak. of Beni Ilaraam.

5 '

Thy rich milk ;

'

i. e.
' the milk of thy generosity.'

Properly, 'to fail, as in drought.'
7

Literally, 'thy hoper ('he who hopes for aid from thee') is a shaikh,

whom a shadow resembles.'

8 'With an expectation (opinion or persuasion of thy kindness) whoso

eagerness bounds [in. the exultation of confidence].'

8 _^ar* means 'the best of every thing.'

10 ' Whose endowment is incumbent on thee as a duty ;

'

i.e. which claim

from thee the reward due to their composer.
11

or, 'transparent.'
12 ' There is behind him (ready to come forward to confirm his claims)

a crowd of those who depend on him for support.'
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And oppression strips bare, and squalid misery involves ;

While he himself remains amidst ever-gushing tears 1
,

And perplexing cares that melt him away,

And anxiety that has become his constant inmate,

And sorrow that increases upon him unceasingly

On account of the disappointment of all his hopes,

And the severe losses that have made him hoary,

And the cruel assaults of his devouring foes 2
,

And the hopeless absence of ease and tranquillity;

And yet his attachment to thee has not swerved,

That he should be regarded by thee with displeasure,

Nor has he betrayed any unsoundness 3 of principle,

That he should deserve to be rejected
3
by thee,

Nor given utterance to any offensive 4
expressions,

That he should merit to be shaken off by thee,

Nor shewn himself repulsive to friendly
5
intercourse,

That he should be justly treated by thee with aversion;

So that thy generosity admits not the refusal of his claims.

1 ' Tears that respond to his every demand upon them ;

'

i.e.
* which

are ever ready to flow.'

2
Literally,

'
for an enemy that has infixed his tooth ; and rest that

has departed from him.'

3 ' His wood (or
'
stock

')
has not proved unsound that he should be

lopped off.' 'His wood' may either mean 'his principles and character;'

or, as the Scholiast says,
'
his origin.'

4 'Nor hath his breast given vent Qo anything offensive];' a phrase

primarily used of expectoration, but here metaphorically applied to offen-

sive expressions.
5 'Nor hath his intercourse been unamiable' (or 'repulsive'), i.e. 'nor

hath he shewn himself repulsive to [friendly3 intercourse;' a phrase pri-

marily applied to a wife who treats her husband repulsively, and
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O cheer 1 then his hope by relieving his distress,

That he may publish thy praise among the people of his time.

So may'st thou live to avert calamity and bestow bounty,

And to heal distress, and cherish the infirm and old,

And be partaker of affluence and bright cheerfulness,

As long as the halls 2 of the opulent are frequented,

And the hallucinations of the indolent 3 are distrusted."
'

Now when he had finished the dictation of this address,

And thus displayed his prowess in the strife of eloquence,

The company expressed approbation of him by word and deed,

And lavished upon him their sympathy and their bounty.

Then he was asked from what tribe was his origin,

And in what valley
4 his dwelling-place ;

and he replied,

'From a tribe 5 the most noble 6 my birth 7 is derived,

At Seroug
8 the most ancient my infancy thrived 9

,

In a home that the fairest of mansions outshone 10
,

Like the sun when he shines forth in brightness alone,

1
Literally, 'whiten his hope;' i.e. gratify and fulfil; whereas to

' blacken hope' means '
to disappoint it.'

2
or, 'saloons for receiving company.'

Jkc *>. is explained by Shareeshi
^JjfcU- ialc 'the errors of the

foolish.'

4 'In what ravine was his lair.'

5 'Grassaan.' See pag. 102, note 3. fl

**A*> means 'the purest and best.'

7

Sj~>\
means '

kindred.' 8 See notes on Mak. of Beni Haraam.

9 The use of this form, instead of the more ordinary one *

throve,' is

justified by Pope; who says, 'Sprung the rank weed and thrived with

large increase.' Essay on Criticism.

10 'My home [there] was like the Sun in splendour and distinguished

rank' (i.e. excelling all others).
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An abode 1 that in beauty and pleasure's perfume

Might vie with the garden of Eden in bloom.

How blest was the life 2 that I led there, and gay!

What delights ever-varied I tasted each day !

When my robe in her meadows all broidered I trailed3
,

1 'And my abode was like Paradise in sweetness, amenity, and excel-

lence.' Similar praise of Seroug occurs in the xxxth Makamah, where

Abou-Zaid says,
'

Seroug is my home, and there I enjoyed comfort ; a

place where every luxury is readily and easily procured ; its fountains are

of wine and its deserts are like meadows, and its children like stars, and

their abodes like constellations (the houses of the firmament). How sweet

is the fragrance of its rich odours! and how delightful its prospects and

flowers, and its hills when the snow has left them ! Whoever beholds

it exclaims,
"
Seroug is the haven (mooring-place) of Paradise in this

s* <M

world!'"
-rjs* ^^ **?- \S*S

2 'Ah! what a delightful life was mine there! and what multifarious

enjoyments were mine !

'

Compare the following verse of Ibn Fared,

' Ah how delightful was that time and its sweetness,
* The days when I was at ease from all anxieties !

'

In the xxxvith Makamah, Abou-Zaid says of Seroug,
' I prefer its de-

lightful meadow above all others; no sweetness was sweet to me after it,

no pleasure was pleasant.'
3 The days when I trailed my embroidered robe in her meadow, being

strenuous (cutting) of purpose. Compare in the xxvth Makamah, (pag.

294, De Sacy),
'
I lived at that time in affluence, and with an edge that

cut;' ^.aj Jc*- J J1 t^*\, *' e- 'never failing in the prosecution of

my purposes.' Similarly, one of the poets of the Diwan Al Hamasa, cele-

brates the youths of his tribe as t>sUj tJ^J <X u^b jj 'every
* *

one sharp (i. e. strenuous of purpose) and [girt] with a sharp sword ;' where

there is a play on this sense of
^<jU,
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When my purposes swerved not, my schemes never failed ;

When in manhood exulting I marched 1 on my ways,

Or dallied with pleasure unveiled to my gaze.

I gladly would lavish 2
(but ah! 'twere in vain)

The best of my heart's blood that past to regain
2
,

When as yet no disaster 3 nor evil I feared,

Nor reverses of fortune that since have appeared,

And that now so unnumbered my path overspread,

That, if anguish were deadly
4
, I long had been dead.

And better 5 I deem it my life to resign,

1 'When I stalked proudly in the robe of manhood, and enjoyed fair

*

pleasure Qis a bride].' JU^-1., according to Shareeshi, means
lyJoU, A-oi

The verb .JJU^ is applied to a bridegroom who for the first time beholds

and enjoys the company of his bride. It means here '
I beheld and called

my own.'

2 'If past life could be redeemed, I would redeem it with my most

precious heart's blood, (even at that price).' This verse of the original is

introduced here in order to make the sense consecutive in the translation.

3 ' When I feared not the disasters of fortune, nor her destructive

changes.'

4 ' But if grief were deadly (had the power to kill) I should have been

killed by the constant grief that I endure.'

* And death is better for a man (of noble spirit, Jo '

vir') than living

the life of a brute, whom the ring of scorn drags to intolerable and op-

pressive toil ; or than that he should see lions whom the paws of savage

hyenas assail;' i.e. 'than that he should gee himself exposed to the scorn

and tyranny of the base, like a lion worried by ferocious hyenas.' gj

is 'a ring put into the nose of a camel to lead him by.' Compare a lino

of tin- Lamiyat Al Again, quoted at pag. 90,

'

I would rather that my time iiad not been prolonged to me,

"Till I should thus sec the base and mean in high esteem.'
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Than thus in despair and dishonour to pine,

By the basest of wretches despised and opprest,

Like a lion by loathsome hyenas distrest,

Or a victim reluctant of pitiless scorn,

That is dragged with a halter to hardship forlorn.

But fortune I blame 1

; for, if fair were her sway,

The affairs of mankind would her fairness display;

And if only she made even justice her way,

All events would a like even tenor obey
2
.'

When his history had thus been communicated to the prince,

He rewarded his eloquence with the pearls
3 of bounty,

And bade him rank himself among his near attendants,

And preside over his court 4 of official correspondence.

However the presents that he had received contented him,

1 ' But the blame belongs to fortune (the times) ; since but for her wrong

(i. e. misarrangement), no character would miss its proper position ;

'

i.e.

the bountiful and noble-minded would possess suitable wealth and station,

and churls would find that mean position which befits them.' The verb \jj

means 'to miss one's aim,' and here 'to miss one's proper position in the

world.'

2 ' And if she (' time
'

or
'
fortune ') stood straight, the conditions of

men would be rendered straight thereby (or 'therein').' This version is in

accordance with Shareeshi's commentary upon the passage, viz.
'
If the world

went right, every one would occupy that station in it to which his merit

entitles him.'
<u]jJu! j< ^^c. lgju> cJ;Jo jjluJl J ^1^.

Compare with the above sentiment Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 1. 316 :

' Nullum numen habes, si sit prudentia, nos te

' Nos facimus, Fortuna, Deam.'

The translator has here attempted to imitate the alliterations of the original.

3
Literally, 'he filled his mouth with pearls,' i.e. 'rewarded him hand-

somely.'
4

or, 'his bureau of [epistolary] composition.'
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And reluctance prevented
l him from accepting the appointment.

Now I had detected the quality of this fruitful tree

Before the fruit that it bore had become ripe
2
,

And had well-nigh roused 3 the people to [a sense of4
] his worth

Before he had thus shone forth like a full moon;

But he had hinted to me by a wink of his eye,

That I should not betray his secret 5 to the company.

However, when he was going away with his purse full,

And parting from us in possession of triumphant success,

I accompanied him in accordance with the duty of respect
6
,

While I blamed him for his refusal of the office.

But he turned away with a smile, and sang
7 these lines:

' In poverty, through distant lands,

'Tis better far to roam 8
,

Than station eminent to hold,

In princely courts at home :

1 or simply, 'refusal on his part prevented him from receiving the ap-

pointment ;

'

t. e.
'
lie declined to accept it.'

2 i.e. 'I had discovered who he was by his eloquence, before he had

fully stated his country and character in the above poem.' Compare with

this phrase a passage in the Makamah of Tenise (pag. 169, line 2), 'Thou

art the tree of which he is the fruit,' f. e.
'
thou must be his father ; so

much does his eloquence resemble thine.'

3 'I was very near that I should rouse, &c.'

4
Literally, 'to the amount of his value.'

5 'That I should not draw out his sword (t. c. him, like a sword) from

his sheath,' i.e. 'that I would not disclose who he was to the company/

Similarly,
' ho struck my rock,' means ' he struck me like a rock.'

* See pag. 86, note 3.

7 'Indited in a singing tone,' or 'keeping time to the measure.'

s 'To traverse countries in poverty is preferred by me to rank.'
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For mark how prone to wild caprice,

How wayward kings
1

appear,

How few 2
complete their own good work,

Or high the structure rear 3
!

Let then no glare of false mirage
4

Allure thee, O my friend,

To undertake the cares of state,

Uncertain of their end;

Lest haply like the wretch thou prove
5

Who sleeps in false delight,

Who dreams of bliss, though certain woe

Appal his waking sight.'

1 ' For rulers (those who have offices of state at their disposal) are given

to waywardness and petulance, and what petulance !

'

i. e. (' extreme petu-

lance;' this being a form of the superlative).

kjj is derived from Uj 'to miss the mark/ and means 'uncertainty

of purpose ;' see note 1, pag. 330.

jjjoco means 'the habit of finding fault.'

2
i.e. 'perseveres in kindness towards a dependant.'

3 'Nor one who builds up (iXxij See pag. 197, note 2) what he

has been preparing.'

4
Concerning the '

mirage' see note (B), pag. 227-

5 'How many a dreamer is made happy by his dream; but when he

awakes terror overtakes him !

'

i.e. beware lest thou resemble vain dreamers

who sleep in security though distress awaits them on waking.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

TIFLTS 1

.

THE WORDS OF HAEETH IBN-HAMMAM.

T HAD vowed 2 to God, since I reached years of understanding
3
,

-- That I would endeavour not to be remiss 4 in my devotions;

And accordingly, even when I was travelling over deserts,

Or enjoying the festive seasons of leisure,

I always performed my prayers at the appointed times,

And dreaded to incur the guilt of neglecting them ;

And if I was journeying
5 in company, or halting at a station 5

,

I ever welcomed the voice of him who summoned 6 to them,

1 The name of this town may also be written Taflis (or Teflis). It was

the capital of a province under the Khaliphs, and afterwards formed part of

the kingdom of Persia, until conquest annexed it, with its province,

Georgia, to the Russian empire.
2

or,
*
I was in covenant with God.'

3 The verb JL> is properly applied to a child at the age of six or

seven years, when he begins to distinguish between good and evil.

4 *

That, as far as I had it in my power, I would not defer my prayers ;'

i.e. that I would perform each of the daily prayers at its proper time,

except when I was prevented by some insuperable obstacle; and that I

would never omit them through negligence. See pag. 299, note 1.

s
t. e. even at those times when fatigue, occupation, or diversion, seemed

to render omission of prayer most excusable.

i.e. the Muezzin in a town, or any person who might supply his

place on the road. See pag. 271, note 7-
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And followed the example of him who observed them.

Now it happened that after I had entered the town of Tiflis,

I was praying along with some people of the poorer
1

class;

And when we had ended our devotions, and were about to depart,

An old man appeared, with his face apparently palsied
2

,

And his strength enfeebled 3
, and raiment threadbare 3

,
who said,

' I conjure
4 whoever of you was formed of noble clay

5
,

Or was nurtured 6 with the rich milk of religious zeal 7
,

(a word probably selected here on account of its rhyme with

Taflis), is the plural of .uJjLo which means, either,
' one who has no

jojj (like 'lucus' a 'non lucendo'),' or,
f one who has become a possessor

of />Jj small coin only, i.e. indigent, after having been a possessor of

p&\j4 large coin, i.e. affluent.' Further on in this Makamah, the peo-

ple in the mosque, who are here spoken of as indigent, are represented

consistently with the present passage as apologizing to Abou-Zaid for the

smallness of the sum which they were able to collect for him, by saying

to him,
' Thou hast had recourse to a dry well, or an empty hive ;' i. e.

to those who have little or nothing to bestow.

2
Literally, 'apparent as to the paralytic distortion of his face;' or,

'exhibiting the symptoms thereof,' whether real or not.

3 'Worn out as to his clothes and vigour.'

4 The verb ^ic 'to conjure,' is construed with the preposition lc

prefixed to the name of the person conjured, and the words Ui St prefixed

to the matter which he is conjured to perform.

5 Conf. Juv. xrv. 36 :
' Juvenes quibus arte benigna,

' Et meliore luto finxit prascordia Titan.'

6
or,

' suckled.' Some MSS. read
*-t[i1

for * Jtf .

7 The Scholiast explains the word djuua*^ as meaning *iL)Sl ijV^

(jUj^H i^XelSj
'the guidance of Islam and the rule of faith' (which would

lead the religious to be bountiful to the poor).
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Only to submit to wait for me a little while
1

,

And to listen to the utterance of a few words from me;
And then it will be for him to decide what he will do,

And it will rest with him whether he will bestow or refuse.'

So the people sat down 2 in compliance with his request,

And remained as motionless as the very hills.

And when he perceived the perfect silence of their attention,

And the sedateness of their temper of mind, he said,

' To you who possess such clear sight and good perceptions,

The view of my state must make description of it superfluous,

Just as 3 smoke when seen sufficiently indicates a fire.

For my hoariness is evident, my infirmity plainly grievous,

My disease quite manifest, and my poverty
4
apparent ;

' To impose upon himself a little waiting for me.' The word

occurs in the Makamah of Beni Haraam, in the passage i_jKN <Ui^

J-KST? 'zeal to undertake the performance of onerous duties.'

2
Literally, 'fastened the loops;' i.e. 'sat down on the ground with

the knees raised to the level of the face, and the hands and arms clasped

round the legs and thighs, these being brought into contact.' Similarly,

'to loose the loops' (UsrH) means 'to rise up from that posture.' See

note 5, pag. 290, and the note on a passage in the Mak.'of Beni Haraam,

'The people loosed the loops to stand up.' IxsM is explained by Sha-

reeshi as meaning .jou^S! (

lc -j^V^ ***
'
tne clasP'ng of the hands

round upon the legs.'

3 The conjunction . admits of this among its various significations.

4
Literally,

'
that which is within,' i. e.

'

concealed,' or rather,
'
that

which ought to be concealed ;' viz.
' my poverty.' The Arabs con-

sidered the concealment of poverty a religious duty, and the exposure of

it to others highly disgraceful. See pag. 73, note 1
; pag. 166, note 4 and

o
; and pag. 235, note 1. There is a passage very similar to this in the

xxvith Makamah (pag. 294, line 6, Do Sacy), 'Nothing could inform you
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And yet once, I swear, I was possest of power and property,

And was one who held authority and offices of trust,

And who succoured others, and bestowed upon them,

And who displayed liberality and even ostentation.

But repeated disasters despoiled and reverses wore me away,

Till my abode became desolate, and the palm of my hand empty;

And distress my only garment, and bitterness my only food 1

;

And my children were wailing from the pangs of hunger,

And longing
2 even for dry date-stones to suck.

And I did not place myself in this degrading position,

Nor disclose to you circumstances which ought to be concealed 3
,

Till after I had become utterly wretched and palsied,

And had grown hoary from the hardships that I endured,

So that I heartily wish 4 that I had not lived till now.'

Then he uttered a sigh, like one sorely opprest,

And indited these lines, in a feeble tone 5 of voice :

'To God the Merciful, the Great,

I mourn 6 the wrongs of adverse fate :

of my poverty more credibly than my being thus naked in a cold season ;

you may therefore infer from my visible distress the interior of my con-

dition, and the secret of my circumstances,'

1

Compare,
'

They gave me gall for my food.' Ps.

2
or,

' would have been glad of,' &c.

3 i.e.
' my poverty.' See note 4, pag. 335.

4 JuuJ l)> 'utinam ego.' The word ^^uj is an interjection ex-

pressive of sorrow or regret. It is rarely found without a pronominal

affix, as in the passage (,^jj ^j
Jj CJls

' When the time for saying,

" O would that," was over ;' i. e.
' when all regret was unavailing.' See

pag. 251, note 5.

5 In order to be consistent with his pretence of disease or palsy.

6
Literally,

'
I complain to the Merciful One, may He be extolled !
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To Him of fortune I complain,

Whose dire reverse, that beat amain

Against my once majestic state,

Has laid the structure desolate;

Whose woeful stroke has felled 1 me down,

And all my shattered branches strown,

of the changefulness and hostilities of fortune, and reverses that beat upon

my flint (i. e.
*

upon me, as upon a flint, that is struck for the purpose of

ignition,' or, 'as upon a rock, on which the waves beat'), and overthrew

my dignity, and its [entire] structure.' jL- is the singular of
.^o,

and

is explained by the Scholiast as meaning, 'a white flint used for striking

light.' If this be its true rendering, Abou-Zaid compares the incessant

assaults of fortune upon him to the repeated strokes upon a flint made

by one who wants to obtain a spark from it. But it may mean 'any

hard rock.' See the notes to the Mak. of Beni Haraam.

1
Literally,

' those reverses of fortune which broke (or
'

pulled') me down

like a tree; and alas! for him whose boughs the reverses broke (pulled)

down !' This is an idiomatic phrase implying,
' how terrible must be the

reverses which could thus demolish me all at once!' The rare verb

-olfcl would seem to be more correctly rendered 'pulled down,' than

' broke down,' because it occurs in the sense
'
to pull towards one' in the

following line of the Moallakah of Amrou Al Kais,

'
I pulled her head down by her side locks, and she turned towards me,' &c.

The comparison of himself broken down by adversity, to a tree broken down

by violence, resembles that in several passages of the Hebrew Scriptures,

e.g. Job xiv. 10,
' My hope hath been removed like a tree.' Ezek. xxxi. 3,

' Tho Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, a high stature,

&c. And now strangers have cut him oft' and left him, and his branches

are fallen, and his boughs broken.' Is. xiv. 12, 'How art thou cut down

to the ground, which didst weaken the nations !' Sec also Nebuchadnezzar's

Irr.iin in Dan. iv.

23
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And made my home 1 so void and bare

That none can find a lodging there,

And left me destitute, distrest 2
,

By keenest pangs of want opprest :

Though once 3 my hospitable light

Was blest by wanderers 4 at night,

When strong and flourishing I stood,

Like some fair tree of noble wood,

Whose boughs with verdure crown the land,

And yield their fruit 5 to every hand.

1
Literally,

' made my abode so desolate that its very rats were driven

out of the desolated dwelling.' Compare a passage in the xxiiird Makamah,

where Abou-Zaid says, that he was now become so poor and destitute,

that his only garment was borrowed, and not a mouse would come near

his house, SJd <0 j^Lj il (^V^j *J^ ^ L5^ (^ L5^"
' ^ the

literal rendering be preferred, the reader may substitute for the line 'Till

none could find a lodging there,' 'Till not a rat would harbour there.'

2 ' And left me perplexed, confounded, severely suffering from poverty

and its hardships.'
3 The original order of the clauses is altered in the translation to pre-

vent a confusion of metaphors. The literal version is '1 became thus

destitute] after having been an opulent man (a brother of affluence), who

drew his trains in luxury (or, 'the comforts of life'), whose leaves appli-

cants shook (to obtain the fruit from among them), and whose [hospitable]

fires travellers by night extolled, but who is now become as if the

world, that now looks on him with evil eye, had never been favourable

towards him.'

4
Concerning

'
the fires of hospitality/ kindled on a height to invite tra-

vellers at night, see the notes on the Mak. of Beni Haraam.

5 With respect to the words ' whose leaves the applicant shook,' the

Scholiasts say that the phrase,
'
to shake the leaves of any one,' means,

'
to

solicit his bounty.' The origin of this idiom is obvious ;

'

fruit' being a

frequent metaphor for 'bounty,' and 'to shake the leaves of a tree' an ordinary
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For I, who once in affluence great

Behind me drew the trains 1 of state,

From wealth to indigence was hurled,

By that inconstant faithless world,

Which seemed of old my best ally
2
,

But blasts me now with evil eye
2

;

Whose fell caprice alone I blame,

That I am sunk to grief and shame,

That I am hated3 and despised

By all who erst my friendship prized,

That those refuse 4 to know my name,

Who once were wont my aid to claim.

method of seeking fruit from it. Compare a passage in the Mak. of

Damietta below, (pag. 384, note),
'
I shook fruit branches over them ;' i. e.

*
'
I obtained for them the bounty of others.' Similarly, \3j

kjl>- is used

by the poet Zohair.

1
Concerning the phrase 'To draw the trains of luxury,' see pag. 308,

note 6 ; and pag. 328, note 3.

2 There is a play of words in the original between <5jlc\ 'assisted him,'

(the 4th conj. of
...j*),

and ijlc (from ^xc),
'looked on him with the

evil eye,' (which is ordinarily expressed by the words
^Jo*5b

<ottfl )

''smote him with the evil eye.' The '

smiter with the evil eye' is called

* ^

by the Arabs
^i(c-,

and the person smitten
^fct or ^.JJOK

.

3
Literally,

' and whom he who used to visit him now treats with

aversion.' This and the following clause are in the third person, as re-

ferring to
'
the opulent man,' that he says ho once was, whereas he was

now reduced to poverty. Hero also there is a play of words between

..;! (the 9th conj. of .U) 'to shun with aversion,' and.U 'to visit.'

4 'He who used to apply to Qiim for] his bounty now refuses

even his acquaintance.' Observe the double paronomasia between

t_jjJ\ j\ 'an applicant for bounty,' and Jtili-c <__>U 'one who

232
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If then 1

beholding one so old,

Opprest by wrongs and ills untold,

For all his woe and want you grieve,

His woe remove 2
, his want relieve.'

Now the people were desirous to assure 3 themselves about him,

By
4

eliciting from him the secret 5 of his history,

And shaking out, as it were, the contents 6 of his wallet;

refuses his acquaintance.' Similar instances occur in the Hebrew Scrip-

ture, e.g. Ecclesiastes vii. 1, liB ]DB?D Dtf ll'lD
,

and Isaiah v. 7,

npyx narn npi^
1

? nsitfD nam v*wzb ipi.
'-r^r: : V T: T : : t : :

'- :-

1 'Is there then a generous person (vir) among you, who is moved to

mournful commiseration by the sight of the misery of a Shaikh whom his

fortune betrays?'

2 '

[If there be such an one], then (u_j) let him relieve the distress

which afflicts him (the unfortunate person), and repair the condition (viz.

'poverty') which exposes him to shame.'

3 Shareeshi says that dUuuuwj means *& _ /f^s^ 'make sure who

he was.' Some explain it i..^!*!! c>*>^ <dx^ ' make him assured and con-

fident,' i.e. 'reassure him after the humiliation and depression in which

he appeared to be;' but this sense is less consistent with the sequel than

the former one.

4 If the second interpretation of dUuuuuJ (viz. 'reassure him') be adopted,

this clause must be rendered 'in order to elicit, &c.' which gives a con-

sistent sense to the passage; for in what the people say to him they en-

courage him by praising his eloquence, and then entreat him to tell them

who he was, as though they took for granted that a man of such eloquence

could not be of mean origin.

5
Literally, 'tracing out his secret,' (i.e. 'whence he was'), 'as a wild

beast is tracked by its traces' (Asr
1

i.g. JJwaS! *A$1.

6
i. e.

'

making him produce all his stores of eloquence ;

'

the imagina-

tive and intellectual faculties being compared to a wallet charged with
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So they said, 'We know now the amount of thy worth 1
,

And have observed the copious richness 2 of thy stores ;

Now then inform us on what stock3 thou hast grown,

And remove the veil [of mystery] from thy pedigree.'

But he turned away from them in utter disgust,

Like one who has been recently visited by calamities,

Or one to whom the birth of a daughter
4 has been announced;

various stores. A similar passage occurs in the Makamah of Holouan

viz. <bUr J Le ,_Jui> jU j 'Then he began to produce what was

in his wallet,' i. e.
'
his stores of eloquence.' See also pag. 400, note 7-

1
or, 'thy weight/

2
Literally, 'the rich milk of thy cloud;' a union of two metaphors,

viz. that in which eloquence is compared to 'rich milk' (as in the phrase

JjUll iJ <dJ), and that in which it is compared to 'copious rain,' (as in

the phrase ^il>. .y-j t 'how copious is thy rain!' i.e. 'how abundant

are thy stores of eloquence !

'

See Makamah of the Denar, pag. ] 27-

3
Literally,

'
tell us the great tree of thy branch,' i. e.

'
of which thou

art a branch ;

'

t. e.
'
tell us thy origin and parentage.' Compare pag. 395,

line 9, 'The place where my bough first sprouted,' i.e. 'my native place/

and pag. 169, line 2,
'
I could swear thou wast the tree of which he was

the fruit,' t. e.
'
his father/

4 ' One who has news of daughters brought to him/ It appears from

various passages of the Koran and traditions, that the birth of daughters

was looked on as a calamity by the Arabs, especially in the times of

djyjj&l>- (ignorant heathenism), before Mohammed. In the Koran, it is said of

the ancient Arabs: j_i')-w .
^^ *& it>*u^c <^>~5 (J^ wjJu J*j ,^a

t

aj jlj U 4 ^ *J&\ ^c
' Whoever had the birth of a female child

announced to him, his face clouded over, and he became melancholy, hiding

himself from hi.s people by reason of the bad news brought him/ The

Scholiast says on this passage, that,
'
in ancient times they used even to bury

female children alive' jl. . The origin i>f this prejudice is well explained
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And began to curse the hardships of his necessitous case,

And to sigh
1 at the failure 2 of human generosity

3
,

And indited with distinct utterance, but hypocritical tone 4
;

by the 9th verse of the xlii. chapter of the ' Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sirach.'

'

Qvydrqp TraTjOt a.TroKpv<po*s aypwirvia, KO.I r] (jiepi/JLva avrr]^ a<pia"ra VTTVOV, ev

veoTtjTi aur7? [AtjiroTe irapa.Kfjid<rt]
KO\ trvviaKtiKvia fJuJTroTe fJUffriOy,

ev irapvevia.

fjitliroTe /3el3r]\(o6fi
KO\ ev TO?? iraTpiKOi<s avTrjs eyKvos yevtjTat^ nai iroit](rri

\ I */ tt n /' t\ * " \
*"* ' jC

TOV irccrpa ai/T/s e7rjvan/xa evt/ooi?, \a\iai/ ev woAei, KO.I enK\r]Tov Aaou, occ.

Mohammed, however, exhorted his followers to a gentler disposition, saying,
' Do not dislike them (female children), for they are the comforters, the dear

ones.' And again,
( Love your daughters, for I too am a father of daughters,'

&c. His favourite child was Fatima, who was married to Ali, afterwards

Khaliph. He had only one son, who died young.

1
Literally,

* he began to say,
"
Oph ! Oph !

" '

an ordinary exclamation

expressive of vexation or disappointment. See pag. 305, note 6.

2
Compare the verses, pag. 238.

3 CL3\-v ('humanities') is the plural of
Jfj-*.,

which is derived from

A ^ '
homo,' just as '

humanitas,' (the word which most nearly corresponds

with it, when used in the sense 'benevolence'), is derived from 'homo.'

It means here that sort of manly generosity which is ready to aid all the

needy alike, without inquiring whether or not they are of noble origin.

CD\j>A\ j^/^Luj
is paraphrased by Shareeshi ^.Wy. JWi^ c_-AfcJt 'the

disappearance of benevolent actions.'

4

(jjup-
means properly 'the suppressed tone in which any one speaks

when he is communicating a secret of importance.' Since, however, Abou-

Zaid's object in these verses was not really to impart information to his

audience, but merely to win their bounty by a display of his eloquence

and power of improvisation, the word
(juu.^

is here qualified by the epi-

thet jU-
'
fallacious ;

'

and tjli-
(jyu-s>-

means ' a tone which, though

low and earnest, like that of one communicating an important secret, was

intended only to deceive.'
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' Since 1 oft a bough with luscious clusters 2 crowned

On trunk of frail and humble growth is found,

Forbear, if fair the fruit3 , to scan the tree,

Nor ask a honeycomb about the bee ;

1 The purport of these highly metaphorical verses is, that
' a man

ought to be estimated according to his own independent merits, and not

those of his ancestors, and therefore that the company present ought to

reward him for his eloquence without inquiring his pedigree.'

Compare the following passages of Arabian poets:

cr-
' Be the son of whom thou wilt, try to acquire literature,
1 The acquirement of which may make pedigree unnecessary to thee ;

'
Since a man of worth (vir) is he who can say,

" Lo ! I am Qso and so]
* Not he who can only say,

" My father was [so and so]."
'

^ ^o

' Ask not a man who his father was ; but make trial

' Of his qualities, and then conciliate him or reject him accordingly ;

* For it is no disgrace to new wine, if only it be sweet

' As to its taste, that it was the juice (daughter) of sour grapes.'

2
Literally,

'

by thy life (t. e.
* be assured that.' See pag. 296, note 2)

not every branch that bears sweet fruit indicates thereby its origin (' trunk,"

or ' stock ') [to be a noble one] ;

'

t. e. many branches that bear sweet fruit

grow on trees of a frail and humble sort, (?</ the vine-branch and tho

trailing stems of the water-melon).
3 ' Then eat whatever is sweet, whenever it is presented to thee (i. e.

without inquiring whence it came), nor ask the honeycomb about the bee

(i. . whether the insect that made it was great or small).' He means, Be

satisfied with admiring my eloquence, without inquiring who or whence

I am.
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But 1
, heedless whence the sweets that lure thee came,

To cull the sweetest make thy only aim ;

Like one 1 who seeks, whene'er his grapes are prest,

From sourer juice to set apart the best,

To find by test 2 what price to each is due,

And so t' assign them both their value true :

Since feeble indecision 3 shame would throw

On one whose keen discernment all men know.'

And the people were so delighted
4
by his acuteness and subtlety,

And so deluded 5 both by his good delivery and his infirmity,

1 ' But still, distinguish (i. e. be like one who distinguishes), after press-

ing grapes, the sweet and good must from the sour ;' i. e. although thou

care not from what tree the grapes came, still do not fail to make a dis-

tinction between the good or bad wine pressed from them, and to estimate

them according to their respective qualities. He means,
' At the same

time that you ought not to care about the pedigree and origin of those

who make a literary profession, you should distinguish between them, and

esteem and reward those most highly who really excel most in what they

profess.'

2
Literally, 'that thou mayest value each at a high or low price on

experiment ji>. ^. (i. e.
' on trial made of them'), and offer each for sale at

its proper price ;' i. e.
' estimate each at its true value.' j.-i means,

*
to

buy or sell,'
'
to trade in,' and here,

'
to set a value, high or low, upon

anything.'
3 ' For it would be a disgrace to a clever man that feebleness should

affect (enter into) his judgment;' i.e. 'Form a decisive judgment on those

whom you deal with, lest you incur the disgrace of indecision.'

4
Literally,

' he thus excited the people (with admiration or astonish-

ment) by his cleverness,' &c.
<&>^j\

IS the 8th conj. of [&: the J taking

the place of I after
j

for euphony, those being two of the interchangeable

letters. See notes on the Mak. of Beni Haraam.
5 'And deluded them by the excellence of his delivery along with (or,
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That they collected for him all that their purses
1

contained,

And bestowed it upon him while they thus addressed him,

' It is indeed over a dry well 2 that thou hast wheeled 3
thy flight,

And to an empty hive 4 that thou hast had recourse;

'in spite of) his malady.' The people were so struck with admiration at

observing so excellent a delivery in one apparently so paralytic, that they

rewarded him without further inquiry. \j! is a noun from the verb ^j^\ ,

'to deliver.'

1 The two phrases ^xsr! bUi- and
^JuM bUi- are nearly synony-

mous, and mean ' whatever was concealed (contained) in the plaits or lap-

pets of their garments ;' i. e. the money that they had with them, which,

as already stated (see pag. 222, note 7> pag. 265, note 2, and pag. 309,

note 6), the Orientals carry in pockets formed by making a plait in the

sleeves (,U^), or in the skirts CJj>\ or Jbj!) of their loose robes.

Compare a passage in the xxxvith Makamah (pag. 465, De Sacy), where

it is said that Abou-Zaid by his eloquence
'

emptied the skirts
(,.jlJil)

of the company present, and made their sleeves (,*U^|) as if they had

never been full ;' (i. e.
' induced them to give him all the money that they

had with them).

2 The congregation in the mosque consisted of indigent persons .uoJU^c

(see pag. 334, note 1), who thus apologize for the smallness of the sum

which they were able to raise by mutual contribution for Abou-Zaid,

telling him that to apply for aid to them was like seeking water from a

dry well, &c. and that therefore he must be content with the little that

he obtained from them, and think it better than nothing, though it might

be quite insufficient to supply his wants. tjjj> b is equivalent to 'heus

tu!' See pag. 318, note 2.

3 For the word JJ^A*. see pag. 72, note 4. It is properly used of a

bird in quest of water.

4
<ul>. is a 'hive of bees with honeycomb, in a hollow trunk of a tree ;'

*iUj
' one in clay or earth.'
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Be content therefore to accept
1 this small donation,

And account it though inadequate
2 as better than a failure.'

So he valued what little they gave, as if it were much,

And thanked them 3 at the same time that he accepted it;

And then withdrew, dragging half his body
4 after the other,

And obliterating his track 5
by stumbling in his walk.

Now he seemed 6 to me to have purposely altered his 7 mien,

And to be practising an imposture in his gait;

So I arose and proceeded to walk in his track,

And to follow closely upon his footsteps ;

While he continued looking askance at me,

And evincing a great desire 8 to avoid me ;

Until, when the road was clear of people,

And opportunity was afforded of ascertaining the truth,

1
'Accept therefore this little.' <Jjlju0 means properly 'the residue of

water in" a cup/
' the dregs/ but is used here, as in the Makamah of Sanaa

(see pag. 83, note 4), to imply simply
' a very small quantity/

2
Literally, 'and esteem it as neither a miss nor a kit;' i.e. 'esteem

the donation which we make thee, though far short of the mark, and

inadequate to thy need, still as better than utter failure or disappointment.'

The meaning of the phrase may either be, 'Consider thyself as neither

very successful, nor as entirely disappointed in respect of this gift/ or,

'Consider that in what we have given thee we have neither completely

succeeded^ nor entirely failed in our wish to satisfy thy desires / for it is

ambiguous whether it refers to the speakers, or to the person addressed.

3 'Joined thanks with the acceptance of it/

4 As a paralytic would do.

5
or,

'

stealing his traces away/
6

Literally,
'
it was suggested [by my own mind] to me/ See pag. 240,

line 16.

7 Observe that Jj^sr* and Joc are both construed with J prefixed

to the object of alteration.

8 ' He went to a great extent in separating himself from me/
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He looked at me with a smiling and cheerful air,

Like one who displays sincerity after having deceived,

And said,
' I think thou art really a stranger

1 here,

And that therefore thou must be desirous of company;

Wilt thou then have 2 a kind and serviceable comrade,

Who will be valuable 3 to thee, and lay out for thee?'

I replied,
* If such a comrade presented himself4 to me,

I should think that real prosperity attended 5 me.'

He answered,
' Thou hast found such an one ! So be content !

Thou hast met with a prize! So make it thine 6 own!'

Then he gave vent to a long
7
peal of laughter,

So as to give me the idea 8 of a perfectly sound man
;

When behold it was our old Shaikh of Seroug

With no malady in his frame, or ambiguity in his features ;

So I was delighted at thus meeting with him,

And to find that his palsy was only pretended.

But I was on the point of reproving him for his evil practices,

When, before I could say a word in blame of him,

He opened his mouth, and indited these lines:

1 * A brother of peregrination.' See pag. 181, note 6.

2 * Hast thou a mind for a friend who may be kind and useful to thee ?'

J (JU-U-) cJJ Jjb- See pag. 169, note 3.

3
or, 'acceptable,' like an article that is worth buying; since

^j^J
is

equivalent here to _U q. v. ap. Gol.

4
or, 'came to me.'

Z
5

or,
' was subservient to me.' ^L is a form used instead of ^\\

the third conj. of j| (see Gol.), and means 'morem gcssit.'

Literally,
'
tie it up ;' i. e. secure it for thyself.

7 UL 'a long while.'

9
or,

'

represented to me.'
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' When palsied I feign me L I feign not in vain,

Since all that I covet I thus can obtain;

And in rags
2 when I clothe me, the credit I gain

That patient of hardship and want I remain.

No pity I find2
, unless palsy I feign,

Nor relief3, if from roaming in rags I refrain/

'But since,' said he, 'there is no more pasture
4 in this land

Nor anything more to expect from its inhabitants,

If thou art to be my companion, let us proceed on our way
5

!'

1 ' I make it seem to the people that I am palsied and n t without

success], for how often does my heart obtain thereby what it hopes for !

'

This clause follows the next in the original.

2
Literally,

'
I appear in rags in order that it may be said of me,

[[that I am] a poor man who meekly bears the untoward time
(i. e.

fortune) ;' because such an one is most likely to be regarded as a proper

object of charity. The words
,.tjS! -- \j mean '

passes the time patiently

and submissively,' or, 'leniter propellit tempus.' is^-j^ means either,

'that which ought to be borne (or, 'past') patiently,' or, 'unfavourable,

untoward, straitened.' See Golius, who renders it, 'exiguus aut tenuis,'

vel, 'non conveniens,' 'inaptus.' At all events, ^j-*^ LO^*^ means,
' hard times ;' i. e.

'

hardship and distress.'

3 'And but for my rags I should not be regarded with pity; and but

for my feigning palsy I should meet with no relief.'

*
i.e.

'
the people here have nothing more to give me.'

5
Literally, 'The road! The road!' There is a similar phrase in the

Makamah of Damietta where Hareth says to Abou-Zaid,
'
If thou must

needs go, Speed! Speed! and Return! Return!' these words being nouns,

^*s-.l! &jt.l\t g-./wM Ze-uJli and all in the accusative case, as is ,r> t

in the present passage. The Scholiast says that before these accusatives

we must supply the imperative verb ^\
'

apply thyself to [it],'
' make

it thy business.'
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So we left Tiflis with no company beside our two selves 1

;

And I continued to travel with him two whole years
2
,

And was bent on accompanying him all my life,

But untoward fortune 3 forbad it and separated us.

1
Literally,

'

separated Qfrom the rest of mankind] ;' the sense in which

the word 'solitary' is used by Milton in the last line of the Paradise

Lost, where Bentley proposes an emendation, because, he says, 'If Adam
and Eve were together, they were not more solitary then than they had

been in Paradise.' A Scholiast seems to have entertained a similar idea with

respect to the present passage ; for he proposes to
.
understand the word

jjys* not in its obvious sense 'solitary,' but in the sense, 'proceeding

at a vigorous pace' LIJ&J^ J v^b- because there is a peculiar use

of the verb j-sf with which _^S J.ss! means the same as ^^\ J ,x>.

' was strenuous or energetic in it.'

2
i. e. on account of his high esteem for the advantage of learning from the

** **

eloquence of Abou-Zaid. In the phrase ^ lc c^J^ there is an ellipsis

to be supplied after ^^Ji . viz. Uw4-^ 'resolved.'

3
Literally,

' but the dissociable world (or,
'

fortune') forbad it ;' ^
being equivalent to j JU

Observe that in the following Makamah (of Saada) the quarrel between

Abou-Zaid and his son is feigned, solely for the purpose of obtaining an

opportunity to display their eloquence to the judge, and bring to his know-

ledge at once their merits and their poverty, in order that he might be

induced to make them the objects of his bounty.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

SAADA 1
.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

TT7HEN my stature 2 was tall and upright as a lance,

And my activity surpassed the fleetness of the Zebra 3
,

I repaired
4 to the town of Saada in upper

4 Yemen ;

And, after surveying the beauty
5 of its precincts,

1 A large town in Yemen, sixty parasangs from Sanaa. Shareeshi says

that it was celebrated for the preparation of fine leather, and also for the

beauty of its women.

2
Literally, 'being possessed of tallness and straightness l?lk> like a

pole.' tXx*j is
' a sapling (like an ash pole) which grows so tall and

straight as to be easily convertible into a spear.' The word UlU *, occurs

in a parallel passage of the Lamiot Al Agam, viz.

' One possest of height and straightness of stature like the shaft of a lance,' &c.

3
Literally,

' the daughters of Saada,' a name given to Zebras, because,

the Scholiast says,
'

they resemble the women of that town in beauty and

graceful agility.'

* The verb ^x^, is used here on account of the alliteration, and also

because Saada is in upper Yemen. Similarly upper Egypt is called by the

Arabs jjot*o5U

5
or, 'its splendour.'
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And feasting [my eyes
1

] on its rich verdure,

I proceeded to inquire of those who were best informed,

Whether it contained any noble 2 or munificent persons,

Whom I might make my resource 3 in all perplexities,

And my strong safeguard against all oppression.

Whereupon a judge of the town was described to me

As of extensive bounty
4

,
and great wealth 5 and hospitality,

And noble as Tamim 6 in character and pedigree.

So I assiduously courted 7 him by occasional visits 8
,

1
or, 'ray camel;' for there is here an ellipsis.

2
Literally, 'about what noble personages, or mines of excellencies it

might contain;' i. e. 'sources of benefit,' or, 'persons from whom benefit

might be derived as from a mine.'

3 ' My ember of fire in darknesses ;' i.e. 'a source of light to guide me
in difficult emergencies.'

4 ' The extension of whose hand Was wide ;' t. e.
' whose liberality was

comprehensive and extensive.' Shareeshi says that 9\j is equivalent to

'the extension of the hand in bestowing bounty,' and

to UMN .jr
5 * And whose abode was sumptuous,' or,

*
bountiful ;' i. e.

' who was

wealthy and hospitable;' for some Scholiasts say that this phrase means

simply
'

rich,' and others that it is a metaphor expressing
'
bountiful.'

6 Tamim was a noble Arab, uncle of Koreish, the progenitor of that

great tribe at Mecca to which Mohammed belonged, of whom it was said,

' There cannot be a son more noble than Koreish,
' Nor an uncle more noble than Tamim.'

Compare pag. ,364, line 1, 'Art thou at one time like Tamim ('a Tamimi')

and then like Keis ?
'

i. e.
*
dost thou pretend to be noble and high-spirited

at one time, and then assume sordid servility ?'

7
Literally,

'
I made repeated approaches to him.'

8 A person who visits another only occasionally is said to visit him
fm

UUJ or Us . See Golius.
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And recommended myself to him by intervals 1 of absence,

Till I was the echo 2 of his voice, and the favourite 3 of his house :

And while I thus gathered, as it were, of his sweets 4
,

And inhaled the fragrance
6 of his favourable regard,

I used constantly to assist at the courts of litigation,

1
or, 'made myself acceptable (a 'saleable,' i.e. 'desirable acquisition')

to bim by occasionally abstaining from visiting him.' ,*U^ means pri-

marily, 'to let a horse loose occasionally without using him,' and meta-

phorically, 'to abstain from too frequent visits in order to avoid annoying

a friend by importunity.' Hariri here alludes probably to an expression

of Mohammed \j&. Jjp' Ixc j
'visit ^friends] only occasionally, that

so thou mayest increase friendship.' Compare from Motanebbi,

' How often too great familiarity breeds aversion !'

And the words of Jesus JBen Sirach, irpoa-KaXea-a/jievov
<re Svi/a'o-Tou v-jro^iapwv

yivov, KUI roa-ui juaAA.oi/ TrpcxTKaAecreTcu <re* /uj e/UTrcrrTe 'iva /ut; ctTrwcrflj;?,
not

[At] fjLUKpuv a^)(TTO> tva. nrj eTnAfjerflije.

Also a line in the xvith Makamah (pag. 187? line 8, De Sacy),

3b3 ^s Uj t_^r^

' Do not be importunate to your friend (too much in his company) ;

' For none is so sure to be disliked, as one who visits too often.'

And one on the xvth Makamah (pag. 178, line 2, De Sacy),
' Do not visit

your friend more than one day in a month, nor stop longer than that

with him.'

2 Echo is called by the Arabs ^\ j\
'
the son of the mountain.'

3 ' The Selman of his house.' Selman was a Persian who embraced the

faith of Mohammed, and became a great favourite with him.

4
Literally, 'his honey-comb.' He means, 'While I reaped the advan-

tage of his patronage and bounty.'
5

Literally, 'inhaled the smell of his bay-tree,' i.e. enjoyed the privi-

lege of friendly intercourse with him.
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And to decide 1 between the aggressors and the aggrieved.

Now the judge was sitting to administer justice
2

On a day of general concourse and gathering of people,

When lo ! there came in an old man in threadbare 3
garb,

With limbs apparently tremulous [from age],

Who regarded the crowd with a discriminating look,

And then stated that he had a most untractable 4
opponent;

And in less time 5 than a spark shines, or one points with a finger,

A youth was brought in, who seemed [bold] as a lion ;

And the old man then said,
' May God help thee 6

, O judge,

And save thee from the guilt of conniving
7

[at wrong]!

Know that this my son is like a bad pen
8
, or rusty sword8

,

For he persists in ignoring the principles of justice,

1
or,

*
mediate between the innocent and the guilty.'

2
Literally, 'for the purpose of sealing;' i.e. 'to put the seal to judg-

ments and warrants.'

3 ' "Worn out as to his plumage.' Compare Mak. of Tenise, pag. 164,

line 3, and Mak. of Sowa, pag. 263, line 1.

4 ' One who was unwilling to be brought to justice.' Accordingly the

youth is represented as not appearing in the court of his own accord, but
If

brought in by others
jas*-\

3
Literally,

'
It was not more time than the shining of a spark, or the

intimation of pointing ;' (i.e. the time that it takes to point once with the

finger). For other phrases in the Makamat expressing a verj" short interval

of time, or great speed, see note 1, pag. 248.

8 The usual method of saluting a judge. See pag. 96, note 8.

7 The same word occurs in the Makamah of Rye in the passage,

U) J ilcjt j&\ J jte,

' And seem, though oft from duty's path he swerve,
' As if thou failed his errors to observe.'

See pag. 301, line 8.

8 i.e. 'he is ait encumbrance to me, and worse than useless.'

24
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And sucks only from the teats of perverseness.

If I advance, he draws back; if I explain
1
,
he obscures;

If I kindle, he extinguishes
2

; what I roast, he covers with ashes 2
;

Though I nurtured him since he first crawled till he grew up,

And reared and educated him with the tenderest care 3
.'

And the judge regarded his complaint as a serious matter,

And represented it to those around as an extraordinary case4
,

And then exclaimed,
' I protest

5
[that it was always my opinion]

That disobedience in children is painful as bereavement 6 of them,

1
Literally,

'
If I talk Arabic (i. e. intelligibly), he talks a foreign lan-

guage' (i.e. unintelligibly, 'barbare loquitur'). The word
^-sf

1
exactly

corresponds with the Greek f3dp(3apo<;, see pag. 200, note 3.

2
i. e.

' he always tries to thwart my purposes.'

3 'I was kindest to him of all those who rear and educate.' <_ is

explained by the Scholiast <UjJ_<>
,yujo-| <tl1*&-l

**'
'improved his

condition, and put him into a state of well being.'

4 Such is the meaning of this clause of the original, if _J.M be here

a verb transitive, of which the judge is the subject, and his attendants the

object. If this verb be taken as intransitive (which is probably less correct),

we must translate the clause thus,
' And those around him (the judge) were

struck with the accusation as something new and strange,' or simply,
' were

astonished at it.' The words which follow, viz. Jlj J without a repeti-

tion of the word
^jljj

seem to shew that the first explanation is the true

one.

5
or, 'I call God to witness,' &c.

6
Literally, 'is one of the two species of bereavement,' the two species

being
'
actual loss of children,' and,

'
the disobedience of children,' which, it

is implied, are equally calamitous. There is allusion here to a proverb

current among the Arabs, viz. Jx> J ^o jXj Jj***^
'Disobedience of

children is the bereavement of one who does not lose his children;' i.e.

' one who has disobedient children, is as much to be pitied as one who

loses them.'
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And perhaps it would be preferable
1 to be entirely childless.'

Whereupon the youth, provoked by these words, replied,

*I swear by Him who raises up judges for equity,

And makes them hold the reins of dignity and authority
2

,

That he never offered a prayer, but I responded
3 to it,

Nor asserted anything, but I professed belief4 in it,

Nor undertook the Pilgrimage
6
, but I submitted to its rites 6

,

Nor struck sparks, but I kindled them to a flame;

And that, although he is as unreasonable in his demands

As one who should look for eggs from a male hawk 7
,

1 * And perhaps utter bereavement is cooler to the eye,' i. e. less painful

Qthan that they should be disobedient]. See pag. 274, note 2.

2
or,

'
the power of deciding between right and wrong.'

3
Literally,

*
said Amen to it.' The meaning of this and the following

clauses is simply that he had acquiesced in all his father's wishes, and not

thwarted them as he had been accused of doing.

4 or
* maintained the truth of it.'

5
Literally, said cXxjJ *. #

'
offered the preliminary prayer,' or,

* the

prayers peculiar to the Hadg.' See the note on the clause of the Preface of

Hariri,
'
I responded to his invitation with obedient acquiescence ;' where the

words t^^uuJ and djjjj occur.

6
i. e.

' the ceremonies of abstinence, assumption of a peculiar garb, &c.

peculiar to the pilgrimage of the Hadg.' See pag. 414, note 2, and pag.

41(J, note 7-

7 Some commentators say that jjyl means, 'a hawk,' whether male or

female, and that
'
it is impossible to find its eggs because it builds its nest

in inaccessible places.' It seems preferable, however, to translate it, 'the

male hawk.' We find the same allusion in the following lines of Arab

poets,

'

If I had a secret entrusted to me, I concealed it

* Like the ggs of a hawk whose neat is not to be found.'

242
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Or who should expect flying
1 from camels.'

The judge answered,
' And wherein did he vex thee,

Or try thy obedience so severely?' And he replied,
' Ever since he has been destitute 2

, and smitten by want,

He requires me to habituate 3 my tongue to begging,

And to solicit rain from all the clouds 4 of bounty;

That so his exhausted stores may be replenished
5
,

And his shattered fortunes may be repaired;

Whereas, formerly, when he first began
6 to instruct me,

And trained me in the rudiments of mental discipline,

He was wont to imbue 7 my mind with the sentiment

That covetousness is tormenting, and avarice disgraceful,

And again,

A\J\
jjuc-t J UliJ

' He sought for a pregnant male camel,
' And when he could not find one, he wanted eggs of a male hawk,'

i. e.
' he required one impossibility after another.'

1
Compare Mak. xx. (pag. 232, line 4, De Sacy),

b ' But how should there be flying without wings ?' and Mak. xvi. (pag.
f

182, line 8, De Sacy), ^jJuJb ^~^j J**M JLU J&A\ U*J1 ^ J
' Know that it is a most difficult matter to obtain children from the barren,

or to find health in the sick ;' i. e.
'

you might as well look for either of

these impossibilities as for that which you are expecting.'

2 '

Empty of property.'

3
Literally, 'to troll my tongue in begging.'

4 See pag. 56, note 1.

5 An allusion to
' a fountain which, having been for a while dry, gushes

forth afresh.'

6 w>^ ^5*"^ *"
' cum ri1 1111 me instituit doctrina.'

7 ' To cause to imbibe.'
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And that rapacity is disgusting
1
, and begging disreputable,

And, moreover, indited to me these lines

With his usual fluency
2 and smoothness of rhyme

3
,

" Since God thy real welfare knows,

Accept with thanks what He bestows 4
:

The smallest bounties of His hand

And greatest, equal praise demand.

1
Literally,

'

causing indigestion,' i. e.
'

unwholesome,' a metaphor im-

plying 'prejudicial Qto reputation].' For illustrations of the disgrace at-

tached by the Arabs to begging, see pag. 73, note 1, pag. 166, note 3,

and pag. 255.

Compare the following lines:

' The lniiiiiliati'.ii of begging is like a bone sticking in the throat,

'Which is followed by inevitable choking and suffocation.'

And,

Ui V

'I have tasted the bitterness of all things,
* And there is nothing more bitter than begging.'

4 From the opening of his mouth ;

'

t. e.
*

readily, as if what he in-

dited was ready on his lips before he uttered it.*

3
or,

*

polish (produced by scraping or filing) of his rhymes.' Compare
Pers. i. 65:

'Versus Nunc demum numero fluere, ut per laeve severos

'Effundat junctura ungues.'

4
Literally,

' bo content with the humblest sustenance, and return Qto

God] for it the thanks of one in whose estimation even a little is accounted

as much.' Compare Hor. Od. in. 16:

' liene est cui Dcus obtulit

Tarca quod satis est inanu,' &c.
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Though poor, from servile arts abstain ;

A beggar's sordid craft disdain ;

Eschew 1 whate'er would mar thy fame,

Or sink thy dignity to shame.

Forbear to banish from thy face

The blush 2 that mantles at disgrace,

And guard, as lion guards his mane,

Thy fair renown from every stain 3
.

1 ' And abstain from covetousness
(i. e.

'

importunate demands upon

others,') which never fails to degrade the condition of him who takes to

it (goes up to it).'

2
Literally, 'and do not spill out the juices of thy face/ i.e. 'do not

harden thy face against shame by constant importunity, and so exhaust

from thy cheeks the blood that would mantle there in blushes if thou hast

any proper self-respect or sense of disgrace.' Refer to pag. 73, note 1, and

pag. 166, note 5. Compare Juv. xm. 242,
'

Quando recepit ejectum semel attrita de fronte ruborem ?
'

and the following line of an Arab poet quoted by Shareeshi,
* /^_

U e^ls=-? tUjU. CX -*U U

'The moisture of thy hand, whether it abound, or be scarce,
' Can never compensate for the loss of the moisture of my face.'

i. e.
'
If I am constrained to use importunity by thy reluctance to bestow

upon me, and so am compelled to exhaust the blush of shame from my
face by submitting to the humiliation of begging, no bounty on thy part

('moisture of thy hand,' see pag. 233, note 7, and 237, note 1,) great or

small, can compensate to me for the loss of self-respect and habituation

to disgrace which I must have already incurred.' Compare the Wisdom of

Ben Sirach, xl. 28 : Tenvov, ^(at]v eiraiTtjcrea)*: /JLIJ /3tia<rr)<:' Kpeia-rrov d-rroOaveiv

f) eiraiTeiv. 'Eir ffTOfjia-rt dvaicov*; yXvKavdtja-eTat evatTt](rt<;, K. T. \.

3 ' And defend thy reputation and seek to preserve it, as a lion defends

his mane (from insult).'
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Endure a needy abject lot 1
,

As one who heeds or feels it not ;

Nor e'en to those reveal 2
thy woe

Who promptest succour would bestow.

How noble 3 are the poor who hide

Their poverty with patient pride !

Who blindness to its hardship feign,

Who bear the smart, and ne'er complain ;

Who scorn t' assume a beggar's name,

Or bare a hardened 4 face to shame,

Although by garments rent and old

Their hardened limbs are bared to cold.'"

1 'And endure whatever poverty shall have befallen thee with the

patience of a man of resolution, and shut thy eyes to it (wink at it),' i.e.

be as if thou didst not perceive the hardships and calamities which poverty

brings upon thee.

2 '

Though the person solicited should at once put thee in possession of

what he has in his hand ;

'

. e.
*
should be prompt to bestow upon thee.'

The order of the clauses has been slightly inverted in the translation, that

the sense might be more perspicuous.
3

Literally,
'
for the man of noble spirit is he who if his eye have

contracted a mote (the disgrace of poverty), conceals the mote of his eye-

lid even from the pupil of his own eye,' i. e. so far from displaying his

poverty to others, tries to be blind to it himself. See pag. 318, note 3,

where this use of the word ^jj 'a mote' is fully explained; and St Matt.

vii. 3. The word ^. here closely corresponds in meaning with the En-

glish word 'gentleman.'
4 'And who, though his clothes have become ragged, does not see fit

to wear out the (sensitive) skin of his face,' t. e.
'

to harden his face

against shame by mendicity.' A singular alliteration between the phrases

and <ui-lx>J
(jksrt.

. For a full explanation of this me-
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Whereupon the Shaikh frowned, and scowled at his son,

And began to attack 1 and growl at him in these words,

1

Hush, rebel ! Thou art as intolerable to me as suffocation
2

!

Fie on thee ! Wilt thou teach thy mother to conceive,

Or wilt thou teach thy nurse to give suck?

Thy conduct is as if a scorpion
3 had provoked a serpent,

Or weanling camels had raced 3
against full-grown males!'

Then it seemed as if he repented of his hasty
4
expressions,

Or was prompted by affection 5 to seek reconciliation with him ;

For he looked long at him 6 with a compassionate eye,

And drooping his wings
7 in gentleness towards him, said,

' My poor
8 son ! Those who are exhorted 9 to contentment,

taphor, which has already occurred in the Makamah of Sanaa, see pag. 73,

note 1, and pag. 166, note 5. ^ j J may either be rendered as above,

or,
* has no idea of [Jdoing so and so].'

1
or, 'rushed on his son, and growled (gannivit).'

2
Literally,

fO thou who art choking (a bone sticking in the throat)

and strangling Qto me] ;

'

i. e. who art an intolerable annoyance to me.

See pag. 357, note 1.

3 These are metaphors applied to any who challenges or sets himself

in opposition to one much stronger than himself.

4 ' What had escaped his mouth/ &c.

5 'Natural affection had led him/
6 U. is 'to look long and tenderly.'

7 ' To droop (or
'
lower ') the wing to any one,' means '

to pity him/
as appears from a passage in the xxxth Makamah, (pag. 379, De Sacy,

line 4), where these two phrases are used as synonymous, viz. J^

.jsjlu*/*JJ 4s-lx3- <=&> ^jiTA-r^l'
' He was compassionate to the poor,

and drooped his wing to the lowly.'
8 See pag. 378, note 3.

9
or,

'
those who are commanded to be content with their lot ;

'

i.e.

those to whom contentment is prescribed as a religious duty.
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And who are forbidden to humiliate themselves [by begging],

Are the owners of merchandize, who make gain by trade l

;

But for the victims of necessity and hardship,

There is an exceptional exemption
2 from such prohibitions.

Yet granting
3 thou wast ignorant of this explanatory clause,

And that the words of the wise 4 came not to thy knowledge,

Wast not thou the youth
5 who contradicted his father,

By saying to him, without any reserve 5 whatever,

" Sit not content 6 with want or hardship foul,

That men may call thee patient, great of soul,

1
or,

'
handicraft.' Orientals have no idea of wealth except as acquired

directly from trade; nor do they consider the pursuit of mercantile gain

degrading to persons in the most elevated station.

2 ' An exception is made ( JjuLsl) in their favour in respect of these

prohibitions.'
3 ' But grant thee ignorant of this explanation,' t. e.

' this clause of

exception in behalf of the needy, added to the prohibition by way of ex-

planation of the apparent hardship of forbidding all alike to humiliate them-

selves by begging.' The word Jj lj is technically applied to comments

or glosses on any passages of the Koran which present difficulties or appa-

rent paradoxes.
4 'That what was said Qby the wise] never reached thee.' Jjjj U

is a common elliptical phrase applied to any traditional dogma of importance.

5
Literally,

' wast thou not he who opposed his father, while he shewed

no respect for him (his father) by assuming reserve, but said these words ?
'

i.e. 'who openly and unreservedly opposed his opinion to his father's.'

The pronominal affixes of s\j\ and abU- refer, the first to the youth, the

second to the father. j\. means 'to shew personal respect towards

any one,'
'
to assume deferential reserve in addressing him.' See Golius.

' '
Sit not down content with hardship and hunger, in order that it may

l>c said of thee (i.e. 'that thou mayest be called') highminded and patient.'

These verses recommend mendicity, as the last were a warning against it.
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Unless thou wouldst a barren waste 1

compare

With fertile meads and groves of verdure fair:

But slothful folly's call refuse to obey
2

,

And scorn among unfruitful trees to stay :

Forsake th' abode where drought
3 is ever found,

And seek the land where genial rains abound;

There showers 4 of bounty from the clouds demand,

And thank thy fortune if they fill thy hand;

The object of the speakers in each is to convince the judge of both the

eloquence and the poverty of the father and son, that he might be induced

to bestow his bounty upon them. Abou-Zaid says that his son was incon-

sistent in complaining of him for having employed him to beg, because he

had himself composed some lines setting forth the advantages of seeking

bounty from others, and recited them to his father.

1 ' But observe with thy own eyes whether a land bare of herbage is

to be compared with a land which trees cover (or
' surround

').'

2 ' Then reject (turn thy mind's attention away from) what the indolent

advise (L e- slothful acquiescence in poverty) ; for what advantage (or
'
su-

periority ')
is there in an unfruitful tree ?

'

i.e. would it not be better to

apply to those who are ready to bestow, like fruitful trees, than to remain

among those who withhold or have nothing to give? Or the 'unfruitful

tree
'

may refer to the
'
counsel of the indolent/ which can never produce

any good fruit. Or, again, the meaning may be,
' What good is there in

thy continuing to be an unfruitful tree,' (i. e.
' in hopeless poverty ') ?

3 ' And depart (make thy camel set forward) from an abode where thou

art athirst, to a region where rain descends freely.' Bounty is constantly

spoken of in the Makamat under the metaphor of rain. See pag. 56, note 1.

For other passages illustrative of the advantage of leaving a country

where no gain can be made, and proceeding in quest of it to foreign lands,

see pag. 410, and the note on the Mak. of Sasaan.

4 'And beg the descent of a copious draught from the bounty (milk)

of the clouds; and if thy hand is only moistened by it, let thy good

fortune gratify thee,' i. e.
'

congratulate thyself on thy success, and be per-

fectly satisfied.'
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Nor, if denied the boon 1

, thy lot deplore,

But think how Moses erst refusal bore.'"

Thus assured of the inconsistency
2 of his words and actions,

And of the falseness of the character3 that he had assumed,

1 'And if thou art refused, there is no disgrace (or 'harm') to thee

in being refused; Moses and Khidr were refused before Qthee];' i.e. even

if thy suit be rejected, thou art not a great sufferer, since Moses and his

companion Khidr, two eminent prophets, shared the same fate. Allusion

is here made to a passage of the Koran, in the xviii th Surah, where Moses

is said to have journeyed in company with * one of the servants of God,
to whom God had granted mercy and wisdom,' but whose name is not

mentioned in the text of the Koran. Moses accompanied this person, in

order to observe his conduct, and learn lessons of wisdom from it,
'
until

they came to the inhabitants of a certain city, who refused to give them

food or shew them hospitality when they asked for it,' \j3\ \^\ l^.

Ujby-xJj ^\ l^U l^bbl UakJLs! Lj3 JA\. Hariri has here adopted

the opinion of the Commentators, Al Beidhawi, Al Jelaalain, &c., who say

that this personage was Al Khidr
^asr!

whom Moslemin believe to have

been originally a companion of Moses, and to have afterwards reappeared

in various distinguished prophets and others. He is said by them to be

identical with Phinehas son of Eliezer, with Elijah, with John the Baptist,

and with St George the martyr; and to have also animated one of the

successful generals of Alexander the Great. He was called by them Al

Khidr on account of his flourishing and perpetual youtli (viridity), and his

privilege of transmigration. Part of these fictions were derived from the

Jews, though Al Khidr was never regarded as simply identical with Elijah.

For more information concerning St George the martyr of Lydda (a town

near Ramleh in Palestine), see Mr Reynolds' note (pag. 533) to
'
the Tra-

ditions of the temple of Jerusalem.'

2 ' Mutual contradiction.'

3
Literally, 'his adorning himself with what was not of his family;'

i.a. 'with what did not belong to him.' The Arabs say of anything, which

does not projK'rly Iwloiig to a person, that
'
it is not of his sort (family),' or that
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The judge looked at him with an angry eye, and said,

'What! at one time like Tamim 1
, and then like Kais!

Fie on him who thus spoils the effect of his own words,

And assumes various colours like a goblin
2

!'

* he is not of its sort,' d&>\ ^c wjJ i. e. that there is no connection

between the person and the thing in question.
1 Tamim and Kais were the ancestors of two tribes, called respectively

after their names. They were of opposite dispositions, the one being re-

markable for his high-mindedness (see pag. 351, note 6), and the other for

his meanness. Hence, to be alternately like Tamim and Kais, expressed

the highest degree of inconsistency. Another interpretation of this passage

is,
' Dost thou profess thyself at one time to be of the tribe of Tamim,

and at another to be of that of Kais ?
'

This also would be an appropriate

method of expressing inconsistency, because the two tribes were generally

at war with each other, and always separated by mutual antipathy.

2 ' The grhoul,' a
'
female goblin ;

'

a word nearly equivalent to $Xca

which occurs in the Makamah of Barkaid (pag. 232, note 6) where the

'old woman' is called 'a she goblin.' The verb
Jlc,

from which the name

grhoul is derived, means,
' to attack and destroy suddenly and unexpectedly/

as the goblin was said to do to its victims. The Arabs believed that if a

man were all alone in the open desert, the goblin would appear to him

in a human form and lead him astray and bewilder him, and then assume

different shapes, in order to frighten him to death. Hence the 5th form

of this verb
/J*J'

is equivalent to ^ Aj ' to assume various colours.' Ac-

cordingly, Kaab Ibn Zoheir says,

UJlJ U Ig ^/j JU- ^Js. jAJ Ui

' She never continues in the same state any more than the grhoul, which

is always changing the colour of its garb.'

It was also believed that at night the goblin would light a fire in order

to lead wanderers to it, and when any one came, begin to assume its dif-

ferent shapes; but that if the individual were a brave man, and not to be

thus alarmed, he might sit down and warm himself at the fire without

sustaining any injury.
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But the youth said,
'

By Him who made thee a key of justice,

And ordained thee to be a judge among mankind,

Since I became wretched 1
, I have become forgetful,

And since I have been destitute, my mind has been rusty.

But, nevertheless 2
, where is hospitality

3 or bounty
4 to be found?

Or where remains one who is spontaneously munificent,

Or, if his aid be solicited, is at once ready
5 to bestow?'

But the judge said,
' Hush ! for since it sometimes happens

That a man who often misses 6 will once hit the mark,

And since not every flash of lightning
7 is a false portent,

1
ie. 'poor.' The boy apologizes for the inconsistency of which he had

been charged, by pleading that poverty had made him forget the principles

which he had once maintained ; thus taking occasion to inform the judge of

his necessities, in order that he might possibly be induced to relieve him.

2
ti\ ^Lc like <ti! _ generally means 'although,' 'notwithstanding.'

It seems to imply here,
' but though I have been constrained by poverty

to forget the high-minded principles that I once profest, and to prac-

tise mendicity, nevertheless it is to no purpose that I have done so;

for where shall I apply for aid?' Compare the verses in the Mak. of

Barkaid, pag. 238, beginning
' To Him alone I look.'

3
Literally,

' an open door.'
4 ' A ready gift.'

5 *
If he is asked for food, says, "Take."'

fl * To the man who ordinarily misses the mark there sometimes belongs

an arrow that hits it.' He means that there is no rule without an excep-

tion, and that therefore we ought not to condemn indiscrimiuately, as the

youth had done in declaring that there were no generous persons in the

world. Compare Mak. xv. (pag. 169, line 1, De Sacy),

' Sometimes a good shot is made by one is no archer' (without a good shooter).

7
Lightning is regarded in the East as portending rain, because rain

often follows a thunderstorm, (see pag. 56, note 1). But since in the sum-

mer months there is a great deal of lightning of the kind which the Arabs
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And it is necessary
l to distinguish between the flashes observed,

When we are looking for tokens of approaching rain,

Thou shouldst never assert what thou art not quite sure of.'

Now when it was thus made evident to the Shaikh,

That the judge was indignant in behalf of the generous,

And thought it hard 2 that all men should be deemed sordid,

He was sure that he would vindicate 3
[the truth of] his words,

And evince the reality of his most liberal 4
disposition.

Accordingly he delayed not to spread out his net 6
,

call .JbJ- (i-e- harmless sheet lightning), which is not followed by rain,

lightning became proverbial as a fallacious portent. Nevertheless, as it is

here expressed, it is not always a false token, but is sometimes followed

by the showers that it is supposed to portend. By this second illustration

the judge wishes to convince the youth that he was too hasty in asserting

generally what was liable to exception.
1

Literally,
' then distinguish between the flashes of lightning, when you

are making observations on the weather, and do not protest (i.
e. assert)

what you do not know for certainty ;

'

i. e.
'
since rules are liable to ex-

ceptions, exercise proper discrimination before you pronounce an opinion.'

The verb ,*LS which means to make observations on the clouds and wea-

ther (see pag. 57, line 5) resembles in sense the word ~)2D{tf used in Eccles.

chap. xi. jnP ? rPH 1D& 3
( He who observes the wind will not sow;'

i.e. 'he who is always making observations on the signs of the weather

will waste his time when he should be at work.'

2 The verb >Jac1
' to account strange and extraordinary,' is nearly equi-

valent to jl which occurs in the passage,
' the judge regarded it as a

matter of importance,'
' a very serious charge.' See pag. 354, line 6.

3
or, 'make to prevail.'

4 'His great generosity.' !Lc\ is the intensive form of * as

Aj *s^\ is of i__^sr .

5
i. e. to flatter the judge in order to persuade him to bestow his

bounty upon them.
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And avail himself of the opportunity
l

presented to him ;

And began to address the judge in these lines,

'

Judge ! whose clemency and wisdom 2

Firmer than the mountains stand !

He who said that generous virtues

Seemed extinct throughout the land,

Knew not that thy ample bounty,

Like the manna and the quails,

Yields to many a helpless wanderer

Timely aid that never fails.

Haste then ! Let that bounty shame him 3

Out of errors now believed,

And obtain from me the praises

Due to benefits received.'

Pleased by these words, the judge bestowed his bounty upon him,

1

Literally, 'to cook his fish at the fire,' a proverbial expression used

by the people of Baghdad, implying,
'
to take advantage of an opportunity,'

or simply
'
to practise fraud.' Shareeshi says that

' a thief seeing a fire in

a tent or hut would go in with some fish, and, if nobody saw him, steal

something and go out; but if there was any one there, excuse his intru-

sion by saying that he had come in to ask leave to cook his fish.'

2
Literally,

* O Kadi, whose wisdom and clemency arc firmer than the

Radwa (a hill of Medina), this Qyouth] has ignorantly asserted that there

was no really generous person in the world (' brother of generosity.' Sec

pag. 121, note 6) ; and knew not that thou art of the people ('tribe' like

that of Tamim) whose bounties are like the manna and the quails' (sent

to the Hebrews daily in the desert without any labour on their part).

3 ' Then bestow what may make him go away ashamed of whatever false

opinions ho has asserted, and may make me return delighted, and returning

thanks for whatever bounty and aid thou -halt have conferred.'

Abou-Zaid thus ingeniously makes his son's complaint a pica to urge the

judge to IKJ liberal to them both.
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And then, turning his face towards the youth,

For whom he had already prepared a sharp reproof
1

,

He said to him,
' Dost thou not now clearly perceive

The fallacy of thy notion, and the error of thy suspicion?

If so, be not in future so hasty in thy censure,

Nor begin, as it were, to polish
2 a piece of wood,

Before thou hast sufficiently tested 3 its soundness ;

And especially beware 4 of refusing to obey thy father;

For if thou repeat thy rebellion against him,

I shall certainly visit 5
upon thee thy just deserts.'

Upon this it bitterly repented
6 the youth [of what he had said],

And he took refuge under the shelter of his father's flank 7
;

1
Literally,

' he had already pointed the arrow of reproof for him' (' had

put the head (cuspis) upon it;' the last process in making an arrow).

See note 1, pag. 144, on the passage,
' He had feathered against him the

arrow of perfidy.'

2
i.e. 'to make it into an arrow.'

3
Literally,

' before pressing it between thy teeth,' in order to test its

solidity. The meaning of the proverb is, 'Be not too hasty in thy con-

clusions.' Compare passages in the Makamat of Tenise and Barkaid (pag.

167, note 5, and pag. 241, note 1), where the same word
^s^-

occurs in a

similar metaphor.
4

itf"^ cJl>^ is an idiomatic phrase which means, 'Beware of such

a thing.'

5 ' There will light on thee from me what thou meritest.'

6
Literally,

*
It was fallen upon the youth's hand ;' i. e.

'
the youth

began to attack his hand with his teeth,' i. e. to bite his hand (which was a

symptom of regret ; see pag. 303, note 4). For some explanation of the
%>

impersonal construction, $jj \ JUJ! k^? see note (A) pag. 371, at

the end of this Makamah.
7 This may be a metaphor meaning simply, 'he referred to his father

to help him out of his difficulty ;' just as a child runs for shelter to its

mother's knees.
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And then started up suddenly to depart,

While the father followed him, inditing these lines :

' Saada 1

, let all whom fortune wrongs repair

To thee, the favour of thy judge to share,

Whose generous virtues 2
rivalry defy,

With whose impartial justice none can vie T

Now I AVS in doubt whether I knew this person or not,

Until the moment when he prepared for his departure;

And it occurred 3 to me to follow him even to his dwelling,

That I might thus perchance discover his real character 4
,

And ascertain the source 5 whence this blaze was supplied :

So I suffered nothing to detain me 6
, but went out when he did;

And he continued to advance, and I to follow after,

He retreating from me, and I trying to approach him,

Until each of us had a full view of the other's form 7
,

And we were obliged to recognise
8 each other as mutual friends:

1

Literally,
'
let every one whom his fortune has wronged or oppressed

repair to the Kadi in the town of Saada.'
' Whose bounty throws contempt upon all Qthe bountiful] before him,

and whose justice baffles the imitation of all who come after him' (lite-

rally,
'
wearies them,' because all their efforts to equal it are ineffectual).

3 'My mind suggested to me.' See pag. 128, line 4.

4 ' His hidden qualities.'

5 ' The tree of his fire,' i. e.
' from whence the fuel was derived that

supplied this blaze of eloquence ;' or
' what was the origin of this remark-

able person.' See pag. 109, line 3, and page 341, note 3.

6 'I rejected detention.'

7 'Till the two persons (i.e. our two selves) saw each other.' <*S*\3

is the 6th conj. of ,_$!., and means 'invicem videre.'

8
Literally,

' mutual recognition was obligatory on the two friends ;' t. e.

was unavoidable.

25
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Whereupon he began to display cheerful satisfaction,

And laid aside his assumed tremulousness, and said,

'Whoever deceives his brother deserves not 1 to live.'

So I perceived that he was undoubtedly the Serougi,

Without any alteration in his condition or conduct :

I therefore hastened to him to shake him by the hand,

And to inquire about his fortunes 2
good or bad ;

But he said,
' I commend thy worthy cousin 3 to thy care,'

And then abruptly left me, and departed;

But the youth only
4
laughed at me, and went off like his father.

After thus identifying
5 them, I returned, and saw them no more 6

.

1 ' Let such an one not live !'

2 x^ La is applied to an animal of the chase which crosses the hunter's

path from his left to his right, and exposes its right side to him ; and _ .[)

to that which crosses his path from his right to his left, so as to expose its

left side to him. The former was regarded by the Arabs as a favourable

omen, the latter, as unfavourable. See pag. 274, note 7-

3
i. e. 'the youth.' ^ilj tlX)J is an ordinary form of introduction.

Abou-Zaid thus draws off the attention of Hareth from himself to the youth,

in order that he himself might have an opportunity of leaving him abruptly,

and escaping from further inquiries.
4 'Did no more than laugh.' His laughter shewed that he knew that

his father had been deceiving Hareth.

5 After I had clearly ascertained their realities.

6
Literally,

' but where are they ?' i.e. 'I know not what is become of

them,' or, 'I saw no more of them.'

Conf. Job xiv. 9, VW DIN ^W 'Man expires, and where is he?'
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NOTE (A). See pag. 368, note 6.

*\j ,j <jJ&\ iaiLj 'It repented the youth.' 'To bite the hand'

is a phrase used by the Arabs to express
'

repentance/ or
'

regret' (see

pag. 303, note 4); and when any one bites his hand they say that 'his

mouth falls upon (attacks) his hand' *Ju J s\i JJ and that
'
his hand

is fallen upon' <)uj Ikyli-.m ( e. attacked by his mouth). Hence the phrase,

'
it was fallen upon the hand of any one]', is employed in the Koran in the

sense,
'
it repented Qhim]] ;' and the words jj J kiL) being thus used as

*

if they together formed one impersonal verb, admit of any pronominal

affix (attached to tX>), whether singular (as in the above passage of Hariri),

or plural (as is the case in the Koran), without necessity of alteration of

*

the form of LsLi, since it is in the nature of impersonal verbs always to

remain in the singular number.

The commentators say that this phrase is not found in any Arab poet

anterior to the Koran (in which occur more than once the words kiLj UJ

pU&j\ j 'When it repented them;' literally, 'when it was fallen upon

their hands') ;
and that the real impersonal form of this construction was

not perceived by the poets who first adopted it from the Koran. An
instance of such misunderstanding of the phrase occurs in the poet Abou-

Nowas, who says of misfortune,
'
I was compelled thereby to fall upon

my hand' j^jj J l$x* n--kftw which clearly indicates that he under-

stood kfl.^ in those passages of the Koran in the sense 'to be made to

fall,' whereas, if such were its meaning, the word would have been UU5...

instead of kiLj because the children of Israel are the subject of the sen-

tence, and all the rest of the verbs are plural as referring to them.

252
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In the above passage of Hariri, the word JLaJ! is inserted in the middle

of the phrase *,X) J kiLj ('it repented him'), for the sake of shewing to

whom the pronominal affix s belongs, the last person spoken of being 'the

judge,' to whom it would otherwise refer, just as we should say in English,
'
It repented him (the youth).' In Jo Hariri has unfortunately selected

a word the vowels of which leave it doubtful whether he intended to make

it a nominative or an accusative; but it is best to suppose it to be an

accusative, the word .Joe ('that is to say') being understood before it.

Similarly, in the Koranic phrase *Q&\ .y laA-s
l*Jj ('when it re-

pented them'\ the words Jj^l^l _ju might have been inserted between

^5 and \3&~> without altering the form of LjLs in this manner LiL UJ.

*^Ju1 J JjLs1 .Jo an(i *nen it would have been exactly analogous

to the above passage of Hariri; but such an insertion was unnecessary,

because 'the children of Israel' having been spoken of last, the affix j&

could only refer to them.

It has been suggested as an emendation on kiLj in this place to read

which would give the phrase a simpler meaning, viz. that 'the youth

fell upon his hand;' i.e. began to exhibit his regret;' but there can be no

doubt that Hariri wrote the vowels of the word as he found them in those

passages of the Koran from which he borrowed the entire phrase, and

there the only possible substitution for jjji^ is not Kiw but Ui-5..,
} which

is too great a variation from the received text to have ever existed in the

Koran, in which Moslemin would not alter a vowel, much less interpolate

two fresh letters.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

DAMIETTA.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

TT7HEN my opulence was admired 1
, and my friendship courted,

When I drew behind me the broidered trains 2 of wealth,

And beheld the face of enjoyment unveiled 3 to my view,

I set out for Damietta, in a year of much traffick 4
;

1 '

Being at that time regarded Qwith admiration] as to my affluent

fortune, and esteemed as to my friendship.' The Scholiast says that

'brotherhood' is equivalent to <xs^M 'friendship.'
2
Compare, in the Makamah of Meragra, page 328, line 5,

'When my robe in her meadows all broidered I trailed,'

where the same word __ilx is used as in this passage.

1 The enjoyment arising from opulence is here represented under the

metaphor of a bride whom lie could gaze upon, and call his own. Compare,

in the Makamah of Meragra,

'I dallied with pleasure unveiled to my gaze,'

where the same word ^UU-1 is used. See pag. 329, note 1. Compare,

with this passage the beginning of the Makamah of Damascus pag. 175.

4
or,

'

bustle,'
'

coming and going,' as Goliua explains these words. So

the Arabs would say \j^ \j Jxi ,<i>- u5/*^ W^rlj *r* Wtr' Jl? ^J
'lie continued coming and going alternately, (i.e. bustling about), till he

had done so and so.'
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And those in whose company
1 I performed the journey

Were men who had broken the staff 2 of dissension,

And had freely imbibed 3 the rich milk of concord,

So that in unanimity they seemed 4 like parallel lines,

And in consent of wishes like a single soul.

However 5 we proceeded on our way at a rapid pace,

Every one 6 of us mounted on a swift dromedary,

And if we alighted at a station, or went down to a pool,

We snatched our repose
7
, and prolonged not our stay.

Now it happened that we were prosecuting our journey
8

On a night black as the locks 9 of youth, of raven-like 10 hue 11
;

is 'to travel in company with.'

2
i. e.

' eschewed every cause of dissension.'

3 'Had been suckled on it.'

4
Literally, 'till they appeared (shone) like the teeth of a tooth-comb

in uniformity, and like a single mind in agreement of desires.' When

the Arabs speak of things as alike in respect of good qualities, they call

them 'as like as the teeth of a tooth-comb;' whereas, if they speak of

similarity in bad qualities, they say 'as like as the teeth of an ass.'

The first of these phrases was rendered classical by a tradition that the

Prophet said <UiUSb ^^LiUJj Uilj kud! ^U-sl^ (jwUJU 'People are

as alike as the teeth of a comb, (i. e. all men are at first born equal) ; but

some exceed others in the blessings of fortune,' i. e.
' health and happiness

are not equally bestowed.'

5 i.e.
'

though there were many circumstances that might have been

expected to make our journey so agreeable, that we should not have been

disposed to hurry it too much.'

6 ' Not one of us but who was mounted,' &c.

7
or,

'

delay.'

8 '
It happened to us to be employing our camels.'

9
Literally, 'a night youthful as to its adolescence,' i.e. 'whose youth

was of long continuance.' The Scholiast says that this means ' whose
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And we went onward 1
till the darkness had passed its prime

2
,

And the dawn began to wipe away
3 the shades of gloom ;

But just as we became weary
4 of our night-journey,

And felt ourselves inclined to take some repose,

We came to 5 a spot with dewy hillocks, and a fresh 6
breeze,

Which we therefore chose as a place for the camels to rest,

And to repose ourselves during the remainder 7 of the night ;

darkness was of long duration, and without moonlight,' because the hair is

dark in youth. Compare a passage in the Makamah of Koufa, pag. 223,

line 11, where 'night' is metaphorically represented as a person with dark

locks, which turn white, as with age, when the morning appears. The

Arabs represent moonlight as making 'the dark hair of night turn grey'

See Mak. of Holouan, pag. 406, line 1 . Some say that the phrase
'

youth-

ful,' as applied to the night, means ' in the earlier part of a lunar month,'

when, the moon being new, the nights are dark.

10
or, 'like long black hair;' for u-JlkXc means both 'corvus niger,' and

'coma profusa nigra.' See Golius.

11
or, 'as to its skin.' Compare the use of the word *jJ\, pag- 205,

note 1.

1

Literally, 'we travelled by night.'

2 ' Had divested itself of its youth,' i.e. 'of its prime,' or 'its blackness/

(see note 9, pag. 374-)

3 'Was wiping off the dark stains (of henna) from her hands.' Com-

pare a passage in the Makamah of Beni llaraam, viz.
' when the dark

stains of night were gradually disappearing,' where the same word

occurs. See the note there on the verb

4 ' When our night-journey (,_ >) began to weary us.'

3 ' We happened on.'

6 'Gentle as to its matutinal East wind \juj-'

7
Literally, 'a position for ttuJJu repose in the latter part of the

night,' which is usual in hot weather, when travellers have journeyed all

the first part of it. See pag. 385, line 1.
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But when our entire caravan 1 had halted there,

And the groaning
2 of camels and snoring of sleepers ceased,

I heard one saying in a strong voice 3 to his friend in the camp,
' How should thy conduct be regulated toward thy neighbour

4 ?'

He replied, 'I would observe my dutyto him, though he wrongme 5
,

And freely proffer him my friendship
6
, though he be overbearing;

'a promiscuous company of men, camels, horses, &c.'

from the verb \?\ means
'

the noise which weary camels make when

they are being unladen.' This word as well as the verbs * and ^
(which express the noise they make when urged forward against their

will) are evidently imitations of the actual sounds which they emit. Com-

pare the 7th line of the Lamiyat Al Agam,

U *

'My wearied camel groans and grunts from fatigue,

'When I apply the spurs; and those who ride with me vehemently

chide me.'

3
Literally,

'
I heard a strong-voiced man saying to his nightly com-

panion in the camp.' Hareth here relates how he overheard two persons

in the stillness of the night comparing opinions on '

duty to a neighbour,'

the one maintaining the
' law of kindness,' the other that of selfishness and

revenge.
4

Literally, 'with thy generation and thy neighbourhood;' i.e. the

people of thy own time and neighbourhood.
5

or, 'be tyrannical.'
6 '

Friendly connection and intercourse.' See pag. 247, n te 3. With

this passage compare some lines in the xxiii rd Makamah, pag. 272, De Sacy,

beginning Llilb <5j\*^ <JJc LL>- \J\ ciJU^ ^*Lj the translation of

which is as follows :

' Pardon thy brother if he mixes misbehaviour with

correctness of conduct towards thee; and be far from reproaching him if

he has occasionally gone astray or acted perversely ; and persevere in kind-

ness to him whether he be grateful or ungrateful for benefits; be com-

plying, though he seek to thwart thee; be gentle though he be untoward;
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And bear with a companion, though he betray insincerity
1
,

And behave kindly to a comrade 2
, though he be ungrateful,

And shew preference to a friend above an own brother 3
,

And fulfil all my obligations towards an associate,

Though he repays me not with the tenth of my due ;

And account the greatest liberality too small for a guest,

And cover my fellow-traveller 4 with my free bounty,

And treat my familiar friend 5 as respectfully as a prince,

And hold my companion in the same esteem as my chief,

And bestow all the gifts that I receive on my acquaintances,

And give away all my profits to my companions,

make advances to him, though he seem distant towards thee; and cleave

to the fulfilment [of duties of friendship} though he be neglectful of the

mutual engagements between him and thee,' &c. Compare also St Matt. vii.

1
LjJii~' is 'the mixing of evil with good.' iaJos^" ^>\i\ Jj

is equivalent to the more explicit phrase quoted in the last note, viz.

laUlb iL?^l <Uu> LL>- \4\ 'if he mixes misbehaviour with correctness

of conduct.'

2
Literally, 'shew love to a friend (him who is attentive to my wel-

fare) though he gave me to drink hot water,' i.e. though he treat me

basely and ungratefully. The word *xc- occurs in these its two senses

in the Makamah of Singar, pag. 1 47, where see the note. Speaking of a

treacherous person he there says,
*
I supposed him to be an attentive friend,

but found him to be like scalding water.'

3 Ilesiod's advice on this subject is as follows:

t<rov

el 8c cc
ITOII/'O-J;? pt] fuv irporepoi tcaxov

epgtj<;.

4

,_lxj which properly means ' one who rides one's camel by turns with

oneself,' is used here as synonymous with '

companion.'

Literally,
'

place my nightly companion (one with whom I com-

mune by night aw a friend) in the rank of my prince.'

'I,
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And speak courteously
1 even to those who dislike me,

And constantly inquire after those who disregard me ;

And acquiesce even in a scanty payment of my due,

And content myself with the smallest portion of reward,

Nor complain of oppression even when I am wronged,

Nor revenge myself even when an adder 2
stings me.'

But the other replied. 'My poor
3
son, thou shouldst know

That we should cling only to what deserves 4 to be clung to,

And that value should be entertained 6
only for the precious :

For myself, I would not give except to my abettors,

Nor would I distinguish the overbearing
6
by my attentions,

1 ' Make my language gentle.'

2 ' A serpent with black and white spots.' Shareeshi.

3 The interjection ciX> is here nearly equivalent to the English
'
bless

thee !

'

It is an expression of affectionate concern used here by the father

in astonishment at the ignorance of his son- See pag. 360, line 12.

4 '
It should be clung fast to what is worth clinging to.' The Scho-

liast quotes the following lines in which the same phrase occurs:

'0 my left hand assist my right hand,
'

Or, if you dislike my society, quit me !

'For we should cling only to what is worth clinging to;'

a metaphorical method of calling upon some friend to lend his assistance;

as we find in the Bedouin Makamah, pag. 284, line 3,
'
I came to be a

right hand to thy left;' i.e. to be thy abettor.

5 Observe in this and the preceding clause the use of verbs as imper-

sonals, which is rare in Arabic. See the note (A) on kiLc page 371-

6 or 'the wantonly insolent.'
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Nor behave sincerely to one who would treat me unfairly,

Nor treat as a brother one who would abuse my confidence 1
,

Nor assist one who would disappoint my expectations,

Nor care for one who would sever the cords of my love,

Nor treat courteously one who would ignore my value,

Nor be guided
2
by one who would break covenant with me,

Nor bestow my affections on those who would thwart 3 me,

Nor relinquish a menacing attitude toward my enemies,

Nor plant my gifts, as it were, on a hostile soil,

Nor lavish bounty
4 on one who would rejoice in my calamity,

Nor show regard to one who would exult 5 at my decease,

1

Literally, 'one who would spoil (irrita faceret) my tethering cords' (or

'loops'); i.e. who would abuse and destroy the ties of friendship which

bound me to him. The word ^\^\ is the plural of aj^l which, accord-

ing to Shareeshi and Dgouhari, is a ''loop of cord' (fastened to a peg

or stone), to which a horse or mule may be tied to prevent him from

straying; the peg being driven into the ground, or the stone buried firmly

in it, and the loop (.e or <L)o^) remaining on the surface. Muleteers

in the East generally carry with them a number of these pegs and loops,

in order that wherever they halt for repose, they may drive the pegs into

the ground, and so be at once able to fasten their beasts securely. The

word dJcM is used here metaphorically to express
' whatever binds one

friend to another.'

2 'Nor commit my leading string.' ^o\ is the 'cord by which a

camel is led.' Compare in the Wisdom of Ben Sirach, ch. xii. 10: My
aov es TOV aliava' w? ynp 6 ^\KCK IOVTCU OWTW? r;

3 'My opponents.'
4

Literally,
' nor bo liberal in imparting to ono who would rejoice in

what causes my sorrow.' Conf. Heaiod. Op. ct Diet.

Tov <J)I\OVT' eVi Carrot KaAiiV TOV S' i%0poi> catrai.

'' The verb ^^^ means to
'

rejoice in another's calamity.' The verbal
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Nor appropriate my liberality to any but those attached to me,

Nor entrust the cure l of my malady but to those who love me,

Nor confer my esteem on one who would not supply
2 my need,

Nor show sincere friendship
3 to one who desires my death,

Nor offer hearty prayers for one who would not fill my wallet,

Nor pour out my thanks on one who would empty my cup :

For who has decreed that I am to bestow 4 and thou to hoard,

That I am to be gentle, and thou to be severe,

That I am to melt, and thou to be frozen,

That I am to be warm 5
, and thou to be cold?

No, indeed! But in words let us be poised as in even scales 6
,

And in deeds let us correspond as exactly as sandals 7
;

So that we may be safe from defrauding each other,

*> occurs in the Makamah of Rye, pag. 302, where it is said of fate,

'She shall bring down upon him (the corrupt judge) the exultation of

his enemies.'

1

Literally, 'apply for the cure of.'

2 '

Stop my gap,' i. e.
'

supply what is wanting to me.'

3 ' Make my sentiments sincere.'

4 'To be liberal.'

5
or, 'that I am to blaze and thou to be extinguished;' i.e. that I

am to be a warm friend to thee, while thou art a cold one to me.

6
Literally, 'let us be poised with the weighing of the .JUJU/ * e. 'as

evenly as the
-JlaJU (the golden denar) is poised with the iron standard

weight, which is weighed against it in the scales when it is coined at the

mint.'

7 This apparently vulgar proverb was in classical use among the Arab

poets. Compare a passage in the Makamah of Barkaid, pag. 246, note 1,

where the same word .Jo- occurs, $jJL jjo- ,J^\ j<Xsr ^ . ^,
'
It is no wonder that a man should resemble his father as closely as one

shoe resembles its fellow.' Shareeshi quotes from Al Hozaly,
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And quite secure against mutual jealousy.

For else, why should I cherish 1 thee while thou tormentest 2 me,

Or bear with thee, while thou only slightest me,

Or gain for thee while thou only woundest me,

Or make advances 3 to thee while thou repellest
4 me?

For how should fair dealing be secured 5

by outrage,

Any more than 6 the sun can rise bright with a cloudy sky?

Or how should friendship be conciliated 7
by injury,

Any more than 8 a man of honour is content with degradation ?

And admirably
9 did thy father say on this subject,

" To others mete I0 whate'er they mete to thee,

" If full their measure or deficient be ;

1

Literally,
'

supply thee with repeated draughts,' i. e.
' be assiduously

attentive to thee.'

2
or, 'sickenest me.'

3 Conf. Hesiod. who advises his reader,

Tov <f>i\eovra <^>i\?i', KO'I TW irpo<riovri
ITpocre'vat,

Kai co/ifv o? KCV 5<d, KO\
fj.tj Cofj^fv o<. KCV /it] CM.

*
or, 'repudiate.'

5
Literally, 'attracted.'

'And when (or 'how') does the sun,' &c., i.e. it is just as likely

that this should happen as the other.

7
or,

' how should love accompany violent outrage ?'

' And what man of noble spirit is content with a position of degra-

dation ?
'

9
Literally,

'
to God be ascribed [the excellence of] thy father when he

said!'
(i. e. 'of thy father's words'). See the note on the passage of

Hariri's preface,
'
to God be ascribed the excellence of him who said !

'

or,
*

'God be praised for the aptness of his words' JjUl! <<U.

10 'I would mete to my companion as he metes to me, according to

the fulness of the measure or its deficiency.' Conf. lies. Op. ct Diet.

EJ nfv utrpctffBut irapa yci-rovo*, ev 3' dwolovvai

Avrut
-rip fjitrpif,

KU\ Att'Voi/ a" ne CvYqai,

Ci<; atv -^prj^tav col e? va-rtpnv apxtnv evptj<:.
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"Thy friendship's
1

groundwork in their friendship lay,

"Guile with suspicion
2
, truth with trust repay;

" Let friends alone 3 the fruits of friendship claim ;

" Let those who plant expect to reap the same.

" Fulfil their just demands 4
; but ne'er consent

" To bargains that would none but fools content ;

"Nor let thy cordial love 5 to those be shown
" Who all the laws of faith and truth disown.'

" If such perfidious wretches friendship feign,
" And think thy unsuspecting trust to gain,

1 '
I would repay him who proffers me his friendship with the recompense

which would be paid by one who should build on his foundation' ('on the

foundation laid by that other person,'), i. e.
' My behaviour to him would

correspond exactly with his previous conduct towards me, as though the

latter were the foundation of the former.' Abou-Zaid tells his son how he

himself would behave towards his friends, in order to recommend him to do

the same. In the last line of the passage, however, he addresses him directly

in the imperative mood. For the sake of simplicity and uniformity, the

translator has chosen to put the whole of the poem into the imperative.
2 ' Nor would I make him the loser, (i. e. disappoint him, by not repay-

ing him his full due), for the worst of mankind is he whose to-day falls

short of his yesterday,' (i. e. whose performance falls short of what may
be reasonably expected from him). For other passages in which 'to-day'

and '

yesterday
'

are used metaphorically to express
'

present conduct
'

and

'past profession,' see pag. 191, note 2, and pag. 282, note 5.

3 ' None who expects fruit from me will receive any more than what

is the result of his own planting.'
4 '

I do not desire to defraud others, and nevertheless I would never

consent to such bargains as a fool ('one whose reason is imbecile') would

make.' t&$o is properly 'the shaking of hands at the conclusion of a

bargain between two persons,' and is used to express 'the bargain itself.'

Similarly, in the book of Proverbs, the phrase 'to strike hands with a

stranger' is used in the sense, 'to make a bargain with him.'

5 ' Nor do I impose upon myself the duty of fidelity (or
'

veracity ')

towards one who does not impose it as a duty on himself.'
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" Defeat their selfish hopes, and make them find

"That friendship's debt is paid by thee in kind 1
.

"Their dupe they deem thee 2
, but their foe appear;

" Let bold defiance change their scorn to fear.

"Avoid 3 the insincere with hostile dread,

"
Regard the false as numbered with the dead ;

" Nor hope
4 from those true friendship to obtain

" Who seek thy riches, not thy love, to gain."
'

Now when I pondered on what had passed between them,

I was anxious to ascertain who these persons might be ;

So when the morn 5
appeared and clothed the sky in light,

I went out before the camels stirred, or the raven 6 was abroad,

1 'And yet perhaps the insincere of love ('he whose love is mixed

witli perfidy ') imagines that I trust his love in spite of its insincerity ; and

knows not in his ignorance that I pay my creditor his debt in kind.'

2 ' Avoid him who thus accounts thee a fool
(i. e. by believing that

thou wilt trust his insincere love) with the aversion of hatred ; and reckon

him as one buried in his tomb ;' i. e.
'

regard him with the same horror as

a corpse,' or ' make no more account of him than thou wouldest of one

long dead ;'

'
consider him as no longer existing.' Compare pag. 105, line 7,

where persons utterly disregarded are said to be '
like carcases from which

every one turns away with aversion;' also pag. 163, line 5.

3 'And wear towards him whose intercourse is insincere the mien

(dress) of one whose familiarity is dreaded ;' i. <?. assume towards him

the most repulsive and hostile behaviour, and give him no encouragement

whatever to think thee his friend.

4 'Nor hope for real love from one who imagines that thy desire is

to get his money ;' i. e. one who suspects thee of the same sordid motives

in friendship which actuate himself.

5
Literally, 'the son of the Sun.' The Sun is called \j from his

'

energy and brilliancy.'

' When the raven had not yet gone forth in the morning.' The
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And began to follow the direction of the voices of the night,

While I examined the faces with a scrutinizing regard,

Until I beheld Abou-Zaid and his son conversing together,

Each of them clad in a pair
1 of ragged garments,

And perceived them to be the persons overheard by me 2 at night,

And the two speakers in 3 the colloquy that I have narrated.

So I approached them with respectful deference,

As captivated by their refinement4
, but pitying their distress,

And invited them 5 to come over to my quarters,

And to dispose freely of whatever I had to offer.

And I began to publish their excellence among the travellers,

And to shake as it were fruit-branches over them 6
,

Till they were overwhelmed with gifts and accepted as friends.

raven is seen abroad earlier than any other bird. See the Mak. of Sasaan,

(pag. 662, line 6, De Sacy), 'Then sally forth, my son, as early as the

bird of omen' (the raven).

1 As though these were the only garments they possessed, and they

wore them both ; any one of them singly being too ragged to cover them.

See the Mak. of Barkaid, pag. 232, line 5, where Abou-Zaid is represented

as similarly attired.

2
Literally, 'the two interlocutors of my night.'

3 f The authors of my recital.'

4 ' The refinement and elegance of mind indicated by the eloquence which

I had heard them exhibit.'

5 ' I made them the offer of transferring themselves to my quarters,

and of the disposal of my much or -little
'

(i. e.
*
of whatever I possessed

much or little'). See pag. 263, note 1.

6 i.e.
'

my recommendations won for them the bounty of my fellow-

travellers.' See pag. 338, note 5. Compare the following passages from

other Makamat. Mak. xxxviii. (pag. 491, De Sacy, line 5)

'

Perfume with thy bounty whoever has applied to thee shaking thy branch
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Now from our station 1 the buildings of villages were visible,

Where we could distinctly perceive the fires 2 of hospitality ;

So Abou-Zaid finding his purse full, and his want relieved,

Said to me,
' My person is squalid, and filth extreme 3

,

Wilt thou then let me go to a village to take a bath,

And so effect what is most important
4 to my comfort?'

I replied,
' If such be thy wish, haste 5

! and return quick!'

He answered, Thou wilt find 6 that I will come back to thee

More quickly than thou canst glance with thine eye.'

Then he sped with the fleetness of a steed in the course,

for fruit,' t. e.
'

soliciting thy bounty ;' and Mak. xl. (pag. 524, De Sacy,
line 8),

* The Shaikh and I repaired to him in quest of the fruit of his tree which

is constantly shaken' (i.e. his bounty which is resorted to by all); where

the same word j& 'to shake' is used as in the present passage.

1

(jujt*
is a place for the ,^j M, or 'repose in the latter hours of

the night, after travellers have journeyed during the first part of it.'

2
Concerning

'
fires of hospitality,' see the notes to the Makamah of

Beni Haraam.
3 or ' my filth has settled thickly upon me '

(t.
e. so that it cannot be

removed but my means of a bath).
4

Literally, 'accomplish that important affair,' i.e. the bath.

fl ' Haste ! haste ! and return ! return !

'

See pag. 348, note 3, where a

similar construction occurs. The phrase is analogous to the English,
'

Speed

is the word!' Compare Mak. xxix. (pag. 2(57, line 3, De Sacy) where

Abou-Zaid, warning Hareth to take to flight, lest he should be apprehended

on suspicion, says .JSTJ c^ac***-' ^\ JjJ yUJl JuM
2!j

'and otherwise,

flight ! flight ! before thou art haled off, and dragged to prison !

'

6 'Thou wilt find my re-appearance to thee quicker than the return of

thy glance to thee;' i.e. quicker than thou canst look once at an object.

26
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Saying to his son,
' Be quick

1
! Bestir 1

thyself I'

And we did not suppose that he was deceiving us,

Or that he was merely seeking opportunity for flight ;

So we waited there, looking out for his return,

As men look out for the new-moons of feasts,

And watched for him 2 like sentinels 3 or precursors
4

,

Till the day declined, and daylight was near going down 5
.

But when the period of our waiting was much prolonged,

And the sun began to appear in faded dress 6
,

I said to my comrades,
' We have delayed to such a degree

7
.

And we have deferred our departure so very long,

That it is evident that we lost time and that the man was false ;

Now therefore prepare to prosecute your journey,

Without further regard to his fallacious promises
8
.'

So I arose to saddle 9 and lade my camel for departure,

When I found that Abou-Zaid had written on the pack-saddle,

1 '

Speed ! Speed !

'

These words being nouns substantive, the con-

struction resembles that spoken of in the last note but one.

2 ' Watched [[for his reappearance] as by means of sentinels/ &c.

3 'Those who are sent before to spy out the position of an enemy.'
4 ' Those who are sent before an army or party of travellers on the

march, to seek (j.jj) commodious quarters for them to halt in.'

5
Literally,

'
till the bank of the day was on the point of falling over.'

The day is here compared to a river which has worn away its bank till

it is on the point of falling in.

6
or, 'torn,' 'ragged;' i.e. at the setting of the sun, when he is shorn

of many of his beams.

7 'We have proceeded to the last limit of delay.'

8
Literally, 'the greenness of his dunghill,' i.e. 'his falsely fair appear-

ances.' See pag. 134, note 1.

9
or,

'
to fasten the Utter upon her.' T&>- is properly the close litter

hung with curtains, in which the rich are carried on the backs of camels.
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' O thou 1 who of kindness alone giving proof,

Wast ready to help me when all stood aloof!

Think not, though I left thee, 1 slighted thy aid,

By wanton caprice or ingratitude swayed.

No indeed! But 'tis always the plan I admire

After tasting of bounty at once to retire 2
.'

So I made my fellow-travellers read this inscription
3

,

That they might pardon for it4 him whom they had blamed ;

1 'O thou who becamest an arm and an assistance for me more than

all mankind beside! Think not that I quitted thee from disgust or wan-

ton petulance. But since I have been alive, I have always been one of

those who when they have had a meal Qgiven them] disperse themselves.'

After jc 'ever since,' we must supply d>jjj \^Sj 'the time of

**

my birth,' or CJjc*..
' I have existed," or something of similar import.

2 The phrase ylJu! **!? \J\
' when they have eaten, disperse them-

selves
'

(t. e. go away) is used here to express,
'
retire after having received

bounty' (to avoid being upbraided with it, or being constrained to return

thanks for it). It is a quotation from the Koran, where the Prophet

commands his followers when they have eaten with him not to stay longer

with him, but to disperse themselves and go away \. *.-_>jij ,X4J*b \j\

(see the xxxiii rd Surah, v. 53) ; on which however it has been remarked,

'Mohammed cibatus maluit esse solus cum mulieribus suis.' Compare

pag. 352, note 1. In the xvith Makamah (pag. 187 De Sacy) we find

the same idea expressed in metaphorical language, where the author says

U U
'Delay not if thou hast picked up anything, lest thou fall into the

net of the fowler.'

3 'The pack-saddle' is put for 'the inscription upon it.'

4 'That they might deem this inscription a sufficient excuse for him

whom they had been inveighing against on account of his duplicity.'

262
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And they expressed admiration for the elegance
1 of his style,

While they deprecated the occurrence of mischief2 from him.

Then we proceeded without knowing what became of him3
.

1
rather, 'his flowery style.' The word <&].*, according to the Scho-

liast, means,
'
that part of flowers which bees eat,' viz. the pollen and honey.

It is used metaphorically to express 'refined and elegant phraseology and

anecdote,' like the words &lj and <&&., which are derived from

'
fruit.'

2 Because they thought that so clever and deceitful a person had the

power of doing them much mischief, if so disposed.

3
Literally,

' we knew not whom he found instead of us ;' i. e.
' who

those were whom he made the next subjects of his deceitful arts.'

The following Makamah is named, as usual, after the town first men-

tioned in it. Holouau, however, is only casually spoken of, as being the

place where Hareth first made acquaintance with Abou-Zaid, and profited

by his instructions and example in the art of eloquence; the actual scene

of the Makamah being laid in Basra, the birth-place of Hareth, who

describes himself as there meeting with Abou-Zaid, after having long lost

sight of him, in the public library of that place. Abou-Zaid is represented

in this Makamah as advanced in years, but still retaining his powers of

improvisation, and astonishing a party of poetasters by surpassing them in

their own line without premeditation. They admire him so much that

they make him a present of garments without solicitation on his part,

taking for granted from his appearance that he was in need of such as-

sistance. This Makamah is written in a more extravagant and bombastic

style than the rest, which is probably to be attributed to the author's

residence in Persia, and is certainly in accordance with the character of

the poetry treated of in it.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

HOLOUAN 1

.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

EVER-SINCE
I relinquished the baubles 2 of childhood,

And the turban of manhood was assumed by me,

I was always fond of repairing to seats of learning,

1 A town of Irak, between Bagdad and Hamadthan, built by Kobad,

son of Firouz, one of the Persian dynasty called Sasaanides, and devastated

by the Tartar Zengis Khan. Being in a mountainous district, it was the

resort of the Khaliphs in the spring of the year.

2
Properly,

'
amulets.' <LJoJ is

' an amulet fastened round the

neck of an infant to guard it against the evil eye.' It is the general

name for that class of charms of which the 3o *J 'magic circlet of silver'

is one (see pag. 215, note 3). It is cognate with the Hebrew D^Sn and,

like it, is derived from a verb signifying
'

perfection/ because, as the Scho-

liast says, y^ll .^\ Jy \^
' the well-being of the child is ensured and

completed thereby.' Amulets of this sort are also hung about the necks

of camels. The only amulets permitted by Mohammed are those with the
*

names of God, or passages of the Koran written upon them. These .jUj

are often made into gay ornaments and gewgaws, which are profusely hung
about the necks and heads of the children of the rich even to this day in

Mohammedan towns. Similarly, Persius speaks of the age of puberty as

the time
* Cum primum pavido custos mihi purpura cessit,

'

Ihtllar\\\c subcinctis laribus donata pependit'
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And used to strain every effort 1 in order to reach them ;

Hoping that I might secure to myself from them

What might prove as an ornament to me among men,

And refresh me 2 like a rain-cloud in burning thirst;

And in the ardour of my desire for this acquirement,

And my eagerness to array myself in its garb,

I addressed myself alike to the noble 3 and the mean,

And sought supplies both from the dew 4 and the rain,

Encouraging
5
myself even with the hope of possible success.

Now I had taken up my sojourn
6 awhile at Holouan,

And was already testing
7 the friends whom I found there,

And carefully weighing all their respective merits,

And trying to ascertain what was worthless or valuable,

When I met there with Abou-Zaid of Seroug,

Who assumes various degrees of rank and pedigree
8
,

1

Literally,
' and to weary out the camels of search [Jin seeking] for

them (the seats of learning) ;' a metaphor implying simply the exertion of

persevering effort.

2
i. e.

' such an amount of learning and eloquence as might save me

from indigence and gain me credit and reputation besides.'

3 '

Every one who was exalted or who was small.'

4 i.e. 'those who had much and those who had little to impart;' the

metaphor in the last line but three being preserved, in which the resources

of literature are compared to refreshing waters.

5
Literally, 'beguiled myself with "possibly" and "perhaps;"' i.e. with

persuading myself of the probability or possibility of my attaining that

amount of knowledge and eloquence of which I was ambitious.

6
or, 'halted' in my journey.

7 'I was already engaged in testing the brethren Qin literaturel, and

examining the weights,' i.e. 'examining their respective merits, like one

testing weights or measures.'

8
Literally,

'
alternates among all the varieties of pedigree,' i. e. professes

himself sometimes of mean, and sometimes of elevated rank in the prosecu-
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And has recourse 1 to numerous methods of making gain,

Avowing himself to be of the mendicant class of Sasaan 2
,

Though claiming descent from the princely tribe of Grasaan 3
,

And often coming forth in the garb
4 of a poet,

tion of his schemes for obtaining bounty. This is explained by what follows,

viz. that he avowed himself at once of the most beggarly and of the most

princely class, those of Sasaan and Grassaan.

1
Literally,

' stumbles on various methods.'

3
i.e. 'a, mere beggar.' This Sasaan is frequently alluded to in the

Makamat as the 'prince of beggars-' He was the eldest son of a king of

a district of Western Persia, who was disinherited by his father in favour

of a daughter and her posterity, and being exceedingly disgusted thereby,

joined the Kurdish shepherds and lived the life of a beggar. Hence he was

called 'the prince of mendicants and of all those who pretend blindness,

lameness, deafness, &c., and lead or are led by dogs and monkeys.' See the

Makamali of Sasaan below, where Abou-Zaid recommends to his son that

manner of life 'of which Sasaan laid the foundation,' &c.

Others say that the
'
race of Sasaan

'

means the posterity of the dynasty

of Persian kings who were deposed when the Arabs under Omar and

Othman conquered Persia, and many of whom being reduced to indigence,

supported themselves by begging, exciting popular commiseration, by stating

that they were members of a once royal family, but now utterly destitute;

Jly-N J\ &U*S\ JU. Mtti!, ^11 j*i&\ ^fc ^/k
3 One of the most distinguished of Arab tribes. See note 3, pag. 102,

where the word should be rather written Grassaan .Wr-- The literal

translation of this and the preceding clause would be
'
at one time avowing,

&c., and at another tracing his descent, &c.;' but the meaning is that he

habitually did both. The same observation applies to the two following
* *

clauses in which \. t and \ju^. respectively supply the places of $.!j

*-

and jL in these.

4
i\xi is properly

'
intcrius amiculum corporis, quasi crincs corporis

contingens.' Gol. It is used here merely for the sake of an alliteration,

and in a purely metaphorical sense.
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Though anon arraying himself in the pride of a grandee ;

But who, notwithstanding all this mixture 1 of character,

And the display of all this inconsistency of conduct,

Is ever distinguished by gracefulness of demeanour 2
,

And copious information 3
, and courteous affability,

And accurate knowledge, and astonishing eloquence,

And ready
4
improvisation, and matchless refinements 5

,

And an aptitude to reach 6 the most elevated attainments ;

So that in consequence of the superiority of his acquirements
7

He is associated with in spite of his faults,

And for the sake of the wide extent of his information

His presence and company are in general request
8

,

And by reason of the irresistible power
9 of his language,

All controversy with him is studiously
10 avoided,

1 'In spite of the varied colouring of his condition' (or, 'character').
^_

2 L , is derived from the verb
(^..

'

explevit se potu,' and means

'comeliness/ because irrigation produces verdure and beauty.

3
&\i is derived from the verb ^j*j in its second sense, viz.

'
retulit

aliena dicta et narrationes.' See note 3, pag. 74.

4
Literally,

'
obedient to his call,' i. e. always ready when required.

Compare a phrase in the Mak. of Meragra, pag. 326, line 2,
'
tears which

always obey his call.'

5
i. e.

*
of manner,' or

'
of literary taste/

6
Literally,

'
a foot ascending to the summits of the hills of the sciences'

(i.e. those of grammar, rhetoric, &c.).

7 ' His methods/ or
' mental furniture and implements.'

8 'Desire is felt for his aspect' (or 'presence'). Concerning the word

&i . 4 see pag. 74, note 3.

9
or,

'

the attraction of his power of speech/
-^

10 Observe the opposition between the phrase \\ .Juu and

'desire is felt to obtain/ and 'to eschew/
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And on account of the winning suavity of his address

He is even assisted in the attainment of his objects.

I therefore attached myself to the skirts 1 of his train,

For the sake of the peculiarities of his literary refinements,

And set a high value on sincere attachment to him,

By reason of his rare and precious qualities.

Through him each trace of care I wiped away,

And saw my fortune like a bride 2
display

A face that beamed 3 with smiles all bright and gay.

His nearness 4 seemed as nearest kindred sweet,

His company like competence complete ;

His aspect as a spring assuaged my pain,

His life relieved me like enlivening rain.

1 t. e.
'
I frequented his company.' The above is one of the most difficult

passages in the Makamat of Hariri, many of the words being singularly

rare and recondite. It illustrates the unlimited value attached by the Arabs

of that day to the species of power possessed by Abi '-Zaid, which was

regarded by them as atoning for all his defects, and making his company

greatly to be desired.

2
,J.xs>^ means 'to behold, as the bridegroom does the bride.' See

pag. 329, note 1.

3
Literally, 'cheerful of face, and brightly shining.'

1 This passage consists of a series of four alliterations in the original,

which have been imitated in the translation without any sacrifice of the

literal sense. For the words jj. . and \j., see note 10, last page, and notes

1 and 2, pag. 74. Observe that Uar* means 'life,' and \j^. 'rain.' The

Scholiast compares the following line in respect both of the sense and the

alliterations.

t^Xs^ ***) ^.^c ^U*<j *Xi (&J \J)
*

!j
i 0i f \ *

* Your sincerity is complete, and your saloon bountiful,
* And your abode hospitable (enriching others), and your dignity beneficent.'
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We thus continued [in friendly intercourse] for a season,

While he daily imparted valuable information 1 to me,

And removed various uncertainties 2 from my mind,

Till the hand of penury mixed for him the cup
3 of parting,

And destitution4 made him desirous to quit Irak,

And failure of subsistence 5 drove him into desert regions,

And misfortune 6
compelled him to prepare for the journey ;

So he sharpened the edge of determination for departure,

And went away, drawing all our hearts along with him*.

' After his removal 8 none whom I consorted with pleased me,

Compare also jEsch. Agam. 870 :

\eyoifj.' ai> av$pa

Kci\\i(rTov ijuap e<ertSe?i/ eic

oSo/TTOpw Si\|/-aWi irrj'ya'iov peas,

Tep-jrvov Se TavajKatov eK(f>v
r
ye'tv atrav.

1 This word primarily means '

anything agreeable ;' and here ' valuable

knowledge in grammar and rhetoric.'

2
i.e. 'grammatical and phraseological doubts and difficulties.'

3 These four clauses are extravagant verbosities in the Persian style,

which contain no meaning beyond the simple idea that he was forced by

indigence and failure to seek some other country where his artifices might

be more successful than they were at Holouan.

4
Properly,

' want of a piece of meat ( jjLc
is explained by Abou-

Obeid, *-="'
t^ ***k*) made him wish to quit Irak.' The Scholiast says

that Irak is so called as being a level country beside the banks of a river.

5
or, 'the comforts and necessaries of life.'

6
Literally, 'the waving of the banner of distress strung him on the

thread of fellow-travellers/ i. e. compelled him to join himself with a caravan

that was about to set out on the journey. This is a genuine Persian

phrase, and too extravagant to suit the more correct taste of Arabs.

7
Literally, 'with his leading-rope.'

8 The original of these lines is the most curious and elaborate specimen

of alliteration in the Makamat of Hariri, and baffles all imitation.
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'

Nor could any who invited my intimacy excite my affection ;

'Since he departed, not one appeared to me comparable with

him in excellence,

' Nor a single friend who had attained 1 the measure of his

qualities.'

Thus he was concealed from me for a season,

While I knew not his retreat, nor received tidings
2 of him.

But when I had returned from abroad to my native town 3
,

I happened to be in its public library, the haunt of the literary,

And the rendezvous of all, whether residents or travellers ;

When there came in a man in rags, with a short thick beard,

Who, saluting the company, sat down at the edge
4 of the throng,

And then began to produce the stores 5 of his mind,

And to astonish us all by the eloquence
6 of his language ;

1
Literally,

' had collected for himself the like of his qualities.'

2 'Nor found any one to tell me distinctly about him.'

3 ' From my peregrination to the place where my bough first sprouted,'

t. e, 'to my birth-place.' Compare from the Mak. of Tiflis (pag. 341, note

3), 'Tell us the tree of thy branch' ('of what tree thou art a branch'),

t. e.
' what is thy origin and parentage.' Comp. also pag. 169, line 2, Hor.

Od. i. 2, 45, and Pindar, Nem. 8. 68.

4 ' On the outside
'

in token of respect,
*
not intruding himself into the

midst of them.' Compare line 2, pag. 313, 'He sat on the outside of the

assembly in the place assigned to attendants.'

3
Literally, 'the contents of his wallet,' a metaphor for intellectual

stores ; see note 6, pag. 340.

6
or, 'expressiveness,'

'

explicitness.' The phrase seems to refer to the

commencement of a speech, since the expression of the Koran t-Akii! J-oj

means 'the use of the ordinary words Juo Ut by a preacher at the com-

mencement of his sermon.'
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And said to the man next to him, 'What 1 art thou perusing?'

He replied,
' I am reading the poems of Abou-Abaadah 2

,

Whose excellence is so highly celebrated and approved
3
.'

He answered, 'In what thou hast as yet looked at

Hast thou met with any fine idea that thou hast admired 4 ?'

And he replied, 'Yes, I have; in the words,

" Her parting lips in smiles disclose 6

A string of pearllets bright,

Or snowy crystals set in rows,

Or petals purely white?"

1
Literally, 'what is the book that thou art looking into?'

2
Abou-Abaadah, whose other names are Al Walid Ibn-Obeid Al

Bokhtori, was a very eminent Arab poet, born A.H. 206, at Koufa.

He flourished under the Khaliphates of Moatassim and Motawakil, by
whom he was highly esteemed. He is said to have excelled in every

species of poetry except satire. The Scholiast gives many anecdotes of

the presents he received from the princes of his time, which were such as

no other poet ever obtained, so that he left behind him 100 complete suits

of clothes, 200 turbans, &c. The Scholiast also states the testimony borne

to his merit by the eminent poet and collector of poetry Abou-Temam, who

was his contemporary. Al Bokhtori died in A.H. 283, leaving behind

him many volumes of poetry. Though his excellence, as Hariri says, was

highly celebrated, Abou-Zaid is here represented as attempting to surpass

him in composing verses containing a variety of metaphors descriptive of

the teeth of a smiling beauty.
3 'To whom ^universal] testimony is borne in respect of excellence.'

4 ' Hast thou stumbled on any thing remarkable (any striking novelty)

that thou hast regarded as beautiful?'

5 This is one of the Jks
..j-'^-w

'two separate verses,' which Hariri

states in his Preface that he had borrowed from extraneous sources (all the rest

of the poetry in the Makamat being his own except a couplet at the end

of the Kerageian Makamah concerning the requisites for comfort in winter),

and which he has taken as the subject of this Makamah. Both of them
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For they are most striking in the metaphors they contain.'

And he exclaimed,
' How strange

1
! What deficiency of taste !

Thou 2 hast taken what is only swollen 3 for really fat,

And hast been trying
4 to blow to a flame what is not fuel !

How far thou art from the excellence of the rare couplets

Which comprise all the metaphors for beautiful teeth !
'

And he indited these lines 5
:

are quoted merely to shew their inferiority to those which Ahou-Zaid im-

provises on the same subject. Its literal translation is 'When she smiles,

she displays pearls set in a row, or crystals of snow, or [[petals of] white

flowers,' i. e. 'teeth which merit all these comparisons.' (The beloved one

is here spoken of, as usual, in the masculine gender. See pag. 197, note 1.)

Praise of the beauty of the teeth of a beloved one is very frequent in

Arabic poetry; see the Moallakah of Tarafa, line 8, and that of Antarah,

line 13. Compare also pag. 135, line 3.

* When she smiled, she ^displayed teeth that] made pearls despicable,
' And in comparison whereof choice pearls were as mere pulse ;

'

and the following line of an Arab poet,

J
<Ujlal ^.jXij j!j! ^ **wo7

'She displays to view, when she smiles, precious pearls, which are set

in a row, without being strung ;

'

(t. e. which are evenly arranged, but

not formed into a necklace.)

Of poets of this trifling sort, Motanebbi says,

J M
'Perish the heart that has no admiration except for bright teeth and

dark eyeballs ?'

1
\j followed by J seems to be equivalent to the English 'O what, &c.!'

1
\JJt> b ' Heus tu !

'

See note 2, pag. 318.

3
'

. c.
'

turgid and inflated.'

*
t. e.

' thou hast been trying to make much of a nonentity.'
5

Literally,
'

[I would give] my life as a ransom for those teeth
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' My life l for that fair mouth that laughs so bright !

Adorned with matchless 2
gems of purest white !

For those gay smiles that freshest 3
pearls disclose,

Or sparkling crystals set in even rows,

Or snow-white petals
4
, or palm

5-blossoms fair,

Or clearest bubbles 6 of translucent air !'

whose smile is Qso] beautiful; which are adorned with a brightness that

surpasses that of all others
; (' that prevents thee from admiring the

brightness of any other teeth') ; which resemble fresh pearls, and crystals

of snow, and ^petals of] white flowers (camomile?) and budding palm-

blossoms, and bubbles.' Ju primarily means ' the opening of the mouth ;'

and hence 'the front teeth.' c ^oci> 'dentium nitor.'

1 ' My life be a ransom for that mouth ;

'

i. e. 'I would give my life

for it.' This is an ordinary expression of admiration or esteem. Compare

Mak. 34, (pag.439, line 7, De Sacy) joJuM ClXJAJ *O thou for whom let

my life be a ransom,' i.e. *O thou for whom I would give my life!' and

the first line of a poem of the Hamasa,

*
I would give my life and all I have (that my right hand possesses)

'For those valiant knights in whose valour I have a sure belief!'

(literally, 'let my life &c. be a ransom for them.')

2

.^o cXw&lj is explained by the Scholiast SJcb c-Asr^ ^c- cJl^u
3

i. e-
' fresh from the shell,' before they have lost their whiteness by

exposure to the air. See pag. 131, line 7-

The similes in the last verses are coupled by | but in these by ..

4
-\i\ or

,.;U^M seems to be the 'white chrysanthemum/ or 'the ca-

momile flower.'

5 The word Ji? may be translated 'buds of the date-palm.' The

Scholiast says that it means the opening jil (flos palmze aut involucrum

ejus. Gol.), which is then white.

6 Abou-Zaid not only introduces all the similes employed by Abou-
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The people then expressed approval and admiration 1 of them,

Making him repeat them, and dictate them 2 for transcription;

After which, being asked 'to whom those verses belonged,

And whether the author of them was alive or dead,'

He replied, 'Verily
3
justice

4 deserves best to be followed 5
,

And truth merits best to be listened to ;

Abaadat, but introduces two more, viz
' the blossoms of the date-tree, and

bubbles.' Compare the following lines,

,

' Are thy teeth most like pearls or petals of crysanthemum,
' Or budding palm-blossoms arranged in a row, or jewels,
' Or morning gleams, or the sparkling produced by the even-diffusion of dew,
' Or crystalled snow preserved with care, or bubbles arranged in a row,
' Or drops of rain evenly-diffused, whereby the meadows are adorned ?

'

Compare the Song of Solomon, chap. iv. 2, 'Thy teeth are like a

flock of sheep newly shorn, which come up from the washing, whereof

every one bears twin, and none is barren among them.'

Compare from Sidney,
'

Lips never part but that they show
' Of precious pearls a double row.'

See also a passage from another Arab poet quoted in note (A) at the

end of this Makamah, page 407-
1 or ' declared them to be (or

' accounted them ') excellent and sweet.'

2
iL is to 'dictate any thing to a scribe,' like JL.J see Makamah of

Koufa, pag. 222, line 4.

jJJ! *.>| is a contraction for jJJ! -jj
' Dextra Dei!' i.e. 'Juramcn-

tnm Dei !

'

a form of asseveration. See Golius in

* The Lam is here asscvcrative.

3
. e. 'justice must IK- done to the author.'
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Know that they belong to him who is now 1

talking with you.'

But the people were in doubt about attributing them to him,

And unwilling to admit the truth of his claim ;

And he detected what had occurred to their thoughts,

And perceived their secret unbelief of his statement;

Fearing therefore that censure would overtake him,

Or disgrace attach itself to him, he exclaimed 2
,

* " Sometimes there is guilt even in a mere suspicion ;"

But, O ye reciters of poetry, and critics 3 of faulty phrases,

Know that the purity of a jewel is ascertained by testing
4

it,

And that the hand of truth can rend the cloak of uncertainty;

And it is a maxim 5 confirmed by the testimony of the past,

That it is on trial that men are to be honoured or despised ;

And lo! I now expose my treasure 6 to be examined,

And submit my stores 7 to have a specimen taken of them/

Whereupon one of the persons present promptly replied,

1
Literally, 'since to day.'

2 ' He quoted from the Koran.' This passage is the 49th Surah, (that

entitled ci^jsF-' >-) verse 12, where we read, Lx<\ .j-^ VJ ^
#

J! ^\ u&u J ^\ ^ \j& |jJuu>-t >
'

ye who believe, care-

fully avoid entertaining suspicions of each other; for some suspicions are

criminal.' Abou-Zaid quotes this passage in order to intimate to the com-

pany that they were very wrong in suspecting him of the dishonesty of

plagiarism, of which he was not guilty.
3

Literally,
'

ye who are the physicians of sickly phrases ;

'

i. e.
'
the

correctors of feeble expressions, and critics of incorrect phraseology.'
4

Properly, 'by melting it down.'

5 'And it has been said in time past.' See pag. 361, note 3.

6 'My secret.'

7
Literally, 'my wallet;' a metaphor for intellectual stores; see pag.

395, note 8.
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' I know a passage such that none can imitate l
it,

And no genius
2 can furnish anything equal to it;

If then thou art anxious to win our
^hearts,

Compose some lines in this style
3

:'

'A shower of precious pearl distils

'From eyes like drooping daffodils 4

' On blooming cheeks of maiden fair,

'And waters all the roses 5 there:

1 ' Such as there is no weaving with its loom ;

'

a poem being compared
to a finely woven fabric, as elsewhere in the Makamat. See pag. 317, note 3.

8 See pag. 315, note 4.

3 The original of these lines is a single verse v_^oo of one Abou'l Faradg

Al Grassaani of Damascus. It is the other of the jjj
j
j^ja spoken of

above (pag. 396, note 5), as the two quoted by Hariri in the Makamat from

extraneous sources. This verse is so abrupt and idiomatic in its structure

that it cannot be rendered intelligible except by a paraphrase. Its merit

in the opinion of the poetaster, who here praises it, doubtless consisted in

its extreme conciseness, and in the circumstance that almost every word

of it is a distinct metaphor. Thus, 'she shed tears' is expressed by the

words '
she rained pearls ;

' * from her drooping eyelids,' by
' from daffo-

dils ;

' ' her tears moistened her rosy cheeks,' by
' she watered roses."

Her 'teeth' are called 'crystalled snow,' and 'the ends of her henna-

stained fingers,'
'

purple grapes.' All these metaphors both separately and

conjointly were in use among the best Arab poets of the period ; the fault

of the verse here quoted is that it is an attempt to accumulate too many
metaphors in a short space.

4 Beautiful eyes are often compared to a species of daffodil (the nergiss,

narcissus) by Arabian poets, on account of the form of that flower, which

has an internal calix somewhat resembling the iris of the eye, and a stalk

bent at right angles to itself just below the petals; drooping eyelids and

languid eyes being regarded by them as a great charm.
3
Compare some verses in the Antholoyic Aral*, pag. 80, No. 61 ;

and

a passage of Ibn Fared in Do Sacy's Okr&tomatkU, translated thus, 'les

rotes meme de sos jnucs sont un poids insupportable ii la finesse de sa pcau.>

27
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'Her fingers that, with henna dight,

* Seem purple grapes
1 in cluster bright,

'Are pressed between a double row
* Of teeth that vie with crystal snow.'

And quicker than the glance
2 of an eye he indited these lines 3

* When last I met the idol of my love,

Her crimson veil I prayed her to remove,

Whose glowing tint obscured her aspect bright,

As eve's red lustre dims the queen of night ;

She raised the veil; her charms with joy I viewed;

But lo ! her radiant orbs their pearls bestrewed.'

1 The weeping maiden is here described as pressing the ends of her

fingers (which, being stained with henna, are like a bunch of grapes) be-

tween her snow-white teeth, an attitude expressive of sorrow or vexation.

See note 4, pag. 303, and note 5, pag. 396. The literal rendering of the

original is, 'she bites grapes with crystals of snow.' It is doubtful what

sort of henna is here alluded to, whether the red which is applied to the

nails, or the dark grey which is applied to the rest of the fingers and hand ;

but probably the latter is intended as most resembling the colour of purple

2 ' And it was an interval like the glance of an eye, or less, before he

indited, and produced these rare and original [lines].'

3 Abou-Zaid performs what was required of him by improvising

about a weeping beauty biting her hand in sorrow at her inevitable sepa-

ration from her lover. He describes her as meeting him in a parting in-

terview, but still with a veil over her face, in accordance with the practice

of the higher class of Arab females when outside the tent. In these first

lines he does not complete the composition, but recommences it after a

moment's delay, when he finds that the people were satisfied with his be-

ginning. The literal translation of these lines is,
' When she met me I

besought her to remove her crimson veil, and deposit thereby the best of

news in my ears, (i. e. assure me of her love by complying with my wish).

So she removed the red light which had dimmed the radiance of the moon,
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Then the company were astonished at his readiness 1
,

And acknowledged his innocence of plagiarism :

Perceiving therefore that they approved of his poetry,

And that they had entered on the course of admiring him,

He looked down the twinkling of an eye, and then said,

' Here are as many more couplets
2 for you,

and dropped pearls from a perfumed ring.' He compares the red veil over

the maiden's face to the red light of evening, which prevents the paler

light of the moon from being seen; and the tears dropping from her eyes

to pearls slipping out of a perfumed ring in which they had been set.

The latter metaphor is too far-fetched to admit of close translation into

English verse. For the comparison of tears to pearls, conf. the follow-

ing lines of poets:

JJ I A \

* When we stood taking leave, her involuntary tears and mine
* Excited our mutual love and attachment ;

* She wept fresh pearls, and my flowing tears were like agate,
' So that the mixture became a necklace on her neck.'

And,

*
It is as if sorrow dived in her eyes, and came up with scattered pearls.'

See also note (B), pag. 408, at the end of this Makamah.
1 * His power of extemporizing.'
2 These verses in the original are the sequel of the last, and correspond

with them in rhyme and metre. Abou-Zaid here completes his compo-
sition in the style prescribed to him, introducing ideas similar to those in

the above verse quoted from Abou'l Faradg, along with a variety of other

metaphors. The literal translation is, 'She met me on the day that our

separation was inevitable, in sable attire, (t.
e. in mournful mood) biting

her fingers like one regretting and dismayed, while the night of her hair

lowered on the morn (her fair cheeks and neck), all which a slender

branch (her waist) supported, and she bit crystals with pearls.' Arabian

272
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The sorrowing maiden, lovely though distrest 1
,

Her hand between her lips
2 in anguish prest ;

Her tresses lowered 3 on cheeks of purest white,

As lingering darkness blends with dawning light;

poets constantly make allusion to the separation between lovers, occasioned

by the migration in different directions of tribes which for awhile had been

encamped in each-other's neighbourhood. The poem called Al Borda of

Kaab Ibn Zoheir begins with a lamentation for the departure of the tribe

to which his beloved Soad belonged. The Aiyiah of Ibn Fared is written

in the form of a message with which a camel-driver is charged to a damsel

who has been separated from her lover by the migration of her tribe.

Compare also the Moallakah of Labid.

1
,^*?-M is explained by Shareeshi +k&\ ^ _k&Ju>n 'one struck dumb

by distress.'

2 See pag. 303, note 1, and pag. 368, note 6. Compare also Job xiii. 14.
* Wherefore do I take my flesh in my teeth,' i. e.

'
bite my hand in vain

regret.'

3 He compares her dark hair to 'night/ and her 'cheeks,' with which

that hair was in contact, to 'the morning light,' which meets the shades of

night and blends with them.

Compare the following verses of Ibn Fared,

'In figure she is like a wand (bough), and in beauty like the morn,

'And like night as to the hair (cJ) that descends upon her shoulders.'

And,

*

If, covered with the veil of her own hair, she walks in a night dark as

her locks,

'Her forehead by its dazzling whiteness supplies her the place of light;
' And if I lose myself in the night of her flowing locks,
' The morning of her bright face leads me entirely right.'
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Her waist was graceful as a slender wand 1
;

Pearls2 decked her mouth, and crystals
3
tipped her hand.'

Then the people formed a high opinion of his ability
4

And extolled the copiousness
5 of his supplies,

Displaying the greatest esteem 6 for his friendship,

And adorning his exterior 7
[with fresh apparel].

Now when I saw this brightened aspect
8 of his condition,

And the dazzling appearance
9 which he now presented,

I fixed a prolonged scrutiny
10

upon his features,

And permitted my eyes freely to survey his countenance,

When lo ! it was our Shaikh of Seroug !

Similarly, another poet says of his beloved,

'With her dark locks she bewilders her lovers,

'And with her lustrous brow she leads them aright.'

1
Literally,

' her cheeks, neck, and hair were supported on a waist as

slender and supple as a wand.'

2 He compares her teeth to pearls under the name jiJ ('uniones
* *

magnoe'), having compared her tears to pearls under the name
Jjl ('mar-

garitee').

3 The word . Aj here translated
'

crystal,' should perhaps be rendered

'onyar,' for the allusion is evidently to the nails. It is probably the same

word as the Greek fttjpu\\o<i.

*
Literally,

'
his rank,' i.e. 'as a man of original genius in poetry.'

5 '

Thought his steady rain (<Uj j) abundant.'

6
or,

'

behaving to him with the most courteous friendship.'

7
Literally,

'
his bark

'

or '

rind.'

8 ' The blazing of his glowing ember.'

9 'The coruscation of his splendour.'
*
I prolonged my look in examining his features.' See pag. 241, note 3.
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But his hair, once black as night
1
, was grey as moonlight;

However I congratulated myself on thus meeting with him,

And hasted to salute him by kissing his hand,

While I said to him,
' What has altered thy appearance,

So that I knew not how to remember thee?

And what has made thy beard thus hoary,

So that I could not recognise thy features 2
?'

And he indited these lines in reply:

'

Hoary locks and withered features 3

Tell that unrelenting fate,

Restless time, and wayward fortune

Doom to change our mortal state :

Though their specious promise
4 lure thee,

Though obsequious now they seem,

Trust them not Their smiles resemble

Summer-clouds that falsely gleam :

Though their aspect now be gentle
5
,

Though they seem thy friends to-day,

Soon, amerced of all their favour,

Thou must feel their ruthless sway :

1
Literally,

*
his dark night was become moonlight,' i. e.

'
his hair had

turned grey.' See pag. 374, note 9.

2 <uL. is explained by Golius from Al Dgouhari,
' Externa forma et

descriptio viri.'

3 * The stroke (descent) of calamities turns Qus]] hoary, and it is fortune

that alters men.' Compare Hesiod. Op. et Dies,

Al\j/a yap ev KaKo-rrfTi f3poTO\ KaTa r

yt)pd<rKov<n.

4 'Trust not the glare of her lightning, for it is deceptive' ('does not

really portend the showers which it seems to promise'). See the notes on

the Mak. of Beni Haraam.
*

Though she (fortune) be obsequious to a man to-day, yet to-morrow

she will subdue him to her sway.'
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Then 1
, if direst ills assail thee,

Let thy patience still endure,

E'en as gold
2 in furnace tested

Only shines more bright and pure.'

Then he rose, and departed, and drew our hearts along with him.

' But be patient if she excite and muster disasters against thee.' These

verbs are primarily applied to a hunter setting his dogs on.

2 ' For no disgrace comes upon pure gold ('
it is not shown to be base')

though it be often turned in the fire ;

'

i. e.
'
if thou art pure gold thou

wilt be able to abide the furnace of trial.' Compare the Wisdom of Jesus

Ben Siracli, ii. 6 : 'Ev
irvpi SoKc/tia^6Ta ^pixroe, *a< avdpioirot SeicToi ev nafilvia

NOTE (A). See page 399.

Compare the following lines,

Jo
jjJI

IJkft Jb Ua uU W-* jjJ^ CUJ^c JUi

*

My beloved one smiled, and I kissed her smiling mouth,
* Which is so like a goblet containing fresh pearls as to suggest the idea,

' That I had often seen pearls obtained by diving* in the salt sea,

* But what meant these pearls that were native of sweet-water ?'

* 'Whose diving-place (i.e. 'place in which they were dived for') is

the salt sea.'
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NOTE (B). See page 403.

The following elegant lines from the Anthologie of M. G. de Lagrange

resemble those of Hariri (pag. 402) :

^

' Je n'ai point oubli^ le jour ou ma bien-aimee, dont 1'haleine est douce

comme le miel, vint me visiter, brillante comme la pleine lune.

*
Elle me dit :

"
Presse-moi dans tes bras, et obtiens de moi tout ce que ton

coeur desire, et ne crains pas 1'arrivee de notre surveillant."

* Je repris :
" Ta robe est un voile importun ; 6te-la done, ma douce espe-

rance ! (Au meme temps je levais quelque part de sa robe).

' Je n'aime point le rameau sous le feuillage ; la fleur dans son bouton n'a

pas de charmes pour moi;

'

L'e"pee dans son fourreau ne sauroit me plaire ; et je vois avec peine la

lune cachee sous les nuages."'



THE MAKAMAH
OF

RAMLEH

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

IN
the dawn 2 of youth, and the prime

2 of early
2

life,

I used to be most averse from the seclusion of home 3
,

And to prefer being at large to remaining in retirement 4
,

Well knowing that foreign travel replenishes the stores 5
,

And generates a constant increase 6 of prosperity
7
,

1 An important town between Jerusalem and Jaffa, at a short day's

journey from the former.

2 These words are nearly synonymous in the original, each of them sig-

nifying ^J J ^> ^fiSUHlj J*iiWj JjW 'the first and best and

purest of any thing.'

3
Literally,

'
I hated being hidden in my den.'

4 '
I preferred being unsheathed above ^remaining in^j the scabbard.'

3 'Fills the wallets,' i.e. enriches with the profits derivable from mer-

chandise.

6 f^ properly means '

parientem juvit camelam ;

'

hence to promote

the propagation *of any thing.

7
Compare the following lines on the advantages of foreign travel,
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But that keeping close at home injures the faculties,

And inevitably brings him who stays there into contempt.

So after duly deliberating
1 what course was to be taken,

u

'
Set thy camel forward in the plain, and leave chambers for women :

' Those who always stay at home are like the tenants of the tombs :

' Were it not for foreign travel, the pearls of the seas would never be fastened

on the necks [of the fair].'

^ " *^

'
Stretch not out the carpet of repose ; but saddle a dromedary that may

traverse the earth ;

'Since water becomes foul if it be kept a long time in the same cistern.'

1 A man does not attain Qhis desires] in his own land,

'Just as a hawk catches no prey in his own nest/

Compare pag. 362, note 3, and the quotations at page 449.

1
Literally,

' So I shook (or
' turned over in my hand') the lots of de-

liberation.' It has been stated in Note (A), pag. 204 (in med. pag.), that

the ancient Arabs, when about to commence a journey or any matter of

importance, used to shake together three arrows, one blank, and the other

two with inscriptions, in order to ascertain whether it would be advisable to

proceed with the undertaking, or to relinquish it. Bfence the phrase

'to shake the lots (arrows) together,' was employed as a metaphor to ex-

press
' a careful consideration of the reasons for and against any purpose,

or of the different methods in which it might be accomplished ;

'

and in

this sense it is used in the present passage, as well as in the xxxvith

Makamah (pag. 465, line 1, De Sacy) in the passage <u*uAj jjl^
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And seeking by prayer
1 to secure the divine blessing

2
,

I summoned3 a resolution of mind firmer than a rock,

And proceeded to the plain of Syria, to prosecute trade.

But when I had pitched my tent at the tower of Ramleh,

With full intention to sojourn
4 there for awhile,

I found there a caravan of camels preparing to depart
5
,

5 i_4.gt 'So he continued Consulting his two minds (his inclina-

tion to do what he was required, and his inclination to forbear), and

turning over his two lots,' t. e.
'

deliberating between two opposite plans.'

1
Literally,

'
1 struck together the fire-flints of seeking the divine favour

and blessing (on my undertaking),' i. e. 'I put in practice the proper

method of seeding the divine blessing,' viz.
'

prayer.'
'

Striking or rubbing

the jlj; together,' was the method by which sparks were extracted from

them ; and hence was used metaphorically to express
'

seeking for anything

in the most effectual and approved method.' Compare a passage of the

Makamah of Beni Haraam,

'And none complained that when they sought my aid

'They struck on flints that failed to yield a spark.'

It has been stated in the note on that passage that the
Juj

is not pro-

perly
' a flint,' but one of two pieces of wood from which the ancient Arabs

obtained sparks by rubbing them together, before the use of the flint and

steel was discovered. See page 58, note 1 .

2 The word if,U^H means X->^\ t-^U?
' the seeking of God's bless-

ing.' See Golius.

3
or, 'mustered.' A word primarily applied to an army.

4
Literally,

'
I had laid down (thrown away) there the staff of tra-

velling,' *. e.
'
I had taken up my abode there for awhile, intending to

trade there.' In an expedition like that undertaken by Hareth into Syria,

he would not be always on the road, but would reside a considerable time in

each town to which he came, for the purpose of merchandise, lie was

however diverted from his intention by finding a caravan about to start on

the pilgrimage to Mecca.

5
Literally,

'

by night,' (the ordinary time for travelling in summer).
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With loads being girded on, in readiness to go to Mecca 1
.

Whereupon a strong impulse
2 of desire arose within me,

And an ardent wish to visit the fane3 was excited in me ;

So I equipped
4 my camel, and renounced all my engagements

6
,

While I thus answered those who would have dissuaded 6 me,
' Hold 7

! For I'll choose "the sacred station 8 " above staying
9
here,

And expend what I have gathered in " the land of gathering
10
,"

1 ' The metropolis of towns,' see pag. 218, note 4.

2 'The wind (prevalence) of an eager desire blew strongly in me.'

3
i. e. the Kaaba of Mecca, called +\^s*\ ^^*j>d\ or

i. e.
'
the temple from which every thing unhallowed is excluded.' The

whole of the Hedgaz or sacred district of Mecca and Medina was called

/Lsrl jJoSI though this name was also used to express the town of

Mecca exclusively.

4 'Fastened her leading rope (*U>j).'

5 '

My ties and attachments/ 6
Literally,

'

My blamer/

7 These are verses containing a number of paronomasias of a kind similar

to those in the translation.

8 'The station [of Abraham],' i.e. 'the place where Abraham used

to stand at Mecca to pray while the Kaaba was building,' or, the stone on

which he rested his foot when he arrived at Mecca, and which bore the

impress of his step. This last is one of the most sacred of Moslem relics,

and to visit it is one of the chief objects of the pilgrimage to Mecca.

For a full account of the fable connected with it see pag. 173, note (A),

where the
^jjj>\

j\ ,*ULc is described as one of the sacred j _$ .

9 Observe the alliteration between *lLc and J&e ('staying in the same

place'), and those in the next line between (^,jc*- and IL-AS>~
and between

and
r

10
or, 'the land of the mosque.' By this term is meant the neigh-

bourhood of the mosque outside Mecca called Mozdalifat &&'<, (seeAl

Dgouhari in verbo
I_P)))J

which was situated in the plain between the
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And disregard my gains to gain a sight of the holy wall 1
.'

Then I joined myself
2 with companions [numerous]

3 as the stars,

Whose rapidity in travelling was like the current of a flood,

And alacrity for the good work like that of swift steeds.

Thus we continued on our journey both by day
4 and night

4
,

Sometimes at a rapid
5

, and sometimes at a gentler
5
pace,

Till the efforts of our camels had done us good service

sacred mount Arafat and the valley Mina, where the pilgrims of the Hadg

congregate for certain ceremonies. It is mentioned by Ibn Fared in a mys-
tical poem concerning Mecca in the following line,

'

May God water our assembly with the abundant showers Qof his grace]

in the mosque of Mozdalifat,

' And with a copious outpouring the nights we spend in the Kheifa.'

1
Literally, 'for the sake of the ,jvia>.,' 'the wall of the Kaaba,' into

which the ' black stone
'

was built, (the west wall), a site of peculiar sanc-

tity, mentioned by Ibn Fared where he says,

*
I swear (subaud. *Jl) by the sacred wall and the corner of it (where

the black stone is set),

' And the veils (coverings of the Kaaba) and the two sacred hills (Safa

and Merwa), the resort of worshippers.'

This was the wall which the pilgrims were bound to circumambulate

seven time?.

2
Literally, 'strung myself on the same thread with them.' See pag. 394,

note 6, in the Makamah of Holouan.

3
or, 'excellent.'

4 These are rare verbs, meaning respectively 'to travel by night,' and
'
to travel by day.'

5
or, 'galloping' and 'cantering,' (or 'ambling'.)
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In bringing us to the limits 1 of the hallowed precincts;

Where we halted, and prepared
2 to enter the sacred lands 3

,

Congratulating each other on having attained our purpose
4
.

But no sooner 5 had we made our camels kneel down,

And loosened 6 the ropes wherewith their loads were bound,

Than there presented himself to us from among the hillocks,

A person stripped to the skin 7
, who thus proclaimed to us,

* O people of this assembly, come hither to me,

And hear what will save you in the great "day of assembling"
8
.'

1
Literally, 'until the bounty (good service) of our camels (montures)

bestowed a boon upon us in bringing us to Gohafat,' (a place between

Medina and Mecca, where the pilgrims who come from Syria, Egypt, and

the "West, begin the prescribed observances of the Hadg).

2
Arriving at Gohafat, the entrance of /Usr! <xUH the pilgrims lay

aside their usual dress, assume a white cloak, and commence the most

rigid abstinence from all ordinary comforts and enjoyments, suffering their

beards, &c. to grow. These observances continue for the space of one

month, during which all the ceremonies of the Hadg are performed at

Mecca. See Golius in verbo * >. 4th conjug.

3
i. e.

'
the territory of the Hedgaz.' In *\,s*$ there is an ellipsis. The

complete phrase would be /1p^ J*^^
'
a(l ineunda loca sacra.'

4 That purpose being arrival in the Hedgaz.
5 '

It was no more (time) than we took to make our camels sit down
'

(in order to unlade them).
6 or 'let down' the ropes (that fastened their loads by passing under

their bellies).

7 ' With his skin exposed to view/ i. e. like a dervish whose nakedness

is one of the austerities which he practises. These persons are so much

respected in the East, that they are allowed to go about naked in towns

where in other respects public decency is most strictly enforced.

8 L e.
' In the day of judgment' called ^jUul^ A.J either because ' a

proclamation
'

will then be made to all the world '
to depart to heaven or
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Whereupon the pilgrims
1 hastened impetuously

2 towards him

And thronged
3 about him, and listened in silence.

And when he perceived their crowding
4 all round him,

And that they seemed to invite 5 him to address them,

He ascended a hillock, and having first 6 cleared his voice 7
, said,

' O concourse of pilgrims
8 who hasten on the broad tracks,

Know you what is before you
9
, and to whom you are going?

Are you aware into whose presence you are approaching,

And on what [a great undertaking] you are venturing?

Think you that Hadg consists in choosing good camels,

Or in rapidly performing the stages of the journey,

Or in procuring saddles, or lading beasts of burden ?

hell' (see the Surah of the Koran entitled (_iLc^), or because all the world

will then be ' assembled together,' ^jUu being sometimes used in the same

sense as

I

' the pilgrims of the Hadg.'

2 U^L<iM is the seventh conjugation of ^Ju-j . Golius renders it
'
in

cursum effusus fuit.' It ordinarily means 'abiit.'

3
or,

'

pressed upon him.'

4 'Their pressing upon him closely so as to be in contact with him.'

From this verb is derived the word <)uJo!
'
the support of a trivet,'

' one

of three props, which are placed close together in order to support a pot

over the fire.' See pag. 242, note 2.

5 'Their seeking to taste of his speech.'

6
Literally, by way of commencing his harangue.

7 rec
"U

is 'to make a guttural sound in order to clear the throat.'

< ~

s i^. is one of the plurals of _,U~
'

a pilgrim to Mecca.'

9 'Towards what your faces are turned.'
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Think you that devotion consists in stripping you bare 1
,

Or wearying your bodies, or being parted from your children,

Or in removing yourselves to a distance from your homes?

No indeed! [It is not in these that true devotion consists],

But in abstaining from crime before obtaining your camels,

And in purifying your intentions in proceeding to the temple
2

,

And in practising pure obedience while you possess the power,

And in reforming your deeds before riding your dromedaries :

For by Him who ordained to the devotee the rites of the Hadg,

And guides aright the pilgrim in the darkest night,

Washing in lavers cleanses not from immersion in crimes,

And stripping
3 the limbs atones not for accumulated guilt

4
;

Nor will the wearing of the garb prescribed
5 to pilgrims

Be of avail to him who cleaves 6 to things forbidden;

Nor will the sanctimonious adjustment
7 of the cloak

1

Literally,
*

turning up the sleeves,' i. e.
'
for the ceremonies of ablu-

tion/ or '
as an indication of alacrity.' Or the phrase may mean '

the

laying aside of ordinary garments (all those with seams) practised by the

pilgrims of the Hadg.' +\ ^.^ dkxsf*1

'

'

<_.Aja]^
JJ

.

2 'The Kaaba.' For a full description of it, see Pocock, Spec. Arab.

Hist. pag. 129, and Crichton's Arabia^ Vol. II.

3 'The relinquishing all garments with seams, and wearing only a

cloak ,\:\ which was. thrown round the body and over the left shoulder.'

4
or, 'for complicating crimes.'

5
Literally, 'the dress of the sacred lands.'

6
or,

'
clothes himself in.' Comp. Ps.

' He clothed himself in cursing.'

7

jlPV f^3*^ means the same as .U^b kjUJU This adjustment of

the white cloak, prescribed to the pilgrims when they walk in procession

round the Kaaba, consists in laying it first over the left shoulder, and

then passing an end of it under the right arm and bringing it again round

from behind over the left shoulder, so that the right arm was left bare

and the left was covered.
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Be of any advantage along with perseverance in iniquities,

Nor the approaching the Kaaba with newly-shorn locks 1

Profit along with the frequent commission 2 of injustice;

Nor the ceremonial removal of the long-grown hair

Purge away the foulness contracted by neglect of duties ;

Nor is he truly purified at Khaif 3 who is bent on extortion,

Nor do any benefit themselves by standing on mount Arafat 4

But those who are possest of real wisdom 5
;

1
*. e. after the ceremonies of Mount Arafat, one of which is the re-

moval of the beard, and nails, and hair of the head, which are allowed

to grow from the time of entering the district of the Hedgaz. See pag.

414, note 2.

2
Literally, 'alternating in the oppression of mankind;' t. e. oppressing

them in various ways.
3 The commentator on Ibn Fared (see De Sacy's Chrestomathie, Vol. III.

pag. 166,) says that the Khaif is a mosque in the valley of Mina near Mecca,

in which the pilgrims of the Hadg meet at night for prayer and certain

ceremonies. See the line of Ibn Fared, quoted in note 10, pag. 412.

For an account of this mosque, see Crichton's Arabia, Vol. II. pag. 250.

It was generally called the 'Khaif of Mina' (i.e. of the valley of Mina)
s

Ju> uiv^- See De Sacy's Chrest. Vol. I. pag. 374, last line; and the

viii th Makamah (pag. 92, line 4, De Sacy's Hariri).

It is there that all the pilgrims throw seven pebbles at each of three

pillars, supposing that they are pelting the devil and lii- legions; and

that afterwards the grand annual sacrifice of animals takes place.

*
Literally,

' none but the people of true wisdom prosper (t. e.
'

gain

spiritual good') in Arafat;' i.e. by the ceremony of standing on mount

Arafat and praying there with uplifted hands, and hearing the three hours'

sermon which is preached annually on that occasion to the assembled pil-

grims 1>y the Kadi of Mecca.

5 These sentences are all constructed in the original for the purpose

of exhibiting elaborate specimens of alliteration.

28
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Nor does any worthily visit the station 1 of Abraham

But he whose moral conduct stands aright ;

Nor will any one succeed in having his pilgrimage accepted

Who goes astray from the broad road of rectitude.

For the pure in heart obtains mercy before he goes to Safa 2
,

And walks in the path of piety before he seeks the Zamzam 3
,

And abandons insincerity before he lays aside his garments
4
,

And is liberal in bounty before he runs down from Arafat 5
.'

1
i. e. the place where he used to stand to pray at Mecca, while the

Kaaba was being built. See note 8, pag. 412.

2
Literally, 'for God shews mercy to the pure before he walks to the

Safa.' The Safa and Merowa are two hills near Mecca, between which the

pilgrims perform a jt^t or
'

perambulation,' in accordance with a practice

which subsisted before the time of Mohammed, and which was perpetuated

by him. See Crichton, Vol. II. p. 242. These two bills are called by

Ibn Fared ^Ju. _*S!
f the two Merowas' (see note 2, pag. 413), just as Abou-

Bekr and Omar are called 'the two Omars,' and the sun and moon are

called 'the two moons' by the Arabs; see pag. 158, note 3.

3 'He (the pure in heart) repairs to the path of what is pleasing to

God ( U? Jl ) before he proceeds to the pools
'

(L e. to the well Zamzam,

the sacred water of Mecca). See Crichton, Vol. II. pag. 242.

4 See note 2, pag. 414, and Crichton, pag. 240.

6
Literally, 'from standing on Arafat.' (The original consists of a

series of most elaborate alliterations). After coming down from mount

Arafat, at' sunset, the pilgrims run precipitately to the vale of Mina, and

its mosque Al Khaif, in order to be in time to perform there the prayer of

nightfall .ViSl- See Crichton, pag. 250. They pass the night there,

and on the next day (the 10th of the month sr^ ^ ) perform the grand

sacrifice of sheep and goats, which is the concluding ceremony of the pil-

grimage, after which they resume their ordinary attire, and celebrate the

Beiram or Great Festival. See pag. 230, note 1 .
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Then he raised his voice loud enough to make the deaf hear,

And almost to shake the mountain-tops, while he thus indited :

' The Hadg 1 is not to journey day and night

With camel choice and litter 2
richly dight,

But, seeking Mecca's fane, to quit thy care 3
,

No task beside permit thy zeal to share;

On virtue's trusty shoulder 4
firmly ride,

Make truth thy road and continence thy guide,

And, while the power is given thee, freely lend

Thy generous aid 5 to all who need a friend.

Such true religion
6 must thy Hadg contain,

Or else abortive prove, and end in vain :

For know that utter loss 7 alone requites

1 The pilgrimage to Mecca, when duly performed.
2 'Nor thy choosing camels and litters' (carriages hung with curtains

in which the richer pilgrims recline on the backs of camels, or are supported

by a pair of camels, one before and one behind). In the Moallakat poems
such litters are described as sumptuously adorned. See Moal. Labid, line

13, and Moal. Zohair, line 9.

3 'The Hadg, if duly performed, is that thou shouldst proceed to the

hallowed fane, isolating thy pilgrimage (divesting it from all worldly con-

cerns), and not performing in it any work ^beside].'

* ' That thou shouldst ride the shoulder of virtue, taking as thy guide

(camel-driver) the restraint of desire, and the truth as thy road.'

5 ' And that thou shouldst befriend, while the power (to do so) is

granted to thee, every one who stretches his hand toward thy bounty in

real need of it.'

8 *
If thy Hadg contain all this, it is perfect ; but if it lack these qua-

lities, it will be abortive.' _Jo- 'abortivit (camela).'

7 'The hypocrites have a sufficient loss in that they plant, and gather

no fruit, and that they meet with fatigue and exile from home, and yet are

282
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The pilgrimage of heartless hypocrites
1

;

They plant, but on the soil no fruit is found 2
;

Their toil by no reward or praise is crowned;

Though sore distress and exile they endure,

They vainly hope advantage to procure ;

Their only gain is but to doom their name

To justly-merited reproach and shame 3
.

But wouldst thou win the favour of thy God?

No path of sacred duty
4 leave untrod;

At home, abroad, unfailing zeal display

To please thy Lord, and faithful homage pay

excluded from reward or praise, and only expose their reputation to him

who reproaches and reviles.'

# s- ^

The construction \jj>.
tTM\.d\ C_^V*L>- 'The hypocrites have a

sufficiently losing-bargain/ or 'are losers enough,' 'in that they plant and

gather no fruit,' &c. resembles that of a passage in the Mak. of Singar (pag.
* *

149, note 2) U^Jj tclSl
^^fiu ^ ^ 'The informer has enough guilt

and baseness/ or ' the informer is guilty and base enough,'
'
in what he does

(in playing the part of an informer) even though he speak the truth.' In

both these passages,
'

enough
'

means '
as much as can possibly be,'

'
to the

uttermost.'
<rxc

means 'fraud/ or 'the being cheated in a bargain/ and

hence generally 'loss;' see pag. 382, note 4.

*

1
.Jol-4,3! 'those who try to appear what they are not.'

2
i. e. they do not obtain the divine blessing or favour by their

pilgrimage.
3
'They give their reputation to be devoured by him who reproaches

and assails it.'
^lft>

is probably the third conjugation from \s^>

'verborum contumelia (satyra) insectatus est.' Gol.

4
Literally,

'

my brother ! seek then in what thou displayest of approaches

to God] (i. e.
'

throughout thy pilgrimage an'd thy acts of devotion') the

face of .the Supreme Ruler, both going out and coming in;' i.e. 'be not as
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To Him 1 who marks the pilgrim insincere,

And smiles on each whose path from guile is clear.

Thus armed with virtue 2 let thy soul await

In meek humility the stroke of fate ;

Thy meekness let not fortune's gifts impair
3

;

Be humble, though a kingly crown thou wear.

If lowly be thy lot 4
, content remain,

Since wealth may fail thy hope, or prove thy bane.

the hypocrites whose thoughts are intent on worldly affairs, while they

seem to be engaged in drawing nigh to God.'

1 'For no secret is concealed from God ('the Merciful'), whether the

creature ('servant,' see pag. 298, note 3) has been sincere or perfidious in

his obedience.'

2
'Anticipate death by providing virtue; for the summons of death

cannot be refused when it comes suddenly.' .jb is here used as a tran-

sitive verb; whereas in the Makamah of Sowa (pag. 127, line 8, De

Sacy) it is used intransitively. Compare that passage at pag. 260 h. 1. ;

and another in the Mak. of Tenise, pag. 163, line 1.

3 ' And secure to thyself humility as thy temper of mind ; so that for-

tune or "time" may not steal it away from thee, though she invest thee

with a crown.'

4 The literal translation of the two lines' of the original in this place is,

* Do not look for rain from every cloud whose lightning has shone, though it

seem to thee Qto promise] a succession of heavy descending showers; not

every invitation is of a sort to be listened to; how many have deafened

others with the announcement of death when they have called !

'

The meaning of this passage as viewed in connection with the preceding

lines must be, 'Be content with thy lot, and do not be constantly on the

look out for what thou canst gain from others, like one who anxiously

regards every thunder-cloud in hope that it will yield a shower (see pag. 57,

pag. 365, note 7) ;
nor catch eagerly at every seemingly advantageous offer,

since it may be a baneful one, and as calamitous as an announcement of

death.' The translator has given merely a paraphrase of this passage in

the two lines above.
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He whom his daily morsel satisfies 1

Alone is blest in life and truly wise ;

For all the great
2 in littleness must end ;

The haughty soon must stoop, the stubborn bend.'

While he impregnated our minds3 with these magical words,

I thought I distinctly recognised the style
4 of Abou-Zaid,

And a thrill of joy was thereupon excited 5 within me :

The following is a more literal version :

' Look not to every cloud ; nor rashly deem
' That showers will follow every fitful gleam ;

* Nor yet to every call thy ear apply ;

* Some call aloud, but death is in their cry.'

Compare a passage in the xth Makamah (pag. 121, line 1, De Sacy):

<Us Jjj C-J, J^ Jti
^ ^1

'Look carefully; and do not regard every flash of lightning,
' There is some lightning in which are bolts of destruction/

Observe that in this Makamah, Abou-Zaid is represented as a reformed

character, no longer begging of the people as he had been wont to do,

nor even insinuating the excellence of bounty, but recommending content-

ment even with poverty. However he presently explains this alteration

in his conduct by stating that he was under a vow during his present

pilgrimage to abstain, among other things, from asking alms (by way of

penance perhaps for his past acts of deception).
1 ' None is wise but he who remains content with a single day's suste-

nance, and so spends the time patiently' (or 'folds the days up leisurely').
2 'For all muchness comes at last to littleness; and everything stub-

born (stiff) to suppleness, however violent (hot) it may have been' (an

allusion to the camel).
3

Literally, 'our barren understandings.'
4

or, 'I perceived the odour of Abou-Zaid.'

5 ' A thrill of joy was excited in me with what excitement !

'

an idiom
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So I waited till he had finished his exposition of doctrine,

And had descended from his station on the hillock,

And then approached him to observe the features of his face,

And to scrutinize the character of his external qualities
l

;

When I saw that Abou-Zaid was the object of my curiosity
2
,

And the man who had composed verses like a string of pearls
3

.

So I embraced him as closely as Lam 4 cleaves to Aleph,

Esteeming him as much as health 5
is valued by the sick ;

expressing, 'a thrill of joy was strongly excited in me.' Compare a

passage in the Bedouin Makamah, pag. 287, (note 3),
' He spurred on

his steed with what spurring!' . e. 'vigorously.' -\j\ means, 'to be

gladsome or cheerful.'

1

or,
'
the external form of his sheath.'

2
Literally, 'the stray that I had been seeking.' Compare in the Be-

douin Makamah, pag. 281, note 1, 'It was my stray animal that he had

found.'

3 'The stringer (composer) of the necklaces of pearls] which he had

indited.' Compare lines 4 and 5, pag. 109, in the Makamah of Alexandria,
'

My pearls by fancy not by hand were strung,

'My only pearls the verses that I sung.'

See also the note on that passage.

4 i.e. 'as the Lam is attached to the Aleph in the compound letter ^

called Lam-Aleph.' Compare the following line,

She laid aside her reluctance, and I embraced her,
' As closely as if I were a Lam, and my beloved an Aleph.'

When the letter Aleph follows the Lam, the two letters are sometimes

written 5 (in the form of a cross, as Sharecshi says), and by the Mo-

grebbins thus (/ (without any contact). Neither of these is intended in

the above phrase, which clearly implies close contact between the two

letters.

3
Literally,

'
I placed him in the same degree of value that health pos-

sesscs in the estimation of the sick.'
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And I invited him to join company with me ;
but he refused ;

Or to ride on my camel with me ; but he declined the offer ;

Saying,
' I have made a vow, that in this my pilgrimage

I will neither ride on the same 1 camel with any one,

Nor ride and walk alternately
2 with a companion,

Nor make gain, nor declare my pedigree
3

, nor ask alms 4
,

Nor accept a hypocrite as my comrade or associate.'

Then he withdrew from me at a hurried pace,

And left me expressing my regret aloud 5
;

While I remained gazing
6 after him, in earnest desire

That [rather than leave me] he had even trodden on my eyeball
7
,

Until he ascended one of the hills on the road,

And waited for the pilgrims in their pathway :

But when he beheld them passing gently over the sand-hills,

He struck his hands together
8
, and proceeded thus to indite :

'The pilgrim who, at ease on camel borne 9
,

Performs the Hadg with listless sloth and scorn,

1

See pag. 377, note 4.

2 i_^iud may be rendered in familiar English,
'
to ride and tie

'

with

any one.

3
i. e.

' boast of it ;

'

because arrogance is a state of mind unsuitable to

the contrition and humility professed by a pilgrim, and recommended by
himself to the people in his address to them. See pag. 421, line 6.

4 This accounts for the altered behaviour of Abou-Zaid in the present

Makamah. See note, pag. 422.

5 Observe the similarity in sound and sense between this verb and the

Greek o\a>\a.

6 '
I ceased not to make my eye-sight follow him.'

7 ' The pupil of my eye.' He wished that he had done him the worst

injury rather than have left him thus abruptly.
8 Either to rouse the pilgrims to greater speed and vigour in their

progress, or merely to keep time to his own verses.

9
Literally,

' He who visits [the sacred places]] riding, is not as he who
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Is not as he who, toiling on his feet,

Unwearied hastes to render service meet.

Their merit different as their zeal appears ;

The one subverts his work 1

, the other rears.

But soon the careless 2 in despair shall grieve,

And faithful pilgrims their reward receive ;

Those find the vengeance that they scorned begun,

And these exulting hail their victory won.

Then strive 3 to merit from thy gracious Lord

By ardent zeal unfeigned that bright reward;

Despise the joys of earth 4
, nor more esteem

The gifts of fortune than a fleeting dream ;

O think 5 how swift and unforeseen may fall

The stroke of death that soon must visit all ;

walks on his feet, any more than (}L )|) a servant who obeys is like a re-

bellious servant.'

1 ' How should the purpose of him who builds up and of him who pulls

down be the same ?
'

2 'But presently the negligent will summon the mourners of regret,'

(i.e. will be plunged into mourning and regret for their supineness), and

he who zealously seeks approach to God will have reason to say,
'

Happy
is he who serves QGod].'

3 'Then practise piety, my poor soul, toward the ancient of days.'

CX is an expression of affectionate concern. For other instances of the

use of it, see pag. 163, note 2, and pag. 378, note 3. The former of these

passages is closely parallel to the present, being an earnest entreaty to each

of the hearers to consult the future welfare of his own soul. The verb

*jj occurs in the sense 'to provide [[stores of virtue]' in the passage

above translated,
' Thus armed with virtue, &c.' pag. 421, line 3.

4 '

Despise the gaieties (tinsel ornaments) of life ; for their existence

is a nonentity.'
5 *And call to mind the coming stroke (the casting down) of death,

when his catastrophe will strike.'
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And, lest thy day of grace be spent in vain,

Deliv'rance seek from sin's corroding
1
stain;

Yea, tears of blood 2 for past transgressions pour,

Whose fatal doom will else thy soul devour l
;

That God may save 3 thee from his kindled ire,

When guilt shall mourn too late in penal fire.''

Then he ceased to speak
4

,
and went on his own way,

But for myself, wherever we repaired in quest of water,

And wherever we rested 5 in the course of our journey,

I continued searching after him, but always in vain 6
,

1
Literally,

' and cure it (thy evil conduct) by amendment of life before

the leather rots,' i. e- before it be too late, and thy life itself comes to an

end. 4jj is properly 'to prevent the decay of leather by tanning.'

Hariri is justified in the use of this somewhat inelegant phrase by the

authority of Arabic poets.
2 ' And weep for thy evil conduct, and pour [[tears of blood] for it.'

Compare a passage in the Makamah of Sowa, pag. 257, note 3,
' Thou

wilt shed not tears but tears of blood, &c.' i. e.
'
tears wrung from thee by

the most poignant anguish.'
3 'So God may haply save thee from the blazing fire which is lighted

up, in the day when no offence (error) will be past over (left unpunished),

and no repentance avail.' The verb
Jljj

is here used in the sense 'to let

a person off a bargain,' whence the verbal &\s\ which occurs in Hariri's

preface, where he says, 'But when he consented not to excuse me,'

<2lii
!

j u.ffyut.* J UU .

4
Literally,

' he sheathed the sword of his tongue, ('. e.
'
his tongue like

a sword') and went about his own business.'

5
'Every place of repose in the latter hours of the night where we

made our pillow.' The same word
(jwyt<

occurs in the Makamah of Da-

mietta; see pag. 385, note 1, and pag. 375, note 7-
' But seeking for him in vain,'

'

always missing him/ It seems best
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And employing others to seek him, but never finding him l

;

Till I thought that the goblins must have stolen 2 him away,

Or that the earth must have swallowed him up ;

Nor did I suffer in all my travels an affliction like this,

Nor was visited in any journey by such poignant grief
3
.

to read here with many MSS. &&i\ and not jJuj! which De Sacy has

unaccountably preferred; since the latter, according to Firouzabadi, has

exactly the same meaning as the form jJLaj (which occurs immediately

before it), viz.
' to seek for a thing lost,' whereas the verb required in place

of it, in order to produce a consistent sense, is one implying 'to seek in

vain, 'to find only the loss of,' and this is precisely the meaning of &&
the primary form of the same verb.

1
Literally, 'I continued calling in the assistance of those who sought

for him, but never found him.'

2 ' Had spirited him away.' c_^-. seems to be of the same origin as

the word 'genius.'
3
'Any sort of anguish like it;' viz. that which he felt at failing to

discover Abou-Zaid, now that a reformation seemed to have taken place

in his character.

In the next Makamah, which is one of the most highly finished, Abou-

Zaid in a parting charge to his son recommends to him the pursuit of the

mode of livelihood which he had himself practised with signal success, viz.

to obtain supplies from others by mendicant arts, and eloquent appeals to

their charity. He assures him that this was at once the surest, the easiest,

and the most lucrative method of subsistence, provided that he was pos-

sessed of the requisite ingenuity and command of language.
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"TT7HEN 2 Abou-Zaid was approaching the close of life 3
,

*
' And the chain of old age had deprived him of all activity

4
,

He sent for his son, after collecting
5 his thoughts,

And said to him, 'My son, the time is at hand

That I should depart from out of the court [of life],

1 Sasaan was the prince of roving mendicants. See pag. 391, note 2.

MM

2

(^ is^-*' ('fr hath reached me that') is the usual commence-

ment of all Arabic narratives, e.g. of the tales of the Thousand and One

Nights.

3
<LoJJin probably means 'death/ the verb

(JA being ordinarily used

in the sense 'he was snatched away' [by death]. Shareeshi says that it

means 'the age of 93 years,' (i.e. 'extreme old age'), and that because the

Arabs used to represent the number 93 by clenching the Jist, the word

*Li>J which expresses that action became a metonym for the number of

which that action was the sign. But it neither appears why the age of

93 years should be selected as peculiarly expressive of old age, nor why
the number 93 should have been represented in the method stated by

Shareeshi, so that his explanation cannot be regarded as satisfactory, more

particularly as Al Dgouhari and Al Firouzabadi are silent on the subject.
4
Properly,

'

the power of rising up to perform the duties of life.'

5
or,

'

summoning Qhis intellect].' See pag. 164, note 3.
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And have my eyes anointed with the Kohel of death.

And thou, by God's grace, art my heir-apparent
1
,

And my successor as chief 2 of the tribe of Sasaan.

Now one like thee should never betray
3
imbecility,

Nor require counsel from the arts 4 of divination,

But is called [by his station] to give advice to others,

And destined to polish
5 the minds of his countrymen.

1 'The administrator of my testament,' a term applied to the indivi-

dual named by a Khaliph as his successor, during his life-time.

2
Literally, 'the ram of the flock of Sasaan after me,' see pag. 391,

note 2.

3
Literally, 'the staff should not be tapped for him,' an allusion to an

anecdote of an old Shaikh of the ancient Arabs, who, finding his mind fail,

and conscious that he sometimes spoke irrelevantly, directed his son when-

ever he observed him beginning to do so, to tap his staff on the ground,

in order to remind him to check himself ; whence '
to have the staff tapped

for one,' meant 'to be reminded of one's imbecility,' or, 'to be accused

of folly.' Compare the following passages of Arabian poets :

i

fc U
AjjJl Jjj J-sr!

'
Hitherto the staff has not been tapped for a man of intelligence.'

i. e.
' the sagacious have not been accused of folly.'

'
I tapped the staff till my friend was made well aware.'

(t.
. 'I warned him,' &c.)
4

Properly, 'casting lots with pebbles,' in order to decide whether a

design should be prosecuted or not. One method was to throw a stone

beside a sleeping man, and decide the matter in question by observing

whether or not he was roused by the noise.

5
Compare a passage in the Bedouin Makamah, pag. 279, line 4, and

in the xxxvi th Makamah, (pag. 465, line 4, De Sacy) w" J j&*\ ^

(oUJil & JJUJ 'Then he began an explanation by which he polished

their wits.'
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I will therefore bestow on thee such parting counsel

As Seth gave not to the Anbath 1
, nor Jacob to the tribes:

Attend then to my charge, and eschew disobedience to me;

Adopt my example, and ponder well my proverbs ;

For if thou take my counsel as thy counsellor,

And the light that I give thee as thy morning light,

Thy storehouse 2 will be full, and thy hospitable
3 smoke arise;

But if thou forget my lesson4
, and reject my admonition,

Then the ashes of thy hearth 5 will be scanty,

And thy family and thy people will slight thee.

My son, I have had experience of the realities of things,

And made trial of all the vicissitudes of fortune,

And have seen that riches are more respected than rank 6
,

And that a man's property, not pedigree, is inquired about.

Now I had heard that the methods of subsistence are these,

Administration, merchandize, husbandry, and handicraft,

So I engaged successively in each of these four,

To see which was most proper and advantageous for me ;

But I found none of them such as to merit my approbation
7
,

1 A name given to the immediate descendants of Seth, because (the

Scholiast says) they dwelt in a part of Chaldsea where there was an

abundant supply of LjJ fresh-springing water. The Scholiast quotes the

entire charge of Seth to his sons from an author named Ibn-Al-Mokaffa,

but does not pretend to tell us how the latter became acquainted with it.

2
or,

'

magazine of merchandize.'

3
Concerning 'fires of hospitality,' see the notes on the Makamah of

Beni Haraam.

4
or, 'chapter.'

5
Properly,

'

trivet.' See pag. 242, note 4.

6
Literally,

' That a man consists in his property, not his pedigree.'

7 '
I could not recommend one of them as a method of livelihood.'
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Or such that I might derive a life of comfort therefrom.

Since the opportunities afforded by the exercise of government,

And the advantages derivable from administrative power,

Prove illusive 1 as the confused vagaries of a dream,

Or like shadows that vanish in the darkness;

Nor can any calamity be more bitter 2 than degradation:

1
Compare a passage in the Makamah of Rye, pag. 304, line 6,

'Fortune is a changeful wind, and power a fallacious flash,'

and the 56th line of the Lamiyah Al Agam,

J\ <UJ

'He whose kingdom is the kingdom of contentment, has nothing to fear,

' And has no need of champions or attendants ;

'But how can you hope for perpetuity in a dwelling without firm foun-

dations,
' Or did you ever hear of a shadow that remained unmoved ?

'

i.e. 'worldly power is transitory and unstable as a shadow, whereas the

possession of contentment is substantially valuable.'

2
Literally, 'in the bitterness of degradation there is the utmost dis-

tress and disaster that you can meet with ;

'

'a calamity than which you
need not look for any greater.' The clause is very well paraphrased by

the Scholiast
xJ\jA\ ^ ^JjaUU j\^i\

_ CJJu*o. . For another in-

stance of the use of the idiom cXxfclj see pag. 397, note 5, where it is

followed by the preposition _ whereas here it has simply an accusa-

tive after it. ^-a^ means either
'

suffocation/ and hence '

anguish,' or

'
loss

'

and '

calamity,' ^-g?\^ or J3J The word ,Uai means properly
'

ablactatio,' and hence '

deposition from office,'
'

deprivation.' The clause

means that
'
the degradation to which high authority is liable is abundantly

sufficient to make its possession undesirable to thee.' The Scholiast quotes

the following line, which expresses that the enjoyment of power and au-
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And as for trade, its stores 1 are exposed to frequent risk,

And often become a prey to the depredations
2 of marauders,

And their disappearance is rapid
3 as the flight of a bird :

And as for farming
4 and application to husbandry

5
,

It is degrading to reputation, and a check to progress
6

;

And rarely does one engaged in it fail to be despised
7
,

Or enjoy the blessing of mental tranquillity
8

:

And as for the arts of those who practise handicraft,

Their pursuit furnishes nothing beyond bare maintenance ;

And, beside that, they are not available at all times;

The exercise of them is chiefly confined to the vigour
9 of life;

thority is pleasant while it lasts, like that of drinking, but that the degra-

dation which often succeeds it, is as painful as the effects of intoxication :

1 'The goods of merchandize.'

2
i. e. when traders are on their mercantile journeys they are liable

to pillage from marauders. cu!.lc means 'the excursions made by Be-

douin Arabs for the purpose of plunder,' their achievements in which were

regarded by their fellow-clansmen as noble and chivalrous exploits, and

not in the light of flagrant depredations. See note 4, pag. 220.

3
Literally,

' and how very like are they to swift (or
'

winged ')
birds !

'

Compare Prov/xxiii. 5, 'Riches make themselves wings and fly away;'

and Hesiod. Op. et Dies. 326,

iravpov Se T' eiri xpovov oX/Soi oVjjSc?.

4 'The engaging farms.'

5 '

Sowing and planting.'
6 ' Chains preventive from progress,' i.e. 'a constant check upon ad-

vancement.'

7 'Is rarely exempt from contempt.'
8 Because he has so many causes for anxiety.
9 Because many occupations of handicraft are so laborious or unwhole-

some, that the aged cannot prosecute them.
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Nor have I discovered a single method 1 of subsistence

That offers prizes both precious
2 and easy to win,

That is truly agreeable
3 on experience of it,

That yields abundant4
gains, or is a source of clear profit

5
,

Except that whereof Sasaan laid the foundation 6
,

While he practised it in all its various branches,

And made its light to shine in every direction 7
,

And displayed it as a lantern to guide the poor
8

.

So I engaged in the encounters of that sort of warfare,

While I invested myself with its distinctive badges
9
,

And adopted its symbols as my decorations ;

Perceiving it to be a merchandize that never fails 10
,

And a fountain that is never dried up,

And a lamp to which all mankind might resort,

And whereby the blind of every sort 11
might be enlightened;

1

or, 'craft.'

2
Literally,

* which is cool as to its booty
'

(or
'
its gains'). The phrase

'
a cool prize,' t. e.

'
one easy to win and at the same time desirable,' occurs

in the Mak. of Koufa, pag. 213, line 5.

3
or,

* sweet when tasted of.'

4
or, 'sure and unfailing.'

5 ' Pure as to its reservoir
'

(or
'

draught ').'

6 See pag. 391, note 2. In the xxxth Makamah (pag. 376, line 7, De

Sacy), Sasaan is called jjlsc^l Sj3 '
the example of beggars.'

7 ' In the two horizons,' *. e. the East and the West.

8
Literally,

' the sons of dust ;

'

a name applied to the poor, because

they repose on the bare ground. It resembles the Greek

9 This line is the rendering of the word UJjto . The badges of the

warfare of a mendicant are his wallet, staff, and ragged dress.

10 The verb .b is equivalent here to .>..,< 'to be unsaleable or under-

valued in the market.'

11
Literally, 'those blind with both eyes, and those blind with one.'

29
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And that those who practise it are the strongest tribe,

And that they are the happiest of their generation ;

That the touch of oppression affects them not,

And the drawing of the sword disquiets them not 1
;

That they fear not the sting of the most envenomed foe 2
;

That they own submission to none far off or near;

That they are not afraid of menaces 3 or reproaches
3

,

Nor care for the wrath of those who storm at them 4
;

That their meetings are pleasant, and their minds tranquil,

And their food ready
5
, and their times bright

6 and cheerful 6
;

1 Because they have nothing to lose, and can always change their

place of residence.

2 'The poison of the scorpion.'
3

Literally, 'thunder and lightning.' Shareeshi says that this phrase

metaphorically expresses 'alarms and formidable reports;' hut it may also

have the meaning expressed in the translation, which accords very well with

that of the following clause. Or, again, it may he taken in its literal

signification ; since the destitute are not afraid of thunder-storms on account

of any property that they possess, and therefore are not among those of

whom Juvenal says, Sat. xm. 223:

'Hi sunt qui trepidant et ad omnia fulgura pallent.'

But the metaphorical sense is probably the true one.

4
Literally, 'they care not for Qone] who rises up and sits down/ i.e.

'one who is restless with anger.' Or, (the Scholiast says) it may mean,

'they care not for any body;' because 'all the world are in the habit of

sitting down and rising up.' The translator has preferred the former ex-

planation. A beggar does not care about meeting with an angry rebuke

from any one, but goes away and begs of some one else.

5
i.e. they have not to work for it, but others provide it for them.
M ^

6
Ji is primarily applied to 'a horse with a white forehead/ and

to 'a horse with white feet;' both mean metaphorically, 'bright

and cheerful,' or 'distinct and clearly-marked.' If the second meaning be
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That wherever they alight they pick up
1
,

And wherever they make an attack 2
they gather the spoil

3
;

While there is no country that they call their home,

Nor any sovereign to whom they confess allegiance ;

But they are like birds 4 that go out in the morning empty,

And return home in the evening with a full crop.'

And the son replied,
' My father, thou art certainly right in what thou hast said ;

But thou hast sewn up
5 instead of unravelling the matter;

adopted, the sense of the passage must be that the opportunities
of begging

which present themselves are obvious and evident, so that they may be at

once taken advantage of. With the first meaning compare Catullus vm. 3.

'Fulsere candidi tibi quondam soles/ and the following line of a poem of

the Hamasa:

which is explained by the Scholiast,
' Our days of victory over our enemies

are as conspicuous and remarkable as a white mark on the forehead of a

horse, or his white feet.' Compare also in the xxx th Makamah (pag. 377,

line 1, De Sacy) Jjsr* _c^ *y \j ^ 'Hoc die albo et candido.'

1 A metaphor from a bird's manner of feeding.

2
k-srM 'inopinatum adortus est.'

3
Literally, 'they strip others.' Lrj. 'folia et corticem destringit.'

4
'They differ not from that which goes out in the morning hungry,'

#r
c. t. e.

' the birds ;

'

a quotation from a tradition reported by the Khaliph

Omar, that Mohammed said
*AJj^l <^y JU*- *&\ .jU *&j> >\ }

* * ~*

UUaJ y j/J bUo- .AJ -xLJI ijjy \* '^
)*
e exercise due trust in

God, ye shall be supplied by him as bountifully as the fowl of the air is

supplied, that goes out in the morning empty, and returns in the evening

with a full crop.'

5 Abou-Zaid had recommended the mode of livelihood practised by

Sasaan, but had not stated explicitly what it was.

292
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Explain then whereby I may gather a vintage of gain,

And whence the desired supply
1 may be obtained.'

He replied 'My son, roving is the entrance to this method,

Alertness its garb
2

, adroitness its lamp, audacity its armour 3
:

Be swifter then than a locust, and more prowling
4 than a jackal,

And nimbler than a wild 5
gazelle, and bolder than a tiger-wolf

6
,

And strike fire from the flint of fortune by industry,

And knock at the door 7 of maintenance by assiduity;

1

Literally, 'from whence the shoulder should be eaten,' i.e. 'what part

of it should be eaten [[first];' or 'how it may be most easily eaten;' a

proverb of obscure import, but which probably means, 'in what way one

should proceed in order most easily to secure the greatest advantage.' The

commentators say that 'the shoulder is the most difficult joint to eat, be-

cause the meat cleaves fastest to the bone, and is fullest of sinews, and

that this is least the case with the lower part of it (nearer the knuckle).'

It must be recollected that the Arabs do not carve joints of meat with a

knife, but pull the flesh from the bone with their hands, so that it is

important to know how this may be done most easily.

2
Properly, 'the Izar, or cloak worn by women out of doors, covering

them from head to foot.'

3
or, 'weapons.'

4 'The jackal prowls all night in quest of prey.' In the xxxviiith

Makamah, we find Abou-Zaid spoken of as

'Travelling more widely than a proverb, and swifter than the moon in

changing.'
5

Literally, 'a gazelle by moonlight;' for then the gazelle is most

sportive and nimble.

6 'A species of wolf spotted like a tiger.'

7
i.e. 'set about procuring thyself maintenance by diligence.' Conf.

Hes. Op. et Dies. 310.

E epyuv avSpes Tro\vfjit]\oi T' d<f)vetoi re'

Epyov 8' oi/'Sei/ oi/eiSo?, depyitj Se -r oi/eiSo?, K. T. A.
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And traverse every ravine 1

, and plunge into every
1

flood,

And seek thy pasture
2 in every well-watered meadow,

And let down thy bucket 2 into every springing well ;

And never be reluctant 3 to solicit bounty,

Nor suffer thyself to be disgusted by fatigue ;

For it was written on the staff 4 of our chief Sasaan 5
,

" He gains who begs, and he who roves obtains."

But beware of indolence, for it is the symbol
6 of misfortune,

The garb of the destitute, and the key of indigence
7
,

The origin
8 of distress, the characteristic of weakness 9 and folly ;

And the habitual temper of the servile 10 and dependent
10

;

Compare also the following verse from the Hamasa:

'
It is most natural for the patient man to succeed in attaining his wishes,

'Just as effecting an entrance is the result of knocking at the door.'

1
t. e.

* brave every difficulty in the pursuit of thy schemes to gain from

others.' Compare Mak. of Alexandria (pag. 94, line 1), 'I plunged into

every flood to gather my fruits, and braved every danger to attain my

objects;' and Mak. of Damascus (pag. 192):

'When I journey far and wide

'When I stem the foaming main,' &c.

2
i.e. 'apply for bounty to all those who seem likely to bestow it.' The

phrase
'
I let down my bucket into all the rivers,' occurs also in the same

sense in the xvth Makamah (pag. 167, line 1, De Sacy).

3 i.e. 'through pride or indolence.'

4 See pag. 75, note 7-
5 See pag. 391, note 2.

8
or, 'titular inscription.'

7
t. 6'

'
that which brings a man into want.'

8
Literally,

'
seminal germ.'

9
or,

'

inefficiency,' 'incapacity.'

10 These two words are nearly synonymous in the original, one being

derived from the verb
,J<fj

and the other from ,jj both of which mean

'res suas alteri commisit pne impotentia.' Conf. Lamiyah Al Agam, line 10.
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And none who chooses indolence will gather the sweet 1
,

Nor will any fill his hand who luxuriates 2 in repose.

But always advance boldly even to meet a lion 3
;

For confidence of the heart gives speech to the tongue,

And releases from the restraints 4
[of false reserve] ;

And thereby rank may be gained, and wealth secured;

Whereas timidity is akin 5 to sloth, and a cause of inefficiency,

And occasions delay in action 6
,
and the failure of hopes;

And to this effect are the words of the proverb,

"The bold will prosper, but the timid fail."

Then sally forth, my son, as early as the raven 7
,

1
Literally, 'honey;' i. e. gain.

2 This verb means '
molle commodumque repent.'

3
i. e- 'be not afraid to try to cajole those who are most formidable for

power or cunning, or to beg even of the most haughty and violent.' See

pag. 88, note 7, on the passage,
' Even lions I dare to assail in their lair,' &c.

Observe a similar metaphor in Hor. Od. in. 2, 10.

* Ne rudis agminum Sponsus lacessat regius asperum
' Tactu leonem,' &c.

4 'Slackens the reins.'

5
Literally,

' own brother.'

6
Compare the Lamiyah Al Agam, line 30,

' The love of safety (i, e. timidity) turns away a man's thoughts

'From high aspirations, and makes him cleave to sloth.'

And Hesiod. Op. et Dies. 498,

rloX\a o aepyos avrjp itevetjv CTTI e

7 The raven is seen abroad earlier than other birds. See pag. 383, note

8. It is called
->.\j ^\

' father of omens,' as being a bird of omen.
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"With the courage of a lion
1

, and perseverance of a chameleon 2
,

And the cunning
3 of a wolf 4

, and the rapacity
5 of a boar 6

,

And the vigour of a falcon 7
, and the craftiness of a fox 8

,

And the patience of a camel 9
, and the fawning

10 of a cat 11
,

1 The lion is called CjiU- jj on account of his rapacity ('acquisi-

tiveness').

2 The chameleon is called J y^
'
father of coolness,' because it is said

to have 'the coldest eye,' i. e. the eye most insensible to heat and light of

all animals, since it always looks at the sun. See Makamah of Mecca,

(pag. 155, De Sacy) where the midday heat is described as so great that

it would have 'dazzled the chameleon's eye' b.sr\ ^c- .J^ The

chamaeleon is proverbial for 'perseverance' or rather 'tenacity,' because it

never looses its hold from a tree, but climbs from one branch to another

perpetually. See the xxxvi th Mak. (pag. 458, line 2, De Sacy) <u UuUi^
>%~

i

jLc)lU ^ >*r\
JJ^LAC!

<we clung to him as the chamaeleon clings to the

branches.' The habit of this animal of basking in the sun is alluded to

in the poem of Kaab Ibn Zoheir, called Borda, line 29,

3
or, 'perfidy.'

4
Literally,

'
the father of the she-lamb.' Shareeshi says that this is

'a name given out of opposition' judSb <LJk ('lucus' a 'non lucendo'),

'because the wolf is the very worst father to a lamb, which he devours

instead of protecting as a father would.'

5
or, 'greediness.'

9 'The father of alternation,' because 'the swine alternately grubs in

the earth for food, and sleeps.'

7 Called
c-jl5j

jl 'the father of the ncoop, because it darts down

suddenly on its prey.
8 'The father of vigilance,' or, 'self protection.'

9 '
Job's father,' a nickname of the camel. 10

or,
'

purring.'
11 ' The father of incursions,' or '

wars,' because '
it is always at war with

rats and mice.'
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And assume the double colours of a magpie
1

;

And persuade
2
by the glozing of3 the tongue,

And deceive by the magic of eloquence ;

And ask the state of a market before taking thy wares to it,

And coax4 a camel's teat before attempting to milk it 6
;

And inquire
6 about a meadow before seeking pasture in it,

And smooth a place for thy side before lying down 7
;

And sharpen thy perception to notice every omen 8
,

And train thy discernment 9 to correctness of inference ;

1 ' The father of variety of colour.' This is either the magpie or some

bird of many colours, which appears of different hues according to the

position in which it is viewed, and if it is flying or standing. The names

of all these animals are here introduced for the sake of calling them by
their poetical instead of their ordinary names.

2
or, 'seduce.'

3
or, 'moulding,' in allusion to the art of a goldsmith.

4
or, 'stroke.'

5 The meaning of this and the preceding and following clause is, 'In

all thy schemes and proceedings be wary and discreet, and do not apply

for aid without previous inquiry respecting the character of any person whom

you apply to, but approach him with due caution.'

6 'Ask travellers [about a place] before you go there for pasture.'

7 i.e. before lying down on the ground, when it is necessary to clear

away the stones before spreading out 'the carpet of repose;' i.e. make due

preparations before you repair to any quarter to sojourn there awhile.

Compare a line of the Hamasa,

' Measure a place for thy foot before thou step forward ;

' For he who ascends a precipice will fall suddenly.'

8 'Omens from observation on the flight of birds.'

9
Literally, 'improve thy observation in phrenology and physiognomy,

i.e. study to know the characters of men at first sight.
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For he whose conjectures
1 are right has his joy prolonged

2
,

But he whose notions are erroneous has his success deferred.

Do not burden thyself, my son, with a large household 3
.

Eschew 4
fastidiousness, abstain from frequent importunity

5
,

Be content with a small gift
6
, if a great one be withheld;

Express a high value 7 even for one which is of little worth 8
,

And return thanks even for the minutest present
9

;

1 'The inferring men's dispositions from their features.'

*
i.e.

*
his satisfaction in the result.'

3 'Be light as to thy household;' (' presso Lare.' Persius, Sat. V. 109.)
* 'Be little as to fastidiousness.'

'

Disliking to seek repeated assistance' Qfrom the same quarter] ;

*

^c- {*s-\i
is the reverse of J Ixclj

and means '
averse from.'

6
Literally,

'

contenting thyself with dew instead of rain' [if thou canst

not obtain the latter] ; a highly metaphorical phrase, the sense of which

is given above. A precisely similar construction occurs in the Lamiyah Al

Agam, line 32, where the poet says, 'Leave great undertakings, and be

content with small performances (a little dew) instead of great (if these

be impossible)' jJLJlj .if*-* f xlS^j-
In the xxth Makamah, (pag. 233

line 4, De Sacy,) we find ' dew '

and '

rain,' used, not as here to express

'

small,' and '

large bounty,' but '
small

'

and '

great blame
'

; <jJJ?

t_J*>-
' Each of us submitted to his dew (slight reproaches from him)

from fear of sustaining his torrent
'

(of abuse).

7
or, 'magnify the value of.'

8 'A contemptible Qthing].'

9
Literally,

' the small hollow or cleft in the stone of a date.' This

means metonymically, either 'the small thread that lies in it,' or 'as much

as that very small cavity would hold.' Compare a passage in the xxvith

Makamah, (page 359, line 5, De Sacy) where a person is described as so

poor that he possessed jJii }L ,Jjai j!

' neither a thread of a date-stone,

nor the cavity that contains it.'
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And be not desperate at meeting with refusal 1
,

Nor think it impossible
2 that a hard rock 3 should yield water;

Nor despair of God's help ; for that is the part of an infidel 4
;

And if thou have to choose between a mite 5
ready to hand 6

,

And the finest pearl that is only promised to thee,

1
Compare pag. 263, line 1,

'Nor, if denied the boon, thy lot deplore,
* But think how Moses erst refusal bore.'

2
or, 'improbable.' Compare pag. 145, note 1, where the same word

is used.

3
i. e.

'
that the person who seems most unlikely to be softened by en-

treaty will at last yield to thy solicitations.' Compare a passage in the
+*

xx th Makamah, (pag. 233, line 3, De Sacy) <*jlJL> ^JuJ ^ ^*J <_^

<ULto- >^? ^J

' ^r e * kim whose hardness yields no dew, and whose

stony nature never moistens.'

4
Literally, 'since none despair of God's help (a quotation from the

Koran) except infidels,' ^ . JlH Compare the following line of the

Haraasa

-

'

Despair not, though thy quest be much prolonged,
'
If thou call in patience to thy aid, thou wilt see relief.'

And,

,

&\ J * 5 J& (jwWt ^1 j (j

'Be not dismayed, though for a short time thou be poor,
' For in length of time thou wilt be relieved ;

' And despair not, since despair is infidelity ;

'It may be that God will enrich thee presently.'

5
Properly 'a small pismire.'

6 A term primarily applied to
'

ready money,' &c.
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Choose 1 the ready to hand, and prefer the present
2 to the future ;

For know that delays often occasion disappointments
3
,

And determinations are always liable to vacillations,

And too often promises are followed by procrastinations
4
,

And obstacles intervene between them and their fulfilment.

But practise the enduring
5

spirit of the resolute,

And the forbearance of the discreet and provident,

And avoid the weakness of hasty impatience,

And let an easy temper be thy habit of mind ;

Ketain thy gains with prudent frugality
6
,

And season 7
liberality with parsimony,

Neither fastening thy hand tightly to thy neck 8
,

1 'Incline to,' &c.

2
'To-day to the morrow.'

Compare Hesiod. Op. et Dies, line 366:

'Ea-Bkov nev irapedi/To? eAe<r0a' -rrijfj.a Se 0vfjna

Xprj'tj^eiv
direovros.

3 'To delays belong calamitous results.'

4
Compare Kaab Ibn Zoheir, line 10,

Jjl-iJ fJUNj ^Ul J e^j U, ^L> U
' Let her not deceive thee by promising and encouraging thy hopes,

'Since such vain hopes are as delusive as dreams.'

5 Conf. Juv. Sat. xrn. 21 :

' Dicimus autem
'
IIos quoque felices qui ferre incommoda vitae,

' Nee jactare jugum vita didicere magistra.'

6
Literally, 'tie up thy money as with a cord.' Comp. Job xiv. 17,

' My transgression is sealed up in a bag, and thou sewest up my iniquity.'

7 Conf. Hesiod.

Mt<rcro'0 (ptit>(T0ac 6ti\ti 8' eVi irvdnevt (ptttta.

8
i.e.

'

withholding the bounty of thy hand.' This is a quotation from
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Nor yet opening it out to its widest extent;

And when one country fails [to yield] thee [supplies],

Or distress has overtaken thee therein,

Cut off thy hopes from it 1
, and speed thy camel away ;

For the best of countries is that which maintains thee ;

Nor deem removal a hardship, nor dislike change of place ;

the Koran in the xviith Surah, entitled ^^\ 'ij^>
where we read,

'Neither fasten thy hand tightly to thy neck, nor open it out to its full

* <*

extent, lest thou sink into poverty and contempt' UjjL* \J^MS^ &XSLH

Compare the Lamiyah Al Agam, line 8, where \_o AkwJ means not

'liberality' but 'extensive influence':

' I want extended power and influence, that thereby I may be enabled

to perform the duties incumbent on me.'

1
Compare the following line of Al Bokhtori,

*

' If fortune clothe thee in the garb of destitution,
' Put on the garments of departure and peregrination.'

Similarly, Labid says in the 56th line of his Moallakah,

'
I always quit any place, if the country is uncongenial to me,

' Even though death should thereby overtake my soul.'

(where <jJ!j is equivalent to
c^Jyl

and ^ Ju5\ ^xj to

Compare also some verses in the xxxixth Makamah (pag. 408, De Sacy),

the translation of which is,
' Choose not an abode where thou art

injured and unhonoured, and depart from a dwelling which exalts the

base to lofty stations ; and extricate thyself from remaining where filth

would cover thee. Go round to the countries, and whichever of them

pleases thee, choose it for thy abode; and cleave no more to the remem-

brance of home; for the noble is depreciated in his native home, just as

the pearl is slighted and of small price, while it remains in its shell.'
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For the most distinguished of our sect 1
,
and chiefs of our tribe 1

Are agreed in the opinion that "movement is bliss 2
,

And visiting of fresh places
3 a sure gain without risk 4

,"

While they express contempt for the opinion of one who thinks

That "
travelling is misery, or change of place a signal torture 6

,"

And say that " this notion is cherished as a slight consolation

By those who are content with a sorry maintenance,

1
i. e.

*
of the mendicant class.'

2 For parallel passages from Arabic poets on this subject see note (A),

pag. 449 at the end of this Makamah, and the quotations in the notes on

the beginning of the Makamah of Ramleh, pag. 409, and 410.

To the same purpose is line 35 of the Lamiyah Al Agam,

'

Dignity suggests to me (and she is true in her suggestions) that change

of place is glorious.'

3 The verbal y\^a is derived from |J?
'
recens fuit,'

'

to be in a fresh

place.'

4
ff-*

-fi~)

(plural j^U-j) is a Persian word, and means, 'a bill of ex-

change^ or, 'a bond which puts an individual into possession of certain

property in another country on his arriving there in person ;' a method of

securing a supply of money in a foreign land which is safe from risk

on the road, and is in fact merely a transfer of property from one country

to another without actual carriage of it. Abou-Zaid means that the roving

and active mendicant finds fresh and sure supplies in every land that he

arrives at, just as if he had letters of credit to its inhabitants. Shareeshi

paraphrases this word AA&* ^ ^oK'f ^Juw JUJ\ ^ C-Hj\ U 'what-

ever property accrues to you without labour or trouble.'

5
3JLc 'supplicium quod sumitur in exemplum.' Conf. Male, xxxviii.

pag. 487, line 6, De Sacy, *|I found a pleasure in journeying, though it is

really a severe hardship' c-jljdtN > <LJaS.
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And repine not 1 at bad food 2
, or scanty measure."

But if thou determine on travelling abroad,

And preparest thy staff and wallet 3 for the journey,

Choose first a companion who will be a real assistance to thee,

For as a neighbourhood must be known 4 before a house is built,

A good companion must be provided before a journey is begun.

Then follow my guidance
5
,
and heed my behest,

And welcome my counsel in proverbs exprest;

Since none can inherit a richer bequest

Than the maxims and rules that thy sire has profest,

The lessons that wisdom's infallible test

Has proved to be purest, and brightest, and best.

1
or,

'

acquiesce in.'

2
Literally,

'

dry bread.'

Conf. Juv. Sat. xiv. 128,

'

Ipse quoque esuriens ; neque enim omnia sustinet unquam
' Mucida caerulei panis consumere frusta.'

3 The paraphernalia of a mendicant. See pag. Jo, note 7-

4 These clauses are expressed in the original with the conciseness of a

proverb, viz.
' the neighbour before the house, and the fellow-traveller before

the journey.'
5 '

Accept it' a charge (admonition) with which none was ever charged

before. It is bright, and contains the most genuine (pure) sentiments, and

the cream of them. I have purified it like one who gives sincere advice,

and is earnest therein. In accordance then with the maxims that I have

thus expressed perform the part of a wise and truly well-informed person

(brother of right guidance).

><r

Concerning the word \ J^ } see note 6, pag. 434 in this Makamah.

The verb ^ is equivalent here to <__*[>>
'
to purge from everything

superfluous or unseemly.'
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Be wise like thy father, that all may protest
1

The lion of lionlike offspring possest.

My son, I have now given thee my charge, and finished it;

And, if thou obey its guidance, a blessing be with thee !

But if thou transgress against it, woe be unto thee !

And may God watch over thee for me when I am gone
2

;

And I trust thou wilt not falsify my hope
3
concerning thee!'

And his son replied to him,
' O my father,

Be thy seat 4 in life never brought low, nor thy bier lifted up !

Thou hast indeed spoken with true aim to the purpose,

And thou hast taught me the path that is truly right,

And shown me how to attain to real distinction 5
;

And given me what a father never yet gave to a son;

And, should my life be prolonged
6 after thou art gone,

1 ' So that people may say,
' He is a cub of that lion,' t. e. 'he is a

worthy son of his father'.' Compare viiith Makamah (pag. 95, line 8, De

Sacy).

' The lion's whelp is found on trial like the lion.'

Conf. jEsch. Agam- 706, de catulo leonis,

"^povKT&f\t 8' dirt&fiev edo? TO irpos TOKtiav.

and Horace, Od. iv. 4,

'Fortes creantur fortibus et bonis,' &c.

2 'May God be my substitute [in watching] over thee,' or, 'with

respect to thee.'

3
or,

'

opinion.'

4
'Thy throne," i.e. 'thy honourable station.'

5
or, 'success.' The word

l^j^j
occurs also in the Mak. of Beni

Haraam
; see pag. 53, note 5.

6 'If I am waited for' Qby Azracl], or, 'have delay conceded to me.'

Conf. Hor. IT. 17, 25,
'

Volucrisquo fati tardavit alas.'
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(But
* may it never be mine to taste thy loss !),

I will practise the good maxims which thou hast taught me,

And follow the example of thy distinguished
2 excellence ;

So that men may say, "How 3
is this night like yesterday's

4
!

How the morning-cloud resembles the cloud of the evening!"
'

Then Abou-Zaid roused himself 5
,
and said with a smile,

' Whoever is like his father is no unreasonable imitator6
.'

Now when the tribe of Sasaan heard this excellent charge,

They regarded it as superior to that of Lokman the Wise 7
,

And learnt it by heart like the first Chapter
8 of the Koran,

And to this day consider it the best lesson 9 for their children,

And more valuable to them than a gift of pure gold.

1 It has been remarked that the conjunction Wav is the Arabic mark of

parenthesis. See pag. 228, note 8.

2
or, 'conspicuous.

3
Concerning the construction &jj$,\ l< see pag. 66, note 6. Compare

also pag. 432, note 3, where we find Uixll L
' How very like are they

[_to winged birds]' ; since forms like ^&\ Le niay either be followed by

a noun in the accusative, or have a pronominal affix attached to them.

4 An ordinary proverb expressing 'similarity,' as in the verse,

>.,

'They are all craftier than a fox; how is to-night like yesterday's!'

i. e.
'

They are all alike Qn guile].'

5 'To make his reply.'

6
Either,

'
does nothing wrong or extravagant,' or,

' does not wrong his

father,' Qin following his example] ; a quotation from a verse of Kaab Ibn

Zoheir.

7 The dying charge of Lokman the Wise to his son was traditionally

celebrated among the Arabs. See Ahmed Ibn Yousouf in
' Lokman.'

8 The Surah Al Mathaani ; so called because often repeated in prayer.

See pag. 40, note 3.

9 Conf. Juv. Sat. xiv. 189:
'

Hsec illi veteres prsecepta minoribus.'
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NOTE (A) See page 445.

The following passages from Arabic poets illustrate the advantages of

foreign travel.

^ 9

Jli <_jyt

' Remove thyself away from a land in which thou art oppressed,
* And be not troubled about separation from thy kindred ;

' Whoever is of small esteem in the eyes of his family and people,
' For him peregrination is better than to remain in degradation ;

' Native (raw) amber is rubbish in the countries where it is found,
' But by going abroad it comes to be borne on the necks Qof the fair] ;

'So also Kohel in its own country is a mere stone,
' Which is cast aside and thrown at random on the high-road,

'But when it goes abroad, it receives every species of honour,

*And is even carried between the eyelid and the pupil of the eye.'

Oriental females put a streak of Kohel inside the eyelid in order to

increase the expressiveness of the eye. It is a solution of antimony or

black lead, and is said to be a great preservative of sight.

30
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To the same effect are the lines,
*

Jw

U

^ *j]\ C^la) U <Uu> Jjj!
^

j5

-^2j J (j*>j&\ ^J ^ 5 * o^uw U

^ c y

' Travel ! Thou wilt find enough to compensate for what thou shalt have left

'The wise and learned do not obtain honour by staying in one place.

'Leave therefore thy native country and visit foreign lands;

'Since, were it not for the occultations of the moon,
' The eye of the observer would never be directed toward her;

'The lion, if he left not his den, would never be hunted;

'The arrow, if it left not the bow, would never hit the mark;

'Gfold dust, when found in its country, is as mere earth,

'And frankincense in its own land is no more than ordinary wood.'

In the following Makamah, which is the last and longest, Hariri takes

occasion to eulogize his native city Basra, as he had already eulogized

the particular quarter of it to which he belonged, in the Makamah of the

Mosque Beni Haraam. He introduces Abou-Zaid pronouncing an elabo-

rate panegyric on the city and its inhabitants, and as becoming truly

penitent in answer to their prayers, though he had begged those prayers

in hypocrisy, in order to make them think well of him, and bestow their

bounty upon him. Hareth hearing from travellers a. report that he was

become very devout and an example of ascetic piety to his own town,

goes to visit him there, and finds that such was actually the case. The

religious poem which Abou-Zaid recites in the hearing of Hareth is about

the best composition in verse throughout the Makamat.



THE MAKAMAH
OF

BASRA 1

.

THE WORDS OF HARETH IBN-HAMMAM.

ONE
day I was afflicted 2 with a fit of melancholy,

The violence 3 of which distressed me exceedingly,

So that its symptoms became visible in my demeanour ;

And having heard that to visit a house of prayer
4

Has the effect of removing oppressions
5 of the mind,

1 See a note at the beginning of the Mak. of Beni Haraam, pag. 37,

concerning the town of Basra on the Tigris. The scene of the Makamah

of Holouan is also laid at Basra (see pag. 388). He there calls it 'the

place where he first flourished/ and says that he met Abou-Zaid in its

public library, a place of great resort.

2 CU Jt^! is the first pers. pass, of the fourth conjug. of jul . It seems

to mean, 'I was enveloped (or, 'occupied') by Qany mental affliction].'

i

The sense of jj*\ 'inhaesit,' 'adhaesit,' 'occupavit,* is cognate to that of

the verbal .U<i 'interius amiculum corporis;' see pag. 391, note 4.

3
Literally, 'blazing.'

4 'Places of prayer and praise Qof God].' j means generally, 'Memo-

ratio quae animo fit vel ore Dei et divinarum rerum.'

3
'Coverings that envelop or obscure.' The word ^Iji >8 llscd in a

good sense in the Mak. of Damascus in the passage,
' Cover me with the

curtain of thy grace.' Sec pag. 18fi, line 13.

302
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I thought nothing so likely to quench the fire l within me,

As to repair straightway to the great mosque
2 of Basra,

Which was at that time frequented
3
by learned sages,

And thronged by those who sought to imbibe 4
instruction;

The flowers of eloquence might be gathered in its courts 5
,

And the hum of writing
6 was to be heard throughout it.

I therefore proceeded thither without hesitation 7 or delay ;

And no sooner had I stepped on the pavement
8 of the mosque,

1 ' The embers/ i. e. of melancholy. Compare pag. 227, note 1.

2
_^>L>- is

' the great mosque* (cathedral), as distinguished from the

(mezquitas), which were very numerous in Basra. See note 3,

pag. 37, and pag. 39, note 3.

3
Literally,

'

frequented as to its cushions ;' i. e. by professors of learn-

ing, because they were seated on couches, while those who listened to their

instructions stood around them. JuLu^c is explained by Shareeshi **c\t-c

/v

*^JjiU ..jjJwaJUll U1*!U The principal mosques in Cairo (Al Azhari),

Damascus, Baghdad, Koufa, Basra, &c. were formerly a species of Uni-

versities in which the learned delivered their lectures not only on religious

subjects, but on grammar, rhetoric, &c., and most of the shops in the

immediate neighbourhood were those of book-sellers.

4 ' Much resorted to as to its reservoirs of water' ( sJj!L<
' ab aquan-

tibus multum aditus et frequentatus.' Gol.) ; a metaphor expressing that the

mosque was crowded by the disciples of the sages sitting there, who sought

to imbibe their instructions, Aj&\ j^}) iU-i^ ^lc djJJoSI

as Shareeshi explains this passage.
5

Literally,
'
in its meadows/

6 'The whir of pens was heard in all its quarters.' Thus it appears

that the great mosque was a place of study as well as of lecturing. Authors

often wrote their books there, and copyists were constantly busied in tran-

scription.

7 'Without turning aside to any [other] business/

8 '
Its pebbles/ i. e.

'
its tesselated pavement/
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Or obtained a glimpse of its innermost recesses,

Than I saw 1 a man in rags, on a high pedestal of stone,

With countless companies
2 of people gathered round him;

So I hasted towards him, and endeavoured to approach
3
him,

Hoping to obtain from him 4 a remedy for my [disquietude] ;

And I successively advanced 5 from one position to another,

Without regarding the blows 6 or repulses
6 that I met with,

1
Properly,

* he was seen by me, and I by him.' See pag. 369, note 7-

2
Literally,

'

companies whose numbers could not be counted, and whose

infant children were not called.' This last is a very strange phrase em-

ployed by the Arabs merely to add emphasis to a statement or asser-

tion. The origin of this use seems to have been that they spoke of

any important matter, they said of it, that it was such as would

make a mother forget her infant child and not call to it,' and that this

phrase afterwards became one of general application, signifying, 'to the

utmost,'
'

thoroughly,'
'
in the very highest degree,' }jJU> ^\

As instances of this idiom the Scholiast quotes from Al Asmai,

'
I renounced (foreswore) the love of beauty (frequent thinking and talk-

ing about women) with the utmost repentance toward God.'

And again,

'The hand of Yazeed has made a thorough law of liberality.'

3
Literally,

'
I tried to have recourse to him as to a reservoir of water.'

See note 4, last page.
4 'To find my cure in his company' (chez lui).

3
Constantly shifting his position in order to get nearer to Abou-Zaid.

1^0 is properly 'a mathematical centre,' and hence the 'position in space'

which any one occupies.

6 ' Blows on the breast, and blows on the cheeks.'
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Till I at last seated myself directly in front of him,

Where I was quite secure from uncertainty about him ;

And lo ! it was our Shaikh of Seroug, without any doubt,

Or any disguise
l to conceal his identity ;

And at the sight
2 of him my melancholy was removed3

,

And my cares were scattered like a routed army.

And when he saw me 4
, and noticed my position,

He said,
' O people of Basra,

May God keep and guard you, and confirm your piety;

How diffused is the sweet odour 5 of your reputation,

How conspicuous are the virtues that distinguish you ;

Your country is the most perfect of all lands in purity
6
,

1 Because he had not expected to see Hareth there, whom he supposed

to be on a mercantile journey, so that he was not afraid of being recog-

nised as usual.

2 ' On mutually beholding each other/ See pag. 369, note 7-

3 Because he expected to hear something from Abou-Zaid that might

amuse or instruct him.

4 Shareeshi here remarks that Abou-Zaid was in awe of Hareth wherever

he saw him, because no person was so well aware of his deceitful practices,

and had so often exposed them to others; and now that he met him in

Hareth's native place Basra, he thought it politic to pronounce a high

eulogy upon the town, in order to appease him so far that he might not

tell his countrymen what a deceitful person he had hitherto been. Farther

on in the Makamah we find him hypocritically begging the prayers of the

people, and insinuating that it would be an act of great cruelty if any one

acquainted with his past character and conduct should take advantage of

that knowledge to injure him by exposing it to others.

5
Compare Eccles. vii. 1, and a passage in the xivth Makamah (pag. 156,

line 4, De Sacy).
'

Liberality has a perfume whose odours diffuse them-

selves, whose fragrance leads to its flower-garden ; and I was guided by the

exhalations of your perfumes to the shining forth of your bounty.'
6 This is explained by the fact

/
alluded to below that Basra was built
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And the most abundant in natural advantages,

And the widest in extent 1
, and most plentiful in pasture

2
;

It possesses the truest Keblah 3
, and the broadest river 4

,

And the largest supply of water and palm-trees;

It is the best of countries in detail and aggregate,

And the gate
5 ofMecca, and opposite

6 to the station of Abraham;

It has been called " one of the two wings
7 of the world,"

And is a town whose foundations were laid in piety
8
,

under the Mohammedan dynasty, and therefore had never been polluted by

any idolatrous worship. See note 8 below.

1
i. e.

' unbroken extent of cultivated land.'

2 The plain of Basra was watered by the Ailah, which was turned in

small channels over the whole of its extent, like the rivers of Damascus.

It was reckoned one of the four terrestrial paradises, the rest being the

plains of Damascus, Samarcand, and Shiraz.

3 It was believed that the inhabitants of Basra were more correctly

informed with regard to the direction of Mecca from their own town than

those of any other place. Consequently their mosques were most correctly

placed, and their position in prayer most orthodox. Concerning the Keblah,

see Pocock, Spec. Arab. Hist. pag. 180.

4 Because the conflux of the Euphrates and Tigris is a little above

Basra.

5 Because there was no town on the direct route from Basra to Mecca,

so that it might be called the entrance to the Iledgaz.
6

Literally, 'opposite to the gate Qof the Kaaba] and the station Qof

Abraham].' See pag. 412, note 8.

7 This was a remark made by an Arabian author of some repute, whoso

geographical knowledge was extremely limited. He pronounced the shape

of the world to be like that of a bird, the Arabian peninsula representing

its body, and Egypt and the district of Basra its two wings.
8 Because Basra was not built in times of heathenism, but by command

of the pious K 1 1,1 lip 1 1 Omar, A. n. 15. Sec note at the beginning of tho

Mak. of Beni-IIaraam, pag. 37-
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That was never defiled by the building of fire-temples
1

,

Wherein the worship
2 of idols was never practised,

On whose soil adoration has been offered to none but God,

Whose places of assembly
3 are peculiarly thronged,

Whose houses of prayer are most of all frequented,

Whose schools of learning are most widely celebrated,

Whose shrines 4 are constantly visited by pilgrims,

Whose vestiges and remains 5 are venerated by all,

And whose boundaries are most clearly defined 6
;

Wherein the ships and the camels meet 7
together,

The fishes 8 of the sea and the beasts 8 of the land,

1 All the more ancient towns in Irak were captured by the Arabs from

the Persians, and had therefore been the scenes of their idolatrous fire-

worship, which was held in great abhorrence by Moslemin. See Pocock,

Spec. Arab. Hist., pag. 151.

2
Literally,

'

walking in procession round their shrines,' like that which

is practised round the Kaaba to this day.

3
J^xLo

'
locus ubi homines adsunt,' 'consessus*. Gol.

4
i. e. the tombs of Moslem saints, companions of the prophet, and cham-

pions of Islam, many of whom were buried in the environs of Basra.

5
Literally,

'
traces.' A great part of Basra had fallen to decay in con-

sequence of the great increase of the city of Baghdad, which drew off

much of its population. See pag. 460, note 1.

6
i. e. though much of the town was in ruins (as is the case with Ispahan,

Delhi, and many great oriental cities), still its former extent and magnifi-

cence was clearly marked by those remains.

7 These circumstances are mentioned in order to shew that Basra united

the various advantages peculiar to an inland and to a maritime position.
8

Literally, 'the whales and the lizards Qmeet];' The former never

quit the water, and the latter never quit the land ; on which account they

are proverbial among the Arabs for irreconcileable separation. See pag.

132, note 1, on the passage 'as far as the lizard is separated from the whale.'

Compare also Makamah xxxviii. (pag. 492, line 1, De Sacy),
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The seaman and the drover 1

, the fisherman and the ploughman,

The harpooner and the lancer, the herdsman and the swimmer ;

Whose river displays the phenomenon
2 of the ebb and flow,

That make its waters alternately fail and abound;

And to you, its inhabitants, belong peculiar excellencies,

Which no two men disagree about, and no enemy denies.

You 3 are the most obedient and grateful of the king's subjects;

Your religious worthies 4 are the most devout5 of mankind,

And the most truly excellent in actual practice;

Your learned men 6 are the sages of all time,

And the authorities referred to by every age ;

j J

'No union can be effected between praise and sordid parsimony,
' So that the one may be accounted a lizard and the other a whale.'

At the beginning of the xxix th Makamah, (pag. 352, line 3, De Sacy)

Hareth speaks of himself as arriving in a place where he had not a single

acquaintance, and says that he found himself there IjuuJb CJsrl 'like a

whale in the open desert.' Conf. Psal. cii. 6, 7- In Juvenal, Sat. in. 231,

the lizard is spoken of as an exclusively land-animal,

'Eat aliquid Unius sese dominum fecisse lacertae;'

where it seems that the word 'lacerta' metonymically expresses 'a piece

of ground sufficient for the maintenance of a single lizard.'

1 ' The driver of camels,' whose occupation confines him to the land.

'

Prodigy
'

or
*

sign.' The tide of the Indian ocean affects the river

as far as Basra. The Arabs were astonished thus to see the same phe-

nomenon in fresh water as in salt.

3
Literally,

'

your community is the most obedient of subjects to a

sultan, and most grateful for benefits received from him.'

4
or, 'ascetics.' 5

or, 'continent and abstinent.'

15 The Scholiast says that allusion is here made to Abou-Obeidah the

grammarian.
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One 1 of you devised and laid down the rules of grammar,

And another 2
originated and invented the rhythm of poetry;

Nor is there a single subject of reasonable pride,

But the largest grasp
3 and the noblest lot4 therein

Always belongs to you, as you well merit and deserve.

You were the first to imitate the ceremonies 5 of Arafat,

And to institute the matutinal customs 6 of the sacred month;

And you have also more Muezzins ? than any other city,

And those the most correct in their rules of worship;

1 Zaalem Abou'l Asoud Al Doulah. It has already been stated, that

Basra was famous as a school of Grammar, and in that respect rivalled

Koufa. In grammatical questions the opposing authorities quoted are

generally the
*

Basriyans
'

and the *

Koufiyans.'
2 Khaleel Ibn-Ahmed. 3

'Literally, the longest hand.'

4
i. e.

' the seventh arrow in casting lots with arrows,' a method of

gambling practised among the early Arabs ; see pag. 203. A similar me-

taphor occurs in .ZEsch. Agam. line 33,

TCI SeffTTOTwc yap ev irecrovra

Tp\<i e /3a\ov<rri<; Tjcr8e p

5 On the great day of the ceremonies of Mecca, when the pilgrims con-

gregate and pray on Mount Arafat, before the feast of sacrifices (see pag.

417, note 4.), Moslemin in towns remote from Mecca were wont to per-

form similar ceremonies on a smaller scale, marching outside their gates in

procession, and congregating in the mosques for prayer and praise, &c., which

was called ^JjjtlS! 'the imitation of the ceremonies of Arafat.' The

first who did so were the people of Basra, at the instigation of Ibn-Abbas,

the cousin of Mohammed (concerning whom see pag. 241, note 6).
6 The inhabitants of Basra set the example of holding a market for the

supply of food every day in the month Ramadan before daybreak, in which

the needy might come and eat what they pleased, on begging for it.

7 Those who proclaim the five times of daily prayer from the mosque,

either from a minaret
,j
jL> or from a pedestal by the door. See pag.

271, note 7.
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And when your chambers are still, and the weary in repose
1
,

A voice of praise resounds 2 from your minarets,

Which rouses the sleeper, and cheers the wakeful ;

And whenever the smiling morn appears,

And her light bursts forth in summer or winter 3
,

Your Muezzins summon to prayer at early dawn,

With a sound 4 like the murmur of the wind on the sea;

And in respect thereof your fame has gone abroad,

And the prophet himself foretold, declaring expressly

That " the noise of your Muezzins at the dawn of day

Should be like the hum of bees 5 in the wilderness:"

Then honour to you in this announcement of the Chosen 6 One ;

1

Literally, 'when the sleeper sleeps.'

2 ' There is heard among you a recitation of praise to God, which rouses

the sleeper, &c.' During the month Ramadan, the muezzins recite long

prayers, and praises, and passages of the Koran, from the minarets, in a

loud sonorous chant, at the three times of nightly prayer, viz. nightfall

(^IjJI), midnight, and daybreak ^r**^'.
Where there are many mosques

the din of this recitation ( i\jJ) is very loud, and disturbs the repose of

the inhabitants.

3 'Cold or heat"

4
Literally, 'your summoners to prayer at the dawn of each day pro-

duce a murmur like the murmur of the wind on the seas.' The Scholiast

quotes many testimonies to the pious exertions of the muezzins of Basra

to make themselves heard, and even to overpower with their voices the

noise of heavy rain.

5 It seems that Mohammed declared that in future times his sect should

be so numerous, that
'
the sound of the recitations of the Koran should bo

like the hum of bees,' and that Omar chose to encourage the inhabitants of

his newly-founded town to believe that the declaration referred to them

in an especial manner.

6 '

Moustapha,' a title of Mohammed.
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And blest is your city, even though it has been demolished 1

,

And though only the extreme border of it remains.'

Then he checked his tongue, and restrained his eloquence,

So that the eyes
2 of the people were directed upon him,

And he was even suspected of inability to proceed;

But after heaving a sigh like one dragged to punishment
3
,

Or one on whom a lion's claws have been infixed,

He exclaimed,
' As for you, O people of Basra,

You are all 4
, as I have declared, noble and illustrious,

And distinguished alike by knowledge and by munificence

But as for me, if any one 5 of you knows my character,

I [freely confess that I] am such [as he knows me to be],

(And it would be base 6 to use that knowledge to injure me) ;

But if any one here is uncertain 7 in his knowledge of me,

I will now give him a true account of my qualities

I havejourneyed in Neged 8 and Tehama 8
, in Yemen 8 and Syria

8
,

And have traversed desert and sea, by night and by day;

1 See pag. 456, note 5. It does not appear that the ravages of the

Tartars had extended into Irak in the time of Hariri.

2
Literally, 'he was gazed at by the eyes [of the people]' in their

astonishment at his pausing so abruptly in his harangue after so eloquent

a commencement. In the meantime he was considering what he should

say with respect to himself, seeing that Hareth was present, who could, if

he thought proper, expose his duplicity to the people.
3

Properly,
'

capital punishment,'
' the exaction of life for life.'

4 'There is not one among you but is noble and distinguished.'

5
Alluding to Hareth.

6
Literally,

'
the basest of acquaintances is he who injures you [by

his acquaintance].' This clause being preceded by Wav may be regarded

as in parenthesis; see pag. 220, note 8.

7 ' Whose knowledge of me is not well established.'

8 Hariri employs a distinct verb to express the act of visiting each of

these countries. The two former are districts of Arabia Petrasa.
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I was reared at Seroug, and was trained on the saddle ;

And oft have entered the straitened 1 and opened the closed,

And encountered the hostile 2
, and conciliated the obstinate 3

,

And curbed the most restive, and quelled the most haughty
4

,

And melted the hardest, and softened the most obdurate 5
.

Ask the East and the West, the high and the low,

Ask each company and assembly, each tribe and troop
6
,

Or seek a plain account of me from those who report news,

From those who are wont to recite in 7
evening colloquies,

From the guides
8 of caravans, and from skilful diviners 9

,

That you may know how many a ravine I have traversed 10
,

How often I have overcome obstacles 11
, and braved fatal perils,

And fought fights, and deluded the most sagacious,

And devised original schemes, and seized opportunities,

1 Here Abou-Zaid metaphorically describes the feats of eloquence where-

by he had deluded and cajoled the most intractable persons to accede to

his wishes, and relieve his necessities. Compare pag. 88, note 7 and pag-

192, note 2.

2
or, 'engaged in scenes of conflict.'

3
or,

* made gentle untoward dispositions.'
4

Literally,
'

depressed nostrils to the dust,' (i. e. those who hold their

noses high in pride). Compare the phrase ^tf PT3J1 Psal. x. 4.

3 'Hard rocks/ i.e. 'the stony-hearted.'
6
'Squadrons of horsemen."

7
or,

*
those who repeat evening conversations,' i. e.

'
relate what has

been said therein.'

8 'camel-drivers.'

9 All these persons having had experience of Abou-Zaid's powers of

eloquence and artifice.

10
Compare pag. 192.

11
Literally,

4 How often I have rent veils,' t. e.
' broken through what-

ever intervened between myself and the accomplishment of my purposes.'
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And made lions my prey
1

, and cast down the lofty
2

;

How often I have elicited the hidden 3
by my magic,

And charmed rocks 4 so that they clave asunder,

While I lured forth their sweet waters by subtilty!

But all this 5 was when I was as yet like a green bough,

When my flowing locks were raven-black,

And the garment
6 of manhood was new upon me.

But now my skin is withered, and my stature bowed,

And the dark night of my locks bespangled with white7
,

And nothing remains but regret (if that be of any avail),

And to strive to repair the rent 8 that has grown wide.

Now I have been informed by the most authentic accounts9

And the reports most worthy to be relied on,

That God directs his regard
10

upon you every day,

1
Compare pag. 88, note 7 ; and pag. 438, note 3, on the passage,

'Advance boldly even to face a lion.'

2 'How many a soaring thing have I left abject/

3 i.e.
'

money from the purses of men by my eloquence.'

4
Compare

' Think it not impossible that the hardest rock should yield

water,' i. e.
'
that the most unimpressible may be influenced by thy en-

treaties to bestow his bounty upon thee,' pag. 442.

5
Literally,

'
all that I have described took place when my bough was

fresh and green,' i. e. in my youth. Compare
* the place where my bough

first sprouted,' i. e.
' where I grew up/ pag. 395.

6
Compare

'
I stalked proudly in the garment of manhood, pag. 329.'

7 ' Has turned light.' See pag. 374, note 9.

8 i.e.
'

my failings and imperfections.'
'

Repair rent actions,' &c.

Compare pag. 262, note 2.

9 '

Well-supported records,' (or
'

traces').

10 This is an allusion to a prophecy attributed to the prophet in ac-

cordance with one already quoted (pag. 459), viz.
'
that God has two looks
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And that whereas the weapons of other men are of iron,

Your weapons are only those of supplication.

So I repaired to you, urging my camel to the utmost 1
,

And hasting
2 from station to station, till I stood among you;

Nor do I pretend to have acquired a claim 3
upon you thereby,

Since I came here simply for the sake of my own 4
welfare,

And have toiled only to secure my own tranquillity ;

And I ask not your bounty, but solicit your prayers,

And crave not your wealth, but desire you intercessions ;

And I pray God to guide me aright to repentance
5

,

every day (
(̂ &ts +g j ^ ^J\*j

<dJ ^), one on all the inhabit-

ants of the East and the West, and one on the inhabitants of Basra.'

1 See pag. 177, note 1.

2
Literally,

'

folding up (i.
e.

'

rapidly traversing ') the stages of the

journey.' The Arabs frequently speak of one who moves rapidly as
'

folding up the distance over which he passes.' Compare the first line of

the Aiyah of Ibn-Fared, 'The camel-driver who folds up the open plain,'

*"

JuuJl
(-?^=V. ^A*^ Jpb

3 Conf. jfcsch. Prom. V. 454,

Aefw Se, fHftTJrut OVTIV dvQpiairois

a\\' tov CfCu)*' tvvotuv

where the word pen^f/H is perhaps analogous to the Arabic - which

properly means 'exprobratio benefacti.' However _ may also simply

mean ' a benefit,'
' reward ;

'

in which case the above clause must be ren-

dered, 'nor is any reward due thereby to me from you,' or, 'nor is any

obligation to me laid upon you thereby,' (i.e. by my having made such

efforts to come among you). The prepositions Ac and
.J

have occur-

red in the same sense before ; pag. 34, note 4, and pag. 294, note 4.

4 ' I did not journey Qhither] except for my own interest.'

3
or, 'amendment Qof life].'
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And to preparation for my final return l to Him ;

For He is exalted in attributes, and answers prayers,

And accepts the repentance of his servants, and pardons sin.

I ask God's forgiveness for the offences wherein I have trans-

gressed and rebelled ;

For how often have I plunged into the sea of error in ignorance,

and walked early and late in the paths of delusion !

How often have I obeyed my evil propensity
2
,
and been led astray

by it, and been crafty, and treacherous, and deceitful;

How often have I rejected the curb of restraint, and run on

impetuous
3 and unhesitating to acts of rebellion !

How often in my career 4 have I arrived at heinous sins,

nor ceased from them [when I had begun them] !

Then would that I had been forgotten [in the grave] long before,

that I might not have perpetrated
5 such iniquities !

For death is better for the guilty than proceeding in the course

that I proceeded in.

But hear, O Lord, a contrite sinner's prayer,

And free forgiveness
6 of his guilt bestow;

For 'tis thy gracious attribute to spare,

And mercy toward the penitent to show.'

1 See pag. 80, note 4, and pag. 160, note 1.

2
i, e. 'my natural inclination to practise deception.'

3
Literally,

'

running onwards to disobediences, without checking myself

in my career.'

4 ' My advancing boldly.' Compare pag. 201, note 6, and pag. 202.

5
Literally, 'not have gathered what I gathered,' i. e. 'the guilt that I

accumulated.'

6 '

Lord, be gracious to me though I rebelled ; for thou art he to whom

grace peculiarly belongs;' (see pag. 363, note S), or, 'thou art the lord

and master of mercy.'
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So the people began to assist him with their prayers,

While he turned his face towards heaven,

Until his eyelids were suffused with tears,

And his strong agitation was visible to all;

But presently he exclaimed,
' God is most great !

The sign
1 of the answering of your prayer has appeared,

And all uncertainty
2 of its acceptance is now removed:

May you therefore be rewarded, O inhabitants of Basra,

As those deserve who guide others out of perplexity T

Then all the people expressed sympathy
3 with his joy,

And freely bestowed upon him of what they had at hand 4
.

So he gladly accepted the benefit of their bounty,

And began to launch forth 5 in grateful praise of them ;

And then he came down from the stone pedestal,

And proceeded towards the brink of the river of Basra ;

But I followed him behind, till we were quite alone 6

And secure from scrutiny or observation ; and then I said,

'Thou hast certainly performed to admiration 7 this time;

But what is thy real intention about repentance?'

He replied,
'

By Him who knows secrets and pardons sins,

I swear that my case is truly a marvellous one,

1
. e.

'
the agitation and penitence with which he had been affected/

2
Literally, 'the veil of uncertainty is removed [from the acceptance

of your prayer.]]
'

3 ' There was not one among the people but rejoiced with his joy.'

4 'Whatever was easy to them,' i.e. 'ready to hand.'

5
t_Jj& is here equivalent to i_^>M 'sublimi stylo sermonis usus est.'

8 ' To where we were by ourselves.'

7 Abou-Zaid having succeeded, as usual, in obtaining the bounty of

his hearers, Hareth concludes that he was still insincere, and that all his

professions of penitence were false.

31
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And the prayer of thy countrymen is certainly answered.'

I replied,
' Give me further explanation of thy meaning,

So may God grant thee yet more of his grace !'

He answered,
' I began

*

by acting the part of a hypocrite,

And ended by changing into a contrite penitent;

Happy then is he to whom their hearts incline favourably !

And woe to him who is the object of their malediction 2
!'

Then he bade me farewell, and departed,

And left me in restless uncertainty
3

respecting him;

For I ceased not to feel an anxious concern about him,

And to be intent on examining the truth of his statement,

Although whenever I sought any passing news of him

From wayfarers or travellers in foreign countries,

I was like one trying to converse with dumb animals,

Or apostrophizing a senseless mass of rock ;

Until, after long expectation and extreme anxiety
4
,

I met some travellers on their return from a journey,
*

And said to them,
' Are there any tidings from abroad ?'

They replied,
* We have tidings stranger than a phoenix

5
,

1 'I swear by thy father that I stood among them in the position of

a suspected (or 'scandalous') hypocrite.'

2 'Whom they have begun to execrate.' \\j is here equivalent to

\j\S.

3
Literally,

'

deposited restlessness in me/ See page 227, note 1.

4 ' After waiting an age, and reaching a great height of distress' (at not

hearing of him).

5 The fabulous bird Uuc was probably so called because it was usually

represented with a long neck like a vulture. When any thing is talked of,

but not to be found, the Arabs say that this bird has flown away with it.

Compare the following passage of Abou-Nowas,
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And more marvellous than the long-sightedness of ZerkaaV

So I requested them to explain their statement,

And to impart to me the knowledge
2 that they had gained;

When they told me ' that they had halted in their journey

JJU!

* There are no tidings of him but such as are like the phoenix,

'Which is represented on royal carpets, and in the proverb,

'Which people are told about, without ever seeing it.'

And Al Komait speaks of a person who possest

c-
>jx*

l&lc
(jM^,^\i oJiL>- l# \$3l UiJj ^J ^

'Excellent qualities both religious and worldly,
' Such as if the phoenix of the West had lately flown away with them,'

i.e. such as may be described, but will never be seen again.

Another poet says in praise of a generous person,

^L>-
<Jdll JvAc ^ tc \3\

*
If the place of Ibn Abdallah were empty,

'The phoenix of the West would have flown away with munificence;'

t. e. munificence might be talked about, but would be seen no more.'

1 A woman, native of Yemana, who was said to be able to see to the

distance of three day's journey, and to give her countrymen warning of the

approach of invaders. Motanebbi says,

'More sharp-sighted than Zerkaa of Yemana (anciently called

'
Because, whenever my eyes look, my perception keeps pace with them.'

i.e. 'I can descry whatever I turn my eyes towards, however remote.'

2
Literally, 'that they would mete to me of what they had had meted

to them.' See pag. 381, note 10, where the same word Jj occurs.

312
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At the town of Seroug, after the Greeks 1 had left it,

And that they had seen there its famous native Abou-Zaid,

And that he was now dressed in serge [like an ascetic],

And leading the devotions of the people
2

[like an Imaum],

And was already become celebrated for his sanctity
3
.'

I replied,
' Do you really mean the eminent author of Makamat"?'

'

Yes,' they answered,
' and now equally eminent for his virtues 4

.'

Whereupon I was moved by an impulse of esteem 5 for him,

And perceived that it was an opportunity not to be lost;

So I set out with full determination 6 to visit him,

And journeyed towards him with the speed of earnestrffiss,

Till I reached his house of prayer, the scene of his devotions,

When lo ! he had renounced the company of his associates,

And was standing upright in his oratory
7
,

Attired in a cloak held together with thorns 8
,

And a tunic fastened about him 9 with a cord;

1
See pag. 54, note 2. The word ^- is constantly applied to the ene-

mies of Islam; (probably in its sense 'a wild ass'), as a term of abuse. It

also means 'a religious proselyte/ ('renegade'?). Its use by Moslemin

corresponds to that of the word '

Paynim' by old English authors.

2 'The rows of people' in a mosque. See pag. 232, note 2, and pag.

236, note 4.

3
or, 'as an ascetic.'

4
or, 'miraculous excellencies,' 'graces of religion.'

5
Literally,

'
affection towards him instigated me.'

6 'I journeyed after the manner of one fully prepared/
7 t_jUsr* is the principal place in a mosque where the Imaum stands,

with his face towards Mecca, and leads the devotions of the congregation. See

pag. 44, note 2.

81
i. e- mended in the most inartistic manner. The word JULs* is de-

rived from
jj^>.

'acicula transfixam connexuit vestem/ Gol.

9 or simply, 'a patched tunic/ the rags which he had formerly worn
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And I was struck with awe in his presence,

Like one who has suddenly broken in upon a lion,

On finding that his features bore the traces of devotion.

And when he had finished his prayers
1 and praises,

He saluted me by holding up his forefinger
2 to me,

Without uttering the least whisper of conversation,

Or asking a single question about the past or the present ;

And then proceeded to resume his devotional occupations
3
,

And left me marvelling at his zealous assiduity,

And envying the lot of those whom God leads aright ;

Whffe he continued in adoration and self-abasement,

With bowings, and prostrations, and humiliation, and contrition,

Till he had completed the performance of the five prayers
4
,

And it was now the eve 5 of the following day;

Whereupon he departed with me to his dwelling,

And imparted to me of his bread and of his oil ;

And after that he rose to go to his private oratory,

And remained there alone in converse with his Lord ;

Until the time when the dawn appeared,

to excite commiseration having been repaired; or, perhaps, he wore such

clothes as a mark of asceticism.

1
Properly, 'his supererogatory prayers;' for such are the thanksgivings

which devout Moslemin repeat in addition to their obligatory prayers.

2 This is the sign by which Moslemin usually indicate to one likely to

interrupt them, that they are engaged in prayer.

3 The Scholiast says that the occupation of Abou-Zaid here spoken of

was the nightly recitation of certain portions of the Koran, and .that

t}\j\
is often used metaphorically in that sense.

4 See pag. 299, note 1.

5
Literally, 'the day was become yesterday,' i.e. 'that day was quite

past.'
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And a keeper of vigils could claim his reward;

And then he concluded his wakeful prayers with praises
1
,

And afterwards reclined at full length to repose himself,

And began to chaunt 2 these lines in a distinct voice.

'No more permit
3
thy thoughts on home to dwell,

Or scenes of cherished recollection sweet 4
,

And each to whom thou badest fond farewell

Forgotten leave as never more to meet.

Remember only all the darkling stains 5

On memory's page by thee recorded deep,

Review the ceaseless crime thy life contains,

One tissue foul of hardened vice, and weep.

For vain delights repentance thou hast spurned,

By nightly revels infamy defied 6
,

At wanton pleasure's call from virtue turned,

Provoked thy Lord to wrath, thy faith belied;

1 See note 1, pag. 469.

2 ' To recite them with a constant repetition of the same cadence.'

3 Abou-Zaid is supposed in this poem to be addressing his own soul

with an exhortation to renounce all worldly associations, and practise amend-

ment and sincere repentance.
4 ' Abodes Qthe comforts of] which are known by experience.'
5

Literally,
' bewail the past time, wherein thou hast blackened the

pages (of the recording angel's book), and continued to persist in what is

base and scandalous.'

6 ' How many a night hast thou filled with sin which thou committedst

in thy chamber and thy resting-place, in order to indulge some propensity !

how often hast thou encouraged thy own steps in infamy which thou

hast contracted ! how often hast thou renounced repentance (amendment)
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Ingratitude
1 for all His goodness wrought,

His sure but long-delaying vengeance braved,

His holy precepts boldly set at nought,

His love and service feigned, with heart depraved.

And wilt thou still persist in error's way
2

,

And break by foul deceit that sacred law

Which God in mercy calls thee to obey,

Which duty bids thee keep without a flaw?

O haste the garb of deep remorse 3 to wear!

Let contrite tears thy penitence disolay,

Lest guilt's dread punishment thy steps ensnare,

Or some disastrous fall thy course delay.

for wanton sport and gaiety, and how often hast thou provoked the Lord

of the high heavens, nor regarded Him, and been false in thy pretensions

[to serve Him] !

'

1 * How often hast thou been ungrateful for his beneficence, and thought

thyself secure from his unseen vengeance ! How often hast thou rejected

his commands like rent sandals ! (as utterly of nought).' See pag. 380,

note 7> for the metaphorical use of the word .t\>. .

2 ' How often hast thou pursued a career of wanton pleasure, and de-

liberately spoken lies, without observing what is most obligatory in his

covenant which should be conformed with !

'

(The translator has slightly

varied the construction of this passage.)

3 ' Then put on the garb of repentance, and shed a flood of tears of

anguish (literally 'blood'), before the slipping of thy foot, and before a dis-

aster happen to thee, which would cast theo down.' Concerning
'
tears of

blood,' see pag. 159, note 2, and pag. 257, note 3. The word .lx^

'garb,' occurs in the Makamah of Holouan, pag. 391, line 4, where see

the note.
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With humble mien confess thy sins 1
,
and fly

For timely refuge to thy gracious God ;

Thy passions curb, thy appetites deny,

And quit the paths thy erring feet have trod.

To turn from vice, that else thy weal will cost,

How long wilt thou forget
2
, how long delay,

Till youth and manhood's precious prime be lost,

In baneful follies squandered all away?

Lo ! on thy head the hoary signs
3 of age

With sable locks of early manhood blend

In lines that, once imprinted on the page

Of life, announce its swift-approaching end.

Leave then thy covetous pursuits, my soul 4
,

Intent thy safety only to ensure,

1 ' And humble thyself like one who confesses Qiis sin], (i. e. humble

thyself in confession), and take refuge like one who feels his guilt; and

resist thy propensities, and turn from them as one who renounces them.'

2 'How long (see pag. 77, note 5) wilt thou be forgetful and procras-

tinate, whilst the greatest part of thy life is wasted in what only injures its

possessor, and thou desistest not therefrom?'

3 'Dost thou not perceive that the hoariness encroaches (mixes itself)

and makes lines on thy head? And yet he among whose locks the mix-

ture of white and black has appeared, has his decease as it were]

already announced ;

'

i. e. it is as though
'
the mourners already went about

the streets' bewailing him. Hariri seems to have borrowed the phrase
' hoariness draws lines on the head

'

from Abou-Temam, who has nearly

the same words, viz. A^>~- c<^V^ Ualsr* c^UgiJ! ItXc. Compare some

passages quoted at pag. 80, and pag. 155.

4 ' My poor soul (see pag. 378, note 3) be earnest (covetous) after seek-
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Thy service cleanse from every motive foul,

Hold wisdom fast, and keep thy faith secure.

Deceive thyself no more 1
; but, ere too late,

Be warned by those who pass from earth away ;

And trembling mark the sudden stroke of fate,

And virtue's call, while yet thou may'st, obey.

Think on the grave
2 that soon thy course will end,

That dreary lodging in a trackless waste,

That lonely mansion whither all men tend,

To whose dread bourn unnumbered pilgrims haste.

ing salvation
(i. e. be not covetous of anything else) ; and be obedient and

sincere, and listen to advice and keep it !

'

C^j is an expression of

affectionate concern.

1 * And take warning by those who have passed away and perished from

among the generations ; and be in dread of the sadden surprise of fate, and

beware of being deceived, and walk in the path of rectitude.'

2 'And remember the near approach of death, for certainly thy abode

will presently be at the bottom of the dismal grave ; Ah ! that house of cor-

ruption ! that empty lodging-place in a wilderness ! which is the resort of

travellers, both of him who comes first, and of the next to him, who follows

close after him.' JuJI is equivalent to ..jliiv+Jl (see pag. 177, in note 5).

Shareeshi says that \]\ is put by metathesis for JjW and that

means 'the first, and each who follows after him.'

Compare Dryden:
'Like pilgrims to the appointed place we tend,
'
Life is an inn, and death the journey's end.

And,
KdrBavov' d\\d t*evto (rf /UPCIC 8e re icat <rJ TIV u\\ov'

llavrai o'/jw? 6vt]TOU^ ek a'fSr;? Several. Anthol.

And Hor. n. 3, 25 :

Um IH- eodem cogimur,' &c.
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There each imprisoned solitary guest
1
,

Consigned to narrow precincts of the tomb,

How vast soe'er the space he once possest,

In cell two paces long has ample room.

There every child of man, the mean, the great
2
,

The simple, and the wise, alike must stay ;

The needy wretch opprest by adverse fate,

The mighty prince whom fairest realms obey:

1 'A dwelling in which whoever is placed (though before he possessed

wide space and room), a measure of three cubits is seen to hold and con-

tain him.' Compare several passages of a similar import, quoted at pag.

259, and Prof. Lee's Comment, on Job, pag. 200.

2 ' There is no difference whether he who arrives there be a clever per-

son or stupid, whether he be utterly destitute, or possess a kingdom like

that of Tobaa (king of Yemen).' See pag. 71 note 6, concerning Tobaa,

tbe name of the ancient kings of Arabia Felix.

Compare Job iii. 13,
' Now should I have been at rest with kings and

counsellors of the earth/ &c. 'The small and great are there.' See also

Isaiah, ch. xiv.

The following lines of Arab poets are to the same purpose:

'Death is equitable, since his lot equalizes the Khaliph and the poor

destitute.'

l$jpy Jli C
'

Every king, who has had the grandeurs of the world bestowed upon him,
' Must at last content himself with a coffin instead of all that he has amassed.'

Conf. Horat. :

'Pallida mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas,
'

Regumque turres.'

Some ancient kings of Yemen seem to have been conquerors and to
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And last the Grand Review 1 to doom shall call

The gathered world, the timid and the bold,

There learners 2 must appear, and teachers2
all,

The sheep alike, and those who kept the fold.

What bliss 3 will then attend the faithful band!

What rich reward the penitent will find,

When fearless in the dreadful hour they stand,

Their hopes attained, their perils left behind !

But ah ! what woes 4 await the sons of pride,

Who, madly bent to gain their base desires,

In quest of wealth or pleasure kindle wide

The blaze of discord's devastating fires.

have enlarged their dominions so as to have become proverbial for great

power. Ibn Al Mokaffah (a most incredible historian already referred to,

pag. 4IJO, note 1), says that the first king named Tobaa extended his con-

quests to Samarcand, and made war on the Chinese.

1 ' And afterwards will be the Grand Review, which will congregate the

timid and the bold, the teacher and the pupil, the shepherd and the sheep

whom he tended.' Concerning ^a-xJI
a name for 'the Last Judgment,'

see pag. 258, note 3.

2
Literally, 'those who take the lead, and those who follow their ex-

ample.'

3 ' how great will then be the bliss of the pious, and the gain of the

mortal who shall be safe from the peril of the dread Account (or
'
failure'

in it), and the terrors of the awful day !

'

4 'Ah! the calamity of him who has committed wrong and transgres-

sion and iniquity, and kindled the flames of discord for the sake of worldly

provision or enjoyment!' y_4>k< j\ pjb.< may be rendered 'res edibilis

aut concupiscibilis.'
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O Thou 1 to whom in humble faith we call,

Behold a wretch whose fears are ever rife,

Who trembling mourns for many a grievous fall,

For all the guilt that fills a misspent life.

O spare a suppliant slave 2
by sin opprest,

Regard in mercy his repentant tear,

For Thou of all the merciful art Best,

And swift the prayer of penitence to hear.'

He continued reciting these verses in a subdued voice,

And intermingling them with groans and sighs,

Till I wept in sympathy with the tears he shed 3
,

As I used formerly to weep for his sinfulness.

Then he went forth again to his house of worship,

Sanctified as he was by the lustration 4 of his vigil ;

Whereupon I followed him, and performed my prayers,

In company with others, whose devotions he conducted 5
;

1 Here there is an abrupt transition; Abou-Zaid suddenly turns from

apostrophizing his own soul to implore the acceptance of his penitence for

the deception that he had practised all his life. He says,
' Thou who

art the object of trust, my fears have increased on account of the errors

that I have committed in my ill-spent life !

'

2 ' Then pardon a guilty slave, and pity his descending tears ; for Thou

art the best of the merciful, and the most excellent of those who accept

prayer.'
3

Literally, 'the tears of his two eyes.'

* i.e.
'
it was not necessary for him to perform the ablutions before he

commenced his morning prayers, because he was already purified by his

nightly vigils and prayers, and had not contracted any fresh pollution

after them.'

5
Literally, 'those who performed their prayers behind him,' as the

congregation of a mosque behind the Imaum, who leads their devotions.
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And when the congregation separated and dispersed
1

themselves,

He cast his conduct into the mould 2 of the preceding day,

And began again to read in a low murmuring tone,

While ever and anon3 he mourned like a bereaved mother,

And wept more than Jacob 4 when he lost his son.

So I felt sure that he had become a solitary hermit5
,

And that his soul was imbued with the love of seclusion :

I therefore formed in my mind a determination on departure,

And on leaving him to be all alone in that state;

But it seemed as though he conjectured my intentions,

Or had a revelation of what I had sought to conceal,

For he sighed deeply
6
, and then quoted from the Koran,

' If thou form a purpose, let it be with trust in God.'

I was thus convinced 7 of the truth of what we are taught

1 The phrase Ju J& seems to be equivalent to the English 'belter skelter.'

2
Literally,

' he moulded his to-day in the mould of his yesterday ;

'

i. e.

he commenced a similar routine of devotions. The duties connected with

the five daily prayers obligatory on Moslemin, if fully performed, would

occupy nearly the whole of their time, so that many ascetic devotees in

the middle age of Islam made them their sole employment, filling up the

intervals with recitation of the Koran. Concerning
'
the five daily prayers,'

see note, pag. 299, and pag. 310.

3
CXJk> t^^ i 'in the mean time,' or 'at intervals thereof.'

* 'To such a degree as Jacob did not weep.' Compare 'Jacobeian

sorrows,' pag. 280, line 2, and Prof. Lee on Job, pag. 199, line 4. A
similar idiomatic phrase occurs in page 252, note 5, viz.

' You are pleased

by a funeral and are not pleased by a dance!' . e- 'you are more pleased

by a funeral than a dance !'

* 'So that I perceived that he was joined to the hermits.'

6
Compare Mak. of Sanaa, pag. 87, line 5. Shareeshi says that s\A\ is

' one who (from grief) utters the exclamation y\A
" Oah."

'

7
Literally, 'then I put my seal to the truth of those who have im-
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By those who have transmitted to us our traditions,

And was assured that 'among those who profess our faith,

There are some who have direct communications 1 from God.'

Then I approached him to take leave 2 of him, and said,

' Give me thy parting charge, O pious servant 3 of God ;'

And he replied,
' "

Keep death always in thy view 4
;"

'And this must be the final parting between us.'

So I bade him farewell, while tears fell from my eyes
5
,

And sighs ascended from my very bosom 6
.

Such was the last occasion7 of my meeting with him.

parted traditions to us.' A Scholiast says that this refers to 'those who had

told Hareth that Abou-Zaid was now an ascetic ;' but it is more probable

that it has reference to the following clause, and means 'those whose opi-

nion is important in matters of tradition,' such as the notion that
' some

pious Moslemin are endowed with a species of inspiration which enables

them to read the thoughts and intentions of others.'

1 There was a tradition that the Prophet had expressed himself to this

effect,
' In every sect there are those who have communications ^from God]

j and if there is one such in my sect, it is Omar.' Moslemin

call their own sect aUM par excellence.

2
Literally,

' I approached him after the manner of one about to shake

1 lands Qat parting].'
3 See pag. 298, note 3.

4 ' Make death the aim of thy eye.'
' Vive memor lethi.' Persius.

5
JiLc

c the corners of the eyes.'
%

6

^s\3 is properly 'clavicula supremi pectoris' (collar-bone?).

7 ' The seal (i. e. conclusion) of my meeting Qum]].'



AN APPENDIX,

Containing an epitome of the rest of the Makamat, with

the reasons which have induced the Editor to abandon

the attempt to translate them in the same style as the

preceding.

%* Each Makamah is indicated by the place which it occupiet in the

great edition of De Sacy.
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THE VIII th MAKAMAH, quoted in pag. 96, 447 of this Volume.

IN the Makamah which stands eighth in the edition of De Sacy, an

old and a young man apply for justice to the Kadi of Maarah. The former

states that he had lent a needle to the other, and that the latter had

broken it, and that the compensation which he had made him was not

equal to it in value. He describes the needle under the metaphor of an

elegant and beautiful female slave, whose services he had lent to the other,

and who had been shamefully abused by him. The young man then states

his case, confessing the truth of the charge laid against him, but declaring

that the compensation which he had made was fully sufficient, for that he

had offered him a male slave, whose qualities were of the highest order;

and these he describes in detail, with great eloquence, in the same meta-

phorical style which his antagonist had assumed, meaning by the male slave

'the pencil of a kohel-pot' used for anointing the eyes. The Kadi per-

ceiving that the language on either side was ^enigmatical, demands an

explanation, which is given in verse, first by the younger man, and then by
the elder, the latter stating in addition that they were both so poor that

neither of them could supply even so small a loss, the one of the broken

needle, or the other of the '

kohel-pencil,' which he had parted with as a

compensation for having broken the needle. The Kadi, struck by the elo-

quence of persons so poor, makes them a present, bidding them settle the

dispute between themselves. But no sooner have they quitted his presence,

than it occurs to him that perhaps they were impostors, and he orders his

guards to bring them back. He then requires them to tell him the real

truth of the matter, when the elder of the two confesses in verse that they

were the Serougi and his son, and that the whole affair had been invented

in order to obtain relief for their poverty. The Kadi is so pleased by their

eloquence and ingenuity, that he forgives their duplicity, and sends them

away with a gentle admonition not to repeat such artifice, since on another

32
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occasion they might meet with very different recompense for attempting to

deceive persons in authority. This Makamah has been omitted on account

of the impossibility of conveying in translation the double entendres of the

first two speeches of Abou-Zaid and his son, beside that many of the allu-

sions are objectionable.

THE Xth, quoted in pag. 57, 283, 304.

This Makamah in which Abou-Zaid accuses his son of murder before

the Kadi of Rahabah, merely in order to draw the attention of the latter

to the boy, is omitted for an obvious reason.

THE XIII th, quoted in pag. 77, 100, 120, 204.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid appears before a company of literary

persons dressed as an old woman, with a number of children behind him,

and succeeds in obtaining liberal relief from them by his highly eloquent

appeal. Hareth afterwards follows him and detects his artifice, and over-

hears him soliloquize about his deceitful practices. This Makamah is

omitted because it is impossible to convey faithfully the double meanings

which pervade the whole of the first harangue.

THE XlVth, quoted in pag. 59, 105, 109, 274, 439.

In this Makamah Hareth being at Khaif, near Mecca, on pilgrimage,

with a party of friends in a tent in the heat of the day, they are

saluted by an old man and his son. The former in an eloquent harangue

assures them that he had been reduced by losses to penury, and that

having lost his camel, he was unable to return to his own country from

Mecca. The son also appeals to their charity, pleading hunger, and assuring

them that any one of several viands which he enumerates would satisfy

him, but that of course he preferred the best. The people, pleased by their

eloquence, relieve them, and give them a camel ; and then persuade the father

to recompense them by telling them who he was. This Makamah has been

omitted, because the viands mentioned by the youth are expressed in meta-

phors which scarcely admit of translation; and the rest of the Makamah

presents very little but a repetition of what occurs in others.

THE XV th, quoted in pag. 283, 365.

In this Makamah Hareth is visited at night by a belated wanderer,

who proves to be Abou-Zaid, and who entertains him with an anecdote
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of his having obtained a very agreeable meal of dates and blanc-mange

from an old man, whom he had pleased by his ingenuity in satisfactorily

explaining a riddle in verse relating to a point of the Moslem law of in-

heritance. This Makamah contains a phrase which occurs in the book of

Job, 'Let me alone till I swallow down my spittle' (see pag. 164, line 6,

De Sacy). It has been omitted because it contains elaborate allusions to

the Moslem law, and metaphors which do not admit of translation.

THE XVI th, quoted in pag. 45, 63, 321, 352, 356, 387.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid begs a meal of a party of five literary

persons, of whom Hareth was one, assembled in a mosque, and is supplied

with what he wanted. Presently they begin, in the order in which they

are sitting, to compose sentences of three, four, five and more words, the

letters of which were to be the same from the beginning and end, like

the word Sakebekas. Four of the persons present having been successful

in producing the sentences required, it remains for Hareth to compose one

of this sort, consisting of seven words- When he declares himself unable

to do so, Abou-Zaid undertakes the task, and not only produces the sen-

tence required, but improvises a poem of five lines, with a consecutive and

consistent sense, each line of which has the same letters, in the same order,

whether it be read from the beginning or the end of it. The company are

of course astonished at his powers, and reward him handsomely, urging

him to lodge with them that night ; but, as usual, he refuses to do so, on

the pretext that he had a family expecting him ; but really because it was

his practice to quit persons who had bestowed bounty upon him, for fear

of being upbraided with it. The translator entirely sympathizes with Hareth

in his inability to write verses of the kind above mentioned, and therefore

has omitted this Makamah, which would lose all its point by a transla-

tion imperfect in that respect.

THE XVII th, quoted in pag. 45, 119, 314.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid appears among a party of friends, and

undertakes to compose a speech which would furnish a good sense whether

the words of it were read from the beginning or end of the composition. He

performs this task to admiration, by dictating a speech that, whichever way
it be read, is a recommendation to beneficence and other virtues. This

ingenious artifice it is useless to attempt to imitate.
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THE XIX th.

In this Makamah Hareth and several of his friends visit Abou-Zaid, and

find him just recovering from a severe illness, and returning thanks for his

convalescence. They take the siesta under his roof, and are then entertained

by him with a meal. The main point of the Makamah consists in the meta-

phorical names applied to the different species of viands served up on this

occasion, a translation of which would necessarily seem strange and far-

fetched to the English reader.

THE XX th, quoted in pag. 295, 356, 441, 442.

This Makamah consists entirely of double entendres, and is omitted for

an obvious reason.

THE XXII nd, quoted in pag. 77-

In this Makamah Hareth is in company, in a boat on the Eu-

phrates, with a party of land-owners, who are going to survey their

arable lands; and there is a person in the boat whom they agree to re-

gard as an intruder, and whom they treat with rudeness as such. Pre-

sently the conversation turns on the comparative merits and advantages of

secretaries and financiers of state, some preferring those of the former, and

some those of the latter, but neither able to convince the rest. As soon

as an opportunity occurs, the stranger addresses them, recounting in highly

elegant and metaphorical language, first the merits of a secretary of state,

and then those of a minister of finance, and pleasing all parties by exhi-

biting the arguments adducible on each side of the question in their strongest

light. (These passages however are so enigmatical, that they will not

admit of elegant translation.) Upon this, Hareth recognises the stranger to

be Abou-Zaid, and extols him highly to the company, who then change their

behaviour towards him, and offer him their friendship and bounty. This

however he refuses, and addresses them in some very admirable verses, in

which he advises them in future not to be so hasty in their judgment

upon others before they have tried them. The translation of those verses

is as follows, (pag. 258, De Sacy).

'

Hear, my brother, the admonition of an adviser, who has never mingled
his pure counsel with perfidy ;

Be not precipitate in finally deciding whether to praise or blame one whom
thou hast not tried, -.
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But reserve thy judgment on him till thou hast learnt his character by

observing him in the opposite states of content and discontent,

And until his fallacious flash have been distinguished from his true one,

and his heavy rain from his light shower;

And then if thou shalt see in him what is disgraceful, conceal it in cha-

rity, and if thou shalt see what is admirable, draw attention to it;

And whoever deserves to be exalted, exalt him, and whoever deserves to

be abased, put him down in the mean place that befits him ;

For know that pure gold lies concealed in the bowels of the earth until

it is brought to light by digging for it;

The real worth of a coin is proved by rubbing it with the touchstone, and

not by the beauty of its impression ;

It is the part of folly to esteem a frol on account of the gaiety of his

dress, or the splendour of his ornaments,

Or to slight one really well-informed on account of the raggedness of his

apparel or the shabbiness of his furniture;

How often one who has only two rent cloaks is honoured for his virtues,

and one whose robes are splendid infamous for his vices!

If a man never falls into disgraceful conduct, his rags will only form a

ladder to his throne.

A sword is none the worse for having a rent scabbard, nor a falcon for

having a mean nest.'

THE XXIII rd, quoted in pag. 146, 338, 376.

This Makamah is a very remarkable one, but in several respects

baffles imitation or translation. Hareth happens to be present in a court

of law at Baghdad, when a man is complaining to the judge that a

youtli whom he had brought up and educated, had plagiarized from some

verses of his, cutting off the ends of every line in such a way that the

rhyme and sense remained unimpaired, and passing off the mutilated copy

as his own composition. The youth replies that the resemblance though

close was accidental, and that the copy of verses with shorter lines was

his own. The judge admits the possibility of this extraordinary equality

of poetical power, but in order to ascertain whether it really existed in

this case, and whether one of them were superior to the other, and which,
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requires them to improvise alternate verses in praise of a coy beauty, which

should rhyme together, and form a consecutive poem. They astonish him

by performing to admiration what was required of them, and that with a

perfect equality of excellence. The fact was, that Abou-Zaid had com-

posed a copy of verses (with the rhyme <\S) of so rare a structure, that

when two feet (of the form ...UiJU) were cut off from eac^ line
>

tliere

still remained a poem with the rhyme \ throughout, with a perfectly con-

sistent meaning, and having taught this latter to his son, had brought him

before the judge with the above story, in order to arrest the attention

of the court, and then by a declaration of his poverty, obtain bounty.

The translation of the entire poem begins thus, the portions at the end of

each line, which may be removed without injury to the sense or rhyme,

being within brackets, (pag. 264, De Sacy),

thou who seekest the base world, know that it is the net of destruction,

[[and reservoir of impurities]],

An abode, which though it make thee smile to-day, will make thee weep
to morrow, [far from me be such an abode Q ;

If its clouds have gathered, the thirsty is still never refreshed by them,

[[because they are fallacious white clouds]] ;

The injuries which it inflicts are unceasing, and those who are led captive

by it cannot be redeemed [even with the noble and precious^ ;

&c. &c.

When the judge finds the poetical powers of the two so evenly ba-

lanced, he advises the elder to be reconciled to the younger; and when the

former expresses reluctance, on the ground of the youth's perverse opposi-

tion to him, the latter retorts by asking him whether he had not formerly

addressed some verses to him in praise and recommendation of the for-

giveness of injuries, which he repeats to the judge. The old man then

declares that his real objection to taking the youth to live with him was

the utter destitution of them both, and the inability of the youth to pro-

vide for himself; upon which the judge relieves them very liberally; but

is afterwards much vexed on learning from Hareth who they were, and

that the whole transaction had been got up in order to cajole him into

bounty towards them, declaring that he would not have the affair generally

known, lest he should be despised as the dupe of deceivers.
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THE XXIVth, quoted in pag. 91.

In this Makamah Hareth and his friends have gone outside the town

to amuse themselves in the meadows, taking some wine and singing cup-

bearers with them, when their party is joined by a ragged stranger,

whom they regard with great aversion. Presently one of the cup-bearers

sings a few verses in celebration of a beauty, which end thus, (pag. 281,

De Sacy):

A question arising among the hearers, whether he was grammatically

right in pronouncing each of the words J^. and ^^ in the first instance

as an accusative, and in the second as a nominative, the singer asserts

that he had the authority of Seeboweich, the celebrated grammarian, on

his side ; but the company discuss the question with great warmth, some

saying that the words in both cases should be in the nominative, and

some that they should be in the accusative. Upon this the stranger

comes forward, and assures them the methods in question were all equally

admissible, but the people are not inclined to listen to him, until he

proposes to them twelve grammatical riddles, which they are unable to

solve, and which he refuses to explain until they have made him a present.

When they have done so, and the riddles have "been explained to them,

they are so pleased with him, that they invite him to join their party,

and drink with them; but to this he will not consent, pretending religious

scruples.

THE XXVth, quoted in pag. 41, 304, 314, 328.

In this Makamah Hareth, compelled to leave his house on a very

severe winter's day, finds Abou-Zaid in a state of nakedness and desti-

tution begging of a number of rich and well-clad persons, who are so

pleased by his eloquence, that they throw him their fur-lined garments.

Harcth had set them the example in doing so, and makes this a plea for

demanding the restitution of his own cloak, or else the explanation of a

riddle of Abou-Zaid's, viz.
' what were the seven Ks necessary for comfort

in winter 1
'

Abou-Zaid prefers to explain the riddle, which he does in two

verses of Ibn Suckery, 'the couplet' (.^<\jJ -XJuo) mentioned by Hariri

in his preface (see pag. 2i)). On account of this riddle the Makamali

has l>een omitted.
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THE XXVI th, quoted in pag. 106, 309, 335, 441.

In this Makamah Hareth arrives at a town, himself in a state of

great distress in consequence of some heavy mercantile losses, and there,

to his great astonishment, finds Abou-Zaid living in ease and luxury. He

inquires the cause of this great alteration in his fortunes, and is detained

by him a whole month with a continual promise that his curiosity shall

soon be gratified. At last, Hareth being anxious to depart, he tells him,

that being sued for debt, in a place where he was sojourning, before a

judge who was a great admirer of literary excellence, he had indited an

address to him with the alternate letters pointed and without points, in

praise of his benevolence and bounty, and that the judge had been so much

gratified thereby, that he had paid his debt, and not only retained him for

a long time in his own court with a liberal salary, but afterwards, on his

requesting permission to leave him, sent him away amply provided for.

He then offers Hareth the choice of a present, or a written copy of the

address. Hareth chooses the latter, but Abou-Zaid gives him both, thus

making some return for the benefits he had often received. The Makamah

has been omitted on account of the peculiarity of the address, whose only

merit consists in a circumstance which cannot be imitated in English.

THE XXVIII th, quoted in pag. 79, 256, 258, 295, 297.

The form of this Makamah is nearly the same as that of the

Makamah of Tenise, (see pag. 154). Hareth being engaged in devo-

tion in a mosque, hears an excellent sermon from Abou-Zaid, all the let-

ters of which are devoid of points (like the word ti^Co), but following

him to his home is invited to carouse with him, which after some hesitation

he consents to do, Abou-Zaid having addressed him in some verses of

an epicurean character, recommending the enjoyment of pleasure on the

ground of the shortness and uncertainty of life. When in his cups, he

is induced by Abou-Zaid to swear that he will not expose his duplicity

to the world.

THE XXIX th, quoted in pag. 38, 51, 157, 164, 196, 269, 385, 457.

In this Makamah Hareth is brought into great perplexity by the

fraud of Abou-Zaid. Happening to occiipy a room in a khan, he over-

hears his neighbour in the next apartment give directions in a very me-

taphorical style to his son, to take a cake of bread with him to the market,
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and procure a flint for striking light in exchange for it. This enigmatical lan-

guage excites his curiosity, and he finds that, as he had expected, the speaker

was Abou-Zaid and the other his son. Abou-Zaid expresses his concern at

seeing Hareth in such indigent circumstances, and offers to get him married

to the daughter of some affluent person in the place, promising to preach

himself at the wedding, and to guarantee to the bride the requisite mar-

riage-settlement (not less than 500 dirahem). Hareth is glad of such an

opportunity, and Abou-Zaid goes round to invite all the people in the

khan to the wedding, preparing the sweetmeats for the occasion himself,

and drugging them with opium. As soon as they were assembled, he

detains them for a long time, by pretending to make observations with the

Astrolabe, as to the most lucky hour for the wedding, till they had be-

come hungry and exhausted. Then he indites a sermon like that in the

last Makamah, without any pointed letters, and after concluding the con-

tract that the bride should have 500 dirahem settled on her, makes Hareth

hand round the sweetmeats without partaking of them himself. The peo-

ple presently sink into a profound sleep, much to the alarm of Hareth,

who thinks at first that they are poisoned; but Abou-Zaid assures him

that the opium he had given them was not enough to be fatal, and

recommends him either to eat some of the cakes himself, and so put

himself into the same position with them, and submit to be plundered,

or else to make his escape, since otherwise he would be suspected and

imprisoned as soon as they should awake. Hareth prefers to make his

escape, but, before he does so, sees Abou-Zaid plunder the sleeping and

helpless travellers, and lade both himself and his son with the best of

their spoils. He is so disgusted by this thievish conduct, that he will

not bid him farewell until he has explained his behaviour (in verse) on

the ground that these persons deserved such treatment by reason of their

sordid and ungenerous dispositions, at the same time imploring pardon

for his own transgressions. Upon this Hareth forgives him, and adopts

his advice in quitting the place forthwith. This Makamah is omitted on

account of the above-mentioned sermon, which is an example of a compo-
sition without any pointed letters.

THE XXX th, quoted in pag. 176, 328, 360, 435.

In this Makamah Hareth, while staying at Tyre, wanders into an open

house, where he finds a party of beggars celebrating the marriage of one
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of their number, and Abou-Zaid delivering an harangue on the occasion,

which is full of all the '

argot
'

or
'

cant-phrases
'

then current among beg-

gars, and on that account not adapted for translation. Abou-Zaid con-

cludes with an encomium on his native place, Seroug.

THE XXXII nd, quoted in pag. 109, 193, 314.

This Makamah is referred to by Hariri in his Preface (page 28), as

containing
'
decisions on ambiguous legal questions.' Hareth, arriving in

a journey from Mecca to Medina at an encampment of Bedouin Arabs,

finds Abou-Zaid assuming the office of a mufti among them, and offering

to decide any questions in canon law that might be proposed to him.

A person then comes forward and demands his decision on a hundred

questions respecting the law of rites of ablution and other religious cere-

monies, each of them containing at least one word with a double meaning.

These questions being successively proposed to Abou-Zaid, his reply to

each, though an apparent paradox with respect to the ordinary acceptation

of the words of double meaning, is a perfectly correct decision, and in

accordance with the law of the Koran, with reference to the second and

more recondite signification of those words. Thus one question is,
' May a

/vjjc< eat during the Ramadan?' and the affirmative answer of Abou-Zaid

is in accordance with the Koranic law, if the word MWycu be taken in its

secondary signification, viz.
' one who travels by night,' (who clearly is

permitted to eat), and not in its primary and ordinary sense
' an attendant

at a wedding.' All his answers are found perfectly satisfactory to his

interrogator, because they indicate that with respect to which the latter

had been desirous to test him, viz. a perfect familiarity with the double

meanings of words combined with a competent acquaintance with the

Mohammedan ritual. Hareth however is puzzled by the apparent para-

doxes which his answers involve, and overtakes him when he is leaving

the encampment with several camels and a dancing-girl that had been

bestowed on him by the Arabs as a reward for his eloquence, and

requests and obtains a detailed explanation of the questions. The expla-

nations of the ambiguous words in the questions are severally given by
Hariri in parentheses along with each of Abou-Zaid's answers to them,

and therefore are not repeated in that part of the Makamah where they

are spoken of as communicated to Hareth at his request.
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THE XXXIVth, quoted in pag. 29, 57, 88, 142, 283, 398.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid sells his son to Hareth as a slave, under

the name Joseph, (which was intended to intimate to him that he was

free-born, and therefore could not be sold), and Hareth afterwards finds

out that he had parted with his money to no purpose, for that the sale

was null and void, the boy being free. It is translated with tolerable

fidelity and considerable elegance in the Tenth Number, pag. 211, of the

Journal of the Asiatic Society. Thus the boy's reply to Hareth, who had

struck him for not telling him his name at once, is rendered as follows,

* You strike me to find out my name ;
it hardly suits your dealing ;

'A Joseph I if speak I must at least in form and feeling;

'And now if aught remains concealed, 'tis not of my concealing.'

That translation the editor regards as having superseded any attempt of

his own. The translation of the Mak. of the Denar which accompanies

it, though very elegant, is exceedingly deficient in accuracy.

THE XXXV th, quoted in pag. 45, 181, 204, 233, 287, 314, 3ia

This Makamah is not fitted for translation, on account of the double

entendres which it contains. Abou-Zaid describes his own qualities meta-

phorically to a literary party, and tells them that he wanted money to

purchase bridal attire for a maiden, whom he had been bringing up from

a child. The people contribute for him the amount required, but after-

wards he tells Hareth who follows him, that by 'the maiden' he meant

a wine-cask that he had kept for a long time without broaching it, and

that he now wanted money to purchase a cup and flagon, since he pur-

posed to begin to drink from it.

THE XXXVI th, quoted in pag. 104, 204, 345, 410, 429, 439.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid proposes a couple of riddles, or conun-

drums, to each of ten people in whose company he was, which they are

unable to solve, and, after explaining them, is handsomely rewarded by
the people, who are delighted to have thus acquired a new stock of

riddles to propose in any company where they might happen to be.

The explanation of all the conundrums is given by Hariri in an appendix

to the Makamah itself, as a commentary upon it.
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THE XXXVIII th, quoted in pag. 105, 384, 456.

This Makamah contains little beyond a repetition of circumstances and

phrases which occur in other Makamat, and is of inferior interest to most

of them. Abou-Zaid eulogizes a magistrate of a town in an eloquent

strain; and when the latter hesitates to reward him, addresses him again

in praise of generosity to men of letters. The magistrate, astonished at his

command of language, asks him his origin, which, as usual, he refuses

to reveal. He is then dismissed with a reward.

THE XXXIX th.

In this Makamah we find Abou-Zaid playing the same part as in

the Makamah of Damascus, pretending to furnish powerful incantations,

and winning rewards for them when they apparently prove efficacious. In

the first place, he has a passage given him in a vessel for the sake of

an exorcism by means of which he promises to secure his companions a

safe voyage, and afterwards, when they have put into a port under stress

of weather, he meets with some slaves of a noble family, lamenting on account

of the difficult parturition of the only one of their master's wives who

had given promise of offspring, and furnishes them with a written incanta-

tion to be fastened about her, blotted that it might not be read, and

expressed in a form the very contrary to that which its purpose seemed to

require. However, the safe delivery of the lady convinces her friends of

the efficacy of Abou-Zaid's magical powers, and accordingly they reward

him handsomely before he leaves them.

THE XLth, quoted in pag. 57, 385.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid and his wife appear before the judge of

a town, each bitterly accusing the other of the breach of conjugal duties.

The invectives on each side are of the most scurrilous and abusive descrip-

tion, and every metaphor is exhausted by which detestation and contempt

could be expressed. The judge finding them so evenly matched, and con-

cluding that neither of them was more in fault than the other, recommends

them to study mutual reconciliation, and abstain from such intemperate

language; when the woman declares that the real cause of her dissatisfac-

tion was that he refused her necessary maintenance. Abou-Zaid then asserts

that it was out of his power to do this, since lie was utterly destitute.
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The judge, who is represented as very parsimonious, is highly indignant

on finding that their real motive was to obtain money from him, but

nevertheless, on Abou-Zaid's urgent representation, promises to assist him.

The wife then threatens that if he does not treat her fairly in bestowing

an equal boon upon her, she will proclaim to all the world how he had

been duped by Abou-Zaid's artifice, and he is thus constrained, though

with sore reluctance, to give them a denar a-piece, at the same time closing

the court in disgust, and warning them not to attempt similar artifices in

future. This Makamah is omitted for obvious reasons; though the vitu-

perative metaphors introduced in it are very curious and elaborate.

THE XLIInd.

In this Makamah Abou-Zaid, finding a party of literary persons pro-

posing riddles to each other, tries them with some of his own. They all

consist of descriptive verses, in which some well-known object is described

metaphorically, and it is left to the hearers to find out what that par-

ticular object is. Ouo relates to a reed-pen, another to the rope used for

ascending a palm-tree, another to a large ventilating fan (used for cooling

apartments), another to a water-wheel, another to a filter, another to a

goldsmith's balance, another to a brimstone-match, &c. He consents to

explain his riddles only on condition of being paid a certain price for each

beforehand.

THE XLIIIrd.

In this Makamah Hareth, while crossing the desert alone on a camel,

finds Abou-Zaid asleep with a camel seated beside him, under a rock, and

when he awakes, proceeds on the journey in company with him. They
travel together all night, and when Hareth's camel is so weary as to be

unable to proceed farther, that of Abou-Zaid is still fresh and vigorous.

Hareth expresses his surprise at this, and desires to know the history of

so excellent a camel, and Abou-Zaid promises to narrate it to him if he

will rest awhile. Accordingly they halt, and Abou-Zaid then informs him

that ' he had procured the camel with great difficulty and expense in

*

I l.i.l r;m i.-i ut. and had always found her superior in speed and patience
*
to the rest of her species ; but that on one occasion she had strayed, and

* he had sought her without success, until, in a camp of Bedouins he heard
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' a person calling aloud for any one who had lost
" a camel of Hadramaut,"

* which he eloquently described in such a way as to make him believe that

'
that person was in possession of the camel which he himself had lost.

'Accordingly he claimed her from him, offering him a reward, and telling
' him how high a value he set upon her

; but the man only turned away
' from him, assuring him that what he had lost was not in his possession.
' Abou-Zaid however would not believe him, and was so violent in his be-

' haviour and language, that the other insisted on referring the matter to an
'

arbitrator, and when they had done so, produced a heavy pair of shoes, as

' what he had metaphorically intended by his eloquent description of a
'

camel, demanding whether these were what Abou-Zaid set so high a value

'on. Upon this the arbitrator told them that the shoes belonged to him-
'

self, and that he had lost them, but that the lost camel was at that moment
'
in his possession, and should be restored to Abou-Zaid, which was presently

'
done.' The point of this story consists in the words of double meanings,

which occur in the description of the pair of shoes, which apply equally

well to a camel. Hareth however is so much pleased with it, that he

asks him if he had ever met with any one more eloquent than himself.

He replies, that
' he had, for that when he was contemplating matrimony,

'he had consulted a certain courteous young man on the subject, and that

'
that person had set forth to him in very eloquent language (which he pro-

'
ceeds to repeat), the various advantages and disadvantages of marrying a

1 widow and a maid, depicting both with such force, and representing them
'
as so evenly balanced, that he (Abou-Zaid) concluded that he meant that

'it would be as well to remain single, when the young man assured him
'
that the age of celibacy was gone by, and that so far from being enjoined

' on Moslemin, it was prohibited to them by the example of the Prophet,
' and that the married state was in all respects desirable.' Abou-Zaid says
'
that he then began to speak, very highly to this young man in praise of

'literature and eloquence such as he possessed, when the latter laughing,
'
assured him, that nevertheless it was utterly unprofitable in the present

'

day, and that for a poor man, a crust was better than all the eloquence
'
in the world, as he would soon find ; that they had then proceeded on

'
their way together till they approached a town, and meeting a boy coming

'from it, he had inquired of him whether in that village "dates were to

'be bought for elegant phrases," or, "pastry for poems," &c., putting the

' same question into a variety of different forms ; in reply to which, the boy
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'assured him in metaphorical language, that "in their town literature was

'utterly valueless, that poems would not be accepted in exchange for a
'

grain of barley, nor elegant prose for crumbs, &c." Upon this (he says)

'he acknowledged the justice of his companion's remarks, and asked him
' how then they should procure something to eat, when the latter proposed
'

that he should give him his sword, and let him go into the town and try
*
to procure some food in exchange for it. He did so, not suspecting that one

'
so eloquent and accomplished could be dishonest, but never saw any more

'
of him or the sword.'

THE XLIVth, quoted in pag. 43, 56.

The subject of this Makamah is a series of riddles in verse, proposed

by Abou-Zaid to a party of guests assembled in the house of a hospitable

person, who provided entertainment for wayfarers.

THE XLV th.

The subject of this Makamah is a charge brought against Abou-Zaid

by a woman to whom he had been married, of having illtreated her, and

abused his conjugal rights from fear of having offspring, because his poverty

rendered him unable to maintain a family; the whole affair being devised,

as usual, for the purpose of obtaining charity from the judge.

THE XLVIth.

In this Makamah Hareth, passing through Horns (the Boeotian Thebes

of Arabia, and famed for the stupidity of its inhabitants), goes into a

school to observe the state of learning there, and is surprised to find a

schoolmaster imposing the most difficult tasks on his pupils, which they

executed with great success, one composing a copy of verses without points

on any letter ; another a copy with all the letters pointed ; another some

verses with the alternate words without points, and with all the letters

pointed (Uu>- see pag. 311); another some verses with all the words in

pairs of similar words ; another a couple of verses with five syllables, iden-

tical at the beginnings and ends of each line
; another a poem containing

all the words in the language beginning with la &c. This schoolmaster

proves to be Abou-Zaid, who assures Hareth, (when he expresses surprize
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at finding him so employed), that the profession of a pedagogue was very

lucrative, and that the pedagogue himself was as despotic in his school as

any prince in his own domain.

THE XLVII th.

In this Makamah Hareth finds Abou-Zaid engaged in the occupation

of a cupper, and gaining a good maintenance by the art of bleeding ; in

which a practical illustration is probably intended of his practice of draw-

ing money from the purses of those with whom he associated.
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AANAH, a town on the Euphrates, 188

Abaadah Abou-, a poet, quoted, 396

Abbas, Ibn-, companion and cousin of Mo-

hammed, his history, 241 ; his account

of the ascent of the prophet into the

seventh heaven, 310; taught the peo-

ple of Basra to imitate the ceremonies

of Mecca, 458.

Abd-Al-Lateef, his history of Egypt quoted,

243

Abraham, Mohammedan traditions about

him, 218, 412, 418

Abou'l Feda quoted, 183, 268, 218

Ahmed Ibn-Yousouf quoted, 174, 132

Allah, a river that waters the gardens of

Basra, 37

Aisha, wife of Mohammed, a saying attri-

buted to her, 249

Ali Ibn-Abou-Taaleb, Khalipb, 27, 64,

249

Alliterations, 40, 234

Almsgiving, a religious duty of Moslemin,

36, 63, 231

Amrou Al Keis, his Moallakah poem

quoted, 41, 156, 285, 337

Amrou Ibn-Om-Khaltoum, his Moalla-

kah quoted, 12O

Amulets, 205, 389

Anacreon quoted, 126, 172, 194, 196,

201

Anbath, the posterity of Shem, 43O

Ansari, the companions of Mohammed,

who espoused his cause at Medina, 46,

185

Antarah, his Moallakah quoted, 240

Anthologie Arabe, of G. de Lagrange,

quoted, 79, 155, 158, 408

Anthologia Graeca, 473

Arabs anciently used to bury daughters

alive, 341 ; are unjustly accused, 197 ;

are naturally patient, 237 ; believe in

omens, 370; their method of casting

lots with arrows, 204, 318, 410, 429 ;

have pockets for money in their sleeves

and skirts, 309, 321, 345; put wool

into their ink. 323

Arafah, Mount, annual ceremonies per-

formed there by pilgrims of the Hadg,

417; imitation of those ceremonies in

remote towns, 458

Aretas, i.q. Hareth, king of Grassaan, 102

.Eschylus quoted, 50, 174, 187, 227, 259,

302, 370, 447, 458, 463

Ashaab, the covetous, a Theophrastic de-

scription of him, 28 1

Asmay, the chronicler and poet, 229, 453

Atheer, Ibn-Al-, 267

A/hari. Al, Mosque and university in Cairo,

452

Azrael, angel of death, 447

B

Badiah Al Hamadani, his Makamat, 246,

248

33
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Barak, a sacred animal, on which Abra-

ham rode to Mecca and back, and

Mohammed rode to heaven, 159, 173

Basra on the Tigris, its history, 37 ; school

of grammar and rhetoric, 210, 455;

fallen to decay in Hariri's time, 456 ;

the tide reaches it, 457

Beads, strings of, 109

Bede quoted, 209

Bedouins, their manner of life, and litera-

ture, 267 ; esteem marauding expe-

ditions chivalrous, 220, 432

Beidhawi, A1-, commentator on the Ko-

ran, 143, 222

Beiram, the greater and the less, festival

after the ceremonies of the Hadg, and

at the end of the month Ramadan re-

spectively, 230

Beisa, lions of, 67

Benou-Haraam, a tribe of Bedouins set-

tled in Basra, 39

Bentley's criticism on Milton, 349

Bills of exchange proverbial for sure and

clear gains, 445

Boar, its metonyro, the emblem of greedi-

ness, 439

Bochart, Geog. Sacra, 154, 176

Bokhtori, Al, poet quoted, 396, 444

Bosrah in the Houraun, 37

Camels, how they are led, 74 ; the slowest

of animals, 356 ; proverbial for pa-

tience, 439 ; the noises they emit, 76,

376

Cat and 'cut' are both Arabic words,

223 ; proverbial for fawning, 439

Catullus quoted, 197, 435

Chamseleon, tenacious and unaffected by

heat, 439 ; its metonym, ib.

Cock, The, its epithets, 39

Coffee, derivation of this word, 47

Comb, teeth of, proverbial for similarity,

374

Cosaiah, his regret proverbial, 116

Crichton's Arabia, 268, 417

D

Daffodils, why compared to the eyes by
Arabic poets, 400

Damascus, journey thither from Baghdad,

130, 176

Damietta, 373

Daniel quoted, 63, 78, 337

Date-stone, the small thread in its cavity

is proverbial for littleness, 441

Daughters buried alive, and their birth de-

precated by the ancient Arabs, 341.

See Pocock, Spec. Arab. Hist. 322,

337

Denar, a gold coin, 1 18

Dervish, naked, 414

Devil, his various Arabic names, 50, 147,

187, 266 ; how spoken of euphemisti-

cally, 323; Moslemin pelt him and

his legions with stones at Mecca, 147,

417; believe that drunkenness con-

signs men to his service, 202; Mo-
hammed says that he never sleeps by

day, 279

Dgizeh, pyramids of, 243

Divination with arrows, 183
; wages of di-

vination unlawful, 236

Doreid, Ibn-, poet quoted, 211

Dirahem, i. q. drachm, a small silver coin,

112

Druses, their faith, 61, 104

E

Ecclesiastes quoted, 116, 161, 204, 246,

266, 340, 366, 454

Edris Ibn-Al-Shaafi, founder of a very

religious sect of Moslemin, 202
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Evil eye, the, 323, 339

Eyas, a judge of Basra, 242

Ezekiel quoted, 89, 183, 203, 316, 337

Ezra, what the Jews say of him, 61

Falcon, proverbial for energy, 439

Fantasia, Arab, 138

Farezdak, a poet, his regret for having

divorced Nowara, 116

Faredh, Ibn-, his poems quoted, 44, 135,

136, 171, 209, 262, 291, 328, 404,

463, 413

Fatima, 342

Feras, Abou-, poet quoted, 238

Ferghrana, town of Transoxiana, 93

Ferghrani, Al, his Plane Astronomy, 213

Gahinnom, 259

Geiroon, Eastern gate of Damascus, 1 79

Genesis quoted, 30, 206, 279

George, St, i. q. Al Khidr, 363

Gesenius, 63, 203

Ghrana, town of Soudan, 94

Ghrassaan, a tribe of Arabs, 102, 391.

See Schultens' Monum. Vetust. Arabia,

65

Ghrassaani, Al, a poet of Damascus, 401

Ghrazelle, an emblem of grace and beauty,

191; 1 1 lo-t active by moonlight, 436;

is blinded by mid-day heat, 273

Ghreilan, a poet who celebrated his mis-

tress Meya, 273

Ghroul, a female Goblin that deludes pil-

grims, 232, 364

Ghrouta, the plain of Damascus, 176

Gohafah, a place on the road from Damas-

cus to Medina, where the observances

of the pilgrimage begin, 414

Grammar and rhetoric esteemed by the

Arabs, 33, 268

Green satin cloak worn by Jmaums and

Khaliphs, 293

H

Hadg, pilgrimage of the, 355 ; its ceremo-

nies, 414; its duties, 27, 419; is most

meritorious if performed on foot, 425

Hafiz quoted, 49, 84, 92, 195, 214

Hakem hi Amrihi, the incarnation of the

deity of the Druses, 61

Kama, its water-wheels, 68

Hamasa, Diwan, quoted, 68, 76, 292, 328,

398, 435, 437, 440, 442

Hamadan or Hamadthan, 25

Hareth, meaning of the name, 28 ; name

of kings of Grasaan, 102

Hariri belonged to the sect Al Shaan, 231

Harut and Marut, angels confined at Ba-

bel, who practise magic, 135

Haroun Al Rashid, 137

Haukal, Ibn-, 93, 154

Hawk's nest never found, 355

Hegira of Mohammed, 46, 185

Henna, a dye for the hands, &c., 38, 375

Hesiod quoted, 111, 135, 230, 318, 377,

379, 381, 406, 432, 436, 438, 443

Holouan, a town of Irak, 389

Homer, why he calls Aurora pofio&irrvXor,

39

Horns, the Bo?otian Thebes of Arabia, 495

Horace quoted, 81,90, 157, 160, 195,201,

260, 315, 357, 395, 438, 447,473,474

Hosea quoted, 271

Hospitality of the Arabs, 4 1

Houraun, Bosrah its chief city, 37 ; Job a

native of it, 237

Hozaliyah, Diwan, quoted, 14(5, 191, 283,

267

Hozaly, Al, a poet quoted by Shareeshi, 380
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Hud, i.q. Heber, a primaeval prophet, 150;

See Schultens' Monum. Vet. Arabia,

69

Hyaenas molest the lion, 329

1

Imaum, 44 ; his dress, 293, 468 ; deriva-

tion of the word, 95 ; used metaphori-

cally, 242

Impersonal verbs rare in Arabic, 368, 371,

378

Isaac of Mosul, a minstrel, 137

Ishmael, anecdote about his wives, 174

Isaiah quoted, 165, 227, 238, 261, 263,

291, 337, 340

Irak, 176

Izar, worn by women out of doors, 436

Jacob, his grief proverbial, 280, 477

Jackal, the most prowling of animals, 436

Jellaal-addeen Al Syuti, quoted, 259, 291

Jesus Ben-Sirach quoted, 63, 137, 342,

352, 258, 379, 407

Jerome, St., quoted, 203

Jews very hospitable, 55 ; accused by Mos-

lemin of holding the plurality of the

Deity, 60

Job quoted, 89, 116, 176, 237, 256, 260,

295, 337, 370, 483, 443

Joel quoted, 270

Joseph, 491

Juvenal quoted, 36, 161, 211, 255, 256,

259, 276, 330, 334, 358, 434, 443,

446, 448, 457

K

Kaab Ibn Zohair, poet quoted, 64, 139,

364, 439, 443, 448

Kaaba, the, 75, 108, 412, 416, 456

Kais, proverbial for meanness, 364

Kalila wa Damna, history of, 33

Karezain, the two tanners, proverbial for

irretrievable disappearance, 283. Vid.

Pocock. Spec. 332.

Karmati, a heretic sect of Moslemin, 173

Keblah, the, direction of Mecca from any

pkce, 455

Kesagi, Al, poet, quoted, 211

Khaif, a place in the environs of Mecca,

413, 417

Khalekan, Ibn, 228

Khidr, Al, a companion of Moses, 363

Kodaar, 132

Kodamah, of Baghdad, 30

Kohel, stibium, 449 ; kohel of death, 429 ;

the pencil of a kohel-pot, 481

Komait, Al, a poet of Koufa, 229, 467

Koran, Al, its names, 40, 41, 127, 221 ;

names of its first chapter, 184, 448;

the study of it, 103, 268, 361 ; quoted,

34, 48, 49, 60, 61, 63, 64, 78, 112,

116, 135, 143, 146, 149, 150, 151,

180, 215, 231, 236, 251, 305, 322,

341, 371, 395, 400, 415, 444, 477

Koufa, in Irak, its history, 205 ; a school

of grammarians, 37; Koufic charac-

ters, 206

Kozeir mutilated his nose to deceive queen

Zebaa, 32, 218

Labid, his Moallakah quoted, 39, 419,

444

Lam-Aleph, compared to an embrace,

423

Lamiyah Al Agam, poem of Tograi, quo-

ted, 42, 55, 70, 84, 89, 90, 190, 280,

285, 329, 350, 376, 431, 438, 441, 444,

445
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Lamiyah Al Arab of Shanfara, quoted,

107

Lightning betokens rain in the East, 56,

57, 366

Lion, his metonym, proverbial for rapacity,

439 ; powerful men compared to, 88

Lizard, proverbial as a land-animal, 456 ;

never meets the whale, 132

Locust, proverbial for rapacity, 309

Lokman, the wise, 448

Loop, for tying horses at night, 379 ;

of Arab vests, 183, formed by the

Arabs with their arms or garments in

squatting on the ground, 45, 290, 335

Loosed and bound, signifies
'
admissible

and inadmissible,' as in Matt xvi. 19,

315

Lucretius quoted, 316
' Lucus a non lucendo,' 334, 439

M
Maabad the singer, 137

Maarah in Syria, 481

Marhabah, unde derivatur, 210

Mariam, Abou-, a name of derision, 114

Martyrs of Islam, 37

Medina, its old name, 46; famous for

dates, 313

Meragra, a town of Aderbigan, 31 1

Merbad, the literary forum of Basra, 37

Meroan, town of Niged, 220

Merouan, Khaliph, anecdote of, 53

Meroua, hill Mecca, 418

Messiah, the, how spoken of by Mosle-

min, 60

Metonyms, 50, 225, 228

Milton quoted, 217, 340

Mirage of the desert, 227, 332

Mina, valley near Mecca, 418

Mohammed, his tides, 143, 184, 459;

account of bin ascent to the seventh

heaven, 310; traditionary quotations

of his sayings, 111, 143, 166, 232, 241,

247, 249, 257, 262, 279, 342, 352,

374, 387, 389, 435, 459, 462, 478

Mokaffa, Ibn Al, 430, 475

Moses, his mother's heart proverbial for

emptiness, 215; his conversation with

Mohammed in the sixth heaven, 310;

met with refusal when travelling with

Al Khidr, 363

Moslemin, their confession of faith, 61 ;

were great travellers, 94 ; their belief

about a future state, 257; about the

bridge Siraat, 258

Mosques frequented by beggars, why, 36 ;

small mosques and cathedral-mosques,

39 1, 452 ; how the Imaum and the con-

gregation respectively stand there, 44,

53, 236

Mostarshid Billahi, Khaliph, 25

Motanebbi quoted, 209, 277, 352, 397,

467

Motarrezi, commentator on Hariri, 117,

212

Mote in the eye, a metaphor for disgrace

as in Matt vii. 3, p. 318, 358

Mozdalifah, mosque near Mecca, 412

Muezzins, call to prayer, 271 ; chaunt

loudly at night in Ramadan, 459

Mufti, judge of canon law, 28 ; unde

derivatur, 47, 230

N

Naamah, Abou-, a pretender to the Kha-

liphate, 319

Narbeghra, a poet quoted, 108, 133, 280

Nathrah, a constellation, 213

Nawara, divorced by the poet Farezdak,

117

Neged, in Arabia Petr<ra, 219, 1 60

Nizami, quoted, 100

Nowas, Abou-, a poet quoted, 371, 466
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O

Obeidah, Abou-, the grammarian, 457

Obeid, Ibn-, a celebrated Mohammedan

preacher, in time of the Khaliph Al

Mansour, 308

Okbari, Al, commentator on Hariri, 117

Omar, the Khaliph, mentioned, 37, 48,

158, 205, 391, 435, 455

Opium,
'

bendg,' 489

Oph! Oph! an exclamation of vexation,

305, 342

Oumey, a marauder, 273

Onyx, or beryl, comparison of the nails

to, 405

Paronomasia, 339, 340; parallel to that

in the Hebrew Scriptures.

Pearls lose their beauty by exposure to the

air, 131, 398

Pebbles, method of divining with, 429

Persia, its modern Arabic name, 200 ; ex-

tortion of governors there, 299

Persians, their wars with the Arabs, 37;

drink wine, 49 ; worship fire, 456 ;

dye their beards black, 201 ; race of

monarchs of Sasaan, 391 ; the extrava-

gant style of their writers, 388, 394

Persian words in the Makamat, 153, 233,

265, 315, 445

Persius quoted, 84, 130, 156, 157, 178,

239, 260, 283, 290, 357, 389, 478

Phoenix, a bird proverbial for what is talked

of but never seen, 467

Pindar quoted, 395

Pleiades, 43

Pocock's translation of Abd-Al-Lateef,

243; Spec. Arab. Hist. 173, 456.

Poetry, rules of Arabic poetry, 107 ; usual

method of writing it, 307 ; discouraged

by Mohammed, 64 ; poetical artifices,

483, 485

Poverty, the Arabs account the exposure

of it disgraceful, 73, 235, 358

Prayer, times of daily prayer, 299, 477;

when, and how prescribed to Mosle-

min, 310; when the daily prayers may
be omitted, 299, 332 ; obligatory and

supererogatory, 231, 469

Proverbs of Solomon quoted, 220, 290,

291

Psalms quoted, 58, 89, 141, 216, 220,

244, 254, 283, 290, 291, 457, 461,

477

Psaltery, 136

Pythagoras' golden verses, 111

R

Rabiah, Ibn-, poet quoted by Hariri, 30

Radwa, hill of Medina, 367

Ramadan, 230, 490, 458

Ramleh in Syria, 409

Raven, earliest of birds, 384, 438 ; bird of

omen, 438

Razi, Al. His account of the writing of

the Makamat by Hariri, 35

Reed-pens, 109, 222

Review, a name for the Last Judgment,

258

Reynolds, Mr, Transktion '
of the Tra-

ditions of Jelaal-addeen Al Syuti,'

363

Roum, name of the Greeks of the lower

Empire, 59

Rye, a town of Persia, 289

S

Saada, a town in Yemen, 350

Sabbath, Mohammedan, 50

Safa, hill of Mecca, 413, 418
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Safadi, Al, 31, 70, 84, 138

Sahara, unde derivatur, 182

Sahbaan the Orator, 206, 312; vid. Po-

cock, Spec. Arab. Hist. 336.

Samuel Ben-Adiah, a Hebrew poet in the

Hamasa, quoted, 55

Sanaa, capital of Yemen, 71

Sasaan, prince of beggars, 391, 428

Satiah, a soothsayer, 139

Schultens, 311

Seeboweieh the grammarian, 487

Selman, a Persian, favourite of Moham-

med, 352

Semoaat, desert between Baghdad and

Damascus, 182

Seroug, birth-place of Abou-Zaid, 54, 59 ;

eulogy upon it, 328

Seth, his posterity the Anbath ; his dying

charge to them, 430

Shaafi, Al, founder of a very religious

sect of Moslemin to which Hariri

belonged, 202, 231

Shakspeare quoted, 126, 259, 260

Shanfara, Arabic poet, 107

Sharaaf, Ibn-, poet quoted by Shareeshi,

314

Shem and his brethren, proverbial as

inheritors of the world, 307

Shiraz, one of the four terrestrial para-

dises, 37 ; its wine, 49

Shoulder, the most difficult joint to eat

with the hands, 436

Sidney quoted, 399

Siesta, unde deriv. 274 ; a duty prescribed

by Mohammed, 279

Simeon, Ibn-, a Mohammedan preacher,

291

Singar in Kourdistan, 130

Sirius, i. q. Sheirah, 213

Siraat, bridge over hell-fire, 259

Sleeves, turning up of, a sign of alacrity,

52,416

Soda, praise of, 246

Solomon's Song quoted, 399

Sophocles quoted, 259

Souli, Al, a poet, quoted 284

Speed, phrases expressive of, 248, 385

Staff, tapping the staff on the ground to

remind any one of what he ought to

recollect, 429 ; vid, Schultens' Monum.

Vet. Arabia, p. 40.

Stone, the sacred black (built in the wall

of the Kaaba), and the sacred white

stone at Mecca, 171, 413

Taheb, Abou-, enemy of Mohammed, 143

Tamim, a noble Arab, 351

Tammuz, the month August, 57

Tanise, a very ancient Egyptian town, 154

Tarafah, his Moallakah quoted, 171, 203,

397

Tartars, the, had not devastated Irak in

Hariri's time, 400

Teeth, comparisons of, to pearls, crystal,

&c., 396 ; teeth of a comb and teeth of

an ass proverbial for similarity in good

and bad qualities respectively, 374

Teflis may be written in three ways, 333

Tehama, a district of Arabia Petraea, 460

Temam, Abou-, 472

Teraphim, 183

Tesnim, a fount in Paradise, 131

Thamud, an ancient extinct Arab tribe,

132

Tiger-wolf, proverbial for boldness, 436

Tobaa, ancient kings of Yemen, 71, 474

Toothpick described with metaphorical ele-

gance, 247; emblem of attenuation,

in"; Mohammed recommends the

use of it, 248

Tr;m-]n>s;ilil.' letters in the inflections of

Arabic verbs, 43
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Treble-toned strings of a lute, 306

Trinity, the, mistake of Moslemin about

the Christian doctrine, 61

Trivet, primitive, of the Arabs, 243

Turks drink arrack, 49

U

Unity of God, grand tenet of the Mosle-

min, 60

Unstamped fragments of silver used as

currentmoney under the Khaliphs, 239

Veil, the, worn by Arab females, 402, 284

Vega, 187

Virgil quoted, 307, 126

W
Water-mills of Hama, 68

Weaving, allusions to, 289, 300, 317

Whales and lizards never meet, 132

Wine prohibited to Moslemin by the Ko-

ran, 48 ; its various ancient names, 51 ;

description of oriental wineshop, 190

White cloak worn over the shoulder by the

pilgrims to Mecca, 416

Wolf, its metonym, 439

Yemen, Arabia Felix, its kings were con-

querors, 475 ; its variegated silks, 223

Zaalem the grammarian, 458

Zamzam, the sacred well at Mecca, 418

Zebaa, queen, 32

Zebras, called 'the daughters of Saada,' 350

Zengis Khan, 389

Zerkaa, a woman proverbial for long sight,

467

Zohair, his Moallakab. poem quoted, 419,

339

Zohara, the planet Venus, 135

Zonam, a piper of the court of Haroun

Al Rashid, 137

THE END.



CORRIGENDA.

Pag. 49, note 1. The 'anecdote' alluded to has been cancelled. It occurs in De

Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, pag. 209, of the text, and pag. 247 of the translation.

pag. 50, for Mohomraedan, read Mohammedan.

In pag. 60, 61, 63, 64, and 78 for 'Surat' read Surah*, and in the Makamah of

Ramleh, for
'

Arafah,'
'

Gohafah,'
'

Mozdalifah,' read the same words with a final t.

pag. 70, 84, &c., for
'

Lamiyot-Al-Agami ', read
'

Lamiyah Al Agam '.

. 117, for 'pag. 21, note 2', read 'pag. 32'.

... 120, for 'pag. 33', read 'pag. 39*.

... 127, for 'note 7, pag. 35', read 'note 3, pag. 40'.

... 136, for 'pag. 35, note &', read 'pag. 41, note 1 '.

... 176, for 'pag. 31', read 'pag. 37'.

. . . 202, after
'

pag. 3 ', read
' De Sacy's Hariri '.

... 209, for ^j, read J& .

... 213, for
'

pag. 32 ', read '

pag. 38, note 3 '.

. 256, note 3, for A read *j.

... 276, line 5, for 'flock', read 'flocks'.

... 291, for 'pag. 40, note 2', read 'pag. 44, note 4'.

... 402. The commentators agree that the words whose literal translation is

' She dropped pearls from a perfumed ring,' mean,
' She dropped charming words

from her sweetly-breathing mouth,' (a sense in conformity with the preceding clause,

viz.
'
I besought her to bless my ears by the best of announcements 0- The translator

*

was led into error by the recurrence of the word JJ , which in the preceding verses

means '
tears '.

pag. 413, note 10, for
'

Kheifa ', read
' Khaif '.

The s in
'ijj*

is pronounced like cU only when the word is in construction,

(Surat-Al-Hamd), and is changed into C^> when that word lias a pro-

nominal affix, f.y.

34
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